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Section 1- Project Description  

Greater Idaho Falls Transit (GIFT) is an on-demand micro transit service that operates within the 

City of Idaho Falls. GIFT services a population of 67,000 people in a geographical area that is a 

regional business and transportation hub. GIFT’s region of operation includes a regional 

airport that draws ridership from eastern Idaho, western Wyoming, and southwest Montana. This 

same population relies on medical and retail services available only in Idaho Falls. With the 

heavy use of our commercial and municipal institutions from populations throughout our region, 

GIFT is uniquely positioned to strategically assist with transportation solutions creating synergy 

for all users of public transportation in our region. The GIFT Investment Diversification 

Strategy- Project Community (GIFT-IDS-Project Community) is designed to focus on the most 

vulnerable members of our community by incorporating modern technology with traditional 

facilities to operate our service with an ever-shrinking carbon footprint, placing priority on safety 

through situational readiness, and increasing access to services by focusing on the 

communication to all populations. GIFT will achieve this design goal by implementing new 

chargers for our PHEV fleet and providing bus shelters with electronic signage. We will display 

the need and how this specifically designed project will fulfil that urgent need.   

 

Discuss how project meets the FTA funding source program purpose  

 

Federal Transit Authority (FTA) program dedicates funding to replace, rehabilitate, and purchase 

buses and related equipment, including technological changes or innovations to modify low or no 

emission vehicles. The proposed GIFT-IDS-Project Community meets the FTA program 

priorities by updating the current level two electric chargers to programable level two chargers 

that will maximize use of carbon-free electricity sourcing from clean hydropower at a reduced 

rate which will assist in providing additional transit services with financial and emissions 

savings. Additionally, the proposal includes physical bus shelters with electronic displays which 

is specifically mentioned in the funding source. These shelters are urgently needed as there are 

no bus shelters in our entire city for public transportation, the electronic signs will assist the 

public with how to get a ride and communicate to those without access to internet or phone 

service. Lastly, this project includes acquiring a camera and related equipment to assist with 

development of a transit asset plan by documenting condition of assets. This equipment will also 

assist in our long-term maintenance plan by allowing us to document cleaning, repairs, upgrades, 

and develop recorded trainings supporting the maintenance schedule.    

 

Discuss how the project meets the ITD PT call for project priorities  

 

The Idaho Transportation Department’s Public Transportation Office (ITD PT) promotes all 

transportation services in Idaho. The ITD PT project priorities includes the introduction of new 

technology, through innovative and improved products, into public transportation. The proposed 

project aligns with this expansion priority through capital and preventative maintenance of 

incorporating new level 2 chargers, bus shelters with electronic displays, and the ability to 

accurately document any vehicle maintenance issues visually with a camera which will address 

urgent needs in our community while also meeting project priority status.   
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Describe in detail the scope of work for the project you are proposing  

 

The proposed project consists of three key steps: upgrading our charging capabilities, building 

out public transit infrastructure, and using technology to communicate with the public.   

The scope of work for this project includes the following:   

1) The purchase and installation of four programable chargers such as the Pulsar Plus 48Amp 

level 2 electric chargers or equivalent from an approved vendor. These vehicle chargers will 

replace the Siemens level 2 electric vehicle chargers that are currently being used. Installation 

and programming of chargers will be performed by a qualified professional from the City of 

Idaho Falls. Programming will be set to charge vehicles during “off peak” demand times 

between 8 P.M. and 6 A.M. but could be updated if the demand times change. Additionally, the 

Siemens level two chargers that are being replaced will be redistributed to different locations 

throughout the City of Idaho Falls for increased ability to charge vehicles while serving the 

public.    

2) The purchase and assembly of three bus shelters with ADA benches and map holders from an 

approved vendor. The bus shelters are estimated to be 12 feet long by 5 feet wide by 10 feet tall. 

They will be assembled and have electronic signage installed on them by qualified construction 

and electrical professionals from the City of Idaho Falls. The bus shelters will be placed on City 

property in high traffic areas and areas exposed to weather-related conditions that pose current 

challenges to pedestrian safety while waiting for a public transportation ride. These structures are 

designed to provide a safe place for the public to wait for a transit vehicle at locations that do not 

currently have a “meeting location" for the public which provides an additional value to GIFT 

in that it creates a gathering area to facilitate boarding quickly and improve our on-time 

performance and ability to accommodate more riders throughout the day due to less time spend 

per boarding. These will be “fixed placed” shelters; however, they could be relocated as needed 

for additional cleaning, weather related situations, rider need, and to abide by City ordinances as 

Idaho Falls population grows.   

3) The purchase and installation of electronic signage from an approved vendor. The signs 

will be approximately 5 feet wide by 3 feet high and designed to be incorporated as part of the 

bus shelters. The signage will include a multi-year parts and labor warranty, programmable 

software with unlimited users, and online resources for training. Installation of the signage on the 

bus shelters will be completed by qualified electrical professionals from the City of Idaho Falls. 

The signage will be programmed by a GIFT staff member to show transportation essential 

information including scheduling and demand response times, booking information, information 

about upcoming delays in service due to holidays or weather events, and information regarding 

road, pedestrian, and bicycle safety. Other FTA priority messaging concerning suicide 

awareness, human trafficking, public health information, and emergency alerts could also be 

accommodated.   

4) The purchase of a high-quality camera and related camera equipment for documentation of 

vehicle maintenance, potential vehicle safety concerns, and insurance documentation for accident 

coverage. The camera will also be key to the asset maintenance plan for the vehicles and bus 

shelters to periodically document their condition. This equipment will be vital to develop safety 

training and other FTA priority public transportation trainings.   
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5) Project Management will be completed with on time quarterly financial and progress reporting 

requirements or submitted as detailed in grant award forms.   

 

 

 

Contractor Information 

 

There will not be a third-party contractor assigned for project implementation or final assembly 

of this project. The City of Idaho Falls has the capacity and the capability of providing the work 

necessary to complete the project as it is designed.   

 

Section 2- Demonstration of Need 

Service Area Level of Need 

  

The service area level of need was determined to be a general level of need, per the application’s 

guidelines. GIFT is not in violation of any health or safety regulations and has not had any 

compliance order, consent order, or notice of violation. There is a general level of need that is 

related to major improvements in services and/or infrastructure and that is shown in our proposed 

project’s funding request. When determining the level of need, infrastructure and capital 

equipment needs are at the forefront of staff conversations with the public.   

Programable level 2 chargers will reduce the cost of charge for our Plug in Hybrid Electric 

Vehicles and allow GIFT to reinvest funding to achieve future program viability. These chargers 

will reduce our carbon footprint by allowing us the ability to charge overnight starting at a time 

when the power provider is off peak demand, and the electricity is coming from local clean 

hydroelectric sources instead of carbon centric sources produced outside our or power provider’s 

system. Without these charger upgrades GIFT's ability to make the case for a future of clean 

electric vehicles would be diminished as both the cost of charging and the clean power 

production of that charge would both be questionable at best. These chargers are key to future 

investment. Having programable chargers is also essential to fleet readiness and safety, as there 

is no current way for us to know the state of charge for a vehicle before sending a driver out for 

tour of duty. The type of charger we are seeking will allow us to know the state of charge for any 

vehicle plugged in before ever scheduling a driver to be in that unit, this will be a significant 

step-up in efficiency. 

The need for bus shelters in Idaho Falls is critical; there are no existing bus shelters or benches 

for public transportation in our service area. There are no specific designated places for the 

public to wait for a public transportation unit to pick them up. There are no physical locations to 

designate a pick-up location in the many parks, riverfront walking areas, and public property in 

general. In addition to the bus stop shelters, the electronic signage will be essential to 

communicating that the shelter is for public transportation and to display information for those 

that are technologically disenfranchised to receive information. We have a population in our 

service area that does not have reliable access to internet or phone service that we serve daily 

through call center scheduled rides from publicly accessible phones and walk-up rider 

ability. Electronic signage will assist in increasing on time performance by providing accurate 

ride information in a timely manner to the public, which is one of the best ways to increase 

ridership, as reliability is directly related to consistent ridership. Public safety will also be 
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improved in that messages of public concern will be displayed as well. For example, the City of 

Idaho Falls recently had public drinking water well site power failure. This led to a city-wide 

boil order. It was difficult to get the information to the public effectively and efficiently, 

especially those without reliable phone or internet service. These electronic signs at these 

shelters can display public safety information like emergency boil orders for drinking water, 

suicide support hotline information, anti-human trafficking information, and many other 

important FTA priority public communications as well.    

 

Discuss efforts, qualitative and quantitative that have been undertaken to determine need, the 

reason for sustaining current levels or expanding 

GIFT currently provides service within the Idaho Falls city limits. Efforts to determine need 

were based on ridership inquires for wait times and cancelled rides that GIFT receives daily. 

Daily, we have more requests for rides than transit drivers can complete. In a typical day, transit 

drivers will experience over one hundred cancelled rides and over 100 riders that look up the 

wait time and choose not to book a ride based on the wait time estimate. This shows an 

overwhelming need for GIFT to optimize our services to shorten the time it takes to locate and 

board each passenger. Having a set location designated with a bus shelter will reduce the time it 

takes to find and board passengers for high traffic, low visibility locations. Staff estimates that 

transit ridership will increase incrementally with each bus shelter location and optimize the 

ridership response time, as we already have more requests than we can fulfill each day. This 

observation is supported by our rider feedback in the driver ratings and comments available for 

submission in the GIFT app and website. The most common feedback received is having to wait 

too long for an on-demand ride. The only way to shorten that time without expanding the fleet is 

to become more efficient through optimization. Staff recognizes that bus shelters are needed for 

the public to be safe and out of the weather while waiting for a ride, but we are prioritizing 

locations that will also help drivers optimize that efficiency of time spent per boarding so we can 

reduce future fleet expansion expenditure to the most important key performance indicators. This 

is a tenant of smart forward-thinking growth that is the epitome of GIFT-IDS Project 

Community.  

Asset Sustainability 

GIFT prioritizes maintenance for the assets in our care. Employees regularly clean, restore, 

repair, and repurpose assets which prioritizes a clean, safe, customer service-oriented 

organization. Every driver and employee of our organization is responsible for, and has the right, 

to call out the need for maintenance. Once maintenance is required, it is documented during each 

step of the process and put on strict schedule to be completed. Follow up to each maintenance 

issue is completed within 60 days to record that the issue was completely resolved, and regular 

maintenance scheduling can begin again.  

When we take care of our assets, they will take care of us and our riders. By keeping assets in 

our care in good condition we promote ridership, we show good stewardship of the vital funds 

that go into our programs, and we create efficiencies by extending the usable life of assets which 
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gives us the ability to invest our savings in long term solutions. This ability shows in our efforts 

towards lowering our carbon footprint, and long-term financial sustainability of GIFT.  

 

Ridership 

 

GIFT has been open to the public since June 2022 and has shown a substantial increase in 

ridership over the course of 2022. This can be expected from a pilot project, but by comparing 

data from the previous service TRPTA, GIFT is on pace to do more than double the rides in our 

first year of operation than TRPTA’s best boarding record year. In the seven months that GIFT 

has been operational, 45,000 rides have been provided by our micro-transit program, which 

averages out to 6,450 per month. Our most recent month of data from December 2022 was 7,457 

rides. As the program continues to be established and marketed, staff is expecting an increase in 

the monthly ridership. GIFT has a strong desire to do everything in our power to reach our full 

potential which we estimate to be in the range of 400-450 rides a day (145,000 boardings a year) 

once we reach full optimization with our current fleet.   

If applying for a vehicle- Asset Condition 

 

The proposed project is not applying for funding for a vehicle.   

 

Provide Attachment D- Demonstration of Need 

Attachment D- Demonstration of Need is included in the supporting documents.  

 

Section 3- Project Planning 

Applicant should tie project specific goals in ITD Statewide Public Transportation Plan and for 

5310 projects Locally Coordinated Plan for your Districts.   

 

In the ITD Statewide Public Transportation Plan (figures 14 &15 – Trip types for which 

customers use and need public transportation services) this project ties into these specific needs 

of the public in District 6. District 6 emphasizes medical shopping, human service programs, 

recreation regional destinations, older adults, peoples with disabilities, workers, students, 

veterans, and youth. Our bus shelters will assist these populations to get transportation to and 

from these locations even if a specific bus stop shelter is not used for their trip- as this 

infrastructure allows GIFT to operate more efficiently and provided more rides throughout the 

day.  

In the ITD Statewide Public Transportation Plan (figure 16- areas of designation for services) it 

shows populations in need for services. This project specifically services these populations with 

ADA bus shelters that provide wheelchair users, elderly, and youth safe refuge from the elements 

while waiting for public transit, enabling them to utilize parks and services through the city of 

Idaho Falls. Without these structures there is additional risk to these populations.  
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Describe the Project Development Process  

GIFT has coordinated with local stakeholders on the project development process. Idaho Falls 

Power, the Area Agency on Aging and the Idaho Falls Regional Airport have been helpful in 

establishing potential charging locations, bus shelter, and electronic signage information.  

Idaho Falls Power will assist staff in gathering the data from the new chargers and documenting 

the power savings, the reduction in the carbon footprint of each charge, and off-peak demand 

usage of power.  

The Area Agency on Aging (AAA) will be monitoring how many of their seniors are riding 

GIFT with the program and staff will use this data to measure the increase. The AAA has been a 

large proponent of getting shelters and signs at ride locations to greater serve the aging 

population.  

The Idaho Falls Airport, in conjunction with Parks and Recreation and Community Development 

Services, will assist staff with shelter placement and messaging for the electronic displays to 

maximize effective communication to those without access to technology and phone services.  

 

Describe efforts undertaken to coordinate and include the Minority and Low-Income Population 

GIFT is using the Justice40 guidance and the National League of Cities Equity Dashboard 

through the categories of transportation and disadvantaged communities, to coordinate and 

include Minority and Low-Income populations. Placement of public transportation resources will 

be in qualifying designated neighborhoods to benefit underserved communities.   

 

What is your plan to include DBE’s (Disadvantage Business Enterprises) in this project 

 

For project completion, GIFT will be using the diverse staff of the City of Idaho Falls, but we are 

dedicated to utilizing DBEs for future projects and planning.  

 

Identify any local Labor Unions as identified by the Department of Labor  

 

International Brotherhood of Electrical workers (IBEW) Labor Union workers with Idaho Falls 

Power have been and will continue to be consulted for this and future projects.  

 

Provide Attachment B  

Attachment B- Milestone Reporting is included in the supporting documents.  

 

 

Provide Attachment C- NEPA Worksheet 

Attachment C- NEPA Worksheet is included in the supporting documents.  

 

Section 4- Project Benefits/Evaluation   

Project Benefits: Improves Safety 

The GIFT-IDS-Community Project provides the general population safety with improved electric 

vehicle charging capabilities, bus shelters, and electronic signage.   
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Replacing the current Siemens non-programmable electric vehicle chargers with the proposed 

programmable level two electric vehicle chargers will lead to a lower carbon footprint by 

prioritizing off peak charging which sources electricity from local clean, renewable hydropower 

energy and allow drivers to charge vehicles around the peak demand times lowering the demand 

charge cost significantly. Also, this allows the vehicle to be fully charged before the drivers 

arrive to work so that they can focus on pre-shift vehicle safety checks along with additional 

cleaning and disinfection to increase ridership safety.   

Currently, there are no bus shelters within the city limits of Idaho Falls. This presents an overall 

safety risk to the general population, transit ridership and transit drivers. GIFT is an on-demand, 

micro transit system that focuses on location-to-location pick-up and drop off. In some areas, 

there is not a safe “meeting location” for the driver to pick up or drop off a passenger due to high 

traffic conditions, weather-related conditions, or visibility issues. Our project aims to increase 

safety by placing bus shelters in areas that are deemed “unsafe” and provides a secure “meeting 

location” for transit ridership and drivers. Visibly, bus shelters would also increase general 

driver awareness to traffic safety laws and pedestrian and bicyclists that could be nearby.  

Electronic signage on bus shelters will increase population safety by improving access to 

information. Idaho Falls has a population of current and potential riders that do not have access 

to standard technology such as cell phones, computers, and internet access; these riders currently 

ask for non-profit agencies or medical centers to schedule rides on their behalf. Technology and 

information sharing is vital to this specific population and will help bridge a known gap. These 

signs will effectively communicate essential information regarding scheduled wait times, transit 

delays, FTA safety messaging priorities, weather, and other messaging to help public safety 

goals and increase transit efficiency. 

 

Project Benefits: Improves Mobility 

 

GIFT’s main goal is to improve efficiency within our public transit system.   

Replacing the electric vehicle chargers would improve the charging capacity and increase the 

efficiency of the vehicles. This improvement would allow for full fleet utilization and additional 

economic opportunities. The general population would benefit from increased ridership 

opportunities since the vehicles charging and state of charge readiness could be assessed 

remotely and programmed for custom driver shifts. 

Bus shelters with electronic signage would improve general mobility throughout our service 

area. Sharing technological advancement and communicating vital information increases 

efficiency and improves our transit services. Bus shelters allow the general population access to 

information regarding public transit, for example, how to schedule a ride, payment methods, wait 

times, service area and traffic, emergency, and non-emergency information. This access to 

information increases call center and app ride scheduling efficiency leading to wait time 

accuracy which leads to increased ridership as it instills confidence in the public about their 

ability to ride public transportation effectively. 

 

Project Benefits: Supports local economic development and expand economic opportunity 

 

GIFT’s primary focus is supporting the local economy and small businesses.   

Replacing the current Siemens level 2 chargers with programmable level 2 chargers are key in 

having full fleet accessibility for ridership. This would increase scheduling availability to 
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accommodate work schedules and appointment times for Idaho Falls citizens. For tourists, full 

fleet accessibility would lead to more use of city recreational activities and small business areas 

that have limited parking availability, such as our downtown. Overall, it would be expected that 

better customer services and better wait times throughout the transit system would be seen due to 

increased charging accessibility. Additionally, charging during the “off peak” demand times 

leads to financial support staying in the local economy.   

Bus shelters lead to a unique opportunity for economic development. Idaho Falls is a major 

medical and retail hub for southeastern Idaho, western Wyoming, and southern Montana. 

Providing infrastructure, such as bus stop shelters, would help small business centers or open-air 

shopping plazas garner attraction with fixed “meeting locations” for pick up and drop off by 

GIFT. With the electronic signage installed on the shelters, visitors can access vital information 

regarding public transportation, call into a call center to schedule a ride or download the GIFT 

app on their cell phones using a QR code and schedule a ride specifically for that location. 

 

 

Project Evaluation 

 

Describe how the applicant intends to continually evaluate success of the project 

 

GIFT will monitor and evaluate the success of the project by measuring the amount of 

reinvestment of funds we can generate from charger efficiency. How many boardings we gain 

from the bus shelter locations and how many more walk on rides and technologically 

underserved riders we gain throughout the project and going forward to evaluate for continued 

growth.  

 

Include in the description what kinds of data will be collected and discuss specific measures. 

 

Through the demand use of power, the total KWH used, and time of charge through the smart 

electrical meter, billing practices, and new charger software we will see what specific 

measurements we can add in future more power intensive applications as we move our fleet to 

electric non carbon emitting solutions.  

Walk on riders and rider accounts added that cannot use the app will be accounted for in addition 

to any tertiary data to see if it is significant to consider for future similar investments.  

 

Project Evaluation- How often will data be collected, used, and evaluated?  

 

Programable level 2 chargers provided by an approved vendor, the data on the charging costs, 

cost rates, and charging times per vehicle will be monitored on a monthly basis. As needed, 

programming of the charging times could be adjusted according to the “off peak” demand 

timeframes set by the power provider, so all datasets would be in “off peak” hours. Data will be 

compared to the previous month’s data and evaluation of any changes in charging costs, rates, or 

charging times that were made each month would be considered. This information would be used 

to determine if there are any financial efficiencies GIFT could be taking action to achieve and if 

additional electric fleet vehicles would be efficient to keep up with ridership demand in the 

future. Also, in effort to have a fully charged, at capacity fleet, operation staff members using 

this project’s data would know monthly if there were any vehicles that are not being charged to 
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capacity and specific vehicles could be evaluated for additional maintenance issues that are 

going unrecognized.   

For the bus shelters and electronic signage, data would be collected based on ridership location 

information. Currently, ridership data is currently collected on a monthly basis and the top 

location areas for pick up and drop off is evaluated each month to improve customer service in 

those areas. Along with collecting ridership data monthly, ridership data will be filtered to show 

the number of rides specifically scheduled for pick up or drop off from the bus shelter locations. 

This information would be used to determine if the locations that chosen have been correctly 

designated. Also, GIFT will be sending push notifications through the GIFT app to current users 

to bring public awareness of the new “meeting locations”. This will help identify if additional 

public awareness helps determine other area locations that might be more useful to riders.  

GIFT has the capacity to carry out the project as it is proposed. GIFT has executed a MOU with 

the City of Idaho Falls, which provides access to qualified professionals within the city employee 

pool to complete any work that GIFT staff members would not be able to perform. The City of 

Idaho Falls employs a full-time transit coordinator, grant administrator, grant coordinator, as 

well as additional support staff to help with monitoring the project, such as invoicing, reporting, 

and other administrative duties (see organization chart in supporting documents section). GIFT 

currently manages other grant funding, such as CARES Act funding, and adheres to all FTA and 

State of Idaho rules and regulations. Grant funding is critical to operational success of the transit 

program. Sustainability and maintenance of the project’s electric vehicle equipment and capital 

equipment and materials will be placed in GIFT’s yearly budget after the end of the project’s 

grant period. Transit employees adhere to strict policies and procedures to keep equipment well 

maintained for longevity purposes.   

 

Section 5- Project Budget 

 

Budget Narrative 

 

The project budget was determined based on the proposed scope of work. For the Electric 

Vehicle Equipment, Pulsar Plus 48amp electric vehicle level 2 chargers are estimated to be 

$900.00 with shipping and the yearly subscription plan is estimated to be $240.00 per charger 

per the manufacturer website. The installation and programming of the chargers will be 

completed for labor cost of $100.00 by a certified staff member. For the Capital Equipment and 

Materials, electronic signage costs are estimated to be $18,100 per sign per previous work 

completed and estimated provided by request. The electronic signage is approximately five feet 

by 3 feet and includes remote computer access with programming capabilities, scheduling 

software, online training, and five-year parts and labor warranties. The signage will be installed 

on the bus shelters for an estimated labor and materials cost of $6700 each sign. The bus shelters 

are estimated to be $13,250 from a manufacturer’s website. The camera is estimated to be $4,000 

per a retailer website. The camera has the functionality to keep up with current technology trends 

with 4K capability and take video and still photos. Budgeted cost estimates are from previous 

work cost invoices, specific project estimates from these providers, manufacture and retailer 

websites, and include shipping and demand timeframes. Our project does not include any outside 

of staff construction making Davis Bacon wages not applicable.  

The project does have the ability to be scaled down. This is reflected in the Itemized Budget 

Breakdown included in Attachment A- Budget Request Form (second tab) and the items are listed 
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in order of project priorities. The primary focus for our funding request is the purchase and 

installation of the electric vehicle level 2 chargers listed in the Electric Vehicle Equipment 

section. The secondary focus is the Electric signage, including labor and materials, and bus 

shelters listed in the Capital Equipment and Materials section. Funding would be appreciated for 

the camera, but funding could be scaled down for a lower end camera model, however, an 

upgraded camera would need to be purchased sooner due to technology trends.   

GIFT does have the financial capability of operating on a reimbursement basis. The financial 

statements are included in the documentation for review. Per the financial statements provided, 

GIFT has successfully submitted reimbursements to ITD for every month since June 2022  

 

Provide itemized and broken-down estimated project budget  

 

The project’s itemized budget is included in the Excel Attachment A- Budget Request Form on 

the second tab titled “Itemized Budget Breakdown”.  A signed PDF copy is also in the 

supporting documents.  

 

Provide Attachment A- Budget Request Form  

Attachment A- Budget Request Form is included in the supporting documentation provided with 

the grant application.   
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FTA Grant

Total Federal Match
169,310.00$  135,448.00$  33,862.00$  

The matching funds are provided internally from GIFT. No other matching sources are 
going to be used for the project. 

5339

Subrecipient Printed Name

Subrecipient Signature

1/5/2023
Date

Electric Vehicle Equipment- Purchase and Labor for Installation of four Level 2 chargers 
with purchase of the yearly subscription plan for each charger from Platt Electric.                                                                                                                                     
Capital Equipment- Purchase and installation (Labor and materials) of programmable 
electrical signage with 10 year parts and labor warranties, camera for vehicle 
documentation and record keeping of potential vehicle damage, and purchase and 
assembly labor costs for three bus shelters for high traffic areas or during bad weather 
events for safety purposes.                                                                                             

Local Match Source(s) for Project:

169,310.00$                       135,448.00$                                 33,862.00$                                 
Total Project Cost Total Federal Request Total Match Needed

Address 680 Park Ave, Idaho Falls, ID 83402

Phone Number 208-612-8487

Capital (CP)
80/20

Scope of Work

Contact Name Kade Marquez

Fiscal Year 2024 Project Budget Request

Subrecipient Greater Idaho Falls Transit

Agreement Term October 1, 2023-September 30, 2025

Kade Marquez
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Item Units  Unit Amount  Labor Cost Total

 Electric Vehicle Charger 4 $900.00 $3,600.00

Service Plan 4 $240.00 $960.00

Charger Installation 4 $100.00 $400.00

Electronic Signage 3 $30,000.00 $90,000.00

Electronic Signage Labor Installation 3 $6,700.00 $20,100.00

Camera 1 $4,000.00 $4,000.00

Bus shelters 3 $13,250.00 $39,750.00

Bus shelter assembly 3 $3,500.00 $10,500.00

$169,310.00

Purchase Bus shelters for citizen 
saftey in high traffic areas or 
during bad weather events    

Final Budget Total          

Programmable electric signage 
for outdoor useage with 10 year 

parts and labor warranty

 camera for vehicle 
documentation 

Electric Vehicle Equipment

Capital Equipment & Materials

Labor and Installation Materials 
Cost for electric signage

Labor and materials cost of 
assembly of bus shelters 

Itemized Budget Breakdown
Description

 Electric Vehicle Level 2 Charger

Yearly Subscription Plan for Level 
2 chargers

Electric Vehicle Level 2 Charger 
Installtion and programming
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FFY 2022 One-Time Capital Application 
Attachment B:  Milestone Reporting 

 

Agency Name Greater Idaho Falls Transit 
Agency Contact Kade Marquez 
Phone # 208-612-8487 Email kmarquez@idahofalls.gov 
Grant Program 5339 Rural One Time 
Federal Award Amount $109,288.00 Federal Request Amount 
Scope of Work:  
Electric Vehicle Equipment- Purchase and Labor for Installation of four Level 2 chargers with purchase of the yearly 
subscription plan for each charger.                                                                                                                             
Capital Equipment- Purchase and installation (Labor and materials) of programmable electrical signage with 5 year parts 
and labor warranties, camera for vehicle documentation and record keeping of potential vehicle damage, and purchase 
and assembly labor costs for three bus shelters for high traffic areas and in all weather for safety purposes.       
Milestone Progress Report: Target of major tasks to be achieved by specific dates.  
The report should include information such as: data for each activity line item within the approved project; a discussion 
of all  

• budget or schedule changes; original, estimated and actual estimated completion date 
• description of projects, status, specification preparation, bid solicitation, resolution of protests, and contract 

awards. 

For all our prices we have already procured accurate costs of project from industry leaders.  
• breakout of the costs incurred and those costs required to complete the project; reasons why any scheduled 

milestone or completion dates were not met, identifying problem areas and discussing how the problems will be 
solved; and discuss the expected impacts of delays and the steps planned to minimize these impacts. 

Add additional milestones to the table below as needed. 
 

Name Estimated Completion 
Date Description 

RFP/RFQ Issue Date or  
depending on RFP requirements 
which are dependent on amounts 
we are funded on this grant/ 
Equipment purchase date 

November 1st, 2023 Purchase via quotes for scope funded. This can be 
advanced if funding is awarded sooner. 

Award Date 60 days after RFP 
Issue date. 

January 15th, 2024 This will allow enough time to receive competitive 
bid and award the best option if RFP is needed. 

Start Date or Order Date for 
Rolling Stock, Equipment, and 
Technology Purchases 

April 1st, 2024  If snow is not an issue, we can start assembly of bus 
shelters and electronic signage. 

Construction Completion Date or 
Delivery Date for Rolling Stock, 
Equipment, or Technology 
Purchases 

June 15th, 2025 This will provide enough time to accommodate 
adverse weather and reliance on city staff to assist in 
project completion with other city goals. 

Contract Completion Date November 15th, 2025 This will provide data from the busiest part of the 
transportation season to complete the contract. 
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FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION 
REGION 10 

(covering Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington) 
 

CATEGORICAL EXCLUSION / DOCUMENTED CATEGORICAL EXCLUSION WORKSHEET 
 
The purpose of this worksheet is to assist project sponsoring transit agencies in the states of Alaska, Idaho, 
Oregon, and Washington in gathering and organizing materials for environmental analysis required under the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) – particularly for projects that may qualify as a Categorical Exclusion 
(CE) or Documented Categorical Exclusion (DCE) under 23 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 771.118 – to 
support a recommendation. The use and submission of this worksheet is NOT required. The worksheet is 
provided as a helpful tool for assembling information needed by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) to 
determine the likelihood and magnitude of potential project impacts to the environment. 
 
NOTE: Worksheet fields are expandable. Feel free to use more than a line or two, if needed. You may also 
reference and attach additional information such as technical memoranda, maps, or photographs for the 
project. 
 
Submission of this worksheet does not satisfy NEPA requirements. FTA must concur in writing in the 
sponsoring agency's NEPA recommendation, as appropriate. Project activities may not begin until this process 
is complete and FTA has provided written concurrence. FTA encourages you to review the document 
“Guidance for Implementation of FTA's Categorical Exclusions (23 CFR 771.118)” available online here: 
https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/environmental-programs/guidance-implementation-ftas-
categorical-exclusions.  
 
Please contact the FTA Region 10 office at (206) 220-7954 if you have any questions or require assistance. For 
submittal procedures, please see information at the end of this document. For links to other agencies or for 
further topical guidance, please go to FTA’s website on Environmental Programs, 
https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/environmental-programs/environmental-programs. 
 
DISCLAIMER: The contents of this document do not have the force and effect of law and are not meant to bind 
the public in any way. This document is intended only to provide clarity to the public regarding existing 
requirements under the law or agency policies. Grantees should refer to applicable regulations and statutes 
referenced in this document. 
 

I. Project Description 
Sponsoring Agency 
Greater Idaho Falls Transit 

Date Submitted 
3-2-2023 

FTA Grant Number(s) (if known) 
      

Project Title 
GIFT Investment Diversification Strategy: Project Community 

Project Description (brief, 1-2 sentences) 
This project is to install bus stop shelters on top of existing concrete in public designated right of ways 
and replace existing electric vehicle chargers on existing metal pedestals.   

Purpose and Need for Project (Please provide a brief statement. You may include this information 
as an attachment if the statement is lengthy.) 
The purpose is to provide sheltered areas for the public to wait for public transportation. This directly 
enhanced safety for riders, and ADA access to services which is an urgent need for the City of Idaho 
Falls as we currently don’t have any bus stop shelters. 

Project Location (Please include street address, city, and state of the project location.) 
This project will take place in three different parks in Idaho Falls, Idaho – The corresponding addressed 
will be 485 E 25th St., 507 Memorial Drive, and 2000 E Sunnyside Rd Idaho Falls ID83404 
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Project Contact (Please include the name, phone number, email address, and mailing address for 
the submitter of this worksheet.) 
Kade Marquez, 208-612-8487, KMarquez@IdahoFalls.gov, GIFT 308 Constitution Dr. Idaho Falls, ID 
83402 

If your project involves construction, please include the following as appropriate:  

• Project vicinity map 
• Project site plan(s) showing project features, access points, and project boundaries 
• Other useful maps as appropriate (topographic maps, aerial photographs, Environmental 

Protection Agency [EPA] NEPAssist maps, etc.) 
• Photographs of the site if useful to illustrate important features 
• Details on the depth and extent of soil excavation proposed for the project 
• Additional information if the soil has been previously disturbed by prior construction or other 

activity 
• List of parks or recreation areas within the project vicinity 
• List of any previous consultations that might be relevant (e.g., with other federal, state, or local 

agencies) 

 

II. NEPA Class of Action 
Please answer the following questions to determine the project’s potential NEPA Class of 
Action. If the answer to any of the questions in Part II.A, questions A.1 through A.4 below 
is “Yes”, contact your assigned FTA Region 10 Grant Representative to discuss whether 
the project requires preparation of a NEPA Environmental Assessment (EA) or 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). 

 
A.1 
 
 
 
 
 
A.2 
 
 
 
 
 
A.3 
 
 
 
 
 
A.4 
 
 
 
 

 
Will the project significantly impact the natural, social, and/or economic 
environment? 

  Yes (If selected, please contact your assigned FTA Region 10 Grant Representative.) 

  No 
 
Is the significance of the project’s social, economic, or environmental impacts 
unknown? 

  Yes (If selected, please contact your assigned FTA Region 10 Grant Representative.) 

  No 
 
Is the project likely to require detailed evaluation of more than a few potential 
impacts? 

  Yes (If selected, please contact your assigned FTA Region 10 Grant Representative.) 

  No 
 
Is the project likely to generate intense public discussion, concern, or 
controversy, even though it may be limited to a relatively small subset of the 
community? 

  Yes (If selected, please contact your assigned FTA Region 10 Grant Representative.) 

  No 
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B. 
 
 

Does the project type fall into any of the following Categorical Exclusions (CEs)? 
 

  Yes (If selected AND there are no unusual circumstances, please check the  applicable 
CE box below and continue to Part III. Project Information Required for CEs and DCEs of 
this form.) 

  No (If selected, please continue to Part II.C Does the project type appear similar to 
any of the following Documented Categorical Exclusion (DCE) examples? of this form.) 
 
The types of activities listed below describe actions which, when the corresponding 
conditions are met, are categorically excluded from further NEPA analysis under 23 CFR 
Part 771.118(c). Unusual circumstances may prevent the use of these CEs, and may 
include, but are not limited to, the presence of wetlands, historic buildings and 
structures, parklands, or floodplains in the project area, or the potential for the project to 
impact other resources. (You may look up detailed descriptions of each type of activity, 
and corresponding conditions at the guidance document here: 
https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/environmental-programs/guidance-
implementation-ftas-categorical-exclusions.) 
 
23 CFR Part 771.118(c)(1 through 16) 

 (1) Utilities and Similar Appurtenances 

 (2) Recreation, Pedestrian, or Bicycle Facilities 

 (3) Environmental Mitigation or Maintenance of Environmental Quality and Site 
Aesthetics 

 (4) Planning and Administrative Activities (No construction activities) 

 (5) Activities Promoting Transportation Safety, Security, Accessibility, and 
Communication 

 (6) Acquisition or Transfer of Real Property Interest 

 (7) Acquisition, Rehabilitation, Maintenance of Vehicles or Equipment 

 (8) Maintenance, Rehabilitation, Reconstruction of Facilities 

 (9) Assembly or Construction of Facilities 

 (10) Development of Facilities Adjacent to Existing Transit Facilities 

 (11) Emergency Recovery Activities 
(Several conditions are attached to this type of CE. Please consult with FTA 
Region 10 Office if you think this CE may apply to your project.) 

 (12) Projects Entirely within the Existing Operational Right-of-Way 

 (13) Projects with Limited Federal Funding 
(Must be less than $5 million in federal funding, or having a total estimated cost 
of not more than $30,000,000 and federal funds comprising less than 15 percent 
of the total estimated project cost. Please consult with FTA if you think this CE 
may apply to your project.) 

 (14) Bridge Removal and Related Activities 

 (15) Preventative Maintenance to Certain Culverts and Channels 

 (16) Geotechnical and Similar Investigations 
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C. 
 
 

 
Does the project type appear similar to any of the following Documented 
Categorical Exclusion (DCE) examples? 
 

  Yes (If selected, please check the applicable DCE example box below and continue to 
Part III. Project Information Required for CEs and DCEs of this form.) 

  No (If selected, please contact your assigned FTA Region 10 Grant Representative, as 
further discussion about the project may be necessary prior to initiating NEPA review.) 
 
Projects that are categorical exclusions under 23 CFR Part 771.118(d) require additional 
documentation demonstrating that the specific conditions or criteria for the categorical 
exclusions are satisfied and that significant effects will not result. 
 
23 CFR Part 771.118(d)(1 through 8) 

 (1) Modernization of a highway by resurfacing, restoring, rehabilitating, or 
reconstructing shoulders or auxiliary lanes. 

 (2) Bridge replacement or the construction of grade separation to replace existing 
at-grade railroad crossings. 

 (3) Acquisition of land for hardship or protective purposes. 
(Hardship and protective buying will be permitted only for one or a limited 
number of parcels, and only where it will not limit the evaluation of alternatives 
(including alignments) for planned construction projects.) 

 (4) Acquisition of right-of-way. 
(No project development such as final design or construction activities on the 
acquired right-of-way may begin until the NEPA review process for such project 
development, including the consideration of alternatives, where appropriate, has 
been completed.) 

 (5) [Reserved] 

 (6) Facility modernization through construction or replacement of existing 
components. 

 (7) Minor transportation facility realignment for rail safety reasons. 

 (8) Facility or structure modernization or minor expansion outside existing right-of-
way. 

 “Other” actions which meet the criteria for a CE in the CEQ regulations (40 CFR part 
1508.4) and will not result in significant environmental effects. Actions must not: 
induce significant impacts to planned growth or land use; require the relocation of 
significant numbers of people; have a significant impact on any natural, cultural, 
recreational, historic or other resource; cause significant air, noise, or water quality 
impacts; have significant impacts on travel patterns; or otherwise have significant 
environmental impacts (either individually or cumulatively). 
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III. Project Information Required for CEs and DCEs 

1. If you selected “Yes” in Part II.B Does the project type fall into any of the following 
Categorical Exclusions (CEs)? above, and checked any of the CE options under 23 CFR 
Part 771.118(c)(1 through 16): 

a) Complete Part III.A Detailed Project Description below. 

b) Review the remaining subject areas (Part III.B Location and Zoning - Part III.AA 
Related Federal and State/Local Actions). If any of these subject areas is relevant 
to demonstrating your project has no significant impacts or unusual 
circumstances, please enter a brief description within the box for that subject 
area, otherwise enter “N/A”. 

c) Complete the “Submitted By” and “Date” boxes at the end of the form and 
submit electronically to your assigned FTA Region 10 Grant Representative 
according to the instructions at the end of this form. 

2. If you selected “Yes” in Part II.C Does the project type appear similar to any of the 
following Documented Categorical Exclusion (DCE) examples? above, and checked 
any of the DCE examples under 23 CFR Part 771.118(d)(1 through 8): 

a) Complete Part III.A Detailed Project Description below. 

b) Complete each of the remaining subject areas (Part III.B Location and Zoning - 
Part III.AA Related Federal and State/Local Actions) that are relevant to your 
project. Depending on the details of your project, some of the subject areas may 
not be applicable. In such cases, no discussion is needed, simply enter “N/A”. 
You may reference and attach documents prepared for other purposes (e.g., 
public meetings) if they are helpful. 

c) Complete the “Submitted By” and “Date” boxes at the end of the form and 
submit electronically to your assigned FTA Region 10 Grant Representative 
according to the instructions at the end of this form. 

NOTE: The subject areas list below is not all-inclusive. If your project has the potential to 
cause impacts to resources which are not listed below, please provide supplemental 
information about those potential impacts. 

A. Detailed Project Description 
Please describe the project and explain how it satisfies the “Purpose and Need for 
Project”, as provided in Part I. Project Description. 

This project will provide bus stop shelters which will be a safe and ADA compliant solution for 
the need here in Idaho Falls for this infrastructure, as the city has zero bus stop shelters. 
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B.  Location and Zoning 
Attach a map identifying the project’s location and surrounding land uses. Identify any 
critical resource areas (historic, cultural, or environmental) or sensitive noise or vibration 
receptors (schools, hospitals, churches, residences, hotels, etc.). Briefly describe the 
project area’s zoning and indicate whether the proposed project is consistent with it. 
Briefly describe the community (geographic, demographic, economic, and population 
characteristics) in the project vicinity. 

All three project zones are in existing public park spaces that compliment public access to vital 
services. The Memorial Drive location is adjacent to centers of business, civic participation 
buildings, essential government services including the Bonneville County Court House, City 
Hall, Congressional Offices, Idaho State DMV, Social Security, and Idaho Falls Library. The 
East 25th St location is adjacent to planned high density housing projects, centers of commerce, 
and schools. The Sunnyside Road location is adjacent the major medical corridor and all three 
Hospitals in the city of Idaho Falls. This project follows all community development guidelines 
including and exceeding those described here. Idaho Falls is a transportation disadvantaged 
community with suburban footprint that is not walkable from community population to essential 
services. Idaho Fall’s demographic is largely working class Caucasian, LatinX/ Hispanic 
population with a minority of Native American population as the largest Native American 
Nation in Eastern Idaho is in our economic impact zone. This project will assist access to all 
populations and socio-economic groups in Idaho Falls as public transportation is an economic 
good for the community.        
507 Memorial Dr., Idaho Falls 

 
 
2000 E Sunnyside Road, Idaho Falls 
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485 E 25th St, Idaho Falls 

 
Charger locations- 1830 Borah Ave 
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C. Traffic 
Describe potential traffic and parking impacts, including whether the existing roadways 
have adequate capacity to handle increased bus or other vehicular traffic. Include a map 
or diagram if the project will modify existing roadway configurations. Describe 
connectivity to other transportation facilities and modes, and coordination with relevant 
agencies, if applicable. 

This project has the ability to reduce traffic as public transportation becomes a viable alternative 
to single occupancy vehicle travel. Additional efficiencies for traffic flow and safety will be 
actualized and the number of pedestrians crossing major roads ways is reduced by having public 
transportation access in these locations. No modifications of roadways will be needed. This 
project will provide additional locations that a rider can board public transportation to get access 
to the regional airport, and regional private bus operations depot. 
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D. Aesthetics 
Will the project have an adverse effect on scenic views, or scenic viewpoints? 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe. 

      
Will the project substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site 
and its surroundings? 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe. 

      
Will the project create a new source of substantial light or glare which would adversely 
affect day or nighttime views in the area? 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe. 
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E. Air Quality 
Does the project have the potential to have a negative impact on air quality? 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe. 

      
Is the project located in an EPA-designated non-attainment or maintenance area? (For 
additional information, see the EPA webpage “Nonattainment Areas for Criteria 
Pollutants” here: https://www.epa.gov/green-book.) 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please indicate the criteria pollutant and contact your assigned FTA Region 10 
Grant Representative to determine if a “hot spot analysis” is necessary. 
   Carbon Monoxide (CO) 
   Ozone (O3) 
   Particulate Matter (PM10 or PM2.5) 

If the non-attainment area is also in a metropolitan area, was the project included in the 
MPO’s Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) air quality conformity analysis? 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please provide the date of U.S. Department of Transportation conformity finding. 

      

F. Coastal Zone 
Is the proposed project located in a designated coastal zone management area? (For 
additional information on Coastal Zones, see the Water Resources Standard Operating 
Procedures on FTA’s website here: https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-
guidance/environmental-programs/water-resources-0. Also, see the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration [NOAA] webpage “The National Coastal Zone Management 
Program” here: https://coast.noaa.gov/czm/.) 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe coordination with your appropriate State agency regarding 
consistency with the coastal zone management plan and attach the State finding, if 
available. 
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G. Environmental Justice 
Determine the presence of minority and low-income populations (business owners, land 
owners, and residents) within a quarter-mile of the project area. Indicate whether the 
project will have disproportionately high and adverse effects on minority or low-income 
populations. Describe any potential adverse effects. Describe outreach efforts targeted 
specifically at minority or low-income populations. Please see Environmental Justice 
Policy Guidance for Federal Transit Administration Recipients here: 
https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/fta-circulars/environmental-justice-
policy-guidance-federal-transit. 

This project will have a net benefit to these minority populations by addressing the need for 
public transportation infrastructure to overcome Idaho Fall’s current status of being 
transportation disadvantaged. There exist homeless temporary housing assistance agencies close 
to the Memorial Dr. project which will assist in their transportation needs. There is a public 
school that services a low-income population of students in the zone of the East 25th St. project. 
This location will help serve that low-income population with an affordable transportation 
option. The Sunnyside Road location has major medical services right next door, this will help 
populations all over Idaho Falls have a transportation option to get to this essential medical 
service provider. 

H. Floodplains 
Is the proposed project located within the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA) 100-year floodplain? (For additional information on Floodplains, see the Water 
Resources Standard Operating Procedures on FTA’s website here: 
https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/environmental-programs/water-
resources-0. Also, see the FEMA Flood Mapping Products webpage here: 
https://www.fema.gov/flood-mapping-products.) 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe potential impacts, indicate if the project will impact the base flood 
elevation, and include or link to the FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) with the 
project location identified. 
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I. Hazardous Materials 
Is there any known or potential contamination at the project site? This may include, but is 
not limited to, lead/asbestos in existing facilities or building materials; above or below 
ground fuel storage tanks; or a history of industrial uses of the site. 

  No 

If No, please describe steps taken to determine the absence of hazardous materials on 
the site. 

      

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe steps taken to determine the presence of hazardous materials on 
the site. Please also describe any mitigation and clean-up measures that will be taken to 
remove hazardous materials from the project site. If the project includes property 
acquisition, identify if a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment for the land to be 
acquired has been completed and the results. (For additional information on Hazardous 
Materials, see the Consideration of Contaminated Properties including Brownfields 
Standard Operating Procedures on FTA’s website here: 
https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/environmental-
programs/consideration-contaminated-properties-including. Also, for additional 
information on Phase I Environmental Site Assessments, see the ASTM International 
webpage “Standard Practice for Environmental Site Assessments: Phase I Environmental 
Site Assessment Process” here: https://www.astm.org/Standards/E1527.htm.) 

      

J. Navigable Waterways 
Does the proposed project cross or have the potential to impact a potentially navigable 
waterway? (Waterway navigability can be defined by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
the U.S. Coast Guard, Congress, or the federal courts. For additional information on 
Navigable Waterways, see the Water Resources Standard Operating Procedures on FTA’s 
website here: https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/environmental-
programs/water-resources-0.) 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe potential impacts and any coordination with the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers or the U.S. Coast Guard. 
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K. Noise and Vibration 
Does the project have the potential to increase noise or vibration? 

  No 

  Yes, please describe the impact(s) and provide map(s) identifying sensitive receptors 
such as schools, hospitals, parks, residences, and hotels. If the project will result in a 
change in noise and/or vibration sources, you must conduct an analysis following the 
guidance in FTA’s Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment Manual here: 
https://www.transit.dot.gov/research-innovation/transit-noise-and-vibration-impact-
assessment-manual-report-0123. 

      

L. Prime and Unique Farmlands 
Does the project involve the use of any prime or unique farmlands, as defined by the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)? (For additional information, see the document "Prime 
and Unique Farmlands" at the USDA webpage here: 
https://efotg.sc.egov.usda.gov/references/public/VA/PrimeandUniqueFarmlands.pdf.) 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe potential impacts and any coordination with the Natural Resources 
Conservation Service of the USDA. 
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M.  Historic and Cultural Resources 
Impacts to cultural, historic, or recreational properties may trigger Section 106 
consultation, tribal consultations, and/or a Section 4(f) evaluation, requiring 
consideration of avoidance alternatives. (For additional information on Section 106, see 
the Section 106 Process Standard Operating Procedures on FTA’s website here: 
https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/environmental-programs/section-
106-process-standard-operating-procedures. For additional information on Section 4(f), 
see the Section 4(f) Evaluations Standard Operating Procedures on FTA’s website here: 
https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/environmental-programs/section-
4f-evaluations.) 
 
Does the project involve any ground disturbing activities? 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please provide the approximate maximum ground disturbance depth and extent. 
Also, please provide information on any previous ground disturbance at the project site. 

This project’s current plan is to use existing hard surfaces to mount bus stop shelters to with 
minimally invasive hardware drilled into the surface an estimated 6 inches. If during 
implementation this plan has to change some additional hard surface might need to be added 
which would need excavation of less than 1 foot deep to prepare the surface for the structure. 
Are there any historic resources at the project site or in the vicinity of the project? 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please attach photographs of structures more than 45 years old that are within or 
adjacent to the project site and describe any direct or indirect impacts the project may 
cause. 

      

N. Biological Resources 
Are there any species located within the project vicinity that are listed as threatened or 
endangered under the Endangered Species Act? Determine this by obtaining lists of 
threatened and endangered species and critical habitat from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service. (For additional information on 
Biological Resources, see the Biological Resources Standard Operating Procedures on 
FTA’s website here: https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-
programs/environmental-programs/biological-resources-standard-operating-procedures.) 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please identify the species, and also describe any critical habitat, essential fish 
habitat, or other ecologically sensitive areas within or near the project area. 
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O. Recreational Resources 
Is the project located in or adjacent to a park or recreation area? (For additional 
information on Recreational Resources, see the Section 4(f) Evaluations Standard 
Operating Procedures on FTA’s website here: https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-
and-guidance/environmental-programs/section-4f-evaluations.) 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please provide information on potential impacts to the park or recreation area. 
Please also indicate if the park involved Land and Water Conservation Fund Act funding 
(Section 6(f)) (For additional information on the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act, 
see the National Park Service’s Land and Water Conservation Fund webpage here: 
https://www.nps.gov/subjects/lwcf/index.htm.) 

These locations are not subject to the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act. The potential 
impacts for the parks and recreation areas are more use of the parks by individuals that qualify 
for equal use laws in ADA legislation. This would be a net benefit as increasing access to those 
with disabilities is a benefit. These locations may have less carbon emission due to less 
individual cars being driven to events. These parks will have a safe and ADA compliant shelter 
for the public to wait for a ride during dangerous weather conditions. 

P. Seismic and Soils 
Are there any unusual seismic or unstable soil conditions in the project vicinity?  If so, 
indicate on a project map and describe the seismic standards to which the project will be 
designed. 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe the conditions. 
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Q. Water Quality 
Does the project have the potential to impact water quality, including during 
construction? (For additional information on Water Quality, see the Water Resources 
Standard Operating Procedures on FTA’s website here: 
https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/environmental-programs/water-
resources-0.) 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe potential impacts as a result of the project and your agency’s Best 
Management Practices to manage/mitigate these impacts. 

      
Will there be an increase in new impervious surface or restored impervious surface? 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe potential impacts and proposed treatment for stormwater runoff. 

      
Is the project located within the vicinity of an EPA-designated Sole Source Aquifer (SSA)? 
(For additional information on Sole Source Aquifers including an interactive map, see the 
EPA’s Sole Source Aquifers for Drinking Water webpage here: 
https://www.epa.gov/dwssa.) 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please provide the name of the aquifer for which the project is located and 
describe any potential impacts to the aquifer. Also, please provide the approximate 
amount of new impervious surface created by the project. (Attach a completed FTA 
Region 10 SSA Worksheet and submit it along with this CE worksheet, if applicable.) 

SSA- Eastern Snake River Plain Aquifer. There are not any impacts to the aquifer and zero new 
impervious surface created by the project  

R. Wetlands 
Will the project temporarily or permanently impact wetlands or require alterations to 
streams or waterways? (For additional information on Wetlands, see the Water 
Resources Standard Operating Procedures on FTA’s website here: 
https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/environmental-programs/water-
resources-0.) 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe potential impacts. 
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S. Construction Impacts 
Describe the construction plans, and identify impacts due to construction noise, utility 
disruption, debris and spoil disposal, and staging areas. Address air and water quality 
impacts, safety and security issues, and disruptions to traffic and access to property. 

The construction plans are a simple to assemble premanufacture shelter from an FTA approved 
manufacturer. Noise will be minimal, debris will consist of packaging materials which will be 
recycled. This small of a project will not have air or water quality impacts, the site will be 
caution taped off for safety and the project should be able to be completed in one day so the site 
will not be left vulnerable to theft or vandalism. Minimal disruption to property access for a day 
in the immediate vicinity will be advertised many weeks in advance. All these projects are off 
the road way and service support vehicles can use existing parking spaces. 

T. Cumulative and Indirect Impacts 
Are cumulative and indirect impacts likely? 

  No 

  Yes,  

If Yes, please describe the reasonably foreseeable impacts: 

a)  Cumulative impacts (which result from the incremental impact of the action when 
added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of 
what agency – Federal or non-Federal – or person undertakes them. Cumulative impacts 
can result from individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a 
time period.) 
      
b)  Indirect impacts (which are caused by the action but are later in time or farther 
removed in distance, yet are still reasonably foreseeable. Indirect impacts may include 
growth-inducing effects and other effects related to induced changes in the pattern of 
land use, population density or growth rate, and related effects on air, water, and other 
natural systems, including ecosystems.) 

      

U. Property Acquisition 
Will the project acquire any real properties? 
 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please indicate whether the property acquisition will result in relocation of 
businesses or individuals.  (Note: For real property acquisitions valued over $1,000,000, 
FTA concurrence in the property’s appraisal/valuation is required. Please contact your 
assigned FTA Region 10 Grant Representative if you have any questions.) 
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V. Energy 
Does the project include construction or reconstruction of a building, identify measures 
to conserve energy which will be employed? (This includes building materials and 
techniques used for construction; special innovative conservation features; fuel use for 
heating, cooling, and operations; and alternative renewable energy sources.) 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe. 

      

W. Public Involvement 
Please describe public outreach efforts undertaken on behalf of the project. Indicate 
opportunities for public meetings (e.g., board meetings, open houses, special hearings). 
Indicate any significant concerns expressed by agencies or the public regarding the 
project. 

GIFT hold public board meetings on a monthly basis and this plan has been discussed and 
placed in the agenda for public comment. Each year GIFT has two service wide survey’s which 
will ask about the future placement of additional bus stops. 

X. Mitigation Measures 
Please describe all measures to be taken to mitigate project impacts, both during 
construction and operation. 

Informing the public through social media and board meetings of the construction process to 
keep them informed will mitigate any project impacts to the public. 

Y. Other Federal Actions 
Please provide a list of other federal NEPA actions related to the proposed project or in 
the vicinity, if applicable. 

Not Applicable 

Z. State and Local Policies and Ordinances 
Is the project in compliance with all applicable state and local policies and ordinances? 

  No 

If No, please describe the non-compliance. 

      

  Yes 
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AA. Related Federal and State/Local Actions 

Check all that apply below. 
 Corps of Engineers Permit (e.g., Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899, 

Section 404 of the Clean Water Act) 
 Coastal Zone Management Certification 
 Critical Area Ordinance Permit 
 Endangered Species Act and Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and 

Management Act Consultation 
 Floodplain Development Permit 
 Forest Practices Act Permit 
 Hydraulic Project Approval 
 Local Building or Site Development Permits 
 Local Clearing and Grubbing Permit 
 National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System General Construction Permit 
 Shoreline Permit 
 Solid Waste Discharge Permit 
 Sole Source Aquifer Consultation (Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974) 
 Section 4(f) (Historic or Recreational Properties; Wildlife Refuges) 
 Section 6(f) (Recreational Properties with Land and Water Conservation Fund Act 

funding) 
 Section 106 Consultation (National Historic Preservation Act) 
 Stormwater Site Plan (SSP) 
 Temporary Erosion and Sediment Control Plan (TESC) 
 U.S. Coast Guard Permit 
 Water Rights Permit 
 Water Quality Certification - Section 401 of the Clean Water Act 
 Tribal Consultation or Permits (if any, describe below) 
 Other 

Others (Please describe, if applicable): 
      

Please submit this completed form and any attachments electronically to fta.tro10mail@dot.gov and 
cc: your assigned FTA Region 10 Grant Representative. Please contact the FTA Region 10 Office if 
you are unsure about these procedures or have any questions. 

Federal Transit Administration, Region 10 
915 2nd Avenue, Suite 3142 
Seattle, WA 98174-1002 
Phone:  (206) 220-7954 
Email:  fta.tro10mail@dot.gov 
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Sole Source Aquifer Checklist 
 
PROJECT NAME: GIFT Investment Diversification Strategy- Community Project 
 
NAME OF SOLE SOURCE AQUIFER OR SOURCE AREA: SSA Eastern Plain 
Snake River Aquifer 

 
1. Location of project: 

There are three different project locations. The bus shelters proposed are located at:  
1) 507 Memorial Drive, Idaho Falls,  2) 485 E 25th Street, Idaho Falls, and 3) 2000 E 
Sunnyside Road, Idaho Falls 
 

2. Project description? 
This project is to install bus stop shelters on top of existing hard surfaces in public 
designated right of ways and replace existing electric vehicle chargers on existing metal 
pedestals.  
 

3. Is there any increase of impervious surface? If so, what is the area? 
 
The project will be completed on top of current impervious surfaces at the project 
locations. The project does not increase the impervious surfaces at any of the designated 
locations.  
 

4. Describe how storm water is currently treated on the site? 
At 507 Memorial Drive, Idaho Falls the stormwater is currently flowing towards a 
discharge location setup for the entire park under an existing MS4 permit. At 485 E 25th 
Street, Idaho Falls, the stormwater is currently flowing towards a discharge location to an 
approved stormwater recharge storage pond with an overflow mechanism to a canal. At 
2000 E Sunnyside Road, Idaho Falls, the stormwater currently flowing towards a 
discharge location to an approved stormwater recharge storage pond with an overflow 
mechanism to another recharge storage pond.  
 

5. How will storm water be treated on this site during construction and after 
the project is complete? 

 
Storm water will be directed down the nearest storm drain during the construction period. 
After the construction is completed, the storm water will be free to flow down the nearest 
storm drain. The project will not impact any of the stormwater flows that are currently 
present at the locations.  
 
 

6. Are there any underground storage tanks present or to be installed? Include 
details of such tanks. 

 
There are not any underground storage tanks presently or to be installed at the project 
location.  
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7. Will there be any liquid or solid waste generated? If so how will it be 
disposed of? 

 
There will not be any liquid or solid waste that is generated due to the project. During the 
construction phase, there will be solid waste that is generated, in the form of cardboard 
boxes, plastic wrap or wooden pallets that will be broken down and removed to the 
landfill or recycling centers as necessary.  
 

8. What is the depth of excavation? 
If any excavation is needed for the project, it will be 12 inches or less for running power 
lines in existing conduits to the project locations.  
 

9. Are there any wells in the area that may provide direct routes for 
contaminates to access the aquifer and how close are they to the project? 

 
There are not any wells in the area that would provide direct routes to the aquifer for any 
potential contamination access at the project location.  
 
 

10. Are there any hazardous waste sites in the project area....especially if the 
waste site has an underground plume with monitoring wells that may be 
disturbed? Include details. 

 
There are not any hazardous waste sites in the project area. There are not any 
underground waste sites that have monitoring wells that would be disturbed.  
 
 

11. Are there any deep pilings that may provide access to the aquifer? 
 

There are not any deep pilings that would provide access to the aquifer.  
 

12. Are Best Management Practices planned to address any possible risks or 
concerns? 

 
Yes, there are best management practices in place that are used to address any possible 
risks or concerns. The City of Idaho Falls has stormwater discharge MS4 permitting and 
follows the MS4 permit suite of best management practices to reduce water pollutants.  
 

13. Is there any other information that could be helpful in determining if this 
project may have an affect on the aquifer? 

 
The project is designed towards minimal construction labor and materials for the 
construction of bus shelters. Locations for bus shelter were chosen based on the City of 
Idaho falls long term transportation plan, which is approved through Bonneville 
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Metropolitan Policy Organization and follows all existing environmental federal 
requirements.  
 

14. Does this Project include any improvements that may be beneficial to the 
aquifer, such as improvements to the wastewater treatment plan? 

 
The project doesn’t include any improvements that would be beneficial to the aquifer. 
 
 
The EPA Sole Source Aquifer Program may request additional information if 
impacts to the aquifer are questionable after this information is submitted for 
review. 
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Congressional Application Attachment D: Demonstration of Need 

1. Type of Service (Check all that apply):

☐ Fixed Route

☐ Deviated Fixed Route

☐ Demand/ Response

2. Service Area (Check one)

☐ City

☐ County

☐ Multi-County

☐ Other (Please Specify):

3. Connectivity:

Do you connect with other modes of transportation? Check all that apply.

☐ Urban Public Systems

☐ Intercity Carriers

☐ Airports/ Trains

☐ Other transit operators in your region (please list below):

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Ridership:

Estimate the average number of rides:   Per Day ___270_______   Per Year ____80,000________

Briefly describe your ridership over the last two years: -__GIFT is a pilot program and has incredible public 
response over the last seven months. ___________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Days/ Hours of Service:

List days of the week and hours transit provider is in service __Monday to Friday 6am to 9pm_and Saturday 7am

to 9pm__________________________________________________________________________

X

X

X
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Subrecipient
Agreement Term

Remit To
lnvoice # IC

Service Dates (- t
Federal Program 5307 CARES ACT Fundi

Subrecipient Request for 5307 CARES Reimbursement
City of ldaho Falls
to/t/202t-12/3L/2023
380 Constitution WaY/ PO Box 50220, ldaho Falls, tD 83405

.J,*fir*

)

J-t^ It="
Sub recipient Printed Name

o1 s s

83 s s

Preventative
Maintenance

(too%l
s s

TOTAL s 7 q */8& s s

Monthly Total Project Cost Net project Cost Federal

Grant Award Total Project Cost to Date (Federal)

Subrecipient Signature

r -rded€

Admlnistration

lLoo%l
Operating

ltoo%l

S 4,191,157.00

)
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ldaho F.lli Downbwner, LLC
515 N FLd.r Div. - St. P300

w l P*n Bo..lr. FL 33aol US

i€4osrtltfCdd.&ud n .coln

INVOICE

FJIL!- TO

City of ldsho FslB

P.O. Box 50220

ldaho Fab, ldaho 83405

UnH $des

OESCRTPTION

Fuel icr O6ber 2022

ToblWhide Hour8 x 325.0E

INVOICE

DATE

TERMS

DUE DATE

'r@9

1,,/15D022

Not 30

tz13m22

RATE

7,208.43

25.08

rcIMTY

\tsriablo Cost

Wriabls Cost

OTY

1

2.080

*

F\?

AI'OUNT

7,204.43

52,166.40

$59,374.83T.ral V.hlcle Hours Scpl em b6t 2022. 2,OA0

P O. {101247

BALANCE DUE

""$^w

Page 1 of 1
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amazonc0m'

Billing address
Public Works Admin
380 Constitution Way
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
United States

Details for Order # LL3-6OO7 415-0613858
Print this p39e for Your records. a'\*

4.,^N
Not Yet Shipped

Items Ordered
I ofi Display Pocket, Removable Interlocking Fasteners, Plastic, 8-1/2 x 11, Clear, Sold
as 1 Each, 6PACK , Total 6 Each
Sold by: Bestsource Officesupplies (seller plgl:119)

Business Price

Price
$30.s6

Condition: New

t of: 100 Pack Self Adhesive Display Pockets Peel and Stick Clear Paper Sleeves Wall and $32.99
Door Communication Clear Adhesive Sheet Protector Letter Size Plastic Adhesive Sheets,
8.5 x 11 Inches
Sold by: Lauchoo (seller p_I9!!9)

Condition: New

shipping Address:
Public Works Admin
380 Constitution Way
Idaho Fa lls, ID 83402
United States

Shipping Speedl
FREE Prime Delivery

Payment information
Payment Methodl
Visa I Last digits: 3219

item(s) Subtotal: $63.55
Shipping & Handling: $0.00

Total before tax: $63.55
Estimated tax to be collected: $0.00

Grand Total: $53.55

To view the status of your order, return to Order Summary.

Conditions of Use I Privacy Notice O 1996-2022, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates

Order Placed: December 5, 2022
Amazon.com order numberl 113-6007415-0613858
Order Total: $63,55
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0Q Meto

Receipt for Kerry Hammon
Ac.ount lD: 55377414

-i7.2

,\\d\'p"
4\lnvoics/Payment Oais

Sep 30.2022,4:09 Af

Vlsa . 0797
Rofarence Number: K6CJPH72S2

5it32'tit30/t3568454-1071 069€

Campaigns

[09fi 3,10221 Promollng hnptJl ww.g.oatedfr.an.llcom/

Frcrn Sep 13, 2022, 12:00 AM to Sep 20, 2022, 11:59 PM

[09/13/2OZ] P.omoling htlps:/ vww.grsat€ritosnsitcoE/

$20.97 USD

Paid

Remaining ad costs atths snd ofih6 monlh

$20.97

$20.97

Nienlo Park CA !4rr2j ir52
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IDAHO FALLS
UTILITIES

City of ldaho Falls
308 Constitution Way

ldaho Falls, ldaho 83402

Scan to make a paymenl
EX#E

ffi
Account Number lnvoice Number Bill Type Bill Date Cunent lnvoice

Due Date
TotalAmount Due

2488275 4093990 REGLR 11t29t2422 1211412022 $219.05

Penod 1 at3at2022 - 1 1 t26t2a22
Days 28
Previous Balance $224.01
Previous Payments \$224.01)
Adlustments $0.00
Penalties $0.00
C!nent Charoes $219.05
TotalAmount Due $219.05

Dascraptlon

Elect ic - Govemonl Coosumptlon {33589609)
Elecrric, Govemmenr Demand (33589609)

4005

Current

4530
13.2

lJsage

13

Rate

o.u2
9.00

z)_00

$22.0s
$117 00

t80.00

Multiplier

t
1

Eleclnc Charoino Station

Service Address 1780 BORAH AVE

CurrenlCharges $219.05

'11t01/2422 l$224. 01

PreviousPayments ($224.01)

643

orl
^"r,,]

799

942

673

0 200 400 600 800 1000"v
Compare Your Uso

Electric Meter 33589609
Period Ending Days KWH Used KWH/Day
11t26t2022 2a 525 19

Donations YTD

IOAHO FALLS
UTILITIES

Detach and return lhis stub with remittance - Please make check payable to CITY of IDAHO FALLS - Allow 5 business days for mailing

City of ldaho Falls
308 Constitution Way

ldaho Falls, ldaho 83402

Cunent lnvoice
Due DateAccount Number Service Address Bill Date

2088275 1780 BORAH AVE 1211412022 $219.05

I wish to donate $

to those in need of assistance with their utility bills

Signed

I''lll'lt'1't'illtlrtrt1lllltltllrrl''lll'lltrttililhtll'ltt'l
CITY GREATER IDAHO FALLS TRANS]T

Total Amount Enclosed $
P O BOX 50220
toAHo FAILS. tD 83405-0220

For online payments go to portal.idahofallsidaho.gov

525

s48

Total Amount Due

@trorrl
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PREPARED 12l05/2022, 10:3 0:3 8
PROGRAM GM352LA

GENERAL ],EDGER ACTIVITY

FISCAL YEAR: 2023

PERIOD.. -FROM: 00 TO: 99

ACCOUNT NU}IBER SELECTION
ACCOLBII: 001 3901_531.51 00
TYPE: O (O-ONI,Y, R-RANGE, S-SEI-ECTIVE)

PR INT SUI&IARY TOTAIS ONLY
SUPPRESS PRINT]NG OF ACCOUNTS I{ITHOIII ACTIVITY
EXCLUDE RE\,ENUB AND EXPENSE SUHMARY ACCOI.W]S
PR]NT PERIOD BA].ANCE
PAGE BREAK ON ACCOUNT.
PACE BREAK BY F(IND

{Y/N) : N
(Y/N): N
(Y/N): N
(Y/N) : N
(Y/N): N
(Y/N) | N
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pREPARED 12l06/2022, 1O:30 : 38
PROGRAM qM3521JA
Cily of Idaho Fa11s

GENERAI, I,EDGER ACTIVITY LIST]NG PAGE 1

FUND 001 General Fund
GROUP ACCTG - - - -TRANSACTION

APP NUI4BER PER. CD DATE NT]}IBER DESCRIPTION DEBITS CREDITS

BEGINNING
/ENDING
BAIANCE

001-3901-531.51-00 Public works / Technology
Gl.{ 00400 01/23 AJ l)/3t/22 31 Oclober phone Exr Adj
GI{ 00382 01/23 AP t1/3t/22 0028335 VERIZON ViIRET,ESS

9AA?245236 ACE Upload O.Lober 2022

ACCOUI,IT TOTAL

16.00
4'7 .24

00

63.2A53.24
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GIFT dba TRPTA Deposits and Paid Bills 7 l19 lzz thru 9 / 20/ 22

"2-\

Summary of Financials:

5309,467.92 Bank of Commerc e las ot gl2Ol2OZZl

Output: $0

lnput:

S14o,ooo

s3,800.00

S999.9s

Sso.oo

5s2s.00
S3oo.oo

s13,813
s300.00

Contribution from ldaho Falls Council for 2021-22 Budget

Downtown Holdings, LLC.

state of ldaho GIFT vouchers

Lincoln court cash rides for Mondav 818l2z

5RL Development, LLC

Black Horse Construction, lNC. Rising Sun Sober Living (pre'paid rides)

Downtown Holdings, LLC. (July and August fares)

Christian Ministries st. vincent's) bus ride vou che rs

Boc -Account ending in 7137 balance asot 9l2ol20z2t 5309,467 '92

5].s9,787

Additional informationMethod of paymentAccount Name and
Number

Amount

N/A

Date
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GIFT dba TRPTA Deposits and Paid Bills 9l2ll22 thtu L2l6l22

Summary of Financials:

5310,667.92 Bank of Commerc e (as of L2/6/2O22l

Output: S0

lnput:

S9oo.oo

s300.00

ldaho Le8al Aid - Transit Vouchers Ck # 45040
Collese of East I ho - Ride Vouchers ck s 21934

s1200.00

Bank of Commerce - Account endinginTL3T balance as of !2/6/2022: $310,667.g2

Amount Date Account Name and
Number

Method of payment Additional information

N/A
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Mayor
Rebecca Casper

ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
City of Idaho Falls Grants/GIFT

Interim Community Development
Services Director

Kerry Beutler 
Public Works Director
Chris Frederickson

Grant Administrator 

Lisa Farris

Grant Coordinator 

Laura Satterlee

Transit Coordinator 

Kade Marquez
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EASTERN IDAHO COMMUNITY ACTION PARTNERSHIP 
935 E. Lincoln Rd  

P.O. Box 51098 
Idaho Falls, ID 8340 

(208)522-5391 
1-800-632-4813 

 
 

 
 
 
1/12/2023 
 
Re: Letter of Support for Greater Idaho Falls Transit (GIFT) 
 
To whom it may concern: 
 
 
It is my pleasure to write a letter of recommendation on behalf of Greater Idaho Falls Transit 
(GIFT) in support of them being awarded funds from this special funding opportunity. 
 
The Area VI Agency on Aging at EICAP is proud to partner with Greater Idaho Falls Transit 
(GIFT) in offering older adults, their caregivers and community members transportation 
services that maximize their independence and quality of life.  If awarded this grant, having 
some bus shelters placed in strategic places around the city of Idaho Falls will benefit the 
community greatly, especially those older adults that utilize this mode of transportation.  Over 
the last couple of years, it is clear that having the ability to get out of the house and be mobile 
helps ensure that older adults aren’t feeling socially isolated.  The addition of bus shelters and 
electronic signage around Idaho Falls will help remove barriers to transportation by having a 
safe spot from most weather conditions to accommodate for more accessible mobility of the 
older adults in Idaho Falls.   
 
GIFT provides older adults and their caregivers in the city of Idaho Falls with options to be 
more independent, to live where they want, and to age in place.  I fully support GIFT in their 
efforts of applying for this special funding opportunity.   It is a pleasure to continue our 
partnership with GIFT and I am honored to write this letter of support. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mike Hirschi 
Director 
Area V Agency on Aging at Eastern Idaho Community Action Partnership 
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Yellowstone-Teton Clean Cities | PO Box 11756 Jackson, WY 83001 | 810.955.5811 | 
Alicia@ytcleancities.org | www.ytcleancities.org 

 
March 5th, 2023 
 
 
 
 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
On behalf of Yellowstone-Teton Clean Cities (YTCC), we are writing in support of Greater Idaho 
Falls Transit (GIFT)’s application for funding to support the purchase of programmable level 2 
charging stations, bus shelters and bus shelter electronic signs to enhance communications for transit 
riders. 
 
YTCC, the sole regional designee of the U.S. Department of Energy’s Clean Cities Program, 
provides educational opportunities, tools and resources to local communities, fleets, fuel providers, 
community leaders, and the public to advance alternative fuels in transportation. YTCC frequently 
offers workshops to feature the most relevant and advanced transportation technologies available for 
use in our region. GIFT’s director regularly attends our programs and independently researches 
alternative fuels and sustainable transportation offerings to meet the specific use case of their 
vehicles. He is thoughtful and strategic about strengthening GIFT’s programing.   
 
This is an exceptional opportunity for GIFT to strategically and efficiently deploy electric vehicles 
while saving the community money and further reducing greenhouse gas emissions associated with 
GIFT operations. In addition, these projects will help provide better access to GIFT’s services. 
 
We strongly support your consideration of GIFT’s application. 
 
 
 
Respectfully, 

 
Alicia Cox 
Executive Director 
Yellowstone-Teton Clean Cities 
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IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT – PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION 

FFY 2024 5339 Rural One-Time Application 

 

 

PROJECT APPLICATION  
 

AGENCY INFORMATION: 

 

Agency Name: 
Kootenai County Public Transportation (KCPT) – Citylink North 
 

Authorized Project Representative:  

Jody Bieze, Director 
 

Address:  
Physical – 2400 W Riverstone Dr., Coeur d’Alene, ID/ Mailing – PO Box 9000, Coeur d’Alene, ID 83816 
 

Phone:   

208.446.1608 
 

Email:  
jbieze@kcgov.us 

 

DUNS Number:  
078207404 

 

Architect/Engineer/Planner if applicable:   
N/A 

 

Project Type: 
 

Facility Construction    Replacement Vehicle Purchase 

Infrastructure Construction   Expansion Vehicle Purchase 

Facility Renovations    Vehicle Rehabilitation 

ADA Accessibility    Transit Related Technology 

Planning      Transit Related Equipment 

Marketing     Other 

 

Project Cost: 

 

Federal Share: $ 95,000.00 

Local Match: $ 23,750.00 

Total Cost: $ 118,750.00 
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Section 1: Project Description 
 

Summary:  This project request is for the rehabilitation of the thirteen (13) cutaway buses that make up 

our current demand response fleet. We rely on the demand response fleet to offer mobility options for a 

growing population of seniors and individuals with disabilities, as well as to allow residents to access 

primary services, such as healthcare, in Kootenai County.  

 

The purpose of this project is to ensure continuity of safe and reliable transportation for seniors and 

individuals with disabilities when public transportation is unavailable, insufficient, or inappropriate, and 

to provide reliable access to healthcare facilities for members of the public. Kootenai County plans, 

designs, and carries out transportation services and programs to meet the special transportation needs of 

older adults, individuals with disabilities, and members of the public seeking access to employment, health 

care, education, and recreation.  Kootenai County’s Citylink provides these services through ADA 

compliant complementary Paratransit Service, the Senior Ring-a-Ride program, and a health care industry 

partnership.   

 

Key to this endeavor is the availability of safe and reliable vehicles through effective fleet management. 

The Kootenai County Public Transportation Fleet Maintenance Plan ensures vehicles are kept in a state 

of good repair throughout their lifecycle. Due to delays in the manufacturing of new demand response 

vehicles, we will need to rehabilitate our current fleet to meet the requirements of our fleet maintenance 

plan and the needs of the traveling public. Eight (8) vehicles have reached or exceeded the mileage 

prediction for the lifespan of their transmissions, and will require transmission replacement when the 

current transmissions fail; one (1) vehicle needing to replace the Braun wheelchair lift; two (2) vehicles 

have compression and oil pressure failure taking place and will require engine replacement; and due to 

the age of the fleet all vehicles have other minor maintenance issues that will need to be addressed; 

maintenance to include, but not limited to, components on wheelchair lifts, brake calipers, rotors, and 

suspension. 

 

We have been waiting for our replacement vehicles for over a year. The production rate for chassis keeps 

being reduced by the manufacturing companies, which has also caused an increase in the purchase price 

of buses already on order. Kootenai County Public Transportation will exceed its maintenance budget 

before receiving the new buses on order, potentially causing a reduction in service due to the number of 

vehicles awaiting maintenance and unavailable for revenue service. 

 

Tools and Technology:  Kootenai County Public Transportation is working to adapt to a swift and 

unprecedented population boom in North Idaho, and we are making great strides in utilizing technology 

to provide transportation access for all, particularly for senior and disabled populations. In the past two 

years, we have implemented available technology to ensure robust mobility options: we advanced rider 

access to transit information by making route and schedule available on Google and Apple maps, as well 

as through an app specific to providing bus schedules and route information in real time (Passio GO!). 

Our next technology project is the Kootenai Regional Mobility Platform, an Integrated Mobility 

Innovation (IMI) app currently in development and utilizing GTFS-Flex for demand response vehicle 

tracking. This will provide shared mobility options with convenient payment and advanced transportation 

search options.  The platform will provide a menu of the most feasible mobility options to allow travelers 

to make informed choices that meet their needs.  
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Marketing: Kootenai County was granted funds from the Idaho Transportation Department for marketing 

of the new Regional Mobility Platform and an associated website for user interface and travel information. 

Referrals from service agencies and health care professionals, outreach to social service groups, and the 

influx of residents have all contributed to an increase in riders requesting services; the upcoming 

marketing and IMI app will also undoubtedly increase the demand for transportation services.  Kootenai 

County seeks this grant to ensure the availability of safe and reliable vehicles to continue to meet these 

rising needs for demand response transportation.   

 

a. Federal Transit Authority Program Eligibility:  The goal of the FTA Section 5339 grant program is 

to provide resources for bus and bus-related projects that “support the continuation and expansion 

of public transportation services,” to include rehabilitation and purchasing of buses.  This application 

for funding to rehabilitate buses will support the continuity of existing demand response services by 

keeping the current fleet operational until the replacement buses are received from the manufacturer. 

Our project request meets the goals and criteria for Section 5339 funding under FTA.   

 

b. Idaho Transportation Department Call for Project Priorities: ITD’s strategic mission of safety, 

mobility, and economic opportunity is reflected in Citylink North’s emphasis on providing 

mobility options to seniors and persons with disabilities; a significant portion of riders in our 

paratransit program are traveling to places of work (economic opportunity) or to dialysis (safety/life-

saving) while the largest part of our Ring-a-Ride trips are to healthcare and food shopping 

(safety/mobility).  A portion of our fleet buses are specific to providing access to health care (safety).  

 

The part of the fleet specific to providing access to healthcare is utilized by our partner agency, 

Kootenai Health, to provide residents of the greater Coeur d’Alene and Rathdrum areas with 

transportation to healthcare providers such as Heritage Health, a community health center which 

serves growing low income and Asset Limited Income Constrained Employed (ALICE) populations.   

 

Additionally, the services we are able to provide with the buses are in line with ITD’s mission 

“Growing Idaho’s Mobility Network by Providing Exceptional Customer Service and Leveraging 

Emerging Technology.” As part of the IMI app menu of transportation options, the programs 

utilizing the demand response buses will be more accessible to riders, thereby improving the safety 

and mobility of residents.   

 

c. Scope of Work: Rehabilitation of rolling stock prioritizes vehicles and repairs which can provide us 

with the highest useful life and the lowest maintenance cost to extend that useful life. This 

determination is set by asset condition data detailed in the Transit Asset Management (TAM) 

Program and the Fleet Maintenance Plan. The Kootenai County Public Transportation Fleet 

Maintenance Plan ensures vehicles are kept in a state of good repair throughout their lifecycle.  

 

Our Fleet Maintenance Manager has experience and expertise in maintaining an aging fleet of 

vehicles that are equipped with features for the highest degree of safety and usability by the traveling 

public, while following and adhering to all regulatory rehabilitation guidelines and parameters.  The 

Fleet Maintenance Manager has the benefit of an established relationship with other county fleet 

maintenance managers, which results in significant cost savings on diagnosis and parts procurement, 

giving us the highest possible degree of fiscal feasibility.  
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In order to continue to provide services for the Paratransit and senior Ring-a-Ride programs, ensure 

continued provision of safe and reliable transportation, and maintain vehicles according to the 

defined parameters for useful life per our Fleet Maintenance Plan, the Fleet Maintenance Manager 

will oversee the following rehabilitation of the demand response fleet buses: 
 

 Three (3) buses are in need of immediate transmission repair, and overall eight (8) vehicles 

have reached or exceeded the manufacturer’s mileage prediction for the life span of the 

transmission and will need transmission replacement once the transmission fails.  

 Two (2) buses will need an engine replacement to remediate compression and oil pressure 

failure. 

 One (1) vehicle needing to replace the Braun wheelchair lift. 

 All demand response buses will need minor maintenance, due to the age of the fleet; 

maintenance to include, but not limited to, components on wheelchair lifts, brake calipers, 

rotors, and suspension. 

 

The following objectives will be accomplished: 
 

 Rehabilitation of buses will ensure sufficient fleet size to meet the transportation demands of 

an increasing ridership and availability of vehicles with safety equipment specific to seniors and 

persons with disabilities. 

 Kootenai Health will have sufficient fleet size to meet demand for access to healthcare. 

 Rehabilitation will prioritize assets which provide the greatest opportunity for extension of 

useful life based on their age and according to the maintenance program. Rehabilitated vehicles 

will be maintained in a state of good repair. 

 Meeting unanticipated maintenance costs will assist in extending the useful life of the current 

fleet until replacement vehicles are manufactured and able to be put into service.  

 Kootenai County community members will continue to have access to key life activities. 

 

 

Section 2: Demonstration of Need 
 

Summary:  ADA Compliant Public Transportation Vehicles are Critical to Services 

In Kootenai County, most travelers currently have no access to wheelchair-accessible private 

transportation options besides costly and sparsely available medical transportation services which do not 

provide transportation for daily life activities such as work, shopping, and socialization.   

 

Kootenai County Demographic Milestones: Kootenai County’s population increased by 23.7% between 

2010 and 2020. The population of seniors – who are more likely to experience health issues and require 

additional transportation options – increased by a significant 23.5% between 2015 and 2019. Countywide, 

seniors make up 19% of the population, about 20% higher than the State of Idaho and United States 

national average of 16%. According to the Department of Labor, the senior population will continue to be 

one of the fastest growing population groups in our area.i 

 

Kootenai County Population with a Disability: As of 2020, the population of Kootenai County was 

estimated at 171,361, with 9.1% of the population experiencing a disability; this means approximately 
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15,594 people within the county are living with a disability. As detailed by Disability Action Center NW, 

independent living means that individuals with disabilities have the same choices and control in their 

everyday lives that non-disabled brothers and sisters, neighbors and friends take for granted.ii 

 

Dialysis:  The number of riders who utilize our service to go to dialysis treatment has increased 

exponentially. Because dialysis causes patients to be woozy, nauseated, and tired afterward, patients are 

unable or not allowed to transport themselves, are considered as having a disability, and are often 

conditionally eligible for ADA Paratransit. Access to transportation in safe and reliable vehicles is key to 

the wellbeing of the seniors and individuals with disabilities in our demand response ridership. 

 

Kootenai County Citylink Paratransit and Ring-a-Ride Trip Purpose Top Four: 

 

In meeting the transportation needs of seniors and individuals with disabilities, we provide 

transportation for purposes including: employment, healthcare services including dialysis, shopping, 

education, and access to facilities or opportunities for recreation and physical rehabilitation.  

 

To meet the growing demand for ADA compliant demand response transportation, extending the life of 

our current fleet is imperative. Rehabilitation of rolling stock prioritizes vehicles which can provide us 

with the highest useful life and the lowest maintenance cost to extend that useful life. This determination 

is set by asset condition data through the Transit Asset Management (TAM) Program and the Fleet 

Maintenance Plan. A detailed asset inventory has been established to analyze state of good repair needs 

and investment scenarios over the next five (5) years. Based on our TAM proposed investment project 

list, investment needs are prioritized such that the investments with the highest return are addressed first. 

 

The chart below shows, for four of the vehicles needing rehabilitation, maintenance costs over the life of 

the vehicle along with their average daily use and remaining useful life based on mileage: 
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a. Service Area Level of Need: Moderate – Affecting Access to Health and Safety Services 

Kootenai County Public Transportation conducts extensive outreach during planning and service 

phases of current programs, holding local and regional public transportation planning meetings, 

meetings with city planners, elected officials, city council members, state and local agencies, law 

enforcement, social services, employers, employees, heath care providers, transportation providers, 

nonprofit entities, disability advocates, and riders. Our primary and secondary research identified 

public transportation service gaps for seniors and individuals with disabilities, which is particularly 

important in the key areas of access to medical/health care, necessary shopping such as for food and 

toiletries, and essential government services.iii   If Kootenai County does not have the fleet to provide 

complementary paratransit services, the agency would be in violation of Federal regulations and 

would be in critical need. 

 

b. Sustaining Existing Services or Expansion Need:  Sustaining Existing Services 

Kootenai County’s Coordinated Public Human Transportation Plan is based on an assessment of 

available services that identifies current public, private, and non-profit transportation providers 

along with an assessment of the transportation needs of individuals with disabilities, seniors, and 

people with low incomes. It includes the experiences and perceptions of the planning partners, 

sophisticated data-collection efforts, and current gaps in service.  The Plan found that “considerable 

resources are committed to our transportation infrastructure and systems, however, transportation 

services for disadvantaged populations (individuals with disabilities, older adults, and people with 

low incomes), are often fragmented, underused, duplicative, costly, and difficult to navigate.”  

Existing services are highly utilized and interruption of service would have significant impacts on 

community members, as seen below in “c. Ridership.” 

 

c. Ridership:  

While ridership across much of the nation dropped substantially during the pandemic, our decrease 

in ridership was minimal. Ridership has not yet exceeded pre-pandemic levels, but is still 

increasing. We have also seen a steady increase in applications and informational calls for demand 

response programs. 
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Section 3: Project Planning 
 
Summary: Kootenai County Public Transportation’s goal is to advance mobility through creative 

partnerships and emerging technologies. This project will support that goal by sustaining existing services 

and ensuring vehicle availability to implement our new IMI technology to support community 

transportation needs, as well as leverage partnerships to provide transportation options for medical care. 

Maintaining our current fleet vehicles will allow us to provide safe and efficient transportation for riders 

in a cost effective manner.  
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Coordination across providers is a high priority in order to provide a seamless system for public 

transportation users, as well as improve existing services and eliminate inefficient redundancy for each 

involved provider. Coordination strategies and implementation plans will continue to be developed by 

Kootenai County Public Transportation and local service providers. 

 

The project has a proven and sound basis and we are ready to implement if funded.    

 
a. Goals related to ITD Statewide Public Transportation Plan:  

 
i. The ITD Statewide Public Transportation Plan projects that transit ridership in Kootenai 

County will increase by 57% between 2018 and 2028.  This projection shows the need 

to maintain our current fleet’s ridership capacity and have tools prepared to assist the 

traveling public. Ridership projections indicate that rising need will require a fleet of 

reliable vehicles for provision of services.  

 
ii. The Idaho Department of Transportation Statewide Public Transportation Plan outlines 

four benefits of public transportation: economic development, health, connections, and 
environmental quality.  Our project is in direct line with those benefits: 

 

 Economic Development:  Increased transportation options allow community members 
to access jobs, stimulating economic development for business growth, and to access 
businesses and services, stimulating the economy. More than 40% of paratransit rides 
are trips to and from work for individuals with disabilities. Access to public 
transportation shared ride services saves riders an average of $10,000 per year on 
vehicle ownership, or more for accessible vehicles with lifts.  

 

 Connections:  Where there is a lack of connections to transportation, the IMI app will 
increase access to demand response services and will help to bridge transportation 
gaps, as well as make travel easier for individuals who may not have made a trip 
otherwise. This relies on maintaining a fleet size adequate to provide services.  

 

 Health and Environmental Quality: Access to health care makes up over 35% of the 
rides provided to community seniors. Additionally, shared transportation reduces 
vehicle emissions. Data collected by the IMI app will include the amount of emissions 
saved.  

 
b. Project Development Process Description: 

 

i. Coordination with local stakeholders on development and involvement: 
The Kootenai County Public Transportation Department continuously gathers information 

on public transportation needs and works closely with human service agencies. Kootenai 

County has conducted stakeholder interviews and surveys; held public workshops; 

validated previously identified gaps in transportation service; and updated goals, 

objectives, and strategies to address those gaps. 

 

Citylink staff have spent many days riding the buses and speaking with our ridership, 

administered several hundred face-to-face surveys, community-wide surveys online, and 
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worked to gather information from health care, educational, and jurisdictional 

organizations to determine needs and feasible avenues to provide services meeting those 

needs.  Additionally, staff have met face-to-face with representatives from Area Agency 

on Aging, Idaho Commission for the Blind, NIC, Kootenai Health, Heritage Health, 

Panhandle Health, Coordinated Services of Idaho, Post Falls Food Bank, Project Search, 

Kootenai County Veteran’s Services, Trinity Group Homes, Family Promise, Harmony 

House, Ability Works, Adult Probation, Union Gospel Mission, and local governments. 

The information we gain from this process gives us a tremendous sense of the individuals 

we serve, including unhoused, elderly, disabled, low income, and under-employed 

demographics along with the environmentally conscious.  

 

The data gathered regarding employment and other current county demographics, 

including data identifying low-income housing and support services, is being actively used 

in conjunction with the transportation data gathered from our Intelligent Transportation 

System. 

 
ii. Efforts undertaken to coordinate and include Minority and Low-Income Populations: 

Kootenai County Public Transportation conducted a Title VI Service and Fare Equity 

Analysis (SAFEA), a comparative analysis of existing transit service, potential 

alternatives, and future needs to identify opportunities for improving the efficiency and 

effectiveness of service provision to minority, veteran, senior, low income and disabled 

populations, as well as the general population within the CDA urbanized area. 

 

As part of the Service and Fare Equity Analysis, Kootenai County evaluated the impact of 

service on vulnerable populations, and conducted an analysis to identify mitigations for 

potential disparate impacts to disadvantaged populations consistent with the Federal 

Transit Administration’s guidance for Service and Fare Equity Analysis. 

 

The SAFEA did not identify areas specific to Minority or Low-Income Populations, but it 

did recommend that seniors, Medicare members, persons with disabilities, and individuals 

in a qualified low-income category should all be eligible for reduced price fares when a 

fare is implemented.   

 
iii. Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) plan: 

Kootenai County has a full and robust Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Program and all 
Requests for Proposals (RFPs) are subject to our DBE Program. The DBE Policy Statement 
from Kootenai County states: “Kootenai County has established a Disadvantaged Business 
Enterprise Program in accordance with regulations of the United States Department of 
Transportation (DOT), 49 CFR Part 26. Kootenai County has received Federal Financial 
assistance from the Department of Transportation, and as a condition of receiving this 
financial assistance, the Kootenai County Commissioners have signed an assurance that it 
will comply with 49 CFR Part 26.”   
 
The buses requiring rehabilitation are manufactured by Glaval, a DBE compliant 
manufacturer. See Attachment F. 

 
iv. Local Labor Unions Identified:  Not applicable.  
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c. Public Participation Efforts:   
 

 Attached Letters of Support (10) – Attachment Section E (E1-E10) 
Please note:  The letters were written specific to 5310 funding for buses for the senior ride 
program and the development of our IMI App, referred to as a “Mobility as a Service” app.  
The letters illustrate the value of this project and the rides provided to community members.   

   

 Formal presentations are made on a regular basis at local jurisdictional and transportation 
public meetings to update stakeholders and partners on the demand response programs and 
continued need for transportation, as well as data specific to vehicle use, miles, etc.    

 

 Kootenai County continues to provide information and seek input from community members 
and service agencies via the Social Services Advisory Committee as we work toward updating 
our Service Fare and Equity Analysis (SAFEA) and our Human Transportation Plan.   

 
d. Milestone Reporting: Please see Attachment B “Milestone Reporting” 

 
Section 4: Project Benefits/Evaluation 
 
Project Benefits Summary: Now more than ever, safe and reliable transportation to key life activities 

and healthcare is crucial. Older people want to age in place, remaining in their homes and communities; 

individuals with disabilities want the same choices and control in their everyday lives that is available to 

non-disabled individuals. This project will provide community members with transportation services to 

maintain or improve their economic, physical, and social well-being through access to medical 

appointments, employment, shopping, food banks, and recreation. 
 

a. Improved Safety: Kootenai County Public Transportation – Citylink North is committed to the 

highest practicable level of safety.   
 

 Both of the Citylink programs provided give staff the opportunity to meet each individual in 

Kootenai County who apply for one of the transportation programs. A substantial portion of 

the seniors and individuals who enroll in Citylink demand response programs express relief 

at gaining this transportation option; many state that they have been reliant on neighbors or 

family for essential trips to medical appointments and grocery stores, while those without 

similar resources are dependent on delivery services and often express a lack of awareness of 

any transportation options other than taxi services (which are often outside of their budgetary 

constraints). Providing safe and reliable transportation vastly increases safety and 

independence for the people enrolling in demand response public transportation programs.  
 

 We monitor operational and maintenance data, safety reports and concerns from contractors 

and partners, riders, and employees, and perform service delivery safety check activities (field 

observations and ride-alongs). Citylink North actively promotes safety to each operator and 

requires each operator to participate in monthly safety trainings. 

 

b. Improved Mobility:  This project helps to sustain mobility options for persons with disabilities 

where travel choices are sparse, provides seniors with safe and affordable (currently no fare) 
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transport to life activities, and enhances our partnership for medical transportation for all.    

 

We will be able to continue to identify underserved areas and populations by tracking trip origins 

and destinations, mapping demand to service availability, and matching transportation needs to 

local transportation options. Working with local jurisdictions, Disability Action Center NW, and 

other stakeholders, we will explore regional and localized solutions that work with public 

transportation and all other transportation providers. Kootenai County Public Transportation will 

continue working with transit providers, human service agencies, private institutions, businesses, 

volunteers and political leaders to broaden transportation options for all users; particularly those 

in vulnerable populations, the economically disadvantaged, older adults and people with special 

needs.  

 

c. Support Local Economic Development and Expand Economic Opportunity:  

 Providing transportation options allows community members to access jobs and frequent 

businesses, stimulating economic development and the economy.  

 A robust transportation system with seamless additional transportation options is highly 

appealing to businesses considering expanding or relocating their business into the region.   

 Additionally, the buses will be part of the IMI app with resulting location data, which is more 

relevant and important than ever before. Location technologies power individuals, businesses, 

and cities to be more sustainable and get to places efficiently and safely.  

 

Project Evaluation Methodology:   

 

a. Continual Evaluation: Kootenai County will continually evaluate the project success in two ways, 

firstly by monitoring the maintenance of vehicles and vehicle “down” time, and secondly by 

comparing available fleet capacity to the capacity required to meet ridership demands.    

 

i. What kind of data will be collected and specific measures:   

Vehicles:  The Fleet Maintenance Manager, working with partners and contractors, will 

ensure the FTA requirements have been met and documented.  The Manager maintains a 

complete vehicle file for each vehicle from the date of procurement to three years after the 

end of the vehicle’s useful life. This file will have copies of all procurement records, 

vehicle activity, Preventive Maintenance Inspections (PMI), service and repair work 

invoices or in-house reports, and decommissioning paperwork.   

Ridership:  The Program Specialist collects data on ridership for all Kootenai County and 

partner programs on a monthly basis.  Data also includes vehicle miles and revenue miles. 

The status of ridership and vehicle miles is reported monthly to transportation advisory 

committees, such as the Kootenai County Area Transportation Team (KCATT) and 

Kootenai Metropolitan Planning Organization (KMPO), as well as jurisdictional partners 

as needed.   

 

ii. How often will data be collected, used, and evaluated: 

Vehicle data is collected daily through the Fleetio maintenance tracking system and Daily 

Trip Vehicle Inspections (DVIRs). Any issue brought up on inspections is emailed 

immediately to the Fleet Maintenance Manager for investigation and resolution.   
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b. Sustainability: Kootenai County has an approved Program of Projects in place to provide for 

financial planning. The funding for maintaining purchased vehicles and the programs utilizing 

these vehicles is in place for a minimum of five years.  This financial planning makes the project 

sustainable with long-term benefits. 

 

c. Demonstrated capacity to carry out the project and manage grant funding: Kootenai County is able 

to implement FTA and ITD funded projects in accordance with the grant application, agreement, 

and all applicable laws and regulations, to include 2 CFR 200, FTA Circular 5100, FTA Circular 

5010, and FTA Circular 4220, using sound management practices. Kootenai County is currently a 

direct recipient of 5307 funds and a subrecipient of 5339 and 5310 funds. Our agency is eligible 

and authorized under state and local law to request, receive, and dispense federal and state funds 

and execute and administer funding projects. Kootenai County Public Transportation has 

demonstrated ability to match and manage FTA grant funds and conduct and respond to audits for 

more than a decade.   

 

 Kootenai County Public Transportation received a clean audit with zero findings on our FTA 

Triennial Review completed this year for FY2017 – FY2019. 

 

Expertise:  Jody Bieze serves as the Director of Resource Management – Public Transportation 

Office, responsible for definition and implementation of all aspects of Kootenai County Public 

Transportation System’s strategy, goals, objectives, processes, and initiatives. This position 

includes working closely with federal, state, local, and tribal officials to effectively manage a 

transit system that utilizes millions of dollars.  Director Bieze’s oversight responsibilities include 

the planning, operations, maintenance, capital, and security of the Citylink North system, which 

includes setting and achieving overall performance goals. Jody’s extensive private and public 

sector work have given her a depth of knowledge regarding the performance, administrative, and 

regulatory requirements of federal and state awards. Jody obtained her Bachelors of Science in 

Labor Industrial Relations with a Minor in Economics from the University of Wisconsin.  

 

Name Title Area of Focus 

Jody Bieze Director Relationship Management and Collaboration. 

Kim Riley  IDC Finance, Accounting, Short-term and Long-term 
Budgets, and Program Forecasting. 

Chad Ingle Program Manager Operations oversight and Regular-Route Services. 

Marie Holmes Program Specialist Paratransit/Ring-a-Ride Applications, Outreach, Ring-a-
Ride Programming. 

David 
Waterhouse 

Program Specialist Travel training seniors or individuals with disabilities. 

Christopher 
Carlos 

Fleet Maintenance 
Manager 

Vehicle Maintenance and Asset Management. 

 

 

Section 5: Project Budget 
 
Summary:  A detailed line item budget is attached, see Attachment A: “Budget Sheet” 
 

a. Budget Narrative:  
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Source and status of all funding: In-Kind Match funding is provided by Kootenai County payroll 
and local organizations which prefer to remain anonymous. Cash match is provided by local 
jurisdictions, with agreements renewed annually and currently in place for FY23. We have 
sufficient funding banked to fulfill the match obligation. Records are maintained internally, and 
are available for review.     

     

Costs/Estimates determinations: Kootenai County has previously researched typical costs for the 

repairs anticipated for the cutaway vehicles, along with associated safety equipment and features. 

The Fleet Maintenance Manager has also collaborated with other county fleet managers to 

diagnose and asses the current needs of our fleet. The Fleet Maintenance Manager has determined 

the necessary repairs to be done in order to rehabilitate the current fleet. Rehabilitation of rolling 

stock prioritizes vehicles which can provide us with the highest useful life and the lowest 

maintenance cost to extend that useful life. This determination is set by asset condition data 

detailed in the Transit Asset Management (TAM) Program and the Fleet Maintenance Plan. 

 

The Fleet Maintenance Manager, working with other county fleet managers, has made the 

determination to proceed with the current fleet repair plan that best meets Kootenai County’s 

vehicle specifications.   

 
i. Scalability: The project becomes scalable based on available funding.  Any funding 

available will be utilized to rehabilitate buses.  

 
ii. Davis Bacon: Davis Bacon wage rates do not apply. 

 

iii. Financial Capability-Reimbursement Basis:  Kootenai County has the financial 
capability to operate on a reimbursement basis: Kootenai County Financial Reports. 

 
b. Itemized and Broken Down Estimated Project Budget: 

 

 
c. Attachment A: Project Budget Request form – please see attached document.  

 

Endnotes 
i Sam Wolkenhauer, Idaho Department of Labor 
ii Disability Action Center website:  http://dacnw.org/ 
iii Kootenai County Coordinated Public Human Transportation Plan 
 

 

Attachments: 
 

Quantity Service Cost Scalable? 

Eight (8) Transmission replacement/repairs $ 40,000 Yes 

Two (2)  Engine replacement $ 35,000 Yes 

One (1) Braun lift replacement $ 4,000 Yes 

 Other fleet maintenance repairs $ 16,000 Yes 

Total $ 95,000 Yes 
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Attachment A - Project Budget Request Form 

Attachment B - Milestone Reporting  

Attachment C - NEPA Worksheet – N/A (Not included) 

Attachment D  - Demonstration of Need 

Attachment E - Letters of Support (E1 - E10) 

Attachment F - Glaval DBE Compliance 
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FTA Grant

Total Federal Match
118,750.00$  95,000.00$     23,750.00$  

Contact Name Chad Ingle

Fiscal Year 2024 Project Budget Request

Subrecipient Kootenai County

Agreement Term October 1, 2023-September 30, 2025

Address PO Box 9000  Coeur d'Alene, ID  83816-9000

Phone Number 208-446-2102

Capital (CP)
80/20

Scope of Work

In-Kind Match provided by Kootenai County and Partner Agency

5339

Kootenai County
Subrecipient Printed Name

Subrecipient Signature

Date

Rehabilitation of rolling stock prioritizes vehicles and repairs which can provide us with the 
highest useful life and the lowest maintenance cost to extend that useful life. This 
determination is set by asset condition data detailed in the Transit Asset Management 
(TAM) Program and the Fleet Maintenance Plan. Rehabilitation of buses will ensure 
sufficient fleet size to meet the transportation demands of an increasing ridership and 
availability of vehicles with safety equipment specific to seniors and persons with 
disabilities. Meeting unanticipated maintenance costs will assist in extending the useful life 
of the current fleet until replacement vehicles are manufactured and able to be put into 
service.

Local Match Source(s) for Project:

118,750.00$                       95,000.00$                                   23,750.00$                                 
Total Project Cost Total Federal Request Total Match Needed
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FFY 2022 One-Time Capital Application 
Attachment B:  Milestone Reporting 

 

Agency Name Kootenai County Public Transportation (KCPT) – Citylink North 
Agency Contact Director Jody Bieze 
Phone # 208.446.1608 Email jbieze@kcgov.us 
Grant Program 5339 Rural One Time 
Federal Award Amount  
Scope of Work:  
 
Milestone Progress Report: Target of major tasks to be achieved by specific dates.  
The report should include information such as: data for each activity line item within the approved project; a discussion 
of all  

• budget or schedule changes; original, estimated and actual estimated completion date 
• description of projects, status, specification preparation, bid solicitation, resolution of protests, and contract 

awards;  
• breakout of the costs incurred and those costs required to complete the project; reasons why any scheduled 

milestone or completion dates were not met, identifying problem areas and discussing how the problems will be 
solved; and discuss the expected impacts of delays and the steps planned to minimize these impacts. 

Add additional milestones to the table below as needed. 
 

Name Estimated Completion 
Date Description 

RFP/RFQ Issue Date   

Award Date 10/15/2023 Execute Master Contract Usage Agreement 

Start Date or Order Date for 
Rolling Stock, Equipment, and 
Technology Purchases 

11/1/2023 Order work to be completed. 

Construction Completion Date or 
Delivery Date for Rolling Stock, 
Equipment, or Technology 
Purchases 

12/15/2025 Work completed, fleet meeting extended useful life. 

Contract Completion Date 12/30/2025 Disposition of buses 
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Congressional Application Attachment D: Demonstration of Need 

1. Type of Service (Check all that apply):

☐ Fixed Route

☐ Deviated Fixed Route

☐ Demand/ Response

2. Service Area (Check one)

☐ City

☐ County

☐ Multi-County

☐ Other (Please Specify):

3. Connectivity:

Do you connect with other modes of transportation? Check all that apply.

☐ Urban Public Systems

☐ Intercity Carriers

☐ Airports/ Trains

☐ Other transit operators in your region (please list below):

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Ridership:

Estimate the average number of rides:   Per Day __________   Per Year ____________

Briefly describe your ridership over the last two years: -
_________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Days/ Hours of Service:

List days of the week and hours transit provider is in service

_______________________________________________________________________________________

X

X

X

X

Kootenai County Citylink North connects with:  Coeur d'Alene Tribe Citylink South.

Monday through Friday 6:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. - Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

(Exception of six (6) holidays per calendar year: Christmas, New Years, etc.)

33,711108

Ridership has not yet exceeded pre-pandemic levels, but is still increasing.
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Kootenai County Public Transportation Fleet Maintenance Plan Revision/Updates 

 

Revision Date Reason 

 2014 Original 

1 April 2016 General Update 

2 April 2017 General Update 

3 April 2019 General Update 

4 November 2020 General Update 
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1. LEVELS OF SERVICE 

Level of Service is an industry term that refers to the measurement of public transportation system 

performance. The Kootenai County Public Transportation Maintenance Plan is a key component in 

achieving improvements in Levels of Service. Customer levels of service are typically in the form of 

published schedules and/or policy for minimum service frequencies, on-time performance goals, 

customer comfort considerations (e.g., climate control), etc. Customer levels of service directly 

impact technical levels of service such as asset reliability standards, preventive maintenance program 

goals, mean time to repair, fuel efficiency standards et al. Technical levels of service are developed to 

inform asset management decisions and investment priorities. 

2. OVERVIEW 

Kootenai County is responsible for all of its public transportation assets. This responsibility requires 

Kootenai County to ensure that its assets are maintained in a cost-effective manner. Kootenai 

County’s Public Transportation Maintenance Plan provides documents to ensure that our 

transportation system is maintained in a “state of good repair” to provide efficient, reliable, and safe 

service. 

3. PURPOSE 

The purpose of the Vehicle Maintenance Plan is to specify the goals and objectives to be used as a 

basis and reference to ensure the highest quality maintenance program and conform to FTA’s best 

practices. 

4. COMMUNICATION 

Kootenai County Public Transportation staff must ensure a commitment to customer service 

throughout our system. A key component of serving our customers well is communication. This 

includes communication with and between contractors/subrecipients responsible for the 

maintenance of Kootenai County Public Transportation’s vehicles.  

5. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

Kootenai County Public Transportation (KCPT) System’s main objective is to provide cost-effective, 

systematic and interruption-free service operations. In order to accomplish this, our Vehicle 

Maintenance Program centers on the following goals and objectives. 

A. Ensure that the fleet is in a state of good repair. 

 Maintain and repair vehicles to ensure operation at peak efficiency, including fuel efficiency, 
emissions systems, etc. 

 Analyze repair, road calls, and tow data to identify trouble-prone components or systems for 
proactive attention. 
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 Maintain a clean appearance for vehicles through regular interior and exterior cleaning. 

 Conduct regularly scheduled inspections. 

B. Ensure that a sufficient number of buses are available to meet daily service demands. 
 

 Ensure each vehicle is operating at peak efficiency and maximize vehicle life. 

 Conduct daily pre-trip inspections to identify vehicle/equipment problems in a timely 
manner. 

 Manage preventive maintenance and repair activities to promote the reliability of the service 
by minimizing service interruptions due to vehicle or equipment failure. 

 Utilize subcontractors to perform specialized services, as needed. 

 
C. Ensure the vehicles are safe, serviced regularly and clean. 
 

 Safety “first” in all actions concerning maintenance. 

 Maintain vehicles, at a minimum, in accordance with their manufactures maintenance/service 
guidelines. 

 Maintain vehicle exterior and interior appearance in a clean condition. 

 Maintain vehicle maintenance records in a readily accessible system.  

 
D. Ensure that quality vehicle maintenance is provided at a reasonable cost. 
 

 Analyze fleet fuel usage and repair data; identify vehicles that may need remedial work or be 
replaced. 

 Maintain vehicles and related equipment to fulfill manufacturer’s warranty requirements and 
pursue warranty repairs where applicable; research and follow up on any applicable recalls or 
service bulletins. 

 Maintain vehicles to maximize the useful vehicle life, including the life of key components 
such as tires, brakes, batteries, etc. 

 Manage the maintenance program to be cost-effective in terms of staff time, supplies costs, 
service vendors and parts. 

 
E. Conduct vehicle operations, repairs, and cleaning in compliance with applicable local, state and 

federal regulations. 

 

 Handle and dispose of fuels, lubricants, solvents, tires and related materials in a safe and 
environmentally responsible manner. 

 Maintain vehicles to comply with relevant emission standards and other applicable 
regulations. 

 Conduct vehicle cleaning to comply with applicable wastewater and other relevant 
regulations. 

 Conduct maintenance and repairs in compliance with environmental standards and other 
relevant regulations. 
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6. VEHICLE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM COMPONENTS  

The major components of the vehicle maintenance program are: 

A. Vehicle Information 

1. Vehicle Descriptions and useful life standards 

2. Vehicle Condition Ratings 

3. Life Cycle cost analysis 

4. Kootenai County’s Inventory by Operator 

B. Graduated Preventative Maintenance program, taking into account: 

1. Local Conditions 

2. Driver Daily Trip Inspection 

3. Vehicle Cleaning 

4. Preventative Maintenance Schedules 

5. Road Calls & Unscheduled Repairs 

6. Warranty Tracking 

C. Oversight 

D. Procurement 

7. VEHICLE INFORMATION 

Vehicle Description and Useful Life Standards 

According to Federal Transit Administration report number FTA VA-26-7229-07.1, “Useful Life of 

Transit Buses and Vans,” dated April 2007, the Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA’s) service-life 

policy for transit buses and vans establishes the minimum number of years (or miles) that transit 

vehicles purchased with federal funds must be in service before they can be retired without financial 

penalty. The clear goal of this policy is to ensure that vehicles procured using federal funds remain in 

service for their service life, thus ensuring that federal taxpayers obtain an adequate return on their 

investment. (Table 4-2) 

Vehicle Condition Rating 

The condition-rating table (Table 4-1) details how asset conditions by asset types are reported. To 

determine the vehicles overall condition, Kootenai County conducts a five-step review, which 

includes the (1) vehicle's interior, (2) exterior, (3) chassis and (4) understructure, and (5) engine 

compartment. The visual inspection is combined with a review of the maintenance hours, road call, 

fluid analysis (e.g., oil sample), and other collected data to yield a comprehensive evaluation of each 

vehicle's overall physical condition. Kootenai County’s analyses will use tenths (.10) to define the 

overall condition of the vehicles in our inventory. 
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The determination to retire a vehicle and/or remove it from service is based on the total vehicle 

condition rating (score). An overall vehicle condition rating of 2.0 indicates a rating score that a 

vehicle should not be permitted to continue in service. In other words, an overall condition of 2.0 

helps to establish a maximum replacement life point (not a minimum). By inference then, vehicles 

with ages equal to FTA’s minimum retirement age (or mileage) should have overall condition 

ratings that are greater than 2.0. Specifically, this minimum retirement age should optimally occur 

after a vehicle type has declined below a condition rating of 3.0 (i.e., adequate) but before it reaches 

an overall condition of 2.0 (substandard). 

 

Table 4-1: Vehicle Condition Rating System Rating Condition Description 

Rating Condition Description 

5.0 Excellent No visible defects, new or like new condition 

4.0 Good Some (slightly) defective or deteriorated components 

3.0 Adequate Moderately defective or deteriorated components 

2.0 Fair Defective or deteriorated component(s) in need of replacement 

1.0 Poor Critically damaged component(s) in need of immediate repair 

Table 4-2: Minimum Service-Life Categories for Buses and Vans 

Vehicle 
Category 

Typical Characteristics 
Minimal Life 

(whichever 
comes first) 

Length 
(Feet) 

Approx. 
GVW 

Seats Cost Range Years Mileage 

A Heavy-Duty Large 35-48 33,000-40,000 27-40+ $325,000 to over 
$600,000 

12 500,000 

A Heavy-Duty Large 60 Artic 33,000-40,000 27-40+ $325,000 to over 
$600,000 

12 500,000 

B Heavy-Duty Small <40 26,000-33,000 25-35 $200,000 to over 
$325,000 

10 350,000 

C Medium-Duty and 
Purpose Build  

<40 16,000-26,000 16-30 $75,000 to over 
$175,000 

7 200,000 

D Medium Size, Light 
Duty Truck & Van 
Chassis Cutaway 

25-35 10,000-16,000 12-16 $50,000 to over 
$65,000 

5 150,000 

E1 Light-Duty Small 
Cutaway  

16-28 6,000-14,000 10-22 $30,000 to $50,000 4 100,000 

E2 Modified Vans <20 6,000-14,000 10-22 $30,000 to $50,000 4 100,000 

E3 Modified Minivans <20 6,000-14,000 10-22 30,000 to $50,000 4 100,000 

E4 Vans <20 6,000-14,000 3-14 $20,000 to $40,000 4 100,000 

E5 Minivans <20 6,000-14,000 3-14 $20,000 to $40,000 4 100,000 

E6 Station Wagons <20 6,000-14,000 3-14 $20,000 to $40,000 4 100,000 

E7 Sedans <20 6,000-14,000 3-14 $20,000 to $40,000 4 100,000 
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Inventory 

Kootenai County Public Transportation’s fleet consists of 19 vehicles. All vehicles are required to be 

maintained by standards set forth in this document.  

Table 4-3:  Citylink North Fixed Route-Route Vehicles 

Fleet 

# 

Vehicle Category 

and Description 

Year, Make, Model, 

Components and Fuel Type 

Bus Maker VIN Purchase 
Date 

Condition Lift 

Y/N 

510 Non-Revenue/E5 
Minivan 

2008 Dodge Caravan - Gas Chrysler 2D8HN44H38R796757 5-26-2010 2.5 N 

60 C: Medium Size, 

Medium Duty Bus 

& Truck Chassis 

Cutaway 

2010 Ford F650 / Cummins 

ISB CM2150 Engine, Allison 

2200PTS Transmission, 

Braun Millenium2 Lift, Diesel 

Glaval 3FRNF6FC5AV275934 08-24-2010 1.0 Y 

61 C: Medium Size, 

Medium Duty Bus 

& Truck Chassis 

Cutaway 

2010 Ford F650 / Cummins 

ISB CM2150 Engine, Allison 

2200PTS Transmission, 

Braun Millenium2 Lift, Diesel 

Glaval 3FRNF6FC7AV275935 08-24-2010 1.0 Y 

63 C: Medium Size, 

Medium Duty Bus 

& Truck Chassis 

Cutaway 

2010 Ford F650 / Cummins 

ISB CM2150 Engine, Allison 

2200PTS Transmission, 

Braun Millenium2 Lift, Diesel 

Glaval 3FRNF6FC4AV274340 11-15-2010 2.0 Y 

64 C: Medium Size, 

Medium Duty Bus 

& Truck Chassis 

Cutaway 

2010 Ford F650 / Cummins 

ISB CM2150 Engine, Allison 

2200PTS Transmission, 

Braun Millenium2 Lift, Diesel 

Glaval 3FRNF6FC6AV274341 11-15-2010 2.0 Y 

65 C: Medium Size, 

Medium Duty Bus 

& Truck Chassis 

Cutaway 

2010 Ford F650 / Cummins 

ISB CM2150 Engine, Allison 

2200PTS Transmission, 

Braun Millenium2 Lift, Diesel 

Glaval 3FRNF6FC8AV274342 11-15-2010 1.0 Y 

66 C: Medium Size, 

Medium Duty Bus 

& Truck Chassis 

Cutaway 

2010 Ford F650 / Cummins 

ISB CM2150 Engine, Allison 

2200PTS Transmission, 

Braun Millenium2 Lift, Diesel 

Glaval 3FRNF6FC1AV274344 11-15-2010 2.7 Y 

67 C: Medium Size, 
Medium Duty Bus 
& Truck Chassis 
Cutaway 
 
 

2021 Freightliner S2C/ 
Cummins ISB 6.7L Engine, 
Allison Transmission 

  Braun Millenium2 Lift, Diesel 

Glaval 4UZADRFD0MCMP0598 12-9-2020 4.0 Y 

68 C: Medium Size, 
Medium Duty Bus 
& Truck Chassis 
Cutaway 
 
 

2021 Freightliner S2C/ 
Cummins ISB 6.7L Engine, 
Allison Transmission 

  Braun Millenium2 Lift, Diesel 

Glaval 4UZADRFD2MCMP0599 12-9-2020 4.0 Y 

69 C: Medium Size, 
Medium Duty Bus 
& Truck Chassis 
Cutaway 
 
 

2021 Freightliner S2C/ 
Cummins ISB 6.7L Engine, 
Allison Transmission 
Braun Millenium2 Lift, Diesel 

Glaval 4UZADRFD5MCMP0600 12-9-2020 4.0 Y 

70 C: Medium Size, 
Medium Duty Bus 
& Truck Chassis 
Cutaway 
 
 

2022 Freightliner S2C/ 
Cummins ISB 6.7L Engine, 
Allison Transmission 
Braun Millenium2 Lift, Diesel 

Glaval 4UZADRFD4NCUD1123 11-11-2022 5.0 Y 
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71 C: Medium Size, 
Medium Duty Bus 
& Truck Chassis 
Cutaway 
 
 

2022 Freightliner S2C/ 
Cummins ISB 6.7L Engine, 
Allison Transmission 
Braun Millenium2 Lift, Diesel 

Glaval 4UZADRFD0NCUD1121 12-5-2022 5.0 Y 

72 C: Medium Size, 
Medium Duty Bus 
& Truck Chassis 
Cutaway 
 
 

2022 Freightliner S2C/ 
Cummins ISB 6.7L Engine, 
Allison Transmission 
Braun Millenium2 Lift, Diesel 

Glaval 4UZADRFD2NCUD1122 12-9-2022 5.0 Y 

 

 
Table 4-4:  Kootenai Health Paratransit/Demand Response Revenue Vehicles 

Table 4-5: Citylink North Paratransit/Demand Response/Ring-a-Ride Revenue Vehicle 

Fleet # Vehicle Category and 
Description 

Year, Make, Model, 
Components and Fuel Type 

Bus 
Maker 

VIN Purchase 
Date 

Condition Lift 
Y/N 

054 D: Medium Size, 
Medium Duty Bus & 
Van Chassis Cutaway 

2016 Chevy 4500                  
6.0 ltr.  Gas engine          
Braun  lift 

Elkhart 
Coach 

1GB6GUBG3G1313012 
 

09-26-2016 
 

1.7 
 

Y 

055 D: Medium Size, 
Medium Duty Bus & 
Van Chassis Cutaway 

2016 Chevy 4500                  
6.0 ltr.  Gas engine          
Braun  lift 

Elkhart 
Coach 

1GB6GUBG3G1317089 
 

09-26-2016 1.3 
 

Y 

056 D: Medium Size, 
Medium Duty Bus & 
Van Chassis Cutaway 

2016 Chevy 4500                  
6.0 ltr.  Gas engine          
Braun  lift 

Elkhart 
Coach 

1GB6GUBG8G1317590 
 

10-03-2016 1.9 
 

Y 

057 D: Medium Size, 
Medium Duty Bus & 
Van Chassis Cutaway 

2016 Chevy 4500                  
6.0 ltr.  Gas engine          
Braun  lift 

Elkhart 
Coach 

1GB6GUBG4G1317943 
 

10-03-2016 1.9 
 
 

Y 

058 D: Medium Size, 
Medium Duty Bus & 
Van Chassis Cutaway 

2019 Ford E450 
6.8 ltr Gas engine 
Braun lift 

Glaval 1FDFE4FS9KDC69066 07-16-2020 4.0 Y 

059 D: Medium Size, 
Medium Duty Bus & 
Van Chassis Cutaway 

2019 Ford E450 
6.8 ltr Gas engine 
Braun lift 

Glaval 1FDFE4FS6KDC69073 07-16-2020 4.0 Y 

Fleet # Vehicle Category and 
Description 

Year, Make, Model, 
Components and Fuel Type 

Bus Maker 
 

VIN Purchase 
Date 

Condition Lift 
Y/N 

4 D: Medium Size, 
Medium Duty Bus & 
Van Chassis Cutaway 

2010 Ford E450                  
6.8 ltr.  Gas engine          
Braun lift 

Starcraft 1FDFE4S5ADA55870 07-20-2010 1.0 
 

Y 

6 D: Medium Size, 
Medium Duty Bus & 
Van Chassis Cutaway 

2010 Ford E450                  
6.8 ltr.  Gas engine          
Braun lift 

Starcraft 1FDFE4S9ADA55872 07-20-2010 1.8 
 

Y 

7 D: Medium Size, 
Medium Duty Bus & 
Van Chassis Cutaway 

2016 Chevy 4500                  
6.0 ltr.  Gas engine          
Braun lift 

Elkhart 
Coach 

1GB6GUBG4G1313259 09-19-2016 2.0 
 

Y 

8 D: Medium Size, 
Medium Duty Bus & 
Van Chassis Cutaway 

2016 Chevy 4500                  
6.0 ltr.  Gas engine          
Braun lift 

Elkhart 
Coach 

1GB6GUBG1G1316331 
 

09-19-2016 2.4 
 
 

Y 

40 D: Medium Size, 
Medium Duty Bus & 
Van Chassis Cutaway 

2019 Ford E450 
6.8 ltr Gas engine 
Braun lift 

Glaval 1FDFE4FS8KDC69091 07-21-2020 4.3 Y 

41 D: Medium Size, 
Medium Duty Bus & 
Van Chassis Cutaway 

2019 Ford E450 
6.8 ltr Gas engine 
Braun lift 

Glaval 1FDFE4FS7KDC69096 07-17-2020 4.3 Y 

42 D: Medium Size, 
Medium Duty Bus & 
Van Chassis Cutaway 

2019 Ford E450 
6.8 ltr Gas engine 
Braun lift 

Glaval 1FDFE4FS3KDC69077 07-21-2020 4.3 Y 
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Table 4-6: Citylink North Service Vehicles 

Fleet # Vehicle Category 
and Description 

Year, Make, Model, 
Components and Fuel Type 

Bus 
Maker 

VIN Purchase 
Date 

Condition Lift 
Y/N 

509 Non-Revenue/ 
Plow Truck 

1998 Ford F250/Plow Truck Ford 1FTPX28L0WKC22832 11-03-2003 2.0 N 

610 Non-Revenue/ 
E5 Minivan 

2008 Dodge Caravan - Gas Chrysler 2D8HN44H58R796758 05-26-2010 2.5 N 

611 Non-Revenue/ 
E4 Vans 

2012 VPG MV-1 - Gas Ford 523MF1A64CM101218 12-21-2021 3.0 N 

612 Non-Revenue/ 
E7 Sedans 

2009 Ford Crown Victoria - 
Gas 

Ford 2FAHP71V19X141536 11-24-2021 2.8 N 

 
Vehicle Types: Kootenai County has eight (8) different vehicle make-ups or types. 
 

1. Ford F650 with Cummins engine, Allison transmission and Braun lift – diesel 

2. Freightliner S2C with Cummins engine, Allison transmission and Braun lift – diesel  

3. Ford E450 with Braun lift – gas 

4. Chevrolet 4500 with Braun lift – gas 

5. Dodge Caravan without a lift – gas 

6. Ford F250 Plow truck – gas 

7. Ford Crown Victoria – gas 

8. VPG MV-1 - gas 

 

All vehicles are scheduled for general preventive maintenance. Preventive maintenance schedules 

vary by vehicles in accordance to manufacturers’ recommendations adjusted by use technical 

experience. Service intervals for different types of maintenance are established as multiples of a 

common mileage denominator. This minimizes the frequency of preventive maintenance servicing, 

and optimizes vehicle in-service operation. The PM’s are noted alphabetically “A, B, C”. Each PM is 

independent and needs to be performed at every prescribed milestone. It is intended that at some 

mileages that several PM’s will be performed at the same service event for example: on the F650 at 

48,000 miles a PM “A”, “B” and “C” will all be performed at the same service event. Table 4-7 

depicts the PM’s for each vehicle type. Vehicles that do not reach mileage milestones for PMs may 

receive a Maintenance & Safety Inspection at approximately 45-day intervals to meet scheduling 

needs. All service work may be performed ahead of scheduled mileage or time to meet transportation 

scheduling needs. All service work must be performed with no more than 10% past scheduled 

mileage. Kootenai County’s Fleet Maintenance Manager must be notified if maintenance schedules 

cannot be met or maintained. 

8.  PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM 

A strong preventative maintenance program effectively reduces overall maintenance costs by 

decreasing the number of road calls and the high cost of unpredictable repairs caused by reactive 
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maintenance. KCPT uses a graduated preventative maintenance program that is based on the 

manufacturer’s recommendations and modified based on experience and local conditions. Solid 

Preventative Maintenance (PM) practices maximize useful life, are cost efficient over the life of the 

vehicle, and ensure that vehicles remain in safe operating condition. 

 

A multi-step PM program includes: 

 
1. Timely input and updating of Preventative Maintenance Software, Fleetio. 

(Performed by KCPT’s Fleet Maintenance Manager). 

2. Creating a manufacturer specific plan addressing maintenance guidelines utilizing 
mileage intervals. (Performed by KCPT Fleet Maintenance Manager). 

3. A daily Inspection (see Appendix 1, 2) performed by driver. 

4. A Maintenance & Safety Inspection (see Appendix 3, 4, 5) performed at every servicing. 

5. Annual inspection (KCPT Fleet Maintenance Manager or approved entity) 

Table 4-7: Preventative Maintenance Schedule by Vehicle Type 

PM TYPE Ford F650 Diesel Ford E450 Chevrolet  4500 Dodge Caravan, Braun Lifts 

 Cummins engine/ with Braun with Braun Lift Ford F250 Both the NL_2 

 Allison Transmission Lift   and the NCL_2 

 with Braun Lift     

 Miles Miles Miles Miles Lift Cycles 

PM “A” every 8,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 750 

PM “B” every 24,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 1500 

PM “C” every 48,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 4500 

Preventive Maintenance Schedule 

PM “A” (LOF) 
 
Under Hood/Engine 
 

 Change engine oil and filter with OEM recommended oil type and viscosity.  

 Inspect all under hood fluid levels, power steering, brake, coolant, transmission. 

 Inspect air cleaner, ducts and piping. (Clean or replace as needed). 

 Inspect exhaust system, EGR system and PCV system. 
 
Transmission, Driveline, Differential 
 

 Check fluid levels and condition of oil. Lubricate all driveline grease fittings. 

 Inspect for fluid leaks. 

 Inspect for loose bolts, fittings, pins and wiring.  
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 Inspect universal joints, CV joints and carrier bearings. 
 
Brakes 
 

 Visually inspect brake pads for condition and record thickness on inspection sheet.  

 Drain air tanks and reservoirs if equipped. 

 Check all brake lines and hoses for leaks and damage. 

 Inspect park brake and lube as needed. 
 
Suspension and Steering 

 
 Lubricate all grease fittings. 

 Inspect steering gear, ball joints, kingpins, springs and air bags. 

 Inspect for loose or broken bolts, brackets, etc. 

 
Wheels and Tires 

 
 Inspect tire sidewalls and tread. 

 Record tread depth on inspection sheet. 

 Check air pressure and adjust to specifications.  

 Inspect mud flaps. 
 
Cab and Safety 

 
 Inspect all doors, lubricate lock cylinders and hinges as needed. 

 Inspect all cameras and surveillance equipment as needed. 

 Inspect emergency escape windows and hatch. 

 Inspect all seats, sliders, hardware and safety belts. 

 Inspect overhead compartment latches and hinges. 

 Inspect windshield, wipers and all glass for damage. 

 Inspect horn, fire extinguisher and safety triangles. 

 Check operation of all air conditioners and heaters. 

 Inspect headlights, taillights, brake lights, running light, turn signals and emergency flashers 

for proper operation. 

 Check for warning lights or check engine lights. 

 Clear oil service light. 

 Inspect all grab rails and stanchions for loose hardware. 

 Wheelchair lift inspection, service as required (Record lift count on “PM” sheet). 

 
Batteries 

 
 Inspect and clean terminals, check fluid level. 

 Check electrolyte level and or load test semiannually. 
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Clean Bus 
 

 Wash exterior of bus. 

 Inspect exterior for any necessary caulk repairs, such as front/rear caps, windows and wheel 

flairs. 

 Sweep or vacuum inside of bus. 

 Clean inside walls and windows. 

 Clean under hood, as needed. 

 

PM “B” – Perform all items listed above in PM “A” plus additional items listed below. 

 
 Replace fuel filters as equipped. 

 Test cooling system for proper Glycol mixture. 

 Transmission service as required by manufacturer. 

PM “C” – Perform all items listed in PM “A” and “B” plus additional items listed below. 
 

 Service Power steering unit. 

 Inspect differential oil. 

 Change oil and add additive as needed. 

 Service front wheel bearings. 

 Cooling system service. 

 PCV, EGR and after treatment system inspect, clean and or replace filter and or valves as 

needed. 

 Timing belt inspection as equipped. 

 Inspect ignition system if equipped. 

 Inspect valve train and adjust as needed. 

PM schedule for Braun Lift, models NL-2 and NCL-2 
 
PM “A” – Perform every 750 lift cycles  
 
Apply Light Oil 
 

 Outer barrier pivot points (2) 

 Outer barrier latch pivot point 

 Outer barrier leverage bearings (2) 

 Lift-Tite latches (Tower pivot points) (2) 

 Lift-Tite latch gas (dampening) spring pivot points (2 springs – 4 points) 

Apply light grease to outer barrier latch slot. 
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 Inspect Lift-Tite latches and gas springs for wear or damage (bent, deformed or miss-

aligned), positive engagement (external snap rings) and proper operation. 

 Inspect outer barrier for proper operation. 

 Inspect outer barrier latch for proper operation, positive engagement and detached or 

missing spring. 

 Inspect lift for wear, damage or any abnormal condition. 

 Inspect for rattles. 

 Adjust fold pressure and outer barrier fold pressure. 

 Verify FMVSS 403/404 certification checklist. 

 
PM “B” – Perform every 1500 lift cycles 

 Apply synthetic grease between inner/outer fold arms (2) 

 Inspect for wear or damage, proper operation and apply light oil 

 Platform pivot pin bearings (4) 

 Outer fold arms bearings (8) 

 Inner roll stop pivot bearings (2) 

 Inner roll stop lock pivot point 

 Inner roll stop lever bearings (2) 

 Inner roll stop lever slot (2) 

 Saddle support bearings (8) 

 Inner fold arm roller pin bearings (4) 

 Inner fold arm cam followers (4) 

 Parallel arm pivot bearings (16) 

 Handrail pivot pin 

 
Hydraulic cylinder bushings (8) 
 

 Apply Light Grease. 

 Outer barrier lever guide slot. 

 Inspect Lift-Tite latch rollers for wear or damage, positive engagement and proper 

operation. (2) 

 Inspect inner roll stop for, wear or damage, positive engagement t and proper operation. 

 Inspect handrail components for wear or damage and proper operation. 

 Inspect micro-switches for engagement and proper adjustment. 

 Realign towers and vertical arms to insure a lift operates smoothly. 

 Inspect external snap rings. 

- Outer fold arm (6) 

- Lift-Tite latch roller (2) 

- Lift-Tite latch gas (dampening) spring (4) 

- Inner fold arm cam followers (4) 
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- Inner fold arm roller pins (4) 

- Outer barrier hydraulic cylinder mounting pin (2) 

- Inner roll stop lever bracket pins (2) 

 Inspect inner roll stop locks (2) and torsion springs (2) for wear or damage and proper 

operation. 

 Inspect outer fold arm pins (2), axles (2) and bearings for wear or damage and positive 

engagement. 

 Remove pump module cover and inspect: 

- Hydraulic hoses, fittings and connections for wear or leaks. 

- Harness cables, wires, terminals and connections for damage and proper engagement. 

- Relays fuses, power switch and lights for or damage. 
 
PM “C” – Perform every 4500 cycles 
 

 Inspect cotter pins on platform pivot points (2) 

 Inspect hydraulic fluid, pump and reservoir. [Fluid should be changed if visible 

contamination.] 

 Inspect the hydraulic system (cylinder, hoses, fittings, seals, etc.) for leaks. 

 Inspect outer barrier cylinder hose assembly (hose, fasteners, connections, etc.) for wear, 

damage or leakage. 

 Inspect parallel arms, bearings and pivot pins for visible wear or damage. 

 Inspect parallel arm pivot pin mounting bolts (8) 

 Inspect platform pivot pins, bearings and vertical arms for wear, damage and 

positive engagement. 

 Inspect inner/outer fold arms, saddle, saddle support and associated pivot pin and 

bearings for visible wear or damage. 

 Inspect gas spring (cylinders) for wear or damage, proper operation and positive 

engagement. 

 Inspect saddle bearing (UHMW – 2) 

 Inspect vertical arm plastic covers 

 Inspect power cable 

 Check to see that the lift is securely anchored to the vehicle and there are no loose bolts, 

broken welds or stress fractures. 
 

Warranty Recovery System Best Practice 

 
Kootenai County Public Transportation operates a warranty recovery program to ensure that the 

cost of parts and repairs on warranty-covered items is recovered. The need for a vehicle repair 

may be discovered during a pre-trip inspection, preventive maintenance inspection, or breakdown. 

Subrecipients, transportation partners, and contractors should contact Kootenai County’s Fleet 

Maintenance Manager to determine warranty coverage on systems or parts requiring attention, 
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and if appropriate, the Kootenai County’s Fleet Manager will pursue warranty repairs with the 

appropriate vendor, bus, chassis manufacturer, or authorized warranty outlet. Kootenai County’s 

Fleet Manager will work with subrecipients, transportation partners, and contactors to determine 

if a repair of the vehicle in their maintenance inventory can be accomplished in-house or must be 

outsourced due to the need for special diagnostic expertise or equipment. Kootenai County’s 

Fleet Maintenance Manager, working with subrecipients, transportation partners, and contractors, 

will ensure warranty repairs are properly documented. 

Failed parts and/or components that may have failed prematurely should be reported to the 

Kootenai County Fleet Maintenance Manager. The subrecipient, transportation partner, or 

contractor should research the original installation date, miles of usage on the failed component, 

and original purchase order [vendor]. If the failed part and/or component is under warranty, the 

subrecipient, transportation partner, or contractor maintaining the vehicle should contact the Fleet 

Maintenance Manager. Information regarding the circumstances of the failure, if known, should be 

documented and provided to the appropriate vendor for replacement. A copy of the warranty 

claim form must be sent to the Fleet Maintenance Manager for tracking and vehicle history 

documentation. 

9. DAILY VEHICLE TRIP INSPECTION 

The Driver/Vehicle Operator is required to perform a pre-trip inspection for every vehicle used in 

his/her daily duties and will forward such information to his/her supervisor. Driver/Vehicle 

Operator will note: 

 The mileage 

 Any interior defects or other issues 

 Any exterior defects or other issues 

The driver will report any serious or safety defects to the dispatcher immediately and the vehicle 

will be taken out of service until the vehicle is deemed safe for use. 

The driver at the end of his/her shift will fuel the vehicle if the fuel gauge is below ¾ of a tank. 

Additionally, the driver will walk through the inside of the bus and walk around outside to check for 

any deviations from pre-trip. Driver will log ending mileage and sign the daily vehicle inspection 

sheet. 

An example of a simple nine-step vehicle inspection: 

1. Check the engine – Before starting the vehicle, check engine oil, brake fluid and coolant 
level in reservoir tank. Visually check belts and hoses for cracks, splits and warn spots. 
Visually check for loose battery cables and corrosion. Visually check for loose wires and fluid 
leaks. Check for leaking fluids under vehicle. 
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2. Check the dashboard and operator compartment – Check turn signals, flashers, mirrors, 
lights, windshield wipers, washer and gauges. Check seat, seat belt, horn, steering wheel and 
radio(s). 

3. Check the safety equipment – Check to see that the first-aid kit, flares, accident kit, fire 
extinguisher and other safety equipment are properly located in the vehicle and are in good 
working order. 

4. Check exterior lights – With the engine running, check all exterior lights; headlights (high 
and low beams), parking lights, brake lights, turn signals, emergency flashers, back-up lights 
and clearance lights. 

5. Check the suspension – Check the suspension to see if the vehicle is lower on one side or 
in the front or back. 

6. Check the tires – Check the tire pressures and tread for depth, wear, loose parts, nails and 
other foreign objects. 

7. Check outside the vehicle – Check windows, doors, bumpers and vehicle exterior for 
scratches, dents and broken/cracked glass. Check the exhaust for loose parts, noise and 
damage. 

8. Check the wheelchair lift and securement – Cycle the wheelchair lift and check 
wheelchair securement devices in the vehicle. 

9. Check/test the brakes – Check the brake system for proper operation and sponginess. 

 
An example of a Driver Vehicle checklist is on page 26.  

Vehicle Cleaning Bus Clean up – Daily 

 Clean spots off windows, interior 

 Clean driver area (dash, consoles, seat, fare box, windshield) 

 Wipe down seats 

 Check for graffiti on walls and seat backs 

 Pick up trash 

 Sweep floors including under seats 

 Replace trash bag 

Bus Clean-up – Weekly – Same as daily, plus: 
 

 Clean all interior windows 

 Clean seats, walls and railings with disinfectant 

 Vacuum seats, floor and window railings 

 Scrub floors including under seats 

 Wash exterior 

Perform at Service Interval (PM schedule) 

 Repair seat cushion 

 Clean all interior bulkhead and ceiling surfaces 
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 Clean dash, console and driver area 

 Paint rims as needed 

 Wash exterior of bus 

Wheelchair Lift: 

 

Braun lifts Models Millennium NL-2 series and the Century NCL- 2 series: 
 

 Proper maintenance is necessary to ensure safe, trouble free operation. Inspecting the lift 

for any wear, damage or other abnormal conditions is part of the transit agency daily 

pre/post inspection program. Simple inspections can detect potential problems. 

 Maintenance and lubrication procedures specified in this schedule must be performed by a 

Braun authorized service representative at the scheduled intervals according to the number of 

lift cycles and the Braun Maintenance and lubrication schedule. 

 Each operator should cycle the lift and listen for noises. Document all findings and place lift 

findings and reports in the corresponding vehicle file with an electronic copy sent to the 

Transit Program Specialist. 

 Cycle Counter Braun models, the Millennium NL-2 series and the Century NCL-2 series lift 

models, are equipped with a cycle counter located on the top of the pump module. This cycle 

counter allows the lift attendant/operator to easily track the number of cycles during daily 

inspections of the lift. 

 Discontinue lift use immediately if maintenance and lubrication procedures are not 

properly performed, or if there is any sign of wear, damage or improper operation. 

10. OVERSIGHT 

The KCPT Maintenance Manager working with KCPT’s partners and contractors will ensure that all 

FTA requirements have been met and documented. She/he will also be responsible for creating and 

maintaining a complete vehicle file, for each vehicle, from the date of procurement to three years 

after the end of the vehicles useful life. This file will have copies of all vehicle activity, procurement 

documentation, Preventative Maintenance Inspections (PMI), service and repair work (invoices, or 

in-house reports) and decommissioning paperwork. 

All KCPT partners and contractors will supply copies of all maintenance and repair orders to 

KCPT’s Maintenance Manager / Accounting Manager with monthly billing to be reviewed and 

approved prior to all payments made. Note: This will not replace the documentation or record 

retention requirement of sub-recipients, transportation partners, and contractors. 

Training 

Partners and contractors are responsible for maintaining vehicles in good working condition, which 

requires well trained and well supervised staff. Maintenance training should cover all vehicles and 
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equipment operated. Training manuals, maintenance manuals, and all updates/revisions should be 

provided in a central shop location. 

Drivers: 

 All drivers should be given a complete familiarization of the vehicle, including 

engine compartment, driver controls and passenger safety devices. 

 Training on ADA lift devices; automatic and manual modes of operation. 

 Training to recognize unusual noises and to communicate basic mechanical problems to 

the maintenance department. 

 Reference the “Kootenai County Standard Operating Procedure” manual for Driver 

Training minimum requirements. 

 Documentation and reporting requirements. 

Mechanics and Service Technicians: 

 Shop and overall facility familiarization, including training on all equipment for which they 

have responsibility. 

 Facility safety training, including hazard identification, location of fire and life safety 

equipment, shop power emergency disconnect location, safety exits, and emergency incident 

procedures. 

 Vehicle maintenance program scope and objectives training. 

 Applicable vehicle maintenance standards and regulations training, and instruction on how 

they are enforced. 

 Procurement process including what items and dollar amounts require pre-approval from 

Kootenai County. 

 Documentation and reporting requirements. 

Shop Supervisors and Lead Mechanics.  All above training plus: 

 Training in basic and advanced supervision, employee communication and effective listening, 

and problem solving skills. 

 Documentation and reporting requirements. 

Oversight and Documentation 

Oversee the quality level of driver’s vehicle inspections, cleanliness of vehicle and service and repair 

on all vehicles after service, and repairs made on a random basis. Conditions that should be evaluated 

include: 

 Interior and exterior cleanliness. 
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 Propulsion system fluid levels, such as engine oil, transmission fluid, coolant system levels, 

brake fluids, power steering fluid levels and window washer fluid levels. 

 Paperwork is complete and signed. 

 Correct procurement process has been used and documented in all parts and service 
purchases. 

Record Keeping and Reporting 

Supervisors are responsible to ensure all documentation and record retention requirements of FTA, 

ITD and the County are met. Kootenai County requires a copy of all vehicle maintenance or 

servicing activity documentation including work orders and vehicle maintenance repair report to be 

sent to the KCPT Maintenance Manager. 

Vehicle maintenance records for each vehicle should be documented and filed by vehicle number and 

should include: 

 Vehicle maintenance schedule for each vehicle. 

 Documentation of annual safety inspections. 

 Chart of periodic maintenance performed according to maintenance schedule. 

 Completed daily pre-trip driver checklists documenting that all safety features are 

functioning. 

 Driver’s pre-trip checklist must include deploying any wheelchair lift equipment and interlock 

features. The trip checklist must include indications of service or repairs required, action 

taken to do the work, and whether or not the vehicle must be taken out of service until repair 

or service is done, based on agency maintenance policies and safe operation standards. 

 Copies of all parts or services invoices, or internal repair orders, including ADA component 

repair and maintenance, documenting that each service was performed and that the 

maintenance and repairs were performed by a qualified mechanic for the specific vehicle and 

component that is serviced. ADA lift equipment requires special certification. 

11. FEDERALLY-FUNDED PROCUREMENT 

Before issuing a solicitation, a recipient/subrecipient must develop an independent cost estimate 

(ICE) of the proper price and cost levels for the products or services to be purchased. Some 

recipients use the ICE as a basis for an estimate of the contract value which is advertised in the 

solicitation. The ICE can range from a simple budgetary estimate to a complex estimate based on 

inspection of the product itself and review of such items as drawings, specifications, and prior data, 

such as cost data from prior procurements. The pre-solicitation ICE should inform the post-bid cost 

and price analysis. The ICE can assist in determining the reasonableness or unreasonableness of 

price and/or the estimated costs to perform the work. If the recipient intends to require a 
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breakdown of estimated costs, the in-house independent cost estimate should be broken down into 

the various cost elements. 

The ICE is essentially the recipient/subrecipient’s estimate of what the item or service “should” 

cost.  Available resources for completion of an ICE include: (1) the use of published price lists, (2) 

historical pricing information from contracts awarded by the recipient’s agency, (3) comparable 

purchases by other agencies, (4) engineering estimates, and (5) independent third party estimates 

(e.g., an A/E construction cost estimate). 

12. DISPOSITION OF VEHICLES 

Disposition requirements apply to equipment that has met its useful life, as well as equipment that is 

prematurely withdrawn from service before its useful life has ended. FTA retains a financial interest 

in equipment with a unit value exceeding $5,000, and in supplies with an aggregate value exceeding 

$5,000, even if useful life has been met. Fund recipients must dispose of federally assisted property 

acquired under an Award by the state in accordance with state laws and procedures. Subrecipients of 

states will follow such policies and procedures allowed by the state with respect to disposition of 

equipment acquired under an FTA Award. 

A. Disposition Procedure – Prior to Expiration of Useful Service Life 

The planned disposition of any capital asset funded by a Federal Transit Administration (FTA) 

program administered by KCPT or by a state program before the end of the asset’s useful service 

life (USL) must receive Department written concurrence prior to the Grantee taking any disposition 

action. If an asset is removed from service before the end of its useful service life, the amount 

refunded by the grantee to the state and federal government is the state and federal share of the 

unamortized value of the asset’s remaining service life, based on straight line depreciation of the 

original purchase price of the asset. Without the State’s prior written approval to dispose of an asset 

before the completion of the asset’s useful service life, the grantee would have to refund the 

state/federal share of the asset’s unamortized value. All funds received as a result of an approved 

disposition of an asset can be placed in an interest bearing account for a future capital purchase. 

For vehicles, straight line depreciation shall be based on the age or mileage of the asset at the time of 

disposition in comparison to total number of years or miles of the useful service life designated for 

that asset. If the amount recovered by the grantee exceeds the remaining value of the asset then the 

state/federal share will be calculated on the recovered amount. 

A refund of state/federal funds can be waived under the conditions explained below: 

1. Transfer Disposition – If, due to operational changes, the asset is no longer needed by the 

grantee but could be used in transit service, the grantee shall request in writing that the 

Department transfer the asset to another program grantee. If the Department is able to 
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transfer the asset, no refund of state and federal funds will be required of the original 

grantee. 

2.  Substitution Disposition – If the grantee wishes to substitute another asset for an asset prior 

to the end of useful service life of the asset being retired, the grantee shall make a written 

request to the Department for approval of the substitution. Examples for allowing the 

substitution might be premature equipment failure or obsolescence of the asset to be retired. 

If the Department approves the request, no refund of state and federal funds is required 

(conditioned on the proceeds being used to purchase the replacement property), unless the 

fair market value of the replacement asset is less than the fair market value of the asset being 

replaced. In that case, the Department requires the grantee to refund the difference between 

the two values. 

3.  Extenuating Circumstances Disposition – Grantees wishing to dispose of a capital asset 

prior to the end of its useful service life due to extenuating circumstances may make a 

written request to the Department demonstrating that the useful service life of the asset was 

reached because the cost to operate or maintain the asset now exceeds any benefits of 

retaining it. Additional information such as maintenance records or documentation showing 

due diligence in pursuing remedies with the manufacturer may also be required. 

Examples of extenuating circumstances are premature equipment failure or obsolescence of 

the asset. If the request is approved by the Department, the grantee may dispose of the asset 

(in a manner in which the fair market value of the asset is obtained) and retain the proceeds 

from the sale of the asset, or use the asset for spare parts. 

B. Disposition Procedure – After Expiration of Useful Service Life 

After the useful service life of any FTA funded asset has expired, the grantee may, without prior 

approval by the Department, use the asset for spare parts (if the Spare Parts Criteria described below 

are met), or dispose of the asset and retain the proceeds from the sale of the asset (if the proceeds 

are used in accordance with the Retained Sale Proceeds Criteria described below). If the asset is sold, 

grantees are required to establish and follow written procedures for determining the fair market 

value of the asset so that the proceeds from the sale of the asset are equal to or greater than the fair 

market value of the asset. When a grantee disposes of equipment with a unit value of more than 

$5,000, or supplies with an aggregate residual value of more than $5,000, the grantee must provide 

the Department written notification of the spare parts usage or disposition within thirty (30) days 

after its occurrence. 

When disposing of vehicles that have met their minimum useful life that have a fair market value 

greater than $5,000, or disposing of vehicles before they reach their minimum useful life, or 

requesting a revision to the Award affecting those vehicles, the Rolling Stock Status Report should 

include the following information: 
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a.  Vehicle Number 

b.  Year 

c.  Make/Model 

d.  Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) 

e.  Date Placed in Revenue Service 

f.  Date Removed from Revenue Service 

g.  Minimum Useful Life (Years and Miles) 

h.  Mileage (At the time Removed from Revenue Service) 

i.  Total Number of Vehicles 

j.  Total Number of Peak Vehicle Requirements 

k.  Total Number of Spare Vehicles 

C. Suggested Methods for Obtaining Fair Market Value 

The following are suggested methods that grantees may use for obtaining fair market value: 

1.  Solicit bids for the acquisition of the asset by advertising in at least one newspaper of general 

circulation and sending a description of the asset to at least three potential bidders. Both the 

ad and the description should include instructions for deadlines and submission of bids; or 

2.  In an Invitation for Bids for the purchase of a new capital asset, include the asset to be 

disposed of as a trade-in; or 

3.  Have the asset appraised by at least two qualified appraisers and 

a. Offer the asset for sale at the average appraised value; or 

b. Take the asset to auction and require a minimum offer equal to the average appraised 

value. 

D. Spare Parts Criteria 

If it is determined that the value of the parts of an asset are of greater value than the asset as a 

whole, the asset may be retained by the grantee and used for spare parts. In this event, the grantee 

must document the estimated value of the spare parts as compared to an appraised value of the 

asset. 

E. Straight Line Depreciation Model 

1. Example: 

Original Purchase price of vehicle: $600,000 

Useful Service Life = 12 years/500,000 miles 

Actual vehicle details at time of retirement: 6 years/200,000 miles 

Straight line Depreciation Calculation: 

Actual Service Life (Years) = [$600,000-(600,000/12 years) x 6 years] = $300,000 
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Actual Service Life (Miles) = [$600,000-(600,000/500,000 miles) x 200,000] = $360,000 

Conclusion 

The actual service life in years is the lesser value of the two measures; therefore, in this example the 

service life in years ($300,000) will represent the remaining value of the asset. 

The funding percentages used in the original vehicle purchase will then be used to determine the 

remaining state/federal share of the depreciated asset. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXAMPLES OF INSPECTION/ 
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SHEETS 
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Kootenai Health PM Inspection 
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Kootenai Health PM Inspection 
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Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 

FFY 2024 5339 Rural One-Time Capital Application 
Funding for Oct 1, 2023 – Sep 30, 2025 

APPLICATION SUBMITTAL & CHECKLIST 

 Cover Sheet/Letter

 Agency Information Sheet

 Sections 1-5 (+ 6, 7)

 Attachments

 Attachment A: Project Budget Request

 Attachment B: Milestones & Timeline

 Attachment C: NEPA, Sole Source Aquifer Checklist, ++

 Attachment D: Demonstration of Need

 Appendices – Support Documentation

 Appendix A

▪ Letters of Support from Joint Powers

▪ Presentations to Joint Powers

▪ Budget Requests of Joint Powers

 Appendix B

▪ MRTA Organizational Chart

▪ MRTA FY22 Audited Financial Statements

▪ MRTA FY23 Contract(s) for Services (Joint Powers & Sun Valley Co.)

▪ MRTA Joint Powers Agreement

▪ Dec-2022 Statements – LGIP Funds (Source of Local Match Funding)

 Appendix C

▪ Development Pro Forma (Budget)

 Appendix D

▪ Architect’s Narrative and Plans

 Appendix E

▪ MRTA’s FTA Section 5311 Formula Grant Application
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Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 

P.O. Box 3091 

800 1st Avenue North 

Ketchum, Idaho 83340 

To: Grants Evaluation Team 

Idaho Transportation Department – Public Transportation 

From: Wallace E. Morgus, Executive Director 

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 

Date: January 12, 2023 

Re: FFY 2024 5339 Rural One-Time Capital Application for Funding of $3,497,000 

 

Enclosed please find Mountain Rides Transportation Authority’s (“Mountain Rides” or “MRTA”) Application 

for FY 2024 5339 Rural One-Time Capital Funding. The enclosed package includes: i) a response to the questions 

laid out in each section of the application; ii) completed Attachments A (Budget), B (Milestones), C (NEPA), and 

D (Demonstration of Need); and iii) five appendices containing support materials recommended as part of the 

application. 

For the two-year grant cycle – October 1, 2023, to September 30, 2025 – Mountain Rides is seeking 

$3,497,000 of 5339 One-Time funding, which will be matched by $874,250 of local funding. 

The total funding - $4,371,250 – will be combined with the total funding of $1,675,000 ($1,340,000 Federal; 

$335,000 Local Match) committed via ITD Funding Agreement #C2379MT and, collectively, the funding will 

underwrite Mountain Rides’ construction and equipping of an expanded and upgraded facility – depot, 

maintenance, electric bus storage and charging, supplemental/back-up electricity generation – that serves as 

critical infrastructure underpinning our transition to and assimilation of a 100% electric fleet, and  supporting our 

operation of 5311 Service in rural Blaine County, Idaho, and surrounding communities. 

The funding sought by this 5339 Rural One-Time Capital Application will be used to underwrite 

enhancements to and an expansion of the already funded Project, summarized above, including: 

 Optimizing the new facility's footprint on the Bellevue parcel (by extending the expansion to 

~5,400SF), thereby affording indoor storage, maintenance, and charging for a greater number of 

electric buses; 

 Adding advanced door-lock and security systems to the facility; 

 Adding state-of-the-art electric bus charging technology, charge management systems, and 

infrastructure as features of the project; 

 Adding advanced bus washing infrastructure to the expanded facility; and 

 Absorbing overall construction cost increases resulting from inflationary pressures and local 

market dynamics subsequent to our Q4-2021 submission of the grant application that garnered the 

$1.34M per ITD Funding Agreement #C2379MT mentioned above. 

If you have any comments or questions, please feel free to reach out. 

Thank you for your consideration and for looking favorably on our application. 
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Application Information Form 

Applicant:    Mountain Rides Transportation Authority  

Authorized Representative:    Wallace E. Morgus, Executive Director   

Address:    P.O. Box 3091, 800 1st Avenue North, Ketchum, ID 83340-3091   

Phone:   208.788.7433 x. 101   

Email Address:    wally@mountainrides.org   

DUNS #:    0205108600000   

Architect/Engineer/Planner if applicable: (Contact Name): Jolyon H. Sawrey, Vital ink Architecture  

Phone:   208.720.6315   

Address:   30 Wyatt Drive, Bellevue, ID 83313   

PROJECT TYPE (MARK ONE): 

 X   Facility Construction   Replacement Vehicle Purchase 

  Infrastructure Construction   Expansion Vehicle Purchase 

  Facility Renovations   Vehicle Rehabilitation 

  ADA Accessibility   Transit Related Technology 

  Planning   Transit Related Equipment 

  Marketing   Other 

TOTAL PROJECT COST:  $4,371,250  

FEDERAL SHARE:  $3,497,000    LOCAL MATCH:  $874,250  
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1. Project Description:  Mountain Rides Bellevue Facilities Expansion 

Project Priorities and Program Eligibility 

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority (“Mountain Rides” or “MRTA”), a 5311 operator, affirms the ITD-

PT’s Program Priority – capital for existing 5311 operators – and hereby requests capital funds to augment funds 

previously granted (via ITD Funding Agreement #2379MT (the “Agreement”)) and underwrite MRTA’s 

construction and equipping of a new, ~5,400SF facility to expand and complement facilities on MRTA’s site in 

Bellevue, Idaho. MRTA will use the new building – a depot with maintenance, electric bus storage & charging, 

and supplemental/back-up electricity generation functionality – to support its continuing 5311 rural operations 

serving Blaine County, Idaho, and its surrounds, where people trust Mountain Rides and rely on public transit to 

reach their destinations. 

Scope of Work 

Construction and Equipping of Facility 

MRTA will select, via an RFP process, and hire a construction contractor who, along with subcontractors, will 

construct and equip an approximately 5,400SF building (depot; maintenance; electric bus storage & charging; 

supplemental/back-up electricity generation) on real estate owned by Mountain Rides that is contiguous with 

MRTA’s existing facility in Bellevue, Idaho. The new facility will be put in service as part of and supporting 

Mountain Rides’ 5311 Rural Operations. (For the Scope of Work associated with MRTA’s 5311 Rural 

Operations, please see Appendix E, MRTA’s FTA Section 5311 Formula Grant Application). 

Scope of Work, Services, and Objectives 

Mountain Rides provides a range of transportation options for Blaine County, its communities, and nearby 

jurisdictions, that are safe, user-focused, environmentally friendly, sustainable, and supportive of a strong local 

economy. The funding requested herein (Federal share: $3,497,000) will be matched with $874,250 of Local 

Funding and that total will be combined with the Agreement’s funding for this Project (Federal share: $ 1,340,00; 

Local Match: $335,000) to underwrite a ~5,400SF construction, expansion, and upgrading of MRTA’s Bellevue, 

Idaho, facilities. For a concise exposition of the Scope of the Project, please see Appendix D, Architect’s 

Narrative and Plans. 

The facilities deriving from the Project will be vital in MRTA’s continuing provision of transportation services 

that support its objectives: 

• Providing and advocating for a sustainable public transportation system that reduces single occupancy 

vehicle trips and meets the needs of our communities and their citizens. 

• Conveying information and knowledge, thereby increasing awareness of the social, financial, 

environmental, and community benefits of public transportation.  

• Facilitating regional cooperation regarding transportation issues. 

• Providing convenient, accessible, sustainable mobility for all, thereby meeting vital needs – commuting 

to jobs, shuttling to medical services, and traveling to supermarkets, pharmacies, and other stores. 

• Prioritizing service for the transit-dependent, including essential workers and communities-of-color, who 

have limited options for mobility. 

• Reducing traffic congestion and greenhouse gas emissions, thereby enhancing the quality of life in the 

Mountain Rides’ service area. 

• Converting to a 100% battery electric, zero-emissions fleet by 2027. 
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2. Demonstration of Need:  Mountain Rides Bellevue Facilities Expansion 

Mountain Rides needs to expand its Bellevue, Idaho, facilities – developing additional indoor, climate-controlled 

space for electric bus storage, charging, and maintenance – to facilitate and accommodate Mountain Rides’ 

ongoing conversion to a 100% battery electric fleet and the concomitant provision of 5311 rural services on routes 

throughout and beyond the Wood River Valley/Blaine County, Idaho.  

Mountain Rides initially expressed this need to ITD-PT and FTA-District X in 2018, as part of our case for 

acquiring, using grant funding, the parcel immediately adjacent to Mountain Rides’ Bellevue, Idaho, depot 

facility. We acquired this parcel in 2020. Now we will take the next step in meeting our need, by developing the 

facility contemplated herein on this parcel. 

Mountain Rides is the comprehensive provider of rural public transportation services in Blaine County, Idaho, 

and surrounding communities. Mountain Rides is seeking grant funding to underwrite the development of a 

comprehensive facility (depot; maintenance; electric bus storage & charging; supplemental/back-up electricity 

generation) on its Bellevue, Idaho, site. This new, expanded facility is critical to Mountain Rides: 

• It is essential as a place for indoor storage and charging of our expanding fleet of battery electric buses 

(BEBs); our goal is for complete fleet electrification by 2027. 

• It will be vital infrastructure, especially with respect to fleet electrification, that will enable Mountain 

Rides to support and sustain – and opportunistically expand – our 5311 Services. 

MRTA’s strong and growing ridership is a primary and substantial demonstration of need for the new bus facility 

contemplated herein. MRTA is the largest, in terms of fixed-route ridership and level of service, provider of public 

transportation in rural Idaho. Against a backdrop of flat or declining ridership in the industry, MRTA is growing. 

Over the five (5) years preceding the COVID-19 pandemic, MRTA’s ridership grew steadily. For each of the four 

(4) years prior to the pandemic, ridership topped 500,000, with the most recent pre-pandemic year yielding 

583,000 riders – seventeen percent higher (+17%) than five (5) years prior. In 2022, MRTA’s ridership began a 

rebound from pandemic lows, once again topping the half-million mark, at 590,000, for the year, and portending 

years of upward trending ridership numbers into the foreseeable future. 

MRTA’s strategic plan comprises continued underwriting of high-frequency, productive, and efficient fixed-route 

service that yields increasing returns (growing ridership). MRTA’s executing the strategic plan – including the 

development of key bus facilities and infrastructure, such as that described herein, as well as the 100% 

electrification of our fleet – assures our meeting the community’s demand for enhanced, zero-emissions bus 

service, as well as our targets for ridership, which we expect to approach 750,000 annually by 2027. 

Implicit in MRTA’s strategic plan is the continuing expansion and upgrading of bus facilities to support and 

sustain MRTA’s 5311 Services. The grant funding contemplated herein will be applied to expand and upgrade 

MRTA’s bus facilities, particularly to provide the capacity needed to support Mountain Rides’ conversion to a 

100% clean, green, battery electric fleet.  

For additional Demonstration of Need, specifically that associated with MRTA’s 5311 Rural Operations, please 

see Appendix E, MRTA’s FTA Section 5311 Formula Grant Application. 

For an overall summary of Mountain Rides’ Demonstration of Need, please see Attachment D. 
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3. Project Planning:  Mountain Rides’ Bellevue Facilities Expansion 

Integration with ITD-PT Statewide Plan 

Mountain Rides’ anticipated expansion/enhancement of facilities to be underwritten by 5339 one-time capital, 

will further Mountain Rides’ and the ITD-PT’s cause towards achieving the goals for Idaho’s public transportation 

network. Specifically, with respect to goals set forth in the Idaho Public Transportation Plan, April 2018: 

• Goal:  Ensure the Safety and Security of Public Transportation Users. 

The expanded/enhanced facility contemplated herein will include a high-quality maintenance 

facility, which, in turn, will help ensure consistent, timely, quality maintenance of Mountain Rides’ 

feet of buses, thereby contributing to greater and supremely reliable safety and security of 

Mountain Rides’ ridership. The inclusion of an expanded park-and-ride facility at the Bellevue site 

should stimulate greater use of multi-modal transportation alternatives, thereby contributing to 

reducing the number of single-occupancy vehicles on the roads within Mountain Rides’ service 

area, which makes the overall transportation system safer and more secure for all users.  

• Goal:  Encourage Public Transportation as an Important Element of an Effective Multi-Modal 

Transportation System. 

The inclusion of an expanded park-and-ride facility at the Bellevue site speaks directly to 

promoting and supporting a multi-modal transportation system – SOVs, transit buses, bikeshare – 

with Mountain Rides’ services at the core of that system.  

• Goal:  Preserve the Existing Public Transportation Network. 

The expanded/enhanced facility contemplated herein will not only help preserve and sustain public 

transportation in Blaine County, Idaho, but will serve as an important foundation for growing and 

expanding public transportation services and the reach of public transportation services into the 

community. The expanded/enhanced facility may prove valuable as a key link – a hub – for 

integrating any forthcoming rural intercity bus service with Mountain Rides’ Blaine County 

services, and thereby contributing to preserving/sustaining an important component of the public 

transportation network in the state. 

• Goal:  Provide a Transportation System that Drives  Economic Opportunity. 

Mountain Rides already contributes to driving economic opportunity within its service area by: i) 

providing critical zero-fare public transportation services for a resort community workforce, many 

of whom, due to a prohibitively high cost of living, especially for housing, within the “resort 

proper” (Ketchum and Sun Valley), are relegated to living in and commuting from more affordable 

locations throughout the area and ii) supporting an environmental ethic – “One Less Car” – that is 

vital to making and sustaining Blaine County and its cities as a “livable community” and a region 

that attracts the in-migration of individuals, families, and businesses, all of which contribute to a 

healthy, growing economy. 

The expanded/enhanced facility contemplated herein – and all of the benefits it will provide 

Mountain Rides – is a prudent investment by Mountain Rides, cementing its commitment to 

delivering impetus and support for continuing economic development, opportunity, and prosperity 

in Blaine County, Idaho. 
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Project Planning Activities 

In 2019, at the time of grant funding to acquire the parcel to be developed (the “Parcel”), Mountain Rides 

undertook the following planning activities: 

 Developed draft plans for the proposed facility. 

 Completed a NEPA – Categorical Exclusion – for the facility. 

 Sought and received from FTA an Administrative Settlement Concurrence for purchase of the Parcel. 

 Sought and received from a qualified public works contractor an estimate/non-binding quote for the cost 

to construct the contemplated facility. 

Over the past year-plus, subsequent to acquiring the Parcel, MRTA has continued planning the contemplated 

facility, including: 

 Contracted an architect to draft a facility design to facilitate enumerating a preliminary development 

budget. 

 Generated a preliminary development budget (total = ~$1.675M). 

 Hired an engineering firm to complete a preliminary engineering needs/requirements assessment. 

 Engaged with the Bellevue City Planning to i) understand zoning allowances/restrictions; ii) initiate 

interaction with the City’s Planning & Zoning Commission and processes; and iii) get an informal, 

preliminary approval of the concept for development. 

 Reviewed CC&Rs of the Parcel’s subdivision to understand constraints, if any, imposed therein. 

 Received concurrence from Mountain Rides Board of Directors for the development of the Parcel, the 

financing of the development, and the specifics of the development’s design and features. 

 Received a 5339 award of $1,340,000 and a local match commitment of $335,000 to underwrite the 

Project per the preliminary development budget. 

 Engaged with the architect to render the final design and cost projections for the Project. 

▪ This process yielded substantive changes to the design and budget for the Project, including: 

▪ Extension of the new facility’s footprint by ~1,800SF, to ~5,400SF total; 

▪ Addition of advanced building security systems in the design; 

▪ Inclusion of state-of-the-art battery electric bus charging technologies, management 

systems, and infrastructure in the design of the facility; and 

▪ Adjustment upward of the overall projected cost of the Project resulting from inflationary 

pressures and local market dynamics subsequent to our Q4-2021 submission of the grant 

application that garnered the $1.34M per ITD Funding Agreement #C2379MT. 

 Completed additional reviews to supplement our NEPA CE, including an Archaeological and Historical 

Survey and a Hazardous Materials Review, and forwarded them to ITD-PT and FTA District X for 

review, approval, and acceptance. Currently awaiting response from FTA. For the NEPA-CE and 

additional documentation, please see Attachment C. 
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MRTA has a strong track record of managing grants and delivering projects underwritten by those grants. MRTA 

is a government agency, formed by the terms of a Joint Powers Agreement (JPA) between the cities of Ketchum, 

Sun Valley, Hailey, and Bellevue, and Blaine County, Idaho. The JPA renews every four (4) years; the most 

recent renewal occurred in 2019. An eight-member Board, appointed by signatories to the JPA, oversees and 

serves as fiduciary for Mountain Rides, setting strategic direction and objectives, approving budgets, ratifying 

policies, and managing the Executive Director. Under the Board’s direction, the Executive Director and staff 

implement annual and longer-term plans. The MRTA organization:  

MRTA’s discipline includes soliciting bids from and doing business with Disadvantaged Business Enterprises 

(DBEs), whenever possible. 

MRTA has no labor unions. 

Public Support 

For Letters of Support from, and Funding Request presentations to, our Joint Powers and other community 

partners, please see Appendix A.  

Project Milestones and Timeline 

For Project Milestones and Timeline, please see Attachment B. 
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4. Project Benefits/Evaluation:  Mountain Rides’ Bellevue Facilities Expansion  

Benefits  

As a source of public transportation services for the region, MRTA is valued and valuable, providing clear benefits 

to the community: 
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…as guided by our Strategic Framework:   

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 
Strategic Framework: Pentad of Focus 
2020 – 2024 

…it’s the journey that matters 
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Benefits: Mountain Rides’ Bellevue Facility Expansion Project 

Direct Benefits 

The outcomes of the Project will provide Direct Benefits to Mountain Rides, our stakeholders, our riders, our 

employees, and the community-at-large, including its historically underserved populations, comprising: 

 Building out the infrastructure that enables Mountain Rides to efficiently, effectively, and timely transition 

to a 100% zero-emissions, battery electric bus fleet – with a total cost of ownership likely to be less than 

the total cost of ownership of a similarly equipped fleet of diesel buses – by 2027. 

 Providing infrastructure as the foundation for a sustainable zero-emissions, battery electric bus fleet that 

supplants a diesel bus fleet and thereby mitigates Mountain Rides’ deleterious impacts on the 

environment by eliminating ~2,000 metric tons of CO2 emissions annually from the Wood River Valley. 

 Providing critical infrastructure that enables Mountain Rides to expand and optimize its battery electric 

bus fleet, which, in turn, enables Mountain Rides to extend its battery electric bus service – and all of its 

benefits – into historically underserved communities, thereby validating Mountain Rides’ commitment 

to and actions in support of social justice and equity. 

 Building out infrastructure that expands and enhances Mountain Rides’ current infrastructure, thereby 

activating USA/FTA objectives implicit in the 2022 Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act. 

Indirect Benefits 

In addition to the Direct Benefits associated with the outcomes of the Project, the execution of the Project, 

resulting in the establishment of Mountain Rides’ foundational infrastructure, will deliver and enhance Indirect 

Benefits to Mountain Rides, our stakeholders, our riders, our employees, and the community-at-large, including 

its historically underserved populations, comprising: 

 Investing in workforce development efforts that provide: i) new 21st-century jobs; ii) opportunities for 

workforce skills enhancement driven by fleet and infrastructure electrification; and iii) sustainable demand 

for a workforce with 21st-century skills and training. 

 Instilling a Build Back Better ethos in all efforts to modernize and enhance Mountain Rides’ operations, 

infrastructure, and services.  

 Supporting and contributing to Mountain Rides’ delivery of, measurement of, and accountability for 

benefits deriving from its 5311 Operations, as detailed in the following paragraphs. 

For additional benefits deriving from this Project and manifest as benefits of Mountain Rides’ 5311 Service, 

please see the Project Benefits/Evaluation section of MRTA’s FTA Section 5311 Formula Grant Application 

in Appendix E. 

Evaluation 

Mountain Rides’ Bellevue Facility Expansion Project 

Measurement 

MRTA, via its 5311 services, provides valued and valuable transportation services to the communities it serves. 

MRTA will measure its success in fulfilling this commitment, as manifest in the Bellevue Facility Expansion 

Project, across three parameters: i) completing the Project on time; ii) completing the Project within budget; and 

iii) building a Project that supports and advances the value of Mountain Rides’ transportation services to the 

stakeholders and communities it serves. 
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Accountability 

MRTA will be held accountable for its performance on the Project by, among others, its Joint Powers partners. 

Accountability will manifest in a regular array of reports and presentations, in public session, by MRTA to the 

Joint Powers partners, specifically to city councils and the county board of commissioners. These interactions 

will include: i) periodic presentations updating the councils/commission/public on the Project’s management, 

financial, grant administration performance; ii) annual presentations to councils/commission supporting MRTA’s 

annual funding request, including a request for capital funds providing the local match to the Federal grant for 

the Project; and iii) ad hoc presentations, upon request from the councils/commission or at the suggestion of 

MRTA, from time-to-time, on a variety issues vis-à-vis the Project that are at the intersection of the Joint Powers, 

the public, riders, and MRTA. The checks-and-balances to assure prudent and proper management, execution, 

and engagement with the community by MRTA are solidly in place. As attestation of MRTA’s accountability, 

evident as Letters of Support from our Joint Powers, please see Appendix A. 

During the duration of the Project, MRTA will also be accountable, via quarterly Milestone Reporting, to the 

ITD-PT and the FTA. For the initial Milestone Reporting, please see Attachment B. 

For additional evaluation metrics deriving from this Project and manifest as evaluation of Mountain Rides’ 5311 

Service, please see the Project Benefits/Evaluation section of MRTA’s FTA Section 5311 Formula Grant 

Application in Appendix E. 

ITD Metrics and Accountability  

As a subrecipient of federal grant funding, MRTA is accountable to the Idaho Transportation Department (ITD) 

Public Transportation Office (PT). This accountability manifests through quarterly and ad hoc reporting by 

MRTA to the ITD-PT. One of the upshots of that reporting is the ITD-PT’s compilation and dissemination of its 

Annual Public Transportation Performance Report, a state-of-the-state report regarding public transportation 

that details, for all to see, the performance, on a variety of metrics, of individual agencies and across the state at-

large. Accountability! 

Execution 

MRTA has the capacity and wherewithal to carry out the Project – expansion and enhancement of our Bellevue 

facilities. MRTA has been successfully carrying out projects like this one, underwritten by a combination of 

federal grant funding and local match dollars, for well over a decade. 

MRTA has the organization, financial strength, and local match commitment in place to support and execute this 

project. To verify this claim, please see Appendix B for MRTA’s Organizational Chart; Audited Financial 

Statements; Agreements for Service and Funding with our joint powers partners and a local business partner; 

MRTA’s Joint Powers Agreement, extended and executed through September 2023; and MRTA’s November 

2022 Statements for MRTA’s LGIP Funds (LGIP Funds will be the source for the Local Match). 
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5. Project Budget:  Mountain Rides’ Bellevue Facilities Expansion

Narrative 

MRTA’s management and staff have a strong track record of managing grant programs and budgets and delivering 

projects underwritten by those grant programs within budget. 

MRTA is a government agency, governed according to the terms of a Joint Powers Agreement (JPA). The 

signatories to the JPA are Mountain Rides’ primary providers of local match funds. That funding, which appears 

to be stable into the foreseeable future, needs to be $335,000 for this project, underwriting twenty percent (20%) 

of the project. The Joint Powers appropriate MRTA funding annually via their respective budgeting processes. 

MRTA counts on the 5339 One-time Grant funding contemplated herein – $3,497,000 –  to underwrite 

a meaningful portion – eighty percent (80%) – of the project (development and construction of facilities). 

MRTA generates supplemental revenue from: i) advertising sales revenue; ii) fare revenue (vanpool) and iii) 

partnership revenue. While these revenue streams are subject to variability, they have generally remained 

consistent and growing for Mountain Rides over the past several years. We expect the same going forward. 

MRTA develops expense budgets and cost projections (“costs/estimates”), including those referenced herein, 

using a zero-based technique that considers the project to be funded, prevailing wage rates, contractors’ 

estimates/quotes, projected costs, prior experience with similar projects, inflationary adjustments, and costs of all 

goods and services to be purchased to support and complete the project. 
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Project Budget 

As summarized in Attachment A and detailed in Appendix C, the Project Budget for Mountain Rides’ Bellevue 

Facility Expansion is:  

In the Project Budget table above: 

 The “Additional re: 5339 One-time” column shows the Project Budget for this 5339 One-time Grant. 

 The “Original re: 5339 Spring 2022” column shows the part of the Total Project to be funded by the 

Spring 2022 5339 Grant. 

 The “Total Project” column shows the sum total of the other two columns and represents the total budget 

– to be funded by this 5339 One-time Grant, plus the Spring 2022 5339 Grant, plus Local Match – 

for the construction, enhancements, and upgrades of MRTA’s new Bellevue, Idaho facility.  

Planning, Design, Permitting, Environmental Phase Total Project

NEPA - Cultural Assesment/Other Specialized 15,000$       -$             15,000$       

Architect 37,000         -               37,000         

Structural Engineer 10,000         -               10,000         

Civil Engineer 10,000         -               10,000         

Mechanical/Bldg Elec Engineer 10,000         -               10,000         

Bus Infrastructure Mechanical Engineer 35,000         -               35,000         

Contingency 11,700         6,300           18,000         

s.t.   128,700$     6,300$         135,000$     

Construction Phase

Construction (Public Works Certified Contractor) 1,314,818$  3,019,182$  4,334,000$  

Idaho Power 50,000         -               50,000         

Building FF&E 50,000         -               50,000         

Automated Bus Wash System -               250,000       250,000       

Curb/Sidewalk/New Shelter/Landscaping -               175,000       175,000       

Generator (back-up electricity generation) -               286,000       286,000       

Charging Infrastructure (Chargers/Dispensers/Charge Mgt) -               550,000       550,000       

Contingency 131,482       84,768         216,250       

s.t.   1,546,300$  4,364,950$  5,911,250$  

Project Total 1,675,000$  4,371,250$  6,046,250$  

Funding (Pro Forma) Federal Local Match Total

5339 Grant, Awarded Spring 2022 1,340,000$  335,000$     1,675,000$  

One-Time 5339 Grant, Application Winter 2023 3,497,000    874,250       4,371,250    

Funding Total 4,837,000$  1,209,250$  6,046,250$  

 Original re: 

5339      

Spring 2022 

Additional     

re: 5339          

One-time
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6. Applicant Experience (ITD/FTA):  Mountain Rides 

Mountain Rides has a long, strong history of mutually beneficial relationships with, and successful management 

and administration of grant funds awarded by, the ITD and FTA. 
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7. Application Professionalism:  Mountain Rides 

Mountain Rides, to the best of its abilities, has completed this application with the utmost of accuracy, veracity, 

and integrity. 

Thank you. 
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Total Federal Local Match
4,371,250$         3,497,000$         874,250$            

Project Cost Fed. Request Match Required

4,371,250$         3,497,000$         874,250$            

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

Attachment A

Fiscal Year 2024 Project Budget Request

Capital (CP) 80/20 Scope of Work

Phone Number

Address

Contact Name

Agreement Term

Subrecipient

208.788.7433 x. 101

PO Box 3091, Ketchum, ID 83340-3091

Wallace E. Morgus, Executive Director

October 1, 2023 - September 30, 2025

Wallace E. Morgus, Executive Director

Design, build,and equip an approximate 5,400SF facility -- depot, 
maintenance, electric bus storage & charging; back-up electricity 
generator -- on real esate owned by Mountain Rides and contiguous 
with Mountain Rides' existing facilites in Bellevue, Idaho. This is an 
extension of the Scope of Work denoted in ITD Funding Agreement 
#C2379MT. 

FTA 
Grant    
5339

Totals

Subrecipient Printed Name

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

Subrecipient Signature

Date

Jan 12, 2023

 Blaine County, Idaho 

 City of Bellevue, Idaho 

 City of Hailey, Idaho 

 City of Ketchum, Idaho 

 City of Sun Valley, Idaho 

Local Match Source(s) for Project
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FFY 2024 One-Time Capital Application 

Attachment B:  Milestone Reporting 

Agency Name Mountain Rides Transportation Authority (MRTA) 

Agency Contact Wallace E. Morgus, Executive Director 

Phone # 208.788.7433 x.101 Email wally@mountainrides.org 

Grant Program 5339 Rural One Time 

Award Amount $ 3,497,000 

Scope of Work:  Contract for the construction of and construct ~5,400SF building on the site of and as an addition 

to MRTA's Bellevue, Idaho, depot, maintenance, electric bus storage & charging, back-up electricity generation 

facilities. 

Milestone Progress Report: Target of major tasks to be achieved by specific dates.  

The report should include information such as: data for each activity line item within the approved project; a discussion 

of all  

• budget or schedule changes; original, estimated and actual estimated completion date

• description of projects, status, specification preparation, bid solicitation, resolution of protests, and contract

awards;

• breakout of the costs incurred, and those costs required to complete the project; reasons why any scheduled

milestone or completion dates were not met, identifying problem areas and discussing how the problems will be

solved; and discuss the expected impacts of delays and the steps planned to minimize these impacts.

Add additional milestones to the table below as needed. 

Name Estimated Completion Description 

Development entitlements, 

approvals, & plans 

Aug 15, 2023 MRTA receives entitlements/approvals per City 

of Bellevue, ID; architectural, engineering, 

utilities, landscape plans complete…for ~5,400SF 

building addition to MRTA’s Bellevue, ID, site. 

RFP/RFQ Issue Date Sep 30, 2023 MRTA circulates RFP for construction 

contractor. Competitive bid process. 

Award Date Mar 21, 2024 MRTA’s Board approves construction 

contractor agreement; MRTA executes 

agreement. 

Start Date or Order Date Sep 15, 2024 Construction contractor commences 

construction. 

Construction Completion Date 

or Delivery Date 

Oct 15, 2025 Construction of ~5,400SF building as an addition 

to MRTA’s Bellevue, ID, facilities is complete 

and ready for occupancy. MRTA takes 

occupancy. 

Contract Completion Date Dec 31, 2025 MRTA makes final payment(s) to contractor(s). 

MRTA submits request for reimbursement to 

ITD. 
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Form Revised: October 2020 1 

FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION 

REGION 10 
(covering Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington) 

CATEGORICAL EXCLUSION / DOCUMENTED CATEGORICAL EXCLUSION WORKSHEET 

The purpose of this worksheet is to assist project sponsoring transit agencies in the states of Alaska, Idaho, 

Oregon, and Washington in gathering and organizing materials for environmental analysis required under the 

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) – particularly for projects that may qualify as a Categorical Exclusion 

(CE) or Documented Categorical Exclusion (DCE) under 23 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 771.118 – to 

support a recommendation. The use and submission of this worksheet is NOT required. The worksheet is 

provided as a helpful tool for assembling information needed by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) to 

determine the likelihood and magnitude of potential project impacts to the environment. 

NOTE: Worksheet fields are expandable. Feel free to use more than a line or two, if needed. You may also 

reference and attach additional information such as technical memoranda, maps, or photographs for the 

project. 

Submission of this worksheet does not satisfy NEPA requirements. FTA must concur in writing in the 

sponsoring agency's NEPA recommendation, as appropriate. Project activities may not begin until this process 

is complete and FTA has provided written concurrence. FTA encourages you to review the document 

“Guidance for Implementation of FTA's Categorical Exclusions (23 CFR 771.118)” available online here: 

https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/environmental-programs/guidance-implementation-ftas-

categorical-exclusions.  

Please contact the FTA Region 10 office at (206) 220-7954 if you have any questions or require assistance. For 

submittal procedures, please see information at the end of this document. For links to other agencies or for 

further topical guidance, please go to FTA’s website on Environmental Programs, 

https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/environmental-programs/environmental-programs. 

DISCLAIMER: The contents of this document do not have the force and effect of law and are not meant to bind 

the public in any way. This document is intended only to provide clarity to the public regarding existing 

requirements under the law or agency policies. Grantees should refer to applicable regulations and statutes 

referenced in this document. 

I. Project Description

Sponsoring Agency 

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 

Date Submitted 

10/4/21 

FTA Grant Number(s) (if known) 

Project Title 

Bellevue, ID, Battery Electric Bus Facility (“BEB Facility”) 

Project Description (brief, 1-2 sentences) 

Construct ~5,400SF indoor, climate-controlled facility for storage, maintenance, and charging 

of Mountain Rides’ expanding fleet of battery electric buses. 

Purpose and Need for Project (Please provide a brief statement. You may include this information 

as an attachment if the statement is lengthy.) 

The BEB Facility will be built on land immediately adjacent to Mountain Rides’ existing bus storage and 

maintenance facility in Bellevue, Idaho, and will be used to supplement the existing facility with battery 

electric bus storage, maintenance, and charging functionality. Specifically, the BEB Facility will offer 

additional indoor, climate-controlled space enabling Mountain Rides to store, service, and charge its 

entire fleet of BEBs indoors, under cover. 

Attachment C
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Project Location (Please include street address, city, and state of the project location.) 

117 Clover Street, Bellevue, ID 

Project Contact (Please include the name, phone number, email address, and mailing address for 

the submitter of this worksheet.) 

Wally Morgus 

Mountain Rides 

PO Box 3091 

Ketchum, ID 83340 

wally@mountainrides.org 

208.788.7433 x.101 

If your project involves construction, please include the following as appropriate: 

• Project vicinity map

• Project site plan(s) showing project features, access points, and project boundaries

• Other useful maps as appropriate (topographic maps, aerial photographs, Environmental

Protection Agency [EPA] NEPAssist maps, etc.)

• Photographs of the site if useful to illustrate important features

• Details on the depth and extent of soil excavation proposed for the project

• Additional information if the soil has been previously disturbed by prior construction or other

activity

• List of parks or recreation areas within the project vicinity

• List of any previous consultations that might be relevant (e.g., with other federal, state, or local

agencies)

II. NEPA Class of Action

Please answer the following questions to determine the project’s potential NEPA Class of

Action. If the answer to any of the questions in Part II.A, questions A.1 through A.4 below

is “Yes”, contact your assigned FTA Region 10 Grant Representative to discuss whether

the project requires preparation of a NEPA Environmental Assessment (EA) or

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).

A.1

A.2

A.3

Will the project significantly impact the natural, social, and/or economic 

environment? 

  Yes (If selected, please contact your assigned FTA Region 10 Grant Representative.) 

  No 

Is the significance of the project’s social, economic, or environmental impacts 

unknown? 

  Yes (If selected, please contact your assigned FTA Region 10 Grant Representative.) 

  No 

Is the project likely to require detailed evaluation of more than a few potential 

impacts? 

  Yes (If selected, please contact your assigned FTA Region 10 Grant Representative.) 

  No 
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A.4 Is the project likely to generate intense public discussion, concern, or 

controversy, even though it may be limited to a relatively small subset of the 

community? 

  Yes (If selected, please contact your assigned FTA Region 10 Grant Representative.) 

  No 

B. Does the project type fall into any of the following Categorical Exclusions (CEs)?

  Yes (If selected AND there are no unusual circumstances, please check the applicable 

CE box below and continue to Part III. Project Information Required for CEs and DCEs of 

this form.) 

  No (If selected, please continue to Part II.C Does the project type appear similar to 

any of the following Documented Categorical Exclusion (DCE) examples? of this form.) 

The types of activities listed below describe actions which, when the corresponding 

conditions are met, are categorically excluded from further NEPA analysis under 23 CFR 

Part 771.118(c). Unusual circumstances may prevent the use of these CEs, and may 

include, but are not limited to, the presence of wetlands, historic buildings and 

structures, parklands, or floodplains in the project area, or the potential for the project to 

impact other resources. (You may look up detailed descriptions of each type of activity, 

and corresponding conditions at the guidance document here: 

https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/environmental-programs/guidance-

implementation-ftas-categorical-exclusions.) 

23 CFR Part 771.118(c)(1 through 16) 

(1) Utilities and Similar Appurtenances

(2) Recreation, Pedestrian, or Bicycle Facilities

(3) Environmental Mitigation or Maintenance of Environmental Quality and Site

Aesthetics 

(4) Planning and Administrative Activities (No construction activities)

(5) Activities Promoting Transportation Safety, Security, Accessibility, and

Communication 

(6) Acquisition or Transfer of Real Property Interest

(7) Acquisition, Rehabilitation, Maintenance of Vehicles or Equipment

(8) Maintenance, Rehabilitation, Reconstruction of Facilities

(9) Assembly or Construction of Facilities

(10) Development of Facilities Adjacent to Existing Transit Facilities

(11) Emergency Recovery Activities

(Several conditions are attached to this type of CE. Please consult with FTA

Region 10 Office if you think this CE may apply to your project.)

(12) Projects Entirely within the Existing Operational Right-of-Way

(13) Projects with Limited Federal Funding

(Must be less than $5 million in federal funding, or having a total estimated cost

of not more than $30,000,000 and federal funds comprising less than 15 percent
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of the total estimated project cost. Please consult with FTA if you think this CE 

may apply to your project.) 

(14) Bridge Removal and Related Activities

(15) Preventative Maintenance to Certain Culverts and Channels

(16) Geotechnical and Similar Investigations

C. Does the project type appear similar to any of the following Documented

Categorical Exclusion (DCE) examples?

  Yes (If selected, please check the applicable DCE example box below and continue to 

Part III. Project Information Required for CEs and DCEs of this form.) 

  No (If selected, please contact your assigned FTA Region 10 Grant Representative, as 

further discussion about the project may be necessary prior to initiating NEPA review.) 

Projects that are categorical exclusions under 23 CFR Part 771.118(d) require additional 

documentation demonstrating that the specific conditions or criteria for the categorical 

exclusions are satisfied and that significant effects will not result. 

23 CFR Part 771.118(d)(1 through 8) 

(1) Modernization of a highway by resurfacing, restoring, rehabilitating, or

reconstructing shoulders or auxiliary lanes.

(2) Bridge replacement or the construction of grade separation to replace existing

at-grade railroad crossings.

(3) Acquisition of land for hardship or protective purposes.

(Hardship and protective buying will be permitted only for one or a limited

number of parcels, and only where it will not limit the evaluation of alternatives

(including alignments) for planned construction projects.)

(4) Acquisition of right-of-way.

(No project development such as final design or construction activities on the

acquired right-of-way may begin until the NEPA review process for such project

development, including the consideration of alternatives, where appropriate, has

been completed.)

(5) [Reserved]

(6) Facility modernization through construction or replacement of existing

components.

(7) Minor transportation facility realignment for rail safety reasons.

(8) Facility or structure modernization or minor expansion outside existing right-of-

way.

“Other” actions which meet the criteria for a CE in the CEQ regulations (40 CFR part 

1508.4) and will not result in significant environmental effects. Actions must not: 

induce significant impacts to planned growth or land use; require the relocation of 

significant numbers of people; have a significant impact on any natural, cultural, 

recreational, historic or other resource; cause significant air, noise, or water quality 
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impacts; have significant impacts on travel patterns; or otherwise have significant 

environmental impacts (either individually or cumulatively). 

III. Project Information Required for CEs and DCEs

1. If you selected “Yes” in Part II.B Does the project type fall into any of the following

Categorical Exclusions (CEs)? above, and checked any of the CE options under 23 CFR

Part 771.118(c)(1 through 16):

a) Complete Part III.A Detailed Project Description below.

b) Review the remaining subject areas (Part III.B Location and Zoning - Part III.AA

Related Federal and State/Local Actions). If any of these subject areas is relevant

to demonstrating your project has no significant impacts or unusual

circumstances, please enter a brief description within the box for that subject

area, otherwise enter “N/A”.

c) Complete the “Submitted By” and “Date” boxes at the end of the form and

submit electronically to your assigned FTA Region 10 Grant Representative

according to the instructions at the end of this form.

2. If you selected “Yes” in Part II.C Does the project type appear similar to any of the

following Documented Categorical Exclusion (DCE) examples? above, and checked

any of the DCE examples under 23 CFR Part 771.118(d)(1 through 8):

a) Complete Part III.A Detailed Project Description below.

b) Complete each of the remaining subject areas (Part III.B Location and Zoning -

Part III.AA Related Federal and State/Local Actions) that are relevant to your

project. Depending on the details of your project, some of the subject areas may

not be applicable. In such cases, no discussion is needed, simply enter “N/A”.

You may reference and attach documents prepared for other purposes (e.g.,

public meetings) if they are helpful.

c) Complete the “Submitted By” and “Date” boxes at the end of the form and

submit electronically to your assigned FTA Region 10 Grant Representative

according to the instructions at the end of this form.

NOTE: The subject areas list below is not all-inclusive. If your project has the potential to 

cause impacts to resources which are not listed below, please provide supplemental 

information about those potential impacts. 
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A. Detailed Project Description
Please describe the project and explain how it satisfies the “Purpose and Need for 

Project”, as provided in Part I. Project Description.

The BEB Facility – providing ~5,400SF of indoor, climate-controlled space for storage, 
maintenance, and charging of battery electric buses – will be built on land immediately adjacent 
to Mountain Rides’ existing bus storage and maintenance facility in Bellevue, Idaho, and will be 
used to supplement the existing facility’s functionality, specifically, the BEB Facility will offer 
additional indoor, climate-controlled space enabling Mountain Rides to store, service, and 
charge its entire fleet of BEBs (and diesel buses) indoors, under cover.

Via an RFP process, Mountain Rides will identify and retain a qualified public works general 
contractor to build and equip the Facility.

Once completed, the Facility will satisfy the purpose and need for the Project by serving as 
supplemental indoor space – providing supplemental depot functionality – on our Bellevue, ID, 
site in support of Mountain Rides’ 5311 Rural Operations.
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B. Location and Zoning
Attach a map identifying the project’s location and surrounding land uses. Identify any

critical resource areas (historic, cultural, or environmental) or sensitive noise or vibration

receptors (schools, hospitals, churches, residences, hotels, etc.). Briefly describe the

project area’s zoning and indicate whether the proposed project is consistent with it.

Briefly describe the community (geographic, demographic, economic, and population

characteristics) in the project vicinity.

See map of project’s location and surroundings

The project area’s zoning is “Light Industrial,” which explicitly accommodates the contemplated

project, i.e., the proposed project is consistent with the local zoning.

The community in which the project will be located is just inside the southernmost border of the

City of Bellevue, between State Highway 75 and Gannett Road (county road).

Bellevue is located at 43°27′54″N 114°15′24″W (43.465019, -114.256755),[15] at an elevation

of 5,170 feet (1,576 m) above sea level. According to the US Census Bureau, the city has a total

area of 1.51 square miles, of which 1.47 square miles is land and 0.04 square miles is water.

As of the 2010 census, there were 2,287 people, 849 households, and 571 families residing in the

City of Bellevue. The population density was ~1,556 inhabitants per square mile. There were

926 housing units at an average density of ~630 per square mile. The racial makeup of the city

was 80.4% White, 0.3% African American, 0.4% Native American, 0.4% Asian, 16.6% from

other races, and 1.9% from two or more races. Hispanic or Latino of any race were 28.8% of the

population.

There were 849 households, of which 40.4% had children under the age of 18 living with them,

52.4% were married couples living together, 8.5% had a female householder with no husband

present, 6.4% had a male householder with no wife present, and 32.7% were non-families.

24.4% of all households were made up of individuals, and 5.3% had someone living alone who

was 65 years of age or older. The average household size was 2.69 and the average family size

was 3.27.

The median age in the city was 35 years. 29.1% of residents were under the age of 18; 6.6%

were between the ages of 18 and 24; 30.8% were from 25 to 44; 27.5% were from 45 to 64; and

6% were 65 years of age or older. The gender makeup of the city was 50.4% male and 49.6%

female.

The Bellevue, Idaho, economy is characterized by the following:

• Unemployment rate of 4.3%.

• A job market increase of 1.0% over the last year.

• Future job growth over the next ten years predicted to be ~39%.

• Tax Rates for Bellevue

o Sales Tax Rate: 6.0%. The US average is 7.3%.

o Income Tax Rate: 7.4%.

• Income and Salaries

o Average income of a Bellevue resident: $22,288/year.

o Median household income of a Bellevue resident: $45,047/year.
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C. Traffic
Describe potential traffic and parking impacts, including whether the existing roadways

have adequate capacity to handle increased bus or other vehicular traffic. Include a map

or diagram if the project will modify existing roadway configurations. Describe

connectivity to other transportation facilities and modes, and coordination with relevant

agencies, if applicable.

NA

D. Aesthetics
Will the project have an adverse effect on scenic views, or scenic viewpoints?

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe. 

Will the project substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site 

and its surroundings? 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe. 

Will the project create a new source of substantial light or glare which would adversely 

affect day or nighttime views in the area? 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe. 
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E. Air Quality
Does the project have the potential to have a negative impact on air quality?

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe. 

Is the project located in an EPA-designated non-attainment or maintenance area? (For 

additional information, see the EPA webpage “Nonattainment Areas for Criteria 

Pollutants” here: https://www.epa.gov/green-book.) 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please indicate the criteria pollutant and contact your assigned FTA Region 10 

Grant Representative to determine if a “hot spot analysis” is necessary. 

  Carbon Monoxide (CO) 

  Ozone (O3) 

  Particulate Matter (PM10 or PM2.5) 

If the non-attainment area is also in a metropolitan area, was the project included in the 

MPO’s Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) air quality conformity analysis? 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please provide the date of U.S. Department of Transportation conformity finding. 

F. Coastal Zone
Is the proposed project located in a designated coastal zone management area? (For

additional information on Coastal Zones, see the Water Resources Standard Operating

Procedures on FTA’s website here: https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-

guidance/environmental-programs/water-resources-0. Also, see the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration [NOAA] webpage “The National Coastal Zone Management

Program” here: https://coast.noaa.gov/czm/.)

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe coordination with your appropriate State agency regarding 

consistency with the coastal zone management plan and attach the State finding, if 

available. 
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G. Environmental Justice
Determine the presence of minority and low-income populations (business owners, land

owners, and residents) within a quarter-mile of the project area. Indicate whether the

project will have disproportionately high and adverse effects on minority or low-income

populations. Describe any potential adverse effects. Describe outreach efforts targeted

specifically at minority or low-income populations. Please see Environmental Justice

Policy Guidance for Federal Transit Administration Recipients here:

https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/fta-circulars/environmental-justice-

policy-guidance-federal-transit.

NA

H. Floodplains
Is the proposed project located within the Federal Emergency Management Agency

(FEMA) 100-year floodplain? (For additional information on Floodplains, see the Water

Resources Standard Operating Procedures on FTA’s website here:

https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/environmental-programs/water-

resources-0. Also, see the FEMA Flood Mapping Products webpage here:

https://www.fema.gov/flood-mapping-products.)

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe potential impacts, indicate if the project will impact the base flood 

elevation, and include or link to the FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) with the 

project location identified. 
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I. Hazardous Materials
Is there any known or potential contamination at the project site? This may include, but is

not limited to, lead/asbestos in existing facilities or building materials; above or below

ground fuel storage tanks; or a history of industrial uses of the site.

  No 

If No, please describe steps taken to determine the absence of hazardous materials on 

the site. 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe steps taken to determine the presence of hazardous materials on 

the site. Please also describe any mitigation and clean-up measures that will be taken to 

remove hazardous materials from the project site. If the project includes property 

acquisition, identify if a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment for the land to be 

acquired has been completed and the results. (For additional information on Hazardous 

Materials, see the Consideration of Contaminated Properties including Brownfields 

Standard Operating Procedures on FTA’s website here: 

https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/environmental-

programs/consideration-contaminated-properties-including. Also, for additional 

information on Phase I Environmental Site Assessments, see the ASTM International 

webpage “Standard Practice for Environmental Site Assessments: Phase I Environmental 

Site Assessment Process” here: https://www.astm.org/Standards/E1527.htm.) 

J. Navigable Waterways
Does the proposed project cross or have the potential to impact a potentially navigable

waterway? (Waterway navigability can be defined by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

the U.S. Coast Guard, Congress, or the federal courts. For additional information on

Navigable Waterways, see the Water Resources Standard Operating Procedures on FTA’s

website here: https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/environmental-

programs/water-resources-0.)

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe potential impacts and any coordination with the U.S. Army Corps 

of Engineers or the U.S. Coast Guard. 
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K. Noise and Vibration
Does the project have the potential to increase noise or vibration?

  No 

  Yes, please describe the impact(s) and provide map(s) identifying sensitive receptors 

such as schools, hospitals, parks, residences, and hotels. If the project will result in a 

change in noise and/or vibration sources, you must conduct an analysis following the 

guidance in FTA’s Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment Manual here: 

https://www.transit.dot.gov/research-innovation/transit-noise-and-vibration-impact-

assessment-manual-report-0123. 

L. Prime and Unique Farmlands
Does the project involve the use of any prime or unique farmlands, as defined by the U.S.

Department of Agriculture (USDA)? (For additional information, see the document "Prime

and Unique Farmlands" at the USDA webpage here:

https://efotg.sc.egov.usda.gov/references/public/VA/PrimeandUniqueFarmlands.pdf.)

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe potential impacts and any coordination with the Natural Resources 

Conservation Service of the USDA. 
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M. Historic and Cultural Resources
Impacts to cultural, historic, or recreational properties may trigger Section 106

consultation, tribal consultations, and/or a Section 4(f) evaluation, requiring

consideration of avoidance alternatives. (For additional information on Section 106, see

the Section 106 Process Standard Operating Procedures on FTA’s website here:

https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/environmental-programs/section-

106-process-standard-operating-procedures. For additional information on Section 4(f),

see the Section 4(f) Evaluations Standard Operating Procedures on FTA’s website here:

https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/environmental-programs/section-

4f-evaluations.)

Does the project involve any ground disturbing activities? 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please provide the approximate maximum ground disturbance depth and extent. 

Also, please provide information on any previous ground disturbance at the project site. 

The approximate maximum ground disturbance depth on the project site is 3’ - 6’ for the 

purposes of laying a foundation for the building. In addition, there will be ground disturbance on 

discrete sections of the parcel to a depth of ~12 for the installation of drywells. The extent of 

ground disturbance will span the entire project site, as the parcel is leveled and landscaped. 

Are there any historic resources at the project site or in the vicinity of the project? 

  No 

 Yes 

If Yes, please attach photographs of structures more than 45 years old that are within or 

adjacent to the project site and describe any direct or indirect impacts the project may 

cause. 

N. Biological Resources
Are there any species located within the project vicinity that are listed as threatened or

endangered under the Endangered Species Act? Determine this by obtaining lists of

threatened and endangered species and critical habitat from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service. (For additional information on

Biological Resources, see the Biological Resources Standard Operating Procedures on

FTA’s website here: https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-

programs/environmental-programs/biological-resources-standard-operating-procedures.)

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please identify the species, and also describe any critical habitat, essential fish 

habitat, or other ecologically sensitive areas within or near the project area. 
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O. Recreational Resources
Is the project located in or adjacent to a park or recreation area? (For additional

information on Recreational Resources, see the Section 4(f) Evaluations Standard

Operating Procedures on FTA’s website here: https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-

and-guidance/environmental-programs/section-4f-evaluations.)

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please provide information on potential impacts to the park or recreation area. 

Please also indicate if the park involved Land and Water Conservation Fund Act funding 

(Section 6(f)) (For additional information on the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act, 

see the National Park Service’s Land and Water Conservation Fund webpage here: 

https://www.nps.gov/subjects/lwcf/index.htm.) 

P. Seismic and Soils
Are there any unusual seismic or unstable soil conditions in the project vicinity?  If so,

indicate on a project map and describe the seismic standards to which the project will be

designed.

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe the conditions. 
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Q. Water Quality
Does the project have the potential to impact water quality, including during

construction? (For additional information on Water Quality, see the Water Resources

Standard Operating Procedures on FTA’s website here:

https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/environmental-programs/water-

resources-0.)

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe potential impacts as a result of the project and your agency’s Best 

Management Practices to manage/mitigate these impacts. 

Will there be an increase in new impervious surface or restored impervious surface? 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe potential impacts and proposed treatment for stormwater runoff. 

Is the project located within the vicinity of an EPA-designated Sole Source Aquifer (SSA)? 

(For additional information on Sole Source Aquifers including an interactive map, see the 

EPA’s Sole Source Aquifers for Drinking Water webpage here: 

https://www.epa.gov/dwssa.) 

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please provide the name of the aquifer for which the project is located and 

describe any potential impacts to the aquifer. Also, please provide the approximate 

amount of new impervious surface created by the project. (Attach a completed FTA 

Region 10 SSA Worksheet and submit it along with this CE worksheet, if applicable.) 

Eastern Snake River Plain Aquifer Area SSA. Potential impacts to the aquifer from the project 

are none. ~6,000SF of new impervious surface created by the project comprising ~3,600SF of 

concrete flooring and ~2,400SF of asphalt pavement.  

R. Wetlands
Will the project temporarily or permanently impact wetlands or require alterations to

streams or waterways? (For additional information on Wetlands, see the Water

Resources Standard Operating Procedures on FTA’s website here:

https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/environmental-programs/water-

resources-0.)

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe potential impacts. 
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S. Construction Impacts
Describe the construction plans, and identify impacts due to construction noise, utility

disruption, debris and spoil disposal, and staging areas. Address air and water quality

impacts, safety and security issues, and disruptions to traffic and access to property.

The construction plans comprise constructing the building and completing the sitework during

the Summer 2023 building season (approx. Apr 1, 2023 - Oct 31, 2023).

Impacts:

• Construction noise. Normal/standard noise associated with construction of a masonry

building.

• Utility disruption. None anticipated.

• Debris & spoil disposal. Construction debris will be deposited in dedicated on-site

dumpsters that will be emptied regularly by the County’s solid waste disposal contractor,

who will transport the debris to the County’s solid waste disposal and recycling facility

for processing.

• Staging areas. All construction staging will be confined to the development site and

Mountain Rides’ property contiguous with the development site.

• Air quality/water quality. No impacts.

• Safety and security. No issues.

• Traffic disruption/access to property. No issues.

T. Cumulative and Indirect Impacts
Are cumulative and indirect impacts likely?

  No 

  Yes,  

If Yes, please describe the reasonably foreseeable impacts: 

a) Cumulative impacts (which result from the incremental impact of the action when

added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of

what agency – Federal or non-Federal – or person undertakes them. Cumulative impacts

can result from individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a

time period.)

b) Indirect impacts (which are caused by the action but are later in time or farther

removed in distance, yet are still reasonably foreseeable. Indirect impacts may include

growth-inducing effects and other effects related to induced changes in the pattern of

land use, population density or growth rate, and related effects on air, water, and other

natural systems, including ecosystems.)
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U. Property Acquisition
Will the project acquire any real properties?

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please indicate whether the property acquisition will result in relocation of 

businesses or individuals.  (Note: For real property acquisitions valued over $1,000,000, 

FTA concurrence in the property’s appraisal/valuation is required. Please contact your 

assigned FTA Region 10 Grant Representative if you have any questions.) 

V. Energy
Does the project include construction or reconstruction of a building, identify measures

to conserve energy which will be employed? (This includes building materials and

techniques used for construction; special innovative conservation features; fuel use for

heating, cooling, and operations; and alternative renewable energy sources.)

  No 

  Yes 

If Yes, please describe. 

W. Public Involvement
Please describe public outreach efforts undertaken on behalf of the project. Indicate

opportunities for public meetings (e.g., board meetings, open houses, special hearings).

Indicate any significant concerns expressed by agencies or the public regarding the

project.

Public meetings: City of Bellevue P&Z Commission; City of Bellevue Council…at dates

TBD…to date, no concerns expressed by agencies or the public.

X. Mitigation Measures
Please describe all measures to be taken to mitigate project impacts, both during

construction and operation.

To mitigate/minimize project impacts, all project activities will be confined to the project site, as

will all operating activities once the project is complete.

Y. Other Federal Actions
Please provide a list of other federal NEPA actions related to the proposed project or in

the vicinity, if applicable.

NA
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Z. State and Local Policies and Ordinances
Is the project in compliance with all applicable state and local policies and ordinances?

  No 

If No, please describe the non-compliance. 

  Yes 

AA. Related Federal and State/Local Actions 

Check all that apply below. 

Corps of Engineers Permit (e.g., Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899, 
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act) 

Coastal Zone Management Certification 

Critical Area Ordinance Permit 

Endangered Species Act and Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and 
Management Act Consultation 

Floodplain Development Permit 

Forest Practices Act Permit 

Hydraulic Project Approval 

Local Building or Site Development Permits 

Local Clearing and Grubbing Permit 

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System General Construction Permit 

Shoreline Permit 

Solid Waste Discharge Permit 

Sole Source Aquifer Consultation (Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974) 

Section 4(f) (Historic or Recreational Properties; Wildlife Refuges) 

Section 6(f) (Recreational Properties with Land and Water Conservation Fund Act 
funding) 

Section 106 Consultation (National Historic Preservation Act) 

Stormwater Site Plan (SSP) 

Temporary Erosion and Sediment Control Plan (TESC) 

U.S. Coast Guard Permit 

Water Rights Permit 

Water Quality Certification - Section 401 of the Clean Water Act 

Tribal Consultation or Permits (if any, describe below) 

Other 

Others (Please describe, if applicable): 
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Please submit this completed form and any attachments electronically to fta.tro10mail@dot.gov and 

cc: your assigned FTA Region 10 Grant Representative. Please contact the FTA Region 10 Office if 

you are unsure about these procedures or have any questions. 

Federal Transit Administration, Region 10 

915 2nd Avenue, Suite 3142 

Seattle, WA 98174-1002 

Phone:  (206) 220-7954 

Email:  fta.tro10mail@dot.gov
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Sole Source Aquifer Checklist 

PROJECT NAME:  Mountain Rides Bellevue Facility Expansion/Enhancement 

NAME OF SOLE SOURCE AQUIFER OR SOURCE AREA:  Eastern Snake River Plain Aquifer Area 

1. Location of project:  117 Clover Street, Bellevue, ID 83313

2. Project description:  Construct and equip a ~5,400SF free-standing building (depot; maintenance;

electric bus storage & charging; supplemental/back-up electricity generation) on real estate owned

by Mountain Rides that is contiguous with MRTA’s existing facility in Bellevue, Idaho

3. Is there any increase of impervious surface? If so, what is the area?

Yes. ~6,000SF.

4. Describe how storm water is currently treated on the site?

Run-off flows into on-site drywells from which it is released into the ground.

5. How will storm water be treated on this site during construction and after the project is complete?

During construction: Run-off will flow into existing on-site drywells.

Upon Project completion: Run-off will flow into existing and newly constructed on-site drywells.

6. Are there any underground storage tanks present or to be installed? Include details of such tanks.

None.

7. Will there be any liquid or solid waste generated? If so how will it be disposed of?

Yes. Waste generated by construction will be disposed of in accordance with the City of Bellevue’s

Construction Waste Management Plan (attached, for reference).

8. What is the depth of excavation?

~12 feet, for drywell(s) construction; ~6 feet or shallower on balance of site.

9. Are there any wells in the area that may provide direct routes for contaminates to access the

aquifer and how close are they to the project?

None.

10. Are there any hazardous waste sites in the project area....especially if the waste site has an 

underground plume with monitoring wells that may be disturbed? Include details. 

None. 

11. Are there any deep pilings that may provide access to the aquifer?

None.

12. Are Best Management Practices planned to address any possible risks or concerns?

Yes. The general contractor for the Project will be Public Works certified and will execute Best

Management Practices to address Project risks and concerns.

13. Is there any other information that could be helpful in determining if this project may have an

effect on the aquifer?

None.

14. Does this Project include any improvements that may be beneficial to the aquifer, such as

improvements to the wastewater treatment plan?

None.

The EPA Sole Source Aquifer Program may request additional information if impacts to the aquifer are 

questionable after this information is submitted for review. 
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CONSTRUCTION WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Project Contact: _____________________________________________________________ 

Address of Site: _____________________________________________________________ 

Phone #: ____________________________ Email: _________________________________ 

Of the inevitable waste that is generated, the waste materials designated in this specification location shall be 
salvaged for reuse and/or recycling where practical and possible.  Waste disposal in landfills or incinerators shall 
be minimized where practical and possible.  This means careful recycling of job site waste. 

Type of Material Quantity 
(Weight) 

Disposal Method Handling Procedure 

Wood/Lumber 
Clean Wood 
Waste 

Keep separate for reuse by onsite 
construction or by site employees for either 
heating stoves or reuse in home projects. 
May be offered to public. Suitable materials 
may be delivered to a composting site. 

Keep separated in designated areas 
onsite. 

Metals: Recycle off-site when possible.  Separate 
copper wire when possible. 

Keep separated in designated areas 
onsite. 

Painted or Treated 
Wood 

Reuse, off-site recycle, or landfill. Keep separated in designated areas 
onsite.  Place in “Trash” container as 
necessary. 

Concrete Recycle when possible. Keep separated in designated areas 
onsite. 

Flooring Reuse or landfill. Place in “Trash” container as 
necessary. 

Insulation Reuse or landfill. Place in “Trash” container as 
necessary. 

Corrugated 
Cardboard 

Reuse or drop-off recycling. Bellevue Fire Station Location or 
130 Riverview Drive Location 

Other 

POSSIBLE RECYCLE LOCATIONS AND FURTHER INFORMATION: 

Southern Idaho Solid Waste 
Website: http://www.sisw.org 
Telephone: (208) 432-9082 

Clear Creek Disposal  
Website: http://www.ccdisposal.com 
Telephone: (208) 726-9600 

Pacific Steel & Recycling 
Website: http://www.pacific-steel.com 
Telephone: (208) 375-2131 

I agree that all materials will be properly disposed of as I have indicated above. 

_______________________________________ Date: ___________________ 
Signature of Homeowner or Authorized Agent 
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Integra Realty Resources 
Boise 

Appraisal of Real Property 

117 Clover Street 
Vacant Land 
117 Clover St. 
Bellevue, Blaine County, Idaho 83313 

Prepared For: 
Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 

Effective Date of the Appraisal: 
March 30, 2018 

Report Format: 
Appraisal Report – Standard Format 

IRR - Boise 
File Number: 163-2018-0043 

Attachment C (NEPA, SSA Checklist, ++)
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Integra Realty Resources RiverWalk Center T 208.342.2500 
Boise 1661 W. Shoreline Drive, Suite 200 

Boise, ID 83702 
F 208.342.2220 
www.irr.com 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

April 18, 2018 
 
 

Mr. Ben Varner 
Interim Executive Director 
Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 
PO Box 3091 
Ketchum, ID 83340 

 
SUBJECT: Market Value Appraisal 

117 Clover Street 
Bellevue, Blaine County, Idaho 83313 
IRR - Boise File No. 163-2018-0043 

 
Dear Mr. Varner: 

 

Integra Realty Resources – Boise is pleased to submit the accompanying appraisal of the 
referenced property. The purpose of the appraisal is to develop an opinion of the market 
value as is of the fee simple interest in the property. The client for the assignment is 
Mountain Rides Transportation Authority, and the intended use is for property acquisition 
purposes. 

 

The subject is a parcel of vacant land containing an area of 0.24 acres or 10,560 square feet. 
The property is zoned LI, Light Industrial, which permits light Industrial use. 

 

The appraisal is intended to conform with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal 
Practice (USPAP), the Code of Professional Ethics and Standards of Professional Appraisal 
Practice of the Appraisal Institute and applicable state appraisal regulations. 

 

To report the assignment results, we use the Appraisal Report option of Standards Rule 2- 
2(a) of USPAP. As USPAP gives appraisers the flexibility to vary the level of information in an 
Appraisal Report depending on the intended use and intended users of the appraisal, we 
adhere to the Integra Realty Resources internal standards for an Appraisal Report – 
Standard Format. This format summarizes the information analyzed, the appraisal methods 
employed, and the reasoning that supports the analyses, opinions, and conclusions. 
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Mr. Ben Varner 
Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 
April 18, 2018 
Page 2 

 
 

Based on the valuation analysis in the accompanying report, and subject to the definitions, 
assumptions, and limiting conditions expressed in the report, our opinion of value is as 
follows: 

 
Value Conclusion  

Appraisal Premise Interest Appraised Date of Value Value Conclusion 

Market Value As Is Fee Simple March 30, 2018 $132,000 

 

Extraordinary Assumptions and Hypothetical Conditions 
 

The value conclusions are subject to the following extraordinary assumptions that may affect the assignment 

results. An extraordinary assumption is uncertain information accepted as fact. If the assumption is found to be 

false as of the effective date of the appraisal, we reserve the right to modify our value conclusions. 

1. All information derived from the assessor office is assumed to be accurate. 

The value conclusions are based on the following hypothetical conditions that may affect the assignment results. A 

hypothetical condition is a condition contrary to known fact on the effective date of the appraisal but is supposed for 

the purpose of analysis. 

1. None. 

 

If you have any questions or comments, please contact the undersigned. Thank you for the 
opportunity to be of service. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

INTEGRA REALTY RESOURCES - BOISE 

 

 
Mr. Brad Janoush, MAI, SRA 
Certified General Appraiser 
Idaho Certificate # CGA-19 
Telephone: 208-472-3181, ext. 107 
Email: bjanoush@irr.com 
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Summary of Salient Facts and Conclusions 1 

117 Clover Street 

Summary of Salient Facts and Conclusions 

Property Name 

Address 

Property Type 

Owner of Record 

Tax ID 

117 Clover Street 

117 Clover St. 

Bellevue, Blaine County, Idaho 83313 

Land - Commercial 

Matthew R. Dohse 

RPB04090010050 

Land Area 0.24 acres; 10,560 SF 

Zoning Designation 

Highest and Best Use 

LI, Light Industrial 

Light Industrial 

Exposure Time; Marketing Period 24 months; 24 months 

Effective Date of the Appraisal March 30, 2018 

Date of the Report April 18, 2018 

Property Interest Appraised 

Sales Comparison Approach 

Fee Simple 

Number of Sales 7 
Range of Prices  per Acre (Unadjusted) $6.36 - $16.93 

Market Value Conclusion $132,000 $12.50/SF 

The values reported above are subject to the definitions, assumptions, and limiting conditions set forth in the accompanying report of wh ich this 

summary is a part. No party other than Mountain Rides Transportation Authority may use or rely on the information, opinions, and conclusions 

contained in the report. It is assumed that the users of the report have read the entire report, including all of the definit ions, assumptions, and 

limiting conditions contained therein. 

Extraordinary Assumptions and Hypothetical Conditions 

The value conclusions are subject to the following extraordinary assumptions that may affect the assignment results. 

An extraordinary assumption is uncertain information accepted as fact. If the assumption is found to be false as of the 

effective date of the appraisal, we reserve the right to modify our value conclusions. 

1. All information derived from the assessor office is assumed to be accurate.

The value conclusions are based on the following hypothetical conditions that may affect the assignment results. A 

hypothetical condition is a condition contrary to known fact on  the effective date of the appraisal  but is supposed

for the purpose of analysis.

1. None.
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117 Clover Street 

 

 

 
 
 

General Information 
 

Identification of Subject 
The subject is a parcel of vacant land containing an area of 0.24 acres or 10,560 square feet. The 
property is zoned LI, Light Industrial, which permits light Industrial use. A legal description of the 
property is Lot 5 Blk 1, Southern Belle Business Park. 

 

Property Identification 
 

Property Name 117 Clover Street 

Address 117 Clover St. 

Bellevue, Idaho 83313 

Tax ID RPB04090010050 

Owner of Record Matthew R. Dohse 

 

Sale History 

Pending Transactions 
To the best of our knowledge, the property is not subject to an agreement of sale or an option to buy, 
nor is it listed for sale, as of the effective appraisal date. 

 

Purpose of the Appraisal 
The purpose of the appraisal is to develop an opinion of the market value as is of the fee simple 
interest in the property as of the effective date of the appraisal, March 30, 2018. The date of the 
report is April 18, 2018. The appraisal is valid only as of the stated effective date or dates. 

 

Definition of Market Value 
Market value is defined as: 

 

“The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and open market under all 
conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller each acting prudently and knowledgeably, and 
assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus. Implicit in this definition is the consummation of 
a sale as of a specified date and the passing of title from seller to buyer under conditions whereby: 

 

• Buyer and seller are typically motivated; 

• Both parties are well informed or well advised, and acting in what they consider their own 
best interests; 

• A reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market; 

• Payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars or in terms of financial arrangements 
comparable thereto; and 
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117 Clover Street 

• The price represents the normal consideration for the property sold unaffected by special or
creative financing or sales concessions granted by anyone associated with the sale.”

(Source: Code of Federal Regulations, Title 12, Chapter I, Part 34.42[g]; also Interagency Appraisal and 
Evaluation Guidelines, Federal Register, 75 FR 77449, December 10, 2010, page 77472) 

Definition of As Is Market Value 
As is market value is defined as, “The estimate of the market value of real property in its current 
physical condition, use, and zoning as of the appraisal date.” 

(Source: Appraisal Institute, The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, 6th ed. (Chicago: Appraisal 
Institute, 2015); also Interagency Appraisal and Evaluation Guidelines, Federal Register, 75 FR 77449, 
December 10, 2010, page 77471) 

Definition of Property Rights Appraised 
Fee simple estate is defined as, “Absolute ownership unencumbered by any other interest or estate, 
subject only to the limitations imposed by the governmental powers of taxation, eminent domain, 
police power, and escheat.” 

Source: Appraisal Institute, The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, 6th ed. (Chicago: Appraisal 
Institute, 2015) 

Intended Use and User 
The intended use of the appraisal is for property acquisition purposes. The client and intended user is 
Mountain Rides Transportation Authority. The appraisal is not intended for any other use or user. No 
party or parties other than Mountain Rides Transportation Authority may use or rely on the 
information, opinions, and conclusions contained in this report. 

Applicable Requirements 
This appraisal is intended to conform to the requirements of the following: 

• Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP);

• Code of Professional Ethics and Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice of the Appraisal
Institute;

• Applicable state appraisal regulations;

Report Format 
This report is prepared under the Appraisal Report option of Standards Rule 2-2(a) of USPAP. As 
USPAP gives appraisers the flexibility to vary the level of information in an Appraisal Report depending 
on the intended use and intended users of the appraisal, we adhere to the Integra Realty Resources 
internal standards for an Appraisal Report – Standard Format. This format summarizes the information 
analyzed, the appraisal methods employed, and the reasoning that supports the analyses, opinions, 
and conclusions. 
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Prior Services 
USPAP requires appraisers to disclose to the client any other services they have provided in 
connection with the subject property in the prior three years, including valuation, consulting, property 
management, brokerage, or any other services. We have not performed any services, as an appraiser 
or in any other capacity, regarding the property that is the subject of this report within the three-year 
period immediately preceding acceptance of this assignment. 

Scope of Work 
To determine the appropriate scope of work for the assignment, we considered the intended use of 
the appraisal, the needs of the user, the complexity of the property, and other pertinent factors. Our 
concluded scope of work is described below. 

Valuation Methodology 

Appraisers usually consider the use of three approaches to value when developing a market value 
opinion for real property. These are the cost approach, sales comparison approach, and income 
capitalization approach. Use of the approaches in this assignment is summarized as follows: 

Approaches to Value 
Approach Applicability to Subject Use in Assignment 

Cost Approach Not Applicable Not Utilized 

Sales Comparison Approach Applicable Utilized 

Income Capitalization Approach Not Applicable Not Utilized 

We use only the sales comparison approach in developing an opinion of value for the subject. This 
approach is applicable to the subject because there is an active market for similar properties, and 
sufficient sales data is available for analysis. 

The cost approach is not applicable because there are no improvements that contribute value to the 
property, and the income approach is not applicable because the subject is not likely to generate 
rental income in its current state. 

Research and Analysis 

The type and extent of our research and analysis is detailed in individual sections of the report. This 
includes the steps we took to verify comparable sales, which are disclosed in the comparable sale 
profile sheets in the addenda to the report. Although we make an effort to confirm the arms-length 
nature of each sale with a party to the transaction, it is sometimes necessary to rely on secondary 
verification from sources deemed reliable. 

Inspection 

Mr. Brad Janoush, MAI, SRA, conducted an on-site inspection of the property on March 30, 2018. 
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Economic Analysis 
 

Blaine County Area Analysis 
Blaine County is located in Central Idaho approximately 150 miles northeast of Boise, Idaho. It is 2,644 
square miles in size and has a population density of 8 persons per square mile. 

 

Population 

Blaine County has an estimated 2017 population of 21,782, which represents an average annual 0.3 
percent increase over the 2010 census of 21,376. Blaine County added an average of 58 residents per 
year over the 2010-2017 period, but its annual growth rate lagged the State of Idaho rate of 1.0 
percent. 

 

Looking forward, Blaine County's population is projected to increase at a 0.7 percent annual rate from 
2017-2022, equivalent to the addition of an average of 150 residents per year. Blaine County's growth 
rate is expected to lag that of Idaho, which is projected to be 1.1 percent. 

 

Population Trends 
 

 Population  Compound Ann. % Chng  
 2010 Census 2017 Est. 2022 Est. 2010 - 2017 2017 - 2022 

Blaine County 21,376 21,782 22,531 0.3% 0.7% 

Idaho 1,567,582 1,683,719 1,776,089 1.0% 1.1% 

United States 308,745,538 325,139,271 337,393,057 0.7% 0.7% 

Source: The Nielsen Company      

 

Employment 

Total employment in Blaine County is currently estimated at 12,697 jobs. Between year-end 2006 and 
the present, employment declined by 1,248 jobs, equivalent to an 8.9 percent loss over the entire 
period. There were declines in employment in four out of the past ten years, influenced in part by the 
national economic downturn and slow recovery. Although many areas suffered declines in 
employment over the last decade, Blaine County underperformed Idaho, which experienced an 
increase in employment of 7.8 percent or 50,367 jobs over this period. 

 

A comparison of unemployment rates is another way of gauging an area’s economic health. Over the 
past decade, the Blaine County unemployment rate has been generally lower than that of Idaho, with 
an average unemployment rate of 5.4 percent in comparison to a 5.8 percent rate for Idaho. 

 

Recent data shows that the Blaine County unemployment rate is 3.3 percent in comparison to a 3.5 
percent rate for Idaho, a positive sign for Blaine County economy but one that must be tempered by 
the fact that Blaine County has underperformed Idaho in the rate of job growth over the past two 
years. 
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Employment Trends 
 

 Total  Employment (Year End)  Unemployment Rate (Ann. Avg.)  

% % 

 Year Blaine County Change Idaho Change     Blaine County Idaho  

2006 13,945  649,318  2.7% 3.5% 

2007 14,079 1.0% 660,103 1.7% 2.4% 3.1% 

2008 13,304 -5.5% 633,941 -4.0% 4.0% 5.1% 

2009 12,287 -7.6% 604,415 -4.7% 8.4% 8.8% 

2010 11,972 -2.6% 601,838 -0.4% 9.6% 9.0% 

2011 12,019 0.4% 606,041 0.7% 8.7% 8.3% 

2012 12,105 0.7% 618,260 2.0% 7.0% 7.2% 

2013 11,378 -6.0% 634,492 2.6% 5.7% 6.2% 

2014 12,160 6.9% 648,347 2.2% 4.5% 4.9% 

2015 12,672 4.2% 670,056 3.3% 3.5% 4.1% 

2016* 12,697 0.2% 699,685 4.4% 3.2% 3.8% 

Overall Change 2006-2016 

Avg Unemp. Rate 2006-2016 

-1,248 -8.9% 50,367 7.8%  
5.4% 

 
5.8% 

Unemployment Rate - March 2017 3.3% 3.5% 

*Total employment data is as of June 2016; unemployment rate data reflects the average of 12 months of 2016. 

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics and Economy.com. Employment figures are from the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW). 

Unemployment rates are from the Current Population Survey (CPS). The figures are not seasonally adjusted. 

 

Employment Sectors 

The composition of the Blaine County job market is depicted in the following chart, along with that of 
Idaho. Total employment for both areas is broken down by major employment sector, and the sectors 
are ranked from largest to smallest based on the percentage of Blaine County jobs in each category. 
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Blaine County Idaho 

 
 
 

 

Employment Sectors - 2016 
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Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics and Economy.com 
 

 

Blaine County has greater concentrations than Idaho in the following employment sectors: 
 

1. Leisure and Hospitality, representing 25.4 percent of Blaine County payroll employment 
compared to 10.8 percent for Idaho as a whole. This sector includes employment in hotels, 
restaurants, recreation facilities, and arts and cultural institutions. Blaine County is home to 
the Sun Valley Resort, which is the main economic driver of the county. 

2. Professional and Business Services, representing 13.3 percent of Blaine County payroll 
employment compared to 12.2 percent for Idaho as a whole. This sector includes legal, 
accounting, and engineering firms, as well as management of holding companies. 

3. Construction, representing 12.4 percent of Blaine County payroll employment compared to 5.9 
percent for Idaho as a whole. This sector includes construction of buildings, roads, and utility 
systems. 

4. Financial Activities, representing 4.3 percent of Blaine County payroll employment compared to 
4.3 percent for Idaho as a whole. Banking, insurance, and investment firms are included in this 
sector, as are real estate owners, managers, and brokers. 

 

Blaine County is underrepresented in the following sectors: 
 

1. Trade; Transportation; and Utilities, representing 14.7 percent of Blaine County payroll 
employment compared to 19.1 percent for Idaho as a whole. This sector includes jobs in retail 
trade, wholesale trade, trucking, warehousing, and electric, gas, and water utilities. 

25.4% 

12.4% 

3 
3 

4.1% 
1. 

1. 
1. 

9.2% 
3.3% 

2.5% 
3.7% 

4.3% 
4.3% 

13.6% 
9.0% 

17.0% 
11.5% 

5.9% 

12.2% 
13.3% 

19.1% 
14.7% 

10.8% 
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2. Government, representing 11.5 percent of Blaine County payroll employment compared to 17.0
percent for Idaho as a whole. This sector includes employment in local, state, and federal
government agencies.

3. Education and Health Services, representing 9.0 percent of Blaine County payroll employment
compared to 13.6 percent for Idaho as a whole. This sector includes employment in public and
private schools, colleges, hospitals, and social service agencies.

4. Manufacturing, representing 3.3 percent of Blaine County payroll employment compared to
9.2percent for Idaho as a whole. This sector includes all establishments engaged in the
manufacturing of durable and nondurable goods.

Major Employers 

Major employers in Blaine County are shown in the following table. 

Major Employers - Blaine County 
Name 

1 Atkinson's Market 

2 180 Connect 

3 Power Engineers 

4 Rocky Mountain Hardware 

5 St. Luke's Wood River Medical Center 

6 Sun Valley Lodge aka Sinclair Company 

7 Webb Landscape, Inc. 

Source: http://labor.idaho.gov 

Gross Domestic Product 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is a measure of economic activity based on the total value of goods and 
services produced in a defined geographic area. Although GDP figures are not available at the county 
level, data reported for the State of Idaho is considered to be sufficiently representative of economic 
activity for Blaine County to be meaningful when compared to the GDP of the United States overall. 

Economic growth, as measured by annual changes in GDP, has been somewhat lower in Idaho than 
the United States overall during the past eight years. The State of Idaho has grown at a 0.6 percent 
average annual rate while the United States has grown at a 1.3 percent rate. As the national economy 
improves, Idaho has recently performed better than the United States. GDP for Idaho rose by 2.7 
percent in 2015 while the United States GDP rose by 2.5 percent. 

Idaho has a per capita GDP of $35,455, which is 29 percent less than the United States GDP of 
$50,054. This means that Idaho industries and employers are adding relatively less value to the 
economy than their counterparts in the United States overall. 
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Gross Domestic Product 

($ Mil) ($ Mil) 
Year Idaho % Change United States % Change 

2008 56,296 14,718,301 

2009 53,882 -4.3% 14,320,114 -2.7%

2010 54,389 0.9% 14,628,165 2.2%

2011 54,288 -0.2% 14,833,679 1.4%

2012 54,411 0.2% 15,126,281 2.0%

2013 56,117 3.1% 15,348,044 1.5%

2014 57,135 1.8% 15,691,181 2.2%

2015 58,676 2.7% 16,088,249 2.5%

Compound % Chg (2008-2015) 0.6% 1.3%

GDP Per Capita 2015 $35,455 $50,054 

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis and Economy.com; data released September 2016. The release of state and local GDP 

data has a longer lag time than national data. The data represents inflation-adjusted "real" GDP stated in 2009 dollars. 

Household Income 

Blaine County is more affluent than Idaho. Median household income for Blaine County is $67,425, 
which is 34.2 percent greater than the corresponding figure for Idaho. This is driven almost entirely by 
the Sun Valley/Ketchum area. 

Median Household Income - 2017 

Median 

Blaine County $67,425 

Idaho $50,228 

Comparison of Blaine County to Idaho + 34.2%

Source: The Nielsen Company 

The following chart shows the distribution of households across twelve income levels. Blaine County 
has a greater concentration of households in the higher income levels than Idaho. Specifically, 45 
percent of Blaine County households are at the $75,000 or greater levels in household income as 
compared to 31 percent of Idaho households. A lesser concentration of households is apparent in the 
lower income levels, as 27 percent of Blaine County households are below the $35,000 level in 
household income versus 34 percent of Idaho households. 
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Blaine County Idaho 

 
 
 

 

Household Income Distribution - 2017 
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$250,000 - 499,999 
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$35,000 - $49,999 

$25,000 - $34,999 

$15,000 - $24,999 

Less than $15,000 
 

0.0% 5.0% 10.0% 15.0% 20.0% 25.0% 

Source: The Nielsen Company 
 

 

Education and Age 

Residents of Blaine County have a higher level of educational attainment than those of Idaho. An 
estimated 45 percent of Blaine County residents are college graduates with four-year degrees, versus 
25 percent of Idaho residents. People in Blaine County are older than their Idaho counterparts. The 
median age for Blaine County is 43 years, while the median age for Idaho is 36 years. 

 

1.7% 
0 

3.1% 
1.5% 

2.5% 
1.4% 

5.3% 
3.4% 

5.0% 
4.3% 

11.0% 
7.4% 
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16.0% 
19.4% 

12.2% 
15.8% 

10.2% 
11.5% 

8.8% 
11.0% 

7.6% 
11.5% 
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Conclusion 

The Blaine County economy will benefit from a growing population base and higher income and 
education levels. Although Blaine County experienced a decline in the number of jobs over the past 
decade, it has maintained a generally lower unemployment rate than Idaho during this time, which is 
a positive indicator. The economic center of the county is Sun Valley/Ketchum, which is one of the 
most sought-after ski resorts in North America, and contains some of Idaho’s wealthiest households 
and highest-priced real estate. However, incomes and property values drop considerably outside of 
Sun Valley and Ketchum, to levels more typically seen in rural markets in Idaho. On balance, we 
anticipate that growth in the Blaine County economy overall will be limited, resulting in only a modest 
level of demand for real estate in general. 
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Surrounding Area Analysis 

Location 

The subject is located in the south central area of Bellevue. 

Access and Linkages 

Primary highway access to the area is via Hwy 75 (Main St.). Public transportation is provided by 
Mountain Rides and provides access to the metro area of Blaine County. Overall, the primary mode of 
transportation in the area is the automobile. 

Land Use 

The area is small non-metro/rural in character and approximately 75% developed within the city limits 
of Bellevue. 

Predominant land uses along Hwy 75 (Main St.) are highway oriented commercial along with CBD 
commercial. During the last five years, development has been predominantly of commercial uses, and 
has included a new lodging facility. The pace of development has generally been intermittent over this 
time. 

Outlook and Conclusions 

The area is in the mature stage of its life cycle. We anticipate that property values will remain stable in 
the near future. 
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Surrounding Area Map 
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Property Analysis 
 

Land Description and Analysis 

Land Description 
 

Land Area 0.24 acres; 10,560 SF 

Source of Land Area Assessor 

Primary Street Frontage Clover 

Shape Basically Rectangular 

Corner No 

Topography Generally level  and  at street grade 

Drainage No  problems  reported  or observed 

Environmental Hazards None reported or observed 

Ground Stability No problems reported or observed 

Flood Area Panel Number The subject is not located in a designated flood zone. 

Insurance Required? No. 
 

Zoning; Other Regulations 
 

Zoning Jurisdiction City of Bellevue 

Zoning Designation LI 

Description Light Industrial 

Legally Conforming? Appears to be legally conforming 

Zoning Change Likely? No 

Permitted Uses Light Industrial, Commercial 

Other  Land Use Regulations None 

Utilities 
 

Service Provider 
 

Water City  of Bellevue 

Sewer City  of Bellevue 

Electricity Idaho Power 

Natural Gas Intermountain Gas 

Local Phone Century Link and various cell providers 

 

We are not experts in the interpretation of zoning ordinances. An appropriately qualified land use 
attorney should be engaged if a determination of compliance with zoning is required. 

 

Easements, Encroachments and Restrictions 

We were not provided a current title report to review. We are not aware of any easements, 
encroachments, or restrictions that would adversely affect value. Our valuation assumes no adverse 
impacts from easements, encroachments, or restrictions, and further assumes that the subject has 
clear and marketable title. 
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Conclusion of Land Analysis 

Overall, the physical characteristics of the site and the availability of utilities result in functional utility 
suitable for a variety of uses including those permitted by zoning. We are not aware of any other 
particular restrictions on development. 
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Subject Site from Clover 
(Photo Taken on March 30, 2018) 

 

 

View to west from subject  
(Photo Taken on March 30, 2018) 

Subject Site from Clover 
(Photo Taken on March 30, 2018) 

 

View to east from subject 
(Photo Taken on March 30, 2018) 
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Site Plan 

Assessor Plat and Zoning 
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Assessor Aerial 
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Real Estate Taxes 
Real estate taxes and assessments for the current tax year are shown in the following table. 

 

Taxes and Assessments - 2017 
 

Assessed Value Taxes and Assessments 
  

Ad Valorem 
Tax ID Land Improvements Total Tax Rate Taxes Direct Assess ments Total 

RPB04090010050 $82,328 $0 $82,328 0.870000% $720 $0 $720 

 

Based on the concluded market value of the subject, the assessed value appears reasonable. 
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Highest and Best Use 

Process 

Before a property can be valued, an opinion of highest and best use must be developed for the subject 
site, both as vacant, and as improved. By definition, the highest and best use must be: 

 

• Physically possible. 

• Legally permissible under the zoning regulations and other restrictions that apply to the site. 

• Financially feasible. 

• Maximally productive, i.e., capable of producing the highest value from among the 
permissible, possible, and financially feasible uses. 

As Vacant 

Physically Possible 

The physical characteristics of the site do not appear to impose any unusual restrictions on 
development. Overall, the physical characteristics of the site and the availability of utilities result in 
functional utility suitable for a variety of uses. 

 

Legally Permissible 

The site is zoned LI, Light Industrial. Permitted uses include any number of uses that would fall in the 
light industrial use category. This primarily pertains to office/shop, light manufacturing and service 
commercial type uses. To our knowledge, there are no legal restrictions such as easements or deed 
restrictions that would effectively limit the use of the property. Given prevailing land use patterns in 
the area, only light industrial is given further consideration in determining highest and best use of the 
site, as though vacant. 

 

Financially Feasible 

Based on our analysis of the market, there is currently adequate demand for light industrial use in the 
subject’s area. It appears that a newly developed LI use on the site would have a value commensurate 
with its cost. Therefore, LI use is considered to be financially feasible. 

 

Maximally Productive 

There does not appear to be any reasonably probable use of the site that would generate a higher 
residual land value than light industrial use. Accordingly, it is our opinion that LI use, developed to the 
normal market density level permitted by zoning, is the maximally productive use of the property. 

 

Conclusion 

Development of the site for light industrial use is the only use that meets the four tests of highest and 
best use. Therefore, it is concluded to be the highest and best use of the property as vacant. 
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As Improved 

No improvements are situated on the subject. Therefore, a highest and best analysis as improved is 
not applicable. 

Most Probable Buyer 

Taking into account the functional utility of the site and area development trends, the probable buyer 
is a developer or owner user. 
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Valuation 
 

Valuation Methodology 
Appraisers usually consider three approaches to estimating the market value of real property. These 
are the cost approach, sales comparison approach and the income capitalization approach. 

 

The cost approach assumes that the informed purchaser would pay no more than the cost of 
producing a substitute property with the same utility. This approach is particularly applicable when 
the improvements being appraised are relatively new and represent the highest and best use of the 
land or when the property has unique or specialized improvements for which there is little or no sales 
data from comparable properties. 

 

The sales comparison approach assumes that an informed purchaser would pay no more for a 
property than the cost of acquiring another existing property with the same utility. This approach is 
especially appropriate when an active market provides sufficient reliable data. The sales comparison 
approach is less reliable in an inactive market or when estimating the value of properties for which no 
directly comparable sales data is available. The sales comparison approach is often relied upon for 
owner-user properties. 

 

The income capitalization approach reflects the market’s perception of a relationship between a 
property’s potential income and its market value. This approach converts the anticipated net income 
from ownership of a property into a value indication through capitalization. The primary methods are 
direct capitalization and discounted cash flow analysis, with one or both methods applied, as 
appropriate. This approach is widely used in appraising income-producing properties. 

 

Reconciliation of the various indications into a conclusion of value is based on an evaluation of the 
quantity and quality of available data in each approach and the applicability of each approach to the 
property type. 

 

The methodology employed in this assignment is summarized as follows: 

 

Approaches to Value  

Approach Applicability to Subject Use in Assignment 

Cost Approach Not Applicable Not Utilized 

Sales Comparison Approach Applicable Utilized 

Income Capitalization Approach Not Applicable Not Utilized 
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Sales Comparison Approach 
To develop an opinion of the subject’s land value, as if vacant and available to be developed to its 
highest and best use, we utilize the sales comparison approach. This approach develops an indication 
of value by researching, verifying, and analyzing sales of similar properties. 

 

Our sales research focused on transactions within the following parameters: 
 

• Location: Bellevue and Hailey 

• Size: 5,000 to 20,000 SF 

• Use: Light industrial or similar 

• Transaction Date: 2015-2018 

After an extensive search within these parameters, no sales were found in Bellevue within the last 5 
years. I have expanded my search into the Hailey market where sales were found. I have included 
anecdotal discussions of active listings in the Bellevue market. 

 

For this analysis, we use price per square foot as the appropriate unit of comparison because market 
participants typically compare sale prices and property values on this basis. The most relevant sales 
are summarized in the following table. 
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 Summary of Land Sales 

Effective Date 03/18 

Comparable 

Address 

Location 

City/County 

Seller 
Intended use 

Sale Date 

Age of Sale/Mo.. 

Sale Price 

Adjustments 

Analysis Price 

Terms 

Site (SF) 

Sale Price/SF 

Easement, 

encumbrance, 

restriction 

Zoning 

Confirmation By 

With 

Comments 

Land Sale 1 Land Sale 2 Land Sale 3 Land Sale 4 

1910 Lear ln. Comet Ln. Lear Ln. 1911 Lear ln. 

Airport Way @ Aviaton 
Dr. 

Corner of Comet and 
Skymaster 

Aviation Dr. and Lear 
Ln. Airport West Bus. Park 

Hailey Hailey Hailey Hailey 

Anderson Trust Getinline, LLC Airport West 4C4, LLC Bender 
Light Industrial Light Industrial Light Industrial Light industrial 

Nov-15 Jun-16 Apr-17 Apr-17 

29.00 
$170,000 

22.00 
$110,000 

12.00 
$212,500 

11.00 
$157,500 

 $0  $0  $0  $0 

$170,000 $110,000 $212,500 $157,500 

Cash to seller Cash to seller Cash to seller Cash to seller 

15,333 17,289 18,030 13,828 

$11.09 $6.36 $11.79 $11.39 

No Yes No No 

Hailey/SCI Hailey/SCI Hailey/SCI Hailey/ SCI 

BJ BJ BJ BJ 

MLS/Selling Broker MLS/Selling Broker MLS/Selling Broker MLS/Selling Broker 

Vacant corner lot, well 

located, good visibility 

Encumbered with large 

easement, motivated 

seller 

Large lot, good 

exposure 

Southern end of Airport 

west industrial zone 

Land Sale 1 Land Sale 2 Land Sale 3 Land Sale 4 
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 Summary of Land Sales   

Effective Date 03/18 

Comparable 

Address 

 
Location 

City/County 

Seller 

Intended use 

Sale Date 

Age of Sale/Mo.. 

Sale Price 

Adjustments 

Analysis Price 

Terms 

Site (SF) 

Sale Price/SF 

Easement, 

encumbrance, 

restriction 

 
Zoning 

Confirmation By 

With 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Comments 

Land Sale 5 Land Sale 6 Land Sale 7 

4307 Glenbrook Dr. 4303 Glenbrook Dr. 4309 Glenbrook Dr. 

 
Woodside Sub #10 

 
Woodside Sub #10 

 
Woodside Sub #10 

Hailey Hailey Hailey 

Fisher Value Properties Shay 

Light industrial Light industrial Light industrial 

Jun-15 Sep-17 Dec-17 

34.00 6.00 3.00 
$85,000 $137,000 $118,000 

 $0 $ 0 $ 0 

$85,000 $137,000 $118,000 

Cash to seller Cash to seller Cash to seller 

6,098 10,019 6,970 

$13.94 $13.67 $16.93 

 
No 

 
No 

 
No 

Hailey LI Hailey LI Hailey LI 
   

BJ BJ BJ 

MLS/Selling Broker MLS/Selling Broker MLS 

 
 
 
 
 

Vacant lot ,level, 

 
 
 
 

Backs up to open 

spqace. Plans for a 

 
 
 
 

Level, regular 

configuration, rented for 

rectangular 

configuration 

4,169 SF industrial 

building included in sale 

vechile strg at time of 

sale 

Land Sale 5 Land Sale 6 Land Sale 7 
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Comparable Land Sales Map 
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Land Sale 1 Land Sale 2 

Land Sale 3 Land Sale 4 

Land Sale 5 Land Sale 6 
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Land Sale 7 

Analysis and Adjustment of Sales 

The sales are compared to the subject and adjusted to account for material differences that affect 
value. Adjustments are considered for the following factors, in the sequence shown below. 

Adjustment Factor Accounts For Comments 

Effective Sale Price Atypical economics of a transaction, 
such as demolition cost or 
expenditures by buyer at time of 
purchase. 

Real Property Rights Fee simple, leased fee, leasehold, 
partial interest, etc. 

Financing Terms Seller financing, or assumption of 
existing financing, at non-market 
terms. 

Conditions of Sale Extraordinary motivation of buyer 
or seller, assemblage, forced sale. 

Market Conditions Changes in the economic 
environment over time that affect 
the appreciation and depreciation 
of real estate. 

Location Market or submarket area 
influences on sale price; 
surrounding land use influences. 

.All sales involved typical conditions, 
no adjustment required. 

All sales were fee simple interest 
except sale 2 which had an 
easement encumbrance. This sale is 
adjusted positively to compensate 
for this encumbrance. 

All sales were cash or cash 
equivalent, no adjustment required 

Sale 2 had a highly motivated buyer, 
positive adjustment is applied. 

Commercial and light industrial land 
sales have shown appreciating 
values over the last few years. A 5% 
annual adjustment is applied. 

The subject’s location in the 
Southern belle Business Park is a 
good location but is slightly inferior 
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Adjustment Factor Accounts For Comments 

to the Glenbrook sales in south 
Hailey and more inferior to the 
Airport West Business Park next to 
the airport. Negative adjustment is 
applied for these locational 
differences. 

Access/Exposure Convenience to transportation 
facilities; ease of site access; 
visibility; traffic counts. 

Size Inverse relationship that often 
exists between parcel size and unit 
value. 

The subject has good visibility and 
access, equal to these other 
locations. No adjustment is applied. 

Shape and 
Topography 

Primary physical factors that affect 
the utility of a site for its highest 
and best use. 

No adjustment is required. 

Zoning Government regulations that affect 
the types and intensities of uses 
allowable on a site. 

Entitlements The specific level of governmental 
approvals attained pertaining to 
development of a site. 

All sales are similarly zoned as 
either Hailey/LI or SCI. No 
adjustment is required. 

No adjustment required. 
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The following table summarizes the adjustments we make to each sale. 
 

 Land Sales Adjustment Grid                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

Land Sale 1 Land Sale 2 Land Sale 3 Land Sale 4 Land Sale 5 Land Sale 6 Land Sale 7 

Sale Price/Site Value 

Sale Price per SF 

 
A) Property Rights Conveyed 

Adjusted Price 

 
B) Financing Terms 

Comments 

Adjusted Price 

 
C) Conditions of Sale 

 

Comments 

Adjusted Price 

 
D) Market Conditions (Time) 

Age of Sale (months) 

Adjusted price per SF 
 

E) Location 

Neighborhood Growth/Amenities 

F) Restrictions 
G) Zoning 

H) Size 

Subtotal Adjustments E-H 

Adjusted Price 

Adjusted Price/SF 

     Land Sale 1 Land Sale 2 Land Sale 3 Land Sale 4 Land Sale 5 Land Sale 6 Land Sale 7  

 
 Min Max Mean Median 

Before Adjustments $6.36 $16.93 $12.17 $11.79 
After Adjustments $9.73 $16.98 $13.15 $12.38 

 

Before adjustment the sales indicated a range from $6.36 to $16.93 per square foot. After adjustment 
the range is $9.73 to $16.98 per square foot. The mean and median after adjustment is relatively 
consistent at $13.15 and $12.38 per square foot. 

 

Although not sales, there are 3 listings in the subject business park. Two parcels, each containing 
8,000 SF are being offered for sale at $120,000 or $15.00/SF. Each of these parcels has been on the 
market for 727 days. Another parcel containing 85,770 SF, 1.97 acres is offered for $685,000 or 
approximately $8.00/SF. It has been offered for 61 days. The listing states that the city may require an 
access road to be completed (cost unknown). 

 

Neither of these listings is given particular emphasis but all three are worthy of mention. 
 

Considering all the sales utilized and the adjustments necessary I have concluded to the following 
value. 

 

$170,000 
 

$110,000 
 

$212,500 
 

$157,500 
 

$85,000 
 

$137,000 
 

$118,000 

$11.09 $6.36 $11.79 $11.39 $13.94 $13.67 $16.93 

0.0% 25.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

$11.09 $7.95 $11.79 $11.39 $13.94 $13.67 $16.93 

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

Cash Cash Cash Cash Cash Cash Cash 

$11.09 $7.95 $11.79 $11.39 $13.94 $13.67 $16.93 

0.0% 15.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

Typical Typical Typical Typical Typical Typical Typical 

$11.09 $9.15 $11.79 $11.39 $13.94 $13.67 $16.93 

112.18% 109.24% 105.04% 104.62% 114.28% 102.52% 101.26% 

29.0 22.0 12.0 11.0 34.0 6.0 3.0 

$13.76 $10.82 $12.96 $12.43 $17.87 $14.35 $17.35 

 
-10% 

 
-10% 

 
-10% 

 
-10% 

 
-5% 

 
-5% 

 
-5% 

0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

0 % 0 % 0 % 0 % 0 % 0 % 0 % 

- 10% - 10% - 10% - 10% - 5% - 5% - 5% 

$12.38 $9.73 $11.66 $11.19 $16.98 $13.64 $16.48 

$12.38 $9.73 $11.66 $11.19 $16.98 $13.64 $16.48 
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Land Value Conclusion 

Land Value Conclusion 

Indicated Value per Square foot $12.50 

Subject Size (SF) 10,560.00 

Indicated Value $132,000 

Rounded $132,000 
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Reconciliation and Conclusion of Value 
As discussed previously, we use only the sales comparison approach in developing an opinion of value 
for the subject. The cost and income approaches are not applicable, and are not used. 

 

Based on the preceding valuation analysis and subject to the definitions, assumptions, and limiting 
conditions expressed in the report, our value opinion follows: 

 
Value Conclusion  

Appraisal Premise Interest Appraised Date of Value Value Conclusion 

Market Value As Is Fee Simple March 30, 2018 $132,000 

 

Extraordinary Assumptions and Hypothetical Conditions 
 

The value conclusions are subject to the following extraordinary assumptions that may affect the assignment results. 

An extraordinary assumption is uncertain information accepted as fact. If the assumption is found to be false as of the 

effective date of the appraisal, we reserve the right to modify our value conclusions. 

1. All information derived from the assessor office is assumed to be accurate. 

The value conclusions are based on the following hypothetical conditions that may affect the assignment results. A 

hypothetical condition is a condition contrary to known fact on  the effective date of the appraisal  but is supposed 

for the purpose of analysis. 

1. None. 

 

Exposure Time 

Exposure time is the length of time the subject property would have been exposed for sale in the 
market had it sold on the effective valuation date at the concluded market value. Based on the 
concluded market value stated previously, it is our opinion that the probable exposure time is 24 
months. 

 

Marketing Period 

Marketing time is an estimate of the amount of time it might take to sell a property at the concluded 
market value immediately following the effective date of value. We estimate the subject’s marketing 
period at 24 months. 
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Certification 
 

We certify that, to the best of our knowledge and belief: 
 

1. The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct. 

2. The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported 
assumptions and limiting conditions, and are our personal, impartial, and unbiased 
professional analyses, opinions, and conclusions. 

3. We have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report 
and no personal interest with respect to the parties involved. 

4. We have not performed any services, as an appraiser or in any other capacity, regarding the 
property that is the subject of this report within the three-year period immediately preceding 
acceptance of this assignment. 

5. We have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to the parties 
involved with this assignment. 

6. Our engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting 
predetermined results. 

7. Our compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development or 
reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the client, the 
amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a 
subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this appraisal. 

8. Our analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared, 
in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice as well as 
applicable state appraisal regulations. 

9. The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been 
prepared, in conformity with the Code of Professional Ethics and Standards of Professional 
Appraisal Practice of the Appraisal Institute. 

10. The use of this report is subject to the requirements of the Appraisal Institute relating to 
review by its duly authorized representatives. 

11. Mr. Brad Janoush, MAI, SRA, made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of 
this report. 

12. No one provided significant real property appraisal assistance to the person(s) signing this 
certification. 

13. We have experience in appraising properties similar to the subject and are in compliance with 
the Competency Rule of USPAP. 
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14. As of the date of this report, Mr. Brad Janoush, MAI, SRA has completed the continuing 
education program for Designated Members of the Appraisal Institute. 

 

 

Mr. Brad Janoush, MAI, SRA 
Certified General Appraiser 
Idaho Certificate # CGA-19 
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Assumptions and Limiting Conditions 

This appraisal and any other work product related to this engagement are limited by the following 
standard assumptions, except as otherwise noted in the report: 

1. The title is marketable and free and clear of all liens, encumbrances, encroachments,
easements and restrictions. The property is under responsible ownership and competent
management and is available for its highest and best use.

2. There are no existing judgments or pending or threatened litigation that could affect the value
of the property.

3. There are no hidden or undisclosed conditions of the land or of the improvements that would
render the property more or less valuable. Furthermore, there is no asbestos in the property.

4. The revenue stamps placed on any deed referenced herein to indicate the sale price are in
correct relation to the actual dollar amount of the transaction.

5. The property is in compliance with all applicable building, environmental, zoning, and other
federal, state and local laws, regulations and codes.

6. The information furnished by others is believed to be reliable, but no warranty is given for its
accuracy.

This appraisal and any other work product related to this engagement are subject to the following 
limiting conditions, except as otherwise noted in the report: 

1. An appraisal is inherently subjective and represents our opinion as to the value of the
property appraised.

2. The conclusions stated in our appraisal apply only as of the effective date of the appraisal, and
no representation is made as to the effect of subsequent events.

3. No changes in any federal, state or local laws, regulations or codes (including, without
limitation, the Internal Revenue Code) are anticipated.

4. No environmental impact studies were either requested or made in conjunction with this
appraisal, and we reserve the right to revise or rescind any of the value opinions based upon
any subsequent environmental impact studies. If any environmental impact statement is
required by law, the appraisal assumes that such statement will be favorable and will be
approved by the appropriate regulatory bodies.

5. Unless otherwise agreed to in writing, we are not required to give testimony, respond to any
subpoena or attend any court, governmental or other hearing with reference to the property
without compensation relative to such additional employment.

6. We have made no survey of the property and assume no responsibility in connection with
such matters. Any sketch or survey of the property included in this report is for illustrative
purposes only and should not be considered to be scaled accurately for size. The appraisal
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covers the property as described in this report, and the areas and dimensions set forth are 
assumed to be correct. 

7. No opinion is expressed as to the value of subsurface oil, gas or mineral rights, if any, and we
have assumed that the property is not subject to surface entry for the exploration or removal
of such materials, unless otherwise noted in our appraisal.

8. We accept no responsibility for considerations requiring expertise in other fields. Such
considerations include, but are not limited to, legal descriptions and other legal matters such
as legal title, geologic considerations such as soils and seismic stability; and civil, mechanical,
electrical, structural and other engineering and environmental matters. Such considerations
may also include determinations of compliance with zoning and other federal, state, and local
laws, regulations and codes.

9. The distribution of the total valuation in the report between land and improvements applies
only under the reported highest and best use of the property. The allocations of value for land
and improvements must not be used in conjunction with any other appraisal and are invalid if
so used. The appraisal report shall be considered only in its entirety. No part of the appraisal
report shall be utilized separately or out of context.

10. Neither all nor any part of the contents of this report (especially any conclusions as to value,
the identity of the appraisers, or any reference to the Appraisal Institute) shall be
disseminated through advertising media, public relations media, news media or any other
means of communication (including without limitation prospectuses, private offering
memoranda and other offering material provided to prospective investors) without the prior
written consent of the persons signing the report.

11. Information, estimates and opinions contained in the report and obtained from third-party
sources are assumed to be reliable and have not been independently verified.

12. Any income and expense estimates contained in the appraisal report are used only for the
purpose of estimating value and do not constitute predictions of future operating results.

13. If the property is subject to one or more leases, any estimate of residual value contained in
the appraisal may be particularly affected by significant changes in the condition of the
economy, of the real estate industry, or of the appraised property at the time these leases
expire or otherwise terminate.

14. Unless otherwise stated in the report, no consideration has been given to personal property
located on the premises or to the cost of moving or relocating such personal property; only
the real property has been considered.

15. The current purchasing power of the dollar is the basis for the values stated in the appraisal;
we have assumed that no extreme fluctuations in economic cycles will occur.

16. The values found herein are subject to these and to any other assumptions or conditions set
forth in the body of this report but which may have been omitted from this list of Assumptions
and Limiting Conditions.

17. The analyses contained in the report necessarily incorporate numerous estimates and
assumptions regarding property performance, general and local business and economic
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conditions, the absence of material changes in the competitive environment and other 
matters. Some estimates or assumptions, however, inevitably will not materialize, and 
unanticipated events and circumstances may occur; therefore, actual results achieved during 
the period covered by our analysis will vary from our estimates, and the variations may be 
material. 

18. The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) became effective January 26, 1992. We have not 
made a specific survey or analysis of the property to determine whether the physical aspects 
of the improvements meet the ADA accessibility guidelines. We claim no expertise in ADA 
issues, and render no opinion regarding compliance of the subject with ADA regulations. 
Inasmuch as compliance matches each owner’s financial ability with the cost to cure the non- 
conforming physical characteristics of a property, a specific study of both the owner’s financial 
ability and the cost to cure any deficiencies would be needed for the Department of Justice to 
determine compliance. 

19. The appraisal report is prepared for the exclusive benefit of the Client, its subsidiaries and/or 
affiliates. It may not be used or relied upon by any other party. All parties who use or rely 
upon any information in the report without our written consent do so at their own risk. 

20. No studies have been provided to us indicating the presence or absence of hazardous 
materials on the subject property or in the improvements, and our valuation is predicated 
upon the assumption that the subject property is free and clear of any environment hazards 
including, without limitation, hazardous wastes, toxic substances and mold. No 
representations or warranties are made regarding the environmental condition of the subject 
property. Integra Realty Resources – Boise, Integra Realty Resources, Inc., Integra Strategic 
Ventures, Inc. and/or any of their respective officers, owners, managers, directors, agents, 
subcontractors or employees (the “Integra Parties”), shall not be responsible for any such 
environmental conditions that do exist or for any engineering or testing that might be 
required to discover whether such conditions exist. Because we are not experts in the field of 
environmental conditions, the appraisal report cannot be considered as an environmental 
assessment of the subject property. 

21. The persons signing the report may have reviewed available flood maps and may have noted 
in the appraisal report whether the subject property is located in an identified Special Flood 
Hazard Area. We are not qualified to detect such areas and therefore do not guarantee such 
determinations. The presence of flood plain areas and/or wetlands may affect the value of the 
property, and the value conclusion is predicated on the assumption that wetlands are non- 
existent or minimal. 

22. Integra Realty Resources – Boise is not a building or environmental inspector. Integra Boise 
does not guarantee that the subject property is free of defects or environmental problems. 
Mold may be present in the subject property and a professional inspection is recommended. 

23. The appraisal report and value conclusions for an appraisal assume the satisfactory 
completion of construction, repairs or alterations in a workmanlike manner. 

24. It is expressly acknowledged that in any action which may be brought against any of the 
Integra Parties, arising out of, relating to, or in any way pertaining to this engagement, the 
appraisal reports, and/or any other related work product, the Integra Parties shall not be 
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responsible or liable for any incidental or consequential damages or losses, unless the 
appraisal was fraudulent or prepared with intentional misconduct. It is further acknowledged 
that the collective liability of the Integra Parties in any such action shall not exceed the fees 
paid for the preparation of the appraisal report unless the appraisal was fraudulent or 
prepared with intentional misconduct. Finally, it is acknowledged that the fees charged herein 
are in reliance upon the foregoing limitations of liability. 

25. Integra Realty Resources – Boise, an independently owned and operated company, has 
prepared the appraisal for the specific intended use stated elsewhere in the report. The use of 
the appraisal report by anyone other than the Client is prohibited except as otherwise 
provided. Accordingly, the appraisal report is addressed to and shall be solely for the Client’s 
use and benefit unless we provide our prior written consent. We expressly reserve the 
unrestricted right to withhold our consent to your disclosure of the appraisal report or any 
other work product related to the engagement (or any part thereof including, without 
limitation, conclusions of value and our identity), to any third parties. Stated again for 
clarification, unless our prior written consent is obtained, no third party may rely on the 
appraisal report (even if their reliance was foreseeable). 

26. The conclusions of this report are estimates based on known current trends and reasonably 
foreseeable future occurrences. These estimates are based partly on property information, 
data obtained in public records, interviews, existing trends, buyer-seller decision criteria in the 
current market, and research conducted by third parties, and such data are not always 
completely reliable. The Integra Parties are not responsible for these and other future 
occurrences that could not have reasonably been foreseen on the effective date of this 
assignment. Furthermore, it is inevitable that some assumptions will not materialize and that 
unanticipated events may occur that will likely affect actual performance. While we are of the 
opinion that our findings are reasonable based on current market conditions, we do not 
represent that these estimates will actually be achieved, as they are subject to considerable 
risk and uncertainty. Moreover, we assume competent and effective management and 
marketing for the duration of the projected holding period of this property. 

27. All prospective value opinions presented in this report are estimates and forecasts which are 
prospective in nature and are subject to considerable risk and uncertainty. In addition to the 
contingencies noted in the preceding paragraph, several events may occur that could 
substantially alter the outcome of our estimates such as, but not limited to changes in the 
economy, interest rates, and capitalization rates, behavior of consumers, investors and 
lenders, fire and other physical destruction, changes in title or conveyances of easements and 
deed restrictions, etc. It is assumed that conditions reasonably foreseeable at the present 
time are consistent or similar with the future. 

28. The appraisal is also subject to the following: 
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Extraordinary Assumptions and Hypothetical Conditions 

The value conclusions are subject to the following extraordinary assumptions that may affect the assignment results. 

An extraordinary assumption is uncertain information accepted as fact. If the assumption is found to be false as of the 

effective date of the appraisal, we reserve the right to modify our value conclusions. 

1. All information derived from the assessor office is assumed to be accurate.

The value conclusions are based on the following hypothetical conditions that may affect the assignment results. A 

hypothetical condition is a condition contrary to known fact on  the effective date of the appraisal  but is supposed

for the purpose of analysis.

1. None.
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Brad Janoush, MAI, SRA 

Experience 
2006-Present, Director for INTEGRA REALTY RESOURCES – BOISE. 

 
Actively engaged in real estate valuation and consulting since 1971, involving brokerage, 
management, financing, developing, promoting and appraisal of real estate. 

 

Appraisal assignments have encompassed all classifications of commercial properties including office 
buildings, retail commercial, shopping centers, warehouses, and hotels in the States of Idaho, 
Oregon, Nevada, Montana, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas, Georgia, and Florida. 

 
Appraisal of industrial properties; both multi-purpose and special purpose in the States of Idaho, 
South Carolina, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, Oregon, and Nevada. 

 

Appraisals of numerous multi-family apartment projects in Idaho, Mississippi, Louisiana, Florida, and 
Arkansas. 

 
Valuation of numerous single family residential subdivisions and condominium projects in Ada 
County, Canyon County and numerous other locations throughout southern Idaho. 

 
Valuation of numerous retail, office, condominium and motel properties in Blaine County, Idaho. 

 

Acquisition appraisals for the Idaho Department of Transportation and the Ada County Highway 
District. 

 

Appraisals of numerous recreation properties including recreational subdivisions, condominium 
developments, and hunting club facilities in Idaho and the Southeast. 

 
Appraisals of numerous fish farming operations in Southern Idaho. 

 
Appraisals of agricultural lands throughout Idaho, Wyoming, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, and 
Texas, including ranch, row crop farmlands and timber lands. 

Appraisals of numerous conservation and scenic easement properties throughout Idaho. 

Prior experience includes: 
- Knipe Janoush Knipe, Principal, Boise Idaho. 
- Janoush & Associates, Principal, Boise, Idaho. 
- L. D. Knapp and Associates, Associate, Boise, Idaho. 
- Kindig, Janoush and Associates, Principal, Baton Rouge, Louisiana. 
- Leland Speakes, MAI, Associate, Cleveland, Mississippi. 

Professional Activities & Affiliations 
Appraisal Institute, Member (MAI) 
Idaho Real Estate Appraiser License Board, Member 2009 to present, Chair 2010-2014 

 

 

Licenses 
Idaho, Certified General Appraiser, CGA-19, Expires August 2018 

Education 
Bachelor of Business Administration Degree, University of Mississippi 
Graduate Work- Delta State University 

Integra Realty Resources 
Boise 

 
RiverWalk Center 
1661 W. Shoreline Drive, Suite 200 
Boise, ID 83702 

 
T 208-342-2500 
F 208-342-2220 

 

www.irr.com 
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About IRR 

Integra Realty Resources, Inc. (IRR) provides world-class commercial real estate valuation, counseling, 
and advisory services. Routinely ranked among leading property valuation and consulting firms, we are 
now the largest independent firm in our industry in the United States, with local offices coast to coast 
and in the Caribbean. 

IRR offices are led by MAI-designated Senior Managing Directors, industry leaders who have over 25 
years, on average, of commercial real estate experience in their local markets. This experience, coupled 
with our understanding of how national trends affect the local markets, empowers our clients with the 
unique knowledge, access, and historical perspective they need to make the most informed decisions. 

Many of the nation's top financial institutions, developers, corporations, law firms, and government 
agencies rely on our professional real estate opinions to best understand the value, use, and feasibility 
of real estate in their market. 

Local Expertise...Nationally! 

irr.com 

117 Clover Street 
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U.S. Department 
of Transportation 
Federal Transit 
Administration 
 
 
 
March 12, 2020 
 
 
 
Ron Duran 
Public Transportation Manager 
Idaho Transportation Department 
3311 West State Street 
Boise, ID 83703 
 
 
Subject: Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 
 Early Property Acquisition 
 117 Clover Street, Bellevue, Idaho 
 Confirmation of Categorical Exclusion 
 
Dear Mr. Duran: 
 
The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) has reviewed the materials submitted by e-mail on 
February 14, 2020, and subsequently through March 6, 2020, including an FTA Categorical 
Exclusion worksheet, describing the proposed Early Property Acquisition of real property 
located at 117 Clover Street in Bellevue, Idaho by Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 
(MRTA). FTA understands that this approximately 0.24-acre property (Blaine County Assessor 
Parcel Number RPB04090010050) is adjacent to an existing MRTA facility, and is currently 
vacant. In the future, MRTA may seek to develop this acquired property for transit purposes, 
however, the scope of this review and determination is limited to the acquisition of the property 
only. Should MRTA’s plans for a future transit project on the acquired property move forward, 
such a project would be subject to a separate environmental review. MRTA understands and 
agrees that upon completion of the acquisition, the existing functional use of the property would 
not change prior to completion of a separate environmental review for a subsequent future transit 
project on the property. 
 
This letter confirms that FTA has determined that MRTA’s proposed Early Property Acquisition 
of real property at 117 Clover Street in Bellevue, Idaho qualifies as a Categorical Exclusion (CE) 
under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) pursuant to 23 Code of Federal 
Regulations (CFR) Part 771.118(c)(6). 
 

REGION X 
Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, 
Washington 

915 Second Avenue 
Federal Bldg. Suite 3142 
Seattle, WA  98174-1002 
206-220-7954 
206-220-7959 (fax) 
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March 12, 2020 
Page 2 
 

(6) Acquisition or transfer of an interest in real property that is not within or adjacent to 
recognized environmentally sensitive areas (e.g., wetlands, non-urban parks, wildlife 
management areas) and does not result in a substantial change in the functional use of 
the property or in substantial displacements, such as: acquisition for scenic easements or 
historic sites for the purpose of preserving the site. This CE extends only to acquisitions 
and transfers that will not limit the evaluation of alternatives for future FTA-assisted 
projects that make use of the acquired or transferred property. 

 
This determination of CE applies only to the proposed Early Property Acquisition as described 
above and in the documentation submitted to FTA on February 14, 2020 through March 6, 2020. 
Should the scope of the property acquisition change or new information on the property 
acquisition or its potential environmental effect be provided, FTA may require a re-evaluation of 
the NEPA determination and may withdraw or suspend the CE or require additional 
environmental reviews. 
 
This confirmation is not an expressed or implied promise that Federal financial assistance for the 
property acquisition will be awarded. Please contact Mark Assam at 206-220-4465 or 
mark.assam@dot.gov if you have any questions. 
 
Thank you for coordinating with FTA. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Linda M. Gehrke 
Regional Administrator 
 
cc: Wally Morgus, Executive Director, Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 
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November 2022 

By: Dave Sheldon, MS, RPA and Marcia Montgomery, MA 

Jacobs—922 W Main Street Boise, Idaho 83702 

Attachment C (NEPA, SSA Checklist, ++)

Archaeological and Historic Survey Report  

for Mountain Rides Transportation Authority, 

Battery Electric Bus Facility, Blaine County 

Idaho 
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Abstract 
This report documents the results of a cultural resources desktop study conducted to identify and 

evaluate cultural resources that may be impacted by the proposed battery electric bus (BEB) 

maintenance and storage facility in Bellevue, Blaine County, Idaho. The purpose of the investigation 

was to locate and record historic properties to determine potential impacts to those historic properties 

that may exist within the cultural resources area of potential effect (APE) in compliance with Section 106 

of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. 

The Mountain Rides Transportation Authority is proposing to develop a BEB maintenance and storage 

facility at 117 and 121 Clover Street in Bellevue, Idaho. The project will expand the existing bus facility to 

the west, requiring removal of existing asphalt in the adjacent parking lot and excavation up to 

approximately 5 feet, with drywell locations extending between 9 and 12 feet deep. The proposed new 

5,100-square-foot facility in a mixed-use area will be one story.    

No previously recorded archaeological resources are within the APE. Three residential properties over 

45 years of age are within the APE and have been recorded on Idaho State Historic Inventory forms and 

evaluated as part of this study. The three evaluated properties have been determined not eligible for 

listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 

Overall, there will be NO EFFECT to historic properties as a result of project actions. 

Certification of Results 

I certify that this investigation was conducted and documented according to the Secretary of Interior’s 

Standards and guidelines and that the report is complete and accurate to the best of my knowledge. 

 

November 1, 2022 

 

   November 1, 2022 

Signature of Principal Investigator    Date 

David Sheldon, MS, RPA 

 

        November 1, 2022 

 
Signature of Principal Investigator     Date 

Marcia Montgomery, MA 
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Key Information 
PROJECT NAME 

 Archaeological and Historic Survey Report for Mountain Rides Transportation Authority Battery 

Electric Bus Facility, Blaine Co 

LOCATION 

 Blaine County 

USGS QUADS 

 Bellevue, Idaho, 7.5 series 

LEGAL LOCATION OF SURVEY 

 T.1N R.18E Section 1 

PROJECT AREA 

3.32 acres  
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Project Description 
The Mountain Rides Transportation Authority (MRTA) proposes to develop a battery electric bus (BEB) 

maintenance and storage facility at its properties at 117 and 121 Clover Street in Bellevue, Idaho (the 

Project). The Project will use a federal grant through the Federal Transit Administration, which will require 

compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act and Section 106 of the National Historic 

Preservation Act (NHPA). 

The Project will expand the existing bus facility to provide an indoor, climate-controlled facility for 

storage, maintenance, and charging of MRTA’s fleet of BEBs. The BEB facility will expand MRTA’s existing 

bus storage and maintenance facility in Bellevue, Idaho, and will be used to supplement the existing 

facility with BEB storage, maintenance, and charging functionality. Specifically, the expanded BEB 

facility will offer additional indoor, climate-controlled space, enabling MRTA to store, service, and 

charge its entire fleet of BEBs indoors, under cover. Project activities will include the following:  

• Expansion of the existing building  

• Removal of the asphalt area including moving the existing park and ride spaces  

• Some excavation of soils within the previously developed footprint 

The excavation is not to exceed 5 feet in depth with the exception of drywell excavation for 

precipitation drainage. Drywells are expected to be 9 feet deep and not be deeper than 12 feet below 

ground surface. The proposed expansion (5,100 square feet) will include one level, and the total 

footprint of the disturbance, including the exterior parking facility, is 10,560 square feet. Construction 

staging will be limited to the disturbance footprint adjacent to the existing building and the existing 

empty lot.  No work or staging will occur in the roadway and is limited to the tax parcel boundaries 

identified on the conceptual figure. Construction is expected to begin in May 2023 with building 

completion in November, 2023. No irrigation ditches on or adjacent to the property will be modified or 

moved. 

Project Area of Potential Effect (APE) 

The project is located south of the town of Bellevue in Blaine County, Idaho. The project area of 

potential effect (APE) falls within Township 01 North Range 18 East Section 1. The project area (total 

area of the construction footprint) includes the existing bus facility to the east and is bound by a 

modern building to the west, Clover Street to the south, a road easement to the north with three circa 

1970s residence north of it. The APE includes the project area and a 100-foot buffer for the consideration 

of visual effects to adjacent historic properties if present (Figure 1). The total area of the APE is 3.32 

acres. 

Methodology 
This study of potential historic and archaeological sites in the proposed project area was conducted in 

accordance with Section 106 of the NHPA (United States Code Title 16, Section 470) and its 

implementing regulations Code of Federal Regulations Title 36, Part 800. 

The methodology developed for this project represents a reasonable and good faith effort to identify 

historic properties. Methodologies should be guided by project description, project background, 

previous use of the area, environmental setting, cultural setting, and a literature review of known 
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cultural resources and previous investigations in the immediate area, which will all address the 

probability of unidentified cultural resources. The National Park Service Principle 1 for selecting a survey 

methodology states that, “identification activities should use a search procedure consistent with the 

management needs for information and character of the area to be investigated” (NPS 1983). This 

review uses methodologies in accordance with this guidance. 

Architectural 

The architectural inventory included a review of buildings and structures within the APE built 45 or 

more years ago (built in or before 1977). One previously recorded property, the National Register of 

Historic Places (NRHP)-eligible Oregon Short Line Railroad (10BN498/13-16172) is located within the APE 

(SHPO 2022). Three houses constructed in 1975 are located within the APE (196 Hardwood Street, 212 

Hardwood Street, and 234 Hardwood Street). Secretary of the Interior-qualified architectural historian 

Marcia Montgomery performed the following:  

• Reviewed current photographs of the properties.  

• Reviewed the literature search results.  

• Prepared the historical context for the project area.  

• Documented the three houses on Idaho Historic Site Inventory (IHSI) forms.  

Research included a review of historical Bureau of Land Management (BLM) General Land Office (GLO) 

maps, U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) topographic maps, and historic aerial photographs.  

Archaeological 

Archaeological methods include a desktop review of the Idaho State Historic Preservation Office 

(SHPO) database to identify the presence or absence of previously recorded archaeological resources 

in or within 1.0 mile of the APE. Secretary of the Interior-qualified archaeologist David Sheldon 

completed a review of historic and modern aerial imagery and maps to collect information on past 

disturbance and potential for soils containing intact buried archaeological deposits to exist within the 

APE. Due to the small size and the disturbed nature of the project construction footprint, no field 

identification efforts are used in this review. 

Environmental Setting 
The project is located in the floodplain of a narrow valley east of Big Wood River between the Smokey 

Mountains to the west and the Pioneer Mountains to the east. Numerous canyons and gulches feed into 

the Big Wood River Valley that contain seasonal or perennial drainages that feed into the Big Wood 

River. With increased settlement, many of these drainages were channelized to form a network of 

agricultural irrigation canals and ditches. 

Geology 

A review of the Idaho Geologic Survey geology map data layer indicates that the project APE is 

located in an area of quaternary alluvial deposits consisting of gravel, sand, and silt (Lewis et al. 2014). 
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Specifically, the APE is in an area mapped as Qag2, Alluvial gravel terrace deposits, 2nd terrace 

(Pleistocene). These deposits are outwash gravels from late Wisconsin alpine glaciers. Pleistocene 

terraces may have a thin veneer of Holocene-era aeolian and alluvial deposits overlaying the 

Pleistocene-era deposits, suggesting that any archaeological material would be located on or near the 

surface. 

According to the Natural Resources Conservation Service’s Web Soil Survey, the soils in the project area 

are comprised of Little Wood very gravelly loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes (NRCS 2022). The soils of the Little 

Wood series are mollisols that consist of very deep, well-drained soils that formed in loess, alluvium, and 

residuum from mixed sources. Little Wood soils are found on fan terraces, stream terraces, and dissected 

alluvial terraces. A typical pedon described a Mollic epipedon (Ap- and A-horizon) consisting of grayish 

brown (10YR 5/2) very gravelly loam, ranging from 0 to 14 inches. Below the Mollic epipedon, the Argillic 

epipedon(B-horizon) is described as a highly weathered brown (10YR5/3), very gravelly sandy clay loam 

from 14 to 30 inches. In relatively dry environments, argillic horizons typically require at least several 

thousand years to form. While cultural-bearing deposits are more likely to exist in the upper pedon, it is 

also more likely that if they exist in the upper pedon, they were disturbed by recent agricultural and 

commercial activities. 

Cultural Setting 
Prehistoric 

The study area is located in the northern Great Basin (Murphy and Murphy 1986). This region is the 

traditional territory of the Northern Shoshone and Bannock (Murphy and Murphy 1986). 

The following cultural chronology is adapted from Mark Plew’s The Archaeology of the Snake River Plain 

(Plew 2016). Plew divides his cultural chronology into seven traditions as follows:  

• The Paleoindian Tradition (12,000 to 8,000 years before present [YBP]), which includes the following: 

• The Clovis subperiod (12,000 to 11,000 YBP) 

• The Folsom subperiod (11,000 to 10,000 YBP) 

• The Plano subperiod (10,000 to 8,000 YBP)  

• The Archaic Tradition, which includes the following: 

• The Early Archaic subperiod (8,000 to 5,000 YBP)  

• The Middle Archaic (5,000 to 2,000 YBP) 

• The Late Archaic (2,000 to 250 YBP) 

• The Protohistoric/Transitional Historic Period (250 YBP to the Historic Period)  

Paleoindian Traditison (12,000 to 8,000 YBP) 

This tradition is characterized by small groups of people that traveled across a wide territory hunting 

large, now extinct mammals, such as mammoths, with spears. Material culture includes both the Clovis 

and Folsom traditions, but evidence for Paleoindian occupation of the area is rare and consists mostly 

of isolated projectile points (Plew 2016). The Buhl burial was located near Buhl, Idaho, approximately 

50 miles to the southwest, and consisted of a woman buried with grave goods, such as a large 

stemmed- biface made of ignimbrite (opaque obsidian) and a bone needle. The site was dated to 

10,675 YBP (Green et al. 1998). Plano points occur throughout the region. 
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Archaic Tradition (8,000 to 250 YBP) 

The Archaic Tradition is subdivided based on subsistence and greater intensification of resources, rather 

than technology. The Early and Middle Archaic subperiods are marked by the transition from spear to 

dart and atlatl technology, while the Late Archaic subperiod is marked by the transition from the dart to 

bow-and-arrow and includes the period when the horse was acquired. The Early Archaic is well 

represented across the Snake River Plain. Point styles generally became side-notched, although some 

lanceolates continued in use. 

The Middle Archaic subperiod is characterized by the continuation of large corner- and side-notched 

projectile points, more extensive use of ground stone, and a greater diversity of settlement 

subsistence- patterns. 

According to Plew, the Late Archaic subperiod is characterized by the transition from dart and atlatl to 

bow-and-arrow and the introduction of ceramics. It is also marked by greater economic diversity and 

more extensive use of the Snake River Plain. Small corner-and side-notched points, such as the 

Rosegate and Desert Side-notched became common, which may mark a shift toward hunting of 

smaller mammals (Plew 2016). 

Protohistoric and Transition Period (250 to 150 YBP) 

The Protohistoric Period begins between 300 and 250 YBP when Euro-American trade goods and horses 

were being adopted. Metal projectile points were used across the Snake River Plain and Euro-American 

trade goods are seen in the archaeological record (Plew 2016). 

During late prehistory, the Shoshone occupied Idaho south of the Salmon River. During the protohistoric 

period, the Bannock, a Northern Paiute group from Oregon, moved into the Snake River area. Through 

the nineteenth century, both the Shoshone and Bannock inhabited the area of Idaho that includes the 

project area (Murphy and Murphy 1986). 

Bannock and Northern Shoshone belong to the Numic language family, descended from the 

Uto-Aztecan linguistic phylum, although their languages are distinct (Shoshone-Bannock Tribes 2022). 

The Shoshone speak a Central Numic dialect, while the Bannock are Northern Paiute speakers, and the 

Nez Perce are Sahaptin speakers (Murphy and Murphy 1986). 

The Northern Shoshone and Bannocks were seasonal subsistence hunters and gatherers, who mostly 

traveled and collected food during the spring and summer. The two groups were documented to have 

gathered at nearby Camas Prairie (Meatte 1990). The principal weapon used was the Great Basin 

wooden bow, although some bones were constructed of the horns of bighorn sheep and elk. Salmon, 

while less abundant than in the Columbia, were the most important fish species to the tribes. Salmon 

were restricted to the lower Boise and Weiser Rivers, and to the Snake River below Shoshone Falls, and 

were fished during spawning in the spring (Murphy and Murphy 1986). 

The horse was introduced to the area in the 1700s and irreversibly changed tribal structure and 

interactions. Horses allowed for faster travel, larger gatherings, and expanded knowledge of the region. 

The use of the horse allowed for expansion and exploration, with the Shoshone ranging as far north as 

Canada by 1800 (Greiser et al. 2005). The introduction of the horse also allowed for cooperative buffalo 

hunts in Montana, involving hundreds of participants from multiple tribes in Idaho, the last of which 

occurred in 1864 (Shoshone-Bannock Tribes 2022). The introduction of the horse also allowed for faster 
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and wider spread of diseases, wealth inequality, and a motivation for tribal warfare. From 1750 to 1800, 

the Northern Shoshone were driven south and west by the Blackfoot, who used firearms and horses to 

establish dominance of the Northwestern Plains (Walker and Sprague 1998). Lewis and Clark noted that 

the Shoshone, Lemhi, and Flathead would join together on buffalo hunts for protection from the 

Blackfoot (Murphy and Murphy 1986). 

Despite being forcibly confined to Idaho reservations beginning in 1864, Native Americans maintained a 

presence in the area throughout the nineteenth century, and sites have been documented with stone, 

ceramic, and bone Native American artifacts in conjunction with Euro-American trade goods of the 

same period (Greiser et al. 2005; Shoshone-Bannock Tribes 2022). Northern Shoshone and Bannock were 

reported to make use of pithouses, tepees similar to those used by Plains peoples, and conical lodges 

constructed of sagebrush, grasses, and woven branches (Murphy and Murphy 1986). Native American 

exploitation of natural resources along bottomlands and drainages using traditional methods and tools 

likely continued well into the nineteenth century. However, the likelihood of identifying these types of 

historic sites has been decreased by disturbances to the area resulting from nineteenth and twentieth 

century agriculture (Greiser et al. 2005). 

Historical 

The Historic Period is defined as that period when written records of an area and the peoples living 

there first appear. In this area, it began in 1805, when Meriwether Lewis documented in his journal that 

the Native Americans the expedition camped with were a band that later became known as the Lemhi 

Shoshone. After arriving at the main Shoshone Camp on the Lemhi River in Idaho, Lewis noted that 

members of the expedition were the first Euro-Americans most of the Indians had seen (Murphy and 

Murphy, 1986). 

Early Exploration 

When Lewis and Clark’s Corps of Discovery arrived in Idaho in 1805, they entered through the Lemhi 

Valley and passed north of the current study area by traveling west and east along the Clearwater 

River. These were the first written accounts of this region by Euro-American explorers. American and 

British fur traders arrived in Idaho soon after Lewis and Clark, and traveled throughout the area into the 

1830s, with the Fort Hall trading post established in 1834 (Murphy and Murphy 1986; Shoshone-Bannock 

Tribes 2022). Increasing numbers of Euro-Americans passed south of the study area on their way to settle 

and look for gold in Oregon and California during the next several decades. Emigrants traveled in small 

groups along the Oregon Trail, initially established by fur traders in the 1830s (Underwood 2000). In 1843, 

the “first mass migration” on the Oregon Trail included 1,000 individuals. Before the first transcontinental 

railroad was completed in 1869, the Oregon “trail was the only feasible land route for settlers to get to 

the West Coast” (Underwood 2000). During this period between 1843 and 1869, an estimated 500,000 

people traveled along the trail with ox-drawn wagons heading toward Oregon and California, lured by 

dreams of establishing farms or discovering gold (Underwood 2000). The trail through Idaho “generally 

was a hard one, although two of Hudson’s Bay Company fur trade posts – Fort Hall and Fort Boise – 

served as welcome oases” for travelers (ISHS 2016).  
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Effects of Colonization 

The Shoshone and Bannock tribes experienced the effects of colonization of the Americas hundreds 

of years in advance of the arrival of Euro-American settlers in the area. While Lewis and Clark did not 

enter Idaho on their Corps of Discovery journey until 1805, the horse is thought to have been introduced 

to the area much earlier, possibly by the late seventeenth century (Murphy and Murphy 1986). Access 

to firearms began in the east and spread west, with the Blackfoot gaining access to these resources 

before the Shoshone and Bannock. The Blackfoot then used both firearms and the horse to push the 

Shoshone and Bannock tribes out of their broader territory in the plains, into the area where they were 

contacted by Euro-American explorers and settlers in the 1800s (Murphy and Murphy 1986). As 

discussed, use of the horse had a major impact on the traditional life ways of the Shoshone and 

Bannock tribes, who used the horse to extend their range northwards, explore, and hunt buffalo 

(Murphy and Murphy 1986; Shoshone-Bannock Tribes 2022; Walker and Sprague 1998). 

Euro-American conflict with the local Native American tribes began immediately, with more than 

200 Shoshones massacred along the Bear River in Idaho in 1863 by volunteer soldiers from California. The 

Fort Hall Reservation in eastern Idaho was established by Executive Order in 1867, after a failed attempt 

by the federal government to confine the tribes to a reservation at Soda Springs in 1864 (Shoshone-

Bannock Tribes 2022). The confinement of the tribes to Fort Hall was established in 1868 with the Treaty of 

Fort Bridger, although the Northern Shoshone and Bannocks were initially permitted to continue to travel 

to gather resources during the summer months. Dissatisfaction by Euro-American settlers with the 

Shoshone and Bannocks being permitted to leave the reservation resulted in the Bannock Wars of 1878, 

and as a result the remaining Northern Shoshone bands, as well as the Lemhi, were forcibly moved to 

Fort Hall (Shoshone-Bannock Tribes 2022). 

The ever-increasing Euro-American population led to continued conflict with local Native American 

tribes such as the Northern Shoshone and Bannock over land and resources. Land rushes by settlers 

ensued in 1888 when the Shoshone and Bannock tribes were forced to cede 1,800 acres of the Fort Hall 

reservation to settlement and development of the town of Pocatello in eastern Idaho. By the early 

1900s, the tribes were again forced to cede Fort Hall reservation land in the amount of 420,000 acres. 

A “Day of the Run” land rush was held for Euro-American settlers on June 17, 1902, where 6,000 settlers 

laid claim to ceded Shoshone-Bannock reservation land (Shoshone-Bannock Tribes 2022). The Dawes 

Severalty Act of 1887 decreased Native American ownership of reservation lands by allotting land to 

individual Native American families from 1911 through 1916 (Murphy and Murphy 1986). 

The Shoshone and Bannock of the Fort Hall Reservation approved a constitution in 1936 and ratified a 

corporate charter in 1937. However, repeated cessions throughout the early 1900s reduced the Fort Hall 

Reservation from the initially allotted 1.8 million acres in size, to 524,000 acres by the 1950s. As recently as 

the 1980s, both the Shoshone and Bannock languages were still in use by the Shoshone-Bannock, and 

individuals identified themselves as either Shoshone or Bannock (Murphy and Murphy 1986). 

Mining and the Settlement of Blaine County 

The first Euro-American prospectors arrived in the area that would become Blaine County “soon after 

the beginning of the 1862 Boise Basin mining boom” (Blaine County 2022). The Boise Basin gold rush was 

instigated by George Grimes of Walla Walla, Washington. A small group of prospectors traveled with 

Grimes to Idaho, which remained a part of Washington Territory, and discovered rich deposits of gold 

(ISHS 1992; Gold Rush Nuggets 2022). News of the discovery traveled fast and beginning in 
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October 1862, an influx of Euro-Americans arrived in the Boise region making it the largest population 

center of the Pacific Northwest for a brief period (ISHS 1992). Idaho City, Idaho, approximately 80 miles 

northwest of the APE, emerged as a significant mining town during this period, along with Placerville, 

Centerville, and Pioneerville, Idaho. From 1863 to 1864, Idaho City boasted a population of 6,000 people 

(ISHS 1992). On March 4, 1863, the United States Congress formed the Idaho Territory. The Boise Basin 

“boom was a major contribution to the development of Idaho into a state,” although statehood would 

not be granted until 1890 (Rare Gold Nuggets 2022). 

The project is located just south of the town of Bellevue located at the southern entrance of Wood River 

Valley. Bellevue was founded in 1879 when the first group of 27 settlers and miners spent a hard winter 

there (City of Bellevue 2022). GLO maps dating to this same year depict few features in the APE, which 

was an undeveloped area east of “Wood River” (BLM 1879). East of the project area, a description of 

the land is included on the map, “Land level and gently rolling soil, 1st and 2nd rate. Good grass 

scattering sage” (BLM 1879).  

By 1880, another mining boom occurred, this time in the Wood River Valley, bringing to Blaine County 

“the first large population influx, including a significant number of Irish, Welsh, German, and Chinese 

immigrants” (Blaine County 2022). As a result, several towns, including Bellevue, Ketchum, and Hailey, 

Idaho, emerged as significant new mining towns (ISHS 1985). The area developed quickly as the 

populations of these towns grew due to the prosperity of silver and lead mining (Blaine County 2022). 

Important infrastructure improvements were made: “The first electric light plan in the Idaho Territory was 

installed by the Philadelphia Mining and Smelting Company just west of Ketchum. The first telephone 

system was installed in Hailey in 1883” (Blaine County 2022).  

Directly east of the APE is the location of the Wood River Branch of the Oregon Short Line Railroad. In 

1882, this branch of the Oregon Short Line railroad (later operated by Union Pacific) was constructed to 

the Wood River mines. An 1883 map of Idaho shows the names of nine towns along the line, each about 

7 miles apart. At the north end of the Wood River Branch line the towns were Bellevue, Hailey, and 

Ketchum (Bionomics Environmental 2004). Just north of Bellevue, the town of Hailey became a 

particularly prominent city within Idaho Territory (ISHS 1985).  

Twentieth Century Development 

Between 1880 and 1900, there were more than 2 million sheep in the Wood River Valley. During the first 

decades of the twentieth century, the number of sheep in the area diminished, although there were still 

around 1 million sheep in Wood River Valley between 1910 and 1920, and Ketchum (16 miles north of 

APE) became, “one of the largest sheep shipping centers in the United States” (Blaine County 2022). In 

addition to its sheep, Ketchum also became known for its healing hot springs, which attracted tourists 

starting in the late nineteenth century (Visit Sun Valley 2022). However, it was the establishment of the 

Sun Valley Resort along the Union Pacific Railroad line in 1936 that brought a “second boom” to Blaine 

County (Blaine County 2022).  
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The Oregon Short Line Railroad continued to play an important role in the development of the Wood 

River Valley. With the advent of World War I, a surge in mining and agricultural products occurred. The 

economic downturn that followed the war resulted in railroad consolidations and the Union Pacific 

Railway took over operation of the Oregon Short Line Wood River Valley Branch line. Passenger service 

on the train ended by 1975, and eventually in 1982 the branch line ceased operating, and the rails were 

removed in 1987. Portions of the path of the old railroad have been paved and are used today as a 

bike trail (Blaine County Historical Museum 2022).  

A Metsker Map Company’s Blaine County Atlas from 1939 shows the vicinity of the APE with few notable 

features. The primary cultural features on the map are Highway No. 23 (current day Gannett Road) and 

the Union Pacific Railway (historical Oregon Short Line – Wood River Branch). The map also shows the 

APE area as owned by the Burlington Savings Bank (Metsker 1939). Aerial photographs from 1954 until 

present show that the property in south Bellevue was undeveloped agricultural land until at least 1971. 

By 1984, a small housing development had been constructed surrounded by agricultural land. County 

assessor records indicate the three southernmost houses in this development were constructed in 1975 

and are within the APE (Blaine County 2022). Sometime between 1992 and 2003, development south of 

the housing development began to occur.  

Background Research 
The Idaho SHPO Record Search (No. 23006) was completed on October 5, 2022 (SHPO 2022). A total of 

22 cultural resource studies have been conducted in the vicinity of the project area (Table 1). 

Previous Cultural Resources Studies 

Report 

Number Report Date Report Title Report Author(s) 

1989/3908 1987 CRCW, Buried Powerline, I-25318. BLM, 

Shoshone District. 

Lytle, John 

1993/50 1992 RO Fire Rehabilitation Project, BLM, 

Shoshone District. 

Henrikson, Suzann 

1994/893 1994 West Bellevue Gap Fence. BLM, Shoshone 

District 

Henrikson, S. 

1996/788 1996 City of Bellevue Water Tank. BLM, Shoshone 

District 

Henrikson, Suzann 

2008/704 2008 Lees Gulch Parking Area. BLM, Shoshone 

District 

Cresswell, L. 

2016/581 2016 Muldoon Ranch Subdivision IDI-3890A, B, C Wilson, Shane 
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Report 

Number Report Date Report Title Report Author(s) 

2017/434 2017 A Cultural Resource Inventory for the 

Rupert-Paul Stroschein (IDI-472) and 

Bellevue-Townsend Gulch (IDI-23192) 

Hogin, Cameron 

2017/725 2017 A Class III Cultural Resources Inventory of 

5,387 Acres within the Wood River Valley 

Travel Management Plan, Blaine County, 

Idaho 

Cordell, Craig, Maisie 

Schwartz, and Jesse 

Adams 

2018/187 2017 Muldoon Canyon Grazing Permit Renewal 

2017 

Asselin, Kate 

2020/567 2020 Archaeological and Historical Inventory 

Record: Wood River Valley Recreation and 

Access Project 

Long, Ashley 

1989/1994 1984 Annual Report of Archaeological 

Investigations, 1983. Idaho Transportation 

Dept. Boise, Idaho, January 1984 

Gaston, Jenna 

2004/449 2004 SH-75 Timmerman to Ketchum. Shapiro and 

Associates, Boise, ID 

Leary, S. 

2008/508 2008 Bellevue Elementary SR2S. Idaho 

Transportation Department 

Johnson, J 

2011/324 2010 SH-75, MP 105 to Bellevue, Bionomics, 

Eagle, Idaho. ITD 

Roberts, J. 

2018/623 2018 West Glendale Road and Canal Bridge, 

Blaine County: Blaine County. Bionomics 

Environmental, Inc. 

Nickoloff, Niki 

2020/616 2019 Historic Survey of Roads in Idaho’s State 

Highway System Volume I: Historic Context 

and Volume 2: Application of the NRHP 

Criteria for Evaluation 

Mead & Hunt 

1989/7844 1987 County Courthouses and City Halls Survey Attebery, Jennifer 

Eastman 

2001/1993 2000 SDI, Inc. Cellular Tower Site in Bellevue, 

Idaho, Project No. 62007736 

Mauser, L. 
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Report 

Number Report Date Report Title Report Author(s) 

2002/429 2001 Proposed Syringa Networks, LLC Fiber Optic 

Project, Wood River Valley Route, Blaine 

County 

Walsworth, Claudia 

Taylor 

2003/444 2003 Proposed Bellevue Riverfront Park Project, 

Blaine County 

Walsworth, Claudia 

Taylor 

2008/537 2008 Bellevue Tower Site. TAG, Boise, ID Bauer, B. 

2018/640 2004 Idaho’s Historic Bridges: A Context Study Gray, Dale 

Table 1. Previous Cultural Resources Studies 

A total of 22 cultural resources studies were completed within 1.0 mile of the project APE. None of the 

previous studies examined the APE, and no precontact resources were documented by any of these 

previous studies (Table 2). 

Previously Documented Archaeological Resources in the Study Area 

Site Number/IHSI 

Number Site Type 

Description 

NRHP Eligibility 

Proximity to 

Current APE 

10BN1125/I3-16404 Ditch Walker Ditch – 

District 45 Canal 

System 

Eligible 0.2 mile south of 

APE 

10BN1126 Canal Cove Canal Eligible 0.4 mile east of APE 

10BN306/I3-16171 Highway Galena Toll 

Road 

Eligible Less than 0.1 mile  

west of APE 

10BN498/I3-16172 Railroad Oregon Short 

Line Railroad 

Eligible Within the APE 

Table 2. Previously Recorded Sites 

Figure 2 shows the location of previously recorded cultural resources within the 1.0-mile study area.  A 

total of four historic linear archaeological sites were identified within 1.0 mile of the project APE. Some of 

these resources were also documented on IHSI forms. No precontact isolates or sites were identified 

within the study area. The identified linear sites consist of the Walker Ditch (10BN1125), Cove Canal 

(10BN1126), the Galena Toll Road (10BN306), and the Oregon Short Line Railroad (10BN498). All are 

considered eligible for listing on the NRHP. These documented resources point to themes of 

transportation and agriculture in the region. 
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Historic Map Review 
General Land Office Maps 

Mr. Sheldon completed a review of the 1879 GLO Survey Plat for Township 01 North Range 18 East 

Section 1. There were no features within the APE. The general notes for the area east of Wood River in 

Section 1 state, “Land level and rolling. Soil first and second rate. Good grass. Scattering sage. Timber 

Cottonwood and Willow.” 

U.S. Geological Survey Topographic Maps 

A review of topographic maps was completed for the APE through the USGS TopoView website. 

Topographic maps date to 1955, with historic-era maps dating to 1955, 1957, 1959, and 1962. Most of 

the maps are low resolution, 1:62,500 or 1:250,000. The 1957 1:24,000 map indicates no development in 

the project APE. 

Metsker Maps 

Mr. Sheldon reviewed Metsker maps for the project APE (Metsker Maps 1939). These maps typically show 

land ownership and residential structures. The property owner is listed as Burlington Savings Bank.  There 

were no residences constructed in the vicinity of the APE. 

Historic Aerial Imagery 

Mr. Sheldon completed a review of aerial imagery dating from 1954 to 2022. Between 1954 and 1992, 

the Project area was undeveloped, or possibly used for agriculture. It appears that the project area was 

scraped several times during this period. Maps show that between 1984 and 1992, residential 

development between State Route 75 and Gannet Picabo Street began. Also, a cross street, Hardwood 

Street, was developed during this time within the APE. Between 1992 and 2003, the development 

between State Route 75 and Gannet Picabo Road expanded southward and included the creation of 

two more cross streets: Clover Street and Honeysuckle Street. The lots where the APE is located were 

undeveloped at this time and remained undeveloped until sometime between 2013 and 2015 when the 

Mountain Ride facility was constructed. 

Results 
Table 3 provides a summary of sites identified within the APE including one previously recorded 

resource, the Oregon Short Line Railroad (10BN498/13-16172), and three newly inventoried residences. 

The railroad had been previously recorded as both an archaeological site and a built environment 

property. It is summarized as a built environment property below.    
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All Recorded Sites 

Site Number Site Type NR Eligibility Project Effect 

10BN498/13-16172 Oregon Short Line 

Railroad 

Eligible No Effect 

ISHI – 1 Residence - 196 

Hardwood Street 

Not Eligible No Effect  

IHSI - 2 Residence – 212 

Hardwood Street 

Not Eligible No Effect 

IHSI - 3 Residence – 234 

Hardwood Street 

Not Eligible No Effect 

Table 3. All Sites Recorded within APE 

Architectural Results 

The Oregon Short Line Railroad (10BN498/13-16172) is the only property within the APE previously 

determined eligible for listing in the NRHP. Three residences within the APE are 45 years of age or older 

and this study has recorded each residence on an IHSI form. The following information provides a brief 

description of all recorded sites within the APE. Map 2 shows the location of the inventoried properties. 

10BN498/13-16172 – Oregon Short Line Railroad  

In 1882, the Wood River Branch of the Oregon Short Line railroad (10BN498/13-16172), which extended 

from Shoshone to Ketchum, was constructed through Bellevue. The Oregon Short Line Railroad played an 

important role in the development of the Wood River Valley as a primary transportation route for travel 

and connecting the region to distant markets. With the advent of World War I, a surge in mining and 

agricultural products occurred, followed by an economic slump that resulted in railroad consolidations 

and the Union Pacific Railway took over operation of the Oregon Short Line Wood River Valley Branch 

line. Passenger service on the train ended by 1975 and eventually in 1982, the branch line ceased 

operating, and the rails were removed in 1987 (Blaine County Historical Society 2022). The portion of the 

railroad line that is within the APE is a two-track dirt road and the railroad prism is still evident.  

The Oregon Short Line Railroad has previously been recorded in Blaine County on both an Archaeological 

Site Inventory form (10BN498) and an IHSI form (13-16172). It has been determined eligible for listing in the 

NRHP under criteria A and C. Under Criterion A, “it is associated with the settlement of the Wood River 

Valley and historic mining” and under Criterion C, “the engineering and design of the railroad is an 

example of western American ingenuity taking on harsh conditions” (Bionomics Environmental 2004). The 

record search for this project indicates SHPO last determined the Oregon Short Line as NRHP-eligible in 

2015 (SHPO 2022).  
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IHSI 1 - 196 Hardwood Street 

Constructed in 1975, this residence was remodeled in 2014. It is located on a large irregular shaped 

0.44-acre lot south of Hardwood Street. Like the neighboring properties to the east, when this house was 

first built undeveloped land was located south of it. Landscaping around the house includes a level 

front yard with two maple trees flanked by concrete driveways leading to the house’s two garages on 

the east and west ends of the house.  The back and west side yard are unmanicured. A concrete block 

fence separates the property from the modern commercial and bus facility area to the south. An 

abandoned plywood shed is in the west side yard. A modern large wooden deck is located on the 

south side of the house. 

This rectangular split-level house has a side gable roof with attached garages on both its east and west 

ends. The house is clad with a combination of T 111 siding, board and batten, and unfinished plywood. 

The façade is sheathed with T 111. The garages are not as tall as the central portion of the house and 

also have low-pitched side gable roofs. The center portion of the building protrudes slightly from the rest 

of the façade and includes a white metal or vinyl replacement front door. A small single-step concrete 

pad is in front of the door. East and west of the central protruding section, the roof line has two 

front--facing gable sections above large multi-light vinyl windows with flat wood trim. The daylight 

basement of the building has a stone foundation wall with large vinyl windows on either side of the front 

door section. The east and south elevations are covered primarily with board and batten siding and the 

west elevation is unfinished plywood.   

Built in 1975, this split-level residence lacks associations with significant events that contribute to the 

broad patterns of history (Criterion A) or with significant persons in our past (Criterion B). It was 

remodeled in 2014 undergoing modifications to its windows, doors, and some siding. Since construction, 

the residential setting and feeling of the property has been modified due to the nearby commercial 

development to the south. As an example of a split-level house, this property has lost integrity of design, 

materials, workmanship, feeling, and setting and is not eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C. The 

property does not have the potential to yield information important to history or prehistory (Criterion D). 

This property is not eligible for listing in the NRHP because it does not meet the NRHP criteria.   

IHSI 2 - 212 Hardwood Street  

This one and one-half story log-sided house was built in 1975. It is located on a small 0.14-acre lot south 

of Hardwood Street and north of the commercial area where the MRTA bus facility is located. 

Landscaping around the house includes a level front yard with an asphalt driveway east of it and two 

coniferous trees in the central grassy area. South of the house, the backyard is also level and the 

eastern quarter of it is gravel with a manufactured shed in the southeast corner of the lot. Wooden 

privacy fences separate the property from adjacent parcels to the east and west and a concrete block 

fence separates the property from the commercial area to the south.   

This L-shaped house has a front-facing gable roof and attached to the east is a shed roof garage 

converted for interior. The garage door opening has been filled with plywood painted the same color 

as the rest of the house. On the south side of the house, the shed roof section is not as deep as the rest 

of the house, which forms the L shape. The house has log siding with board and battens on the gable 

ends. The overhanging eaves of the gable roof area are supported by rafter ends, while the shed roof 

has enclosed eaves. The front door is in the middle of the gable-roof section and has a metal storm 

door obscuring the view of the main door. A short concrete sidewalk extends from the driveway west 
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along the front of the house to lead to the unsheltered wooden porch. A two-light side-by-side sliding 

vinyl window is on the wall east of the door. The east and west elevations each have one vinyl window. 

The south-facing rear of the house has two vinyl windows in the upper half story and two more similar 

windows on the first story. The east end of the south elevation has a white door with no windows.     

This log-sided house lacks association with significant events that contribute to the broad patterns of 

history (Criterion A) or with significant persons in our past (Criterion B). This property is not a good 

example of an architectural style, period, or method of construction. It was built with log siding rather 

than actual logs. Its gable roof design and vinyl windows reflect common construction materials and 

methods that would not qualify it for the NRHP under Criterion C. The property does not have the 

potential to yield information important to history or prehistory (Criterion D). Therefore, this property does 

not meet any of the NRHP criteria. 

The property has retained integrity of location, association, materials and workmanship. Its integrity of 

setting and feeling are diminished due to the construction of the commercial area to the south and the 

addition and modification of the garage has resulted in loss to its integrity of design. In summary, the 

property has diminished integrity and does not meet the NRHP criteria. Therefore, this property not 

eligible for listing in the NRHP. 

IHSI 3 - 234 Hardwood Street  

This one-story house was built in 1975 and remodeled in 1986. It is located at the southwest corner of 

Gannett Road and Hardwood Street on a 0.27-acre corner lot north of the commercial area where the 

MRTA bus facility is located. Landscaping around the house includes a level front yard with a row of 

pine trees trimming the north edge of the property and one mature pine tree centered in the yard in 

front of the house. A concrete driveway is west of the front lawn. Aside from the small unfenced front 

lawn, the property is enclosed by a wooden privacy fence to the west, a concrete fence to the south, 

and chain link fencing to the east and north. A concrete walkway leads from Hardwood Street to the 

front door following the eastern edge of the driveway. Two manufactured sheds are located in the side 

and back yard. 

This rectangular house has a side-gable roof and shingle siding with board and battens in the gable end 

of the west elevation. The west half of the house is taller than the east half. The overhanging composite 

shingle roof has enclosed eaves. A one-car garage with a vinyl door protrudes slightly from the east end 

of the north-facing façade. The roofline of the garage extends west to create a porch for the front 

entrance located directly west of the garage. The porch roof is supported by one square-cut, unfinished 

wood column. West of the front door are two sets of metal windows. Between the windows, the walls 

are covered with vertically oriented boards, and below the windows are shingles. West of the second 

set of windows, the roofline rises. In the middle of this taller section of the house is a ribbon of five tall, 

narrow windows. One basement window is in the lower western corner of the façade.  

A stone chimney extends up the center of the west elevation. North and south of the chimney are pairs 

of windows on the main floor and in the basement. The upper windows appear to be wood frame and 

the basement lights are black metal frame. The south-facing back door of the house opens onto a 

wooden deck. Pairs of windows flank the back doorway. The shorter west half of the south elevation has 

two sets of metal windows. The privacy fence blocks most of the west elevation. Visible portions of the 

elevation include a wooden vent in the gable end and a small window near the south end of the 

building.   
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This one-story gable roof house lacks association with significant events that contribute to the broad 

patterns of history (Criterion A) or with significant persons in our past (Criterion B). This property is not 

eligible under NRHP Criterion C for its architectural merits. It is a plain example of a 1970s side gable 

residence, which assessor records indicated was remodeled in 1987 as evidenced by window and door 

changes. The property does not have the potential to yield information important to history or prehistory 

(Criterion D).  

Modifications have affected the integrity of the building. The basement windows do not appear original 

based on their placement and black metal framing. The vinyl or metal garage door and front door do 

not appear original. Also, the addition of the commercial development south of the building modified 

the property’s setting. These modifications have diminished the properties integrity of materials, design, 

workmanship, setting, and feeling. The property retains integrity of location and association. The 

property does not meet the NRHP criteria and has diminished integrity. In summary, this property is not 

eligible for listing in the NRHP. 

Archaeological Results 

The record search concluded one previously documented property, the Oregon Short Line Railroad – 

Wood River Branch was recorded as both an archaeological (10BN498) and built environment property 

(13-16172). It is treated in this report as an architectural property.  

The APE is either paved or graveled, eliminating the potential to identify resources through pedestrian 

survey or exploratory shovel testing (Appendix B, Photographs 1 through 4). The subsurface is disturbed 

to an unknown depth. The geomorphologic setting of a terrace near a permanent water source in a 

narrow valley in an arid, mountainous environment suggests a moderate- to high-probability of 

encountering precontact resources. A review of soils data for the project area suggests that the 

A-horizon is approximately 14 inches thick. The aerial imagery dating to 1955 shows repeated 

disturbance of the project area before its current use as a gravel lot. 

Isolates/Noted but not Recorded 

Isolate/NBNR Number Isolate/NBNR Type Location Reason Not Recorded 

NBNR-01 MRTA Bus Facility 121 Clover Street Less than 45 years of 

age 

NBNR-02 Commercial Building 109 Clover Street Less than 45 years of 

age 

NBNR-03 Commercial Building 101 Clover Street Less than 45 years of 

age 

NBNR-04 Commercial Building 110 Clover Street Less than 45 years of 

age 
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Isolate/NBNR Number Isolate/NBNR Type Location Reason Not Recorded 

NBNR-05 Commercial Building 120 Clover Street Less than 45 years of 

age 

NBNR-06 Commercial Building 130 Clover Street Less than 45 years of 

age 

NBNR-07 Commercial Building 20 Gannett Road Less than 45 years of 

age 

Table 4. All Isolates/NBNR Resources Identified During This Investigation within APE 

No isolates and seven noted but not recorded (NBNR) resources were documented as part of this 

project (Table 4, Figure 3, Photographs 10 through 13). Based on aerial photographs, all of the NBNR 

properties are less than 45 years of age, having been built between 1992 and 2003.  

Management Recommendations 
The project is recommended to proceed and all staging areas should occur within the APE. Although 

the project APE has been disturbed numerous times over the past 65 years, given the known precontact 

and historic land use of this region, there is a potential for previously unidentified artifacts to be 

discovered during construction of the project. An Inadvertent Discovery Plan has been prepared. If any 

cultural resources are discovered during this project, it is recommended that all work in the immediate 

vicinity of the find cease immediately until the SHPO has been consulted.  

Determination of Effects 

Architectural 

The Oregon Short Line Railroad (10BN498/13-16172), has previously been determined eligible for listing in 

the NRHP, and is the only historic property identified within the APE. It falls outside the footprint of 

construction and within the 100-foot visual buffer included in the APE. Gannett Road separates the 

railroad from the project area. Furthermore, the construction would occur on the opposite side (west of) 

the existing bus facility building from the railroad. The railroad, which is abandoned with rails and ties 

removed, is currently located adjacent to the modern commercial development and bus facility. The 

expansion of the facility would have no effect on the historic railroad. 

Archaeological 

A literature search including a review of environmental and cultural background information and a file 

search through the Idaho SHPO identified one previously recorded archaeological resource, the 

Oregon Short Line Railroad (10BN498). This property was also recorded as a built environment property 

(13-16172) and has been evaluated in the aforementioned discussion of effects to architectural 

resources. A review of geologic mapping and soils data suggests that the project APE is located on a 
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Pleistocene -era terrace and if Holocene-era cultural deposits were likely to exist, they would be 

located on or near the natural surface of the landform. 

A review of historic aerial imagery and historic maps identified prior disturbance within the APE that 

suggests that the natural surface of the landform has been modified, and the potential for project 

activities to impact intact archaeological resources is diminished but not impossible. 

No NRHP-eligible properties are located within the APE; therefore, the project will have no effect on 

historic properties. 

Conclusions 
The MRTA proposes to develop a BEB maintenance and storage facility at its properties at 117 and 121 

Clover Street in Bellevue, Idaho. The Project will use a federal grant through the Federal Transit 

Administration, which will require compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act and Section 

106 of the NHPA. 

The NRHP-eligible Oregon Short Line Railroad (10BN498/13-16172) is the only previously recorded cultural 

resource within the APE and is eligible for listing in the NRHP (SHPO 2022). Three newly inventoried 

residences constructed in 1975 have been determined not eligible for listing in the NRHP.  

Overall, there will be NO EFFECT to historic properties as a result of project actions.  

Because there is potential for an inadvertent discovery of archaeological resources during construction, 

an Inadvertent Discovery Plan is included with this report submittal as a separate appendix. 
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OVERVIEWS OF APE

Photograph 1. Existing Mountain Rides Transportation Authority, Battery Electric Bus Facility along
Gannett Road, facing northwest (Jacobs 2022).

Photograph 2. South end of existing Mountain Rides Transportation Authority, Battery Electric Bus
Facility along Colver Street, facing west (Jacobs 2022).
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Photograph 3. View facing west from the south parking lot of the existing Mountain Rides
Transportation Authority, Battery Electric Bus Facility (Jacobs 2022).

Photograph 4. View of parking lot located east of the Existing Mountain Rides Transportation Authority,
Battery Electric Bus Facility, facing north (Jacobs 2022).
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PREVIOUSLY RECORDED PROPERTY AND NEWLY RECORDED PROPERTIES

Photograph 5. Red arrows showing the location of the previously recorded abandoned Oregon Short
Line Railroad prism east of Gannett Road, facing east (Jacobs 2022).

Photograph 6. Aerial photograph with arrows pointing to the abandoned Oregon Short Line Railroad
east of Gannett Road (Blaine County Assessor 2022).
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Photograph 7. Overview of the north-facing façade of 196 Hardwood Street, facing south (Jacobs 2022).

Photograph 8. Overview of the north-facing façade of 212 Hardwood Street, facing south (Jacobs 2022).
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Photograph 9. Overview of the north and east elevations of 234 Hardwood Street, facing west (Jacobs
2022).
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NOTED BUT NOT RECORDED RESOURCES

Photograph 10. Southeast elevation of the existing Mountain Rides Transportation Authority Building,
NBNR 1 (121 Clover Street), facing west (Jacobs 2022).

Photograph 11. Overview facing south from the east side of the Mountain Rides Transportation
Authority, Battery Electric Bus Facility Project site showing (left to right) the north elevations of NBNR 6

(130 Clover Street), NBNR 5 (120 Clover Street) and NBNR 4 (110 Clover Street) (Jacobs 2022).
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Photograph 12. View from Clover Street facing north showing south elevations of NBNR-2 (109 Clover
Street), on the right and NBNR-03 (101 Clover Street), on the left (Jacobs 2022).

Photograph 13. Aerial photograph with arrow pointing to NBNR-7 (20 Gannett Road), constructed in
2019 (Blaine County Assessor 2022).
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Inadvertent Discovery Plan

The Inadvertent Discovery Plan (IDP) protocol must be adhered to if cultural
materials, including human remains, are encountered during construction

Project: Mountain Rides Transportation Authority
Battery Electric Bus Facility Project.
SHPO Review No.: Click or tap here to enter text.
Project Manager: Betsy Roberts
Location: Bellevue, Blaine County, Idaho

Cultural Resources
Construction work may uncover previously unidentified Native American or Euro-
American artifacts. This could occur for a variety of reasons, but may be
associated with deeply buried cultural material, access restrictions during project
development, or if the area contains impervious surfaces throughout most of the
project area which would have prevented standard archaeological site discovery
methods.  Work must stop and the IDP protocol followed when archaeological
artifacts and/or features are encountered.

Native American artifacts may include (but are not limited to):
 Flaked stone tools (e.g. arrowheads, knives scrapers etc.);
 Waste flakes that resulted from the construction of flaked stone tools;
 Modified, shaped, or perforated stones like net anchors, pendants;
 Ground stone tools like mortars and pestles;
 Layers (strata) of discolored earth resulting from fire hearths. May be black,

red or mottled brown and often contain discolored cracked rocks or dark soil
in association with other artifacts;

 Human remains; and/or
 Structural remains (e.g. wooden beams, post holes, fish weirs).

Euro-American artifacts may include (but are not limited to):
 Glass (e.g. bottles, vessels, windows etc.);
 Ceramic (e.g. dinnerware, vessels etc.);
 Metal (e.g. nails, drink/food cans, tobacco tins, industrial parts etc.);
 Building materials (e.g. bricks, shingles etc.);
 Building remains (e.g. foundations, architectural components etc.);
 Old wooden posts, pilings, or planks (these may be encountered above or

below water);
 Old farm equipment may indicate historic resources in the area.

Even what looks to be old garbage could very well be an important
archaeological resource.
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Inadvertent Discovery Plan

2

When in doubt, call it in!

Protocol
I. Stop Work Immediately
In the event of an inadvertent discovery of possible cultural materials, including
human remains, all work will stop immediately in the vicinity of the find. The area
will then be secured and protected with a 100-foot buffer around the discovery.
Work can proceed outside of this buffered area unless additional cultural materials
are encountered.

Special Procedures for the Discovery of Human Skeletal Material
Any human skeletal remains, regardless of antiquity or ethnic origin, will always be
treated with dignity and respect. Cover the remains with a tarp or other materials
(not soil or rocks) for temporary protection and to shield them from being
photographed. Do not call 911 or speak with the media. Do not take
pictures.

II. Notify Appropriate Parties
The project manager must be notified immediately, who will then notify the State
Historic Preservation Office (SHPO), the local police or sheriff’s department, and
the project Archaeologist, as appropriate.

If potential human remains are encountered, the local police or sheriff’s
department must be notified and they will coordinate with the Idaho State Police
(ISP), the local Medical Examiner/Coroner, and appropriate Tribal Governments.
Call the non-emergent line and request the Watch Commander or Officer-In-
Charge.

Project Manager
Name: Betsy Roberts
Phone: 208.867.1486
Email: Betsy.Roberts@jacobs.com

Project Archaeologist
Name: David Sheldon
Phone: 360.219.6953
Email: David.Sheldon@jacobs.com

State Historic Preservation Office
Name: Lindsay Johansson
Phone: 208.334.3861
Email: shpo@ishs.idaho.gov

City/County Project Manager
Name: Ben Varner
Phone: 208.410.4629
Email: ben@mountainrides.org

Local Law Enforcement
Name: Blaine County Sheriff’s Office
Phone: 208.788.5555
Email: Click or tap here to enter text.

Local Medical Examiner/Coroner
Name: Blaine County Coroner
Phone: 208.578.1000
Email: Click or tap here to enter text.

State/Federal Project Manager
Name: Barney Remington
Phone: 206-220-7966
Email: Barney.Remington@dot.gov

Landowner
Name: Ben Varner
Phone: 208.410.4629
Email: ben@mountainrides.org
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III. Wait for Guidance
No work in the buffered area may resume until consultation has occurred. If a
professional archaeologist is needed to assess the discovery, they will consult with
the SHPO and appropriate Tribal Governments to facilitate determination of an
appropriate course of action. Archaeological investigation or excavations may be
required. Until a formal determination can be made, archaeological deposits discovered
during construction will be assumed eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic
Places and should be protected. The professional archaeologist and project
manager, in consultation with SHPO and Tribal Governments, handles this on a
case-by-case basis.

IV. Proceed with Construction
Construction can proceed only after the proper archaeological inspections have
occurred and environmental clearances are obtained if necessary and clearance
has been received from all parties involved. This requires close coordination with
SHPO and the Tribal Governments.

After an inadvertent discovery, some areas may be specified for close monitoring
or ‘no work zones.’ Any such areas will be identified by the professional
archaeologist to the Project Manager, and appropriate Contractor personnel. In
coordination with the SHPO, the Project Manager will verify these identified areas
and be sure that the areas are clearly demarcated in the field.

Confidentiality
This project and its employees, contractors, and subcontractors shall make their
best efforts, in accordance with federal and state law, to ensure that its personnel
keep the discovery confidential. The media, or any third-party member or
members of the public are not to be contacted or have information regarding the
discovery, and any public or media inquiry is to be reported to Click or tap here to
enter text.. Prior to any release, the responsible agencies and Tribes shall consult
on the amount of information, if any, to be released to the public.

As the designated representative for the project, I acknowledge that I have
received this inadvertent discovery plan and will, to the best of my abilities,
ensure that it is implemented appropriately.

____________________________________________________________

Name: Click or tap here to enter text.  Date Click or tap here to enter text.
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Appendix A: Process Flow Chart
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Appendix B: Visual References and Examples of Potential
Discoveries
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Implement the IDP if …
You see chipped stone artifacts.

 Glass-like material
 Angular
 “Unusual” material for area
 “Unusual” shape
 Regularity of flaking
 Variability of size
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Implement the IDP if …
You see ground or pecked stone artifacts.

 Striations or scratching
 Unusual or unnatural

shapes
 Unusual stone
 Etching
 Perforations
 Pecking
 Regularity in modifications
 Variability of size, function,

and complexity

Stone Artifacts from Oregon
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Implement the IDP if …
You see bone or shell artifacts.

Bone Awls from Oregon and Bone Wedge from California

 Often smooth
 Unusual shape
 Carved
 Often pointed if used as a tool
 Often wedge shaped like a “shoehorn”
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Implement the IDP if …
You see bone or shell artifacts.

Tooth Pendant and Bone Pendants from Oregon and Washington

 Often smooth
 Unusual shape
 Perforated
 Variability of size
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Implement the IDP if …
You see fiber or wood artifacts.

Artifacts by Mud Bay, Olympia, Washington

 Wet environments needed for preservation
 Variability of size, function, and complexity
 Rare
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Implement the IDP if …
You see historic period artifacts.

Artifacts from Downtown Seattle, Alaskan Way Viaduct (Upper Left and Lower) and Unknown Site (Upper Right)
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Implement the IDP if …
You see strange, different, or interesting looking dirt, rocks, or shells.

Unknown Sites

 Human activities leave traces in
the ground that may or may
not have artifacts associated
with them

 “Unusual” accumulations of
rock (especially fire-cracked
rock)

 “Unusual” shaped
accumulations of rock (e.g.,
similar to a fire ring)

 Charcoal or charcoal-stained
soils

 Oxidized or burnt-looking soils
 Accumulations of shell
 Accumulations of bones or

artifacts
 Look for the “unusual” or out

of place (e.g., rock piles or
accumulations in areas with
few rock)
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Implement the IDP if …
You see strange, different or interesting looking dirt, rocks, or shells.

Site of Muckleshoot Indian Reservation, near WSDOT ROW along SR 164

 “Unusual” accumulations
of rock (especially fire-
cracked rock)

 “Unusual” shaped
accumulations of rock
(e.g., similar to a fire ring)

 Look for the “unusual” or
out of place (e.g., rock
piles or accumulations in
areas with few rock)
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Implement the IDP if …
You see strange, different or interesting looking dirt, rocks, or shells.

Layers of shell
midden

Historic debris

Site located within WSDOT ROW near Anacorles Ferry Terminal

 Often have a layered or “layer
cake” appearance

 Often associated with black or
blackish soil

 Often have very crushed and
compacted shells
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Implement the IDP if …
You see historic foundations or buried structures.

45KI1924, In WSDOT ROW for SR 99 Tunnel
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Appendix C: Map of Project Area
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Final Hazardous Materials Technical Memorandum 

1 

Prepared for: Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 

Project Name: Mountain Rides Transportation Authority, Battery Electric Bus Facility 

Prepared by: Will Packard, Jacobs  

Date: November 14, 2022 

1. Introduction

The Mountain Rides Transportation Authority (MRTA) proposes to develop a battery electric bus (BEB) 

maintenance and storage facility at its properties at 117 and 121 Clover Street in Bellevue, Idaho (Figure 1 and 

Figure 2). MRTA’s BEB facility project (Project) will use a federal grant through the Federal Transit Administration, 
which will require compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). To support the existing NEPA 
documentation, Jacobs will provide environmental documentation, including a desktop survey for hazardous 
materials.  

The purpose of this hazardous materials technical memorandum (TM) is to document the presence, or likely 
presence, of hazardous materials that have been released on or near the Project site. Identifying potential 
hazardous materials impacts early in project planning helps reduce liability, limits costs associated with 
management of hazardous materials, and protects human health and the environment. This report presents 
Jacobs’ technical analysis, findings, and applicable mitigation measures related to hazardous materials.  

The MRTA BEB hazardous materials review indicates a low risk for hazardous material impacts during construction 
of the Project. However, unknown or undocumented contamination may be present within the Project area. 
Please see detailed description of research methods and results provided below. 

2. Project Description

The Project will expand the existing bus facility to provide an indoor, climate-controlled facility for storage, 
maintenance, and charging of MRTA’s fleet of BEBs. The BEB facility will expand MRTA’s existing bus storage and 
maintenance facility in Bellevue, Idaho, and supplement the existing facility with BEB storage, maintenance, and 
charging functionality. Specifically, the expanded BEB facility will offer additional indoor, climate-controlled space, 
enabling MRTA to store, service, and charge its entire fleet of BEBs indoors, under cover. Project activities will 
include the following: 

• Expansion of the existing building

• Removal of the asphalt area including moving existing park and ride spaces

• Some excavation of soils within the previously developed footprint

The excavation is not to exceed 5 feet in depth with the exception of drywell excavation for precipitation drainage. 
Drywells are expected to be 9 feet deep and not deeper than 12 feet below ground surface (bgs). The proposed 
expansion (5,100 square feet) will include one level, and the total footprint of the disturbance, including the 
exterior parking facility, is 10,560 square feet (0.24 acres). Construction staging will be limited to the disturbance 
footprint adjacent to the existing building and the existing empty lot. 

Attachment C (NEPA++)
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Figure 1. Project Location 
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3. Regulatory Context 

3.1 Federal Regulations 

3.1.1 Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act 

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), 42 United States Code 
(U.S.C.) Chapter 103, also known as "Superfund," provides "broad Federal authority to respond directly to releases 
or threatened releases of hazardous substances that may endanger public health or the environment" (EPA 
2022a). The 1986 Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act, an amendment to CERCLA, provides a defense 
for property owners of land where contamination was discovered and attributed to the previous owner. 

3.1.2 Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 42 U.S.C. 6901 and 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 
239-282, gives the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) authority over transportation, treatment, storage, 
and disposal of hazardous waste. RCRA provides methods of identifying and classifying hazardous waste and 
non-hazardous solid waste. Testing and disposal of lead-based paint found on buildings and structures proposed 
for demolition would fall under the RCRA regulations. In addition, any known or unknown contamination 
generated during construction would be handled in accordance with RCRA regulations. 

3.1.3 National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants  

The asbestos National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP), 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart M, 
protects the public by minimizing the release of asbestos fibers during renovation and demolition activities. This 
regulation "specifies work practices to be followed for demolitions and renovations of all structures, installations, 
and buildings" (EPA 2022b). Asbestos surveys and asbestos removals completed for building structures fall under 
the NESHAP regulation. 

3.1.4 Occupational Safety and Health Administration Standards 

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration Standards (OSHA), 29 CFR Part 1910, Subpart Z, regulates 
occupational exposure to toxic and hazardous substances, including asbestos and lead. In addition, 29 CFR 
1926.1101 and 29 CFR 1926.62 pertain to asbestos and lead regulations applicable to renovation and demolition of 
structures and requirements for worker protection. The testing, removal, transport, and disposal of asbestos or 
lead-based paint is regulated under OSHA. 

3.2 State Guidance and Regulations 

3.2.1 Idaho Administrative Procedures Act 

The Idaho Administrative Procedures Act Rules and Standards for Hazardous Waste, Section 58.01.05, governs the 
identification, storage, transport, and disposal of hazardous waste. These regulations apply to the management of 
hazardous waste that is spilled, generated, or discovered during the construction of a project. 

4. Methods 

The following list summarizes the hazardous materials TM methodology completed by Jacobs: 

• The Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) Groundwater Data Portal (IDWR n.d.) and the 
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) National Water Information System Mapper (USGS n.d.) were reviewed to 
determine typical groundwater depths near the Project. 
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• The Idaho Terradex Facility Mapper (IDEQ 2022) was reviewed to identify hazardous materials sites with 
potential or known contamination. Hazardous material sites were identified within 0.25 mile of the Project 
(hereafter referred to as the hazardous materials search area). 

• Jacobs attempted to conduct a phone interview with the adjacent property owner to the east (109 Clover 
Street) to determine whether hazardous materials have been stored, generated, or spilled on the property. 

• An impact assessment was completed to determine the risk of hazardous materials impacts to the Project. The 
impact assessment included review of the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (IDEQ) regulatory files. 

The magnitude of a project impact from an identified hazardous materials site depends on several factors, 
including the following: 

• Distance between a hazardous materials site and the project 

• Nature of extent of known or suspected releases into soils, surface waters, or groundwater 

• Hydrogeologic relationship of the source of contamination to the project 

• Depth of project-related excavations 

• Extent of right-of-way acquisition 

This hazardous materials TM considers these factors to determine whether identified hazardous materials sites 
have the potential to impact Project construction. 

5. Existing Conditions 

5.1 Groundwater Data 

The IDWR Groundwater Data Portal (IDWR n.d.) and USGS National Water Information System Mapper (USGS n.d) 
were reviewed to determine the typical groundwater depths near the Project. According to these data sources, 
measured groundwater levels within 2,500 feet of the Project were greater than 30 feet bgs. The deepest 
proposed excavation depths for the Project are up 12 feet bgs for construction of “dry wells” for precipitation 
management. Therefore, groundwater is not likely to be encountered during construction of the Project. 

5.2 Database Review 

The purpose of the database records review is to identify any sites that have faced or are currently facing 
regulatory actions or notices of violation for conditions that may impact the Project. The Idaho Terradex facility 
mapper was reviewed in October 2022. The IDEQ Terradex Facility Mapper includes statewide information on sites 
known to generate or store hazardous materials or known to have released hazardous materials into the 
environment that may require remediation. Because groundwater is not expected to be encountered during 
construction, migration of contamination into the Project area from upgradient sources is not a concern. 
Therefore, the hazardous materials search area is 0.25 mile from the Project. 

Table 1 summarizes the findings of the Terradex facility mapper review. Two sites were identified within the 
hazardous materials search area. These sites are depicted on Figure 2 and discussed in Section 7. 
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Table 1. Terradex Hazardous Material Sites 

Site Name Site ID Location Program 

Blaine County Recreation 
District Shop (also known as 
Wood River Valley RV Storage, 
LLC) 

2020BAZ25 20 Gannett Road 
Bellevue, ID 

General 
Remediation 

Poole Painting & Finishing, Inc. 2011BAZ5215 110 Clover Street 
Bellevue, ID 

RCRA 

Source: Terradex 2022 

6. Adjacent Property Owner Interview 

Jacobs attempted to conduct a phone interview with the adjacent commercial property owner to the east (109 
Clover Street) to determine whether hazardous materials have been stored, generated, or spilled on the property. 
The property owner was called several times between October 10, 2022, and October 24, 2022. None of the calls 
were answered. Three voicemails were left but the property owner did not attempt to return the calls. Therefore, 
no interview was conducted as part of the hazardous materials TM. Although the adjacent property owner was not 
able to be interviewed, this facility is not listed in the Terradex database as a hazardous materials facility and 
would pose a low risk to impact the project. 

7. Impacts Assessment 

Two sites were identified during the database review within the hazardous materials search area. Further 
investigation, including IDEQ regulatory file review, was completed for the Blaine County Recreation District 
(BCRD) shop and Poole Painting & Finishing. The results are summarized in the following sections.  

This section also discusses potential hazardous materials sources not identified as a part of the Terradex review. 
The Project is located adjacent to a former railroad corridor where hazardous materials may be transported. In 
addition, vehicle maintenance activities at MRTA have the potential to spill automotive fluid. These additional 
hazardous material sources are discussion in Section 7.3 

7.1 Blaine County Recreation District Shop 

The BCRD shop site (also known as Wood River Valley RV Storage LLC), located at 20 Gannett Road, is 
approximately 180 feet southeast of the Project (Figure 2). On December 13, 2019, IDEQ was notified of a potential 
motor vehicle waste disposal well located at the site (Bowman, pers. comm. 2020). IDWR inspected the facility and 
determined the building was only being used as storage of motorized equipment and recreational trailers, and no 
evidence of motor vehicle maintenance or waste fluids were observed (King, pers. comm. 2020). In addition, BCRD 
stated that the building was constructed in 2019 and the building floor drain was part of the new construction. The 
BCRD did not use the well for motor vehicle waste and there have been no spills of automotive waste at the site 
(Coleman, pers. comm. 2020). Following the decommissioning of the well, IDEQ and IDWR did not require further 
action at the site. No evidence of a release of hazardous materials was identified; therefore, this site is not 
anticipated to impact the Project’s construction. In addition, because groundwater is not expected to be 
encountered during construction, any potential undocumented groundwater contamination associated with this 
site would not impact construction. This site poses a low risk for hazardous material impacts to the Project. 

7.2 Poole Painting & Finishing, Inc 

The Poole Painting & Finishing site, located at 110 Clover Street, is approximately 125 feet south of the Project 
(Figure 2). The facility specializes in the finishing of new interior and exterior wood trim, moldings, doors and 
cabinets, and fluctuates between a very small quantity generator and small quantity generator of solvent waste 
(IDEQ 2018). During a 2002 inspection, two minor violations relating to posting of emergency information and 
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management of a satellite accumulation container were observed but resolved (Gregory, pers. comm. 2002). 
During a 2007 inspection, an unspecified violation was observed and resolved soon after the inspection. No 
enforcement actions occurred as a result of the 2002 and 2007 violations. According to the most recent inspection 
competed in 2018, no violations were observed at the site (IDEQ 2018). In addition, no spills of hazardous waste 
and no remedial actions have been documented at this site. Based on compliance of the site as observed during 
the 2018 inspection, and no documented spills, it is unlikely this site would impact construction of the Project. In 
addition, because groundwater is not expected to be encountered during construction, any potential 
undocumented groundwater contamination associated with this site would not impact construction. This site 
poses a low risk for hazardous material impacts to the Project. 

7.3 Other Potential Hazardous Material Sources 

The Project is located next to a former railroad corridor. It is common for hazardous materials to be transported by 
rail. Although the IDEQ Terradex did not reveal any releases within 0.25 mile of the Project associated with the 
railroad, undocumented releases can occur along railroad corridors. In addition, MRTA may store and maintain 
their fleet near the Project location. Releases of automotive fluids may have occurred in the past due to the 
maintenance activities. 

Because the Project is located near a railroad corridor and vehicle maintenance activities may have resulted in 
spills of automotive fluids, Section 9 includes a commitment for the contractor if unexpected discoveries of 
hazardous materials occur during construction. 
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Figure 2. Hazardous Material Site Locations 
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7.4 Regulated Building Materials 

The Project includes the partial demolition of the existing facility and potential impacts to buried utilities including 
cement pipe. Paved surfaces including asphalt and cement, along with cement pipe, are considered to be suspect 
for the presence of asbestos. Before commencing any activities that could impact building materials, MRTA should 
complete a survey for the presence of regulated building materials (RBMs) including asbestos-containing materials 
(ACMs) and lead-based paint (LBP). The RBM survey should be limited to areas anticipated to be impacted by the 
Project including areas of partial demolition, impacts to paved surfaces, and underground utilities. The RBM survey 
must be completed by a trained and licensed asbestos building inspector and lead-based paint building inspector in 
the State of Idaho.  

If RBMs, including ACM and LBP, are present based on the RBM survey, activities that impact the RBMs must be 
performed by trained and licensed workers following local, state, and federal rules and regulations. Additionally, 
depending on the quantity of ACMs preset to be abated as part of the demolition activities, an Asbestos 10-Day 
Renovation/Demolition Notification Form may be required to be submitted before commencing demolition 
activities. 

Disposal of wastes generated by this Project may trigger RCRA requirements. If the waste generated exceeds 
5.0 milligrams per liter of leachable lead using the Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure, then the waste is an 
RCRA hazardous waste in accordance with 40 CFR 261.24. Recyclable materials can be segregated from the wastes 
generated and are exempt from RCRA, included painted metals. If determined to be a hazardous waste, waste 
management, transportation, and disposal rules will be governed by RCRA, including manifest and disposal at an 
approved RCRA hazardous waste disposal facility. 

8. Conclusions and Recommendations 

Based on the results of the Terradex facility mapper review and regulatory file review, the risk is low for hazardous 
material impacts during construction of the Project. However, unknown or undocumented contamination may be 
present within the Project area. It is common for hazardous materials to be transported by rail, and undocumented 
releases can occur along railroad corridors. In addition, MRTA may store and maintain their fleet near the Project 
location, and spills of automotive fluids may have occurred in the past. Therefore, Section 9 includes a 
commitment for the contractor if unexpected discoveries of hazardous materials occur during construction. 

Asbestos (including suspect cement pipe) and lead may be present on the building structure proposed for partial 
demolition. Mitigation for the testing, removal, and disposal of ACM and LBP is included in Section 9. 

9. Mitigation Measures 

Hazardous materials and RBMs could be encountered during Project construction. The recommended mitigation 
measures in the following sections will be implemented. 

9.1 Encountering Unexpected Hazardous Materials/Contamination During Construction 

Construction personnel will be trained to look for possible hazardous materials indicators, such as buried or 
aboveground storage tanks, odors, stained or discolored soils, and unidentifiable sludges or debris. If hazardous 
materials indicators are discovered during construction, the contractor will stop work in the area of the discovery 
and work with IDEQ to manage and dispose of contamination in accordance with the Idaho Administrative 
Procedures Act Rules and Standards for Hazardous Waste, Section 58.01.05 and RCRA regulations. 

9.2 Regulated Building Materials 

MRTA will require the contractor to complete an RBM survey of suspect materials by trained and licensed asbestos 
and LBP building inspectors in the State of Idaho. Demolition activities impacting RBMs, including asbestos and 
LBP, must follow applicable rules and regulations including Idaho Administrative Procedures Act Rules and 
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Standards for Hazardous Waste, Section 58.01.05, OSHA and RCRA regulations. The contractor will notify the EPA 
Region 10 Asbestos NESHAP Coordinator before an asbestos removal project. 

If, during construction activities, suspect materials are discovered that were not previously identified during the 
RBM survey, the contractor will stop work in the area of the discovery and work with IDEQ to appropriately 
identify if the suspect materials are RBM and manage in accordance with the applicable local state and federal 
rules, including Idaho Administrative Procedures Act Rules and Standards for Hazardous Waste, Section 58.01.05, 
OSHA and RCRA regulations.  

Before conducting any work that may impact buried utilities, including suspect concrete pipe, the utility owner 
must be contacted to determine whether the utilities contain asbestos. 
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• Demonstration of Need  
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5339 Rural One-time Application Attachment D: Demonstration of Need 

1. Type of Service (Check all that apply):

Fixed Route

Deviated Fixed Route

Demand/ Response

2. Service Area (Check one)

City

County

Multi-County

Other (Please Specify):

3. Connectivity:

Do you connect with other modes of transportation? Check all that apply.

Urban Public Systems

Intercity Carriers

Airports/ Trains

Other transit operators in your region (please list below):

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Per Year: 590,000 (2022)        )          

Projected growth or decline in rides over the last year: Per Day ____________ Per Year ____________

5. Days/ Hours of Service:

List days of the week and hours transit provider is in service 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_ _

4. Ridership:

Estimate the average number of rides:   Per Day:                         1,600 (2022)                   

+33%                         +33%
(increase over mid-pandemic ridership levels)

LINC, Twin Falls, ID; Salt Lake Express, Twin Falls, ID
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EST. 1 88"

January  10,  2023

Ms.  Shauna  Miller

Idaho  Transportation  Department

Public  Transportation  Office

p.o.  Box  7129

Boise,  Idaho  83707

Re: FFY  2024  5339  Rural  One-time  Capital  Grants

Dear  Ms.  Miller:

I am  writing  in  support  of  Mountain  Rides'  application  for  funding  under  the  ITD's  FFY  2024 5339

Rural  One-time  Capital  Grants  program.  Mountain  Rides  intends  to use  the  grant  funding  to enlarge  and

upgrade  its  Bellevue,  Idaho,  facility,  including  expanding  and  outfitting  it  with  charging

infrastructure  to accommodate  Mountain  Rides'  fleet  of  battery  electric  buses.  The  City  of  Hailey

supports  Mountain  Rides'  application  for  funding  and  encourages  you  to view  it favorably.

The  City  of  Hailey  makes  significant  investments  in  Mountain  Rides  through  aru'iual  appropriations

of  local  'Junding,  as public  transportation  is a key  strategy  for  improving  and  supporting  the  local

economy  and  quality  of  life  in  and  around  the  City.  Mountain  Rides  serves  residents,  commuters,

and  visitors,  and  is supported  through  regional  cooperation.

Expanding,  upgrading,  and  outfitting  Mountain  Rides'  Bellevue  facility  to support  electric  buses  will

benefit  the  health,  vitality,  and  environment  of  our  community.  Sustainability  and  energy  efficiency

-  core  values  of  our  community  -  will  be  bolstered  by  further  integrating  electric  buses  and  their

related  facilities,  tecmologies,  and  infrastructure  into  our  local  public  transportation  system.  Hailey

has also  made  a significant  commitment  our  Climate  Action  Plan,  and  we  support  electrifying  the

transit  bus  fleet.

Thank  you  for  looking  favorably  upon  Mountain  Rides'  application.  This  funding  opportunity  is vital

to success  for  Mountain  Rides  Transportation  Authority  and  our  community.

Sincerely,

Mayor

City  of  Hailey

Hailey City Hall i115 Main Street South i Hailey, ID 83333 l 208.788.4221
ww.haileycityhall.org 304
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June 2, 2022

…it’s the journey that matters

FY23 Funding Request: City of Sun Valley 
Respectfully: $ 435,000 
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FY23 Funding Request:  City of Sun Valley ($435,000) 2

➢ Mountain Rides:

 Provides mobility and access to employment, community resources, 

medical care, and recreation

 Benefits those who choose to ride and those who are transit 

dependent, relying on public transportation for mobility

 Supports community efforts to expand business opportunities, 

mitigate the impacts of workforce housing shortages, and foster a 

sense of community – buttressing economic vitality & resilience

 Reduces road congestion & travel times, air pollution, and energy 

consumption – benefiting riders and the community-at-large

 Stands ready, in times of emergency, as a critical transportation 

alternative for safe and efficient evacuation

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 
Crucial Infrastructure; Vital Service; Key Cog in the Economy
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FY23 Funding Request:  City of Sun Valley ($435,000) 3

➢ Infrastructure that supports & drives the local economy

 Investing $25.0M+ of Federal grant awards, FY23-FY27, in PT infrastructure

➢ Good sustainable jobs – Federally-endorsed workforce program

 Underwriting 45 local jobs with $1.8M of FTA funding annually 

➢ Quality of life 

 Reducing emissions; mitigating congestion…SOVs   ; BEBs

 Providing safe, accessible, zero-fare public transportation

 Guaranteeing workforce mobility

 Mitigating the impacts of the workforce housing deficit 

➢ Integrity

 Operating transparently within a balanced budget

 Supporting & contributing to the valley’s economic vitality & growth

Community Impact 
Common Mission; Shared Ethos; Essential Service 
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➢ FY23 Funding Request $ 435,000

➢ For Continuing Operations $ 336,000

 Operating Budget (prelim) $ 4.1M

 Pre-pandemic service levels++

 Increased frequency during commute-hours

 TWF commuter/NEMT service sustainability

➢ For Capital Expenditures $   99,000

 Capital Budget (prelim) $ 11.1M

 BEBs + charging infrastructure

 New BEB facility, Bellevue campus

 Capital Sources

 FTA Grants $ 8.8M

 MRTA Capital Fund $ 1.7M

 JPs FY23 CIP Funding $ 600K

FY23 Funding Request:  City of Sun Valley ($435,000) 4

Community Investment 
Vital Operations; Strategic Infrastructure; Community Asset 
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Thank You

5

June 2, 2022

…it’s the journey that matters

FY22 Funding Request: City of Sun Valley 
Comments, Questions & Answers 
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June 27, 2022

…it’s the journey that matters

FY23 Funding Request: City of Ketchum 
Respectfully: $ 769,000 
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FY23 Funding Request:  City of Ketchum ($769,000) 2

➢ Mountain Rides:

 Provides mobility and access to employment, community resources, 

medical care, and recreation

 Benefits those who choose to ride and those who are transit 

dependent, relying on public transportation for mobility

 Supports community efforts to expand business opportunities, 

mitigate the impacts of workforce housing shortages, and foster a 

sense of community – buttressing economic vitality & resilience

 Reduces road congestion & travel times, air pollution, and energy 

consumption – benefiting riders and the community-at-large

 Stands ready, in times of emergency, as a critical transportation 

alternative for safe and efficient evacuation

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 
Crucial Infrastructure; Vital Service; Key Cog in the Economy
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FY23 Funding Request:  City of Ketchum ($769,000) 3

➢ Infrastructure that supports & drives the local economy

 Investing $25.0M+ of Federal grant awards, FY23-FY27, in PT infrastructure

➢ Good sustainable jobs – Federally-endorsed workforce program

 Underwriting 45 local jobs with $1.8M of FTA funding annually 

➢ Quality of life 

 Reducing emissions; mitigating congestion…SOVs   ; BEBs

 Providing safe, accessible, zero-fare public transportation

 Guaranteeing workforce mobility

 Mitigating the impacts of the workforce housing deficit 

➢ Integrity

 Operating transparently within a balanced budget

 Supporting & contributing to the valley’s economic vitality & growth

Community Impact 
Common Mission; Shared Ethos; Essential Service 
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➢ FY23 Funding Request $ 769,000

➢ For Continuing Operations $ 590,000

 Operating Budget (prelim) $ 4.1M

 Pre-pandemic service levels++

 Increased frequency during commute-hours

 TWF commuter/NEMT service sustainability

➢ For Capital Expenditures $ 179,000

 Capital Budget (prelim) $ 11.1M

 BEBs + charging infrastructure

 New BEB facility, Bellevue campus

 Capital Sources

 FTA Grants $ 8.8M

 MRTA Capital Fund $ 1.7M

 JPs FY23 CIP Funding $ 600K

FY23 Funding Request:  City of Ketchum ($769,000) 4

Community Investment 
Vital Operations; Strategic Infrastructure; Community Asset 
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Thank You

5

June 27, 2022

…it’s the journey that matters

FY23 Funding Request: City of Ketchum 
Comments, Questions & Answers 
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June 2022

…it’s the journey that matters

FY23 Funding Request: City of Hailey 
Respectfully: $  92,000 
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FY23 Funding Request:  City of Hailey ($ 92,000) 2

➢ Mountain Rides:

 Provides mobility and access to employment, community resources, 

medical care, and recreation

 Benefits those who choose to ride and those who are transit 

dependent, relying on public transportation for mobility

 Supports community efforts to expand business opportunities, 

mitigate the impacts of workforce housing shortages, and foster a 

sense of community – buttressing economic vitality & resilience

 Reduces road congestion & travel times, air pollution, and energy 

consumption – benefiting riders and the community-at-large

 Stands ready, in times of emergency, as a critical transportation 

alternative for safe and efficient evacuation

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 
Crucial Infrastructure; Vital Service; Key Cog in the Economy
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FY23 Funding Request:  City of Hailey ($ 92,000) 3

Community Impact 
Common Mission; Shared Ethos; Essential Service

➢ Infrastructure

 Investing $ 8.8M of Federal grant awards in FY23 in PT infrastructure

➢ Jobs

 Underwriting ~45 local jobs with $1.8M of FTA funding annually 

➢ Quality of life 

 Reducing emissions; mitigating congestion…SOVs   ; BEBs

 Providing safe, accessible, zero-fare public transportation

 Guaranteeing workforce mobility

 Mitigating the impacts of the workforce housing deficit 

➢ Integrity

 Operating transparently within a balanced budget

 Supporting & contributing to the valley’s economic vitality & growth
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FY23 Funding Request:  City of Hailey ($ 92,000) 4

➢ FY23 Funding Request $ 92,000

➢ For Continuing Operations $  85,000

 MRTA Budget (prelim) $ 4.1M

 Pre-pandemic service levels

 Increased frequency during commute-hours

 TWF commuter/NEMT service

➢ For Capital Expenditures $   7,000

 MRTA Budget (prelim) $11.1M

 BEBs + charging infrastructure

 New building @ Bellevue depot

 Capital Sources

 FTA Grants $ 8.8M

 MRTA Capital Fund $ 1.7M

 JPs FY23 CIP Funding $ 600K

Community Investment 
Vital Operations; Strategic Infrastructure; Community Asset
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June 2022

…it’s the journey that matters

FY23 Funding Request: City of Hailey 
Comments, Questions & Answers 

Thank You
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June 2022

…it’s the journey that matters

FY23 Funding Request: City of Bellevue 
Respectfully: $  10,000 
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FY23 Funding Request:  City of Bellevue ($ 10,000) 2

Community Impact 
Essential Service; Community Asset 

 Infrastructure
 Investing $ 8.8M of Federal grant awards in FY23 in PT infrastructure

 Jobs
 Underwriting ~45 local jobs with $1.8M of FTA funding annually 

 Quality of life 
 Reducing emissions; mitigating congestion…SOVs   ; BEBs
 Providing safe, accessible, zero-fare public transportation
 Guaranteeing workforce mobility
 Mitigating the impacts of the workforce housing deficit 

 Integrity
 Operating transparently within a balanced budget
 Supporting & contributing to the valley’s economic vitality & growth
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FY23 Funding Request:  City of Bellevue ($ 10,000) 3

Community Investment 
Vital Operations; Strategic Infrastructure 

 FY23 Funding Request                $ 10,000

 For Continuing Operations $  9,000
 MRTA Budget (prelim) $ 4.1M
 Pre-pandemic service levels
 Increased frequency during commute-hours
 TWF commuter/NEMT service

 For Capital Expenditures $  1,000
 MRTA Budget (prelim) $11.1M
 BEBs + charging infrastructure
 New building @ Bellevue depot

 Capital Sources
 FTA Grants $ 8.8M
 MRTA Capital Fund $ 1.7M
 JPs FY23 CIP Funding $ 600K
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June 2022

…it’s the journey that matters

FY23 Funding Request: City of Bellevue 
Comments, Questions & Answers 

Thank You
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May 23, 2022

…it’s the journey that matters

FY23 Funding Request: Blaine County 
Respectfully: $ 201,500 
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FY23 Funding Request:  Blaine County ($201,500) 2

➢ Mountain Rides:

 Provides people with mobility and access to employment, 

community resources, medical care, and recreation

 Benefits those who choose to ride, as well as those without a car 

who must rely on public transportation for mobility

 Supports the community’s efforts to expand business opportunities, 

mitigate impacts of workforce housing shortages, and create a 

sense of community – buttressing economic vitality & resilience

 Reduces road congestion & travel times, air pollution, and energy & 

oil consumption – benefiting both riders and the community-at-large

 Stands ready, in times of emergency, as a critical transportation 

alternative for safe and efficient evacuation

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority
Crucial Infrastructure; Vital Service; Key Cog in the Economy
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FY23 Funding Request:  Blaine County ($201,500) 3

➢ Infrastructure that supports & drives the local economy

 Investing $25.0M+ of Federal grant awards, FY23-FY27, in PT infrastructure

➢ Good sustainable jobs – Federally-endorsed workforce program

 Underwriting 45 local jobs with $1.8M of FTA funding annually 

➢ Quality of life 

 Reducing emissions; mitigating congestion…SOVs   ; BEBs

 Providing safe, accessible, zero-fare public transportation

 Guaranteeing workforce mobility

 Mitigating the impacts of the workforce housing deficit 

➢ Integrity

 Operating transparently within a balanced budget

 Supporting & contributing to the valley’s economic vitality & growth

Community Impact 
Common Mission; Shared Ethos; Essential Service 
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➢ FY23 Funding Request $ 201,500

➢ For Continuing Operations $ 180,500

 Operating Budget (prelim) $ 4.1M

 Pre-pandemic service levels++

 Increased frequency during commute-hours

 TWF commuter/NEMT service sustainability

➢ For Capital Expenditures $  21,000

 Capital Budget (prelim) $ 11.1M

 BEBs + charging infrastructure

 New BEB facility, Bellevue campus

 Capital Sources

 FTA Grants $ 8.8M

 MRTA Capital Fund $ 1.7M

 JPs FY23 CIP Funding $ 600K

FY23 Funding Request:  Blaine County ($201,500) 4

Community Investment 
Vital Operations; Strategic Infrastructure; Community Asset 
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Thank You

5

May 23, 2022

…it’s the journey that matters

FY23 Funding Request: Blaine County 
Comments, Questions & Answers 
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City of Sun Valley 
FY23 Funding Request 

June 2, 2022 

Executive Summary 

Agency: Mountain Rides Transportation Authority (“Mountain Rides” or “MRTA”) 

Program: Public Transportation 

Contact: Wally Morgus 

   Executive Director 

   wally@mountainrides.org 

   208.788.7433  x.101 

Mountain Rides respectfully requests FY23 funding from the City of Sun Valley (“City”) in the amount of 

$435,000. 

Community Investment: FY23 Funding Request – $435,000 

Mountain Rides requests community investment – funding – of $435,000 for FY23 for continuing public 

transportation services benefiting the City, its residents, businesses, workers, and visitors. 

For FY23, Mountain Rides anticipates allocating the City’s funding as follows: 

 $ 360,000 for Operations 

 MRTA’s total FY23 operating budget (preliminary) = $4.1M. 

 $  75,000 for Capital Expenditures 

 MRTA’s total FY23 capital budget (preliminary) = $11.1M 

 Battery electric buses (10) + charging infrastructure. 

 BEB storage & maintenance facility (new building) on our Bellevue site. 

Community Engagement 

Essential Service; Vital Thread 

Mountain Rides is a vital thread in the fabric of the community, as it: 

 Operates fixed-route bus service transporting, in normal times, 550,000+ riders annually into, 

around, and about the City; 

 Operates regional vanpool services providing safe, reliable, and affordable transportation for 

workers moving to and from workplaces in and around the City;  

 Operates bus service between Sun Valley and Twin Falls, providing non-emergency medical 

transportation and commuter access; 

 Engages in transportation planning – e.g., the County’s Bike-Ped Master Plan – that benefits the 

City; and 

 Builds out a zero-emissions, electric bus fleet that is good for the environment, aligns with the 

ethos of the community, and promotes a healthy, sustainable lifestyle. 
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MRTA FY22 Funding Request – City of Sun Valley          2 

 

Community Engagement (cont.) 

Operations 

In FY23, Mountain Rides will maintain service at FY22 levels, which, in addition to our routes and service 

in the Wood River Valley, notably will include continuing regular service – at its essence, non-emergency 

medical transportation – between Sun Valley and Twin Falls (on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays). 

Capital Expenditures 

On the Capital side in FY23, Mountain Rides will continue its drive towards a 100% zero-emissions fleet by 

acquiring up to ten (10) battery electric buses (BEBs) and related charging infrastructure (RCI). About 85% 

of the total cost of $8.5M for the BEBs and RCI will be underwritten by Federal grant awards. 

In addition, in FY23 Mountain Rides will add a building to its Bellevue campus, said building to be used for 

storage, maintenance, and charging of our upgraded fleet of electric buses. About 80% of the total project 

cost of $1.7M for construction of the building will be underwritten by a Federal grant award. 

Challenges & Growth 

Mountain Rides anticipates spending FY23 continuing to rebuild – and grow! – ridership lost during the 

pandemic on our core routes and growing ridership on our burgeoning Twin Falls route. 

Also, as opportunity and funding emerge, Mountain Rides will continue to fine-tune and improve services: 

 Expanding service hours; 

 Improving connectivity, e.g., to-and-from more neighborhoods and pockets of population; 

 Extending service to underserved populations; and  

 Increasing frequency, especially on our vital commuter service, the Valley Route. 

Competence & Commitment 

Key staff managing and carrying out activities at Mountain Rides includes: 

 30+ part-time and full-time Drivers; 

 5 maintenance and facilities Technicians. 

 Jamie Canfield, Manager of Transit Operations; 

 Kim MacPherson, Director of Community Mobility; 

 Cece Osborn, Manager of Mobility Programs & Resilience; 

 Carlos Tellez, Maintenance Manager; 

 Ben Varner, Director of Assets & Planning; 

 Tucker Van Law, Director of Finance & Administration; and 

 Wally Morgus, Executive Director. 
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MRTA FY22 Funding Request – City of Sun Valley          3 

 

Community Impact 

Mountain Rides:  

 Responds to the needs of the City, as evidenced by its support of and participation in City-

sponsored activities, events, and planning. 

 Continues to grow ridership, with record-high ridership in pre-pandemic 2019 of 589,000 riders; 

in FY20, through March 13, 2020 – and the onset of the COVID-19 crisis locally – ridership was up 

~3.0% year-over-year, putting Mountain Rides on pace for ~610,000 riders in FY20, only to be 

thwarted by the pandemic. 

By March of 2022, monthly ridership on our core routes – Valley Route, Blue Route, Hailey Route 

– was near or above 2019 (pre-pandemic) levels, with our important commuter route, the Valley 

Route, at 2022 ridership levels 5% higher than 2019 levels. 

 Delivers enhanced mobility options for residents, visitors, businesses, and workers.  

 Operates 32,000+ hours of service annually on routes serving the City. 

 Delivers quality transportation services and infrastructure that underpin economic growth, vitality, 

and livability. 

 Provides essential transportation services for transit-dependent essential workers (as evidenced 

by ridership throughout the pandemic). 

 Contributes to the health and vitality of the local economy, with 45+ employees earning – and 

spending – ~$2.5MM in annual wages and benefits. By its Federal funding, Mountain Rides is, de 

facto, a Federally underwritten workforce sustainability program. 

 Operates within funding constraints as measured by its annual performance of actuals to budget. 
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 Mountain Rides Transportation Authority  

P.O. Box 2315 | 191 5th Street West | Ketchum, ID | 208.726.3841 
www.ketchumidaho.org 

 
 
 
 

Agency Name:   Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 

Project Name:   Public Transportation Operations & Capital 

Contact Person:   Wally Morgus, Executive Director 

Address:   POB 3091, Ketchum, ID 83340-3091 

Email:   wally@mountainrides.org 

Phone Number:   208.788.7433  x.101 

Please provide the information requested below and return via email to aswindley@ketchumidaho.org by end of 

day, Friday, April 22, 2022.  

• City Council’s Budget Strategic Session will be on June 27th 

• The public hearing will be on July 18th, with the readings as follows: 

o 1st – August 1st  | 2nd – August 15 | 3rd – September 6th  

Feel free to expand the text fields. Supporting documents or any additional information for consideration are 

welcome as attachments. 

If any of the below items do not apply to your request, please indicate with N/A. 

1. Amount requested for fiscal year 2023: $  769,000  

2. What percentage of your overall budget does the requested amount represent?     5.1  % 

Please submit a budget sheet for FY2021+FY2022 – Attachment A – that shows overall revenue and 

expenditures. 

3. How would your program or project be impacted if it did not receive funding from the City or  

if funding were reduced? (Expand the box as needed or submit separately.)  

To qualify for FTA funding, which underwrites the lion's share of our budget, Mountain Rides must receive 

local match funds. There is a direct relationship – intensified by the leverage from the Federal match – 

between funding from our Joint Powers, including Ketchum, and the quality and quantity of public 

transportation services we deliver. In Operations, with ~$2.75 of FTA funding per $1.00 of local funding, 

each $100,000 of local funding results in ~$375,000 of total funding, which translates to ~3,800 hours of 

bus service. On the Capital side, the match is ~$4.00 of Federal funding per $1.00 of local funding. 

Mountain Rides deploys resources efficiently to deliver quality services critical to the community. Reduced 

funding from Ketchum would likely trigger service cuts on our Blue & Valley Routes – serving ~400,000 

riders per year (~73% of MRTA ridership) – which, in turn, would exacerbate challenges – traffic 

congestion; parking shortages; accelerated wear-and-tear on highways/streets; safety and environmental 

issues due to increased SOV trips – that Mountain Rides, historically, has helped to mitigate. 

For FY23, Mountain Rides is requesting $769,000 from Ketchum: i) for Operations/Service -- $589,000 -- 

which is an increase over FY22 (wherein we had CARES funds available to cover shortfalls in local funding) 

and reflects inflationary impacts on Mountain Rides’ expenses; and ii) for Capital -- $180,000 -- which is 

explicitly allocated as the local match for Federal awards earmarked for Capital Improvements, including 

buses (BEBs), facilities (new Bellevue building), and equipment (lifts, hoists, charging infrastructure, etc. to 

outfit the new building and retrofit our Ketchum facility for maintaining BEBs).  
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Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 

City of Ketchum, 4/19/22, Page 2 of 4 

4. Does your program or project have a strategic/business plan in place? Yes   X  No ___ 

If yes, please attach a copy upon submission. See “Mountain Rides Transportation Authority, Strategic 

Framework: Pentad of Focus,” Attachment B. 

5. If you received funds from the City in fiscal year 2022, please provide specific examples of how those funds 

were used to benefit the community. (Expand the box as needed or submit separately.) 

 

6. If you receive funds from the City in fiscal year 2023, please provide specific goals set by your organization. 

(Expand the box as needed or submit separately.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

In FY22, Mountain Rides is using City funds to: i) operate and support our Valley & Blue Routes, including 

enhanced, more frequent, seven-day service on the Valley Route and continuing late-night service on the 

Blue Route; ii) manage and operate a Safe Routes to School Program; iii) engage in regional transportation 

planning and coordination; and iv) operate and support our regional van pool services. Benefits to the 

community include: 

• Workers accessing affordable, reliable, safe transportation getting them to/from jobs. 

• Senior citizens accessing affordable, reliable, safe transportation getting them to/from shopping and 

activities. 

• Cyclists and pedestrians moving along safe, secure, and scenic routes. 

• Children experiencing greater mobility and independence. 

• Less traffic; more balanced transportation options; mitigated parking shortages; higher quality of life. 

Mountain Rides goals, set by our Board of Directors, remain consistent and relevant: 

• Provide/advocate for well-funded public transportation that meets communities' needs. 

• Promote knowledge and awareness of the social, financial, environmental, and community benefits of 

public transportation. 

• Promote regional cooperation on transportation issues. 

Specifically, in FY 2023, look for Mountain Rides to: 

• Operate 30,000+ hours of annual service on routes serving the City. 

• Provide quality transportation services and infrastructure that underpin and promote economic 

growth, vitality, and livability. 

• Provide essential transportation services to transit-dependent essential workers. 

• Positively impact the local economy, with ~45 employees earning – and spending – ~$2.3MM in 

annual wages and benefits. 

• Expand and augment our Bellevue depot (total investment, ~$1.7M) to accommodate fleet 

electrification and to complement our Ketchum depot. Enhance the infrastructure in our Ketchum 

depot to further accommodate fleet electrification. 

• Bring ten (10) BEBs into our fleet (total investment, ~$8.2M), which will bring our total BEBs to 

fourteen (14) in a fleet of twenty-four (24) buses. 

For a comprehensive look at Mountain Rides’ goals, please see Mountain Rides’ “Strategic Framework: 

Pentad of Focus,” attached. 
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Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 

City of Ketchum, 4/19/22, Page 3 of 4 

Attachment A 

Budget Sheet: Mountain Rides 
 

REVENUE FY 2021 FY 2022 

Operations Fund $   4,575,500  $   3,636,400 

Cap. Eqpt. Fund 3,931,400 6,745,000 

Facilities Fund 1,738,700 1,140,500 

WFH Fund 54,200 54,200 

Contingency 

Fund 
503,400 504,400 

Total Revenue $ 10,803,200 $ 12,080,500 
 

EXPENSE FY 2021 FY 2022 

Operations Fund $   4,575,500  $   3,636,400 

Cap. Eqpt. Fund 3,654,100 6,677,000 

Facilities Fund 1,112,300 1,081,400 

WFH Fund 33,200 33,200 

Contingency 

Fund 
- - 

Total Expense $   9,375,100 $ 11,428,000 
 

FY CARRYOVER $   1,428,100 $      652,500 
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Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 

City of Ketchum, 4/19/22, Page 4 of 4 

Attachment B 

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 

Strategic Framework: Pentad of Focus 

2022 - 2026 

…it’s the journey that matters 
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City of Hailey 
FY23 Funding Request 

June 2022 

Executive Summary 

Agency: Mountain Rides Transportation Authority (“Mountain Rides” or “MRTA”) 

Program: Public Transportation 

Contact: Wally Morgus 

   Executive Director 

   wally@mountainrides.org 

   208.788.7433  x.101 

Mountain Rides respectfully requests FY23 funding of $ 92,000 from the City of Hailey (“City”). 

Community Investment: FY23 Funding Request – $ 92,000 

Mountain Rides requests community investment – funding – of $92,000 for FY23 for continuing public 

transportation services benefiting the City, its residents, businesses, workers, and visitors. 

For FY23, Mountain Rides anticipates allocating the City’s funding as follows: 

 $85,000 for Operations 

 MRTA’s total FY23 operating budget (preliminary) = $ 4.1M. 

 $  7,000 for Capital Expenditures 

 MRTA’s total FY23 capital budget (preliminary) = $ 11.1M. 

 Battery electric buses + charging infrastructure + new building. 

Community Engagement 

Essential Service; Vital Thread 

Mountain Rides is a vital thread in the fabric of the community, as it: 

 Operates fixed-route bus service transporting, in normal times, 225,000+ riders annually into, 

around, and about the City, and 550,000+ riders system-wide; 

 Operates regional vanpool services providing safe, reliable, and affordable transportation for 

workers moving to and from workplaces in and around the City;  

 Operates an inter-city bus service, providing non-emergency medical transportation and 

commuter access, between the Wood River Valley and Twin Falls; 

 Engages in transportation planning – e.g., the City’s River Street Project (public transportation 

components) – that benefits the City; and 

 Builds out a zero-emissions, electric bus fleet that is good for the environment, aligns with the 

ethos of the community, and promotes a healthy, sustainable lifestyle. 
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MRTA FY23 Funding Request – City of Hailey          2 

 

Community Engagement (cont.) 

Operations 

In FY23, Mountain Rides will maintain service at FY22 levels, which, notably, against the backdrop of the 

pandemic, included enhancements over FY20, pre-pandemic levels. In FY23, we will also continue our 

regular fixed-route bus service – at its essence, non-emergency medical transportation – between the 

Wood River Valley and Twin Falls (on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays). 

Capital Expenditures 

On the Capital side in FY23, Mountain Rides will continue its drive towards a 100% zero-emissions fleet by 

acquiring up to ten (10) battery electric buses (BEBs) and related charging infrastructure (RCI). About 85% 

of the total cost of $8.5M for the BEBs and RCI will be underwritten by Federal grant awards. 

In addition, in FY23 Mountain Rides will add a building to its Bellevue campus, said building to be used for 

storage, maintenance, and charging of our upgraded fleet of electric buses. About 80% of the total project 

cost of $1.7M for construction of the building will be underwritten by a Federal grant award. 

Challenges & Growth 

Mountain Rides anticipates spending FY23 continuing to rebuild – and grow! – ridership lost during the 

pandemic on our core routes and growing ridership on our burgeoning Twin Falls route. 

Also, as opportunity and funding emerge, Mountain Rides will continue to fine-tune and improve services: 

 Expanding service hours; 

 Improving connectivity, e.g., to-and-from more neighborhoods and pockets of population; 

 Extending service to underserved populations; and  

 Increasing frequency, especially on our vital commuter service, the Valley Route. 

Competence & Commitment 

Key staff managing and carrying out activities at Mountain Rides includes: 

 20+ part-time and full-time Drivers; 

 5 maintenance and facilities Technicians. 

 Jamie Canfield, Manager of Transit Operations; 

 Kim MacPherson, Director of Community Development; 

 Cece Osborn, Manager of Mobility Programs & Resilience; 

 Carlos Tellez, Maintenance Manager; 

 Ben Varner, Director of Assets & Planning; 

 Tucker Van Law, Director of Finance & Administration; and 

 Wally Morgus, Executive Director. 
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Community Impact 

Mountain Rides:  

 Responds to the needs of the City, as evidenced by its support of and participation in City-

sponsored activities, events, and planning. 

 Continues to grow ridership, with record-high ridership in pre-pandemic 2019 of 589,000 riders; 

in FY20, through March 13, 2020 – and the onset of the COVID-19 crisis locally – ridership was up 

~3.0% year-over-year, putting Mountain Rides on pace for ~610,000 riders in FY20, only to be 

thwarted by the pandemic. 

By March of 2022, monthly ridership on our core routes – Valley Route, Blue Route, Hailey Route 

– was near or above 2019 (pre-pandemic) levels, with our important commuter route, the Valley 

Route, at 2022 ridership levels 5% higher than 2019 levels. 

 Delivers enhanced mobility options for residents, visitors, businesses, and workers.  

 Operates ~20,000 hours of service annually on routes directly serving the City. 

 Delivers quality transportation services and infrastructure that underpin economic growth, vitality, 

and livability. 

 Provides essential transportation services for transit-dependent essential workers (as evidenced 

by ridership throughout the pandemic). 

 Contributes to the health and vitality of the local economy, with 45+ employees earning – and 

spending – ~$2.5MM in annual wages and benefits. By its Federal funding, Mountain Rides is, de 

facto, a Federally underwritten workforce sustainability program. 

 Operates within funding constraints as measured by its annual performance of actuals to budget. 
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City of Bellevue 
FY23 Funding Request 

June 2022 

Executive Summary 

Agency: Mountain Rides Transportation Authority (“Mountain Rides” or “MRTA”) 

Program: Public Transportation 

Contact: Wally Morgus 

   Executive Director 

   wally@mountainrides.org 

   208.788.7433  x.101 

Mountain Rides respectfully requests FY23 funding of $ 10,000 from the City of Bellevue (“City”). 

Community Investment: FY22 Funding Request – $ 10,000 

Mountain Rides requests community investment – funding – of $10,000 for FY23 for continuing public 

transportation services benefiting the City, its residents, businesses, workers, and visitors. 

For FY23, Mountain Rides anticipates allocating the City’s funding as follows: 

 $ 9,000 for Operations 

 MRTA’s total FY23 operating budget (preliminary) = $4.1M. 

 $ 1,000 for Capital Expenditures 

 MRTA’s total FY23 capital budget (preliminary) = $11.1M 

 Battery electric buses + charging infrastructure + new Bellevue facility. 

Community Engagement 

Essential Service; Vital Thread 

Mountain Rides is a vital thread in the fabric of the community, as it: 

 Operates fixed-route bus service transporting, in normal times, 550,000+ riders system-wide; 

 Operates regional vanpool services providing safe, reliable, and affordable transportation for 

workers moving to and from workplaces in and around the City;  

 Operates an inter-city bus service, providing non-emergency medical transportation and 

commuter access, between the Wood River Valley and Twin Falls; 

 Engages in transportation planning – e.g., the County’s Bike-Ped Master Plan – that benefits the 

City; and 

 Builds out a zero-emissions, electric bus fleet that is good for the environment, aligns with the 

ethos of the community, and promotes a healthy, sustainable lifestyle. 
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Community Engagement (cont.) 

Operations 

In FY23, Mountain Rides will maintain service at FY22 levels, which, notably, against the backdrop of the 

pandemic, included enhancements over FY20, pre-pandemic levels. In FY23, we will also continue our 

regular fixed-route bus service – at its essence, non-emergency medical transportation – between the 

Wood River Valley and Twin Falls (on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays). 

Capital Expenditures 

On the Capital side in FY23, Mountain Rides will continue its drive towards a 100% zero-emissions fleet by 

acquiring up to ten (10) battery electric buses (BEBs) and related charging infrastructure (RCI). About 85% 

of the total cost of $8.5M for the BEBs and RCI will be underwritten by Federal grant awards. 

In addition, in FY23 Mountain Rides will add a building to its Bellevue campus, said building to be used for 

storage, maintenance, and charging of our upgraded fleet of electric buses. About 80% of the total project 

cost of $1.7M for construction of the building will be underwritten by a Federal grant award. 

Challenges & Growth 

Mountain Rides anticipates spending FY23 continuing to rebuild – and grow! – ridership lost during the 

pandemic on our core routes and growing ridership on our burgeoning Twin Falls route. 

Also, as opportunity and funding emerge, Mountain Rides will continue to fine-tune and improve services: 

 Expanding service hours; 

 Improving connectivity, e.g., to-and-from more neighborhoods and pockets of population; 

 Extending service to underserved populations; and  

 Increasing frequency, especially on our vital commuter service, the Valley Route. 

Competence & Commitment 

Key staff managing and carrying out activities at Mountain Rides includes: 

 20+ part-time and full-time Drivers; 

 5 maintenance and facilities Technicians. 

 Jamie Canfield, Manager of Transit Operations; 

 Kim MacPherson, Director of Community Development; 

 Cece Osborn, Manager of Mobility Programs & Resilience; 

 Carlos Tellez, Maintenance Manager; 

 Ben Varner, Director of Assets & Planning; 

 Tucker Van Law, Director of Finance & Administration; and 

 Wally Morgus, Executive Director. 
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Community Impact 

Mountain Rides:  

 Responds to the needs of the City, as evidenced by its support of and participation in City-

sponsored activities, events, and planning. 

 Continues to grow ridership, with record-high ridership in pre-pandemic 2019 of 589,000 riders; 

in FY20, through March 13, 2020 – and the onset of the COVID-19 crisis locally – ridership was up 

~3.0% year-over-year, putting Mountain Rides on pace for ~610,000 riders in FY20, only to be 

thwarted by the pandemic. 

By March of 2022, monthly ridership on our core routes – Valley Route, Blue Route, Hailey Route 

– was near or above 2019 (pre-pandemic) levels, with our important commuter route, the Valley 

Route, at 2022 ridership levels 5% higher than 2019 levels. 

 Delivers enhanced mobility options for residents, visitors, businesses, and workers.  

 Operates 16,000+ hours of service annually on routes directly serving the City. 

 Delivers quality transportation services and infrastructure that underpin economic growth, vitality, 

and livability. 

 Provides essential transportation services for transit-dependent essential workers (as evidenced 

by ridership throughout the pandemic). 

 Contributes to the health and vitality of the local economy, with 45+ employees earning – and 

spending – ~$2.5MM in annual wages and benefits. By its Federal funding, Mountain Rides is, de 

facto, a Federally underwritten workforce sustainability program. 

 Operates within funding constraints as measured by its annual performance of actuals to budget. 
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 Blaine County 
Fiscal Year 2023 

Funding Request Form 

Agency Name: Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 

Project Name: FY2023 Budget Funding Request 

Contact Person: Wally Morgus, Executive Director 

Address: POB 3091, Ketchum, ID 83340-3091 

Email: wally@mountainrides.org 

Phone Number: 208.788.7433  x.101 

Please provide the information requested below and return via email to 

jlovell@blainecounty.org no later than Wednesday, May 5, 2022. If you have additional 

information you would like the County to consider, please feel free to attach. 

1. Amount requested for fiscal year 2023:  $201,500 

2. What percentage of your overall budget does the requested amount represent?  1.3  % 

3. Please list your primary funding sources other than the County and the percentage of your budget 
they represent: 

Funding Source % of Budget the 
Source Represents 

Federal Awards (FTA: 5311 & 5339 grants) 75.5% 

City of Ketchum 5.1% 

City of Sun Valley 2.9% 

4. Check this box if you received funding from Blaine County in the past.      If so, please indicate 
how much funding each year for the past three fiscal years.  

FY22: $180,000;   FY21: $115,600;   FY20: $154,000 

5. How would your program or project be impacted if it did not receive funding from Blaine County 
or if funding from Blaine County were reduced? 

To qualify for FTA funds, which underwrite the lion's share of our budget, Mountain Rides must 

receive local match funds. There is a direct relationship – intensified by the leverage of the Federal 

match – between funding from our JPs, including Blaine County, and the quality and quantity of 

service we deliver. In Operations: With ~$2.75 of FTA funding per $1.00 of local funding, each 

$100,000 of local funding results in ~$375,000 of total funding, yielding ~3,800 hours of service. 

On the Capital side, the match is ~$4.00 of Federal funding per $1.00 of local funding. 

Mountain Rides deploys resources efficiently to deliver quality services critical to the community. 

Reduced funding from Blaine County would trigger service cuts on our Valley Route – serving 

~225,000 riders per year (~41% of MRTA ridership) – which, in turn, would exacerbate challenges – 

traffic congestion; parking shortages; accelerated wear-and-tear on highways/streets; safety and 

environmental issues due to increased SOV trips – that Mountain Rides has helped to mitigate. 
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Fiscal Year 2023 

Funding Request Form 

6. Please provide a brief description of your operational/business functions.   

Mountain Rides provides and supports a full range of transportation alternatives for Blaine County 

and adjacent communities that are safe, user oriented, environmentally friendly, economically 

sustainable, and supportive of a strong local economy. 

Mountain Rides is a public agency, established via a Joint Powers Agreement among the cities of 

Bellevue, Hailey, Ketchum, and Sun Valley and Blaine County. 

Mountain Rides provides public transportation services:  i) a fixed route commuter bus service – 

the Valley Route – operating up-and-down the Wood River Valley, serving a majority of Blaine 

County residents, and relying on Blaine County funding to sustain; ii) fixed bus routes in Ketchum 

and Sun Valley; iii) a fixed bus route in Hailey; iv) a fixed bus route between the Wood River Valley 

and Twin Falls; and v) commuter vanpools serving residents of Blaine County and commuters to 

Blaine County from the communities of Shoshone, Jerome, and Twin Falls. 

In addition to public transportation services, MRTA manages and executes other activities, some in 

conjunction with other service  agencies in the county, that support our mission:  i) a Safe Routes 

to School program; ii) public education and outreach programs; and iii) overall transportation 

planning services. For more information about our services, please see our website, 

www.mountainrides.org.  

Depending on the season and level of service operating, Mountain Rides employs full-time and 

part-time staff numbering from 30 to 45 people. Most are employed in MRTA’s operations and 

maintenance departments (operators/drivers, mechanics/technicians, bus washers). 

7. Check this box if your program or project has a strategic plan or business plan in place.    If so, 
please provide a copy electronically as an attachment to the email submission of this form. 

Please see “MRTA Strategic Framework: Pentad of Focus,” Attachment A.   

8. How long do you anticipate your program or project will need Blaine County funding?  

Mountain Rides anticipates funding from Blaine County (and all Joint Powers) for as long as there 

remains a demand among residents and visitors for essential public transportation services in 

Blaine County. Akin to police, fire, roads, libraries, parks, and other public services and amenities, 

public transportation will likely continue to require public funding to sustain operations. 

Absent a local option tax or similar funding mechanism dedicated to directly underwriting public 

transportation, Mountain Rides will continue to require local funding, including funding from Blaine 

County, as a requisite (match) for securing federal funds. 
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Fiscal Year 2023 

Funding Request Form 

9. What steps are you taking to become independent and not need Blaine County funding?  

Mountain Rides continues to diversify its funding sources and seek means for increasing non-JP 

funding. In recent years, Mountain Rides has cultivated revenue from new and ongoing business 

partners and from other local funding sources. Mountain Rides is diligent in identifying and tapping 

federal funding opportunities for both operating and capital resources. Furthermore, increased 

State funding for public transportation would help diminish our reliance on local funding; however, 

political realities suggest such increased State funding is unlikely for the foreseeable future. In 

FY19 and FY20, Mountain Rides applied for and received funds from the Idaho Department of 

Environmental Quality (ID-DEQ) vis-à-vis the Volkswagen Mitigation Settlement (VMS). In FY22, we 

used these funds as our local match of FTA funds to purchase battery electric buses and 

infrastructure. In FY22, Mountain Rides will apply for and anticipates, but is not guaranteed, 

receiving an additional tranche of funds from ID-DEQ vis-à-vis the VMS. We project using these 

funds as our local match of Federal Transit Administration funds for the purchase of additional 

battery electric buses and infrastructure. 

10. How does your organization or program benefit Blaine County and its citizens? 

Mountain Rides benefits Blaine County and its citizens by: 

• Increasing mobility for those who visit, reside, and work in Blaine County; 

• Contributing to calming traffic on the county’s roadways, e.g., fewer cars, less traffic 

congestion; 

• Providing quality public transportation that supports economic development and growth; 

• Effecting reduced pollution and transportation-related emissions; 

• Availing citizens of high-quality transportation infrastructure; 

• Contributing to improved public health by providing easy, reliable transportation to 

healthcare facilities and by encouraging and supporting citizens’ engagement in active 

transportation…biking and walking;  

• Saving money for Blaine County residents who use our services; 

• Providing transportation services for a diverse community, including the elderly, disabled, 

youths, commuters, tourists, social-justice groups, transit-dependent patrons, and at-will 

riders; and 

• Creating sustainable and meaningful employment opportunities for fifty (50) local 

residents; made possible by the availability of federal grant dollars (as leverage for local 

funding); from this point of view, Mountain Rides benefits Blaine County and its citizens as 

a federally-underwritten jobs-creation program contributing to the economic development, 

vitality, and success of Blaine County. 
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11. If you received funds from Blaine County in fiscal year 2022 please provide specific examples of 
how those funds were used to benefit our community during the past year. 

In FY22, Mountain Rides is using Blaine County funds to: i) operate and support our Valley Route, 

including enhanced service for The Meadows neighborhood; ii) develop, coordinate, and execute 

according to the County’s Bike-Pedestrian Master Plan; iii) manage and operate a Safe Routes to 

School Program; iv) engage in regional transportation planning; and v) operate and support our 

regional vanpool services. Benefits to the community include: 

• Workers accessing affordable, reliable, safe transportation getting them to/from jobs. 

• Senior citizens accessing affordable, reliable, safe transportation getting them to/from 

shopping and activities. 

• Cyclists and pedestrians moving along safe, secure, and scenic routes. 

• Children experiencing greater mobility and independence. 

• Less traffic, more balanced transportation options, and higher quality of life. 

12. If you received funds from Blaine County in fiscal year 2022 please provide specific goals set by 
your organization. 

a. Please provide all goals relevant to funds provided by Blaine County 

Mountain Rides goals, set by our Board of Directors, remain consistent and relevant: 

• Provide and advocate for well-funded public transportation that reduces single 

occupancy vehicle trips and meets the needs of our communities.  

• Promote knowledge and increase awareness of the social, financial, environmental, 

and community benefits of transportation alternatives. 

• Promote regional cooperation on transportation issues. 

b. Please provide details regarding your organization’s performance in achieving those goals 

Mountain Rides continues to perform well in achieving its goals, as evidenced by: 

• The year immediately preceding the pandemic yielded highest annual ridership ever 

recorded in Blaine County public transportation – 589,537 riders in 2019. In FY22, 

ridership is recovering from mid-pandemic lows, with ridership on the Valley Route, for 

example, running at about 105% of 2019 levels.   

• Safe operations: seven (7) straight years with zero (0) at-fault injury accidents. 

• Service increases: 7% overall increase in service for FY2022. 

• Progress implementing bike-ped projects and keeping the plan fresh with new projects 

and funding, e.g., Safe Routes to School activities funded via federal and local grants. 

• Funding development: success increasing local funding, Federal funding, and special 

funding (ID DEQ VW Mitigation Grant Funds; RAISE Grant Funds). 
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 Blaine County 
Fiscal Year 2023 

Funding Request Form 

13. Please review the Blaine County Strategic Objectives (included below) and respond to the 
following for fiscal year 2023: 

a. What specific projects or programs will Blaine County funds be used to support? 

Blaine County funds will support operation of the Valley Route connecting the Blaine County 

communities of Bellevue, Hailey, Ketchum, and Sun Valley. The Valley Route is the 

bellwether of our system, with riders of all ages and from across the socioeconomic 

spectrum. Any increased funding from Blaine County will support service improvements for 

commuter and evening trips, as well as support continuing enhancements to our Meadows 

service and ongoing execution of MRTA’s piece of the Bike-Pedestrian Master Plan. 

b. What goals do you hope to accomplish during fiscal year 2023? 

Goal 1:  Continue building ridership on all routes. 

FY23 projects: Driver training and accountability for implementing measures that 

encourage riders to return and feel safe; in cooperation with the ITD-PT Office, marketing, 

educational and public relations efforts that encourage the public to return to public 

transportation and/or try public transportation for the first time. 

Goal 2:  Build on success by increasing service on core routes and simplifying the system. 

FY23 projects: Continued improvements to Valley, Hailey, and Blue routes, as well as 

additional vanpool routes. 

Goal 3:  Continue developing emerging transportation services to complement current 

services and meet community needs. 

FY23 projects: Improved/more frequent airport service; Galena/SNRA service; The 

Meadows demand-response service; greater frequency of Valley Route service during 

commuter-hours; continued build-out of service between the Wood River Valley and the 

Magic Valley. 

Goal 4:  Support and coordinate the development of safe, integrated pedestrian- and 

bicyclist-friendly communities, including infrastructure. 

FY23 projects: Sustain awareness and impacts of Safe Routes to School; support 

emerging/ongoing bike-pedestrian projects in Ketchum and Hailey. 

Goal 5:  Develop and support incentives that inspire more people to take public 

transportation. 

FY23 projects: Promote website/phone app. Community events. Continue to be zero-fare. 

Goal 6:  Build financial, structural, and organizational resources to achieve Goals 1 - 5. 

FY23 projects: Bolster administrative, outreach, and support functions; continue to 

evaluate internships and contractors as ways to accomplish this. 

Goal 7:  Continue conversion to 100% battery electric bus (BEB) fleet. 

FY23 projects: Continue build out of BEB charging infrastructure at Bellevue and Ketchum 

depots; acquire four seven (7)  to ten (10) additional BEBs; put BEBs in-service on Valley, 

Hailey, Blue, and resort routes; expand Bellevue depot to accommodate additional BEBs 

and charging infrastructure. 
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c. How do your goals promote the County’s Strategic Objectives? 

By our Joint Powers Agreement, Blaine County and Mountain Rides act in concert. As a 

result, Mountain Rides promotes and complements Blaine County’s Strategic Objectives. 

We are accountable, transparent, fiscally responsible, and ethically upstanding. As a 

provider of essential public service with County-wide impact, Mountain Rides’ goals align 

with the County’s Delivery of Service and Public Policy goals as follows: 

• Understand purpose is to serve county constituency. 

Mountain Rides is committed to serving all citizens of and visitors to Blaine County by 

providing high-quality transportation services. As an open service, accessible to 

everyone in Blaine County, Mountain Rides’ scope and diverse constituency of users is 

unmatched among public service providers in the County. 

• Focus on customer and client service. 

Mountain Rides success is driven by customer satisfaction. We strive for 100% 

customer satisfaction and support that aspiration with customer-service training, 

community outreach, and ever-enhanced customer information and communications 

systems. We seek ongoing feedback from customers and use that information in 

crafting improvements in our services and in developing new services. 

• Working to meet community needs. 

The essence of Mountain Rides is meeting and serving community needs. We 

proactively engage with the community on a constant basis to understand needs; we 

build, adapt, and adjust our services according to those needs. For example, Mountain 

Rides collaborates with jurisdictions’ community development staffs, to understand and 

address community needs.  

• Optimize public accessibility. 

Mountain Rides is built on a foundation of open access. Our services are accessible to 

all; we nearly never turn anyone away. We serve “social justice communities,” e.g., 

the Woodside community in Hailey and the Meadows community in Blaine County. All 

buses are ADA compliant. We work hard to serve those who need us most. We continue 

to increase bike capacity on buses, extending easy access to cyclists. 

• Prepare for new development; plan for economic, social, environmental change. 

Quality public transportation services are a key strategy of many of Blaine County’s 

peer communities. To prepare for, and even attract, new development, we must have 

strong transit to compete. As the nation moves towards more sustainable transportation 

alternatives, with a resultant decrease in driving, communities with high-quality transit 

services will be best-prepared to accommodate and thrive in this new environment. 

Mountain Rides works with local jurisdictions on an ongoing basis in the planning and 

implementing of transit infrastructure and routes serving new subdivisions and other 

developments. 
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d. How will you measure your success relative to the projects or programs supported by 
Blaine County funds? 

Ridership is our fundamental measure of success: 

We also measure performance regularly against benchmarks: 

Metric Benchmark Performance 

Riders per Service Hour 14.0 15.1 

Cost per Service Hour < $ 86.00 $ 80.65 

Cost per Service Mile < $   5.75 $   5.49 

Road Calls/10,000 Service Miles <      1.00 0.28 

Accidents/100,000 Service Miles <      1.00 0.02 

Incidents/100,000 Service Miles <     1.00 0.15 

e. Please provide goal measures in terms of one of the following: 

1. Activities: the processes or actions that use a range of inputs to produce the desired 

outputs and ultimately outcomes. In essence, activities describe "what we do." 

Mountain Rides activities – providing public transportation services – are 

straightforward to measure. We count the number of people we serve and how 

effectively we serve them by measuring riders per hour and per mile, service 

frequency, and service area coverage. 

2. Outputs: the final products, or goods and services produced for delivery. Outputs may 

be defined as "what we produce or deliver." 

Mountain Rides delivers a full range of public transportation mobility services for our 

community via a transportation network that we manage, operate, and help plan. When 

we are successful, Mountain Rides favorably impacts the quality of life, the economy, 

and the well-being of the community that is Blaine County. 

  

Route FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22

Blue 128,140  115,098  63,083    89,139    26,056   + 141.3%         25,959   -  77.4%            39,001   -  69.6%            

Valley 87,196    90,506    75,424    91,823    16,399   + 121.7%         1,317   +   101.5%         4,627   +   105.3%         

Hailey 16,357    19,983    11,398    14,546    3,148   +   127.6%         5,437   -    72.8%            1,811   -    88.9%            

Red 14,702    9,386      8,127      10,027    1,900   +   123.4%         641   +       106.8%         4,675   -    68.2%            

Bronze 12,977    10,476    9,616      12,872    3,256   +   133.9%         2,396   +   122.9%         105   -       99.2%            

Silver 44,311    41,938    20,889    36,640    15,751   + 175.4%         5,298   -    87.4%            7,671   -    82.7%            

Gold 40,574    34,378    18,374    32,890    14,516   + 179.0%         1,488   -    95.7%            7,684   -    81.1%            

Magic Valley -          -          -          977         977   +       0.0%              977   +       0.0%              977   +       0.0%              

Galena 898         993         968         723         245   -       74.7%            270   -       72.8%            175   -       80.5%            

Total 345,155  322,758  207,879  289,637  81,758   +     139.3%         33,121   -      89.7%            55,518   -      83.9%            

Mountain Rides
Ridership by Route
Mar 31, 2022 

 FYTD @ Mar 31 
FY22 : FY21 FY22 : FY20 FY22 : FY19
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3. Outcomes: the medium-term results for specific beneficiaries that are the consequence 

of achieving specific outputs. Outcomes should relate clearly to your strategic goals and 

objectives. Outcomes are "what we wish to achieve." 

Mountain Rides is focused on four key performance outcomes – financial sustainability, 

ridership, accessibility, and safety. We continually assess our performance against 

benchmarks and industry standards. We also conduct periodic customer satisfaction 

and quality surveys, as well as measure things like on-time performance and employee 

satisfaction. 

4. Impacts: the results of achieving specific outcomes, such as reducing poverty and 

creating jobs. 

Mountain Rides is the local vehicle for a federally-underwritten jobs-creation-and-

sustaining program; to wit, the forty-five (45) employees at Mountain Rides, whose 

wages are underwritten (~70%) by Federal Transit Administration grant dollars, and 

whose wages are spent and invested in the local economy (setting in motion a 

multiplier-effect that ripples through and benefits the local economy). 

Mountain Rides enhances quality of life and overall mobility in our community, which is 

important, regardless of whether one rides with Mountain Rides. Mountain Rides 

brings our community together…and it’s the journey that matters… 
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Attachment A 

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 

Strategic Framework: Pentad of Focus 

2022 - 2026 

…it’s the journey that matters 
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Appendix B 

• MRTA Organizational Chart 

• MRTA FY22 Audited Financial Statements 

• MRTA FY23 Contract(s) for Services (Joint Powers & Sun Valley Co.) 

• MRTA Joint Powers Agreement 

• Nov-2022 Statements – LGIP Funds (Source of Local Match Funding) 
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Mountain Rides Transportation Authority
Organization Chart  47 Staff Members (FT + PT) 
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2190 Village Park Avenue, Suite 300 • Twin Falls, ID  83301 •  208.733.1161 • Fax: 208.733.6100 

November 28, 2022 

Board of Directors 
Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 
Ketchum, Idaho  

We have audited the financial statements of the governmental activities, the business-type activities, each 
major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 
(Authority) for the year ended September 30, 2022. Professional standards require that we provide you 
with information about our responsibilities under generally accepted auditing standards, Government 
Auditing Standards and the Uniform Guidance, as well as certain information related to the planned scope 
and timing of our audit. Professional standards also require that we communicate to you the following 
information related to our audit. 

Significant Audit Findings 

Qualitative Aspects of Accounting Practices 

Management is responsible for the selection and use of appropriate accounting policies. The significant 
accounting policies used by the Authority are described in Note 1 to the financial statements. No new 
accounting policies were adopted, and the application of existing policies was not changed during 2022.  
We noted no transactions entered into by the Authority during the year for which there is a lack of 
authoritative guidance or consensus.  All significant transactions have been recognized in the financial 
statements in the proper period. 

Accounting estimates are an integral part of the financial statements prepared by management and are 
based on management’s knowledge and experience about past and current events and assumptions 
about future events. Certain accounting estimates are particularly sensitive because of their significance 
to the financial statements and because of the possibility that future events affecting them may differ 
significantly from those expected. The most sensitive estimate affecting the Authority’s financial 
statements was:  

Management’s estimate of the useful lives of fixed assets is based on historical data. We 
evaluated the key factors and assumptions used to develop the useful lives of fixed 
assets in determining that it is reasonable in relation to the financial statements taken as 
a whole. 

The financial statement disclosures are neutral, consistent, and clear. 

Difficulties Encountered in Performing the Audit  

We encountered no significant difficulties in dealing with management in performing and completing our 
audit. 

Corrected and Uncorrected Misstatements  

Professional standards require us to accumulate all known and likely misstatements identified during the 
audit, other than those that are clearly trivial, and communicate them to the appropriate level of 
management. Management has corrected all such misstatements.  In addition, none of the misstatements 
detected as a result of audit procedures and corrected by management were material, either individually 
or in the aggregate, to each opinion unit’s financial statements taken as a whole.  

 

During the course of our audit engagement, we did not propose any audit adjustments. 
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Continued— 

Disagreements with Management 

For purposes of this letter, a disagreement with management is a financial accounting, reporting, or 
auditing matter, whether or not resolved to our satisfaction, that could be significant to the financial 
statements or the auditor’s report. We are pleased to report that no such disagreements arose during the 
course of our audit. 

Management Representations  

We have requested certain representations from management that are included in the management 
representation letter dated November 28, 2022. 

Other Audit Findings or Issues 

We generally discuss a variety of matters, including the application of accounting principles and auditing 
standards, with management each year prior to retention as Authority’s auditors. However, these 
discussions occurred in the normal course of our professional relationship and our responses were not a 
condition to our retention. 

Other Matters 

We applied certain limited procedures to Management’s Discussion and Analysis (MD&A) and Budgetary 
Information, which are required supplementary information (RSI) that supplements the basic financial 
statements. Our procedures consisted of inquiries of management regarding the methods of preparing 
the information and comparing the information for consistency with management’s responses to our 
inquiries, the basic financial statements, and other knowledge we obtained during our audit of the basic 
financial statements. We did not audit the RSI and do not express an opinion or provide any assurance 
on the RSI.  

We were engaged to report on combining statements, and individual fund statements, which accompany 
the financial statements but are not RSI. With respect to this supplementary information, we made certain 
inquiries of management and evaluated the form, content, and methods of preparing the information to 
determine that the information complies with accounting principles generally accepted in the United 
States of America, the method of preparing it has not changed from the prior period, and the information 
is appropriate and complete in relation to our audit of the financial statements. We compared and 
reconciled the supplementary information to the underlying accounting records used to prepare the 
financial statements or to the financial statements themselves.  

Restriction on Use 

This information is intended solely for the information and use of the Board of Directors and management 
of Mountain Rides Transportation Authority and is not intended to be, and should not be, used by anyone 
other than these specified parties. 

 

Very truly yours, 

Workman & Company 

WORKMAN AND COMPANY 

Certified Public Accountant 
Twin Falls, Idaho 
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CCOUfl mg

2190 Village Park Avenue, Suite 300 • Twin Falls, ID 83301 • 208.733.1161 • Fax: 208.733.6100

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT

November 16, 2022

To the Board of Directors
Mountain Rides Transportation Authority
Ketchum, Idaho

Opinions

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, each major fund, and
the aggregate remaining fund information of the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority, as of and for the year
ended September 30, 2022, and the related notes to the financial statements, which collectively comprise the
Mountain Rides Transportation Authority’s basic financial statements as listed in the table of contents.

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly. in all material respects, the respective
financial position of the governmental activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information
of the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority, as of September 30. 2022, and the respective changes in
financial position, and, where applicable, cash flows thereof for the year then ended in accordance with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

Basis for Opinions

We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America. Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the
Audit of the Financial Statements section of our report. We are required to be independent of the Mountain Rides
Transportation Authority, and to meet our other ethical responsibilities, in accordance with the relevant ethical
requirements relating to our audit. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and
appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinions.

Responsibilities of Management for the Financial Statements

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance
with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America, and for the design,
implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of financial
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

In preparing the financial statements, management is required to evaluate whether there are conditions or events,
considered in the aggregate, that raise substantial doubt about the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority’s
ability to continue as a going concern for twelve months beyond the financial statement date, including any
currently known information that may raise substantial doubt shortly thereafter.

Auditor’s Responsibility

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free
from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our
opinions. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance but is not absolute assurance and therefore is not
a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards will always detect
a material misstatement when it exists. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is
higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions,
misrepresentations, or the override of internal control. Misstatements are considered material if there is a
substantial likelihood that, individually or in the aggregate, they would influence the judgement made by a
reasonable user based on the financial statements.

1
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Report Continued—

In performing an audit in accordance with generaily accepted auditing standards, we:

• Exercise professional judgment and maintain professional skepticism throughout the audit.

• Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud
or error, and design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks. Such procedures include
examining, on a test basis, evidence regarding the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements.

• Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority’s internal control. Accordingly, no such
opinion is expressed.

• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant
accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluate the overall presentation of the financial
statements.

• Conclude whether, in our judgment, there are conditions or events, considered in the aggregate, that
raise substantial doubt about the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority’s ability to continue as a going
concern for a reasonable period of time.

We are required to communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the
planning scope and timing of the audit, significant audit findings, and certain internal control-related matters that
we identified during the audit.

Required Supplementary Information

Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require that the management’s
discussion and analysis, and budgetary comparison information on pages 3—8 and 19—21 be presented to
supplement the basic financial statements. Such information, although not a part of the basic financial
statements, is required by the Governmental Accounting Standards Board, who considers it to be an essential
part of financial reporting for placing the basic financial statements in an appropriate operational, economic, or
historical context. We have applied certain limited procedures to the required supplementary information in
accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America, which consisted of
inquiries of management about the methods of preparing the information and comparing the information for
consistency with management’s responses to our inquiries, the basic financial statements. and other knowledge
we obtained during our audit of the basic financial statements. We do not express an opinion or provide any
assurance on the information because the limited procedures do not provide us with sufficient evidence to
express an opinion or provide any assurance.

Supplementary in formation

Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that collectively comprise
the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority’s basic financial statements. The schedule of expenditures of federal
awards is presented for purposes of additional analysis as required by Title 2 U.S. Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) Part 200, Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal
Awards, and is also not a required part of the basic financial statements.

The schedule of expenditures of federal awards is the responsibility of management and was derived from and
relate directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the basic financial statements.
Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial
statements and certain additional procedures, including comparing and reconciling such information directly to
the underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the basic financial statements or to the basic
financial statements themselves, and other additional procedures in accordance with auditing standards
generally accepted in the United States of America. In our opinion, the schedule of expenditures of federal awards
is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the basic financial statements as a whole.

Wcrktnctrv& Cainpa-.iy

Certified Public Accountants
Twin Falls. Idaho
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Mountain Rides Transportation Authority (“Mountain Rides” or “MRTA”)
Management’s Discussion and Analysis

Fiscal Year Ended September 30, 2022 (“FY2022”)

Executive Summary and Overview
The Financial Statements comprise three (3) sections:

(1) Managements Discussion and Analysis (page 3);

(2) Basic Financial Statements — a Statement of Net Position (page 9) and a Statement of Activities
(page 10)— which present a holistic view of recent financial activities, as well as support reasonable
projections for longer-term financial performance; and

(3) Fund Financial Statements (pages 11-13), which detail recent expenditures for and financing of
capital programs and services, as well as projections for future capital spending and financing.

The Basic Financial Statements, compiled using the modified accrual basis of accounting (similar to the
accounting used by most private-sector companies), enumerate and report changes in Mountain Rides’ assets
and liabilities and financial activities. These Statements include all current year revenue and expenses
irrespective of when cash is actually received or paid.

Net Position — assets minus liabilities — is a measure of Mountain Rides’ financial health, or financial position.
Over time, increases and decreases in Net Position can indicate whether financial health is improving or
deteriorating. Other factors, such as changes in sources of revenue and/or the age and condition of Mountain
Rides’ assets, particularly its fleet of vehicles, may also contribute in assessing overall financial health.

The Statement of Activities (page 10), reporting Net (Expense) Revenue and Changes in Net Position, indicates
the extent of financial resources available and expended in the near-term to underwrite Mountain Rides’
activities and programs.

The Fund Financial Statements (pages 11-13) comprise:

(1) The Balance Sheet—Governmental Funds, enumerating Mountain Rides’ consolidated financial
position, including its Operations Fund and all Capital Funds.

(2) The Statements of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balance, itemizing activities in
each Mountain Rides Fund: i) General Operations; H) Capital Projects; and Hi) Workforce Housing.

Mountain Rides’ basic services are accounted for and reported in the General Operations Fund. Each Fund’s
Financial Statements are compiled using the modified accrual basis of accounting (similar to the accounting
used by most private-sector companies), which measures cash and all other financial assets that can be readily
converted to cash.

Management’s Discussion and Analysis
This MD&A provides an overview of Mountain Rides’ FY2022 financial activities, highlighting FY2022’s financial
activities and resulting changes and underscoring currently known facts regarding financial performance. The
reader should review the MD&A as part of the package that also includes the Independent Auditor’s Report
and the Basic Financial Statements.
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Financial Highlights

(1) In FY2022, Mountain Rides, as a provider of public transportation services in Blame County,
continued to receive, as a sub-recipient of the Idaho Transportation Department (ITD), significant
funding from the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) to underwrite the operation of public
transportation services in a rural area (5311 Rural Transportation Grant Funding (5311 Rural)). In
FY2022, Mountain Rides received $1,631,385 in regular, anticipated, and budgeted 5311 Rural
funds, plus drew down $900,423 in anticipated and budgeted 5311 CARES Grant for Rural Area
Programs (5311 CARES) funds. (In June 2020, the FTA, via the lTD. awarded Mountain Rides
$3,262,771 of 5311 CARES funding to be used to support operations through June 30, 2025.)

(2) Beginning October 1,2022 Mountain Rides received a two-year 5311 Rural award in the amount of
$4,114,024 ($2,057,012 annually), a 26% increase in funding over the previous two-year funding
cycle. In addition, to support operations in FY2023, Mountain Rides anticipates drawing down
$745,288, the remaining balance of the 5311 CARES award.

(3) In FY2022, Local funding as underwritten by local tax receipts from the cities of Sun Valley,
Ketchum, Hailey, and Bellevue, as well as from Blame County, increased by an average of
47%.This large increase was a return to pre pandemic funding after decreasing local funding levels
in FY2020 by 25%. Mountain Rides relies on Local Funding to help underwrite operations, maintain
service levels, and provide the local match required for receipt of Federal funding - by and large
Federal transit funding programs require local entities to share in the cost of operating and
maintaining transit systems. In FY2022, Local Funding was allocated 46% to operations and 54% to
capital accounts.

(4) In FY2022. Mountain Rides anticipated purchasing seven (7) battery electric buses (“BESs”) and
reated charging infrastructure. Due to delays from the manufacturer, these buses were not
puichased in FY2022 and expected dehvery is now in FY2023.

(5) the Cororiavirus pandemic declared in March 2020 did not have a negative material financial
impact on Mountain Rides in the fiscal year 2022. Management believes that there will be no
negative material impact of the ongoing pandemic on future revenues, expenses, or net assets.

.Finmc8al An.jyis

Condensed Statement of Net Position (Table 1)

In FY2022, Mountain Rides’ Total Net Position (total assets minus total liabilities) increased by $ 478,352 over
FY2021. rising from $12,170,937 at September 30, 2021, to $12,649,289 at September 30, 2022.

In FY2022, Unrestricted Net Position, which includes funds available, without constraint, to finance day-to-day
operations, increased by 55%, from $2,170,928 at September 30, 2021, to $3,361,733 at September 30, 2022.
In FY2023. a portion of the Unrestricted Net Position will be applied to underwrite operating expenses and
capital expenditures, including seven (7) battery electric buses; the balance will be held on-hand as
contingency funds to meet cash needs arising from delays in receipts of Federal or Local Funding and/or
resulting from unanticipated emergencies.

At September 30, 2022, Mountain Rides’ Restricted Net Position balance is $0.

In FY2022, Mountain Rides’ Contingency Fund was fourteen percent (14%) of annual operating expenses.

In upcoming years, Mountain Rides intends to maintain sufficient Capital Funds to ensure local matching funds
for underwriting capital projects, including vehicle additions and rep!acements; facilities’ enhancements; bus
stop improvements; and construction of a new building at the Bellevue, Idaho, depot.
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Table 1: Condensed Statement of Net Position - Compared
As of September 30, 2022 and 2021

FY2022 FY2021

Current Assets:
Cash and Deposits $ 2184,162 $ 1,705,976
Receivables 1,360,236 2,324,090
Inventories 73427 83,049

Total Current Assets 3,617,825 4,113,115

Capital Assets:
Capital Assets (Net of Depreciation) 9,287,556 10,000,009

Total Assets $ 12,905,381 $ 14,113,124

Current Liabilities $ 167,690 S 1,857,236
Long-term liabilities 88,402 84,951

Total Liabilities 256092 1,942,187

Net assets:
Invested in capital

assets 9.287,556 10.000.009
Restricted
Unrestricted 3.361,733 2,170,928

Total Net Position $ — 12,649,289 $ 12,170,937

Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Fund Balance (Table 2)

Mountain Rides FY2022 Total Revenues decreased thirty-four percent (34%) from FY2021 Total Revenues.
The decrease is due to the delay of seven (7) battery electric buses and associated grant revenue.

Driven primarily by FY2022-over-FY2021 decreases in Capital Expenditures, Mountain Rides total cost of all
programs and services decreased by fifty percent (50%) in FY2022 from FY2021.
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Table 2: Statement of Revenues, Expenses,
and Changes in Fund Balance - Compared

For the Fiscal Years Ended September 30, 2022 and 2021

FY2022 FY2021

Revenues
Federal Funding $ 2885.795 S 4,221,801
State Funding 71.793 1,768,500
Local Funding 1 659.460 1,085,625
Fare Revenues 193,857 146,070
Charter Bus and Bike Share Revenues 1,435 3,140
Workforce Housing Revenues 31,300 32.400
Advertising 85.394 92,506
Interest from Investments 9,219 4,209
Proceeds on Sale of Assets 37.126 11,287
Private Donations 20.062 150.970
Other Revenues 1,777 909

Totals 4,997,218 7,517,417

Expenditures:
Wages 2,504,095 2,268,606
Fuel 429,918 258,617
Repairs and Maintenance 194,288 199,687
Utilities 30,930 28,003
Contracted Services 32,018 26,664
Marketing and Promotion 69,197 57,747
Insurance 145,727 134,206
Capital Expenditures 263,586 4,478,337
Supplies 31,422 34,681
Traveling and Training 32,086 14,714
Business Expenses 15,645 10,493
Printing and Reproduction 13,439 12,265
Communication Expense 30,989 45,710

Totals 3,793,340 7,569.730

Excess (Deficiency) S 1.203:878 $ (52.313)

General Fund Highlights

In FY2020, Mountain Rides was awarded 5311 CARES funding of $3,262,771, to be fully obligated (spent) by
June 30. 2025. In FY2022, Mountain Rides drew down $900,423 of this funding, bringing total 5311 CARES
funding used to date to $2,517,483 and leaving a balance yet to be drawn down of $745,288.

In FY2022, the General Fund realized a surplus (revenues minus expenses; budgeted as $0) of $206,137. This
positive variance was generated primarily through diligent management and tight expense control. The surplus
will be used to underwrite future operations and capital projects.

Capital Funds Highlights

Mountain Rides’ FY2022 capital budget included $7,403,435 for vehicles, equipment, and facility upgrades,
with funding for these projects in place — Federal grant awards; Mountain Rides’ cash reserves; and Local
Match funds.
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In FY2020, Mountain Rides began a fleet electrification project, including the installation of battery electric bus
charging infrastructure at its Ketchum, Idaho, and Bellevue, Idaho, depots (1st Phase”). In FY2021, Mountain
Rides completed the 1SL Phase with the charging infrastructure operational and servicing its nascent fleet of
four (4) BEBs. In FY2022 seven (7) BEBs were ordered but receipt of the buses was delayed to FY2023 from
the manufacturer.

In FY2022, Mountain Rides completed the installation of TransLoc Intelligent Transportation System hardware
and software on its buses.

Workfarce Housing (“WFH”) Fund Highlights

Mountain Rides owns and maintains five (5) workforce housing units in its Ketchum, Idaho, depot facility. All
were occupied throughout FY2022 —four (4) units by Mountain Rides’ employees and one (1) unit by a police
officer for the City of Ketchum (a party to the Mountain Rides’ Joint Powers Agreement formational document).
Rents, the primary source of WFH Fund revenue, for the workforce housing units are maintained at below-
market rates.

piaI Asset and Debt Administration

Capital Assets (Table 3)

At September 30, 2022, Mountain Rides’ Net Capital Assets (asset cost minus accumulated depreciation)
balance stood at $9,287,556, which is $712,453, or 7%, less than the Net Capital Assets balance at September
30, 2021. The vast majority of the year-over-year decrease in this balance is attributable to FY2022
depreciation and the sale of four (4) vehicles. Mountain Rides is invested in a broad range of capital assets,
including its Ketchum and Bellevue depot facilities; bus stop shelters across its system of routes; buses, vans,
and support vehicles; tools; and equipment.

Table 3: Capital Assets for all Funds

— FY2022 FY2021

Governmental Activities:
Land $ 441,608 $ 441,608
Construction in Progress 115,729 153,900
Depreciable Capital Assets:
Buildings and Improvements 5,349,363 5.349,363
Buses and Vehicles 8,905,954 9,416,561
Equipment — 500,014 224,114
Totals — 15,312,668 15,585,546

Less: Accumulated Depreciation
Buildings and Improvements 1,743,966 1,556,835
Buses and Vehicles . - 4,091,599 3,913,936
Equipment . 189,547 114,766

Totals
.-. 025,112 — 5,585,537

Net Capital Assets ‘
‘ $ — 9,287,556 $ 10,000,009

FY2023 and Beyond

In September, the Mountain Rides Board of Directors approved a balanced Consolidated Budget for FY2023,
including lotal Revenues of $14,615,584; Total Expenses of $1 3,847,957; and Total Fund Balances in Reserve
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of $767,627. The FY2023 Operating Budget, a component of the Consolidated Budget, is balanced and
includes Total Revenues of $4,188,287 and Total Expenses of $4,188,287.

Integral to the FY2023 Budget, Mountain Rides considered the following:

• FY2023 5311 Federal funding for operations —$2,057,012 — is known and locked in via an executed
two-year funding agreement for FY2023 and FY2024 between Mountain Rides (sub-recipient, via the
ITD, of Federal funding) and the Idaho Transportation Department (direct recipient of Federal funding).

• 5311 CARES funding, as awarded to Mountain Rides in FY2020 and available for use through June
2025, with an unspent balance of $745,288 as of September 30, 2022, is known and a portion of the
unspent balance will be used for operational needs in FY2023 as the Covid-19 pandemic persists.

• With the known and quantifiable revenues in place, in FY2023 Mountain Rides will sustain service at
pre-pandemic levels, expanding said service only to the extent that any such expanded service proves
to be sustainable longer-term, thereby avoiding the detrimental impacts to the organization that typically
accompany arbitrarily increasing and decreasing service levels.

• FY2023 Local funding will increase by 12% over FY2022 levels, returning to pre-pandemic levels of
funding. In FY2021, in deference to the expected impacts of the pandemic on Mountain Rides’ Local
funding partners, Mountain Rides substantially reduced its Local funding requests and subsequently
received FY2021 Local funding that was 25% less than FY2020 Local funding. Mountain Rides covered
the FY2021 shortfall in Local funding by applying 5311 CARES funds for qualified operating expenses.

• FY2023 Capital Budgets were built by first identifying revenues and funds at-hand for underwriting
capital expenditures (Federal grant awards, Mountain Rides’ Capital Funds’ balances, Local Match
funding) and then building a capital purchases plan, with its resulting capital expenditures, that can be
funded by the revenues and funds at-hand. This budgeting methodology will persist beyond FY2023.

• In October 2020, Mountain Rides took a proactive step to do its part in mitigating the impacts of the
Covid-19 pandemic on the community by, via resolution (the “Zero-Fare Resolution”) of its Board of
Directors, providing all of its fixed-route bus service on a fare-free basis. Mountain Rides’ Zero-Fare
Resolution stipulates continuing zero-fare fixed-route bus service into the future for as long as is
financially feasible.

Contacting Financial Management

This financial report, which is available to all, is designed to provide a substantive overview of Mountain Rides’
finances and attest to its accountability for spending the funding it receives. If you have questions about this
report or need additional financial information, please contact Tucker Van Law, Finance and Administration
Director, at (208) 788-7433 or tucker@mountainrides.org.
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
Statement of Net Position

at September 30, 2022

Governmental
Activities

ASSETS

Current Assets:
Cash and Deposits $ 2,184,162
Accounts Receivable 124,147
Grants Receivable 1,236,089
Inventories 73,427

Total Current Assets $ 3,617,825

Non-Current Assets:
Land 441,608
Buildings and Improvements 5,465,092
Vehicles and Equipment 9,405,968

Totals 15,312,668
Accumulated Deprecation (6,025,112)

Total Non-Current Assets 9,287,556

Total Assets $ 12,905,381

LIABILITIES

Current Liabilities:
Accounts Payable $ 146,140
Other Accrued Liabilities 15,950
Deferred Revenues 5,600

Total Current Liabilities $ 167,690

Long-term Liabilities:
Compensated Absences 88,402

Total Liabilities 256,092

NET POSITION

Invested in Capital Assets 9,287,556
Unrestricted 3,361,733

Total Net Position $ 12,649,289

The accompanying notes are a part of these financial statements.
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
Statement of Activities

For the Year Ended September 30, 2022

Program Revenues Net (Expense) Revenues and
Charges Capital Changes in Net Position

for Grants and Governmental
Activities: Expenses Services Contributions Activities

Governmental:

General OperaUons $ 4,488,781 $ 280,686 $ 2,609,895 $ (1,598,200)

Special Services:

Capital Projects 17,879 347,693 329,814
Work Force Housing 12,206 31300

__________

19,094

Total MRTA $ 4,518,866 $ 311,986 $ 2,957,588 (1,249,292)

General Revenues:

Local Government Funding 1,659,460
Private Donations 20,062
Interest Income 9,219
Gain (Loss) on Disposition of Assets 37,126
Miscellaneous 1,777

Total general revenues and transfers 1,727,644

Changes in net assets 478,352

Net Position - Beginning 12,170,937

Net Position - Ending $ 12,649,289

The accompanying notes are a part of these financial statements.
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
Balance Sheet

Governmental Funds
for the year ended September 30, 2022

ASSETS:

Cash and Cash Deposits
Accounts Receivable
Grants Receivable
Prepaid Expenses
Due From Other Funds

Total Assets

LIABILITIES:

Accounts Payable
Accrued Payroll Expenses
Tenant Deposits
Due To Other Funds

Total Liabilities

General
Fund

$ 983,154
87,021

960,189

$ 2030,364

83, 841
15, 950

369,550

469,341

Capital
Reserve Fund

$ 1,170,670
37, 126

275,900

361,550

$ 1,845,246

52,388

52,388

Work Force
Housing

Fund

$ 30,338

8,000

$ 38,338

9,911

5,600

15,511

Total

$ 2,184,162
124,147

1,236,089
0

369,550

3,913,948

146,140
15,950
5,600

369,550
0

537,240

FUND BALANCE:

Non-spendable
Restricted
Committed 1,792,858
Assigned 501,578
Unassigned 1,059,445

_____________

Total Fund Balance 1,561,023

___________

Total Liabilities and Fund Balance $ 2,030,364

_____________

Amounts reported for governmental activities in the Statement
are different because:

Governmental fund capital assets are not financial resources and therefore
are not reported in the funds. The cost of assets is $ 15,312,668
and the accumulated depreciation is $6,025,112

Inventory

Compensated absences

Net Position of Governmental Funds

The accompanying notes are a part of these financial statements.
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22,827

1,792,858 22,827

$ 1,845,246 $ 38,338

of Net Position (page 9)

0
0

1,792,858
524,405

1,059,445

3,376,708

$ 3,913,948

9,287,556

73,427

(88,402)

$ 12,649,289
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances

Governmental Funds
for the year ended September 30, 2022

Work Force
General Capital Housing

Fund Reserve Fund Fund Totals

REVENUE:

Federal Funding $ 2,609,895 $ 275,900 $ $ 2,885,795
State Funding 71,793 71,793
Local Funding 815,960 843,500 1,659,460
Fare Revenues 193,857 193,857
Charter Bus and Bike Share Revenue 1,435 1,435
Workforce Housing Revenue 31,300 31,300
Advertising 85,394 85,394
Interest Income 4,068 5,059 92 9,219
Proceeds on Sale of Assets 37,126 37,126
Priviate Donations 20,062 20,062
Other Revenues 992 785 1,777

Total Revenue 3,731,663 1,233,378 32,177 4,997,218

EXPENDITURES:

Wages and Benefits 2,504,095 2,504,095
Fuel 429,918 429,918
Repairs and Maintenance 188,435 5,853 194,288
Utilities 24,577 6,353 30,930
Contracted Services 32,018 32,018
Marketing and Promotion 69,197 69,197
Insurance 145,727 145,727
Capital Expenditures 7,978 255,608 263,586
Supplies 31,422 31,422
Travel and Training 32,086 32,086
Business Expenses 15,645 15,645
Printing and Reproduction 13,439 13,439
Communication Expense 30,989 30,989

Total Expenditures 3,525,526 255,608 12,206 3,793,340

EXCESS REVENUE (EXPENDITURES) 206,137 977,770 19,971 1,203,878

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):

Operating transfers from other funds 19,200 0 19,200
Operating transfers (to) other funds 0 0 (19,200) (19,200)

NET CHANGE IN FUND BALANCES 225,337 977,770 771 1,203,878

FUND BALANCE - BEGINNING 1,335,686 815,088 22,056 2,172,830

FUND BALANCE - ENDING $ 1,561,023 $ 1,792,858 $ 22,827 $ 3,376,708

The accompanying notes are a part of these financial statements.
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
Reconciliation of the Statement of Revenues,

Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances of Governmental Funds
To the Statement of Activities

for the year ended September 30, 2022

Net Change in Fund Balance - Total Governmental Funds (Pagel2) $ 1,203,878

Governmental funds report capital outlays as current year expenditures.
In the Statement of Activities, the cost of these assets is allocated
over their estimated useful lives as depreciation expense. This is
the amount of current capital outlay for new fixed assets.

This is the amount of current year depreciation. (950,182)

This is the amount of new assets acquired in the Government Funds. 237,729

This is the amount of gain (loss) on disposal of Governmental Fund assets. 37,126

This is the amount of proceeds from the sale of assets included in
the change in the Net Change in Fund Balance (37,126)

Change in inventory is not included in the governmental fund statements (9,622)

Liability for personal leave days are not recorded in Governmental Funds.

This is the increase in compensated leave during the year (3,451)

Change in Net Position of Governmental Activities (Page 10) $ 478,352

The accompanying notes are a part of these financial statements.
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

FOR THE YEAR ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 2022

Introduction
The Mountain Rides Transportation Authority (MRTA) is a local government entity created by a joint powers
agreement between Blame County and the Cities of Ketchum, Sun Valley1 Hailey, and Bellevue — as prescribed
under Idaho code. MRTA was formerly known as the Ketchum-Sun Valley Public Transit Authority. MRTA
serves transportation needs in the Wood River Valley, extending along the valley corridor from Ketchum/Sun
Valley on the north to Bellevue on the south, and routes to Twin Falls.

NOTE 1 — SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Scope of Entity
The Authority’s financial statements include the accounts of all operations under the oversight authority of the
Board. Oversight responsibility is derived from the governmental unit’s authority and includes, but is not limited
to, financial interdependency, selection of governing authority, designation of management, ability to
significantly influence operations and accountability for fiscal matters. Based on the foregoing criteria, no
component units are included in the Authority’s financial statements.

Basis of AccountinglMeasurement Focus
The accounts of MRTA are organized on the basis of funds, each of which is considered a separate accounting
entity. The operations of each fund are accounted for with a separate set of self-balancing accounts that
comprise its assets, liabilities, reserves, fund balance, revenues, and expenditures. MRTA has a general
operating fund, a capital reserve fund, and a work force housing fund.

Government-wide Financial Statements:
The statement of net position and the statement of activities display information about the Authority as a whole.
These statements include the financial activities of the Authority.

The statement of net position presents the financial condition of the governmental activities of the Authority at
year-end. The statement of activities presents a comparison between direct expenses and program revenues
for each activity. Direct expenses are those that are specifically associated with a service, program, or
department and therefore clearly identifiable to a particular function. Program revenues include charges paid by
the recipient of the goods or services offered by the program. Revenues that are not classified as program
revenues are presented as general revenues of the Authority. The comparison of direct expenses with program
revenues identifies the extent to which each governmental function is self-financing or draws from the general
revenues of the Authority.

Fund Financial Statements:
Governmental funds are accounted for using the modified accrual basis of accounting. Accordingly, only current
assets and current liabilities are included on the balance sheet. Under modified accrual basis of accounting,
revenues are recognized when they become both measurable and available. Available for purposes of revenue
recognition is defined as sixty days. Revenue sources susceptible to accrual include advertising, charter, state,
federal and intergovernmental revenues. Expenditures are recognized when the related fund liability is incurred.
Exceptions to this general rule include the accrual of payroll and related payroll liabilities.

The accounts of the Authority are organized and operated on the basis of funds and account groups. A
fund is an independent fiscal and accounting entity with a self-balancing set of accounts. Fund accounting
segregates funds according to their intended purpose and is used to aid management in demonstrating
compliance with finance-related legal and contractual provisions. The minimum number of funds is maintained
consistent with legal and managerial requirements.

The Authority has adopted GASB Statement No. 54 “Fund Balance Reporting and Governmental Fund Type
Definitions” (GASB 54) which defines how fund balances of the governmental funds are presented in the
financial statements. There are five classifications of fund balances as presented below:
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

FOR THE YEAR ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 2022

Note 1 — Continued

Non-spendable — These funds are not available for expenditures based on legal or contractual requirements.
In this category, one would see inventory, long-term receivables, unless proceeds are restricted, committed, or
assigned and legally or contractually required to be maintained intact (corpus or a permanent fund).

Restricted — These funds are governed by externally enforceable restrictions. In this category, one would see
restricted purpose grant funds, debt service or capital projects.

Committed — Fund balances in this category are limited by the governments’ highest level of decision making.
Any changes of designation must be done in the same manner that it was implemented and should occur prior
to the end of the fiscal year, though the exact amount may be determined subsequently.

Assigned — These funds are intended to be used for specific purposes, intent is expressed by a governing body
or an official delegated by the governing body.

Unassigned — This classification is the default for all funds that do not fit into the other categories. This,
however, should not be a negative number for the general fund. If it is, the assigned fund balance must be
adjusted.

Order of Use of Fund Balance — The Authority’s policy is to apply expenditures against non-spendable fund
balance, restricted fund balance, committed fund balance, assigned fund balance and unassigned fund balance
at the end of the fiscal year. For all funds, non-spendable fund balances are determined first and then
restricted fund balances for specific purposes are determined.

Capitalizing Assets
Tangible and/or intangible assets used in operations with an initial useful life that extends beyond one year are
capitalized. Capital assets are recorded at their historical cost and are depreciated using the straight-line
method of depreciation over their estimated useful lives. They are reported net of accumulated depreciation on
the Statements of Net Position. The Authority has established a capitalization threshold of items costing in
excess of $5,000.

Depreciation of buildings, buses, and machinery and equipment is computed using the straight-line method
over the following estimated useful lives:

Buildings and Improvements 20-40 Years
Buses 10-12 Years
Machinery and Equipment 5-15 Years

Restricted Net Assets
Restricted net assets are those for which a constraint has been imposed either externally or by law. MRTA
recognized the use of restricted resources or expenditures that comply with the specific restrictions. Restricted
resources are exhausted before unrestricted net assets are used. MRTA did not have any restricted net assets
as of the financial statement date.

Budgets and Budgetary Accounting
Annual appropriated budgets are adopted for each fund before October 1 of each year in accordance with
Idaho code. The budgets are prepared in accordance with the modified accrual basis of accounting. Budgeted
amounts shown are as originally adopted and as amended by MRTA.

Cash and Cash Eguivalents
MRTA’s cash and cash equivalents are considered to be cash on hand, demand deposits, and short-term
investments with maturities of less than 90 days.
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

FOR THE YEAR ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 2022

Note 1 - Continued

Investments
State statutes authorize MRTA to invest in obligations of U.S. Treasury, commercial paper, corporate bonds
and repurchase agreements! and the Idaho State Treasurer Local Government Investment Pool. All
investments of MRTA are placed in the State Investment Pool and stated at fair value as provided by the Pool.

Inventories
Inventory is valued at cost using the first in, first out method. Inventory consists of expendable supplies held for
future consumption or capitalization. The cost is recorded as an expense as inventory items are consumed and
is reflected in the government-wide financial statements only. Inventory items are reported as expenditures in
the fund statements when purchased.

NOTE 2— CASH AND CASH DEPOSITS

Cash and cash deposit balances at September 30, 2022:

Book Balance Bank Balance

Petty cash/undeposited funds $ 76 $ 0
Mountain West Bank checking accounts 305,302 31 7:392
State of Idaho Local Government Investment Pool 1,878,784 1.878.784

Total Cash/Cash Deposit S 2.184.162 52.196.176

Investments in the Local Government Investment Pool are valued at fair value. The Local Government
Investment Pool is managed by the State of Idaho Treasurer’s office. The funds of the pool are invested in
certificates of deposit, repurchase agreements, and U.S. government securities. The certificates of deposit are
federally insured. The U.S. government securities and the collateral for the repurchase agreements are held in
trust by a safekeeping bank.

Risk Exposure
Interest Rate Risk — MRTA does not have a formal investment policy that limits investment maturities as a
means of managing its exposure to fair value losses arising from increasing interest rates.

Credit Risk — MRTA has no formal investment policy which would further limit its investment choices beyond
those stated in the Idaho Code.

MRTA does not currently have any outside investments. Excess cash is deposited into the Idaho Local
Government Investment Pool.

Concentration of Credit Risk — MRTA places no formal limits on the amount the Treasurer may invest in any
one issuer.

Custodial Credit Risk: Deposits — Custodial credit risk is the risk that funds would be lost in the event of bank
failure. Bank balances in excess of the FDIC insured amount of $250,000 are subject to custodial credit risk.
MRTA working policy is to limit custodial credit risk by limiting balances in checking accounts to operational
needs and transferring the remaining amounts to the Idaho Local Government Investment Pool.
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

FOR THE YEAR ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 2022

NOTE 3- CAPITAL ASSETS

Capital asset activity for the year ended September 30, 2022, is as follows:

Beginning Ending
Balances Increases Decreases Balances

Governmental Activities:
Land $ 441,608 $ $ 441,608
Construction in Progress 153,900 115,729 (153,900) 115,729

Capital Assets being depreciated:
Buildings and Improvements 5,349,363 5,349,363
VehicIes 9,416,561 (510,607) 8,905,954
Office Equipment 28,831 28,831
Other Machinery and Equipment 195,283 275,900 471,183

Total 15,585,546 391,629 (664,507) 15,312,668

Less: Accumulated Depreciation:
Buildings and Improvements (1,556,835) (187,131) (1,743,966)
Vehicles (3,913,936) (688,270) 510,607 (4,091,599)
Office Equipment (21,108) (1,916) (23,024)
Other Machinery and Equipment (93,658) (72,865)

_____________

(166,523)
Total Accumulated Depreciation (5,585,537) (950,182) 510,607 j114

Governmental capital assets, net $ 10,000,009 $ (558,553) $ (153,900) $ 9,287,556

NOTE 4-ACCRUED COMPENSATED ABSENCES

This amount includes personal leave time earned by employees, but not used as of fiscal year end.

NOTE 5 EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT PLAN

MRTA has a noncontributory defined contribution pension plan covering substantially all employees who have
been employed for the lesser of twelve months or 1,000 hours. MRTA’s contributions are made at the discretion
of the board of directors. Vesting of accrued benefits occurs at the rate of 20% after two years of service, plus
20% for each year of service, thereafter. Contributions to the plan for the years ended September 30, 2022,
2021 and 2020 were $152,192, $138,306, and $142,351. respectively.

NOTE 6— COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES

MRTA receives a significant portion of its support from the cities of Ketchum and Sun Valley. Should the cities
decrease their share of participation, MRTA would be forced to find other sources of revenue or make a
significant reductiDn in services.
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

FOR THE YEAR ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 2022

NOTE 7- RISK MANAGEMENT

The Authority is exposed to various risks of toss related to torts; theft of, damage to, and destruction of assets;
errors and omissions; injuries to employees; and natural disasters. During the fiscal year, the Authority
contracted with Idaho County Risk Management Program (ICRMP) for property, crime and fleet insurance and
the State Insurance Fund for Worker’s compensation. The current year policy expires October 1, 2022 and has
been renewed with ICRMP through September 30, 2023. The policy coverages include property, crime) general
liability, automobile liability and public officials.

NOTE 8— ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

MRTA owns land and facilities to provide repair and maintenance of their transportation equipment. These
items carry a responsibility for environmental issues, which, if violated, would be a liability to MRTA. There has
been no environmental study to determine the existence of any such liabilities.

NOTE 9—SUBSEQUENT EVENTS

Subsequent events were evaluated through the date of the auditor’s report, which is the date the financial
statements were available to be issued. In November 2022, subsequent to the current fiscal year end, an
accident occurred with one of the Authority’s buses causing damage and physical harm to the parties
involved in the accident. Management has determined that liability, if any, will be handled by the
Authority’s insurance carrier in the next fiscal year.
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
Schedule of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances

Budget and Actual -- General Fund
for the year ended September 30, 2022

Variance with
Original Final Final Budget
Budget Budget Actual Positive

Amounts Amounts Amounts (Negative)

REVENUE:

Federal Funding $ 2,549,097 S 2,549,097 $ 2.609.895 $ 60,798

State Fundng 0 0 0

Local Funding 765,660 765,660 815,960 50,300
Fare Revenues 130.000 130.000 193,857 63,857

Charter Bus and Bike Share Revenue 7.650 7,650 1,435 (6,215)
Workforce Housing Revenue 0 0 0
Advertising 72,000 72,000 85,394 13,394
Interest Income 4,000 4,000 4,068 68
Proceeds on Sale of Assets 0 0 0

Priviate Donations 9,750 9,750 20,062 10,312
Other Revenues 0 0 992 992

Total Revenue 3,538,157 3,538,157 3,731,663 193,506

EXPENDITURES:

Wages and Benefits 2,651,540 2,651,540 2,504,095 147,445
Fuel 350,000 350,000 429,918 (79,918)
Repairs and Maintenance 227,000 227,000 188,435 38,565
Utilities 25,000 25,000 24,577 423
Contracted Services 46,800 46,800 32,018 14,782
Marketing and Promotion 59,880 59,880 69,197 (9,317)
Insurance 148,047 148,047 145,727 2,320
Capital Expenditures 10,000 10,000 7,978 2,022
Supplies 38,000 38,000 31,422 6,578
Travel and Training 30,090 30,090 32,086 (1,996)
Business Expenses 11,700 11,700 15,645 (3,945)
Printing and Reproduction 13,000 13,000 13,439 (439)
Communications 25,300 25.300 30,989 (5,689)

Total Expenditures 3,636,357 3.636,357 3,525,526 110,831

EXCESS REVENUE (EXPENDITURES) (98.200) (98.200) 206.137 304,337

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Operating transfers from other funds 19,200 19.200 19,200 0
Operating transfers (to) other funds 0 0

NET CHANGE IN FUND BALANCES (79,000) (79,000) 225,337 304,337

FUND BALANCE - BEGINNING 1,335,686 1,335,686 1,335,686 0

FUND BALANCE - ENDING $ 1,256,686 $ 1,256,686 $ 1,561,023 $ 304,337
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
Schedule of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances

Budget and Actual -- Capital Reserve Fund
for the year ended September 30, 2022

Variance with
Original Final Final Budget
Budget Budget Actual Positive

Amounts Amounts Amounts (Negative)

REVENUE:

Federal Funding S 5770965 $ 5770965 $ 275900 S (5,495.065)
State Funding 0 0 71,793 71,793
Local Funding 843,500 843,500 843,500 0
Fare Revenues 0
Charter Bus and Bike Share Revenue 0
Workforce Housing Revenue 0
Advertising 0
Interest Income 1,100 1,100 5,059 3,959
Proceeds on Sale of Assets 0 0 37,126 37,126
Other Revenues 11,000 11000 (11,000)

Total Revenue 6,626,565 6,626,565 1,233,378 (5,393,187)

EXPENDITURES:

Wages and Benefits 0
Fuel 0
Repairs and Maintenance 0
Utilities 0
Contracted Services 0
Marketing and Promotion 0
Insurance 0
Capital Expenditures 7,403,435 7,403,435 255,608 7,147,827
Supplies 0
Travel and Training 0
Printing and Reproduction 0
Miscellaneous 0

Total Expenditures 7,403,435 7403,435 255.608 7,147,827

EXCESS REVENUE (EXPENDITURES) (776,870) (776,870) 977,770 1,754,640

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Operating transfers from other funds 0
Operating transfers (to) other funds 0

NET CHANGE IN FUND BALANCES (776,870) (776,870) 977,770 1,754,640

FUND BALANCE - BEGINNING 815,088 815,088 815,088 0

FUND BALANCE - ENDING $ 38,218 $ 38,218 $ 1,792858 S 1,754,640
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
Schedule of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances

Budget and Actual --Work Force Housing Fund
for the year ended September 30, 2022

Variance with
Original Final Final Budget
Budget Budget Actual Positive

Amounts Amounts Amounts (Negative)

REVENUE:

Federal Funding $ $ $ $ 0
State Funding 0
Local Funding 0
Fare Revenues 0
Charter Bus and Bike Share Revenue 0
Worktorce Housing Revenue 32400 32400 31300 (1,100)
Advertising 0
Interest Income 100 100 92 (8)
Proceeds on Sale of Assets 0
Other Revenues 700 700 785 85

Total Revenue 33,200 33,200 32,177 (1,023)

EXPENDITURES:

Wages and Benefits 0
Fuel 0
Repairs and Maintenance 7300 7,300 5,853 1,447
Utilities 6,700 6,700 6,353 347
Contracted Services 0
Marketing and Promotion 0
Insurance 0
Capital Expenditures 0
Supplies 0
Travel and Training 0
Printing and Reproduction 0
Miscellaneous 0

Total Expenditures 14,000 14,000 12,206 1,794

EXCESS REVENUE (EXPENDITURES) 19,200 19,200 19,971 771

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Operating transfers from other funds 0
Operating transfers (to) other funds (19,200) (19.200) (19,200) 0

NET CHANGE IN FUND BALANCES 0 0 771 771

FUND BALANCE - BEGINNING 22,056 22,056 22,056 0

FUND BALANCE - ENDING $ 22,056 $ 22,056 $ 22,827 $ 771
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO

Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards
for the year ended September 30, 2022

Catalog of
Federal Domestic Expenditures

Federal Grantor/Pass-through Assistance During
Grantor/Program Title Number Audit Period Totals

Highway Planning and Construction - Cluster

US. Department of Transportation:

Highway Planning and Construction 20205 $ 59766

Total $ 59766

Other Programs

U.S. Department of Transportation:

Formula Grants for Rural Areas 20.509 1631.385

U.S. Department of Transportation:

CARES Grant for Rural Areas 20.509 1022,423

U.S. Department of Transportation:

Rural Transportation Assistance Program 20.509 18,321

Total 2,672,129

Total All Programs $ 2,731,895
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO

Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards
for the year ended September 30, 2022

NOTE 1 - BASIS OF PRESENTATION

The accompanying schedule of expenditures of federal awards includes the federal grant activity of the Mountain
Rides Transportation Authority. The Information in this Schedule is presented in accordance with the requirements
of Title 2 U.S.Code of Federal Regulations Part 200, Uniform Administrative Requirements, Costs Principles, and
Audit Requirements for Federal Awards (Uniform Guidance). Because the Schedule presents only a selected
portion of the operations of the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority, it is not intended to and does not present
the financial position, changes in net assets, or cash flows of the Authority.

NOTE 2- SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Expenditures reported on the Schedule are reported on the accrual basis of accounting. Such expenditures
are recognized following the cost principles contained in the Uniform Guidance, wherein certain types of
expenditures are not allowable or are limited as to reimbursement.

NOTE 3- DE MINIMIS INDIRECT COST RATE

The Mountain Rides Transportation Authority has elected not to use the 10% de minimis indirect cost rate
allowed under the Uniform Guidance.

SUMMARY SCHEDULE OF PRIOR AUDIT FINDINGS

The examination of the records of the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority for the year ended September
30, 2021 revealed no areas of comments, findings or questioned costs.

SUMMARY SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS

The examination of the records of the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority for the year ended September
30, 2022 revealed no areas of comments, findings or questioned costs.
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
Year Ended September 30, 2022

SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS

Section ‘1 — Summary of Auditor’s Results

Financial Statements

Type of auditor’s report issued: Unmodified

Internal control over financial reporting:
Material weakness(es) identified? — yes X No
Significant deficiencies identified that are

not considered to be material weakness(es) _yes X None reported

Noncompliance material to financial statements
noted?

— yes X No

Federal Awards

Internal control over major programs:
Material weakness(es) identified?

— yes
,

No
Significant deficiencies identified that are

not considered to be material weakness(es) — yes X None reported

Type of auditor’s report issued on compliance
for major programs: Unmodified

Any audit findings disclosed that are required
to be reported in accordance with Uniform
GuidanOe 2 CFR 200.516?

— yes X No

Identification of major programs:

Other Programs Federal CFDA Number

U.S. Department of Transportation
Formula Grants for Rural Areas 20.509
CARES Grants for Rural Areas 20.509
Rural Transportation Assistance Program 20.509

Dollar threshold used to distinguish
between type A and type B programs: $ 750,000

Auditee qualified as low-risk auditee? ,,,X,Yes — no

Section II — Financial Statement Findings

No significant deficiencies, material weaknesses, fraud, noncompliance with provisions of laws, regulations, contracts. and
grant agreements were reported.

Section III — Federal Award Findings and Questioned Costs

No significant deficencies. material weaknesses, fraud, noncompliance with provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and
grant agreements were reported.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER FINANCIAL REPORTING
AND ON COMPLIANCE AND OTHER MATTERS BASED ON AN AUDIT OF FINANCIAL

STATEMENTS PERFORMED IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENTAUDITING STANDARDS

November 16, 2022

Board of Directors
Mountain Rides Transportation Authority
Ketchum, Idaho

We have audited, in accordance with the auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards
issued by the Comptrofler General of the United States, the financial statements of the governmental
activities, the business-type activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of
Mountain Rides Transportation Authority (Authority), as of and for the year ended September 30, 2022, and
the related notes to the financial statements, which collectively comprise the Authority’s basic financial
statements, and have issued our report thereon dated November 16, 2022.

Internal Control Over Financial Reporting

In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements, we considered the Authority’s internal
control over financial reporting (internal control) to determine the audit procedures that are appropriate in
the circumstances for the purpose of expressing our opinions on the financial statements, but not for the
purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Authority’s internal control. Accordingly, we
do not express an opinion on the effectiveness of the Authority’s internal control.

A deficiency/n internal control exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow management
or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to prevent, or detect and correct,
misstatements on a timely basis. A material weakness is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in
internal control, such that there is a reasonable possibility that a material misstatement of the Authority’s
financial statements will not be prevented or detected and corrected on a timely basis. A significant
deficiency is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal control that is less severe than a
material weakness, yet important enough to merit attention by those charged with governance.

Our consideration of internal control was for the limited purpose described in the first paragraph of this
section and was not designed to identify all deficiencies in internal control that might be material
weaknesses or, significant deficiencies. Given these limitations, during our audit we did not identify any
deficiencies in internal control that we consider to be material weaknesses. However, material weaknesses
may exist that have not been identified.

Compliance and Other Matters

As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the Authority’s financial statements are free from
material misstatement, we performed tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations,
contracts, and grant agreements, noncompliance with which could have a direct and material effect on the
determination of financial statement amounts. However, providing an opinion on compliance with those
provisions was not an objective of our audit, and accordingly, we do not express such an opinion. The
results of our tests disclosed no instances of noncompliance or other matters that are required to be
reported under Government Auditing Standards.
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Report Continued—

Purpose of this Report

The purpose of this report is solely to describe the scope of our testing of internal control and compliance
and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the effectiveness of the Authority’s internal
control or on compliance. This report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with
Government Auditing Standards in considering the Authority’s internal control and compliance.
Accordingly, this communication is not suitable for any other purpose.

WarkwwwvEr C0mpc14’w

WORKMAN AND COMPANY
Certified Public Accountants
Twin Falls, Idaho
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT ON COMPLIANCE FOR EACH MAJOR PROGRAM
AND ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER COMPLIANCE REQUIRED BY THE UNIFORM GUIDANCE

November 16, 2022
Board of Directors
Mountain Rides Transportation Authority
Ketchum, Idaho

Report on Compliance for Each Major Federal Program

We have audited the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority’s compliance with the types of compliance
requirements described in the 0MB Compliance Supplement that could have a direct and material effect
on each of the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority’s major federal programs for the year ended
September 30, 2022. Mountain Rides Transportation Authority’s major federal programs are ident(fied in
the summary of auditor’s results section of the accompanying schedule of findings and questioned costs.
Management’s Responsibility

Management is responsible for compliance with federal statutes, regulations, and the terms and
conditions of its federal awards applicable to its federal programs.

Auditor’s Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on compliance for each of the Mountain Rides Transportation
Authority’s major federal programs based on our audit of the types of compliance requirements referred to
above. We conducted our audit of compliance in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted
in the United States of America; the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government
Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and the audit requirements
of Title 2 U.S. Code of Federal Regulations Part 200, Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost
Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards (Uniform Guidance). Those standards and the
Uniform Guidance require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether noncompliance with the types of compliance requirements referred to above that could have a
direct and material effect on a major federal program occurred. An audit includes examining, on a test
basis, evidence about the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority’s compliance with those requirements
and performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.

We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion on compliance for each major
federal program. However, our audit does not provide a legal determination of the Mountain Rides
Transportation Authority’s compliance.

Opinion on Each Major Federal Program

In our opinion, the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority, complied, in all material respects, with the
types of compliance requirements referred to above that could have a direct and material effect on each
of its major federal programs for the year ended September 30, 2022,

Other Matters

The results of our auditing procedures disclosed no instances of noncompliance, which are required to be
reported in accordance with the Uniform Guidance.
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Report Continued—

Report on Internal Control over Compliance

Management of the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority, is responsible for establishing and
maintaining effective internal control over compliance with the types of compliance requirements referred
to above. In planning and performing our audit of compliance, we considered the Mountain Rides
Transportation Authority’s internal control over compliance with the types of requirements that could have
a direct and material effect on each major federal program to determine the auditing procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances for the purpose of expressing an opinion on compliance for each major
federal program and to test and report on internal control over compliance in accordance with the Uniform
Guidance, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of internal control over
compliance. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the effectiveness of the Mountain Rides
Transportation Authority’s internal control over compliance.

A deficiency in internal control over compliance exists when the design or operation of a control over
compliance does not allow management or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned
functions, to prevent, or detect and correct, noncompliance with a type of compliance requirement of a
federal program on a timely basis. A material weakness in internal control over compliance is a
deficiency, or combination of deficiencies, in internal control over compliance: such that there is a
reasonable possibility that material noncompliance with a type of compliance requirement of a federal
program will not be prevented, or detected and corrected, on a timely basis. A significant deficiency in
internal control over compliance is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal control over
compliance with a type of compliance requirement of a federal program that is less severe than a material
weakness in internal control over compliance, yet important enough to merit attention by those charged
with governance.

Our consideration of internal control over compliance was for the limited purpose described in the first
paragraph of this section and was not designed to identify all deficiencies in internal control over
compliance that might be material weaknesses or significant deficiencies. We did not identify any
deficiencies in internal control over compliance that we consider to be material weaknesses. However,
material weaknesses may exist that have not been identified.

The purpose of this report on internal control over compliance is solely to describe the scope of our
testing of internal control over compliance and the results of that testing based on the requirements of the
Uniform Guidance. Accordingly, this report is not suitable for any other purpose.

Work-ma-vv& Cthnpav

WORKMAN ANO COMPANY
Certified Public Accountants
Twin Falls, Idaho
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LGIP Monthly Statement

Although every effort is made by the Idaho State Treasurer's Office to supply current and accurate information on this monthly statement, it is the responsibility of
your agency to verify the enclosed information and report any discrepancies to the Fund Administrator.  Please review your statement and report discrepancies
within thirty days of the date of this statement.

 An investment in the LGIP is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) or any other government agency. Although the LGIP
seeks to preserve the value of your investment at $1.00 per share, it is possible to lose money by investing in the LGIP.

P.O. Box 83720  |  Boise, Idaho 83720-0091  |  208-332-2980  |  800-448-5447  |  Fax 208-332-2961
http://sto.idaho.gov/Services/LGIP/ Page: 1

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority Statement Period
Tucker VanLaw 12/1/2022 through 12/31/2022
PO Box 3091
Ketchum, Idaho 83340

Summary

Beginning Balance $150,442.02 Fund Number 3197
Contributions $300,441.92 Distribution Yield 3.0887 %
Withdrawals ($50,000.00) December Accrued Interest $988.17
Ending Balance $400,883.94 Average Daily Balance $376,690.39

Detail

Date Activity Status Type Amount Balance

12/01/2022 Beginning Balance $150,442.02

12/01/2022 Contribution Processed November Reinvestment $441.92 $150,883.94

12/06/2022 Contribution Processed ACH $300,000.00 $450,883.94

12/16/2022 Withdrawal Processed ACH ($50,000.00) $400,883.94

12/31/2022 Ending Balance $400,883.94
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LGIP Monthly Statement

Although every effort is made by the Idaho State Treasurer's Office to supply current and accurate information on this monthly statement, it is the responsibility of
your agency to verify the enclosed information and report any discrepancies to the Fund Administrator.  Please review your statement and report discrepancies
within thirty days of the date of this statement.

 An investment in the LGIP is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) or any other government agency. Although the LGIP
seeks to preserve the value of your investment at $1.00 per share, it is possible to lose money by investing in the LGIP.

P.O. Box 83720  |  Boise, Idaho 83720-0091  |  208-332-2980  |  800-448-5447  |  Fax 208-332-2961
http://sto.idaho.gov/Services/LGIP/ Page: 1

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority Statement Period
Tucker VanLaw 12/1/2022 through 12/31/2022
PO Box 3091
Ketchum, Idaho 83340

Summary

Beginning Balance $1,562,996.06 Fund Number 3198
Contributions $3,654.14 Distribution Yield 3.0887 %
Withdrawals ($30,000.00) December Accrued Interest $4,036.68
Ending Balance $1,536,650.20 Average Daily Balance $1,538,779.23

Detail

Date Activity Status Type Amount Balance

12/01/2022 Beginning Balance $1,562,996.06

12/01/2022 Withdrawal Processed ACH ($24,000.00) $1,538,996.06

12/01/2022 Contribution Processed November Reinvestment $3,654.14 $1,542,650.20

12/12/2022 Withdrawal Processed ACH ($6,000.00) $1,536,650.20

12/31/2022 Ending Balance $1,536,650.20
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LGIP Monthly Statement

Although every effort is made by the Idaho State Treasurer's Office to supply current and accurate information on this monthly statement, it is the responsibility of
your agency to verify the enclosed information and report any discrepancies to the Fund Administrator.  Please review your statement and report discrepancies
within thirty days of the date of this statement.

 An investment in the LGIP is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) or any other government agency. Although the LGIP
seeks to preserve the value of your investment at $1.00 per share, it is possible to lose money by investing in the LGIP.

P.O. Box 83720  |  Boise, Idaho 83720-0091  |  208-332-2980  |  800-448-5447  |  Fax 208-332-2961
http://sto.idaho.gov/Services/LGIP/ Page: 1

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority Statement Period
Tucker VanLaw 12/1/2022 through 12/31/2022
PO Box 3091
Ketchum, Idaho 83340

Summary

Beginning Balance $50,108.14 Fund Number 3199
Contributions $60,215.28 Distribution Yield 3.0888 %
Withdrawals ($47,000.00) December Accrued Interest $165.02
Ending Balance $63,323.42 Average Daily Balance $62,904.07

Detail

Date Activity Status Type Amount Balance

12/01/2022 Beginning Balance $50,108.14

12/01/2022 Contribution Processed November Reinvestment $215.28 $50,323.42

12/02/2022 Withdrawal Processed ACH ($17,000.00) $33,323.42

12/12/2022 Contribution Processed ACH $60,000.00 $93,323.42

12/22/2022 Withdrawal Processed ACH ($30,000.00) $63,323.42

12/31/2022 Ending Balance $63,323.42
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LGIP Monthly Statement

Although every effort is made by the Idaho State Treasurer's Office to supply current and accurate information on this monthly statement, it is the responsibility of
your agency to verify the enclosed information and report any discrepancies to the Fund Administrator.  Please review your statement and report discrepancies
within thirty days of the date of this statement.

 An investment in the LGIP is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) or any other government agency. Although the LGIP
seeks to preserve the value of your investment at $1.00 per share, it is possible to lose money by investing in the LGIP.

P.O. Box 83720  |  Boise, Idaho 83720-0091  |  208-332-2980  |  800-448-5447  |  Fax 208-332-2961
http://sto.idaho.gov/Services/LGIP/ Page: 1

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority Statement Period
Tucker VanLaw 12/1/2022 through 12/31/2022
PO Box 3091
Ketchum, Idaho 83340

Summary

Beginning Balance $17,774.85 Fund Number 3200
Contributions $41.25 Distribution Yield 3.0889 %
Withdrawals $0.00 December Accrued Interest $46.74
Ending Balance $17,816.10 Average Daily Balance $17,816.10

Detail

Date Activity Status Type Amount Balance

12/01/2022 Beginning Balance $17,774.85

12/01/2022 Contribution Processed November Reinvestment $41.25 $17,816.10

12/31/2022 Ending Balance $17,816.10
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LGIP Monthly Statement

Although every effort is made by the Idaho State Treasurer's Office to supply current and accurate information on this monthly statement, it is the responsibility of
your agency to verify the enclosed information and report any discrepancies to the Fund Administrator.  Please review your statement and report discrepancies
within thirty days of the date of this statement.

 An investment in the LGIP is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) or any other government agency. Although the LGIP
seeks to preserve the value of your investment at $1.00 per share, it is possible to lose money by investing in the LGIP.

P.O. Box 83720  |  Boise, Idaho 83720-0091  |  208-332-2980  |  800-448-5447  |  Fax 208-332-2961
http://sto.idaho.gov/Services/LGIP/ Page: 1

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority Statement Period
Tucker VanLaw 12/1/2022 through 12/31/2022
PO Box 3091
Ketchum, Idaho 83340

Summary

Beginning Balance $503,527.88 Fund Number 3201
Contributions $1,168.43 Distribution Yield 3.0887 %
Withdrawals $0.00 December Accrued Interest $1,323.97
Ending Balance $504,696.31 Average Daily Balance $504,696.31

Detail

Date Activity Status Type Amount Balance

12/01/2022 Beginning Balance $503,527.88

12/01/2022 Contribution Processed November Reinvestment $1,168.43 $504,696.31

12/31/2022 Ending Balance $504,696.31
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• Development Pro Forma (Budget) 
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Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

Location: 117-121 Clover Street, Bellevue, Idaho

Planning, Design, Permitting, Environmental Phase Total Project
NEPA - Cultural Assesment/Other Specialized 15,000$        -$              15,000$        
Architect 37,000          -                37,000          
Structural Engineer 10,000          -                10,000          
Civil Engineer 10,000          -                10,000          
Mechanical/Bldg Elec Engineer 10,000          -                10,000          
Bus Infrastructure Mechanical Engineer 35,000          -                35,000          
Contingency 11,700          6,300            18,000          

s.t.   128,700$      6,300$          135,000$      

Construction Phase
Construction (Public Works Certified Contractor) 1,314,818$   3,019,182$   4,334,000$   
Idaho Power 50,000          -                50,000          
Building FF&E 50,000          -                50,000          
Automated Bus Wash System -                250,000        250,000        
Curb/Sidewalk/New Shelter/Landscaping -                175,000        175,000        
Generator (back-up electricity generation) -                286,000        286,000        
Charging Infrastructure (Chargers/Dispensers/Charge Mgt) -                550,000        550,000        
Contingency 131,482        84,768          216,250        

s.t.   1,546,300$   4,364,950$   5,911,250$   

Project Total 1,675,000$   4,371,250$   6,046,250$   

Funding (Pro Forma) Federal Local Match Total
5339 Grant, Awarded Spring 2022 1,340,000$   335,000$      1,675,000$   
One-Time 5339 Grant, Application Winter 2023 3,497,000     874,250        4,371,250     

Funding Total 4,837,000$   1,209,250$   6,046,250$   

Project Budget: Original + Expansion/Upgrades
Project: Bus Facilities Construction/Expansion/Upgrade

Additional     
re: 5339          

One-time

 Original re: 
5339      

Spring 2022 
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Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

Location: 117-121 Clover Street, Bellevue, Idaho

Planning, Design, Permitting, Environmental Phase Fed (80%) Local (20%) Total
NEPA - Cultural Assesment/Other Specialized 12,000$        3,000$          15,000$        
Architect 29,600          7,400            37,000          
Structural Engineer 8,000            2,000            10,000          
Civil Engineer 8,000            2,000            10,000          
Mechanical/Bldg Elec Engineer 8,000            2,000            10,000          
Bus Infrastructure Mechanical Engineer 28,000          7,000            35,000          
Contingency 14,400          3,600            18,000          

s.t.   108,000$      27,000$        135,000$      

Construction Phase
Construction (Public Works Certified Contractor) 3,467,200$   866,800$      4,334,000$   
Idaho Power 40,000          10,000          50,000          
Building FF&E 40,000          10,000          50,000          
Automated Bus Wash System 200,000        50,000          250,000        
Curb/Sidewalk/New Shelter/Landscaping 140,000        35,000          175,000        
Generator 228,800        57,200          286,000        
Charging Infrastructure (Chargers/Dispensers/Charge Mgt) 440,000        110,000        550,000        
Contingency 173,000        43,250          216,250        

s.t.   4,729,000$   1,182,250$   5,911,250$   

Project Total 4,837,000$   1,209,250$   6,046,250$   

Funding (Pro Forma) Federal Local Match Total
5339 Grant, Awarded Spring 2022 1,340,000$   335,000$      1,675,000$   
One-Time 5339 Grant, Application Winter 2023 3,497,000     874,250        4,371,250     

Funding Total 4,837,000$   1,209,250$   6,046,250$   

Project Budget: Re-configured 6-bay Construction
Project: Bus Facilities Construction/Expansion/Upgrade
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Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

Location: 117-121 Clover Street, Bellevue, Idaho

Planning, Design, Permitting, Environmental Phase Fed (80%) Local (20%) Total
NEPA - Cultural Assesment/Other Specialized 12,000$        3,000$          15,000$        
Architect 29,600          7,400            37,000          
Structural Engineer 8,000            2,000            10,000          
Civil Engineer 8,000            2,000            10,000          
Mechanical/Bldg Elec Engineer 8,000            2,000            10,000          
Bus Infrastructure Mechanical Engineer 28,000          7,000            35,000          
Contingency 9,360            2,340            11,700          

s.t.   102,960$      25,740$        128,700$      

Construction Phase
Construction (Public Works Certified Contractor) 1,051,854$   262,964$      1,314,818$   
Idaho Power 40,000          10,000          50,000          
Building FF&E 40,000          10,000          50,000          
Automated Bus Wash System -                -                -                
Curb/Sidewalk/New Shelter/Landscaping -                -                -                
Generator -                -                -                
Charging Infrastructure (Chargers/Dispensers/Charge Mgt) -                -                -                
Contingency 105,185        26,296          131,482        

s.t.   1,237,040$   309,260$      1,546,300$   

Project Total 1,340,000$   335,000$      1,675,000$   

Funding (Pro Forma) Federal Local Match Total
5339 Grant, Awarded Spring 2022 1,340,000$   335,000$      1,675,000$   
One-Time 5339 Grant, Application Winter 2023 -                -                -                

Funding Total 1,340,000$   335,000$      1,675,000$   

Project Budget: Original 4-bay Construction
Project: Bus Facilities Construction/Expansion/Upgrade
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Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

Location: 117-121 Clover Street, Bellevue, Idaho

Planning, Design, Permitting, Environmental Phase Fed (80%) Local (20%) Total
NEPA - Cultural Assesment/Other Specialized -$              -$              -$              
Architect -                -                -                
Structural Engineer -                -                -                
Civil Engineer -                -                -                
Mechanical/Bldg Elec Engineer -                -                -                
Bus Infrastructure Mechanical Engineer -                -                -                
Contingency 5,040            1,260            6,300            

s.t.   5,040$          1,260$          6,300$          

Construction Phase
Construction (Public Works Certified Contractor) 2,415,346$   603,836$      3,019,182$   
Idaho Power -                -                -                
Building FF&E -                -                -                
Automated Bus Wash System 200,000        50,000          250,000        
Curb/Sidewalk/New Shelter/Landscaping 140,000        35,000          175,000        
Generator (back-up electricity generation) 228,800        57,200          286,000        
Charging Infrastructure (Chargers/Dispensers/Charge Mgt) 440,000        110,000        550,000        
Contingency 67,815          16,954          84,768          

s.t.   3,491,960$   872,990$      4,364,950$   

Project Total 3,497,000$   874,250$      4,371,250$   

Funding (Pro Forma) Federal Local Match Total
5339 Grant, Awarded Spring 2022 -$              -$              -$              
One-Time 5339 Grant, Application Winter 2023 3,497,000     874,250        4,371,250     

Funding Total 3,497,000$   874,250$      4,371,250$   

Project Budget: Incremental 6-bay v. 4-bay Construction
Project: Bus Facilities Construction/Expansion/Upgrade
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M A S T E R   R E C A P

NAME Mountain Ride Option 1 - Base Bid 1/9/23

PROJ # Addition to Existing Facility WARNING $$$ MAY BE HIDDEN!!!! CUSTOM ROW NOT X'ed

SQFT = 5,869 sf VALUE MAY BE HIDDEN

x BE 01 24 00 Surveying, Layout, and As-Builts 12,530 F&I F&I N/R 12,530

x BE 02 20 00 Site Demolition 33,930 F&I F&I N/R 33,930

x BE 02 41 16 Earthwork, Excavation, Backfill, and Utilities 199,447 F&I F&I N/R 199,447

x BE 02 41 16 Aphalt Paving and Base 62,010 F&I F&I N/R 62,010

x BE 02 42 00 Landscaping, Plantings, and Irrigation 22,970 F&I F&I N/R 22,970

x BE 03 10 00 Building Concrete 386,954 F&I F&I N/R 386,954

x BE 04 20 00 Masonry CMU and CMU Veneer 128,540 F&I F&I N/R 128,540

x BE 05 12 50 Structural and Miscellaneous Fabricated Steel - Supply and Install 210,530 F&I F&I N/R 210,530

x BE 06 10 00 Wood Framing Labor and Equipment 215,860 F&I F&I N/R 215,860

x BE 06 11 00 Lumber Package and Roof Trusses 268,450 F&I F&I N/R 268,450

x BE 06 13 26 Millwork Trim and Finish Labor 7,724 F&I F&I N/R 7,724

x BE 07 21 13 Damproofing Exterior Walls 75,540 F&I F&I N/R 75,540

x BE 07 21 29 Insulation / Thermal Protection 139,846 F&I F&I N/R 139,846

x BE 07 24 00 Exterior Stucco 153,295 F&I F&I N/R 153,295

x BE 07 25 00 Wash Bay Metal Panels 34,712 F&I F&I N/R 34,712

x BE 07 54 23 Roofing, Sheetmetal, and ISO Insulation 153,932 F&I F&I N/R 153,932

x BE 07 92 00 Caulking and Sealants 6,000 F&I F&I N/R 6,000

x BE 08 11 13 Doors, Hardware, and Install 37,680 F&I F&I N/R 37,680

x BE 08 33 26 Overhead Doors 87,000 F&I F&I N/R 87,000

x BE 08 42 00 Storefront and Windows and Install 27,700 F&I F&I N/R 27,700

x BE 09 20 00 Gypsum Drywall 65,121 F&I F&I N/R 65,121

x BE 09 30 13 Tile Flooring and Solid Countertops NIC F&I F&I N/R 0 NIC

x BE 09 68 00 Carpet and Rubber Vesible Entry Floor NIC F&I F&I N/R 0 NIC

x BE 09 91 00 Painting 75,272 F&I F&I N/R 75,272

x BE 10 00 00 Rest Room Access., H.C. Bars Lockers, Fire Extinguishers NIC F&I F&I N/R 0 NIC

x BE 11 27 00 Appliances NIC F&I F&I N/R 0 NIC

x BE 12 35 00 Cabinetry NIC F&I F&I N/R 0 NIC

x BE 14 24 00 Hydraulic Elevator NIC F&I F&I N/R 0 NIC

x BE 14 30 00 Wash Bay Equipment BY OWNER F&I F&I N/R 0 BY OWNER

x BE 21 00 00 Fire Sprinkler Protection 39,158 F&I F&I N/R 39,158

x BE 22 00 00 Plumbing Subcontractor 153,250 F&I F&I N/R 153,250

x BE 23 00 00 Mechanical HVAC Subcontractor 238,582 F&I F&I N/R 238,582

x BE 26 10 00 Electrical Subcontractor 235,250 F&I F&I N/R 235,250

x BE 26 20 00 IPCO Engineering and Transformer Fee Allowance BY OWNER F&I F&I N/R 0 BY OWNER

x BE 26 21 00 Security, Data, Telecommunications, and AV BY OWNER F&I F&I N/R 0 BY OWNER

x BE 26 31 00 Fire Alarm 19,800 F&I F&I N/R 19,800

DIV  SEC    DESCRIPTION TOTALSUSE? EST LABORBID/ESTIMATE OTHER COMMENTSTOTALS
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SUMMARY:

 SUBCONTRACT 3,091,083

 LABOR 0

 OTHER/ALLOWANCES 0

SUBTOTAL 3,091,083

 LIABILITY INSURANCE 34,620

 BLDR'S RISK INSURANCE 15,455

 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 474,300

 BUILDING PERMIT AND CHECK FEES BY OWNER

SUBTOTAL 3,615,459

PROFIT & OVERHEAD 289,237 8.00%

CONTINGENCY ALLOWANCE 72,309 2.00%

TOTAL PROJECT CONSTRUCTION OPTION 1 BASE BID  $  3,977,004 677.63$    

Add Alternate #1 Construct Covered Car Port for the 11 Parking Spaces  24' x 104' = 2,496 sf  x $100/sf = $249,600.00

         Open Covered Car Port; Wd. Structure, Asphalt Shingles Roof, and a few Lights. Includes 2' soffit overhang both ends,     

Add Alternate #2 SNOW MELT the entire Parking Lot  10,770 sf x $18.70/sf = $201,399.00 + $25K (Boiler) = $226,399.00

Add Alternate #2A SNOW MELT the entire Parking Lot  Less the Covered Parking 8,274 sf x $18.70/sf = $154,723.00 + $25K (Boiler) = $179,723.00
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30 Wyatt Drive, Bellevue, Idaho 83313                       Vital ink PLLC                                                     (208) 720-6315 ph   

                                                                   jolyon@vitalinkarchitecture.com                                                          1 

 

10 October, 2021 
 

Mountain Rides  
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
 
Board Members/ Facilities Planning Committee, 
 
I have met with Ben Varner of Mountain Rides to discuss your Bellevue vacant parcel and the desire to 
expand bus storage facilities. I have produced a cost estimate for four variations of building types in 
terms of exterior wall and or structural systems. Those different types are: 1, Steel Building Kit, 2. 
Wood Frame Construction for walls and wood /steel roof trusses, 3. ICF walls and wood/steel roof 
trusses, and 4. Masonry wall construction with wood/steel roof trusses.  I have budgeted for a 
freestanding building, associated infrastructure, necessary site improvements for grading, drainage, 
parking, and landscaping. Due to the public nature of the business and the use of public funds, the 
budgeting is based on construction to be performed by Public Works Licensed Contractors/ 
Subcontractors.  I have included a contingency budget and also presented a range of cost(s). I have 
included these other aspects to account for cost variations due to the current high construction costs 
within the Idaho and Wood River Valley construction industry.  
 
The cost variations are based on current experience with commercial projects and contractors in the 
Wood River Valley as well as in the Boise area. I cannot however guarantee the prices presented are 
accurate but are at this time my best professional estimate. Additionally, I can only estimate relative to 
costs for the construction season of 2021 but believe 2022 will be similar. Beyond the year 2022 is too 
far into the future to estimate for accuracy. 
 
Ben and I also explored  other programmatic desires that may apply to this project and your budgeting;  
but have not been addressed these ideas in this cost estimating exercise. The options for consideration 
maybe:  

1. Maximizing for Park and Ride spaces 
2. Incorporate Employee Housing 
3. Combine lots to maximize land development by reducing set back requirements 
4. Combine lots to allow for a new bus storage facility addition to the existing building, 

this generates more available land area for other uses. 
 

These are some thoughts that may have beneficial outcomes and could/ should be at least studied in a 
preliminary fashion for viability, benefit etc. If you have any questions and or also would like me to 
attend any planning sessions pertaining to this package, I can be available after October 14th. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Jolyon H. Sawrey, Architect/Land Planner 
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DATE: 07 Oct, 2021

ITEM SF BASE $/SF "BASE TOTAL"

STEEL 
KIT 3528 $150 $529,200

SITE $200,000

$729,200

% AMOUNT
CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY  (%  OF  
"BASE TOTAL") 5.0% $36,460

$765,660

% AMOUNT TOTAL
BUDGETING % HIGH (BIDDING VARIATION) 20% $153,132 $918,792
BUDGETING % LOW (BIDDING VARIATION) 5% $38,283 $803,943

COST/SF/ LOW
ADJUSTED COST PER SF RANGE $228

TOTAL
A $20,000
B $5,000
C $5,000
D $3,100

$33,100

BUDGETING % HIGH ( W/BIDDING 
VARIATION) 20% $951,892
BUDGETING % LOW (W/ BIDDING 
VARIATION) 5% $837,043

MTN RIDES NEW BUS STORAGE FACILITY- PRELIMINARY 
CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE-SCENARIO #1 FREE-STANDING STEEL KIT 
BLDG  (100% TURN- KEY MOVE IN READY)  

ARCHITECT

ADUSTED "BASE TOTAL" 
COST w/ CONTINGENCY

DESCRIPTION  (ESTIMATES)
2. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANTS BUDGET  SOFT COSTS

TOTAL PROJECT COST ESTIMATE ( INCL. ALL ITEMS NOTED ABOVE #1-#2)

FREESTANDING BLDG ENTIRELY ON PARCEL - 
COST OF CONSTRUCTION FOR WHAT A GENERAL 
CONTRACTOR WOULD BID THE JOB FOR THIS 
COMING SUMMER/FALL 2022 ( 2023+  PRICE  MAY 
VARY GREATLY) IN A BID PKG. 

DESCRIPTION

1. CONSTRUCTION BUDGET  (PUBLIC WORKS GENERAL CONTRACTOR) HARD COSTS

100% GENERAL CONTRACTOR PERFORM (Public Works 
Licensed General Contractor & Subs)

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER
CIVIL ENGINEER
MECH/ELEC

SUB-TOTAL PROFESSIONAL FEES

ESTIMATED COST OF CONSTRUCTION W/ HIGH /LOW RANGE

LANDSCAPING/ SITE IMPROVEMENT BUDGET. 
PAVING, CURBS, GUTTERS, DRAINAGE, LIGHITNG, 
LANDSCAPING, BIKE RACKS

BASTE TOTAL W/ 
SITE IMPROVE

COST/SF HIGH
$260
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NOTE
S

4. CONTRACTOR PROFIT/ OVERHEAD IS INLCUDED. 

2. CERTAIN  INSURANCE FEES AND UTILITIY EXPENSES WILL BE  PAID BY MTN RIDES  DURING 
CONSTRUCTION
3. COSTS/ SF AND CONCEPTS FOR BLDG TYPES BASED ON DISCUSSIONS WITH BEN VARNER

1. THESE ESTIMATES WERE DONE BY THE ARCHITECT, AND ARE INTENDED TO BE BASED ON THE WORK 
BEING PERFORMED BY A  BIDDING PUBLIC WORKS CONTRACTOR(S), SUBCONTRACTOR(S)  AT WOOD 
RIVER VALLEY CURRENT MARKET VALUE. THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY COSTS ARE VOLATILE AT THIS 
TIME, MATERIALS, LABOR, AVAILABILITY OF PUBLIC WORKS  CONTRACTORS/ COMPETITION/LABORS 
COSTS ETC.
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DATE: 07 Oct, 2021

ITEM SF BASE $/SF "BASE TOTAL"

STEEL 
KIT 3528 $175 $617,400

SITE $200,000

$817,400

% AMOUNT
CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY  (%  OF  
"BASE TOTAL") 5.0% $40,870

$858,270

% AMOUNT TOTAL
BUDGETING % HIGH (BIDDING VARIATION) 20% $171,654 $1,029,924
BUDGETING % LOW (BIDDING VARIATION) 5% $42,914 $901,184

COST/SF/ LOW
ADJUSTED COST PER SF RANGE $255

TOTAL
A $24
B $6,400
C $5,000
D $3,100

$14,524

BUDGETING % HIGH ( W/BIDDING 
VARIATION) 20% $1,044,448
BUDGETING % LOW (W/ BIDDING 
VARIATION) 5% $915,708

MTN RIDES NEW BUS STORAGE FACILITY- PRELIMINARY 
CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE-SCENARIO #2 FREE-STANDING  WOOD 
FRAMED BLDG  (100% TURN- KEY MOVE IN READY)  

ARCHITECT

ADUSTED "BASE TOTAL" 
COST w/ CONTINGENCY

DESCRIPTION  (ESTIMATES)
2. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANTS BUDGET  SOFT COSTS

TOTAL PROJECT COST ESTIMATE ( INCL. ALL ITEMS NOTED ABOVE #1-#2)

FREESTANDING BLDG ENTIRELY ON PARCEL - 
COST OF CONSTRUCTION FOR WHAT A GENERAL 
CONTRACTOR WOULD BID THE JOB FOR THIS 
COMING SUMMER/FALL 2022 ( 2023+  PRICE  MAY 
VARY GREATLY) IN A BID PKG. 

DESCRIPTION

1. CONSTRUCTION BUDGET  (PUBLIC WORKS GENERAL CONTRACTOR) HARD COSTS

100% GENERAL CONTRACTOR PERFORM (Public Works 
Licensed General Contractor & Subs)

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER
CIVIL ENGINEER
MECH/ELEC

SUB-TOTAL PROFESSIONAL FEES

ESTIMATED COST OF CONSTRUCTION W/ HIGH /LOW RANGE

LANDSCAPING/ SITE IMPROVEMENT BUDGET. 
PAVING, CURBS, GUTTERS, DRAINAGE, LIGHITNG, 
LANDSCAPING, BIKE RACKS

BASTE TOTAL W/ 
SITE IMPROVE

COST/SF HIGH
$292
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NOTE
S

4. CONTRACTOR PROFIT/ OVERHEAD IS INLCUDED. 

2. CERTAIN  INSURANCE FEES AND UTILITIY EXPENSES WILL BE  PAID BY MTN RIDES  DURING 
CONSTRUCTION
3. COSTS/ SF AND CONCEPTS FOR BLDG TYPES BASED ON DISCUSSIONS WITH BEN VARNER

1. THESE ESTIMATES WERE DONE BY THE ARCHITECT, AND ARE INTENDED TO BE BASED ON THE WORK 
BEING PERFORMED BY A  BIDDING PUBLIC WORKS CONTRACTOR(S), SUBCONTRACTOR(S)  AT WOOD 
RIVER VALLEY CURRENT MARKET VALUE. THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY COSTS ARE VOLATILE AT THIS 
TIME, MATERIALS, LABOR, AVAILABILITY OF PUBLIC WORKS  CONTRACTORS/ COMPETITION/LABORS 
COSTS ETC.
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DATE: 07 Oct, 2021

ITEM SF BASE $/SF "BASE TOTAL"

STEEL 
KIT 3528 $185 $652,680

SITE $200,000

$852,680

% AMOUNT
CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY  (%  OF  
"BASE TOTAL") 5.0% $42,634

$895,314

% AMOUNT TOTAL
BUDGETING % HIGH (BIDDING VARIATION) 20% $179,063 $1,074,377
BUDGETING % LOW (BIDDING VARIATION) 5% $44,766 $940,080

COST/SF/ LOW
ADJUSTED COST PER SF RANGE $266

TOTAL
A $25,000
B $6,500
C $5,000
D $3,100

$39,600

BUDGETING % HIGH ( W/BIDDING 
VARIATION) 20% $1,113,977
BUDGETING % LOW (W/ BIDDING 
VARIATION) 5% $979,680

MTN RIDES NEW BUS STORAGE FACILITY- PRELIMINARY 
CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE-SCENARIO #3 FREE-STANDING ICF BLDG  
(100% TURN- KEY MOVE IN READY)  

ARCHITECT

ADUSTED "BASE TOTAL" 
COST w/ CONTINGENCY

DESCRIPTION  (ESTIMATES)
2. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANTS BUDGET  SOFT COSTS

TOTAL PROJECT COST ESTIMATE ( INCL. ALL ITEMS NOTED ABOVE #1-#2)

FREESTANDING BLDG ENTIRELY ON PARCEL - 
COST OF CONSTRUCTION FOR WHAT A GENERAL 
CONTRACTOR WOULD BID THE JOB FOR THIS 
COMING SUMMER/FALL 2022 ( 2023+  PRICE  MAY 
VARY GREATLY) IN A BID PKG. 

DESCRIPTION

1. CONSTRUCTION BUDGET  (PUBLIC WORKS GENERAL CONTRACTOR) HARD COSTS

100% GENERAL CONTRACTOR PERFORM (Public Works 
Licensed General Contractor & Subs)

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER
CIVIL ENGINEER
MECH/ELEC

SUB-TOTAL PROFESSIONAL FEES

ESTIMATED COST OF CONSTRUCTION W/ HIGH /LOW RANGE

LANDSCAPING/ SITE IMPROVEMENT BUDGET. 
PAVING, CURBS, GUTTERS, DRAINAGE, LIGHITNG, 
LANDSCAPING, BIKE RACKS

BASTE TOTAL W/ 
SITE IMPROVE

COST/SF HIGH
$305
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NOTE
S

4. CONTRACTOR PROFIT/ OVERHEAD IS INLCUDED. 

2. CERTAIN  INSURANCE FEES AND UTILITIY EXPENSES WILL BE  PAID BY MTN RIDES  DURING 
CONSTRUCTION
3. COSTS/ SF AND CONCEPTS FOR BLDG TYPES BASED ON DISCUSSIONS WITH BEN VARNER

1. THESE ESTIMATES WERE DONE BY THE ARCHITECT, AND ARE INTENDED TO BE BASED ON THE WORK 
BEING PERFORMED BY A  BIDDING PUBLIC WORKS CONTRACTOR(S), SUBCONTRACTOR(S)  AT WOOD 
RIVER VALLEY CURRENT MARKET VALUE. THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY COSTS ARE VOLATILE AT THIS 
TIME, MATERIALS, LABOR, AVAILABILITY OF PUBLIC WORKS  CONTRACTORS/ COMPETITION/LABORS 
COSTS ETC.
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DATE: 07 Oct, 2021

ITEM SF BASE $/SF "BASE TOTAL"

STEEL 
KIT 3528 $200 $705,600

SITE $200,000

$905,600

% AMOUNT
CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY  (%  OF  
"BASE TOTAL") 5.0% $45,280

$950,880

% AMOUNT TOTAL
BUDGETING % HIGH (BIDDING VARIATION) 20% $190,176 $1,141,056
BUDGETING % LOW (BIDDING VARIATION) 5% $47,544 $998,424

COST/SF/ LOW
ADJUSTED COST PER SF RANGE $283

TOTAL
A $27,000
B $5,000
C $5,000
D $3,100

$40,100

BUDGETING % HIGH ( W/BIDDING 
VARIATION) 20% $1,181,156
BUDGETING % LOW (W/ BIDDING 
VARIATION) 5% $1,038,524

ESTIMATED COST OF CONSTRUCTION W/ HIGH /LOW RANGE

LANDSCAPING/ SITE IMPROVEMENT BUDGET. 
PAVING, CURBS, GUTTERS, DRAINAGE, LIGHITNG, 
LANDSCAPING, BIKE RACKS

BASTE TOTAL W/ 
SITE IMPROVE

COST/SF HIGH
$323

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER
CIVIL ENGINEER
MECH/ELEC

SUB-TOTAL PROFESSIONAL FEES

MTN RIDES NEW BUS STORAGE FACILITY- PRELIMINARY 
CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE-SCENARIO #4 FREE-STANDING MASONRY 
BLDG  (100% TURN- KEY MOVE IN READY)  

ARCHITECT

ADUSTED "BASE TOTAL" 
COST w/ CONTINGENCY

DESCRIPTION  (ESTIMATES)
2. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANTS BUDGET  SOFT COSTS

TOTAL PROJECT COST ESTIMATE ( INCL. ALL ITEMS NOTED ABOVE #1-#2)

FREESTANDING BLDG ENTIRELY ON PARCEL - 
COST OF CONSTRUCTION FOR WHAT A GENERAL 
CONTRACTOR WOULD BID THE JOB FOR THIS 
COMING SUMMER/FALL 2022 ( 2023+  PRICE  MAY 
VARY GREATLY) IN A BID PKG. 

DESCRIPTION

1. CONSTRUCTION BUDGET  (PUBLIC WORKS GENERAL CONTRACTOR) HARD COSTS

100% GENERAL CONTRACTOR PERFORM (Public Works 
Licensed General Contractor & Subs)
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NOTE
S
1. THESE ESTIMATES WERE DONE BY THE ARCHITECT, AND ARE INTENDED TO BE BASED ON THE WORK 
BEING PERFORMED BY A  BIDDING PUBLIC WORKS CONTRACTOR(S), SUBCONTRACTOR(S)  AT WOOD 
RIVER VALLEY CURRENT MARKET VALUE. THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY COSTS ARE VOLATILE AT THIS 
TIME, MATERIALS, LABOR, AVAILABILITY OF PUBLIC WORKS  CONTRACTORS/ COMPETITION/LABORS 
COSTS ETC.

4. CONTRACTOR PROFIT/ OVERHEAD IS INLCUDED. 

2. CERTAIN  INSURANCE FEES AND UTILITIY EXPENSES WILL BE  PAID BY MTN RIDES  DURING 
CONSTRUCTION
3. COSTS/ SF AND CONCEPTS FOR BLDG TYPES BASED ON DISCUSSIONS WITH BEN VARNER
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POWER ENGINEERS, INC. 
3940 GLENBROOK DRIVE 

PO BOX 1066 
HAILEY, ID 83333 USA 

 

PHONE 

FAX 

208-788-3456  
208-788-2082  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MEMORANDUM  

HLY  165594 (2021-10-08) JRM 
 

 

DATE: October 8, 2021 

TO: Ben Varner 

C: Jeff VanSickel 

FROM: Jason Marenda 
Project Manager 

SUBJECT: 165594 Mountain Rides Generator Estimate 

  
 

MESSAGE 

 
Hi Ben, 
POWER Engineers has prepared the following Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) estimate for a 
backup generation installation at the proposed Bellevue, ID facility on Clover Rd. This estimate is 
based on the assumption that the building will be approximately 4500 sq. ft. and use gas heating. 
The facility will also house up to four 150kW electric bus chargers. 
 
Based on these assumptions, our estimate for the project is shown below: 

• Engineering: $25,000 
• Installation: $25,000 
• 750kW Diesel Generator with weatherproof enclosure: $185,000 
• Automatic Transfer Switch: $15,000 
• Generator Concrete Pad: $20,000 
• Total: $270,000 

 
Please let us know if you have any questions or comments.  
 

 
Jason Marenda 
Project Manager 
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Appendix D 

• Architect’s Narrative and Plans
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30 Wyatt Drive, Bellevue, Idaho 83313                       Vital ink PLLC                                                     (208) 720-6315 ph   

                                                                   jolyon@vitalinkarchitecture.com                                                          1 

 

06 January, 2023 
 
 
To Whom it May Interest/ Grant Evaluation Committee, 
 
I am the project architect for the expansion project for the Mountain Rides Bus Facility in Bellevue, 
Idaho. This narrative is to bring further understanding of why the new addition is designed the way it is 
and some of the aspects that you  may be valuable for  your consideration relative to  the providing of 
grant funding. 
 
SITE PLANNING 
As one can see on the site plan that the north alley is the inward approach for the buses. The angled 
building accommodates the turning radius of the incoming bus and the staggering of the bays allows for 
multiple tandem parking/ drive throughs for the buses.  Mountain Rides owns two adjacent parcels- one 
with the existing bus facility and an adjacent vacant lot. We first evaluated a detached bus parking 
building, but due to setback requirements, goal of more than (4) bays, accommodating parking 
requirements etc. the decision was made to combine the parcels into one lot. This allows for the 
connection/ addition of the new building to be directly attached to the existing building- no in-between 
setbacks to deal with. This then preserves area for surface parking as well as making one facility for 
staff to circulate within instead of going outside to get to the next building. As the project is in “snow 
country” snow storage is mandatory unless other measures address snow management. Thus, the 
inclusion of carport style covered parking makes the snow storage on the roof  of the carport as 
compared to maintenance costs for snow removal or  high operating cost of heating paved surfaces to 
melt- snow.  
 
BUILDING PLANNING 
As an ‘environmental” architect I am always planning for the long-term life expectancy/ performance/ 
durability, operating costs/ energy efficiency etc. for my projects. This project is proposing ICF super 
insulated, thermal mass, air tight walls, exterior masonry and metal siding for low maintenance. Also 
proposed is energy efficient, quiet,  low maintenance hydronically heated slab on grade floors. Above 
code air sealing and insulation systems and higher performance glazing will also be included. The 
EPDM membrane roof will be ballasted for 75% solar reflectance as well as also offering UV and 
service worker protection of roof membrane. The wall assemblies will have a (4) hour fire rating and  
the building will be fire sprinkled which will help with lower insurance costs and providing further 
building/ occupant safety. All of these aspects make long-term operating costs lower than conventionally 
constructed light industrial buildings, a more comfortable work environment, long-term low 
maintenance and reduced operating costs.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Jolyon H. Sawrey, Architect/Land Planner 
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ELEVATIONS
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3d VIEWS
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Appendix E 

• MRTA’s FTA Section 5311 Formula Grant Application 
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Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 

FTA Section 5311 Formula Grant Application 
Funding for Oct 1, 2022 – Sep 30, 2024 

 

APPLICATION SUBMITTAL & CHECKLIST 

 Cover Sheet 

 Agency Information Sheet 

 Sections 1-5 (+ 6, 7) 

 Attachments 

 Attachment A: Budget Sheet 

 Attachment D: Demonstration of Need 

 Appendices – Support Documentation 

 Appendix A 

▪ Letters of Support (Joint Powers) 

▪ Presentations to Partners & Joint Powers 

▪ Budget Requests & Presentations (Joint Powers) 

 Appendix B 

▪ MRTA Organizational Chart 

▪ MRTA FY20 Audited Financial Statements 

▪ MRTA FY22 Contract(s) for Services (Joint Powers & Sun Valley Co.) 

▪ MRTA Joint Powers Agreement 

 Appendix C 

▪ MRTA FY22 Operating Budget 
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Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 
P.O. Box 3091 
800 1st Avenue North 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 

To: Grants Evaluation Team 

Idaho Transportation Department – Public Transportation 

From: Wallace E. Morgus, Executive Director 

 Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 

Date: October 4, 2021 

Re: 5311 Annual Application – Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 

 

Enclosed please find Mountain Rides Transportation Authority’s (“Mountain Rides” or “MRTA”) 

Annual Application for 5311 Grant Funding. The enclosed package includes a response to the questions 

laid out in each section of the application, a completed Attachment A (Budget) to the application, a 

completed Attachment D (Demonstration of Need), and three appendices containing support materials 

recommended as part of the application. 

For the two-year grant cycle – October 1, 2022, to September 30, 2024 – Mountain Rides is seeking 

$5,294,600 in Federal support, which will be matched by $2,335,400 of local funding support. 

The total funding - $7,630,000 – will underwrite Mountain Rides’ existing and continuing operation of 

5311 Service in rural Blaine County, Idaho, and surrounding communities. 

If you have any comments or questions, please feel free to reach out. 

Thank you and ITD’s Public Transportation Office for your consideration and for looking favorably 

upon our application. 
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PROJECT APPLICATION 
 
AGENCY INFORMATION: 
 
Agency Name: 
____________________________________________________________ 
Authorized Project Representative: 
____________________________________________________________ 
Address: 
____________________________________________________________ 
Phone: 
____________________________________________________________ 
Email Address: 
____________________________________________________________ 
DUNS Number: 
____________________________________________________________ 
Architect/Engineer/Planner (if applicable): 
____________________________________________________________ 
Phone: 
____________________________________________________________ 
Email Address: 
____________________________________________________________ 
 
Project Type (Select at Least One): 
 
Operations  
Administration  
Preventative Maintenance  
Mobility Management  
Planning  
Marketing  
Other  
 
Project Cost: 
 
Federal Share: _________________ 
Local Match: ___________________ 
Total Cost: _____________________ 
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Mountain Rides 
Transportation 
Authority 

FTA Section 5311 
Formula Grant 
Application 
Funding for Oct 1, 2022 – Sep 30, 2024 

IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION OFFICE 
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1 

 

1. Project Description:  Mountain Rides 5311 Services 

Project Priorities and Program Eligibility 

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority (“Mountain Rides” or “MRTA”) hereby requests funding to 

underwrite operation of its existing and ongoing 5311 Services – fixed-route transit bus service, including 

demand-response service, and commuter vanpool service – that provide public transportation in the rural area 

(<50,000 pop.) of Blaine County, Idaho, and its surrounding communities, where residents and visitors rely on 

public transit to reach their destinations. 

Scope of Work 

Fixed-Route Transit Bus Service 

Mountain Rides’ fixed-route transit bus service operates in Blaine County, Idaho, serving the cities of  

Bellevue, Hailey, Ketchum and Sun Valley, and unincorporated Blaine County. 
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2 

 

Route Service Area Seasonal or Year-round? 

Blue Connects Warm Springs, downtown Ketchum, Sun 

Valley, and Elkhorn. 

Year-round (7 days per week). 

Valley Connects Bellevue, Hailey, Ketchum, Sun Valley, and 

unincorporated Blaine County. 

Year-round (7 days per week). 

Hailey Connects Hailey, Woodside, Community Campus, 

Senior Center, St Luke’s, and SUN. 

Year-round (Mon-Fri). 

Magic Connects Sun Valley, Ketchum, Hailey, Bellevue, 

Shoshone, and Twin Falls. 

Year-round (Mon, Wed, Fri) 

Gold Connects Sun Valley with Ketchum and Dollar 

Mountain and River Run base areas. 

Seasonal: Winter (7 days per week). 

Silver Connects Sun Valley Village, downtown Ketchum, 

and River Run base area. 

Seasonal: Winter (7 days per week). 

Bronze Connects Sun Valley with Ketchum and Warms 

Springs and River Run base areas. 

Seasonal: Winter (7 days per week). 

Red Connects Elkhorn neighborhoods with River Run base 

area and downtown Ketchum. 

Seasonal: Winter (7 days per week) & 

Summer (~25 days). 

Galena Connects downtown Ketchum with Galena Lodge and 

trailheads in the SNRA. 

Seasonal:  Winter (~35 days). 

Demand-

response 

Connects Ketchum and The Meadows neighborhood, 

and Red Route neighborhoods. 

Year-round for The Meadows.  

Seasonal for Red Route neighborhoods. 

Mountain Rides delivers significant service, as measured  in service hours: 

MRTA FY2022 Service Hours by Route (Annual Hours) 

Blue Valley Hailey Magic Gold Silver Bronze Red Galena Total 

11,653 14,430 2,313 2,120 963 1,439 968 1,666 273 35,825 

The hours are productive, yielding sizable ridership, including transit-dependent ridership, which has grown 

steadily over the past five years prior to the pandemic. For the most recent fiscal year prior to the pandemic 

(FY2019), bus ridership surpassed 540,000, up eight percent (+8.0%) year-over-year, as detailed below: 

MRTA FY2019 Ridership by Route and Year-over-Year Change % 

Blue Valley Hailey Gold Silver Bronze Red Galena Total 

214,100 178,578 33,037 40,574 45,897 14,622 15,309 898 543,015 

+3% +5% +26% -8% +35% +179% +16% +8% +8% 
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Commuter Vanpool Service 

Mountain Rides’ commuter vanpool service comprises ten (10) to fifteen (15) 14-passenger vans serving routes 

that originate in the cities of Carey (Blaine Co.), Shoshone (Lincoln Co.), Jerome (Jerome Co.), Gooding 

(Gooding Co.) and Twin Falls (Twin Falls Co.) and transport commuters from these communities to their places 

of work in Fairfield, Bellevue, Hailey, Ketchum, Sun Valley and Blaine County. Over the past three (3) fiscal 

years prior to the pandemic, MRTA’s vanpool service has averaged approximately 38,000 riders per year 

(~3,200 riders per month). As we move on from the depths of the pandemic, we are witnessing vanpool 

ridership climbing back to, and in some cases exceeding, pre-pandemic monthly levels. Opportunities for 

expanding this service persist, as more-and-more workers in Blaine County reside in more affordable housing 

outside the county, with those workers seeking convenient, reliable, and affordable public transportation as an 

alternative to single-occupancy vehicles on evermore congested State Highway 75, the primary commuter route. 

Scope of Services and Objectives 

Mountain Rides provides and supports a range of transportation options for Blaine County, its communities, and 

nearby jurisdictions, that are safe, user-focused, environmentally friendly, sustainable, and supportive of a 

strong local economy. The funding requested herein (Federal share: $ 5,294,600) will underwrite Mountain 

Rides’ services and support its objectives: 

• Providing and advocating for a sustainable public transportation system that reduces single occupancy 

vehicle trips and meets the needs of our communities and their citizens. 

• Conveying information and knowledge, thereby increasing awareness of the social, financial, 

environmental, and community benefits of public transportation.  

• Facilitating regional cooperation regarding transportation issues. 

• Providing convenient, accessible, sustainable mobility for all persons, with a focus on meeting vital 

needs, including commuting to jobs, shuttling to medical services, and traveling to grocery stores and 

other shopping outlets. 

• Prioritizing service for the transit-dependent, including essential workers and communities-of-color, 

who have limited options for mobility. 

• Reducing traffic congestion and greenhouse gas emissions, thereby enhancing the quality of life in the 

Mountain Rides’ service area. 

Consistent Project Funding 

ITD has been funding Mountain Rides’ operation of 5311 Services consistently for a decade-plus. Funding for 

the two (2) most recent cycles: 

Cycle >>>>>>>>>> Oct 1, 2018 - Sep 30, 2020 Oct 1, 2020 - Sep 30, 2022 

Funding $ 2,536,130 $ 3,262,771 

In each cycle, above, MRTA fully expended the funding prior to the end of the cycle. Because of this, and in 

anticipation of increasing costs, including those associated with enhancements of service on existing routes and 

with the introduction of new service between Sun Valley and Twin Falls, MRTA is seeking a funding increase 

with this application (for FY2023-FY2024). Given its history of over-match by local dollars, MRTA is 

confident that it will have the local dollars required to match the increased funding requested herein. 
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Conclusion 

The funding requested herein - $ 5,294,600 – is essential to MRTA’s maintaining (and expanding) the breadth 

and quality of services. It will underwrite Mountain Rides’ continuing 5311 rural transportation services that 

will benefit a broad, diverse community of riders (see survey data, below), many of whom depend on public 

transportation to move about Blaine County and the reaches of the ITD’s District 4 in south central Idaho. 

.  
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2. Demonstration of Need:  Mountain Rides 5311 Services 

Mountain Rides is the comprehensive provider of rural public transportation services in Blaine County, Idaho, 

and surrounding communities. Mountain Rides is seeking the grant funding contemplated herein to sustain – 

and opportunistically expand – its existing services. 

Mountain Rides operates: 

1) Fixed-route bus service that comprises free year-round routes serving: 

a) Citizens of and visitors to the cities of Bellevue, Hailey, Ketchum, and Sun Valley; 

b) Commuters from along the length of the Wood River Valley; 

c) Commuters, non-emergency medical patients, and others along the length of State Highway 

75 between Sun Valley and Twin Falls; and 

d) Patrons of winter resort destinations in Sun Valley, Ketchum, the Sawtooth National 

Recreation Area, and at Galena Lodge. 

2) Vanpool services (fifteen (15) vans) serving: 

a) Commuters to destinations in the Wood River Valley and elsewhere with routes originating 

in Shoshone, Jerome, Carey, Gooding, and Twin Falls. 

3) Demand-response van service augmenting fixed-route bus service and serving: riders – typically 

among them, underserved, transit-dependent populations – in Ketchum, Sun Valley and Blaine 

County. 

4) The local Safe Routes to School Program, which is also underwritten by grants from the ITD. 

Snapshot:  Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 

Annual Operating Budget $ 3,636,000 (FY2022). 

Annual Capital Budget $ 500,000 - $ 5,000,000+, project dependent, ($7.8M in FY2022). 

# of Employees 30 – 45, depending on the season (~35 FTEs). 

Type of Entity Local government subdivision organized by Joint Powers 

Agreement. 

Ridership 583,000 (FY2019), MRTA record ridership. Ridership is 1st per 

capita and 2nd highest overall in the State of Idaho. 

Fleet 20 buses; 16 vans. 

Annual Service Hours 35,000+ for fixed-route bus. 

Annual Service Miles  500,000+ for fixed-route bus; ~350,000 for vanpool. 

Services 6 free bus fixed-routes; 2 commuter bus fixed-routes; 1 SNRA 

winter bus fixed-route; 1 deviated fixed-route, demand-response 

service; 2 paratransit ADA vans; 10-15 commuter vanpool routes;  

Safe Routes to School Program; regional transportation planning. 
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MRTA is the largest, in terms of fixed-route ridership and level of service, rural provider of public 

transportation in the State of Idaho. Against a backdrop of flat or declining ridership at other agencies and 

throughout the industry, MRTA is growing. MRTA’s strong and growing ridership is its primary and 

substantial demonstration of need. Over the past five (5) fiscal years prior to the pandemic, ridership steadily 

trended upward, with each year’s ridership topping that of the year before. For the four (4) years prior to the 

pandemic, annual ridership topped 500,000, with the most recent pre-pandemic year yielding 583,000 riders – 

seventeen percent higher (+17%) than five (5) years prior. 

MRTA’s strategic plan comprises continued, focused underwriting of high-frequency, highly productive, fixed-

route bus service that yields increasing returns, measured as growing ridership. MRTA’s executing the strategic 

plan assures our meeting the community’s demand for enhanced bus service and promoting increased ridership. 

MRTA expects ridership to continue to grow and approach 750,000 annually within the next five (5) to seven 

(7) years. 

Complementing MRTA’s experience of growing ridership as a demonstration of need are data gleaned from 

regular surveys of our riders asking: i) why they ride Mountain Rides and ii) what they would like to see from 

Mountain Rides. In a nutshell, our surveys indicate that once we have a rider using MRTA services, they use 

our services extensively, with upwards of 40% of riders using the bus more than ten (10) times per month. 

Further, our surveys reveal an expectation among our riders and others for continuing improvements to MRTA 

services. 

Accepting that the community’s assessment of the importance of MRTA’s contributions to the community 

supports the demonstration of need criterion, MRTA periodically surveys the community, riders, and non-riders 

alike, asking them about the importance of MRTA to the community, quality of life, and the economy. In a 

recent survey with ~200 respondents, MRTA achieved a rating of 4.5 (on a scale of 1.0 (not important) to 5.0 

(extremely important)).                                                                                 

Finally, as a demonstration of need, consider the significant financial support (the “local match”) MRTA 

receives from its local funding partners. 

Local Funding FY2019 FY2020 FY2021* FY2022 FY2023(e) 

City of Ketchum $        665,700 $        624,700 $       469,000 $        687,000 $       708,000   

City of Sun Valley 322,350         352,500 265,000 390,000 $       402,000 

City of Hailey 78,750           82,000 61,500 82,000 $         90,000 

Blaine County 146,738          154,000 115,600 180,000 $       186,000 

City of Bellevue 5,644              6,500 4,900  8,000  $           8,500 

Sun Valley Company 199,500          209,500 157,125 215,000  $       225,000 

Other Partners 15,000            19,000 20,000 25,000 $         27,000 

TOTAL  $    1,433,682 $     1,448,200 $     1,093,125  $    1,627,000  $    1,646,500 

* due to economic uncertainty triggered by the pandemic, FY2021 was reduced by ~25% from normal levels  
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3. Project Planning:  Mountain Rides 5311 Services 

Mountain Rides provides comprehensive rural public transportation services in Blaine County, Idaho, and 

surrounding communities. 

Over the years, MRTA has instigated, refined, and implemented a disciplined planning process geared to 

developing an executable service plan that derives opportunities from the needs expressed by the community. 

The planning process includes: 

• Strategic planning sessions and annual budget development. 

• Annual transportation service plan development. 

• Surveys of riders and non-riders. 

• Public meetings and workshops. 

• Meetings and workshops with the cities, the county, and other community partners. 

MRTA recently adopted its FY2022 Service Plan that was defined by diverse and distinct inputs: 

 

The upshot of the MRTA planning process – the Service Plan and its ideas, goals, and objectives – reflects and 

has as its foundation input from riders, those who do not ride but would like to, funding partners, and 

community stakeholders. The process seeks and encourages input from the public and marries that input with 

recommendations and expertise from MRTA’s staff and its Board of Directors to coalesce the plan. The 

planning process begets a strong plan that balances what is needed with what is possible and clarifies 

opportunities and constraints driven by funding levels, regulations, restrictions, and accumulated knowledge 

born of the trial-and-error of past efforts. 

Specifically, with respect to route and service planning, MRTA communicates with its riders, drivers, 

stakeholders, partners, and the public at-large, seeking means for continual improvement. Recently, MRTA 

surveyed (in English and Spanish) 200+ members of the community regarding service improvement and 

expansion. An overwhelming majority – 82% of respondents – affirmed that Mountain Rides is doing the right 

things with respect to maintaining and improving services. Less than 4% of respondents indicated that MRTA 

was not on the right track with respect to service development. 

Service 
Plan

Public  
Meetings 

23 elected 
officials

5 city/county 
budget 

processes

Public 
Comment

Ongoing 
passenger input
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The top requests for service improvement coming from the survey included: 

• More frequent commuter-hours service. 

• Late-night Valley Route service. 

• More frequent year-round service with less variability by season. 

According to survey respondents, the top things MRTA could do to encourage more riders: 

• Offer more frequent service. 

• Align bus schedules more closely with personal/business schedules. 

• Make ride-time on the bus less than drive-time in a personal automobile. 

• Offer zero-fare service…THIS HAS BEEN IMPLEMENTED. 

MRTA uses these data, and others like them, in its planning process for routes and services. 

MRTA collaborates with local human-services organizations and businesses to solve transportation problems 

and design, tailor, and enhance services. MRTA partners with Blaine County Hunger Coalition, Wood River 

YMCA, Blaine County Recreation District, Higher Ground Adaptive Sports, The Senior Connection, and The 

Advocates Against Domestic Abuse to craft services that reach lower income, disabled, and minority 

populations (Title VI). Mountain Rides’ allies in the business community include Sun Valley Company, Webb 

Landscape, Atkinsons Markets, St. Luke’s Wood River Medical Center, Rocky Mountain Hardware, Sun Valley 

Bronze, local auto repair shops, hotels, and property management companies. MRTA’s discipline includes 

soliciting bids from and doing business with Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (DBEs), whenever possible. 

MRTA’s management and staff has a strong track record of managing grants and delivering transportation 

services and other projects underwritten by those grants. MRTA is a government agency, formed according to 

the terms of a Joint Powers Agreement (JPA) by and between the cities of Ketchum, Sun Valley, Hailey, and 

Bellevue, and Blaine County, Idaho. The JPA renews every four (4) years, with the most recent renewal 

occurring in October 2019. An eight-member Board, appointed by the signatories to the JPA, oversees and 

serves as fiduciary for Mountain Rides, setting strategic direction and objectives, approving budgets, ratifying 

policies, and managing the Executive Director. The Executive Director and staff, with direction from the Board 

of Directors, implement annual and longer-term plans under the board’s direction. The MRTA organization:  

  

1

1 1 1

1 1 1 1

Executive       

Director *

Coordinator II (PT)         

Safe Routes 

Educator

Coordinator I *              

Finance & 

Adminstration

Board of             

Directors

Director *                           

Finance & 

Administration

Director *                              

Assets & Planning

Certified                       

Mechanic *

Director *                              

Transit Operations

Manager *                                 

Maintenance 

Operations

Manager *             

Mobilty Programs 

& Resilience

Manager *                       

Transit Operations

Driver I * (15)                           

Driver II (15)

Technician I *                      

Maintenance & 

Facilities

Technician II *                      

Maintenance & 

Facilities (3)

Specialist *                                

Driver Training (2)

Coordinator I *     

Operations 

Assistant
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MRTA has no labor unions. 

This project (operations) does not require NEPA. 

Please see Appendix A for letters of support and budget request presentations to our joint powers partners. 
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4. Project Benefits/Evaluation:  Mountain Rides 5311 Service 

Benefits  

As a source of public transportation services for the region, MRTA is valued and valuable, providing clear 

benefits to the community: 
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…as guided by our Strategic Framework:   

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 
Strategic Framework: Pentad of Focus 
2020 – 2024 

…it’s the journey that matters 
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Efficiency and Ridership 

MRTA operates efficiently. System-wide ridership (productivity) averages sixteen (16) passengers per service 

hour and has been growing steadily. At ~$90 per service hour and ~$5.90 per service mile, operating costs are 

reasonable and generally compare favorably across the spectrum of 5311 rural service providers and very 

favorably across the industry as a whole. As ridership has grown, MRTA’s operating costs have remained very 

stable; we anticipate continuation of these trends.  

With the funding contemplated by this application, MRTA will persevere with efficient and productive 

operations that drive continued growth in ridership and facilitate mobility choice for communities in Blaine 

County and throughout ITD District 4.  

Safety 

Safety is MRTA’s top priority. We relentlessly measure our performance against benchmarks, evaluate our 

measurements, and apply what we learn to improve our safety performance. MRTA employs a disciplined 

driver safety training program, integrating internal and external training resources (in-house supervisors and 

programs; drivers’ handbook; ITD; RTAP; CTAA; FTA). 

Via a monthly performance dashboard that is distributed to staff, management, and the board, and made 

available to the public at-large, MRTA communicates its safety performance as a means for reinforcing the 

importance, criticality, and priority we assign to safety. A recent dashboard: 

 

MRTA currently enjoys a streak of seventy (70) consecutive months without any on-street at-fault injury 

accidents and a miniscule number of on-street at-fault smaller incidents. This attests to the “safety culture” that 

is firmly rooted at Mountain Rides and is especially outstanding against the backdrop of ever-increasing service 

levels at MRTA and year-in-and-year-out extremely challenging winter operating conditions. 

Safety Jun-21 Jul-21 Aug-21 

Incidents 4              -            -            

Accidents -            -            -            

Road Calls 2              1              1              

PERFORMANCE DASHBOARD - SAFETY

Incident is an event involving a minor 

collision, injury, or altercation, causing 

physical damage or injury (<$200) to  

MRTA property(s) or person(s).

Accident is an event causing  damage to MRTA 

vehicle(s) or property(s) (>$200) OR damage, in any 

amount, to non-MRTA vehicles, property(s) or 

person(s).

 Road Call is a vehicle being removed 

from revenue service for unscheduled 

maintenance.

0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00

Incidents per 100,000 mi

Road Calls per 10,000 mi

Accidents per 100,000 mi

0.65

0.65

0.00

0.00

1.45

0.00

2.00

1.00

1.00

Quantity of occurence

MRTA Safety Measurements

Benchmark (not to exceed)

Aug-21

3-mo. Ave.
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Mobility 

MRTA serves diverse demographics – youth, seniors, workers/commuters, persons with disabilities, riders-by-

choice, transit-dependent riders, minorities, all income levels. According to mobility data compiled by 

AllTransit (http://alltransit.cnt.org), eighty five percent (85%) of commuters in the cities in Mountain Rides’ 

service area live within ½-mile of transit. This is a very high percentage and reflects the efficient build out of 

Mountain Rides infrastructure, routes, and service, as well as confirms a manifestation of Mountain Rides’ 

commitment to “mobility for all.” (Opportunity and room for growth are also implicit in AllTransit’s numbers, 

which show less than four percent (<4.0%) of commuters living within ½-mile of transit in Mountain Rides’ 

service area using public transportation for their commutes.)  

Economy 

MRTA contributes directly to the local economy:  

• MRTA is a de facto federally funded jobs-creation program that sustains approximately fifty (50) 

seasonal and year-round full-time jobs and pumps approximately two million dollars ($2.0 million) in 

wages and benefits into the local economy. 

• MRTA “buys local” for a variety of goods and services it purchases and thereby pumps an additional 

approximately one million dollars ($1.0 million) into the local economy. 

MRTA’s public transportation services benefit the economy by supporting residents and workers: 

• Commuters save money and time by using public transportation. 

• Parents save money and time when their children take public transportation to activities and school 

events. 

• Employers attract and retain employees who have reliable transportation options. 

• Community organizations’ customers/clients get where they need to go safely and reliably. 

• Local cities offer an enhanced quality of life, especially for residents who enjoy walking, biking and 

riding the bus. 

MRTA’s public transportation services benefit the economy by supporting visitors, who make the largest 

contribution (spending) to our resort-destination market. MRTA’s services enable visitors’ moving around the 

community easily and efficiently without a car, which enhances the overall visitor experience. 

Evaluation  

Measurement 

MRTA, via its 5311 services (the “project”), provides valued and valuable transportation services to the 

communities it serves. MRTA will measure its success in fulfilling this commitment on an ongoing basis across 

three (3) key measures: i) safety performance, ii) financial performance, and iii) service/ridership performance. 

MRTA will monitor these measures on an ongoing basis throughout the life of the project. 

MRTA will collate service/ridership and safety performance measurements into monthly performance 

dashboard reports for distribution to management, staff, the board, community stakeholders, and the public at-

large, thereby assuring and reinforcing transparency and accountability. The safety performance dashboard (for 

a sample dashboard, see the Safety  section, above) will capture at-fault accidents, incidents, road calls, age of 

fleet, and other metrics. The service/ ridership performance dashboard will comprise measurements of total 

ridership, service hours, ridership/service hour, on-time performance, and other metrics. 
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MRTA will measure financial performance, evaluating it against the budget and prior periods’ performance, by 

way of management’s diligently producing monthly financial statements and reviewing those statements with 

MRTA’s Board of Directors. 

MRTA will continually evaluate its financial performance against the industry’s financial benchmarks for high-

frequency, fixed-route service, and maintain the flexibility to adjust service from time-to-time to conform with 

those benchmarks. 

Accountability 

MRTA will be held accountable for its performance by, among others, its Joint Powers partners. Accountability 

will manifest in a regular array of reports and presentations, in public session, by MRTA to the Joint Powers 

partners, specifically to city councils and the county board of commissioners. These interactions will include: i) 

semi-annual presentations updating the councils/commission/public on topics including operations, service 

levels and performance, ridership, customer service, marketing, customer feedback, safety performance, 

financial performance, etc. (for a transcript of a recent such presentation, please see Appendix A); ii) annual 

presentations to councils/commission supporting MRTA’s annual funding request (for a recent funding request 

documents and presentations, please see Appendix A); and iii) ad hoc presentations, upon request from the 

councils/commission or at the suggestion of MRTA, from time-to-time, on a variety issues at the intersection of 

the Joint Powers, the public, riders, and MRTA. The checks-and-balances to assure prudent and proper 

management, execution, and engagement with the community by MRTA are solidly in place. As attestation of 

MRTA’s accountability, evident as letters of support from our Joint Powers, please see Appendix A. 

ITD Metrics and Accountability  

As a subrecipient of federal grant funding, MRTA is accountable to the Idaho Transportation Department (ITD) 

Public Transportation Office (PT). This accountability manifests through quarterly and ad hoc reporting by 

MRTA to the ITD-PT. One of the upshots of that reporting is the ITD-PT’s compilation and dissemination of its 

Annual Public Transportation Performance Report, a state-of-the-state report regarding public transportation 

that details, for all to see, the performance, on a variety of metrics, of individual agencies and across the state at-

large. Accountability! 

Executing the Project 

MRTA has the capacity and wherewithal to carry out the project – operating 5311 rural public transportation 

services. MRTA has been successfully carrying out this project, with underwriting by 5311 Federal Grants 

funding, for well over a decade. 

MRTA has the organization, financial strength, and local match commitment in place to support and execute 

this project. To verify this claim, please see Appendix B for MRTA’s organizational chart; audited financial 

statements; agreements for service and funding with our joint powers partners and a local business partner; and 

the MRTA Joint Powers Agreement, extended and executed through September 2023. 
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5. Project Budget:  Mountain Rides 5311 Services 

Narrative 

MRTA’s management and staff have a strong track record of managing grant programs and budgets and 

delivering transportation services and other projects underwritten by those grant programs within budget. 

MRTA is a government agency, governed according to the terms of a Joint Powers Agreement (JPA). The 

signatories to the JPA are Mountain Rides’ primary providers of local match funds. That funding, which 

appears to be stable into the foreseeable future, needs to be $2.34 million for this project, underwriting about 

thirty percent (30%) of the project (operations, preventative maintenance, and administration). The Joint Powers 

appropriate MRTA funding annually via their respective budgeting processes.  

MRTA counts on 5311 Grant funding contemplated herein  to underwrite a significant portion – approximately 

seventy percent (70%) – of the project (operations, preventative maintenance, and administration). 

MRTA generates supplemental revenue from: i) advertising sales revenue; ii) fare revenue (vanpool) and iii) 

partnership revenue. While these revenue streams are subject to variability, they have generally remained 

consistent and growing for Mountain Rides over the past several years. We expect the same going forward. 

MRTA develops expense budgets and cost projections (“costs/estimates”), including those referenced herein, 

using a zero-based technique that considers the projected service plan to be funded, prevailing wage rates, age 

and state-of-repair of the fleet, and projected costs, including an inflationary adjustment, for all goods and 

services to be purchased to support the project. 

Project Budget 

The Project Budget is an adaptation of MRTA’s projected Operating Budgets for fiscal years 2023 and 2024: 

 

For MRTA’s FY22 Operating Budget as reference, please see Appendix C.  

 Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 

 5311 Project Budget FY23 FY24 FY23 + FY24

51000 · Payroll Expenses 2,715,700$        2,812,400$        5,528,100$        

52000 · Insurance Expense 155,400             163,500             318,900             

53000 · Professional Fees 48,200               49,600               97,800               

54000 · Equipment/Tools 10,300               10,600               20,900               

55000 · Rent & Utilities 25,900               26,800               52,700               

56000 · Supplies 39,100               40,300               79,400               

57000 · Repairs & Maintenance 42,400               43,900               86,300               

58000 · Communications Expenses 26,200               27,100               53,300               

59000 · Travel & Training 31,100               32,200               63,300               

60000 · Business Expenses 12,100               12,500               24,600               

61000 · Advertising 31,500               32,100               63,600               

62000 · Marketing & Promotion 29,600               30,200               59,800               

63000 · Printing & Reproduction 13,500               14,000               27,500               

64000 · Fuel Expense 367,500             385,900             753,400             

65000 · Vehicle Maintenance 195,300             205,100             400,400             

Total Expense 3,743,800$        3,886,200$        7,630,000$        
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6. Applicant Experience (ITD/FTA):  Mountain Rides 

Mountain Rides has a long, strong history of mutually beneficial relationships with, and successful management 

and administration of grant funds awarded by, the ITD and FTA. 
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7. Application Professionalism:  Mountain Rides 

Mountain Rides, to the best of its abilities, has completed this application with the utmost of accuracy, veracity, 

and integrity. 

Thank you. 
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Attachment A

AN OP PM CP
80.00% 20.00% 57.91% 42.09% 92.66% 7.34% 92.66% 7.34%

Total Federal Match Total Federal Match Total Federal Match Total Federal Match
1,798,000$    1,438,400$    359,600$       4,454,000$    2,579,311$    1,874,689$    1,378,000$    1,276,855$    101,145$       -$               -$               -$               

80.00% 57.91% 92.66%

69.39%

Phone Number

Address

Contact Name

Total Federal Request Total Match Needed

Date

Local Match Source(s) for Project

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority
Subrecipient Printed Name

Subrecipient Signature

Oct 4, 2021

Fixed Routes: MRTA’s baseline fixed route services include a year round, 7 days/week, Valley Route 
(commuter fixed route that connects Bellevue, Hailey, Ketchum and Sun Valley and rural Blaine County), 
and Blue Route (primary route connecting Ketchum and Sun Valley), the seasonal  Red Route (primary 
route connecting Elkhorn neighborhoods with River Run, West Ketchum and downtown Ketchum during 
winter), the seasonal Silver Route (winter fixed route that connects Sun Valley, Ketchum, and River Run), 
and the seasonal Bronze Route (winter fixed route that connects Sun Valley with Warm Springs via Saddle 
Rd.).

Demand Response: MRTA provides ADA service to and from all points in the cities of Sun Valley, 
Ketchum, and Hailey. Curb to curb accessible bus service is available for persons who qualify under the 
regulations of ADA Act of 1991. Seniors and disabled persons who cannot use the available fixed route 
transit service must call the day before pickup. MRTA also provides general public demand response for 
the Meadows area of Blaine County and Red Route service area.

Deviated Fixed Route for Hailey: MRTA’s Hailey Route deviates up to ¾ of a mile off route for those who 
can’t make it to the regular stops. Passengers must call for service at least 2 hours in advance of pick-up 
time. Hailey Route service is offered 8am-5pm Monday-Friday with the exception of designated holidays.

City of Sun Valley, Idaho

City of Bellevue, Idaho

Blaine County, Idaho

Scope of Work

Agreement Term

208.788.7433 x.101

P.O. Box 3091, 800 1st Ave. North, Ketchum, ID 83340

Wallace E. Morgus, Executive Director

October 1, 2022 - September 30, 2024

7,630,000$                             5,294,566$                             2,335,434$                             

City of Ketchum, Idaho

City of Hailey, Idaho

Fiscal Years 2023+2024 Project Budget Request

Subrecipient Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

Total Project Cost

FTA Grant 
5311
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Congressional Application Attachment D: Demonstration of Need 

1. Type of Service (Check all that apply):

Fixed Route

Deviated Fixed Route

Demand/ Response

2. Service Area (Check one)

City

County

Multi-County

Other (Please Specify):

3. Connectivity:

Do you connect with other modes of transportation? Check all that apply.

Urban Public Systems

Intercity Carriers

Airports/ Trains

Other transit operators in your region (please list below):

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Ridership:

Estimate the average number of rides:   Per Day:                                         Per Year: 580,000 (pre-COVID)

Projected growth or decline in rides over the last year: Per Day ____________ Per Year ____________

5. Days/ Hours of Service:

List days of the week and hours transit provider is in service 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_

1,600 (pre-COVID)

+33%                         +33%
(increase over mid-pandemic ridership levels)

LINC, Twin Falls, ID; Trans IV, Twin Falls, ID; Salt Lake Express, Twin Falls, ID
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Appendix A 

• Letters of Support (Joint Powers) 

• Presentations to Partners & Joint Powers 

• Budget Request & Presentations (Joint Powers) 
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1

Nov 10, 2020

…it’s the journey that matters

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

Board Representative’s Report

Performance

Pandemic

Projects

People

Purpose
. 
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2…it’s the journey that matters

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

Board Representative’s Report

Ridership: Mar 14 - Sep 30

FY19 FY20

237,068         100,571

Down 58% Y-o-Y

Performance

With CARES funds, we met our budget, implemented Covid-19 mitigation, and operated 

zero-fare service. We passed CARES funds to our local partners and reduced our year-

over-year FY21 local funding by 25%.

Ridership has been trending up. For October: System-wide @ 73%; Valley @ 80%;         

Blue @ 60%; Hailey @ 65% of prior year.
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3…it’s the journey that matters

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

Board Representative’s Report

Pandemic

Safe workplace for drivers…Safe space for passengers.

Covid-19 mitigation measures:

 Day-time, night-time sanitation of buses.

 Barrier between driver and passengers.

 Zero-fare, enabling rear-door boarding.

 Complimentary masks for all.

 Passenger limit: 15 at any time.

 Extra runs and buses on Valley Route.
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4…it’s the journey that matters

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

Board Representative’s Report

Projects

Safe Routes/Mobility Coordinator projects/programs:

 Safe Routes to School

 Blaine County Bicycle-Pedestrian Master Plan

 Connectivity solutions for The Meadows community

4 electric buses on Valley Route, Summer 2021.

$30K grant from NADTC for non-emergency medical 

transportation (NEMT) pilot between Wood River Valley 

and Twin Falls, Spring 2021.
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5…it’s the journey that matters

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

Board Representative’s Report

People

Morale is excellent. We remain healthy.

Teamwork is our watchword.

Safety continues to be our number one priority.

Staff and riders have adapted and continue to adapt 

well to pandemic-related health-and-safety 

protocols. 100% compliance!

Continuing education/training opportunities 

abound. Cost-effective, time-efficient virtual/remote 

nature of the new learning environment. Building the 

organization’s collective knowledge-base!
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6…it’s the journey that matters

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

Board Representative’s Report

Purpose…Shared Mission

Blaine County government improves the quality of life by providing efficient and effective 

public services; stewarding citizens’ resources; and serving a diverse community with 

teamwork, integrity, and excellence.

Mountain Rides operates and supports transportation services for Blaine County that are 

safe, user-oriented, environmentally friendly, economically sustainable, and supportive of a 

strong local economy.

. 
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Nov 10, 2020

…it’s the journey that matters

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

Board Representative’s Report

Q&A
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1

Nov 30, 2020

…it’s the journey that matters

Performance

Pandemic

Projects

People

Purpose
. 

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

Management Report
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2…it’s the journey that matters

Ridership: Mar 14 - Sep 30

FY19 FY20

237,068         100,571

Down 58% Y-o-Y

Performance

With CARES funds, we met our budget, implemented Covid-19 mitigation, and operated 

zero-fare service. We passed CARES funds to our local partners and reduced our year-

over-year FY21 local funding by 25%.

Ridership has been trending up. For October: System-wide @ 73%; Valley @ 80%;         

Blue @ 60%; Hailey @ 65% of prior year.

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

Management Report
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3…it’s the journey that matters

Pandemic

Safe workplace for drivers…Safe space for passengers.

Covid-19 mitigation measures:

 Day-time, night-time sanitation of buses.

 Barrier between driver and passengers.

 Zero-fare, enabling rear-door boarding.

 Complimentary masks for all.

 Passenger limit: 15 at any time.

 Extra runs and buses on Valley Route.

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

Management Report
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4…it’s the journey that matters

Projects

Safe Routes/Mobility Coordinator projects/programs:

 Safe Routes to School

 Blaine County Bicycle-Pedestrian Master Plan

 Connectivity solutions for community neighborhoods

4 electric buses on Valley Route, Summer 2021.

$30K grant from NADTC for non-emergency medical 

transportation (NEMT) pilot between Wood River Valley 

and Twin Falls, Spring 2021.

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

Management Report
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5…it’s the journey that matters

People

Morale is excellent. We remain healthy.

Teamwork is our watchword.

Safety continues to be our number one priority.

Staff and riders have adapted and continue to adapt 

well to pandemic-related health-and-safety 

protocols. 99+% compliance!

Continuing education/training opportunities 

abound. Cost-effective, time-efficient virtual/remote 

nature of the new learning environment. Building the 

organization’s collective knowledge-base!

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

Management Report
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6…it’s the journey that matters

Purpose…Shared Mission

The City of Hailey is a responsible steward of public funds and resources, is a leader in 

local and regional efforts toward increasing opportunities … and best practices … and is a 

collaborator with local and state agencies, organizations, and private [concerns] to achieve 

community goals.

Mountain Rides operates and supports transportation services for Blaine County and its 

cities that are safe, user-oriented, environmentally friendly, economically sustainable, and 

supportive of a strong local economy.

. 

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

Management Report
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7

Nov 30, 2020

…it’s the journey that matters

Q&A

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

Management Report
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City of Ketchum 
FY22 Funding Request 

June 2021 

Executive Summary 

Agency: Mountain Rides Transportation Authority (“Mountain Rides” or “MRTA”) 

Program: Public Transportation 

Contact: Wally Morgus 

   Executive Director 

   wally@mountainrides.org 

   208.788.7433  x.101 

Mountain Rides respectfully requests FY22 funding of $ 687,000 from the City of Ketchum (“City”). 

Community Investment: FY22 Funding Request – $ 687,000 

Mountain Rides requests community investment – funding – of $687,000 for FY22 for continuing public 

transportation services benefiting the City, its residents, businesses, workers, and visitors. 

For FY22, Mountain Rides anticipates allocating the City’s funding as follows: 

 $ 527,000 for Operations 

 MRTA’s total FY22 operating budget (preliminary) = $3.5M. 

 $ 160,000 for Capital Expenditures 

 MRTA’s total FY22 capital budget (preliminary) = $7.0M 

 Battery electric buses + charging infrastructure. 

Community Engagement 

Essential Service; Vital Thread 

Mountain Rides is a vital thread in the fabric of the community, as it: 

 Operates fixed-route bus service transporting, in normal times, 550,000+ riders annually into, 

around, and about the City; 

 Operates regional vanpool services providing safe, reliable, and affordable transportation for 

workers moving to and from workplaces in and around the City;  

 Pilots an inter-city bus service, providing non-emergency medical transportation and commuter 

access, between the Wood River Valley and Twin Falls; 

 Engages in transportation planning – e.g., the County’s Bike-Ped Master Plan – that benefits the 

City; and 

 Builds out a zero-emissions, electric bus fleet that is good for the environment, aligns with the 

ethos of the community, and promotes a healthy, sustainable lifestyle. 
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Community Engagement (cont.) 

Operations 

In FY22, Mountain Rides will maintain service at FY21 levels, which, notably, against the backdrop of the 

pandemic, includes enhancements over FY20, pre-pandemic levels. In addition, in FY22 we will augment 

service by the inclusion of regular fixed-route bus service – at its essence, non-emergency medical 

transportation – between the Wood River Valley and Twin Falls (on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays). 

Capital Expenditures 

On the Capital side in FY22, Mountain Rides will continue its drive towards a 100% zero-emissions fleet by 

acquiring up to seven (7) battery electric buses (BEBs) and related charging infrastructure (RCI). The 

lion’s share, or about 80%, of the cost of the BEBs and RCI will be underwritten by Federal grant awards. 

Challenges & Growth 

Mountain Rides anticipates spending FY22 rebuilding ridership lost during the pandemic on our core 

routes and growing ridership on our nascent Twin Falls route. 

Also, as opportunity and funding emerge, Mountain Rides will continue to fine-tune and improve services: 

 Expanding service hours; 

 Improving connectivity, e.g., to-and-from more neighborhoods and pockets of population; 

 Extending service to underserved populations; and  

 Increasing frequency, especially on our vital commuter service, the Valley Route. 

Competence & Commitment 

Key staff managing and carrying out activities at Mountain Rides includes: 

 20+ part-time and full-time Drivers; 

 5 maintenance and facilities Technicians. 

 Jamie Canfield, Manager of Transit Operations; 

 Kim MacPherson, Director of Community Mobility; 

 Rick Uberuaga, Operations Coordinator; 

 Cece Osborn, Safe Routes Coordinator; 

 Carlos Tellez, Maintenance Manager; 

 Ben Varner, Director of Assets & Infrastructure; 

 Tucker Van Law, Director of Finance & Administration; and 

 Wally Morgus, Executive Director. 
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Community Impact 

Mountain Rides:  

 Responds to the needs of the City, as evidenced by its support of and participation in City-

sponsored activities, events, and planning. 

 Continues to grow ridership, with record-high ridership in 2019 of 589,000 riders; in FY20, 

through March 13, 2020 – and the onset of the COVID-19 crisis locally – ridership was up ~3.0% 

year-over-year, putting Mountain Rides on pace for ~610,000 riders in FY20, only to be thwarted 

by the pandemic. 

 Delivers enhanced mobility options for residents, visitors, businesses, and workers.  

 Operates 32,000+ hours of service annually on routes serving the City. 

 Delivers quality transportation services and infrastructure that underpin economic growth, vitality, 

and livability. 

 Provides essential transportation services for transit-dependent essential workers (as evidenced 

by ridership throughout the pandemic). 

 Contributes to the health and vitality of the local economy, with 45+ employees earning – and 

spending – ~$2.3MM in annual wages and benefits. By its Federal funding, Mountain Rides is, de 

facto, a Federally underwritten workforce sustainability program. 

 Operates within funding constraints as measured by its annual performance of actuals to budget. 

Optional Reading: Community Impact 

For an example of Mountain Rides’ impact on the community, please see Appendix A, Community Impact: 

Non-emergency Medical Transportation Service (“NEMTS”), excerpted from a report to our local NEMTS 

funding partners (local foundations). 
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Appendix A 

Community Impact: Non-emergency Medical Transportation Service (“NEMTS) 

Executive Summary 

With underwriting of $30,000 from the National Aging and Disability Transportation Center (NADTC), 

Mountain Rides began piloting non-emergency medical transportation service (NEMTS) between the Wood 

River Valley (WRV) and Twin Falls (TWF) on Monday, April 5, 2021. During its first month, NEMTS ran 

smoothly, adhered to its schedule (on-time), and provided 50 rides between WRV and TWF. With the 

rollout of NEMTS, as enabled by our local funding partners, Mountain Rides has finally addressed the 

need, as evidenced by persistent requests from the market, for bus service between WRV and TWF. 

Operations 

During April, Mountain Rides operated NEMTS without incident, on-time, and with satisfied passengers 

and drivers. NEMTS runs each week on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, completing two (2) roundtrips 

per day between WRV – with its northern terminus in Sun Valley – and TWF – with its southern terminus at 

St. Luke’s Magic Valley Medical Center (SLMVMC), in Twin Falls. On route, in both directions, NEMTS 

makes stops in Sun Valley; in downtown Ketchum; at St. Luke’s Wood River Medical Center (SLWRMC); in 

downtown Hailey, including at The Senior Connection; on Main Street in Bellevue; at the Timmerman 

Junction Rest Area; in Shoshone; at the Twin Falls Visitor Center; and at SLMVMC. 

In Twin Falls, at the Visitor Center, NEMTS connects with Living Independent Network Corporation 

transportation services (LINC), enabling transportation for NEMTS riders to medical and other 

appointments at locations other than SLMVMC. 

Outreach & Promotion 

When people ask if Mountain Rides goes to Twin Falls, we now respond with an enthusiastic, “Yes!”  

Our partners in the medical professions are promoting, in English and Spanish, and scheduling patients’ 

appointments to align with NEMTS. 

Through April, our first month of service between the WRV and TWF, outreach efforts, designed to 

promote the service and encourage ridership, included: 

• Reaching 3,284 people via Mountain Rides’ social media; 

• Advertising, including in Spanish, airing on local radio; 

• Convening a meeting of an advisory committee, composed of members, several of them bilingual, 

from communities up-and-down the route, to analyze early ridership data; 

• Engaging  local partners, including The Senior Connection, Visit Sun Valley, City of Ketchum, City 

of Hailey, and The Chamber, to include mention of NEMTS in their communications; 

• Planning copy (messaging) for inclusion in an upcoming SLWRMC newsletter; 

• Offering riders the opportunity to complete a survey about their experience riding NEMTS; and 

• Having “ambassadors” ride the NEMTS bus and engage with riders.  

To date, seeking to optimize the cost-benefit relationship, we have channeled our outreach, marketing, and 

advertising efforts to online media. Come June, as we are afforded greater reach and flexibility by the 

availability of additional grant funding, we anticipate spreading our message via a wider array of channels. 
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Performance Metrics 

In April, NEMTS provided fifty (50) one-way rides to passengers. This level of ridership is to be expected 

of a long-distance, targeted-market service, like NEMTS, in its early days. Survey responses show the 

average age of riders to be thirty-nine (39) years. About half of April’s riders reside in Ketchum. Upwards 

of 60% of NEMTS riders say they are traveling more often to Twin Falls because of the service. 

According to our drivers, younger people – those who do not have access to personal automobiles – are 

using NEMTS for travel to Twin Falls for purposes other than partaking of medical services.  

Finally, a rider raved, “This service is spectacular; a big help as I help my mom through cancer treatment.”  

Performance Metrics - Dashboard 

The following highlights the key metrics of NEMTS that we are tracking: 

Support, Sustainability, Success 

Mountain Rides’ Board of Directors (Board), including the Mayor of Sun Valley who greeted the NEMTS 

bus on its inaugural run, supports NEMTS. Mountain Rides’ management and operations teams are 

committed to and hard-at-work achieving success for NEMTS. 

Mountain Rides’ Joint Powers Partners – Blaine County, City of Sun Valley, City of Ketchum, City of Hailey 

– have shown support for the route and expressed an openness, as the FY22 Budget process gets 

underway, to allocating funds for underwriting a portion of NEMTS costs. 

To date, the following organizations have awarded funds to Mountain Rides to underwrite NEMTS: 

• St. Luke’s Wood River Foundation: $85,000  

• Spur Foundation: $26,000 

• St. Luke’s Magic Valley Community Health Improvement Fund: $7,500.  

In addition, Mountain Rides has applied for a grant of $100,000 from the National Rural Transit Assistance 

Program (NRTAP). We anticipate NRTAP’s announcing awards in July 2021, with no guarantees that 

Mountain Rides will be awarded funding via this grant. Beyond the next year, Mountain Rides intends to 

apply for grant funding from the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) via the Idaho Transportation 

Department (ITD) to sustain NEMTS. 

TWF-NEMTS Dashboard Current Month Prior Month Inception-to-Date

Days of Service 12                        -                       12                        

Hours of Service 102.0                   -                       102.0                   

ADA Riders -                       -                       -                       

Senior Riders -                       -                       -                       

Other Riders 50                        -                       50                        

Total Riders 50                        -                       50                        

Total Riders/Day 4.2                       -    4.2                       

Riders/Hour of Service 0.5                       -    0.5                       

Total Cost of Service $ 9,753 -     $ 9,753

Total Cost/Rider $ 195.05 -     $ 195.05

Rider Surveys Collected 17                        -                       17                        

Satisfied Riders re Surveys 94.1%  -     94.1%  

Focus Group Participants -                       -                       -                       
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June 2021

…it’s the journey that matters

FY22 Funding Request: City of Ketchum 
Respectfully: $ 687,000 
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FY22 Funding Request:  City of Ketchum ($687,000) 2

Community Impact 
Common Mission; Shared Ethos; Essential Service 

➢ Infrastructure

 Investing $11.0M of Federal grant awards, FY21-FY24, in PT infrastructure

➢ Jobs

 Underwriting 45 local jobs with $1.6M+ annually of FTA funding 

➢ Quality of life 

 Reducing emissions; mitigating congestion…SOVs   ; BEBs

 Providing safe, accessible, zero-fare public transportation

 Guaranteeing workforce mobility…especially acute during the pandemic

 Mitigating impacts of the workforce housing deficit 

➢ Integrity

 Operating transparently within a balanced budget

 Supporting & contributing to the valley’s economic vitality & growth
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FY22 Funding Request:  City of Ketchum ($687,000) 3

➢ FY22 Funding Request $ 687,000

➢ For Continuing Operations $ 527,000

 MRTA Budget (prelim) $ 3.5M

 Pre-pandemic service levels

 Increased frequency during commute-hours

 TWF commuter/NEMT service

➢ For Capital Expenditures $ 160,000

 MRTA Budget (prelim) $ 7.0M

 BEBs + charging infrastructure

 Capital Sources

 FTA Grants $ 5.6M

 MRTA Capital Fund $ 1.1M

 JPs FY22 CIP Funding $ 300K

Community Investment 
Vital Operations; Strategic Infrastructure; Community Asset 
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June 2021

…it’s the journey that matters

FY22 Funding Request: City of Ketchum 
Comments, Questions & Answers 

Thank You
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City of Sun Valley 
FY22 Funding Request 

June 4, 2021 

Executive Summary 

Agency: Mountain Rides Transportation Authority (“Mountain Rides” or “MRTA”) 

Program: Public Transportation 

Contact: Wally Morgus 

   Executive Director 

   wally@mountainrides.org 

   208.788.7433  x.101 

Mountain Rides respectfully requests FY22 funding from the City of Sun Valley (“City”) in the amount of 

$390,000. 

Community Investment: FY22 Funding Request – $390,000 

Mountain Rides requests community investment – funding – of $390,000 for FY22 for continuing public 

transportation services benefiting the City, its residents, businesses, workers, and visitors. 

For FY22, Mountain Rides anticipates allocating the City’s funding as follows: 

 $300,000 for Operations 

 MRTA’s total FY22 operating budget (preliminary) = $3.5M. 

 $  90,000 for Capital Expenditures 

 MRTA’s total FY22 capital budget (preliminary) = $7.0M 

 Battery electric buses + charging infrastructure. 

Community Engagement 

Essential Service; Vital Thread 

Mountain Rides is a vital thread in the fabric of the community, as it: 

 Operates fixed-route bus service transporting, in normal times, 550,000+ riders annually into, 

around, and about the City; 

 Operates regional vanpool services providing safe, reliable, and affordable transportation for 

workers moving to and from workplaces in and around the City;  

 Pilots an inter-city bus service, providing non-emergency medical transportation and commuter 

access, between Sun Valley and Twin Falls; 

 Engages in transportation planning – e.g., the County’s Bike-Ped Master Plan – that benefits the 

City; and 

 Builds out a zero-emissions, electric bus fleet that is good for the environment, aligns with the 

ethos of the community, and promotes a healthy, sustainable lifestyle. 
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Community Engagement (cont.) 

Operations 

In FY22, Mountain Rides will maintain service at FY21 levels, which, notably, against the backdrop of the 

pandemic, includes enhancements over FY20, pre-pandemic levels. In addition, in FY22 we will augment 

service by the inclusion of regular fixed-route bus service – at its essence, non-emergency medical 

transportation – between Sun Valley and Twin Falls (on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays). 

Capital Expenditures 

On the Capital side in FY22, Mountain Rides will continue its drive towards a 100% zero-emissions fleet by 

acquiring up to seven (7) battery electric buses (BEBs) and related charging infrastructure (RCI). The 

lion’s share, or about 80%, of the cost of the BEBs and RCI will be underwritten by Federal grant awards. 

Challenges & Growth 

Mountain Rides anticipates spending FY22 rebuilding ridership lost during the pandemic on our core 

routes and growing ridership on our nascent Twin Falls route. 

Also, as opportunity and funding emerge, Mountain Rides will continue to fine-tune and improve services: 

 Expanding service hours; 

 Improving connectivity, e.g., to-and-from more neighborhoods and pockets of population; 

 Extending service to underserved populations; and  

 Increasing frequency, especially on our vital commuter service, the Valley Route. 

Competence & Commitment 

Key staff managing and carrying out activities at Mountain Rides includes: 

 20+ part-time and full-time Drivers; 

 5 maintenance and facilities Technicians. 

 Jamie Canfield, Manager of Transit Operations; 

 Kim MacPherson, Director of Community Mobility; 

 Rick Uberuaga, Operations Coordinator; 

 Cece Osborn, Safe Routes Coordinator; 

 Carlos Tellez, Maintenance Manager; 

 Ben Varner, Director of Assets & Infrastructure; 

 Tucker Van Law, Director of Finance & Administration; and 

 Wally Morgus, Executive Director. 
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Community Impact 

Mountain Rides:  

 Responds to the needs of the City, as evidenced by its support of and participation in City-

sponsored activities, events, and planning. 

 Continues to grow ridership, with record-high ridership in 2019 of 589,000 riders; in FY20, 

through March 13, 2020 – and the onset of the COVID-19 crisis locally – ridership was up ~3.0% 

year-over-year, putting Mountain Rides on pace for ~610,000 riders in FY20, only to be thwarted 

by the pandemic. 

 Delivers enhanced mobility options for residents, visitors, businesses, and workers.  

 Operates 32,000+ hours of service annually on routes serving the City. 

 Delivers quality transportation services and infrastructure that underpin economic growth, vitality, 

and livability. 

 Provides essential transportation services for transit-dependent essential workers (as evidenced 

by ridership throughout the pandemic). 

 Contributes to the health and vitality of the local economy, with 45+ employees earning – and 

spending – ~$2.3MM in annual wages and benefits. By its Federal funding, Mountain Rides is, de 

facto, a Federally underwritten workforce sustainability program. 

 Operates within funding constraints as measured by its annual performance of actuals to budget. 

Optional Reading: Community Impact 

For an example of Mountain Rides’ impact on the community, please see Appendix A, Community Impact: 

Non-emergency Medical Transportation Service (“NEMTS”), excerpted from a report to our local NEMTS 

funding partners (local foundations). 
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Appendix A 

Community Impact: Non-emergency Medical Transportation Service (“NEMTS) 

Executive Summary 

With underwriting of $30,000 from the National Aging and Disability Transportation Center (NADTC), 

Mountain Rides began piloting non-emergency medical transportation service (NEMTS) between the Wood 

River Valley (WRV) and Twin Falls (TWF) on Monday, April 5, 2021. During its first month, NEMTS ran 

smoothly, adhered to its schedule (on-time), and provided 50 rides between WRV and TWF. With the 

rollout of NEMTS, as enabled by our local funding partners, Mountain Rides has finally addressed the 

need, as evidenced by persistent requests from the market, for bus service between WRV and TWF. 

Operations 

During April, Mountain Rides operated NEMTS without incident, on-time, and with satisfied passengers 

and drivers. NEMTS runs each week on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, completing two (2) roundtrips 

per day between WRV – with its northern terminus in Sun Valley – and TWF – with its southern terminus at 

St. Luke’s Magic Valley Medical Center (SLMVMC), in Twin Falls. On route, in both directions, NEMTS 

makes stops in Sun Valley; in downtown Ketchum; at St. Luke’s Wood River Medical Center (SLWRMC); in 

downtown Hailey, including at The Senior Connection; on Main Street in Bellevue; at the Timmerman 

Junction Rest Area; in Shoshone; at the Twin Falls Visitor Center; and at SLMVMC. 

In Twin Falls, at the Visitor Center, NEMTS connects with Living Independent Network Corporation 

transportation services (LINC), enabling transportation for NEMTS riders to medical and other 

appointments at locations other than SLMVMC. 

Outreach & Promotion 

When people ask if Mountain Rides goes to Twin Falls, we now respond with an enthusiastic, “Yes!”  

Our partners in the medical professions are promoting, in English and Spanish, and scheduling patients’ 

appointments to align with NEMTS. 

Through April, our first month of service between the WRV and TWF, outreach efforts, designed to 

promote the service and encourage ridership, included: 

• Reaching 3,284 people via Mountain Rides’ social media; 

• Advertising, including in Spanish, airing on local radio; 

• Convening a meeting of an advisory committee, composed of members, several of them bilingual, 

from communities up-and-down the route, to analyze early ridership data; 

• Engaging  local partners, including The Senior Connection, Visit Sun Valley, City of Ketchum, City 

of Hailey, and The Chamber, to include mention of NEMTS in their communications; 

• Planning copy (messaging) for inclusion in an upcoming SLWRMC newsletter; 

• Offering riders the opportunity to complete a survey about their experience riding NEMTS; and 

• Having “ambassadors” ride the NEMTS bus and engage with riders.  

To date, seeking to optimize the cost-benefit relationship, we have channeled our outreach, marketing, and 

advertising efforts to online media. Come June, as we are afforded greater reach and flexibility by the 

availability of additional grant funding, we anticipate spreading our message via a wider array of channels. 
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Performance Metrics 

In April, NEMTS provided fifty (50) one-way rides to passengers. This level of ridership is to be expected 

of a long-distance, targeted-market service, like NEMTS, in its early days. Survey responses show the 

average age of riders to be thirty-nine (39) years. About half of April’s riders reside in Ketchum. Upwards 

of 60% of NEMTS riders say they are traveling more often to Twin Falls because of the service. 

According to our drivers, younger people – those who do not have access to personal automobiles – are 

using NEMTS for travel to Twin Falls for purposes other than partaking of medical services.  

Finally, a rider raved, “This service is spectacular; a big help as I help my mom through cancer treatment.”  

Performance Metrics - Dashboard 

The following highlights the key metrics of NEMTS that we are tracking: 

Support, Sustainability, Success 

Mountain Rides’ Board of Directors (Board), including the Mayor of Sun Valley who greeted the NEMTS 

bus on its inaugural run, supports NEMTS. Mountain Rides’ management and operations teams are 

committed to and hard-at-work achieving success for NEMTS. 

Mountain Rides’ Joint Powers Partners – Blaine County, City of Sun Valley, City of Ketchum, City of Hailey 

– have shown support for the route and expressed an openness, as the FY22 Budget process gets 

underway, to allocating funds for underwriting a portion of NEMTS costs. 

To date, the following organizations have awarded funds to Mountain Rides to underwrite NEMTS: 

• St. Luke’s Wood River Foundation: $85,000  

• Spur Foundation: $26,000 

• St. Luke’s Magic Valley Community Health Improvement Fund: $7,500.  

In addition, Mountain Rides has applied for a grant of $100,000 from the National Rural Transit Assistance 

Program (NRTAP). We anticipate NRTAP’s announcing awards in July 2021, with no guarantees that 

Mountain Rides will be awarded funding via this grant. Beyond the next year, Mountain Rides intends to 

apply for grant funding from the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) via the Idaho Transportation 

Department (ITD) to sustain NEMTS. 

TWF-NEMTS Dashboard Current Month Prior Month Inception-to-Date

Days of Service 12                        -                       12                        

Hours of Service 102.0                   -                       102.0                   

ADA Riders -                       -                       -                       

Senior Riders -                       -                       -                       

Other Riders 50                        -                       50                        

Total Riders 50                        -                       50                        

Total Riders/Day 4.2                       -    4.2                       

Riders/Hour of Service 0.5                       -    0.5                       

Total Cost of Service $ 9,753 -     $ 9,753

Total Cost/Rider $ 195.05 -     $ 195.05

Rider Surveys Collected 17                        -                       17                        

Satisfied Riders re Surveys 94.1%  -     94.1%  

Focus Group Participants -                       -                       -                       
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June 3, 2021

…it’s the journey that matters

FY22 Funding Request: City of Sun Valley 
Respectfully: $ 390,000 
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…it’s the journey that matters 2

➢ Sun Valley…provides a positive place, quality-of-life, economic well-being 

➢ Mountain Rides…delivers safe, reliable, accessible public transportation

 Serving diverse communities

 Safeguarding public interest and investment

 Succeeding through commitment to professionalism and integrity

Community Engagement 
Common Mission; Shared Ethos 
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…it’s the journey that matters 3

➢ Infrastructure that supports & drives the local economy

 Investing $11.0M of Federal grant awards, FY21-FY24, in PT infrastructure

➢ Good sustainable jobs – Federally-endorsed workforce program

 Underwriting 45 local jobs with $1.6M of FTA funding annually 

➢ Quality of life 

 Reducing emissions; mitigating congestion…SOVs   ; BEBs

 Providing safe, accessible, zero-fare public transportation

 Guaranteeing workforce mobility…especially acute during the pandemic

 Mitigating the impacts of the workforce housing deficit 

➢ Integrity

 Operating transparently within a balanced budget

 Supporting & contributing to the valley’s economic vitality & growth

Community Impact 
Essential Service; Community Asset 
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…it’s the journey that matters 4

➢ FY22 Funding Request $ 390,000

➢ For Continuing Operations $ 300,000

 Operating Budget (prelim) $ 3.5M

 Pre-pandemic service levels

 Increased frequency during commute-hours

 TWF commuter/NEMT service sustainability

➢ For Capital Expenditures $  90,000

 Capital Budget (prelim) $ 7.0M

 BEBs + charging infrastructure

 Increased frequency during c

 Capital Sources

 FTA Grants $ 5.6M

 MRTA Capital Fund $ 1.1M

 JPs FY22 CIP Funding $ 300K

Community Investment 
Vital Operations; Strategic Infrastructure 
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5

June 3, 2021

…it’s the journey that matters

FY22 Funding Request: City of Sun Valley 
Comments, Questions & Answers 

Thank You
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 Blaine County 
Fiscal Year 2022 

Funding Request Form 

  

Agency Name: Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 

Project Name: FY2022 Budget Funding Request 

Contact Person: Wally Morgus, Executive Director 

Address: POB 3091, Ketchum, ID 83340-3091 

Email: wally@mountainrides.org 

Phone Number: 208.410.4618 

 

Please provide the information requested below and return via email to 

jlovell@blainecounty.org no later than Wednesday, May 5, 2021. If you have additional 

information you would like the County to consider, please feel free to attach. 

1. Amount requested for fiscal year 2022:  $180,000, including:  

 $116,000 for Continuing Service ($170,000 value, as augmented by $54,000 CARES funds) 

 $14,000 for New WRV–TWF Commuter/Medical Transportation Service  

 $50,000 for Capital Improvements/Infrastructure (Local Match for Federal Grant Awards) 

2. What percentage of your overall budget does the requested amount represent?  

 $130,000 for Continuing + New Service = ~3.7% of Operating Budget 

 $50,000 for Capital Improvements/Infrastructure = ~0.7% of Capital Budget 

3. Please list your primary funding sources other than the County and the percentage of your 
(operating) budget they represent: 

Funding Source 
% of Operating 

Budget the Source 
Represents 

Federal Awards (FTA 5311; CARES) 62.5% 

City of Ketchum 14.8% 

City of Sun Valley 8.5% 
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 Blaine County 
Fiscal Year 2022 

Funding Request Form 

4. Check this box if you received funding from Blaine County in the past.      If so, please indicate 
how much funding each year for the past three fiscal years.   FY21: $115,600; FY20: $154,000;  
FY19: $146,738 

5. How would your program or project be impacted if it did not receive funding from Blaine County 
or if funding from Blaine County were reduced?   

To qualify for federal public transportation funding, which underwrites a large share (%) of our 
budget, Mountain Rides must receive local matching monies – from Blaine County and other Joint 
Powers partners – for funding operations and capital investment. Depending on the federal 
program, each $1.00 of local funding triggers $1.00 (for operations/service) to $4.00 (for capital) 
of federal funding. 

There is a direct relationship – intensified by the leverage from federal matching funds – between 
funding from local partners, including Blaine County, and the quality and quantity of public 
transportation services delivered by Mountain Rides. With a match ratio approximating $1.02 of 
federal funding for each $1.00 of local funding for operations/service, each $100,000 of local 
funding results in $202,000 of total funding (local + federal) for Mountain Rides. 

Because Mountain Rides deploys its resources efficiently and effectively to deliver high-quality 
service that is expected, demanded, and critical to the Blaine County community, any reduction in 
funding from Blaine County to Mountain Rides would likely necessitate service cuts on Mountain 
Rides’ Valley Route – which, in a normal year, serves ~165,000 riders (~30% of MRTA ridership) as 
it connects Bellevue, Hailey, the mid-valley, Ketchum, and Sun Valley – which, in turn, would re-
introduce the challenges – rush hour traffic congestion on Highway 75; accelerated wear-and-tear 
and depreciation of Highway 75; safety and environmental issues born of increased single-
occupancy vehicle (SOV) trips on Highway 75 – that Mountain Rides with its Valley Route service 
has helped to mitigate. 

Over the past several years, during which Mountain Rides has continually aimed to enhance its 
level of service, we have generally obtained federal funding to fill any budgetary gaps, allowing us 
to stabilize our requests for funding from local partners. We intend to maintain this posture going 
forward. Blaine County’s funding of Mountain Rides is significant, central to our sustaining quality 
transit services, and vital as a match for leveraging federal funding. 

For FY22, from Blaine County – and from all Joint Powers funding partners – Mountain Rides is 
requesting: i) no increase in funding over FY21 levels for continuing operations, with, as in FY21, 
the deficit in this local funding, relative to prior years, being covered by Federal CARES funds; ii) a 
small slice of funding ($14,000 from the County) to partially underwrite our WRV-TWF pilot route; 
and iii) a tranche of funding ($60,000 from the County) explicitly allocated as the local match for 
Federal awards earmarked for Capital Improvements, including buses, facilities, and equipment. 
We have adopted this new structure for our funding request in order to introduce greater 
measures of clarity and transparency into the process. 
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 Blaine County 
Fiscal Year 2022 

Funding Request Form 

6. Please provide a brief description of your operational/business functions.   

Mountain Rides provides and supports a full range of transportation alternatives for Blaine County 
and adjacent communities that are safe, user oriented, environmentally friendly, economically 

sustainable, and supportive of a strong local economy. 

Mountain Rides is a public agency, established via a Joint Powers Agreement among the cities of 
Bellevue, Hailey, Ketchum, and Sun Valley and Blaine County. 

Mountain Rides provides public transportation services:  i) a fixed route commuter bus service – 
the Valley Route – operating up-and-down the Wood River Valley, serving a majority of Blaine 
County residents, and relying on Blaine County funding to sustain; ii) fixed bus routes in Ketchum 
and Sun Valley; iii) a fixed bus route in Hailey; iv) a fixed bus route between the Wood River Valley 
and Twin Falls; and v) commuter vanpools serving residents of Blaine County and commuters to 
Blaine County from the communities of Shoshone, Jerome, and Twin Falls. 

In addition to public transportation services, MRTA manages and executes other activities, some 
in conjunction with other service  agencies in the county, that support our mission:  i) a Safe 
Routes to School program; ii) public education and outreach programs; and iii) overall 
transportation planning services. For more information about our services, please see our 
website, www.mountainrides.org.  

Depending on the season and level of service operating, Mountain Rides employs full-time and 
part-time staff numbering from 30 to 45 people. Most are employed in MRTA’s operations and 
maintenance departments (operators/drivers, mechanics/technicians, bus washers). 

7. Check this box if your program or project have a strategic plan or business plan in place.    If so, 
please provide a copy electronically as an attachment to the email submission of this form.   

8. How long do you anticipate your program or project will need Blaine County funding?  

Mountain Rides anticipates funding from Blaine County (and all Joint Powers) for as long as there 
remains a demand among residents and visitors for essential public transportation services in 
Blaine County. Akin to police, fire, roads, libraries, parks, and other public services and amenities, 
public transportation will likely continue to require public funding to sustain operations. 

Absent a local option tax or similar funding mechanism dedicated to directly underwriting public 
transportation, Mountain Rides will continue to require local funding, including funding from 
Blaine County, as a requisite (match) for securing federal funds, which are more critical to 
Mountain Rides than to a typical transit agency: 
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 Blaine County 
Fiscal Year 2022 

Funding Request Form 

10. What steps are you taking to become independent and not need Blaine County funding? 

Mountain Rides continues to diversify its funding sources and seek means for increasing non-JP 
funding. In recent years, Mountain Rides has cultivated revenue from new and ongoing business 
partners and from other local funding sources. Mountain Rides is diligent in identifying and 
tapping federal funding opportunities for both operating and capital resources. Furthermore, 
increased state funding for public transportation would help in diminishing our reliance on local 
funding; however, political realities suggest such increased state funding is unlikely for the 
foreseeable future. In FY19 and FY20, Mountain Rides applied for and received funds from the 
Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (ID-DEQ) vis-à-vis the Volkswagen Mitigation 
Settlement (VMS). In FY21, we will use these funds as our local match of FTA funds to purchase 
battery electric buses and attendant infrastructure. In FY21, Mountain Rides will apply for and 
anticipates, but is not guaranteed, receiving an additional tranche of funds from ID-DEQ vis-à-vis 
the VMS. We project using these funds as our local match of Federal Transit Administration funds 
for the purchase of additional battery electric buses and attendant infrastructure. 

11. How does your organization or program benefit Blaine County and its citizens? 

Mountain Rides benefits Blaine County and its citizens by: 

• Increasing mobility for those who visit, reside, and work in Blaine County; 

• Contributing to calming traffic on the county’s roadways, e.g., fewer cars, less traffic 
congestion; 

• Providing quality public transportation that supports economic development and growth; 

• Effecting reduced pollution and transportation-related emissions; 

• Availing citizens of high-quality transportation infrastructure; 

• Contributing to improved public health by providing easy, reliable transportation to 
healthcare facilities and by encouraging and supporting citizens’ engagement in active 
transportation…biking and walking;  

• Saving money for Blaine County residents who use our services; 

• Providing transportation services for a diverse community, including the elderly, disabled, 
youths, commuters, tourists, social-justice groups, transit-dependent patrons, and at-will 
riders; 

• Creating sustainable and meaningful employment opportunities for fifty (50) local 
residents; made possible by the availability of federal grant dollars (as leverage for local 
funding); from this point of view, Mountain Rides benefits Blaine County and its citizens as 
a federally-underwritten jobs-creation program contributing to the economic 
development, vitality, and success of Blaine County; and 

• During the ongoing pandemic, providing essential transportation services for transit-
dependent workers engaged in essential services’ work, e.g., healthcare, grocery store, 
pharmacy, and other workers. 
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 Blaine County 
Fiscal Year 2022 

Funding Request Form 

12. If you received funds from Blaine County in fiscal year 2021 please provide specific examples of 
how those funds were used to benefit our community during the past year. 

In FY21, Mountain Rides is using Blaine County funds to: i) operate and support our Valley Route, 
including enhanced service for The Meadows neighborhood; ii) develop, coordinate, and execute 
according to the County’s Bike-Pedestrian Master Plan; iii) manage and operate a Safe Routes to 
School Program; iv) engage in regional transportation planning; and v) operate and support our 
regional vanpool services. Benefits to the community include: 

• Workers accessing affordable, reliable, safe transportation getting them to/from jobs. 

• Senior citizens accessing affordable, reliable, safe transportation getting them to/from 
shopping and activities. 

• Cyclists and pedestrians moving along safe, secure, and scenic routes. 

• Children experiencing greater mobility and independence. 

• Less traffic, more balanced transportation options, and higher quality of life. 

• During the COVID-19 crisis, transit-dependent essential workers moving to/from their 
essential services jobs via the (fare-free) Valley Route. 

13. If you received funds from Blaine County in fiscal year 2021 please provide specific goals set by 
your organization. 

a. Please provide all goals relevant to funds provided by Blaine County 

Mountain Rides goals, set by our Board of Directors, remain consistent and relevant: 

• Provide and advocate for well-funded public transportation that reduces single occupancy 
vehicle trips and meets the needs of our communities.  

• Promote knowledge and increase awareness of the social, financial, environmental, and 
community benefits of transportation alternatives. 

• Promote regional cooperation on transportation issues. 

b. Please provide details regarding your organization’s performance in achieving those goals 

Mountain Rides continues to perform well in achieving its goals, as evidenced by: 

• The three years immediately preceding the pandemic yielded highest annual ridership 
ever recorded in Blaine County public transportation, including 589,537 riders in 2019. 

• Safe operations: six straight years with zero (0) at-fault injury accidents. 

• Service increases: 3% overall increase in service for FY2020 (pre-COVID-19); sustaining 
those service increases in FY2021 (during COVID-19). 

• Progress implementing bike-ped projects and keeping the plan fresh with new projects 
and funding, e.g., Safe Routes to School activities funded via federal and local grants. 

• Funding development: success increasing local funding, Federal funding, and special 
funding (ID DEQ VW Mitigation Grant Funds). 
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 Blaine County 
Fiscal Year 2022 

Funding Request Form 

14. Please review the Blaine County Strategic Objectives (included below) and respond to the 
following for fiscal year 2022: 

a. What specific projects or programs will Blaine County funds be used to support? 

Blaine County funds will support operation of the Valley Route connecting the Blaine County 
communities of Bellevue, Hailey, Ketchum, and Sun Valley. The Valley Route is the bellwether 
of our system, with riders of all ages and from across the socioeconomic spectrum. Any 
increased funding from Blaine County will support service improvements for commuter and 
evening trips, as well as support continuing enhancements to our Meadows service and 
ongoing execution of MRTA’s piece of the Bike-Pedestrian Master Plan. 

b. What goals do you hope to accomplish during fiscal year 2022? 

Goal 1:  Rebuild ridership on all routes. 
FY22 projects: Stepped-up sanitation of all buses; driver training and accountability for 
implementing measures that encourage riders to return and feel safe; in cooperation with the 
ITD-PT Office, marketing, educational and public relations efforts that encourage the public to 
return to public transportation and/or try public transportation for the first time. 

Goal 2:  Build on success by increasing service on core routes and simplifying the system. 
FY22 projects: Continued improvements to Valley, Hailey, and Blue routes, as well as 
additional vanpool routes. 

Goal 3:  Continue developing emerging transportation services to complement current 
services and meet community needs. 
FY22 projects: Improved/more frequent airport service; Galena/SNRA service; The Meadows 
demand-response service; greater frequency of Valley Route service during commuter-hours; 
pilot service between the Wood River Valley and the Magic Valley. 

Goal 4:  Support and coordinate the development of safe, integrated pedestrian- and bicyclist-
friendly communities, including infrastructure. 
FY22 projects: Sustain awareness and impacts of Safe Routes to School; support 
emerging/ongoing bike-pedestrian projects in Ketchum and Hailey. 

Goal 5:  Develop and support incentives that inspire more people to take public 
transportation. 
FY22 projects: Promote website/phone app. Community events. Zero-fare promotions. 

Goal 6:  Build financial, structural, and organizational resources to achieve Goals 1 - 5. 
FY22 projects: Bolster administrative, outreach, and support functions; continue to evaluate 
internships and contractors as ways to accomplish this. 

Goal 7:  Continue conversion to 100% battery electric bus (BEB) fleet. 
FY22 projects: Continue build out of BEB charging infrastructure at Bellevue and Ketchum 
depots; acquire four (4) to seven (7) additional BEBs; put BEBs in-service on Valley, Hailey, 
Blue, and resort routes; expand Bellevue depot to accommodate additional BEBs and charging 
infrastructure, including the development of solar-plus-storage electrical generation capacity. 
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 Blaine County 
Fiscal Year 2022 

Funding Request Form 

c. How do your goals promote the County’s Strategic Objectives? 

By our Joint Powers Agreement, Blaine County and Mountain Rides act in concert. As a result, 
Mountain Rides promotes and complements Blaine County’s Strategic Objectives. We are 
accountable, transparent, fiscally responsible, and ethically upstanding. As a provider of 
essential public service with County-wide impact, Mountain Rides’ goals align with the 
County’s Delivery of Service and Public Policy goals as follows: 

• Understand purpose is to serve county constituency. 

Mountain Rides is committed to serving all citizens of and visitors to Blaine County by 
providing high-quality transportation services. As an open service, accessible to 
everyone in Blaine County, Mountain Rides’ scope and diverse constituency of users is 
unmatched among public service providers in the County. 

• Focus on customer and client service. 

Mountain Rides success is driven by customer satisfaction. We strive for 100% 
customer satisfaction and support that aspiration with customer-service training, 
community outreach, and ever-enhanced customer information and communications 
systems. We seek ongoing feedback from customers and use that information in 
crafting improvements in our services and in developing new services. 

• Working to meet community needs. 

The essence of Mountain Rides is meeting and serving community needs. We 
proactively engage with the community on a constant basis to understand needs; we 
build, adapt, and adjust our services according to those needs. For example, Mountain 
Rides collaborates with jurisdictions’ community development staffs, to understand 
and address community needs.  

• Optimize public accessibility. 

Mountain Rides is built on a foundation of open access. Our services are accessible to 
all; we nearly never turn anyone away. We serve “social justice communities,” e.g., 
the Woodside community in Hailey and the Meadows community in Blaine County. All 
buses are ADA compliant. We work hard to serve those who need us most. We 
continue to increase bike capacity on buses, extending easy access to cyclists. 

• Prepare for new development; plan for economic, social, environmental change. 

Quality public transportation services are a key strategy of many of Blaine County’s 
peer communities. To prepare for, and even attract, new development, we must have 
strong transit to compete. As the nation moves towards more sustainable 
transportation alternatives, with a resultant decrease in driving, communities with 
high-quality transit services will be best-prepared to accommodate and thrive in this 
new environment. Mountain Rides works with local jurisdictions on an ongoing basis 
in the planning and implementing of transit infrastructure and routes serving new 
subdivisions and other developments. 
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 Blaine County 
Fiscal Year 2022 

Funding Request Form 

d. How will you measure your success relative to the projects or programs supported by 
Blaine County funds? 

Ridership is our fundamental measure of success: 

We also measure performance regularly against benchmarks: 

Metric Benchmark Performance 

Riders per Service Hour 14.0 15.1 

Cost per Service Hour < $ 86.00 $ 80.65 

Cost per Service Mile < $   5.75 $   5.49 

Road Calls/10,000 Service Miles <      1.00 0.28 

Accidents/100,000 Service Miles <      1.00 0.02 

Incidents/100,000 Service Miles <     1.00 0.15 

e. Please provide goal measures in terms of one of the following: 

1. Activities: the processes or actions that use a range of inputs to produce the desired 

outputs and ultimately outcomes. In essence, activities describe "what we do." 

Mountain Rides activities – providing public transportation services – are 
straightforward to measure. We count the number of people we serve and how 
effectively we serve them by measuring riders per hour and per mile, service frequency, 
and service area coverage. 

2. Outputs: the final products, or goods and services produced for delivery. Outputs may 

be defined as "what we produce or deliver." 

Mountain Rides delivers a full range of public transportation mobility services for our 
community via a transportation network that we manage, operate, and help plan. 
When we are successful, Mountain Rides favorably impacts the quality of life, the 
economy, and the well-being of the community that is Blaine County. 
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 Blaine County 
Fiscal Year 2022 

Funding Request Form 

3. Outcomes: the medium-term results for specific beneficiaries that are the consequence 

of achieving specific outputs. Outcomes should relate clearly to your strategic goals and 

objectives. Outcomes are "what we wish to achieve." 

Mountain Rides is focused on four key performance outcomes – financial 
sustainability, ridership, accessibility, and safety. We continually assess our 
performance against benchmarks and industry standards. We also conduct periodic 
customer satisfaction and quality surveys, as well as measure things like on-time 
performance and employee satisfaction. 

4. Impacts: the results of achieving specific outcomes, such as reducing poverty and 

creating jobs. 

Mountain Rides is the local vehicle for a federally-underwritten jobs-creation-and-
sustaining program; to wit, the forty-five (45) employees at Mountain Rides, whose 
wages are underwritten (~70%) by Federal Transit Administration grant dollars, and 
whose wages are spent and invested in the local economy (setting in motion a 
multiplier-effect that ripples through and benefits the local economy). 

Mountain Rides enhances quality of life and overall mobility in our community, which 
is important, regardless of whether one rides with Mountain Rides. Mountain Rides 
brings our community together…and it’s the journey that matters 
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Fiscal Year 2022 

Funding Request Form 

Strategic Objectives 

The strategic objectives identified by the BCC fall into one of five perspectives. The perspectives are mapped to the 

Modern Balanced Scorecard to allow for standardization and to enable the success of long-term implementation. 

Integral to the success of Blaine County is its ability to balance its efforts toward each of these five perspectives.  

 

Financial Perspective (includes effective and efficient use of resources) 

Create an organization and organizational culture of fiscal stability which: 

• Uses citizen and taxpayer resources efficiently and effectively 

• Ensures fiscal stability 

• Considers fully the costs and benefits of each expense or cut 

• Balances its budget 

• Is prepared for unforeseen events not otherwise reflected in budget planning with sufficient contingency 

reserves 

• Plans and prepares for capital improvements and repairs in order to maintain and protect county facilities for 

the future 

• Promulgates appropriate inter-governmental cooperative action 

• Employs accounting best practices 

• Takes the time to assess risk and incorporates risk management appropriately into its decision making  

• Utilizes a stable, transparent and repeatable budget process 

 

Internal Process Perspective (includes operations and processes) 

Create an organization and organizational culture which: 

• Recognizes the federal and state constitutional and statutory environment in which it operates 

• Models excellent government  

• Promulgates county performance standards, performance measurement and re-evaluation 
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• Plans, prepares and responds to economic, social and environmental change 

 

Customer Perspective (includes customer and stakeholder satisfaction)  

Create an organization and organizational culture which: 

• Optimizes public accessibility to county services and information 

• Empowers public participation in government decision making 

• Understands  its constituency and believes county government exists to serve their needs  

• Understands and focuses on customer and client service 

• Works to meet community needs when determined appropriate and possible  

 

Learning and Growth Perspective (includes human capital, information capital, and organization 

capital, skills, training, culture, leadership, and systems) 

Create an organization and organizational culture which internally: 

• Provides leadership reflecting the goals and values of the entire Blaine County community 

• Is unified in its sense of purpose 

• Exhibits good morale 

• Promotes a collaborative, team approach to issues and problem solving 

• Maintains a strong ethical foundation 

• Engages in excellent intra- and inter-departmental communication 

• Provides a desirable, responsive work environment 

• Optimizes employee training and improvement opportunities  

• Strives for consistency 

• Sets clear employee performance and evaluation standards and upholds them 
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• Strives to exceed expectations 

• Is equipped, trained and very well prepared to protect public safety and health 

 

Public Policy Perspective (this perspective is reserved for those positions with public policy 

setting authority)  

Create an organization and organizational culture which: 

• Respects the whole community and its diverse parts and interests 

• Honors the county’s heritage 

• Is mindful of its own legacy 

• Enacts policies and programs to: 

o Serve all socio-economic groups 

o Sustain the county’s high quality of life 

o Conserve our natural environment, including wildlife and significant, varied natural resources 

o Enhance public health, safety and welfare  

o Promote economic vitality 

• Participates in improving Idaho’s constitutional and statutory environment when it is warranted 
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May 10, 2021

…it’s the journey that matters

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

FY22 Funding Request

$ 180,000
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…it’s the journey that matters 2

Blaine County government improves the quality of life by providing efficient

and effective public services; stewarding citizens’ resources; and serving a

diverse community with teamwork, integrity, and excellence.

Mountain Rides manages and operates critical public transportation services

for Blaine County that are safe, user-oriented, environmentally friendly,

economically sustainable, and supportive of a strong local economy.

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

Shared Mission
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…it’s the journey that matters 3

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

Strategic Framework
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…it’s the journey that matters 4

Community (Social Impact)

Operating safe, reliable, zero-fare public transportation for a 

diverse community; providing vital service for transit-dependent 

essential workers (especially keen during the pandemic)

Environment (Sustainability/Environmental Impact)

Improving air quality – and quality of life – by reducing 

congestion & GHG emissions (BEBs in-service Summer 2021)

Infrastructure (Economic Development)

Investing in transportation infrastructure that drives the local 

economy (~$11.0M of grant awards to be invested in Blaine 

County’s Public Transportation Infrastructure in FY21 – FY24) 

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

Stewardship: Walking the (Strategic) Talk
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…it’s the journey that matters 5

Economic (Economic Vitality)

Sustaining a Federally-underwritten workforce program, 

contributing to Blaine County’s economic vitality (~$1.6M/year 

of FTA funding underwrites 45 local jobs) 

Integrity & Accountability (High Ethical Standards)

Delivering what is promised and within budget (we always 

balance our budget; we operate within that budget, without 

exception)

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

Stewardship: Walking the (Strategic) Talk
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…it’s the journey that matters 6

FY22 Mountain Rides’ Funding Request $ 180,000-
.

For Operations $ 130,000

 FY22 Operating Budget $ 3.5M

 Pre-pandemic service levels + TWF service

 Building ridership + gaining traction with TWF route

 Social & environmental impact…Meadows Community + Woodside Community

 Safety – always the priority…highest standards for ethical performance, transparency, integrity 

For Capital $   50,000

 FY22 Capital Budget $ 7.0M

 BEBs + charging infrastructure…sustainability

 Commuter vanpool vans…economic development

 Capital Sources

 FTA Grants $ 5.6M

 MRTA Capital Fund $ 1.1M

 JPs FY22 CIP Funding $ 300K

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

FY22 Funding Request
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…it’s the journey that matters 7

May 10, 2021

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority

FY22 Funding Request

Comments & Q&A

Thank You
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City of Hailey 
FY22 Funding Request 

June 2021 

Executive Summary 

Agency: Mountain Rides Transportation Authority (“Mountain Rides” or “MRTA”) 

Program: Public Transportation 

Contact: Wally Morgus 

   Executive Director 

   wally@mountainrides.org 

   208.788.7433  x.101 

Mountain Rides respectfully requests FY22 funding of $ 90,000 from the City of Hailey (“City”). 

Community Investment: FY22 Funding Request – $ 90,000 

Mountain Rides requests community investment – funding – of $90,000 for FY22 for continuing public 

transportation services benefiting the City, its residents, businesses, workers, and visitors. 

For FY22, Mountain Rides anticipates allocating the City’s funding as follows: 

 $75,000 for Operations 

 MRTA’s total FY22 operating budget (preliminary) = $3.5M. 

 $  15,000 for Capital Expenditures 

 MRTA’s total FY22 capital budget (preliminary) = $7.0M 

 Battery electric buses + charging infrastructure. 

Community Engagement 

Essential Service; Vital Thread 

Mountain Rides is a vital thread in the fabric of the community, as it: 

 Operates fixed-route bus service transporting, in normal times, 210,000+ riders annually into, 

around, and about the City; 

 Operates regional vanpool services providing safe, reliable, and affordable transportation for 

workers moving to and from workplaces in and around the City;  

 Pilots an inter-city bus service, providing non-emergency medical transportation and commuter 

access, between the Wood River Valley and Twin Falls; 

 Engages in transportation planning – e.g., the County’s Bike-Ped Master Plan – that benefits the 

City; and 

 Builds out a zero-emissions, electric bus fleet that is good for the environment, aligns with the 

ethos of the community, and promotes a healthy, sustainable lifestyle. 
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Community Engagement (cont.) 

Operations 

In FY22, Mountain Rides will maintain service at FY21 levels, which, notably, against the backdrop of the 

pandemic, includes enhancements over FY20, pre-pandemic levels. In addition, in FY22 we will augment 

service by the inclusion of regular fixed-route bus service – at its essence, non-emergency medical 

transportation – between the Wood River Valley and Twin Falls (on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays). 

Capital Expenditures 

On the Capital side in FY22, Mountain Rides will continue its drive towards a 100% zero-emissions fleet by 

acquiring up to seven (7) battery electric buses (BEBs) and related charging infrastructure (RCI). The 

lion’s share, or about 80%, of the cost of the BEBs and RCI will be underwritten by Federal grant awards. 

Challenges & Growth 

Mountain Rides anticipates spending FY22 rebuilding ridership lost during the pandemic on our core 

routes and growing ridership on our nascent Twin Falls route. 

Also, as opportunity and funding emerge, Mountain Rides will continue to fine-tune and improve services: 

 Expanding service hours; 

 Improving connectivity, e.g., to-and-from more neighborhoods and pockets of population; 

 Extending service to underserved populations; and  

 Increasing frequency, especially on our vital commuter service, the Valley Route. 

Competence & Commitment 

Key staff managing and carrying out activities at Mountain Rides includes: 

 20+ part-time and full-time Drivers; 

 5 maintenance and facilities Technicians. 

 Jamie Canfield, Manager of Transit Operations; 

 Kim MacPherson, Director of Community Mobility; 

 Rick Uberuaga, Operations Assistant; 

 Cece Osborn, Safe Routes Coordinator; 

 Carlos Tellez, Maintenance Manager; 

 Ben Varner, Director of Assets & Infrastructure; 

 Tucker Van Law, Director of Finance & Administration; and 

 Wally Morgus, Executive Director. 
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Community Impact 

Mountain Rides:  

 Responds to the needs of the City, as evidenced by its support of and participation in City-

sponsored activities, events, and planning. 

 Continues to grow ridership, with record-high ridership in 2019 of 589,000 riders; in FY20, 

through March 13, 2020 – and the onset of the COVID-19 crisis locally – ridership was up ~3.0% 

year-over-year, putting Mountain Rides on pace for ~610,000 riders in FY20, only to be thwarted 

by the pandemic. 

 Delivers enhanced mobility options for residents, visitors, businesses, and workers.  

 Operates 18,000+ hours of service annually on routes directly serving the City. 

 Delivers quality transportation services and infrastructure that underpin economic growth, vitality, 

and livability. 

 Provides essential transportation services for transit-dependent essential workers (as evidenced 

by ridership throughout the pandemic). 

 Contributes to the health and vitality of the local economy, with 45+ employees earning – and 

spending – ~$2.3MM in annual wages and benefits. By its Federal funding, Mountain Rides is, de 

facto, a Federally underwritten workforce sustainability program. 

 Operates within funding constraints as measured by its annual performance of actuals to budget. 

Optional Reading: Community Impact 

For an example of Mountain Rides’ impact on the community, please see Appendix A, Community Impact: 

Non-emergency Medical Transportation Service (“NEMTS”), excerpted from a report to our local NEMTS 

funding partners (local foundations). 
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Appendix A 

Community Impact: Non-emergency Medical Transportation Service (“NEMTS) 

Executive Summary 

With underwriting of $30,000 from the National Aging and Disability Transportation Center (NADTC), 

Mountain Rides began piloting non-emergency medical transportation service (NEMTS) between the Wood 

River Valley (WRV) and Twin Falls (TWF) on Monday, April 5, 2021. During its first month, NEMTS ran 

smoothly, adhered to its schedule (on-time), and provided 50 rides between WRV and TWF. With the 

rollout of NEMTS, as enabled by our local funding partners, Mountain Rides has finally addressed the 

need, as evidenced by persistent requests from the market, for bus service between WRV and TWF. 

Operations 

During April, Mountain Rides operated NEMTS without incident, on-time, and with satisfied passengers 

and drivers. NEMTS runs each week on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, completing two (2) roundtrips 

per day between WRV – with its northern terminus in Sun Valley – and TWF – with its southern terminus at 

St. Luke’s Magic Valley Medical Center (SLMVMC), in Twin Falls. On route, in both directions, NEMTS 

makes stops in Sun Valley; in downtown Ketchum; at St. Luke’s Wood River Medical Center (SLWRMC); in 

downtown Hailey, including at The Senior Connection; on Main Street in Bellevue; at the Timmerman 

Junction Rest Area; in Shoshone; at the Twin Falls Visitor Center; and at SLMVMC. 

In Twin Falls, at the Visitor Center, NEMTS connects with Living Independent Network Corporation 

transportation services (LINC), enabling transportation for NEMTS riders to medical and other 

appointments at locations other than SLMVMC. 

Outreach & Promotion 

When people ask if Mountain Rides goes to Twin Falls, we now respond with an enthusiastic, “Yes!”  

Our partners in the medical professions are promoting, in English and Spanish, and scheduling patients’ 

appointments to align with NEMTS. 

Through April, our first month of service between the WRV and TWF, outreach efforts, designed to 

promote the service and encourage ridership, included: 

• Reaching 3,284 people via Mountain Rides’ social media; 

• Advertising, including in Spanish, airing on local radio; 

• Convening a meeting of an advisory committee, composed of members, several of them bilingual, 

from communities up-and-down the route, to analyze early ridership data; 

• Engaging  local partners, including The Senior Connection, Visit Sun Valley, City of Ketchum, City 

of Hailey, and The Chamber, to include mention of NEMTS in their communications; 

• Planning copy (messaging) for inclusion in an upcoming SLWRMC newsletter; 

• Offering riders the opportunity to complete a survey about their experience riding NEMTS; and 

• Having “ambassadors” ride the NEMTS bus and engage with riders.  

To date, seeking to optimize the cost-benefit relationship, we have channeled our outreach, marketing, and 

advertising efforts to online media. Come June, as we are afforded greater reach and flexibility by the 

availability of additional grant funding, we anticipate spreading our message via a wider array of channels. 
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Performance Metrics 

In April, NEMTS provided fifty (50) one-way rides to passengers. This level of ridership is to be expected 

of a long-distance, targeted-market service, like NEMTS, in its early days. Survey responses show the 

average age of riders to be thirty-nine (39) years. About half of April’s riders reside in Ketchum. Upwards 

of 60% of NEMTS riders say they are traveling more often to Twin Falls because of the service. 

According to our drivers, younger people – those who do not have access to personal automobiles – are 

using NEMTS for travel to Twin Falls for purposes other than partaking of medical services.  

Finally, a rider raved, “This service is spectacular; a big help as I help my mom through cancer treatment.”  

Performance Metrics - Dashboard 

The following highlights the key metrics of NEMTS that we are tracking: 

Support, Sustainability, Success 

Mountain Rides’ Board of Directors (Board), including the Mayor of Sun Valley who greeted the NEMTS 

bus on its inaugural run, supports NEMTS. Mountain Rides’ management and operations teams are 

committed to and hard-at-work achieving success for NEMTS. 

Mountain Rides’ Joint Powers Partners – Blaine County, City of Sun Valley, City of Ketchum, City of Hailey 

– have shown support for the route and expressed an openness, as the FY22 Budget process gets 

underway, to allocating funds for underwriting a portion of NEMTS costs. 

To date, the following organizations have awarded funds to Mountain Rides to underwrite NEMTS: 

• St. Luke’s Wood River Foundation: $85,000  

• Spur Foundation: $26,000 

• St. Luke’s Magic Valley Community Health Improvement Fund: $7,500.  

In addition, Mountain Rides has applied for a grant of $100,000 from the National Rural Transit Assistance 

Program (NRTAP). We anticipate NRTAP’s announcing awards in July 2021, with no guarantees that 

Mountain Rides will be awarded funding via this grant. Beyond the next year, Mountain Rides intends to 

apply for grant funding from the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) via the Idaho Transportation 

Department (ITD) to sustain NEMTS. 

TWF-NEMTS Dashboard Current Month Prior Month Inception-to-Date

Days of Service 12                        -                       12                        

Hours of Service 102.0                   -                       102.0                   

ADA Riders -                       -                       -                       

Senior Riders -                       -                       -                       

Other Riders 50                        -                       50                        

Total Riders 50                        -                       50                        

Total Riders/Day 4.2                       -    4.2                       

Riders/Hour of Service 0.5                       -    0.5                       

Total Cost of Service $ 9,753 -     $ 9,753

Total Cost/Rider $ 195.05 -     $ 195.05

Rider Surveys Collected 17                        -                       17                        

Satisfied Riders re Surveys 94.1%  -     94.1%  

Focus Group Participants -                       -                       -                       
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Community Impact 
Common Mission; Shared Ethos; Essential Service

➢ Infrastructure

 Investing $11.0M of Federal grant awards, FY21-FY24, in PT infrastructure

➢ Jobs

 Underwriting 45 local jobs with $1.6M of FTA funding annually 

➢ Quality of life 

 Reducing emissions; mitigating congestion…SOVs   ; BEBs

 Providing safe, accessible, zero-fare public transportation

 Guaranteeing workforce mobility…especially acute during the pandemic

 Mitigating the impacts of the workforce housing deficit 

➢ Integrity

 Operating transparently within a balanced budget

 Supporting & contributing to the valley’s economic vitality & growth
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➢ FY22 Funding Request $ 90,000

➢ For Continuing Operations $  75,000

 MRTA Budget (prelim) $ 3.5M

 Pre-pandemic service levels

 Increased frequency during commute-hours

 TWF commuter/NEMT service

➢ For Capital Expenditures $  15,000

 MRTA Budget (prelim) $ 7.0M

 BEBs + charging infrastructure

 Capital Sources

 FTA Grants $ 5.6M

 MRTA Capital Fund $ 1.1M

 JPs FY22 CIP Funding $ 300K

Community Investment 
Vital Operations; Strategic Infrastructure; Community Asset
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Thank You
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City of Bellevue 
FY22 Funding Request 

June 2021 

Executive Summary 

Agency: Mountain Rides Transportation Authority (“Mountain Rides” or “MRTA”) 

Program: Public Transportation 

Contact: Wally Morgus 

   Executive Director 

   wally@mountainrides.org 

   208.788.7433  x.101 

Mountain Rides respectfully requests FY22 funding of $ 8,000 from the City of Bellevue (“City”). 

Community Investment: FY22 Funding Request – $ 8,000 

Mountain Rides requests community investment – funding – of $8,000 for FY22 for continuing public 

transportation services benefiting the City, its residents, businesses, workers, and visitors. 

For FY22, Mountain Rides anticipates allocating the City’s funding as follows: 

 $ 6,000 for Operations 

 MRTA’s total FY22 operating budget (preliminary) = $3.5M. 

 $ 2,000 for Capital Expenditures 

 MRTA’s total FY22 capital budget (preliminary) = $7.0M 

 Battery electric buses + charging infrastructure. 

Community Engagement 

Essential Service; Vital Thread 

Mountain Rides is a vital thread in the fabric of the community, as it: 

 Operates fixed-route bus service transporting, in normal times, 180,000+ riders annually into, 

around, and about the City; 

 Operates regional vanpool services providing safe, reliable, and affordable transportation for 

workers moving to and from workplaces in and around the City;  

 Pilots an inter-city bus service, providing non-emergency medical transportation and commuter 

access, between the Wood River Valley and Twin Falls; 

 Engages in transportation planning – e.g., the County’s Bike-Ped Master Plan – that benefits the 

City; and 

 Builds out a zero-emissions, electric bus fleet that is good for the environment, aligns with the 

ethos of the community, and promotes a healthy, sustainable lifestyle. 
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Community Engagement (cont.) 

Operations 

In FY22, Mountain Rides will maintain service at FY21 levels, which, notably, against the backdrop of the 

pandemic, includes enhancements over FY20, pre-pandemic levels. In addition, in FY22 we will augment 

service by the inclusion of regular fixed-route bus service – at its essence, non-emergency medical 

transportation – between the Wood River Valley and Twin Falls (on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays). 

Capital Expenditures 

On the Capital side in FY22, Mountain Rides will continue its drive towards a 100% zero-emissions fleet by 

acquiring up to seven (7) battery electric buses (BEBs) and related charging infrastructure (RCI). The 

lion’s share, or about 80%, of the cost of the BEBs and RCI will be underwritten by Federal grant awards. 

Challenges & Growth 

Mountain Rides anticipates spending FY22 rebuilding ridership lost during the pandemic on our core 

routes and growing ridership on our nascent Twin Falls route. 

Also, as opportunity and funding emerge, Mountain Rides will continue to fine-tune and improve services: 

 Expanding service hours; 

 Improving connectivity, e.g., to-and-from more neighborhoods and pockets of population; 

 Extending service to underserved populations; and  

 Increasing frequency, especially on our vital commuter service, the Valley Route. 

Competence & Commitment 

Key staff managing and carrying out activities at Mountain Rides includes: 

 20+ part-time and full-time Drivers; 

 5 maintenance and facilities Technicians. 

 Jamie Canfield, Manager of Transit Operations; 

 Kim MacPherson, Director of Community Mobility; 

 Rick Uberuaga, Operations Assistant; 

 Cece Osborn, Safe Routes Coordinator; 

 Carlos Tellez, Maintenance Manager; 

 Ben Varner, Director of Assets & Infrastructure; 

 Tucker Van Law, Director of Finance & Administration; and 

 Wally Morgus, Executive Director. 
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Community Impact 

Mountain Rides:  

 Responds to the needs of the City, as evidenced by its support of and participation in City-

sponsored activities, events, and planning. 

 Continues to grow ridership, with record-high ridership in 2019 of 589,000 riders; in FY20, 

through March 13, 2020 – and the onset of the COVID-19 crisis locally – ridership was up ~3.0% 

year-over-year, putting Mountain Rides on pace for ~610,000 riders in FY20, only to be thwarted 

by the pandemic. 

 Delivers enhanced mobility options for residents, visitors, businesses, and workers.  

 Operates 16,000+ hours of service annually on routes directly serving the City. 

 Delivers quality transportation services and infrastructure that underpin economic growth, vitality, 

and livability. 

 Provides essential transportation services for transit-dependent essential workers (as evidenced 

by ridership throughout the pandemic). 

 Contributes to the health and vitality of the local economy, with 45+ employees earning – and 

spending – ~$2.3MM in annual wages and benefits. By its Federal funding, Mountain Rides is, de 

facto, a Federally underwritten workforce sustainability program. 

 Operates within funding constraints as measured by its annual performance of actuals to budget. 

Optional Reading: Community Impact 

For an example of Mountain Rides’ impact on the community, please see Appendix A, Community Impact: 

Non-emergency Medical Transportation Service (“NEMTS”), excerpted from a report to our local NEMTS 

funding partners (local foundations). 
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Appendix A 

Community Impact: Non-emergency Medical Transportation Service (“NEMTS) 

Executive Summary 

With underwriting of $30,000 from the National Aging and Disability Transportation Center (NADTC), 

Mountain Rides began piloting non-emergency medical transportation service (NEMTS) between the Wood 

River Valley (WRV) and Twin Falls (TWF) on Monday, April 5, 2021. During its first month, NEMTS ran 

smoothly, adhered to its schedule (on-time), and provided 50 rides between WRV and TWF. With the 

rollout of NEMTS, as enabled by our local funding partners, Mountain Rides has finally addressed the 

need, as evidenced by persistent requests from the market, for bus service between WRV and TWF. 

Operations 

During April, Mountain Rides operated NEMTS without incident, on-time, and with satisfied passengers 

and drivers. NEMTS runs each week on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, completing two (2) roundtrips 

per day between WRV – with its northern terminus in Sun Valley – and TWF – with its southern terminus at 

St. Luke’s Magic Valley Medical Center (SLMVMC), in Twin Falls. On route, in both directions, NEMTS 

makes stops in Sun Valley; in downtown Ketchum; at St. Luke’s Wood River Medical Center (SLWRMC); in 

downtown Hailey, including at The Senior Connection; on Main Street in Bellevue; at the Timmerman 

Junction Rest Area; in Shoshone; at the Twin Falls Visitor Center; and at SLMVMC. 

In Twin Falls, at the Visitor Center, NEMTS connects with Living Independent Network Corporation 

transportation services (LINC), enabling transportation for NEMTS riders to medical and other 

appointments at locations other than SLMVMC. 

Outreach & Promotion 

When people ask if Mountain Rides goes to Twin Falls, we now respond with an enthusiastic, “Yes!”  

Our partners in the medical professions are promoting, in English and Spanish, and scheduling patients’ 

appointments to align with NEMTS. 

Through April, our first month of service between the WRV and TWF, outreach efforts, designed to 

promote the service and encourage ridership, included: 

• Reaching 3,284 people via Mountain Rides’ social media; 

• Advertising, including in Spanish, airing on local radio; 

• Convening a meeting of an advisory committee, composed of members, several of them bilingual, 

from communities up-and-down the route, to analyze early ridership data; 

• Engaging  local partners, including The Senior Connection, Visit Sun Valley, City of Ketchum, City 

of Hailey, and The Chamber, to include mention of NEMTS in their communications; 

• Planning copy (messaging) for inclusion in an upcoming SLWRMC newsletter; 

• Offering riders the opportunity to complete a survey about their experience riding NEMTS; and 

• Having “ambassadors” ride the NEMTS bus and engage with riders.  

To date, seeking to optimize the cost-benefit relationship, we have channeled our outreach, marketing, and 

advertising efforts to online media. Come June, as we are afforded greater reach and flexibility by the 

availability of additional grant funding, we anticipate spreading our message via a wider array of channels. 
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Performance Metrics 

In April, NEMTS provided fifty (50) one-way rides to passengers. This level of ridership is to be expected 

of a long-distance, targeted-market service, like NEMTS, in its early days. Survey responses show the 

average age of riders to be thirty-nine (39) years. About half of April’s riders reside in Ketchum. Upwards 

of 60% of NEMTS riders say they are traveling more often to Twin Falls because of the service. 

According to our drivers, younger people – those who do not have access to personal automobiles – are 

using NEMTS for travel to Twin Falls for purposes other than partaking of medical services.  

Finally, a rider raved, “This service is spectacular; a big help as I help my mom through cancer treatment.”  

Performance Metrics - Dashboard 

The following highlights the key metrics of NEMTS that we are tracking: 

Support, Sustainability, Success 

Mountain Rides’ Board of Directors (Board), including the Mayor of Sun Valley who greeted the NEMTS 

bus on its inaugural run, supports NEMTS. Mountain Rides’ management and operations teams are 

committed to and hard-at-work achieving success for NEMTS. 

Mountain Rides’ Joint Powers Partners – Blaine County, City of Sun Valley, City of Ketchum, City of Hailey 

– have shown support for the route and expressed an openness, as the FY22 Budget process gets 

underway, to allocating funds for underwriting a portion of NEMTS costs. 

To date, the following organizations have awarded funds to Mountain Rides to underwrite NEMTS: 

• St. Luke’s Wood River Foundation: $85,000  

• Spur Foundation: $26,000 

• St. Luke’s Magic Valley Community Health Improvement Fund: $7,500.  

In addition, Mountain Rides has applied for a grant of $100,000 from the National Rural Transit Assistance 

Program (NRTAP). We anticipate NRTAP’s announcing awards in July 2021, with no guarantees that 

Mountain Rides will be awarded funding via this grant. Beyond the next year, Mountain Rides intends to 

apply for grant funding from the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) via the Idaho Transportation 

Department (ITD) to sustain NEMTS. 

TWF-NEMTS Dashboard Current Month Prior Month Inception-to-Date

Days of Service 12                        -                       12                        

Hours of Service 102.0                   -                       102.0                   

ADA Riders -                       -                       -                       

Senior Riders -                       -                       -                       

Other Riders 50                        -                       50                        

Total Riders 50                        -                       50                        

Total Riders/Day 4.2                       -    4.2                       

Riders/Hour of Service 0.5                       -    0.5                       

Total Cost of Service $ 9,753 -     $ 9,753

Total Cost/Rider $ 195.05 -     $ 195.05

Rider Surveys Collected 17                        -                       17                        

Satisfied Riders re Surveys 94.1%  -     94.1%  

Focus Group Participants -                       -                       -                       
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Community Impact 
Essential Service; Community Asset 

➢ Infrastructure that supports & drives the local economy

 Investing $11.0M of Federal grant awards, FY21-FY24, in PT infrastructure

➢ Good sustainable jobs – Federally-endorsed workforce program

 Underwriting 40 local jobs with $1.6M of FTA funding annually 

➢ Quality of life 

 Reducing emissions; mitigating congestion…SOVs   ; BEBs

 Providing safe, accessible, zero-fare public transportation

 Guaranteeing workforce mobility…especially acute during the pandemic

 Mitigating the impacts of the workforce housing deficit 

➢ Integrity

 Operating transparently within a balanced budget

 Supporting & contributing to the valley’s economic vitality & growth
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➢ FY22 Funding Request $  8,000

➢ For Continuing Operations $   6,000

 MRTA Budget (prelim) $ 3.5M

 Pre-pandemic service levels

 Increased frequency during commute-hours

 TWF commuter/NEMT service

➢ For Capital Expenditures $   2,000

 MRTA Budget (prelim) $ 7.0M

 BEBs + charging infrastructure

 Capital Sources

 FTA Grants $ 5.6M

 MRTA Capital Fund $ 1.1M

 JPs FY22 CIP Funding $ 300K

Community Investment 
Vital Operations; Strategic Infrastructure 
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Appendix B 

• MRTA Organizational Chart 

• MRTA FY20 Audited Financial Statements 

• MRTA FY22 Contract(s) for Services (Joint Powers & Sun Valley Co.) 

• MRTA Joint Powers Agreement 
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Director *                              
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Manager *                                 
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Manager *             
Mobilty Programs & 
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Manager *                       
Transit Operations

Driver I * (15)                           
Driver II (15)

Technician I *                      
Maintenance & 

Facilities

Technician II *                      
Maintenance & 

Facilities (3)

Specialist *                                
Driver Training (2)

Coordinator I *     
Operations Assistant

Executive       
Director *

Coordinator II (PT)         
Safe Routes 

Educator

Coordinator I *              
Finance & 

Adminstration

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority
Organization Chart
August 27, 2021

Board of             
Directors

Director *                           
Finance & 

Administration

Director *                              
Assets & Planning

Certified                       
Mechanic *

 47 Staff Members (FT + PT) 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT

January 12, 2021

Board of Directors
Mountain Rides Transportation Authority
Ketchum, Idaho

Report on the Financial Statements

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, the business-type
activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the Mountain Rides
Transportation Authority, as of and for the year ended September 30, 2020, and the related notes to the
financial statements, which collectively comprise the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority’s basic
financial statements as listed in the table of contents.

Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America; this includes the
design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair
presentation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor’s Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted
our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America and the
standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by the
Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment
of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making
those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair
presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal
control. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our
audit opinions.

Opinions

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the
respective financial position of the governmental activities, the business-type activities, each major fund,
and the aggregate remaining fund information of the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority, as of
September 30, 2020, and the respective changes in financial position, and, where applicable, cash flows
thereof for the year then ended in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States of America.
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Report Continued—

Other Matters

Required Supplementary In formation

Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require that the management’s
discussion and analysis and budgetary comparison information on pages 3—8 and 19—21 be presented to
supplement the basic financial statements. Such information, although not a part of the basic financial
statements, is required by the Governmental Accounting Standards Board, who considers it to be an
essential part of financial reporting for placing the basic financial statements in an appropriate operational,
economic, or historical context. We have applied certain limited procedures to the required supplementary
information in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America,
which consisted of inquiries of management about the methods of preparing the information and comparing
the information for consistency with management’s responses to our inquiries, the basic financial
statements, and other knowledge we obtained during our audit of the basic financial statements. We do not
express an opinion or provide any assurance on the information because the limited procedures do not
provide us with sufficient evidence to express an opinion or provide any assurance.

Other Information

Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that collectively
comprise the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority’s basic financial statements. The combining and
individual nonmajor fund financial statements are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not
a required part of the basic financial statements. The schedule of expenditures of federal awards is
presented for purposes of additional analysis as required by Title 2 U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)
Part 200, Uniform Administrative Requirements. Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal
Awards, and is also not a required part of the basic financial statements.

The combining and individual nonmajor fund financial statements and the schedule of expenditures of
federal awards are the responsibility of management and were derived from and relate directly to the
underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the basic financial statements Such information
has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and
certain additional procedures, including comparing and reconciling such information directly to the
underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the basic financial statements or to the basic
financial statements themselves, and other additional procedures in accordance with auditing standards
generally accepted in the United States of America. In our opinion, the combining and individual nonmajor
fund financial statements and the schedule of expenditures of federal awards are fairly stated in all material
respects in relation to the basic financial statements as a whole.

Other Reporting Required by Government Auditing Standards

In accordance with Government Auditing Standards. we have also issued our report dated January 12,
2021, on our consideration of the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority’s internal control over financial
reporting and on our tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant
agreements and other matters. The purpose of that report is to describe the scope of our testing of internal
control over financial reporting and compliance and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion
on internal control over financial reporting or on compliance. That report is an integral part of an audit
performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards in considering the Mountain Rides
Transportation Authority’s internal control over financial reporting and compliance

Worbna-n,Er Ccmpcts’y

WORKMAN AND COMPANY
Certified Public Accountants
Twin Falls, Idaho
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS (MD&A)

YEAR ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 2020

This discussion and analysis is intended to provide an overview of Mountain Rides Transportation
Authority’s financial activities for the fiscal year ended September 30, 2020 (FY2020). Since this information
is designed to focus on the current year’s activities, resulting changes, and currently known facts, it should
be read in conjunction with the Independent Auditor’s Report and the Basic Financial Statements that
accompany this MD&A.

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

1. In FY2020, Mountain Rides, as a provider of public transportation services in Blame County, continued
to receive, as a sub-recipient of the Idaho Transportation Department (ITD), significant funding from the
Federal Transit Administration (FTA) to underwrite the operation of public transportation services in a rural
area (5311 Rural Transportation Grant Funding). In FY2020, Mountain Rides’ received $1,268,063 in
regular, anticipated and budgeted 5311 funds plus $1,167,726 in additional, unbudgeted 5311 CARES
funds.

2. With a two-year funding cycle that commenced October 1, 2020 in effect, Mountain Rides anticipates
receiving, as a sub-recipient of the ITD, 5311 federal funding in FY2021 of $1,631,386, an increase of 29%
over FY2020.

3. In FY2020, Local Funding, from local tax receipts, provided by the cities of Ketchum, Hailey, Sun
Valley, Bellevue and Blame County, had no increase over FY2019 levels. Mountain Rides relies on Local
Funding to help underwrite operations and maintain service levels and to provide the local match required
for receipt of federal funding (all federal transit funding programs require that local entities share in the cost
of operating and maintaining transit systems). In FY2020, Local Funding was allocated to operating needs
and capital needs at a ratio of 88% to operations and 12% to capital accounts.

4. Capital equipment vehicle replacements and refurbishments accelerated in FY2020. Mountain Rides
acquired three (3) 35ft heavy duty buses, one (1) medium duty bus, two (2) light duty buses, and three (3)
new vanpool vans funded through the FTA’s 5339 funding program and the State’s Vehicle Investment
Program (VIP).

5. The Coronavirus pandemic declared in March 2020 did not have a material financial impact on
Mountain Rides in the fiscal year 2020. Management believes that there will be no material impact of the
ongoing pandemic on future revenues, expenses or net assets.

OVERVIEW OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

This annual report consists of two parts: management’s discussion and analysis (this section) and the basic
financial statements. The basic financial statements include a series of financial statements. The Statement
of Net Position and the Statement of Activities (on pages 9 and 10) provide information about the activities
of Mountain Rides as a whole and present a longer-term view of its finances. Fund financial statements start
on page 11. These statements indicate how capital programs and services were financed in the short term
as well as what remains for future spending.
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MD&A Continued --

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

Government-wide Financial Statements

Mountain Rides’ analysis of its operations as a whole begins on page 9. The Statement of Net Position and
the Statement of Activities report information about Mountain Rides’ activities and include all assets and
liabilities using the modified accrual basis of accounting, which is similar to the accounting used by most
private-sector companies. All of the current year’s revenues and expenses are taken into account
regardless of when cash is received or paid.

These two statements report Mountain Rides’ net position and changes in them. Net Position — the
difference between assets and liabilities — is one way to measure Mountain Rides’ financial health, or
financial position. Over time, increases or decreases in net assets are one indicator of whether financial
health is improving or deteriorating. Other nonfinancial factors, however, such as changes in revenue
sources and the overall condition of MR’s fleet, aid in assessing overall health. The Net (Expense) Revenue
and Changes in Net Position column on the Statement of Activities (on page 10) helps determine whether
there are more or fewer financial resources that can be spent in the near future to finance Mountain Rides’
programs. Mountain Rides’ financial resources for FY2020 were higher over the prior year. This
accumulation of funding was largely due to CARES 5311 funding but done purposefully in anticipation of
future electric bus purchases and infrastructure.

Fund Financial Statements

The fund financial statements begin on page 11. The Balance Sheets — Governmental funds provides
information about Mountain Rides consolidated position, including its Operations Fund and all Capital funds.
The Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balance provides information on the
activities of each category of Mountain Rides Funds; its operational activities in General Operations, Capital
activities in Capital Projects and its Workforce Housing activities in Work Force Housing. All of Mountain
Rides’ basic services are reported in General Operations Fund. All funds are reported using an accounting
method called modified accrual accounting. This method measures cash and all other financial assets that
can be readily converted to cash.

Mountain Rides position as a whole

From FY2019 to FY2020, Mountain Rides’ combined net position (Total Assets less Total Liabilities)
increased by $2,253,653, from $6,520,668 in FY2019 to $8,774,321 in FY2020, with a substantial increase
in Total Assets offset slightly by a small increase in Total Liabilities. (See Table 1 below.) The increase in
Total Assets is primarily the result of an unbudgeted receipt of 5311 CARES funds of $1,167,726.
Unrestricted net position — the part of net position available to finance day-to-day operations without
constraints — rose from $1,482,044 at the end of FY2019 to $2,243,415 at the end of 2020, an increase of
66%. A share of this unrestricted net position will be carried over into FY2021 to support operations and
capital needs, while an additional portion will be held on-hand as contingency funds to support cash flow
needs that may be triggered by delays in receiving federal or local funding, as well as those instigated as a
result of unforeseen emergencies. Mountain Rides does not currently have any amount of restricted net
position.

The contingency fund in FY2020 remained at ten percent (10%) of annual operating expenses, however it is
budgeted to increase to fifteen percent (15%) in FY2021. Mountain Rides intends to increase its capital
fund balances in subsequent years in order to ensure adequate levels of local matching funds for
underwriting future capital projects, including vehicle replacements and additions, facility maintenance, and
bus stop improvements.
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MD&A Continued —

Table 1: Condensed Statement of Net Position - Compared
As of September 30, 2020 and 2019

FY2020 FY2019

Current Assets:
Cash and Deposits $ 1,302,314 $ 1,190,631
Receivables 1,315,248 356,493
Inventories 78,726 81,633

Total Current Assets 2,696,288 1628751
Capital Assets:

Capital Assets (Net of Depreciation) 6,530,906 5,038.624

Total Assets $ 9,227,194 $ 6,667.381

Current Liabilities $ 392,419 $ 100,779
Long-term liabilities 60,454 45,934

Total Liabilities 452,873 146,713

Net assets:
Invested in capital assets
net of related debt 6,530,906 5,038,624
Restricted
Unrestricted 2,243,415 1,482,044

Total Net Position $ 8,774,321 $ 6,520,668

Year-over-year, Mountain Rides’ Total Revenues increased by fifty-eight percent (58%), attributable mainly
to an unbudgeted receipt of 5311 CARES funds of $1,167,726. Resulting largely from a year-over-year
increase in Capital Expenditures, Total Expenditures, the total cost of all programs and services, increased
by sixty-one percent (61%) in FY2020 versus FY2019. (See Table 2.)
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MD&A Continued —

Table 2: Statement of Revenues, Expenses,
and Changes in Fund Balance - Compared

For the Fiscal Years Ended September 30, 2020 and 2019

FY2020 FY2019
Revenues:

Federal Funding $ 4,052,798 $ 1,779,774
State Funding 74,329 0
Local Funding 1,447,500 1,437,982
Fare Revenues 235,974 387,729
Charter Bus and Bike Share

Revenues 2,215 28,574
Workforce Housing Revenues 32,400 29,150
Advertising 87,313 76,150
Interest from Investments 19,508 19,107
Other Revenues 13,989 19,992

Totals 5,966,026 3,778,458

Expenditures:
Wages 2,302,635 2,114,663
Fuel 188,693 249,202
Repairs and Maintenance 180,631 232,799
Utilities 26,633 25,848
Contracted Services 41,024 32,968
Marketing and Promotion 36,287 36,744
Insurance 137,854 117,725
Capital Expenditures 2,156,330 293,197
Supplies 43,748 20,125
Traveling and Training 14,361 27,986
Business Expenses 9,662 14,663
Printing and Reproduction 13,023 12,861
Communication Expense 36,347 34,515

Totals 5,187,228 3,213,296

Excess (Deficiency) $ 778,798 $ 565,162

General Fund Budgetary Highlights

Mountain Rides was awarded 5311 CARES funding of $3,262,771 in FY2020 to be used over the next five
(5) years. This was unexpected and unbudgeted in FY2020, but will be budgeted in future years.

The actual excess of revenues over expenses exceeded the budget by $1,096,709; overtime management,
tight expense control, and 5311 CARES funding being the primary contributors. This excess will be used to
underwrite future operations and capital projects.
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Capital Funds Budgetary Highlights

Mountain Rides has begun the process of implementing a fleet electrification program. Installation of bus
charging infrastructure began in FY2020. See table 3 Construction in Progress.

Workforce Housing Fund Budgetary Highlights

Mountain Rides maintains five (5) workforce housing units; all were fully occupied for FY2020.

CAPITAL ASSET AND DEBT ADMINISTRATION

Capital Assets

At the end of FY2020 Mountain Rides had $6530906 invested in a broad range of capital assets, including
its Ketchum and South Valley buildings, various bus shelters, vehicles, tools, and equipment. This amount
represents a net increase of $1,492,282, or thirty percent (30%). as compared to last year. Purchases of
Buses, Vans and Land accounted for the majority of the changes. (See Table 3)

Table 3: Capital Assets for all Funds

FY2020 FY2019

Governmental Activities:
Land $ 441,608 $ 210000
Construction in Progress 77,441 17,614
Depreciable Capital Assets:
Buildings and Improvements 4,308,575 4,294,628
Buses and Vehicles 6,745,496 4,946,861
Equipment 145882 145,882
Total& 11,719,002 9,614,985

Less: Accumulated Depreciation
Buildings and Improvements 1,369613 1,249,710
Buses and Vehicles 3,730,033 3,259,026
Equipment 88,450 67,625

Totals 5,188,096 4,576,361

Net Capital Assets $ 6,530:906 $ 5,038624

Mountain Rides FY2020 capital budget included $2,331,000 for vehicles, equipment! and, and facility
upgrades. Funding for these projects is in place and consists of federal funds, Mountain Rides’ cash
reserves, and local funds.
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MD&A Continued --

ECONOMIC FACTORS AND NEXT YEAR’S BUDGETS AND FARES

Mountain Rides board of directors considered many factors when setting the FY2021 budget. With the
confirmation of 5311 federal funding for operations locked in through FY2022 and 5311 CARES funding to
support unforeseen needs during the Covid-19 pandemic, MRTA is able to maintain service levels. MRTA
intends to expand only service that is sustainable, as increasing and then decreasing service leads to
reduced ridership as a result of inconsistency and confusion surrounding schedules.

Local funding will see a twenty-five percent (-25%) decrease in FY2021 versus FY2020. The award of 5311
CARES funding allows Mountain Rides to maintain service levels and offer a discount to its funding partners
during the pandemic. Mountain Rides will continue to pursue all possible funding opportunities for capital
needs and will tailor its capital improvement plan to potential sources of funds.

As part of Mountain Rides Covid-1 9 mitigation efforts the system is now fare free. This enables rear-door
boarding to allow social distancing between the drivers and passengers. Mountain Rides experienced a
decrease of thirty-nine percent (-39%) in fare revenue in FY2020. The board intends to continue zero4are
fixed-route bus service into the future as long as financially feasible. In October 2020, the board adopted a
Zero Fare Resolution.

CONTACTING FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

This financial report is designed to provide all Blame County citizens and taxpayers, Mountain Rides’
customers, and its financial partners with a general overview of its finances and to show accountability for
the money it receives. If you have questions about this report or need additional financial information,
contact Tucker Van Law, Finance and Administration Director at (208) 788-7433 or
tuckermountainrides.org.
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
Statement of Net Position

at September 30, 2020

Governmental
Activities

ASSETS

Current Assets:
Cash and Deposits $ 1,302314
Accounts Receivable 543
Federal Grants Receivable 1,314,705
Inventories 78,726

Total Current Assets $ 2,696,288

Non-Current Assets:
Land 441,608
Buildings and Improvements 4,386,016
Vehicles and Equipment 6,891,378

Totals , 11,719,002
Accumulated Deprecation (5,188,096)

Total Non-Current Assets 6,530,906

Total Assets $ 9,227,194

LIABILITIES

Current Liabilities:
Accounts Payable $ 372,025
Other Accrued Liabilities 14,594
Deferred Revenues 5,800

Total Current Liabilities $ 392,419

Long-term Liabilities:
Compensated Absences 60,454

Total Liabilities 452,873

NET POSITION

Invested in Capital Assets - net of related debt 6,530,906
Unrestricted 2,243,415

Total Net Position $ 8,774,321

The accompanying notes are a part of these financial statements.
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
Statement of Activities

For the Year Ended September 30, 2020

Program Revenues Net (Expense) Revenues and
Charges Capital Changes in Net Position

for Grants and Governmental
Activities: Expenses Services Contributions Activities

Governmental:

General Operations $ 3,683,178 $ 325,502 $ 2,504,145 $ (853,531)

Special Services:

Capital Projects 16,088 1,622,982 1606,894
Work Force Housing 13,107 32,400

_________

19,293

Total MRTA $ 3,712,373 $ 357,902 $ 4,127,127 772,656

General Revenues:

Local Government Funding 1,447,500
Private Donations 3,740
Interest Income 19,508
Gain (Loss) on Disposition of Assets 9,303
Miscellaneous 946

Total general revenues and transfers 1,480,997

Changes in net assets 2,253,653

Net Position - Beginning 6,520,668

Net Position - Ending $ 8.774.321

The accompanying notes are a part of these financial statements.
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
Balance Sheet

Governmental Funds
for the year ended September 30, 2020

Work Force
General Capital Housing

Fund Reserve Fund Fund Total
ASSETS:

Cash and Cash Deposits $ 1013017 $ 267784 $ 21,513 $ 1,302314
Accounts Receivable 543 543
Federal Grants Receivable 1.094012 220:693 1,314.705
Prepaid Expenses 0
Due From Other Funds 0

Total Assets $ 2,107,572 $ 488,477 $ 21,513 2,617,562

LIABILITIES:

Accounts Payable 57,791 313,162 1,072 372,025
Accrued Payroll Expenses 14,594 14,594
Tenant Deposits 5,800 5,800
Due To Other Funds 0

0
Total Liabilities 72,385 313,162 6,872 392,419

FUND BALANCE:

Non-spendable 0
Restricted 0
Committed 175,315 175,315
Assigned 304656 14,641 319,297
Unassigned 1,730531 1,730,531

Total Fund Balance 2,035.167 175,315 14,641 2,225,143

Total Liabilities and Fund Balance $ 2,107,572 $ 488,477 $ 21,513 S 2,617,562

Amounts reported for governmental activities in the Statement of Net Position (page 9)
are different because:

Governmental fund capital assets are not financial resources and therefore
are not reported in the funds. The cost of assets is S 11,719,002
and the accumulated depreciation is S 5,188,096 6,530,906

Inventory 78,726

Compensated absences (60,454)

Net Position of Governmental Funds $ 8,774,321

The accompanying notes are a part of these financial statements.
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances

Governmental Funds
for the year ended September 30, 2020

Work Force
General Capital Housing

Fund Reserve Fund Fund Totals

REVENUE:

Federal Funding $ 2,504,145 $ 1,548,653 $ $ 4,052,798
State Funding 74,329 74,329
Local Funding 1,277,100 170400 1,447,500
Fare Revenues 235,974 235,974
Charter Bus and Bike Share Revenue 2,215 2,215
Workforce Housing Revenue 32.400 32,400
Advertising 87,313 87,313
Interest Income 11,935 7,370 203 19,508
Proceeds on Sale of Assets 9,303 9,303
Other Revenues 3,765 921 4,686

Total Revenue 4,122,447 1,810,055 33,524 5,966,026

EXPENDITURES:

Wages and Benefits 2,302,635 2,302,635
Fuel 188,693 188,693
Repairs and Maintenance 173,409 7,222 180,631
Utilities 20,748 5,885 26,633
Contracted Services 41,024 41,024
Marketing and Promotion 36,287 36,287
Insurance 137,854 137,854
Capital Expenditures 8,275 2,148,055 2,156,330
Supplies 43,748 43,748
Travel and Training 14,361 14,361
Business Expenses 9,334 328 9,662
Printing and Reproduction 13,023 13,023
Communication Expense 36,347 36,347

Total Expenditures 3,025,738 2,148,383 13,107 5,187,228

EXCESS REVENUE (EXPENDITURES) 1,096,709 (338,328) 20,417 778,798

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):

Operating transfers from other funds 15,000 94,572 109,572
Operating transfers (to) other funds (94,572) (15,000) (109,572)

NET CHANGE IN FUND BALANCES 1,017,137 (243,756) 5,417 778,798

FUND BALANCE - BEGINNING 1,018,050 419071 9,224 1,446,345

FUND BALANCE - ENDING $ 2,035,187 $ 175,315 $ 14,641 $ 2,225,143

The accompanying notes are a part of these financial statements.
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
Reconciliation of the Statement of Revenues,

Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances of Governmental Funds
To the Statement of Activities

for the year ended September 30, 2020

Net Change in Fund Balance - Total Governmental Funds (Pagel2) $ 778,798

Governmental funds report capital outlays as current year expenditures.
In the Statement of Activities, the cost of these assets is allocated
over their estimated useful lives as depreciation expense. This is
the amount of current capital outlay for new fixed assets.

This is the amount of current year depreciation. (611,735)

This is the amount of new assets acquired in the Government Funds. 2,104,017

This is the amount of gain (loss) on disposal of Governmental Fund assets. 9,093

This is the amount of proceeds from the sale of assets included in
the change in the Net Change in Fund Balance (9,093)

Change in inventory is not included in the governmental fund statements (2,907)

Liability for personal leave days are not recorded in Governmental Funds.

This is the increase in compensated leave during the year (14,520)

Change in Net Position of Governmental Activities (Page 10) $ 2,253,653

The accompanying notes are a part of these financial statements.
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

FOR THE YEAR ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 2020

Introduction
The Mountain Rides Transportation Authority (MRTA) is a local government entity created by a joint powers
agreement between Blame County and the Cities of Ketchum, Sun Valley, Hailey, and Bellevue — as prescribed
under Idaho code. MRTA was formerly known as the Ketchum-Sun Valley Public Transit Authority. MRTA
serves transportation needs in the Wood River Valley, extending along the valley corridor from Ketchum/Sun
Valley on the north to Bellevue on the south.

NOTE I - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Scope of Entity
The Authority’s financial statements include the accounts of all operations under the oversight authority of the
Board. Oversight responsibility is derived from the governmental unit’s authority and includes, but is not limited
to, financial interdependency, selection of governing authority, designation of management, ability to
significantly influence operations and accountability for fiscal mailers. Based on the foregoing criteria, no
component units are included in the Authority’s financial statements.

Basis of AccountinglMeasurement Focus
The accounts of MRTA are organized on the basis of funds, each of which is considered a separate accounting
entity. The operations of each fund are accounted for with a separate set of self-balancing accounts that
comprise its assets, liabilities, reserves, fund balance, revenues, and expenditures. MRTA has a general
operating fund, a capital reserve fund, and a work force housing fund.

Government-wide Financial Statements:
The statement of net position and the statement of activities display information about the Authority as a whole.
These statements include the financial activities of the Authority.

The statement of net position presents the financial condition of the governmental activities of the Authority at
year-end. The statement of activities presents a comparison between direct expenses and program revenues
for each activity. Direct expenses are those that are specifically associated with a service, program, or
department and therefore clearly identifiable to a particular function. Program revenues include charges paid by
the recipient of the goods or services offered by the program. Revenues that are not classified as program
revenues are presented as general revenues of the Authority. The comparison of direct expenses with program
revenues identifies the extent to which each governmental function is self-financing or draws from the general
revenues of the Authority.

Fund Financial Statements:
Governmental funds are accounted for using the modified accrual basis of accounting. Accordingly, only current
assets and current liabilities are included on the balance sheet. Under modified accrual basis of accounting,
revenues are recognized when they become both measurable and available. Available for purposes of revenue
recognition is defined as sixty days. Revenue sources susceptible to accrual include advertising, charter, state,
federal and intergovernmental revenues. Expenditures are recognized when the related fund liability is incurred.
Exceptions to this general rule include the accrual of payroll and related payroll liabilities.

The accounts of the Authority are organized and operated on the basis of funds and account groups. A
fund is an independent fiscal and accounting entity with a self-balancing set of accounts. Fund accounting
segregates funds according to their intended purpose and is used to aid management in demonstrating
compliance with finance-related legal and contractual provisions. The minimum number of funds is maintained
consistent with legal and managerial requirements.

The Authority has adopted GASB Statement No. 54 “Fund Balance Reporting and Governmental Fund Type
Definitions” (GASB 54) which defines how fund balances of the governmental funds are presented in the
financial statements. There are five classifications of fund balances as presented below:
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

FOR THE YEAR ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 2020

Note 1 — Continued

Non-spendable — These funds are not available for expenditures based on legal or contractual requirements.
In this category, one would see inventory, long-term receivables, unless proceeds are restricted, committed, or
assigned and legally or contractually required to be maintained intact (corpus or a permanent fund).

Restricted — These funds are governed by externally enforceable restrictions. In this category, one would see
restricted purpose grant funds, debt service or capital projects.

Committed — Fund balances in this category are limited by the governments’ highest level of decision making.
Any changes of designation must be done in the same manner that it was implemented and should occur prior
to end of the fiscal year, though the exact amount may be determined subsequently.

Assigned — These funds are intended to be used for specific purposes, intent is expressed by governing body
or an official delegated by the governing body.

Unassigned — This classification is the default for all funds that do not fit into the other categories. This,
however, should not be a negative number for the general fund. If it is, the assigned fund balance must be
adjusted.

Order of Use of Fund Balance — The Authority’s policy is to apply expenditures against non-spendable fund
balance, restricted fund balance, committed fund balance, assigned fund balance and unassigned fund balance
at the end of the fiscal year. For all funds, non-spendable fund balances are determined first and then
restricted fund balances for specific purposes are determined.

Capitalizing Assets
Tangible and/or intangible assets used in operations with an initial useful life that extends beyond one year are
capitalized. Capital assets are recorded at their historical cost and are depreciated using the straight-line
method of depreciation over their estimated useful lives. They are reported net of accumulated depreciation on
the Statements of Net Position. The Authority has established a capitalization threshold of items costing in
excess of $5,000.

Depreciation of buildings, buses, and machinery and equipment is computed using the straight-line method
over the following estimated useful lives:

Buildings and Improvements 20-40 Years
Buses 10-12 Years
Machinery and Equipment 5-15 Years

Restricted Net Assets
Restricted net assets are those for which a constraint has been imposed either externally or by law. MRTA
recognized the use of restricted resources or expenditures that comply with the specific restrictions. Restricted
resources are exhausted before unrestricted net assets are used. MRTA did not have any restricted net assets
as of the financial statement date.

Budgets and Budgetary Accounting
Annual appropriated budgets are adopted for each fund before October 1 of each year in accordance with
Idaho code. The budgets are prepared in accordance with the modified accrual basis of accounting. Budgeted
amounts shown are as originally adopted and as amended by MRTA.

Cash and Cash Eguivalents
MRTA’s cash and cash equivalents are considered to be cash on hand, demand deposits, and short-term
investments with maturities of less than 90 days.
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

FOR THE YEAR ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 2020

Note 1 - Continued

Investments
State statutes authorize MRTA to invest in obligations of U.S. Treasury, commercial paper, corporate bonds
and repurchase agreements, and the Idaho State Treasurer Local Government Investment Pool. All
investments of MRTA are placed in the State Investment Pool and stated at fair value as provided by the Pool.

Inventories
Inventory is valued at cost using the first in, first out method. Inventory consists of expendable supplies held for
future consumption or capitalization. The cost is recorded as an expense as inventory items are consumed and
is reflected in the government-wide financial statements only. Inventory items are reported as expenditures in
the fund statements when purchased.

NOTE 2— CASH AND CASH DEPOSITS

Cash and cash deposit balances at September 30, 2020:

Book Balance Bank Balance

Petty cash/undeposited funds $ 76 $ 0
Mountain West Bank checking accounts 324,407 337,469
State of Idaho Local Government Investment Pool 977,831 977,831

Total Cash/Cash Deposit $ 1.302.314 $1215300

Investments in the Local Government Investment Pool are valued at fair value. The Local Government
Investment Pool is managed by the State of Idaho Treasurer’s office. The funds of the pool are invested in
certificates of deposit, repurchase agreements, and U.S. government securities. The certificates of deposit are
federally insured. The U.S. government securities and the collateral for the repurchase agreements are held in
trust by a safekeeping bank.

Risk Exnosure
Interest Rate Risk — MRTA does not have a formal investment policy that limits investment maturities as a
means of managing its exposure to fair value losses arising from increasing interest rates.

Credit Risk — MRTA has no formal investment policy which would further limit its investment choices beyond
those stated in the Idaho Code.

MRTA does not currently have any outside investments. Excess cash is deposited into the Idaho Local
Government Investment Pool.

Concentration of Credit Risk — MRTA places no formal limits on the amount the Treasurer may invest in any
one issuer.

Custodial Credit Risk, Deposits — Custodial credit risk is the risk that funds would be lost in the event of bank
failure. MRTA does not have a formal deposit policy to limit custodial credit risk.
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

FOR THE YEAR ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 2020

NOTE 3— CAPITAL ASSETS

Capital asset activity for the year ended September 30, 2020, is as follows:

Beginning Ending

Balances Increases Decreases Balances

Governmental Activities:

Land $ 210,000 $ 231,608 $ $ 441,608

Construction in Progress 17,614 59,827 77,441

Capital Assets being depreciated:

Buildings and Improvements 4.294.628 13,947 4,308,575

Vehicles 4,946,861 1.826,913 (28,278) 6,745,496

Office Equipment 28:831 28,831

Other Machinery and Equipment 117,051 117,051

Total 9,614,985 2,132,295 (28,278) 11,719,002

Less: Accumulated Depreciation:
Buildings and Improvements (1,249,710) (119,903) (1,369,613)
Vehicles (3,259,026) (499,285) 28,278 (3,730,033)

Office Equipment (17,277) (1,916) (19,193)
Other Machinery and Equipment (°4cL (18,909)

____________

(69,257)
Total Accumulated Depreciation (4,576,361) (640,013) 28,278 (5,188,096)

Governmental capital assets, net S 5,038,624 S 1,492,282 $ 0 $ 6,530,906

NOTE 4—ACCRUED COMPENSATED ABSENCES

This amount includes personal leave time earned by employees, but not used as of fiscal year end.

NOTE 5—EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT PLAN

MRTA has a noncontributory defined contribution pension plan covering substantially all employees who have
been employed for the lesser of twelve months or 1,000 hours. MRTA’s contributions are made at the discretion
of the board of directors. Vesting of accrued benefits occurs at the rate of 20% after two years of service, plus
20% for each year of service, thereafter. Contributions to the plan for the years ended September 30, 2020,
2019 and 2018 were $142,351, $123,236 and $107,426, respectively.

NOTE 6-COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES

MRTA receives a significant portion of its support from the cities of Ketchum and Sun Valley. Should the cities
decrease their share of participation, MRTA would be forced to find other sources of revenue or make a
significant reduction in services.
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

FOR THE YEAR ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 2020

NOTE 7- RISK MANAGEMENT

The Authority is exposed to various risks of loss related to torts; theft of, damage to, and destruction of assets;
errors and omissions; injuries to employees; and natural disasters. During the fiscal year, the Authority
contracted with Idaho County Risk Management Program (ICRMP) for property, crime and fleet insurance and
the State Insurance Fund for Worker’s compensation. The current year policy expires October 1, 2020 and has
been renewed with ICRMP. The policy coverages include property, crime, general liability, automobile liability
and public officials.

NOTE 8— ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

MRTA owns land and facilities to provide repair and maintenance of their transportation equipment. These
items carry a responsibility for environmental issues, which, if violated, would be a liability to MRTA. There has
been no environmental study to determine the existence of any such liabilities.

NOTE 9—SUBSEQUENT EVENTS

Subsequent events were evaluated through the date of the auditor’s report, which is the date the financial
statements were available to be issued,
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
Schedule of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances

Budget and Actual --General Fund
for the year ended September 30, 2020

Variance with
Original Final Final Budget
Budget Budget Actual Positive

Amounts Amounts Amounts (Negative)

REVENUE:

Federal Funding $ 1,348,065 $ 1,348,065 $ 2,504,145 $ 1,156,080
State Funding 0
Local Funding 1,268,300 1,268,300 1,277,100 8,800
Fare Revenues 375,960 375,960 235,974 (139,986)
Charter Bus and Bike Share Revenue 15,300 15,300 2,215 (13,085)
Warkforce Housing Revenue 0
Advertising 72,000 72,000 87,313 15,313
Interest Income 7,000 7,000 11,935 4,936
Proceeds on Sale of Assets 0
Other Revenues — 1.000 1,000 3,765 2,765

Total Revenue 3087,625 3,087,625 4,122,447 1.034,822

EXPENDITURES:

Wages and Benefits 2,269,970 2,269,970 2,302,635 (32,665)
Fuel 294,190 294,190 188,693 105,497
Repairs and Maintenance 231,000 231,000 173,409 57,591
UtiIites 22,440 22,440 20,748 1,692
Contracted Servces 40,940 40,940 41,024 (84)
Marketing and Promotion 41,000 41,000 36,287 4,713
Insurance 129,505 129,505 137,854 (8.349)
Capital Expenditures 9.180 9,180 8,275 905
Supplies 22,010 22,010 43,748 (21,738)
Travel and Training 25,590 25.590 14,361 11,229
Business Expenses 8,700 8.700 9,334 (634)
Printing and Reproduction 10,500 10:500 13,023 (2,523)
Communications 41,600 41,600 36,347 5,253

Total Expenditures 3,146.625 3,1.46.625 3,025,738 120,887

EXCESS REVENUE (EXPENDITURES) (59,000) (59,000) 1,096,709 1,155,709

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Operating transfers from other funds 15,000 15,000 15,000 0
Operating transfers (to) other funds (94,572) - (94,572) (94,572) 0

NET CHANGE IN FUND BALANCES (138,572) (138,572) 1,017,137 1,155,709

FUND BALANCE - BEGINNING 1,018,050 1,01ft050 1,018,050 0

FUND BALANCE - ENDING $879478 $ 879,478 $ 2,035,187 $ 1,155,709
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
Schedule of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances

Budget and Actual -- Capital Reserve Fund
for the year ended September 30, 2020

Variance with
Original Final Final Budget
Budget Budget Actual Positive

- Amounts Amounts Amounts (Negative)

REVENUE:

Federal Funding $ 1604,000 $ 1,604000 $ 1,548653 $ (55,347)
State Funding 112000 112,000 74,329 (37,671)
Local Funding 170,400 170400 170,400 0
Fare Revenues 0
Charter Bus and Bike Share Revenue 0
Workforce Housing Revenue 0
Advertising 0
Interest Income 300 300 7370 7,070
Proceeds on Sale of Assets 20,000 20:000 9,303 (10,697)
Other Revenues 0

Total Revenue 1,906,700 1,90S700 1,810,055 (96,645)

EXPENDTURES:

Wages and Benfits 0
Fuel 0
Repairs and Mntenance 0
Utilities 0
Contracted Serv:ces 0
Marketing and Promotion 0
Insurance 0
Capita’ Expenditures 2:226,000 2,331,000 2,148,055 182,945
Supplies 0
Travel and Training 0
Printing and Reproduction 0
Miscellaneous 328 (328)

Total Expenditures 2,226,000 2,331,000 2,148,383 182,617

EXCESS REVENUE (EXPENDITURES) (319,300) (424,300) (338,328) 85,972

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Operating transfers from other funds 94,572 94,572 94,572 0
Operating transfers (to) other funds 0

NET CHANGE IN FUND BALANCES (224,728) (329,728) (243,756) 85,972

FUND BALANCE - BEGINNiNG 419,071 419,071 419,071 0

FUND BALANCE - ENDING $ 194,343 $ 89,343 $ 175,315 $ 85,972
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
Schedule of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances

Budget and Actual --Work Force Housing Fund
for the year ended September 30, 2020

Variance with
Original Final Final Budget
Budget Budget Actual Positive

Amounts Amounts Amounts (Negative)

RE:

Federal Funding $ $ $ $ 0
State Funding 0
Local Funding 0
Fare Revenues 0
Charter Bus and Bike Share Revenue 0
Workforce Housing Revenue 32,400 32,400 32400 0
Advertising 0
Interest Income 100 100 203 103
Proceeds on Sale of Assets 0
Other Revenues 700 700 921 221

Total Revenue 33200 33200 33524 324

EXPENDITURES:

Wages and Benefits 0
Fuel 0
Repairs and Maintenance 12,200 12,200 7,222 4,978
Utilities 6,000 6,000 5,885 115
Contracted Services 0
Marketing and Promotion 0
Insurance 0
Capital Expenditures 0
Supplies 0
Travel and Training 0
Printing and Reproduction 0
Miscellaneous 0

Total Expenditures 18,200 18,200 13,107 5,093

EXCESS REVENUE (EXPENDITURES) 15,000 15,000 20,417 5,417

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES):
Operating transfers from other funds 0
Operating transfers (to) other funds (15,000) (15,000) (15,000) 0

NET CHANGE IN FUND BALANCES 0 0 5,417 5,417

FUND BALANCE - BEGINNING 9,224 9,224 9,224 0

FUND BALANCE - ENDING $ 9,224 $ 9,224 $ 14,641 $ 5,417
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO

Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards
for the year ended September 30, 2020

Catalog of
Federal Domestic Expenditures

Federal Grantor/Pass-through Assistance During
Grantor/Program Title Number Audit Period Totals

Highway Planning and Construction - Cluster

U.S. Department of Transportation:

Highway Planning and Construction 20.205 $ 60,000

Total S 60000

Federal Transit - Cluster

U.S. Department of Transportation:

Bus and Bus Facilities Formula and Discretionary Program 20.526 1,557,286

Total 1,557,286

Other Programs

U.S. Department of Transportation:

Formula Grants for Rural Areas 20.509 1,276,419

U.S. Department of Transportation:

CARES Grant for Rural Areas 20.509 1,167,726

Total 2,444,145

Total All Programs $ 4.061,431
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO

Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards
for the year ended September 30, 2020

NOTE 1 - BASIS OF PRESENTATION

The accompanying schedule of expenditures of federal awards includes the federal grant activity of the Mountain
Rides Transportation Authority The Information in this Schedule is presented in accordance with the requirements
of Title 2 U.S.Code of Federal Regulations Part 200, Uniform Administrative Requirements, Costs Principles, and
Audit Requirements for Federal Awards (Uniform Guidance). Because the Schedule presents only a selected
portion of the operations of the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority, it is not intended to and does not present
the financial position, changes in net assets, or cash flows of the Authority.

NOTE 2 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Expenditures reported on the Schedule are reported on the accrual basis of accounting. Such expenditures
are recognized following the cost principles contained in the Uniform Guidance: wherein certain types of
expenditures are not allowable or are limited as to reimbursement.

NOTE 3- DE MINIMIS INDIRECT COST RATE

The Mountain Rides Transportation Authority has elected not to use the 10% de minimis indirect cost rate
allowed under the Uniform Guidance.

SUMMARY SCHEDULE OF PRIOR AUDIT FINDINGS

The examination of the records of the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority for the year ended September
30, 2019 revealed no areas of comments, findings or questioned costs.

SUMMARY SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS

The examination of the records of the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority for the year ended September
30, 2020 reveaed no areas of comments, findings or questioned costs.
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MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
Year Ended September 30, 2020

SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS

Section 1 — Summary of Auditor’s Results

Financial Statements

Type of auditors report issued: Unmodified

Internal control over financial reporting:
Material weakness(es) identified? — yes X No

Significant deficiencies identified that are
not considered to be material weakness(es) — yes None reported

Noncompliance material to financial statements
noted? — yes X No

Federal Awards

Internal control over major programs:
Material weakness(es) identified? — yes X No

Significant deficiencies identified that are
not considered to be material weakness(es) — yes X None reported

Type of auditors report issued on compliance
for major programs: Unmodified

Any audit findings disclosed that are required
to be reported in accordance with section
510(a) of Circular A-i 33? _yes No

Identification of major programs:

Other Programs Federal CFDA Number

US. Department of Transportation
Formula Grants for Rural Areas 20509

Bus and Bus Facilities Formula Grants 20526

Dollar threshold used to distinguish
between type A and type B programs: $ 750000

Auditee qualified as low-risk auditee? XYes — no

Section II — Financial Statement Findings

No significant deficiencies, material weaknesses, fraud, noncompliance with provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and

grant agreements were reported.

Section III — Federal Award Findings and Questioned Costs

No significant deficiencies, material weaknesses, fraud, noncompliance with provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and
grant agreements were reported.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER FINANCIAL REPORTING
AND ON COMPLIANCE AND OTHER MATTERS BASED ON AN AUDIT OF FINANCIAL

STATEMENTS PERFORMED IN ACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENT AUDITING STANDARDS

January 12, 2021

Board of Directors
Mountain Rides Transportation Authority
Ketchum, Idaho

We have audited, in accordance with the auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards
issued by the Comptroller General of the United States, the financial statements of the governmental
activities, the business-type activities, each major fund: and the aggregate remaining fund information of
Mountain Rides Transportation Authority (Authority), as of and for the year ended September 30, 2020, and
the related notes to the financial statements, which collectively comprise the Authority’s basic financial
statements, and have issued our report thereon dated January 12, 2021.

Internal Control Over Financial Reporting

In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements, we considered the Authority’s internal
control over financial reporting (internal control) to determine the audit procedures that are appropriate in
the circumstances for the purpose of expressing our opinions on the financial statements, but not for the
purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Authority’s internal control. Accordingly, we
do not express an opinion on the effectiveness of the Authority’s internal control.

A deficiency in internal control exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow management
or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to prevent, or detect and correct,
misstatements on a timely basis. A material weakness is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in
internal control, such that there is a reasonable possibility that a material misstatement of the Authority’s
financial statements will not be prevented, or detected and corrected on a timely basis. A significant
deficiency is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal control that is less severe than a
material weakness, yet important enough to merit attention by those charged with governance.

Our consideration of internal control was for the limited purpose described in the first paragraph of this
section and was not designed to identify all deficiencies in internal control that might be material
weaknesses or, significant deficiencies. Given these limitations, during our audit we did not identify any
deficiencies in internal control that we consider to be material weaknesses. However, material weaknesses
may exist that have not been identified.

Compliance and Other Matters

As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the Authority’s financial statements are free from
material misstatement, we performed tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations,
contracts, and grant agreements, noncompliance with which could have a direct and material effect on the
determination of financial statement amounts. However, providing an opinion on compliance with those
provisions was not an objective of our audit, and accordingly, we do not express such an opinion. The
results of our tests disclosed no instances of noncompliance or other matters that are required to be
reported under Government Auditing Standards.
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Report Continued—

Purpose of this Report

The purpose of this report is solely to describe the scope of our testing of internal control and compliance
and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the effectiveness of the Authority’s internal
control or on compliance. This report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with
Government Auditing Standards in considering the Authority’s internal control and compliance.
Accordingly, this communication is not suitable for any other purpose.

Wcrk-ma-niEy Compaaiy

WORKMAN AND COMPANY
Certified Public Accountants
Twin Falls, Idaho
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT ON COMPLIANCE FOR EACH MAJOR PROGRAM
AND ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER COMPLIANCE REQUIRED BY THE UNIFORM GUIDANCE

January 12, 2021

Board of Directors
Mountain Rides Transportation Authority
Ketchum, Idaho

Report on Compliance for Each Major Federal Program

We have audited the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority’s compliance with the types of compliance
requirements described in the 0MB Compliance Supplement that could have a direct and material effect
on each of the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority’s major federal programs for the year ended
September 30, 2020. Mountain Rides Transportation Authority’s major federal programs are identified in
the summary of auditor’s results section of the accompanying schedule of findings and questioned costs.

Management’s Responsibility

Management is responsible for compliance with federal statutes, regulations, and the terms and
conditions of its federal awards applicable to its federal programs.

Auditor’s Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on compliance for each of the Mountain Rides Transportation
Authority’s major federal programs based on our audit of the types of compliance requirements referred to
above. We conducted our audit of compliance in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted
in the United States of America; the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government
Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and the audit requirements
of Title 2 U.S. Code of Federal Regulations Part 200, Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost
Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards (Uniform Guidance). Those standards and the
Uniform Guidance require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether noncompliance with the types of compliance requirements referred to above that could have a
direct and material effect on a major federal program occurred. An audit includes examining, on a test
basis, evidence about the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority’s compliance with those requirements
and performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.

We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion on compliance for each major
federal program. However, our audit does not provide a legal determination of the Mountain Rides
Transportation Authority’s compliance.

Opinion on Each Major Federal Program

In our opinion, the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority, complied, in all material respects, with the
types of compliance requirements referred to above that could have a direct and material effect on each
of its major federal programs for the year ended September 30, 2020.

Other Matters

The results of our auditing procedures disclosed no instances of noncompliance, which are required to be
reported in accordance with the Uniform Guidance.
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Report Continued—

Report on Internal Control over Compliance

Management of the Mountain Rides Transportation Authority, is responsible for establishing and
maintaining effective internal control over compliance with the types of compliance requirements referred
to above. In planning and performing our audit of compliance, we considered the Mountain Rides
Transportation Authority’s internal control over compliance with the types of requirements that could have
a direct and material effect on each major federal program to determine the auditing procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances for the purpose of expressing an opinion on compliance for each major
federal program and to test and report on internal control over compliance in accordance with the Uniform
Guidance, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of internal control over
compliance. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the effectiveness of the Mountain Rides
Transportation Authority’s internal control over compliance

A deficiency in internal control over compliance exists when the design or operation of a control over
compliance does not allow management or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned
functions, to prevent, or detect and correct, noncompliance with a type of compliance requirement of a
federal program on a timely basis. A material weakness in internal control over compliance is a
deficiency, or combination of deficiencies, in internal control over compliance, such that there is a
reasonable possibility that material noncompliance with a type of compliance requirement of a federal
program will not be prevented, or detected and corrected, on a timely basis. A significant deficiency in
internal control over compliance is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal control over
compliance with a type of compliance requirement of a federal program that is less severe than a material
weakness in internal control over compliance, yet important enough to merit attention by those charged
with governance.

Our consideration of internal control over compliance was for the limited purpose described in the first
paragraph of this section and was not designed to identify all deficiencies in internal control over
compliance that might be material weaknesses or significant deficiencies. We did not identify any
deficiencies in internal control over compliance that we consider to be material weaknesses. However,
material weaknesses may exist that have not been identified.

The purpose of this report on internal control over compliance is solely to describe the scope of our
testing of internal control over compliance and the results of that testing based on the requirements of the
Uniform Guidance. Accordingly, this report is not suitable for any other purpose.

Warbna-n’E1 Campa-tiy

WORKMAN AND COMPANY
Certified Public Accountants
Twin Falls. Idaho
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CONTRACT FOR SERVICES 

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 

THIS CONTRACT FOR SERVICES (“Contract”) is made and entered as of September 16, 2021, by and between the 

City of Bellevue, Idaho, a municipal corporation (“City”) and Mountain Rides Transportation Authority (“Mountain 

Rides”), an Idaho Transportation Authority, formed and existing pursuant to a Joint Powers Agreement duly 

executed, extended, and recorded as Instrument #663052 in Blaine County, Idaho (recorded 9/10/19).  This Contract 

is hereby entered in contemplation of the following findings: 

FINDINGS 

1. The City of Bellevue is a municipal corporation duly organized and existing under the law of the State of Idaho 

§50-101 et seq. 

2. Mountain Rides is an Idaho Transportation Authority formed and existing pursuant to a Joint Powers Agreement 

duly executed and recorded as Instrument #629888 in Blaine County, Idaho. 

3. Pursuant to Idaho Code §50-301 and §50-302, the City is empowered to enter into contracts and take such 

steps as are reasonably necessary to maintain the peace, good government and welfare of the City and its trade, 

commerce, and industry.  Accordingly, the City has the power as conferred by the State of Idaho to provide 

directly for certain promotional activities to enhance the trade, commerce, industry, and economic wellbeing of 

the City. 

4. Mountain Rides provides an efficient and responsive public transit system which is easily identifiable, is 

coordinated in a manner to encourage ease of ridership, is charged with planning, and implementing multi-

modal transportation technologies, when feasible, and will seek reducing congestion and pollution associated 

with individual vehicular trips within the City and throughout Blaine County. 

5. Mountain Rides’ mission is to establish, implement, maintain, fund, and operate a comprehensive public 

transportation system by motor buses, vans or other appropriate means, including but not limited to multi-modal 

transportation systems, on a scheduled or unscheduled and charter basis throughout Blaine County for the 

benefit of the inhabitants and visitors in Blaine County. 

6. Mountain Rides has faithfully and diligently carried out its mission to provide services that promote and enhance 

the trade, commerce, and industry of the City.  It is in the best interests of the public health, welfare and 

prosperity of the City to provide regional transportation services. 

7. It is the intention of the City to contract with Mountain Rides to provide such services for consideration as 

hereinafter set forth. 

8. Mountain Rides desires to enter into a contract with the City to provide transportation services all as hereinafter 

set forth. 
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NOW, THEREFORE, based on the foregoing Findings, the parties agree as follows: 

1. Services to be Provided by Mountain Rides.  Mountain Rides hereby agrees to provide transportation services 

for the City and to provide public transportation services to residents and visitors to the City and the Mountain 

Rides service area, within the confines of the Mountain Rides budget. Mountain Rides’ FY2022 Service Plan is 

summarized in Exhibit A. Mountain Rides agrees that it shall provide, at its sole expense, all costs of labor, 

materials, supplies, business overhead and financial expenses, insurance, fidelity bonds, and all necessary 

equipment and facilities required to provide the transportation services as set forth in this Contract. 

2. Term.  The term of this Contract shall commence October 1, 2021 and terminate September 30, 2022. 

3. Consideration. 

a. In consideration for providing the services herein described, the City agrees to pay to Mountain Rides the 

total sum of EIGHT THOUSAND DOLLARS ($8,000), payable in a single installment on November 15, 2021. 

Thirty (30) days in advance of the due date, Mountain Rides will provide the City an invoice annotating the 

amount due.  The City shall pay Mountain Rides the amount set forth in such invoice no later than thirty 

(30) days after the date of such invoice. 

b. The City’s contribution to Mountain Rides is part of Mountain Rides FY2022 Operating Budget adopted by 

the Mountain Rides Board on September 15, 2021.  Mountain Rides FY2022 Operating Budget is 

summarized in the attached Exhibit B. 

c. In consideration and as part of this Contract, Mountain Rides will provide to Bellevue City Council a mid-

year report including activities, ridership, financial conditions, and other information describing the then-

current condition of the transportation system.  This report will be delivered on or after April 15, 2022, via 

presentation at a City Council meeting.  In addition, Mountain Rides will provide a report and budget request 

coincident with the City’s budget deliberations for fiscal year 2023. 

4. Termination.  The City, at its sole discretion, may terminate, with or without cause, this Contract upon one-

hundred-eighty (180) days prior written notice to Mountain Rides. In the event of such termination, the City shall 

make all payments due to Mountain Rides through the end of the 180-day notice period and thereafter shall 

have no further responsibility to make any payment to Mountain Rides under this Contract.  Mountain Rides, in 

its sole discretion, shall adjust services as may be necessitated as a result of any termination of this Contract.   

5. Equal Employment Opportunity.  Mountain Rides covenants that it shall not discriminate against any employee 

or applicant for employment because of race, religion, color, sex, or national origin. 

6. Default.  In the event either party fails to perform its responsibilities, as set forth in this Contract during the 

contract term, this Contract may, at the option of the non-defaulting party, be terminated.  Upon termination 

under this paragraph, Mountain Rides, in the event it intentionally breaches its responsibilities, shall not be 

entitled to receive any unpaid installments of the consideration called for in paragraph 3 of the Contract. 

7. Independent Contractor Status.  The parties acknowledge and agree that Mountain Rides shall provide its 

services for the fee specified herein in the status of independent contractor, and not as an employee of the City.  

Mountain Rides and its agents, employees, and volunteers shall not accrue leave, retirement, insurance, bonding, 

or any other benefit afforded to employees of the City.  The sole interest and responsibility of the City under this 

Contract is to assure itself that the services covered by this Contract shall be performed and rendered by 

Mountain Rides in a competent, efficient, and satisfactory manner. 

8. Hold Harmless.  Any contractual obligation entered into or assumed by Mountain Rides, or any liability incurred 

by reason of personal injury and/or property damage in connection with or arising out of Mountain Rides’ 

obligations pursuant to this Contract shall be the sole responsibility of Mountain Rides, and Mountain Rides 

covenants and agrees to indemnify and hold the City harmless from any and all claims or causes of action arising 

out of Mountain Rides’ activities and obligations as set forth hereinabove, including, but not limited to, personal 

injury, property damage, and employee complaints. 
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EXHIBIT A 

FY2022 Service Plan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Service Service Hours

Blue  11,652.5  hours 

Blue 1  5,475.0  hours 

Blue 2  6,177.5  hours 

Valley  14,429.5  hours 

Hailey  2,313.0  hours 

Magic  2,119.5  hours 

Red  1,666.0  hours 

Red 1  1,238.0  hours 

Red 2  428.0  hours 

Bronze  968.0  hours 

Silver  1,438.5  hours 

Gold  963.0  hours 

Resort  3,369.5  hours 

Galena  273.0  hours 

Total  35,823.0  hours 

Mon - Sun: 6:00am - 12:00am

Fall/Spring: 7:30am - 7:00pm daily; Summer/Winter: 7:30am - 2:30am daily

Fall/Spring: 7:00am - 10:30pm daily; Summer/Winter: 7:00am - 12:00am daily

Fall/Spring: 7:00am - 10:30pm daily; Summer/Winter: 7:00am - 2:30am daily

Notes

Nov 25, 2021 - Feb 28, 2022 (39 service days): 9:00am - 4:00pm each service day

Bronze, Silver, Gold: Nov 25, 2021 - Apr 10, 2022

Dec 11, 2021 - Mar 27, 2022: 8:00am - 5:00pm daily

Nov 25, 2021 - Apr 10, 2022: 8:00am - 6:30pm daily

Dec 11, 2021 - Apr 10, 2022: 8:30am - 4:30pm daily

Dec 11, 2021 - Mar 27, 2022: 8:30am - 12:30pm daily

Nov 25, 2021 - Apr 10, 2022: 8:30am - 5:00pm daily; Summer Music Festival (21 days): 4:00pm - 7:30pm

Nov 25, 2021 - Apr 10, 2022: 8:30am - 5:00pm daily; Summer Music Festival (21 days): 4:00pm - 8:00pm

Mon - Fri: 8:00am - 5:00pm

Mon, Wed, Fri: 6:00am - 7:00pm
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EXHIBIT B 

Mountain Rides FY2022 Operating Budget 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Income

Total 41000 · Federal Funding 2,549,097$      

Total 43000 · Local Funding 765,660           

Total 44000 · Fares 130,000           

Total 45000 · Other Revenue 79,650             

Total 47000 · Private Donations 9,750               

48000 - Transfer from Housing Fund 19,200             

49000 · Interest Income 3,000               

50000 · Excess Operating Funds 80,000             

Total Income 3,636,357$      

Expenses

Total 51000 · Payroll Expenses 2,651,540$      

Total 52000 · Insurance Expense 148,047           

Total 53000 · Professional Fees 46,800             

Total 54000 · Equipment/Tools 10,000             

Total 55000 · Rent and Utilities 25,000             

Total 56000 · Supplies 38,000             

Total 57000 · Repairs and Maint. 41,000             

Total 58000 · Communications Exp. 25,300             

Total 59000 · Travel and Training 30,090             

Total 60000 · Business Expenses 11,700             

Total 61000 · Advertising 30,880             

Total 62000 · Mrktg and Promotion 29,000             

Total 63000 · Printing and Repr. 13,000             

64000 · Fuel Expense 350,000           

Total 65000 · Vehicle Maintenance 186,000           

69500 · Contribution to Fund Balance -                   

Total Expense 3,636,357$      

Net Surplus (Deficit) -$                 
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CONTRACT FOR SERVICES 

Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 

THIS CONTRACT FOR SERVICES (“Contract”) is made and entered as of September 16, 2021, by and between Blaine 

County, Idaho, a body corporate (“County”), and Mountain Rides Transportation Authority (“Mountain Rides”), an 

Idaho Transportation Authority, formed and existing pursuant to a Joint Powers Agreement duly executed, extended, 

and recorded as Instrument #663052 in Blaine County, Idaho (recorded 9/10/19).  This Contract is hereby entered 

in contemplation of the following findings: 

FINDINGS 

1. Blaine County is a body corporate duly organized and existing under the laws of the State of Idaho §31-101 et 

seq. 

2. Mountain Rides is an Idaho Transportation Authority formed and existing pursuant to a Joint Powers Agreement 

duly executed and recorded as Instrument #629888 in Blaine County, Idaho. 

3. Pursuant to Idaho Code §31-602 and §31-604, the County is empowered to enter into contracts and take such 

steps as are reasonably necessary to maintain the peace, good government and welfare of the County and its 

trade, commerce, and industry.  Accordingly, the County has the power as conferred by the State of Idaho to 

provide directly for certain activities to enhance the trade, commerce, industry, and economic wellbeing of the 

County. 

4. Mountain Rides provides an efficient and responsive public transit system which is easily identifiable, is 

coordinated in a manner to encourage ease of ridership, is charged with planning and implementing multi-modal 

transportation technologies, when feasible, and will seek reducing congestion and pollution associated with 

individual vehicular trips within and throughout Blaine County. 

5. Mountain Rides’ mission is to establish, implement, maintain, fund and operate a comprehensive public 

transportation system by motor buses, vans or other appropriate means, including but not limited to multi-modal 

transportation systems, on a scheduled or unscheduled and charter basis throughout Blaine County for the 

benefit of the inhabitants and visitors in Blaine County. 

6. Mountain Rides has faithfully and diligently carried out its mission to provide services that promote and enhance 

the trade, commerce, and industry of the County.  It is in the best interests of the public health, welfare and 

prosperity of the County to provide regional transportation services. 

7. It is the intention of the County to contract with Mountain Rides to provide such services for consideration as 

hereinafter provided. 

8. Mountain Rides desires to enter into a contract with the County to provide transportation services as hereinafter 

provided. 

NOW, THEREFORE, based on the foregoing Findings, the Parties agree as follows: 

1. Services to be Provided by Mountain Rides.  Mountain Rides hereby agrees to provide transportation services 

for the County and to provide public transportation services to residents and visitors to the County and the 

Mountain Rides service area, within the confines of the Mountain Rides budget. Mountain Rides’ FY2022 Service 

Plan is summarized in Exhibit A. Mountain Rides agrees that it shall provide, at its sole expense, all costs of 

labor, materials, supplies, business overhead and financial expenses, insurance, fidelity bonds, and all necessary 

equipment and facilities required to provide the transportation services as set forth in this Contract. 

2. Term.  The term of this Contract shall commence October 1, 2021 and terminate September 30, 2022. 
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3. Consideration. 

a. In consideration for providing the services herein described, the County agrees to pay to Mountain Rides 

the total sum of ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($180,000), payable in four equal quarterly 

installments on November 15, 2021; February 15, 2022; May 16, 2022; and August 15, 2022.  Thirty (30) 

days in advance of the due dates, Mountain Rides will provide the County an invoice annotating the amount 

of the installment due.  The County shall pay Mountain Rides the amount set forth in each such invoice no 

later than thirty (30) days after the date of each such invoice. 

b. The County’s contribution to Mountain Rides is part of Mountain Rides FY2022 Budget adopted by the 

Mountain Rides Board on September 15, 2021.  Mountain Rides’ FY2022 Operating Budget is summarized 

in Exhibit B. 

c. In consideration and as part of this Contract, Mountain Rides will provide to the Blaine County Board of 

Commissioners a mid-year report including activities, ridership, financial conditions, and other information 

describing the then-current condition of the transportation system.  This report will be delivered on or about 

April 30, 2022, for presentation at a Board of Commissioners meeting.  In addition, Mountain Rides will 

provide a report and budget request coincident with the County’s budget deliberations for fiscal year 2023. 

4. Termination.  The County, at its sole discretion, may terminate, with or without cause, this Contract upon 

one hundred eighty (180) days prior written notice to Mountain Rides.  In the event of such termination, the 

County shall make all payments due to Mountain Rides through the end of the 180-day notice period and 

thereafter shall have no further responsibility to make any payment to Mountain Rides under this Contract.  

Mountain Rides, in its sole discretion, shall adjust services as may be necessitated as a result of any 

termination of this Contract.   

5. Equal Employment Opportunity.  Mountain Rides covenants that it shall not discriminate against any 

employee or applicant for employment because of race, religion, color, sex, or national origin. 

6. Default.  In the event either Party fails to perform its responsibilities, as set forth in this Contract during the 

contract term, this Contract may, at the option of the non-defaulting Party, be terminated.  Upon termination 

under this paragraph, Mountain Rides, in the event it intentionally breaches its responsibilities, shall not be 

entitled to receive any unpaid installments of the consideration called for in paragraph 3 of the Contract. 

7. Independent Contractor Status.  The Parties acknowledge and agree that Mountain Rides shall provide its 

services for the fee specified herein in the status of independent contractor, and not as an employee of the 

County.  Mountain Rides and its agents, employees, and volunteers shall not accrue leave, retirement, 

insurance, bonding, or any other benefit afforded to employees of the County.  The sole interest and 

responsibility of the County under this Contract is to assure itself that the services covered by this Contract 

shall be performed and rendered by Mountain Rides in a competent, efficient, and satisfactory manner. 

8. Hold Harmless.  Any contractual obligation entered into or assumed by Mountain Rides, or any liability 

incurred by reason of personal injury and/or property damage in connection with or arising out of Mountain 

Rides’ obligations pursuant to this Contract shall be the sole responsibility of Mountain Rides, and Mountain 

Rides covenants and agrees to indemnify and hold the County harmless from any and all claims or causes 

of action arising out of Mountain Rides’ activities and obligations as set forth hereinabove, including, but not 

limited to, personal injury, property damage, and employee complaints. 

9. Non-Assignment.  This Contract may not be assigned by or transferred by Mountain Rides, in whole or in 

part, without the prior written consent of the County. 

10. Miscellaneous Provisions. 

a. Paragraph Headings.  The headings in this Contract are inserted for convenience and identification only 

and are in no way intended to describe, interpret, define, or limit the scope, extent or intent of this 

Contract or any of the provisions of the Contract. 

b. Provision Severable.  Every provision of this Contract is intended to be severable.  If any term or 
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provision hereof is illegal or invalid for any reason whatsoever, such illegality or invalidity shall not affect 

the validity of the remainder of the Contract. 

c. Rights and Remedies are Cumulative.  The rights and remedies provided by this Contract are cumulative 

and the use of any one right or remedy by any Party shall not preclude nor waive its rights to use any 

or all other remedies.  Any rights provided to the Parties under this Contract are given in addition to any 

other rights the Parties may have by law, statute, ordinance or otherwise. 

d. Successor and Assigns.  This Contract and the terms and provision hereof shall inure to the benefit of 

and be binding upon the heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns of the Parties hereto. 

e. Entire Contract.  This Contract contains the entire agreement between the Parties respecting the matters 

herein set forth and supersedes all prior agreements between the Parties hereto respecting such 

matters. 

f. Governing Law.  This Contract shall be construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Idaho. 

g. Preparation of Contract.  No presumption shall exist in favor of or against any Party to this Contract as 

a result of the drafting and preparation of the document. 

h. No Waiver.  No waiver of any breach by either Party of the terms of this Contract shall be deemed a 

waiver of any subsequent breach of the Contract. 

i. Amendment.  No amendment of this Contract shall be effective unless the amendment is in writing, 

signed by each of the Parties. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Contract on the day and year first written above. 

 

MOUNTAIN RIDES TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO 

             

Wallace E. Morgus, Executive Director   Jacob Greenberg, Commissioner 

             

       Angenie McCleary, Commissioner 

             

       Dick Fosbury, Commissioner 

 ATTEST: 

             

Stephen M. Graham, County Clerk  
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EXHIBIT A 

FY2022 Service Plan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Service Service Hours

Blue  11,652.5  hours 

Blue 1  5,475.0  hours 

Blue 2  6,177.5  hours 

Valley  14,429.5  hours 

Hailey  2,313.0  hours 

Magic  2,119.5  hours 

Red  1,666.0  hours 

Red 1  1,238.0  hours 

Red 2  428.0  hours 

Bronze  968.0  hours 

Silver  1,438.5  hours 

Gold  963.0  hours 

Resort  3,369.5  hours 

Galena  273.0  hours 

Total  35,823.0  hours 

Mon - Sun: 6:00am - 12:00am

Fall/Spring: 7:30am - 7:00pm daily; Summer/Winter: 7:30am - 2:30am daily

Fall/Spring: 7:00am - 10:30pm daily; Summer/Winter: 7:00am - 12:00am daily

Fall/Spring: 7:00am - 10:30pm daily; Summer/Winter: 7:00am - 2:30am daily

Notes

Nov 25, 2021 - Feb 28, 2022 (39 service days): 9:00am - 4:00pm each service day

Bronze, Silver, Gold: Nov 25, 2021 - Apr 10, 2022

Dec 11, 2021 - Mar 27, 2022: 8:00am - 5:00pm daily

Nov 25, 2021 - Apr 10, 2022: 8:00am - 6:30pm daily

Dec 11, 2021 - Apr 10, 2022: 8:30am - 4:30pm daily

Dec 11, 2021 - Mar 27, 2022: 8:30am - 12:30pm daily

Nov 25, 2021 - Apr 10, 2022: 8:30am - 5:00pm daily; Summer Music Festival (21 days): 4:00pm - 7:30pm

Nov 25, 2021 - Apr 10, 2022: 8:30am - 5:00pm daily; Summer Music Festival (21 days): 4:00pm - 8:00pm

Mon - Fri: 8:00am - 5:00pm

Mon, Wed, Fri: 6:00am - 7:00pm
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EXHIBIT B 

Mountain Rides FY2022 Operating Budget 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Income

Total 41000 · Federal Funding 2,549,097$      

Total 43000 · Local Funding 765,660           

Total 44000 · Fares 130,000           

Total 45000 · Other Revenue 79,650             

Total 47000 · Private Donations 9,750               

48000 - Transfer from Housing Fund 19,200             

49000 · Interest Income 3,000               

50000 · Excess Operating Funds 80,000             

Total Income 3,636,357$      

Expenses

Total 51000 · Payroll Expenses 2,651,540$      

Total 52000 · Insurance Expense 148,047           

Total 53000 · Professional Fees 46,800             

Total 54000 · Equipment/Tools 10,000             

Total 55000 · Rent and Utilities 25,000             

Total 56000 · Supplies 38,000             

Total 57000 · Repairs and Maint. 41,000             

Total 58000 · Communications Exp. 25,300             

Total 59000 · Travel and Training 30,090             

Total 60000 · Business Expenses 11,700             

Total 61000 · Advertising 30,880             

Total 62000 · Mrktg and Promotion 29,000             

Total 63000 · Printing and Repr. 13,000             

64000 · Fuel Expense 350,000           

Total 65000 · Vehicle Maintenance 186,000           

69500 · Contribution to Fund Balance -                   

Total Expense 3,636,357$      

Net Surplus (Deficit) -$                 
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Service Plan & Funding Agreement 
Winter of 2021/2022 

Sun Valley Company (“SVCo”) and Mountain Rides Transportation Authority (“MRTA” or “Mountain Rides”) 

hereby agree to extend their partnership into and through the Winter of 2021/2022 – approximately November 

25, 2021, through April 10, 2022 – with MRTA providing fixed-route bus services between Sun Valley Village, Dollar 

Mountain Base Area, River Run Base Area, and Warm Springs Base Area, as highlighted in the Service Plan, below, 

and SVCo underwriting the provision of those services, as set forth in the Funding Consideration, below. 

Service Plan 

Mountain Rides agrees to provide transportation services – approximately 3,350 hours of service – as follows: 

• Winter of 2021/2022 Periods of Service 

▪ Early Winter:  Thursday, November 25, 2021, through Friday, December 10, 2021 

▪ Peak Winter:  Saturday, December 11, 2021, through Sunday, March 27, 2022  

▪ Late Winter:  Monday, March 28, 2022, through Sunday, April 10, 2022 (or, if earlier, the last day of 

lift-served skiing on Bald Mountain) 

• Bronze Route Service:  Sun Valley Village, Warm Springs Base Area, and River Run Base Area 

▪ Early Winter 

▪ None…Bronze Service begins Peak Winter 

▪ Peak Winter 

▪ Fixed-route bus service with routing as follows:  Sun Valley Village (Baldy View Circle) to Saddle 

Road to Warm Springs Base Area to River Run Base Area to Warm Springs Base Area to Saddle 

Road to Sun Valley Village 

▪ 60-minute headways (frequency) 

▪ Hours of Service:  8:30am - 4:30pm daily 

▪ Late Winter 

▪ Fixed-route bus service between Warm Springs Base Area and River Run Base Area 

▪ 30-minute headways (frequency) 

▪ Hours of Service:  8:30am - 4:30pm daily 

• Silver Route Service:  Sun Valley Village and River Run Base Area 

▪ Early Winter 

▪ Fixed-route bus service between Sun Valley Village (Baldy View Circle) and River Run Base Area 

▪ 30-minute headways (frequency) 

▪ Hours of Service:  8:15am - 6:15pm daily 

▪ Peak Winter and Late Winter 

▪ Fixed-route bus service between Sun Valley Village (Baldy View Circle) and River Run Base Area 

▪ 30-minute headways (frequency) 

▪ Hours of Service:  8:15am - 6:15pm daily 
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Service Plan (cont.) 

• Gold Route Service:  Sun Valley Village, Dollar Mountain Base Area, and River Run Base Area 

▪ Early Winter 

▪ None…Gold Service begins Peak Winter 

▪ Peak Winter 

▪ Fixed-route bus service with routing as follows:  Sun Valley Village (Baldy View Circle) to Dollar 

Mountain Base Area to Sun Valley Village to Ketchum Visitor Center to River Run Base Area to 

Ketchum Visitor Center to Sun Valley Village 

▪ 30-minute headways (frequency) 

▪ Hours of Service:  8:00am - 5:00pm daily 

▪ Late Winter 

▪ None…Gold Service discontinued at end of Peak Winter 

• Anticipated Timetable for Buses Serving Guests in Sun Valley Village (Baldy View Circle) 

▪ Daily, during Peak Winter, Mountain Rides will make best efforts to effect buses departing each hour, 

between the hours of 8:00am and 6:00pm, from Sun Valley Village (Baldy View Circle) to Sun Valley 

Company destinations, according to the following schedule (:XX = minutes after the hour): 

▪ :00  Gold Route to River Run Base Area 

▪ :12  Blue Route to Warm Springs Base Area 

▪ :15 Silver Route to River Run Base Area 

▪ :20 Blue Route to Dollar Mountain Base Area 

▪ :24  Gold Route to Dollar Mountain Base Area 

▪ :30  Gold Route to River Run Base Area 

▪ :35  Bronze Route to Warm Springs Base Area 

▪ :42  Blue Route to Warm Springs Base Area 

▪ :45  Silver Route to River Run Base Area 

▪ :50  Blue Route to Dollar Mountain Base Area 

▪ :54  Gold Route to Dollar Mountain Base Area 

▪ * times are subject to change and may vary 

• Other Services 

▪ Mountain Rides will conduct two (2) two-hour training sessions – one in mid-November and one in 

mid-December – for SVCo frontline staff to familiarize said staff with the scope and details of 

Mountain Rides’ services. 

▪ Mountain Rides will provide printed schedules, detailed bus info signage at bus stops, and quick 

reference guides for front desk, concierge, bell services, and guest services staff. 

▪ During the Christmas Holidays, President’s Weekend, and other busy times, if and as needed to 

maintain the integrity of its posted schedule, Mountain Rides may operate additional buses on routes 

serving SVCo properties. 

▪ Mountain Rides will collaborate with SVCo throughout the Winter of 2021/2022 to forward employee 

and guest relations efforts and outcomes. 

▪ Mountain Rides will provide SVCo with ridership and customer service data generated during the 

Winter of 2021/2022. 
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Service Plan (cont.) 

▪ Mountain Rides anticipates that SVCo will include questions about bus service in its customer surveys 

and forward survey responses regarding bus service to Mountain Rides. 

▪ Mountain Rides anticipates that SVCo will include information about Mountain Rides’ buses, routes, 

service, and timetables in guest marketing materials, including resort maps, website, and on-

premises. 

▪ SVCo will offer its Freedom Found Ski Pass (the “Pass”) for the 2021-2022 ski season to employees of 

Mountain Rides at a price equal to fifty percent (50%) of the regular posted price of the Pass. SVCo 

will provide, at no cost, up to fifty (50) daily ski tickets for Dollar/Bald Mountains to MRTA for use by 

Mountain Rides’ employees. 

Funding Consideration 

In consideration for Mountain Rides’ providing the services set forth in the Service Plan, above, Sun Valley 

Company agrees to pay to Mountain Rides Transportation Authority the sum of $215,000. Mountain Rides 

Transportation Authority agrees to submit an invoice at least thirty (30) days in advance of each payment due 

date and Sun Valley Company agrees to make payments according to the following schedule: $53,750 payment 

due on 11/19/2021; $53,750 payment due on 12/20/2021; $53,750 payment due on 01/20/2022; $53,750 

payment due on 02/18/2022. 

Sun Valley Company and Mountain Rides Transportation Authority enjoy synergies and advantages born of a 

strong partnership:  i) integrated and efficient transportation services that are easy for guests; ii) connectivity and 

expansive hours of service for guests; and iii) an effective and efficient deployment of resources. 

Agreed and Accepted: 

                     

Peter Sonntag               (date)   Wally Morgus              (date) 

Vice President & General Manager    Executive Director 

Sun Valley Company      Mountain Rides Transportation Authority 
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Appendix C 

• MRTA FY22 Operating Budget 

 

 

  

 FY22 Budget 

Income -                                                               

Federal Funding 2,549,097$    

Local Funding 765,660         

Fares 130,000         

Other Reveune 79,650           

Private Donations 9,750             

Transfer from Housing Fund 19,200           

Interest Income 3,000             

Carryforward: Excess Operating Funds 80,000           

Total Income 3,636,357$    

Expenses

Payroll 2,651,540$    

Insurance 148,047         

Professional Fees 46,800           

Equipment/Tools 10,000           

Rent & Utilities 25,000           

Supplies 38,000           

Repairs & Maintenance 41,000           

Communications 25,300           

Travel & Training 30,090           

Business 11,700           

Advertising 30,880           

Marketing & Promotion 29,000           

Printing & Reproduction 13,000           

Fuel 350,000         

Vehicle Maintenance 186,000         

Total Expense 3,636,357$    

Net Surplus (Deficit) -$               
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The goal of this plan is to establish procedures and standards for maintenance at Mountain Rides 
Transportation Authority (MRTA) Facilities. This includes buildings, bus stops and associated 
infrastructure. The fundamental purpose is to provide facilities that are safe and in working order 
for all users.  
  
 Organization and Responsibility Description: 
  
1. MRTA is the regional provider of transit and mobility services for the Sun Valley, Idaho region 
and is managed by a Board of Directors.  
2. The Executive Director reports to the Board of Directors. 
3. The Assets and Planning Director directs asset management and vehicle and facilities 
maintenance. 
4. The Maintenance and Facilities Manager is responsible for day-to-day supervision of facilites 
personnel. 
5. The Maintenance and Facilities Coordinator and one facilities maintenance employee are 
responsible for MRTA Facilities and associated maintenance. Maintenance and Facilities 
employees and contractors complete work and repairs on facilities. Purchases for repairs and 
improvements follow the MRTA Procurement Policy. Descriptions of work contained in this plan 
do not override MRTA’s job description and positions.  
6. MRTA’s culture as it relates to facilities maintenance is “do the right thing” and “get the job 
done” while guided by an overall theme of safety for employees, users, vendors, and visitors of 
our facilities and system. 
  
  
Overall Description of the Subject Areas of the Facilities Plan 
The Maintenance Plan covers all facilities owned or otherwise managed under the authority of 
MRTA.   
 
  
Preventative Maintenance 

• MRTA owned buildings will be inspected monthly and follow the attached “Facilities 
Monthly Inspection Checklist.” 

• On-street facilities will be inspected twice per year and follow the attached “On Street 
Facility Checklist.” 

• Repairs will be completed in a timely manner and noted on the corresponding checklist. 

Daily Tasks/General Maintenance and Cleanliness 

• Facilities personnel are responsible for keeping grounds neat, clean, and safe. 
• Snow removal, ice remediation, and landscaping is handled by both facilities personnel 

and outside contractors. 
• General janitorial duties are handled by MRTA staff as needed and a contracted janitorial 

service cleans all common and public spaces weekly. 

Annual/Seasonal Inspections/Services (performed by outside vendors) 

• Sumps, Cisterns and Drywells 
• Landscape Sprinklers 
• Trench Drains 
• Boilers 
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• Heaters 
• Elevator 
• Fire Extinguishers 
• Air Compressors 
• Bay Doors 

Repairs 

• When a repair is needed to a facility that falls outside of the normal inspections, the repair 
will be completed in a timely manner.  

• Repairs will be documented in the Facilities Maintenance Binder using the attached 
“Facilities Repair Form” 

Major projects and building repairs/upgrades 

• Thorough walk-through and analysis of building systems is done annually by Asset 
Director and Maintenance and Facilities Manager. Using input from staff, building history, 
and current needs analysis, facilities capital project budget is prepared and included in 
annual adopted budget.  

• MRTA budgets for “major repair” items in its facilities fund for unforeseen repairs and 
emergencies that may arise. 
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Facilities Monthly Inspection Checklist

Facility Being Inspected:

Inspector:

Date:

Item OK Needs attention Out of Service Other Notes Repair ordered Repair Completed Date Repair Completed By

General Appearance

Cleanliness

Plumbing

Appliances

Walls

Roof

Floors

Windows

HVAC

Landscaping

Lifts (if applicable)

Fluid Storage (if applicable)

Fire Sprinkler System (if applicable)

Fire Alarm System (if applicable)

Asphalt

Signs

Electronic Displays

Exterior Doors/Door Lokcs

Camera System (if applicable)
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On Street Facility Checklist
Facility/Route/Area Being Inspected:

Inspector:

Date:

Item OK Needs attention Out of Service Other Notes Repair ordered Repair Completed Date Repair Completed By

General Appearance

Cleanliness

Sign(s)

Post (if applicable)

Curb Paint (if applicable)

Shelter Structure (if applicable)

Shelter Paint/Stain (if applicable)

Information Display (if applicable)

Other Issues Noted:
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Facilities Repair Form 
 

Facility: 

 

Date issue noted: 

Employee taking report: 

Issue: 

 

 

 

Other Notes: 

 

Repair completed date: 

 

Repair completed by: 
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Selkirks Pend Oreille Transit Authority (SPOT)  
FFY 2024 5339 Rural One-Time Capital Application – Cost Increase for Three New Buses 
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Selkirks Pend Oreille Transit Authority (SPOT)  
FFY 2024 5339 Rural One-Time Capital Application – Cost Increase for Three New Buses 

Page 3 of 39 
 

Section 1: Project Description  
 
Concise project description  
 
For this project we request $62,290.40 to fund cost increases to purchase three new buses. We 
will provide match = $15,572.60.  One of the new buses will replace the Bonners Ferry Bus and 
be used for the Boundary County Demand Route. Two buses will replace our high mileage fixed 
route buses that operate in Bonner County. The total cost increase for this purchase = 
$77,863.00. 
  
This project was previously funded. The original request included total purchase prices for three 
new fixed route buses. Total estimated costs for these buses increased from $294,537.00 
(authorized in the first award) to $372,400.00, a difference of $77,863.00. Northwest Bus Sales 
informed SPOT that in addition to general cost increases, Ford recently increased the cost for 
chassis and Endura increased the body cost for each bus. The original quotes also reflected the 
cost for a 12 + 2  seating arrangement. Due to large increases in ridership and we need more 
seating on two fixed route buses. This request reflects increasing seating capacity and space on 
two fixed route buses to a 20+2 layout. Please see updated invoices that reflect the cost increases.  

a. FTA Program Eligibility  

According to the FFY 2024 5339 Rural One-Time Capital Application: Relevant Information - 
Federal program details and related Federal Circulars (https://www.transit.dot.gov/bus-program), 
Selkirks Pend Oreille Transit Authority (SPOT) is eligible to apply for The Grants for Buses and 
Bus Facilities Competitive Program (49 U.S.C. 5339(b)) which makes federal resources 
available to states and direct recipients to replace, rehabilitate and purchase buses and related 
equipment, and to construct bus-related facilities, including technological changes or innovations 
to modify low or no emission vehicles or facilities. SPOT qualifies as a public transportation 
service and is a sub-jurisdiction of six Idaho government entities. 
 
This project provides replacement equipment to continue operations that support the FTA Goals 
listed below with additional information about SPOT’s efforts to meet each goal. This response 
is built directly off the program goals as printed in the FTA Circular C 9040.IG. PROGRAM 
GOALS. Pursuant to 49 U.S.C. 5311, FTA apportions or awards funds to states, Indian tribes, or 
other eligible recipients located in rural areas for planning, public transportation capital projects, 
operating costs, job access reverse commute projects, and the acquisition of public transportation 
service. 
 
The Section 5311 program supports both the maintenance of existing public transportation 
services and the expansion of those services through the following program goals:  
 
a. Enhancing access in rural areas to health care, shopping, education, employment, public 
services, and recreation: SPOT has fixed and demand routes servicing all the above categories. 
 
b. Assisting in the maintenance, development, improvement, and use of public transportation 
systems in rural areas: SPOT uses the FTA funding for these exact purposes. In addition to the 
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Selkirks Pend Oreille Transit Authority (SPOT)  
FFY 2024 5339 Rural One-Time Capital Application – Cost Increase for Three New Buses 
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work of the Board and Executive Director, SPOT utilizes service development committees to 
help assess transportation needs in the area and recommend service changes and improvements 
to the SPOT Board. 
 
c. Encouraging and facilitating the most efficient use of all transportation funds used to provide 
passenger transportation in rural areas through the coordination of programs and services: 
SPOT diligently looks for ways to increase ridership and increase our operational efficiencies. 
SPOT is a member of the Bonner County Area Transportation Team (BCATT) and participated 
in the development of a Multi-Modal Transportation Plan for the city of Sandpoint, which 
included public transit elements. 
 
d. Providing financial assistance to help carry out national goals related to mobility for all, 
including seniors, individuals with disabilities, and low-income individuals: SPOT has taken 
steps to serve the above categories of riders. The Idaho Area Agency on Aging approves and 
financially supports SPOT’s services in both Bonner and Boundary Counties. In December 2022, 
SPOT buses provided 5,516 rides for seniors and 369 rides for riders with disabilities.  
 
e. Increasing availability of transportation options through investments in intercity bus services: 
SPOT does not provide service in this area. However, Intercity Service is in our Master Plan. 
SPOT has met with Citylink and Spokane Transit to discuss the future connectivity. All three 
agencies support the concept. 
SPOT provides transportation between Bonners Ferry and Sandpoint with its demand service. 
 
f. Assisting in the development and support of intercity bus transportation: Same response at 
given to item e above. SPOT continues working with Kootenai County Public Transportation 
gaining information with our involvement in the regional mobility platform. 
 
g. Encourage mobility management, employment-related transportation alternatives, joint 
development practices, and transit-oriented development: We currently partner with Schweitzer 
Mountain Resort to provide public transportation from the local communities to the base of the 
mountain and service from the base to the village, serving both customers of the ski resort and 
their employees. SPOT is a member of the Bonner County Area Transportation Team (BCATT). 
Agencies involved in transportation at all levels meet monthly to provide updates about area 
transportation projects. SPOT participated in the development of a Multi-Modal Transportation 
Plan for the city of Sandpoint, which included public transit elements. SPOT works with the City 
of Ponderay to include transit facilities in new developments in Ponderay. SPOT has worked 
with the cities of Dover and Kootenai to install bus shelters in their cities. Property developers 
now use the availability of our services in the traffic impact analyses that are required when new 
developments are planned and permitted, demonstrating the positive impact of our services to the 
overall transportation system. 
 
h. Providing for the participation of private transportation providers in rural public 
transportation: We currently partner with Schweitzer Mountain Resort in providing public 
transportation. SPOT contracts with Schweitzer Mountain Resort to provide the mountain route 
services. SPOT provides service from the communities to the base of the mountain and the bulk 
of service from the base to the village. 
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b. ITD Call for Project Priorities 
 
This project meets the ITD-PT call for project priorities.  
Program Priorities:  
1. Existing 5339 Services (Capital, Preventative Maintenance)  
 
With this application, SPOT is applying for funds in ITD’s number 1 priority.  The funds will be 
used to purchase replacement vehicles expected to be delivered no later than December 31, 2023. 

This project funding provides money to offset recent cost increases for three new buses. SPOT 
was  recently informed of significant construction delays and cost increases for buses ordered 
March 16, 2022. These buses will replace equipment that will allow us to continue operations 
that support the ITD priorities. 
 
SPOT is an eligible recipient. SPOT is created and operated under a joint powers agreement of 
six local government authorities. SPOT serves both Bonner and Boundary Counties with transit 
service. 
 
SPOT has strong support in raising the required match from the six partner municipalities. 
 
SPOT endeavors to comply with all required regulations: SPOT gathers community input with 
appointed Board Members from each joint powers partner; SPOT has a Service Development 
Committee in each county with members from social service agencies, economic development 
corporations, municipalities, businesses and the general public; SPOT adheres to all 
administration requirements; SPOT applies for NEPA determination when required; SPOT 
follows ADA regulations.                                                                                                                                                
 

c. Application Scope of Work  

The scope of work entails purchasing three new route buses with equipment such as bike racks 
and cameras before December 31, 2023. Total estimated costs for these buses increased from 
$294,537.00 (authorized in the first award) to $372,400.00, a difference of $77,863.00.  
These new buses will provide for greater reliability and lower maintenance costs. 

One bus will replace the Bonners Ferry Bus that is currently rattling itself apart. With this new 
bus we can confidently continue to provide Demand Service for Boundary County residents. We 
provide service for Boundary County residents transporting them to Sandpoint two days each 
week and service to Bonners Ferry two days each week. We may add service on Mondays  
(starting April 15) for Boundary County residents who require transportation to Bonners Ferry  
on Monday. The bus will be equipped with a rear mounted wheelchair lift, a four-camera video 
system, and on-demand drop chains. 
 
Two buses will replace four of our high mileage fixed route buses. SPOT currently has a 2014 
bus with 274,412 miles and a 2015 bus with 288,911 miles. The wheels continue to need a lot of 
attention and work to keep them from falling off. We have had to replace hubs, wheels, and studs 
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on them as well as tires on the rear ends. They continue to break loose. The frequency of 
mechanical issues and maintenance costs for these buses continue to increase.  We also removed 
two vehicles from service that will be sold as soon as possible. We took a 2006 bus (Bus # 106) 
out of service in December 2016 which has 311,797 miles on it and a 2011 bus (Bus 111) out of 
service in May 2019 that has 343,366 miles on it. 
 
We continue maintaining our vehicles at a high standard for passenger comfort and 
dependability. Our drivers have a vested interest in helping with vehicle reliability by reporting 
mechanical issues before they become problems. They must report deficiencies immediately and 
shall not use a vehicle unless authorized by our mechanic. Our mechanic responds promptly to 
issues by either fixing them (sometimes immediately) or directing staff have another authorized 
mechanical repair provider fix the problem. Please see our Daily Vehicle Inspection form 
attached as well as our Vehicle Maintenance Program attached.  
 
 
d. Contractor Information 

 This project will not use third party contractors.   

• Name of Third-Party Contractor  - Does not apply 

• Physical Address - Does not apply 

• Contact Information  - Does not apply 
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Section 2: Demonstration of Need  
 
a. Service Area Level of Need:  
 
SPOT is unaware of any official situations in its service area that would put the public in danger 
or violate any local or federal health and safety regulations. SPOT does have agreements in place 
with local municipalities to provide service in the times of emergencies.   There has only been 
one occasion where emergency service was provided to protect the public. 
 
Fortunately for the communities we serve, the Area Service Level of the SPOT must be 
classified as General.  However, this includes the potential loss of service due to the lack of 
drivers caused by low pay.  The riders use SPOT for all transportation needs including access to 
employment and health care.   
 
In the counties we serve, our increasing numbers of riders have come to expect a high level of 
service. In this respect we have a high level of need. Replacing vehicles as planned under this 
application will help with reliable, timely transportation for our riders. We can further avoid 
circumstances where developing mechanical issues could result in unsafe operations or requiring 
that older /high mileage buses be removed from service before replacements are secured. 
 
b. Sustaining existing services or expansion need:  
 
This application is for sustaining the existing demand service in Boundary County and for 
sustaining fixed route services in Bonner County. We are looking at options to fund adding 
Monday service (and additional day every week) for Boundary County residents who require 
transportation to Bonners Ferry. We are also exploring options to fund the cost to add a fixed 
route in Bonner County to accommodate growth and demand in those areas of expansion. Last 
quarter, (October 2022 through December 2022) our fleet covered 64,335 miles (10,662 demand 
miles and 53,673 fixed route miles). The timing for acquiring these buses and putting them into 
service will work perfect. These vehicles will allow us to continue reliable service. We need to 
repair and/or replace some vehicles in our existing fleet. Our schedule for replacing vehicles is 
based on safety guidelines and SPOT’s experience. It is important to replace vehicles before the 
maintenance costs and reliability become unacceptable. We get every mile out of every vehicle 
in our fleet through a comprehensive vehicle maintenance schedule. Please see our Vehicle 
Maintenance Program attached. 
 
Our vehicles and facilities meet or exceed ADA requirements. All of our buses are equipped with 
lifts. Our shelters provide protection from the elements and are ADA accessible.  A staff member 
cleans shelters and clears snow around shelters and bus stops to allow all guests safe ingress and 
egress to shelters, benches and buses. 
 
SPOT keeps in touch with the needs of the communities through our Service Development 
Committees and through the Bonner County Area Transit Team (BCATT).  We are constantly 
asked for service by the public and elected officials to expand service to other cities such as 
Clark Fork, Priest River, Sagle, Coeur d’Alene, and the Spokane Airport. Current financial and 
staffing restrictions prohibit the addition of new service areas. However, we are currently 
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focusing on improving timeliness on existing routes (taking into account increased traffic and 
crowding due to growth) and making adjustments in service to allow for driver’s comfort 
(namely bathroom and water breaks). We also are addressing vehicle maintenance and 
cleanliness at a high level for driver and passenger comfort and for view in the communities we 
serve. We have picked up our public outreach and started on a marketing campaign with a recent 
grant. Please see our Marketing and Public Outreach Plan attached. This will pick up more when 
we institute adjustments to our fixed routes. We have shifted service days. We are providing 
service for high demand events based on business and community requests.  The Festival at 
Sandpoint and the Fall Fest service changes have produced 5,800 rides for only a combined total 
of 12 days of service. In December 2022 fixed route buses in Bonner County drove 12,349 miles. 
Paratransit buses drove 2,180 miles and the Boundary County Demand bus drove 1,190 miles for 
a total  of 15,719 miles. The mountain route (fixed) drove 13,080 miles. We serve a large 
geographical area.  
 
c. Ridership:  
 
SPOT ridership continues to increase.  Please see the attached ridership report.  Our numbers 
surpassed 2019 (pre-covid) by more than 36,000 rides in 2022. With area growth and knowledge 
of the SPOT service, we expect SPOT ridership to increase in 2023. We provided 136,0253 rides 
in calendar year 2022.  In December 2022 alone, SPOT buses provided 5,516 rides for seniors 
and 369 rides for riders with disabilities, and 19,815 rides for youth and the general public. 
Please see the attached SPOT Ridership document. We will reach a milestone of providing one 
million rides, probably the first week of February 2023. We currently utilize TRANSLOC which 
allows patrons to track locations of the  fixed routes in Bonner County. This allows them to 
schedule their time and meet the bus as it arrives. This proves very helpful during inclement 
weather. Riders can track the bus location on their phone in the event of traffic delays and poor 
road conditions.  

 
 
d. Applying for a Vehicle:  
 
One of the new buses will replace the Bonners Ferry Bus that is currently rattling itself apart. 
The Bonners Ferry Bus has logged 122,942 miles (through December 2022). Our mechanic is 
very concerned about the structure and integrity of it. We plan to sell it while it still operates/as 
soon as we can replace it.  We rate this bus as poor to marginal condition.  

With this new bus we can confidently continue to provide Demand Service for Boundary County 
residents. We provide service for Boundary County residents transporting them to Sandpoint two 
days each week and service to Bonners Ferry two days each week. We may add service on 
Mondays (starting April 15) to Bonners Ferry . The bus will be equipped with a rear mounted 
wheelchair lift, a four-camera video system, and on-demand drop chains. 
 
Two buses will replace four of our high mileage fixed route buses. SPOT currently has a 2014 
bus with 274,412 miles and a 2015 bus with 288,911 miles. The wheels continue to need a lot of 
attention and work to keep them from falling off. A rear wheel on bus 115 sheared off while on 
route. We have had to replace hubs, wheels and studs on them as well as tires on the rear ends. 
They continue to break loose. We plan to keep these as spares for the short-term. We will work 
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within ITD and FTA parameters when we decide to sell them. We rate them as poor to marginal 
condition. We also removed two vehicles from service that will be sold as soon as possible. We 
took a 2006 bus (Bus # 106) out of service in December 2016  which has a cracked body and 
311,797 miles on it, and a 2011 bus (Bus # 111) out of service in May 2019 that has 343,366 
miles on it. 
 
In summary, we will sell buses 106 and 111 as soon as we can. We plan to sell the other three as 
soon as possible after receiving the new buses. I have attached a chart showing the VIN #’s and 
mileage as of December 2022.  
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Section 3: Project Planning 
 
a. Ties to Specific Goals in the ITD Statewide Transportation Plan 
 
Goal: Ensure the Safety and Security of Public Transportation  
1. SPOT strives to ensure the safety and security of the public.  
2. SPOT holds regular training meetings with the staff to review procedures and policies. Guest 
speakers are sometimes brought in. The police have spoken to review the gun policies and give 
the drivers direction on how to handle situations involving guns.  
3. SPOT is now ordering all buses with multiple cameras on both the inside and outside.  
4. SPOT is up to date in training drivers on the safe operation of the lifts. 
5. SPOT strives to transport all passengers safely in a timely manner. 
 
Goal: Encourage Public Transportation as an Important Element of an Effective Multi-Modal 
Transportation System in Idaho  
1. SPOT equips all of our buses with bike racks and posts training videos on the website 
instructing on their use.  
2. SPOT participated in the development of Sandpoint’s Multi Modal Transportation 
Plan in 2020-2021.  
3. SPOT is installing bike racks at bus stops to encourage bicycle riding to the 
stops.  
4. Property developers use the availability of our services in the traffic impact analyses that are 
required when new developments are planned and permitted, demonstrating the positive impact 
of our services to the overall transportation system. 
 
Goal: Preserve the Existing Public Transportation Network  
1. SPOT continues to look to the future. Growth is our goal. SPOT has no intention of 
maintaining the status quo.  
2. SPOT plans on being in operation for the benefit of the public indefinitely. 
 
Goal: Provide a Transportation System that Drives Economic Opportunity  
1. The economy of the service area of SPOT is largely based on tourism. SPOT has a financial 
partnership with Schweitzer Mountain Resort driven by the desire to move both locals and tourist 
between the resort and the communities below. The hotels, restaurants, and shops are major 
benefactors of this partnership.  
2. SPOT is the sole transportation for many riders. It provides them daily access to employment. 
City planning departments repot that developers have chosen to invest in the Sandpoint area 
because it has public transportation. The Chamber of Commerce reports people visit our area 
because there is public Transportation. 
3. Project planning and coordination is a continuous ongoing effort. SPOT provides public 
transportation services in two counties and is a sub-jurisdiction of six Idaho government entities. 
In addition to the work of the Board and Executive Director, SPOT utilizes service development 
committees to help assess transportation needs in the area and recommend service changes and 
improvements to the SPOT Board. Vehicles are tools of the operating program.  SPOT requires 
vehicles to achieve our operational benefits stated below: 
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Improve Efficiency and Increase Ridership 
We expect this grant to accomplish both improved efficiency and increases in ridership.   The 
continuation of reliable fixed route and demand route service will continue to increase SPOT’s 
ridership and lower our overall cost per ride.  
 
Improve safety 
As with any public transportation system, the roads are always safer with less vehicles on them. 
More so when those vehicles are reliable.  The new buses will require less repairs. We will 
maintain them at a high standard to maximize their useful life. We have attached our Vehicle 
Maintenance Program that details daily, weekly, monthly, and annual schedules. Due to the 
newness and quality of these vehicles, putting them on the road will improve the safety of other 
vehicles and our riders. The Boundary County bus will be equipped with chains to assist with 
driving the Highway 95 and county roads. 
 
Improve mobility 
SPOT continues to explore new avenues of service to and between the communities in which we 
operate. We always have the attitude of “come join us”.  Whenever someone suggests new 
service options, the response of SPOT to have them help us work out how that idea can become a 
reality.   Growth does not happen by just responding “We can’t do that”. There are a lot of 
creative people that can help SPOT provide new and better service to Bonner and Boundary 
Counties. 
 
b. Project Development Process 
 
1) Describe coordination with local stakeholders 
A primary source of our project development process is relying on our Strategic Plan. The 
Strategic Plan was developed with a broad range of community input. The Strategic Plan outlines 
the goals of SPOT. Our Strategic Plan is included as an attachment.   

SPOT Mission Statement 
 

A COOPERATIVE EFFORT OF AREA MUNICIPALITIES TO PROVIDE 
CONVENIENT, SAFE AND RELIABLE PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION FOR RESIDENTS 
AND VISITORS TO EMPLOYMENT, RECREATION AND SERVICE DESTINATIONS. 

 
This mission statement is the result of a community visioning process which resulted in the 
following vision statement:  

SPOT Vision Statement 
 

SPOT is the people’s choice for travel throughout North Idaho. 
We will continue to help preserve North Idaho’s human and natural environments 

for generations to come. 
We are innovative, taking advantage of new technology to stay cost effective and 

affordable. 
SPOT is recognized and leveraged as a valuable asset for economic development 

and community vitality. 
Our partnerships and strategies for self-reliance are a national model. 
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Our Marketing and Public Outreach Plan outlines a clear path towards growing ridership and 
building community support. SPOT continues to grow its awareness, usage, and impact Bonner 
and Boundary Counties in a positive manner. We included our Marketing and Public Outreach 
Plan as an attachment.   
 
SPOT also commissioned Shift Community Solutions to produce “See SPOT Run, A 
Comprehensive Success Guide”. This guide included a survey of riders to help guide route 
development, service improvements, and marketing efforts. “See SPOT Run, A Comprehensive 
Success Guide” is included as an attachment. 
 
The SPOT board is made up of representatives from the cities of Dover, Sandpoint, Kootenai, 
Ponderay, Bonners Ferry, and Boundary County. This ensures that the needs of each community 
are represented in the decision-making process. SPOT also utilizes local service development 
advisory committees that include a range of community stakeholders. Based on input from our 
Boundary County Service Development Committee and the Boundary County Commissioners, 
SPOT has expanded its service area in Boundary County over the last three years to include the 
City of Moyie Springs, the Three Mile area and the Paradise Valley area. 
 
SPOT enjoys enormous and continued support in the communities that we serve. Due to the 
support, we secured the match required to uphold our end of the deal. Our riders and 
communities eagerly await the arrival of these new buses. This project/vehicle purchase is ready 
to implement if funded.  
 
2) Describe efforts undertaken to coordinate and include minority and low-income 
populations 
 
North Idaho is an area of the state with very few minorities. There is minority representation on 
the Service Development Committees. 
 
There is representation from social service agencies that work with low-income populations on 
the community development committees. Input on service needs have been given by the Bonner 
Community Food Bank, the Sandpoint Senior Center, the Bonners Ferry Senior Center, the 
Bonners Ferry Food Bank, riders from low-income housing, and local elected officials regarding 
their constituents. This input represents the low-income population. 
 
3) What is your plan to include Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (DBS’s) in this 
project?  
SPOT utilizes ITD’s DBE program and submits reports to ITD as requested. 
 
4) Identify any local Labor Unions (if applicable) as identified by the Department of Labor 
There are no local labor unions covering workers employed under this grant application. 
 
SPOT Authority does not discriminate in anyway and provides transportation services to all who 
need it. We provide transportation to various stops that allow riders to access many businesses 
for personal care, shopping and work.  
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c. Public Participation Efforts 
 
This project is supported by the governmental entities included in our Joint Powers Agreement, 
including the Cities of Dover, Sandpoint, Ponderay, Kootenai, Bonners Ferry, and Boundary 
County. The SPOT Director periodically presents information about SPOT at local public 
governing board meetings. This grant application has been discussed at past SPOT board 
meetings and SPOT Finance Committee meetings. Our SPOT Board with support of  the 
Boundary County SPOT Advisory Committee and the SPOT Finance Committee unanimously 
approved signing Purchase Orders to secure purchasing these buses at the December 15, 2022 
SPOT Board Meeting.  Please see minutes attached.  
 
d. Provide Attachment B: Milestone Reporting  
Attachment B is attached. 
 
e. Provide Attachment C (if applicable): NEPA Worksheet if applying for a project 
that moves dirt.  
 
We will not be moving dirt for this particular acquisition, hopefully! We did attach a NEPA 
Worksheet. 
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Section 4: Project Benefits/Evaluation 
 
Vehicles are tools of the operating program. SPOT requires vehicles to achieve our operational 
benefits as stated below: 
 
a. Improve safety 
As with any public transportation system, the roads are always safer with fewer vehicles on them 
and more so, when the vehicles on the roadways are reliable. The new buses will require less 
maintenance, improving the safety of other road users and our riders. The Boundary County bus 
will be equipped with chains to assist with driving the Highway 95 and county roads. 
 
SPOT consciously included safety considerations in all our decisions, including operations and 
vehicle procurement. This project budget includes funds for driver safety training. SPOT utilizes 
RTAP funding for first aid and CPR training for the drivers. Our new buses include on-demand 
chains to increase safety in the winter. We also have included funds in the budget to remove 
snow at bus stops to increase safety. SPOT also includes instructional videos on our website to 
increase rider safety. 
 
b. Improve mobility 
SPOT continues to explore new avenues service to the community. We always have the attitude 
of “come join us”.  Whenever someone suggests new service options, the response of SPOT to 
have them help us work out how that idea can become a reality.  Growth does not happen with a 
response of  “We can’t do that”. There are a lot of creative people that help SPOT provide new 
and better service to Bonner and Boundary County. SPOT participated in Sandpoint’s multi-
modal transportation plan in 2020-2021.  As a member of the Bonner County Area Transit Team 
(BCATT), we receive the first word on all area transportation projects. We have the opportunity 
to share our perspective and request inclusion - that they accommodate public transit in the 
projects. 
 
We also expect this grant to accomplish both improved efficiency and increases in ridership to 
increase mobility. The continuation of reliable fixed route and demand route service will 
continue to increase SPOT’s ridership and lower our overall cost per ride.  
 
c. Support local economic development and expand economic opportunity 
SPOT strives to increase economic opportunity in its service area. First, we shop locally and 
employ local citizens. We buy our supplies and parts from local vendors as practical. We utilize 
local services such as local repair shops, our attorney, and our CPA. Routes such as the Festival 
at Sandpoint service and the Schweitzer service support tourism and recreation in our area. These 
services have had high ridership counts and a very positive effect on our local economy while 
increasing convenience for riders and reducing vehicle and parking congestion. 
 
In Bonner County, both our fixed route service and our paratransit service are used by employees 
to get to work. Riders of all of our services use the service to get to shopping and medical 
appointments. Property developers use the availability of our services in the traffic impact 
analyses as required when new developments are planned and permitted, demonstrating the 
positive impact of our services to the overall transportation system. 
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Project Evaluation: 
 
a. SPOT bus will continually evaluate success of the project.   
The following data will be collected and evaluated specifically for the vehicles included in this 
project: 
 

SPOT will maintain and sustain the vehicles through our high standard of 
upkeep and maintenance. Our buses and equipment continuously have a long 
productive life as shown by the vehicles we strive to replace. Maintenance 
costs for each bus are evaluated monthly. Changes to the maintenance 
program will occur based on evaluations to ensure the safety of the vehicles 
and to extend the life of the vehicles. We also receive daily reports if 
something malfunctions on each vehicle. This allows us to address concerns 
and fix problems immediately. Please see our Vehicle Inspection Form.  

 
b. The following data will be also collected and evaluated: 
 Ridership is collected and tabulated weekly and evaluated monthly by our Board and 

Committees. Ridership data includes general boardings, youth, senior and disabled. Stop 
utilization is also recorded and regularly evaluated. In calendar year 2022, SPOT’s total 
ridership was 136,253. The pandemic reduced ridership in 2020 to 90,609. 

 Ridership by Youth and Young Adults. SPOT has identified these two groups of riders as 
having large growth potential. We have targeted a 20% growth in this ridership. Much of 
our ridership on the Mountain Route, up and down Schweitzer Mountain Road fall in 
these categories 

 Vehicle mileage and tire wear/replacement 
 

c. The following data will also be collected and evaluated regularly as follows: 
 

 Cost “Dashboard”. SPOT has developed a cost “dashboard” to monitor the cost per ride 
and cost per mile for our fixed route and paratransit routes. This enables us to monitor 
and increase our operating efficiencies on a monthly basis 

 Website and Social Media Use. SPOT monitors its website traffic and social media reach 
 We collect and tabulate mileage sheets weekly 
 Budgets are evaluated weekly or more by staff and monthly by the Finance Committee 

and the SPOT Board. We expect a downturn in maintenance and fuel costs when we add 
the new vehicles to our fleet. 
 
SPOT will sustain  and maintain the equipment after the end of the grant period 

The maintenance of the asset purchased under this grant will be covered by the operating budget, 
and the bus will have a useful life beyond the end of the grant period. Future 5311 grants will 
fund continued maintenance and operation costs for the bus. 
 

SPOT has the capacity to carry out the project as proposed 
The reorganization of the SPOT administration team has brought a higher level of management 
capability to the organization. The creation of a Finance Committee provides excellent financial 
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oversight. The SPOT CPA provides detailed monthly financial statements. Copies of the latest 
income statement and balance statement are attached. 
 
SPOT has demonstrated its ability to manage the grant funding by having a technical rating of 
“Low” by ITD’s Public Transportation Division. 
 
While the governmental agencies that provide match cannot commit to match amounts beyond 
the current fiscal year, all are strongly supportive of the system and are expected to continue to 
financially support SPOT. The match money for this project will come from the SPOT Capital 
Purchase Match Fund. 
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Section 5: Project Budget 

a.  Budget Narrative: 

The amount of $77,863.00 will fund cost increases per the updated invoices (attached) sent to 
SPOT from Northwest Bus Sales. We are requesting grant funding in the amount of $62,290.40 
and we have secured local match in the amount of  $15,572.60. This project has an overall 
budget of $372,400.00. The original pricing is shown on the attached original invoices. 
Northwest Bus Sales stated that our order is at the top of the list and we may receive delivery as 
early as June – our original delivery date. The dealer also said delivery could be late December. 
 
1. We can scale down the project. The grant can provide the cost increase for two vehicles 
instead of three. Subtract $21,504.40 from the Grant request amount.  

2. This is not a construction project. Davis Bacon wages will not apply to our portion of the 
purchase.  

3. SPOT has the financial capability to make the purchases on a reimbursement basis with 
careful planning on the delivery and reimbursement schedule. See the Balance Sheet in the 
attached current financial statement.  
 
b. Itemized Project Budget 

This project request will fund cost increases incurred since our original grant request. Quotes 
from the dealer are attached.  

The project budget for this request = $77,863.00 

Description Grant amount requested 
to fund cost increase 
Purchase Price   Additional 
Increase                Costs** 

Our Match 
To fund 
cost 
increase 

Previous 
Grant 
amount 
awarded 

Previous  
local match 
promised 

Total Purchase  
Price 
Three new buses 

Two route 
buses 

$36,482.40      +     $6,600 $10,769.60 
 

$165,923 
 

$41,481 $261,256.00 

One Boundary 
County bus 

$15,908      +     $3,300 $4,803 $69,706 $17,427 $111,144.00 

Total = $ 62,290.40 $15,572.60 $235,629 $58,908 $372,400.00 
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This purchase has an overall cost of $372,400.00  Please see the invoices attached.  

Description Quantity Updated   
Price            Additional 
Each unit   +     Cost** 

Total 
Updated 
Price 

Service Area 

Endera  E450 12+2 2 $127,328 + $3,300 $261,256.00 Bonner County Fixed Route  
Endera  E450 12+2 1 $107,844 + $3,300 $111,144.00 Boundary County Demand 

Service 
Total 3  $372,400.00  

 

Additional Costs** - Lift inspection, registration, DOT Inspection, decals, 
communication equipment. 
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ATTACHMENTS 

 Attachment A: Project Budget Request Form 

 

 

FTA Grant

Total
Federal

M
atch

77,863.00
$    

62,290.40
$    

15,572.60
$  

Contact N
am

e
Donna Griffin

Fiscal Year 2024 Project Budget Request

Subrecipient
Selkirks Pend O

reille Transit  (SPO
T) A

uthority

Agreem
ent Term

O
ctober 1, 2023-Septem

ber 30, 2025

Address
31656 Hw

y 200, Suite 102, Box 8, Ponderay, ID 83852

Phone N
um

ber
208-263-3774

Capital (CP)
80/20

Scope of W
ork

Cities of Sandpoint, Dover, Kootenai, Ponderay and Bonners Ferry, along w
ith Boundary 

County.  

5339

Donna M
. Griffin

Subrecipient Printed N
am

e

Donn
a M

. G
riffin

Subrecipient Signature

1/10/2023
Date

Cover cost increases associated w
ith the purchase one dem

and route bus to serve 
Boundary County and tw

o fixed route buses to serve Bonner County.

Local M
atch Source(s) for Project:

372,400.00
$                       

297,920.00
$                                

74,480.00
$                                 

Total Project Cost
Total Federal Request

Total M
atch N

eeded
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Attachment B: Milestone Reporting 

FFY 2024 One-Time Capital Application 
Attachment B:  Milestone Reporting 

 

Agency Name Selkirks Pend Oreille Transit Authority 
Agency Contact Donna Griffin 
Phone # 208-263-3774 Email dgriffin@spotbus.org 
Grant Program 5339 Rural One Time 
Federal Award Amount $62,290.00 
Scope of Work:  Fund the cost to put two buses into service in Bonner County, one or both for Paratransit, or one on 
Paratransit and one on fixed route.  
 
Milestone Progress Report: Target of major tasks to be achieved by specific dates.  
The report should include information such as: data for each activity line item within the approved project; a discussion 
of all  

 budget or schedule changes; original, estimated and actual estimated completion date 
 description of projects, status, specification preparation, bid solicitation, resolution of protests, and contract 

awards;  
 breakout of the costs incurred and those costs required to complete the project; reasons why any scheduled 

milestone or completion dates were not met, identifying problem areas and discussing how the problems will be 
solved; and discuss the expected impacts of delays and the steps planned to minimize these impacts. 

Add additional milestones to the table below as needed. 
 

Name 
Estimated 

Completion Date 
Description 

RFP/RFQ issue date Complete March 2022 Northwest Bus Sales awarded the sale 

Award Date  October 2023  Already awarded $235,629 for the purchase. 
Requesting $62,290.00 to complete the 
transaction 

Order date for rolling stock, 
equipment purchases  

November 2022 Order placed but chassis not available. Order 
is ranked at the top of the list.   

Delivery date August 2024 Receive buses at SPOT office. Register, 
insure, test for lift certification, install radio, 
apply exterior decals 

Contract Completion Date September 30, 2024 Close out grant 
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Attachment C: NEPA Worksheet 

Please see separate attachment. I completed it to the best of my ability considering this 
project, but it does not apply to this project. Thank you for your consideration.  
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Attachment D: Demonstration of Need 
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Back-Up Documentation 

A. SPOT Strategic Plan, SHIFT Marketing and Outreach Plan for SPOT, See SPOT Run 
Guide, and Selkirk Pend Oreille Transit Vehicle Maintenance Program documents are 
separate attachments in the email.  
 

B. Ridership Report 
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C. Board Meeting Minutes from December 15, 2022. Purchase Approval. Please see 

highlighted text.  
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D. Price Quotes for bus purchase. Please see the following updated quotes from Northwest 
Bus sales = New grant request to cover unanticipated cost increases.  

One Boundary County Bus 
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Two Bonner County Fixed Route Buses 
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Previous request was based on these quotes from Northwest Bus Sales - March 16, 2022 

One Boundary County Bus 
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Two Fixed Route Buses
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Quote to increase the size to 20+2 fixed route bus = $ 9,868.00 per bus
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D. Latest Income and Balance Sheet 
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E. Vehicle Inspection Form 
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Letters of Support 

B  
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Rd 

 

 

OVERVIEW 
The goal of this SPOT Marketing and Public Outreach Plan is to provide a clear path 
towards continuing to grow ridership and build community support. SPOT has a solid 
foundation on which to build increased marketing and public outreach efforts. It has a 
strong brand, solid ridership, enthusiastic community support, and positive political 
momentum. This plan will leverage all of these assets in a thoughtful and strategic way.  
 
The Marketing and Public Outreach Plan addresses the following: 
 

• Current marketing efforts  
 

• Who is riding today, why they ride, and how to get them to ride more 
 

• Who isn’t riding much today and how to get them onboard 
 

• A toolkit of strategies, rated by cost and complexity, and mapped to target 
audiences 

 
• A three-year approach to implementation 

 
• Partnerships required to successfully implement this plan 

 

Informing this plan are stakeholder interviews, two community surveys – from riders and 
stakeholders, and market research performed by SHIFT. This plan uses industry best 
practices, opportunities unique to SPOT and the communities it serves, and successful 
efforts from other communities. 
 
Implementation of this plan will result in a stronger SPOT that continues to weave itself 
more tightly into the fabric of the community. In several of our community interviews, the 
idea of making SPOT “just the way you get around” and “what our community does” and “a 
community institution” were expressed and embody exactly what a good marketing and 
public outreach plan can do for SPOT, along with strategic implementation. 
 

 

 

 

See SPOT Engage 
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SPOT MARKETING EFFORTS TO DATE 
The SPOT brand is very strong for a small transit system. SPOT’s brand reflects the 
community and is easily identifiable. The logo, bus graphics and generally positive 
community perception of SPOT are tremendous assets that can be leveraged towards a new 
infusion of energy, excitement, and growth. 
 
As SPOT moves forward with 
the marketing and outreach 
efforts of this plan, the brand 
and what it represents should 
be infused into all the various 
outputs. The brand should 
remain the same and be 
adapted and leveraged to 
connect more people to the 
bus and get more people on 
board. The main goal of this 
plan is for the community to 
view the SPOT brand 
synonymously with economic 
vitality and development.  
 
SPOT has gone through a common cycle for new services in rural areas with a limited 
budget. Initially, SPOT had a lot of buzz, the awareness of SPOT grew quickly, there was 
initial money to market the service, and ridership grew quickly. Now, SPOT has hit a 5-year 
plateau where ridership is steady but not growing, awareness among non-riders has 
dropped, money for marketing is very limited, and customer information needs 
improvement. SPOT must invest more in marketing in order to reverse this trend. The 
baseline budget for marketing is very small: 
 

The current SPOT marketing and advertising budget  
is only $1500-$2000 per year. 

 

This current spend consists of limited print advertising, printed brochures, and website 
costs. Bus graphics and bus stop signage are not included in this total, but are included as 
part of the Capital Improvement Plan (bus graphics are included in the cost of a new bus 
and bus stop signage project already funded and slated for 2017). The advertising budget is 
so limited that SPOT is not able to build awareness or grow ridership through marketing or 
outreach. 
 
SPOT should start planning for how to grow funding for these marketing investments. This 
is a challenge that will be addressed later in this plan with ideas on how to partner and 
trade for market exposure. The good news is that SPOT has strong brand fundamentals and 
is ready to build on this foundation to renew itself and look for more support and use in the 
coming three years. 

The SPOT Brand = fun, interesting, community-oriented 
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COMMUNITY SURVEYS 
SHIFT conducted two similar surveys, from two distinct community groups – existing 
riders and community stakeholders. The goal of the surveys was to understand a variety of 
aspects including the markets and identify marketing opportunities, service improvement 
needs and perceptions of SPOT.  Only a portion of the questions from each survey were 
asked of both groups, the rest were tailored specifically to either existing riders or 
community stakeholders.  
 
This plan focuses only on the survey responses that inform the markets and marketing 
opportunities. The existing riders group responded to marketing questions about how they 
use SPOT and why, how they plan their trip, and where they get their SPOT and other 
community information. The stakeholder group represented key decision makers and 
responded to some rider questions, such as why they ride or don’t ride and what could get 
them to ride or ride more frequently, as well as marketing ideas for increasing ridership.  
 

Existing Riders Survey - Results 

SHIFT conducted a survey of existing riders to understand who is using SPOT, why they are 
riding, and how they use the bus. 45 riders responded to the survey, which represents 
approximately 3% of the average weekly ridership, and 21% of the average daily ridership. 
 
They survey shows 25% of respondents use SPOT 10 or more times a week, while 50% of  
respondents use it between 1-5 times a week. All respondents ride on weekdays and  
almost all ride on weekends too. The large majority live in Sandpoint, and most are 
employed, followed closely by retirees (retirees includes those no longer working, not 
necessarily retirement age). 
 

Rider Residency     Employment Status 
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In terms of age, SPOT riders tend be either younger riders, with 44% of riders aged 25 or 
younger, or older riders, with 28% of riders aged 56 or older. Middle-aged riders make up 
the smallest percentage of riders. 

 
Rider Age 

 
 

 
 

When asked about trip purpose, SHIFT found that most SPOT riders were using the bus for 
shopping, followed closely by work, but the results show that SPOT is being used for a wide 
variety of trip purposes. The data show that SPOT has a diverse ridership that counts on 
the service for all types of trips: 

 
Reason for Trip 
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Another goal of the survey was to find out how riders are doing their trip planning, how 
they originally found out about the bus, and why they ride: 

 
How Did You Plan Your Trip Today? 

 

 
The “other” responses were predominately that the rider knows the schedule and doesn’t need to pre-plan 
their trip. The two additional responses received as “other” are: 1) schedule on phone; 2) called paratransit. 

 
 

How Did You Hear about SPOT? 
 

 
 

Why Do You Ride SPOT? 
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Existing Riders Survey - Discussion 

SPOT is used by a diverse group of 
people, representing many age 
groups with varying reasons for 
using SPOT. There were a few 
patterns identified in the responses 
received that lead to assumptions 
regarding who the majority of 
riders are today and what groups 
of riders are not as prevalent.  The  
survey results highlight three 
target market opportunities: 
 

1) Youth/young adults 
 

2) Seniors 
 

3) Employees (middle ages) 

 
The youth/young adult segment of SPOT respondents can be summarized as follows: 
 

 They form the majority of riders responding to the survey 
 

 They don’t drive or have access to a vehicle  
 

 They are almost solely use SPOT for shopping and work trips 
 

 70% live in Sandpoint 
 

 They use both routes equally 
 

 They predominately get their information from the SPOT website   

The survey was conducted in August; therefore, youth respondents were not in school and 
no responses were collected reflecting that this age demographic is using SPOT for school 
transportation. Additional information or survey data would need to be collected to 
identify whether they are using SPOT for transportation to and from school. Without 
knowing the results, assumptions can be made that this is likely occurring during the 
school year. Gaining more youth ridership during the school year is certainly a marketing 
opportunity through outreach and promotion at the schools. 
 
Riders greater than 65 in age made up 16% of respondents. This group’s responses can be 
summarized as follows: 
 

 They use SPOT primarily for shopping and leisure trips 
 

 50% live in Ponderay 
 

 They get their SPOT information from a variety of places – website, brochures 
around town, newspaper, and at community centers 
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 Their trips tend to be longer in miles, which might be because 50% of the 
respondents from this demographic reported to live in Ponderay and are likely 
traveling to Sandpoint or another location outside of Ponderay for their 
shopping and leisure trips 

 

 They ride SPOT predominately because they would rather not drive and because 
it’s easy and convenient 

 
Almost 56% of all respondents heard about SPOT from someone (word of mouth), with 
about 30% finding out about SPOT by seeing the bus. This leaves about 14% of 
respondents learning about SPOT from other forms of marketing. This is an indicator that 
either SPOT has invested little in advertising or riders are not receptive to the types of 
advertising that SPOT has pursued. The former is likely the primary reason, but 
strategically selecting the type of advertising is also an important consideration.  

 

Stakeholder Survey (Riders and Non-Riders) – Results and Discussion 

SHIFT polled community stakeholders by designing an online survey and distributing it 
electronically through a variety of means including the Sandpoint Chamber, city and county 
electronic mailing lists, a link on the SPOT website, a feature in the Bonner County Bee, and 
a feature on Sandpoint Online.  Here are the results of 49 respondents who took the survey. 
 
Rider Residency 
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43.5% have never taken SPOT before. Of these respondents, the following reasons for not 
riding were received: 
 

 
 
When this group was asked what could get them to ride spot, they responded as follows: 
 

 
In addition to the choices provided above, the group was also given the option to write in 
their own ideas that might get them to ride SPOT. Their feedback was predominately split 
between two responses: 1) clearer information and route maps; 2) expanded service to 
Sagle, Baldy Road, and shuttle service between parking areas and City Beach/downtown 
during the weekends.  
 
56.5% of the stakeholder group has taken SPOT. When asked their reasons for riding, the 
top three responses among respondents were: 1) transportation while their car was 
repaired; 2) leisure or social activity; 3) shopping. These results are consistent with  
the results of the rider survey; few middle-age respondents are using SPOT for 
transportation to and from work. The stakeholder group likely uses SPOT for infrequent 
trips, on occasion, not for daily commuting. 
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The stakeholder group was asked to respond to what the perception of SPOT is and its role 
in the community. Here were the responses: 
 

 
These results indicate that stakeholders perceive SPOT as a necessary service for those that 
need it and as a benefit to residents to allow them more transportation options. They see 
SPOT less as helping the local economy and businesses and even less as giving visitors 
more transportation options. These are two areas where more targeted marketing can 
change the community’s perception of SPOT from offering limited, but necessary, 
transportation benefits to SPOT being “a community institution” and “just the way we get 
around,” as heard during several stakeholder interviews.  
 
The stakeholder group was asked what the most cost effective marking strategies/tools are 
to attract more riders and improve awareness of SPOT and the following responses were 
received: 
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Getting more information out about SPOT around town is a common theme in the results of 
both community surveys that could help increase ridership with the general community as 
well as visitors and establish SPOT as beneficial to the economy and businesses.   
 
There can be a relationship between increased ridership and economic and community  
vitality. SPOT riders walk or bike to and from each bus stop when they begin and end their 
trip. Walking by businesses creates opportunities for more economic activity around these 
bus stops. When parking is limited people may decide not to visit downtown areas at all, 
whereas SPOT could provide a hassle free and easy way to get people to a location without 
the stress and inconvenience of parking. 
 
 

Marketing for Boundary County, Paratransit, and Vanpool 
Much of the research, discussion, and tools in this plan are focused on riders of the fixed 
route system – Blue and Green Route riders. This market represents one of the largest 
opportunities for growth through marketing and outreach. Many of the marketing ideas in 
the toolkit section of the plan can be used for these services, but it is important to discuss 
specific marketing tactics for Boundary County, paratransit and vanpool and the 
communities they serve. These groups weren’t specifically surveyed, but SHIFT conducted 
many interviews and drew on best practices when marketing to these groups. 
 

Boundary County-Bonner’s Ferry Demand Response Service 

This service is still relatively new, running less than eighteen months, and has done a good 
job of attracting a base of riders that need the service. It routinely runs at better than two 
riders per hour, which is good for a demand response service.   
 
In a small community such as Bonner’s Ferry, word of mouth and grassroots marketing are 
the best approach. As a new service, SPOT needs to educate the community about what 
SPOT is, how it operates, and why it’s good for everyone.  
 
The first step is creating a 
simple marketing piece that can 
printed and distributed in 
several forms including as a 
rack card, a flyer, and 
electronically. The purpose of 
this would be two-fold: to 
promote the service itself and 
how to use it (hours of service, 
destinations, etc.), and to 
educate on what public 
transportation is.  
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The educational message should be: 
 

• Public transportation is a public service and is open to everyone 
 

• The city and county support and sponsor SPOT services 
 

• With more demand and use, SPOT could add more service to the Bonner’s Ferry 
area 

 

• Public transportation is good for the community – it provides vital mobility, saves 
riders money, and provides more independence to those who use SPOT 

 

 
Recommended distribution of this marketing 
piece is:  
 

 posting around town 
 city mailings 
 local businesses 
 hospital 
 assisted living facilities (e.g. Restorium) 
 visitor center 
 city hall 

 

SPOT should also consider being interviewed 
on the local radio show and presenting to as 
many community groups as possible. It should 
also be distributed electronically through 
Bonner’s Ferry online, Facebook groups, and 
city and county online resources. 

 

 

 

Bonner County Paratransit Service 

Paratransit service is a federal requirement of a fixed route service, when federally funded. 
SPOT should consider marketing this service in conjunction with marketing the fixed route 
service. There are numerous benefits to increased awareness of paratransit service:  
 

1) providing mobility to those that need it most 
 

2) increasing efficiency/productivity of paratransit service by linking multiple trips 
together instead of only single rider trips 
 

3) providing positive community perception 

 
 

SPOT strengthens the community by 
providing mobility and independence 

 

Credit: Bonner’s Ferry Herald 
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Currently, this service is marketed very little. There is a very small mention of it on the 
SPOT schedule, with no detailed information about the service, and the website doesn’t 
have any section about this service. SPOT should increase the information about 
paratransit on the SPOT printed schedule and website as a first step to better marketing 
this service. The next step would be to create a dedicated informational card on this 
service, much like the one suggested for the Bonner’s Ferry demand response service, that 
would describe hours of service, prequalification process, area of service, and other helpful 
information. This should be distributed to all social service organizations in the Sandpoint 
area, as well as at assisted living facilities, the hospital, disability organizations, and the 
senior center. 
 

Vanpool 

Based on the current lack of affordable housing and challenges that employers have in 
finding skilled workers, SHIFT anticipates that SPOT will see significant growth in this 
program. Employers will find 
that vanpool can provide 
them with skilled workers 
from outside the area, and 
employees will find that 
vanpool links affordable 
housing locations with high 
paying jobs in a cost-effective 
way.  
 
Vanpool marketing is 
straightforward: 
 
Put together an informational piece on how vanpool works 
 

 Include example pricing and commuter tax benefit information (vanpool qualifies 
for pre-tax consideration under the Commuter Benefits program) 

 Describe benefits of vanpool for employee and employer 
 Adapt for flyer/brochure and electronic dissemination  

Set-up meetings with owners and managers of local businesses and present vanpool basics 
 

 Find how vanpool can solve the employee challenges 
 Vanpool delivers happier, safer, better rested employees to the job 

Follow-up with interested employers to build interest among employees 
 

 Employee staff meetings, email communications, and drop-in coffee talks are all 
ways to build employee interest 
 

The Sandpoint area employers should be very receptive to vanpool, and SPOT could see 
this program grow quickly with some basic promotion and direct outreach. 
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Marketing to Those Who Will Never Ride 

Riders or non-rider aside, the public perception of SPOT is critical to ongoing partnerships  
and funding. SPOT is a public agency receiving local tax dollars that aren’t guaranteed year-
to-year; therefore, marketing to the community itself is a necessity. It’s not enough to have 
regular riders taking more trips, new demographics getting on the bus, and routes 
connecting to new destinations. Elected officials, business leaders, non-profit 
organizations, and the community at large must know about SPOT and understand why 
SPOT is important to the community, regardless of whether someone rides or not. SPOT 
needs the community to feel that public transportation is an important community asset 
and something worthy of supporting. 
 
SPOT can tailor the message for a particular group, but some of the resonating talking 
points that board and staff can use include: 
 

SPOT is good for quality of life 
 

 Communities with good public transportation are nicer, easier, more connected 
places to live and work 

 Public transportation makes the community more attractive – those living here 
are more likely to stay and those thinking of living here are more likely to relocate 

 Communities that rely less on single occupancy vehicles are more resilient  

SPOT is good for business 
 

 With a tight job market, employers are looking for ways to attract and retain 
employees – public transportation options make this easier 

 Consistent transportation means employees get to work safely and are often more 
rested and ready to work 

 Those people riding SPOT save money and can spend it on other things 
 Bus trips end and begin with walking or biking, which means bus riders are more 

likely to frequent businesses while enroute 

SPOT is good for housing 
 

 With limited affordable housing within walking distance to most amenities, SPOT 
can better link jobs and services with housing in outlying areas 

 Vanpool can be used as a tool to link areas of regional activity 

SPOT is good for biking and walking and community health 
 

 Public transportation can reduce depression and isolation among those who use it 
 Every bus trip on SPOT starts and end with a walk or a bike trip, which helps 

improve health 
 SPOT takes an average of 400 cars off the road per day, which improves the 

downtown experience for biking and walking 
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SPOT is good for the environment and congestion 
 

 With an average of 6 people an hour getting on the bus, that means the effective 
miles per gallon of the bus is 72MPG! 

 More people on the bus = less people in cars 
 SPOT must continually talk about the community benefits of public transportation 

and build specific outreach efforts towards building general awareness. By 
growing ridership and this community awareness, the political support and 
overall goodwill will happen naturally. 

SPOT must continually talk about the community benefits of public transportation and 
build specific outreach efforts towards building general awareness. By growing ridership 
and this community awareness, the political support and overall goodwill will happen 
naturally. 
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THE TOOLKIT 
 

TOOL DESCRIPTION 
TARGET 

AUDIENCE 
COST 

LEVEL OF 
DIFFICULTY 

Better bus 
stop 

amenities 

One of the top requests from the surveys 
was better bus stops with amenities like 

benches, shelters, and lighting. All of 
these improve the overall riding 

experience and make new riders more 
likely to ride again. Bus stops are also 
the most visible aspect of the service 

and impact the community perception. 

All current and 
potential 

riders; the 
community  

at-large   

Better bus 
stop signage 

Through its work on this plan, SHIFT 
heard that bus stop signage needs to 
improve to show the system map and 
the bus times at a particular stop. The 
signage should also identify the stop 

itself. In addition, larger and more 
visible signs can have an advertising 

benefit. 

Current 
riders and  

general  
community  
impression   

Invest in 
better buses 
that all have 

route 
identification 

Many of SPOT buses are in need of 
replacement and hurt the rider 

experience, especially for those buses 
that don’t have adequate air 

conditioning for cooling in the summer. 
Also, many riders requested desire to 

know what route a bus is running 
through bus identification. Although this 

is a capital improvement issue, it 
impacts marketing and ridership 

growth. Buses with better passenger 
amenities that are easier to board and 
are more comfortable will help market 

the service. 

Current riders, 
new riders, 
and general 
community 
impression   

Improve the 
service 

Although this is part of the transit 
service plan, improving the service is 

certainly a marketing tool. Especially for 
tourists who might use the service to get 

around and for skiers going to 
Schweitzer. And later night service 

might encourage 25-45 demographic 
ridership. 

New riders 
(millennials, 

young 
families), 

tourists, skiers, 
seniors, 

employees/ 
commuters 
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TOOL DESCRIPTION 
TARGET 

AUDIENCE 
COST 

LEVEL OF 
DIFFICULTY 

Invest in the 
drivers as 
marketers 

Drivers are SPOT’s ambassadors. By 
keeping drivers happy and informed, 

they can be effective marketing tools for 
growing the service. Training drivers in 

how to provide the highest quality 
customer service will pay dividends 
every time someone rides the bus. 

Current riders, 
first time 

riders 
  

New website 

Redesigning and updating the SPOT 
website is recommended and is a key 
customer information tool. This effort 
would include completely overhauling 
the existing site to create a much easier 

user experience; update website content 
with more complete SPOT information; 
include real-time bus information tools; 

and have better maps and timetables. 
Once the new site is built, SPOT should 
plan to use the site for timely news and 

rider alerts, as service changes. 

Youth, tourists, 
businesses, 

existing riders 
  

Press releases 

SPOT should celebrate its successes and 
regularly update the community on 

SPOT through periodic press releases. 
SPOT should have a standard press 

release template and list of press 
contacts for distribution of press 
releases. The Bonner County Bee, 

Sandpoint Reader, Sandpoint Online 
Town Crier, and KXLY should all receive 

SPOT press releases. 

Community at 
large; those 

who may 
never ride 

  

Business 
partner 

campaign 
 “I’m on the 

SPOT”  

This idea is to create a campaign where 
supporting businesses would display a 

“I’m on the SPOT – ask me about the free 
bus” window sticker to show support of 

SPOT. The business would also have 
SPOT schedules available, preferably in 
a holder on the counter, and know the 

basics about SPOT. Also promoting it to 
specific businesses with built-in 

ridership needs like auto repair shops. 

Visitors,  
new riders, 
businesses 
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TOOL DESCRIPTION 
TARGET 

AUDIENCE 
COST 

LEVEL OF 
DIFFICULTY 

School 
partnerships 
and outreach 

Since youth are such a big part of SPOT’s 
current ridership, SPOT should work to 

encourage more students to ride the bus 
by promoting SPOT at school events, in 
youth publications (like the high school 

newspaper), and by having SPOT bus 
information at all of the schools. SPOT 
should also look for opportunities to 

partner with schools on transportation 
needs – taking a SPOT route for a field 
trip is a great way to introduce SPOT. 

Youth,  
school staff 

  

Re-do printed 
schedule and 

distribute 
more widely 

Through surveys conducted for this 
project, we know that the SPOT bus 

schedule needs to be updated for easier 
comprehension and made more readily 

available throughout the community. 
The SPOT printed schedule needs a 

better map and easier to understand 
timetable for each route, and it needs to 
include information on paratransit and 
vanpool. A separate information rack 

card should be developed for Bonner’s 
Ferry service for distribution in that 
area. SPOT should consider paying to 
have the schedule distributed in local 

brochure racks. 

Community at 
large; those 

who may 
never ride 

  

Quick 
reference 

guides and 
training of 

staff near bus 
stops 

Businesses closest to the bus stops can 
be one of the best ambassadors for the 
service. This idea involves creating a 

simple quick reference card or handout 
that shows the nearest bus stop location 
in relation to the system map (“you are 
here”) and gives the schedule for just 

that bus stop location (northbound bus 
at :45 from 6:45 until 5:45). This allows 

local businesses to know and share 
information with their customers. 

All 
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TOOL DESCRIPTION 
TARGET 

AUDIENCE 
COST 

LEVEL OF 
DIFFICULTY 

Flyers and 
posters 

around town 

From market and community research, 
flyers and posters around town seem to 

be an effective communication tool. 
SPOT should develop flyers and posters 
that build awareness of the bus service, 
its benefits, and any new and interesting 
services. This tool could be particularly 
effective when SPOT grows or changes 

its service. Flyers could be placed at 
many locations around town – senior 

centers, social service offices, the 
library, non-profits, and community 
centers would all make good poster 

locations. 

Locals, seniors, 
youth, visitors,  

employees/ 
commuters 

  

SPOT as a 
vehicle for 

better health 

According to a study presented at the 
American Heart Association's Scientific 
Sessions 2015, riding the bus or train to 

work is associated with significant 
health improvements. Promoting this 
fact and partnering with public health 

organizations can be a great way to 
build ridership. The ParkRx program, a 
health initiative to get people healthier 
by exercising in parks, of the Kanisku 

Land Trust is a developing partnership 
for SPOT. By linking the SPOT bus into a 

trip to a park, SPOT can attract new 
riders. This tool is simply partnering 

with ParkRx and other healthcare 
organizations to cross-promote SPOT 

services. 

Those with 
physical or 

mental health 
problems 

  

Presentations 
to partners, 

especially city 
councils, 
business 
groups 

Making presentations is one of the most 
effective ways to educate the 

community about SPOT services and 
their importance. Although this is a time 
consuming effort, it is low cost and very 
effective. SPOT should work to develop a 

standard set of talking points, service 
highlights, and organizational statistics. 

Depending on the presentation, this 
might be a PowerPoint, a 1-2 page 

handout, or use the flyers. This tool will 
help build general community support 

for SPOT. 

Decision 
makers, 

community 
leadership 
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TOOL DESCRIPTION 
TARGET 

AUDIENCE 
COST 

LEVEL OF 
DIFFICULTY 

Rider of the 
month 

spotlight 
and/or bus 
schedule in 
newspaper 

Advertising in the newspaper isn’t 
something recommended for SPOT due 

to high costs; however, SPOT may be 
able to work with the Bee or Reader to 

get free or discounted placement of 
monthly rider profiles or perhaps 

having the bus schedule in the 
newspaper. The rider profile could be a 

recurring feature that would have a 
picture and quote from a SPOT rider in 

order to highlight why SPOT is awesome 
and showcase a daily rider who’s story 

helps illustrate the paradigm, that SPOT 
is “just the way we get around.” 

All 

  

“Get on the 
SPOT” 

campaign for 
coffee sleeves 
and coasters 

Having a simple message printed on 
coffee sleeves and coasters at local 

coffee shops and restaurants could be a 
low-cost way to create exposure to 
SPOT. This tool would hopefully be 
something that the local business 

partner (restaurant or coffee shop) 
would want to help underwrite. 

New riders, 
millennials, 

choice riders 
(those who 

drive but 
might choose 

to ride 
occasionally) 

  

Employer 
outreach 

Local businesses need to know about 
SPOT and how SPOT can help solve 

employee commuting challenges. SPOT 
should meet with and present to major 
employers and their employees details 
about SPOT services. This tool will be 

particularly helpful in building vanpools. 
Attending employee staff meetings, 

dropping by with donuts for a meet and 
greet, and working with HR staff on 

flyers and emails to employees are all 
ways to implement. 

Commuters 

  

Facebook 
page, social 

media 

Facebook and select regional Facebook 
groups could be effective ways to send 

periodic updates about SPOT with 
interesting and timely content. In order 

to be effective, the SPOT social media 
account must be regularly monitored 

and actively managed. 

Youth, 
millennials, 

community at 
large 
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TOOL DESCRIPTION 
TARGET 

AUDIENCE 
COST 

LEVEL OF 
DIFFICULTY 

Troubleshoot 
phone app 

and promote 
as part of all 

other 
campaigns, 
along with 

other 
technology 

SPOT has an app that shows customers 
where the bus is in real-time, but it isn’t 

working consistently and isn’t 
promoted. The DoubleMap app could be 

an excellent tool, especially for tech 
savvy riders, but it must be managed 

and promoted (i.e. included on all SPOT 
materials). This technology does take a 

lot of time to manage and keep up to 
date; SPOT doesn’t have this expertise 
or time today. If SPOT does have the 
capacity, integrating SPOT schedule 

information into Google Maps through 
the GTFS file spec could be another way 

to reach technology-savvy riders. 

Youth, 
millennials, 

visitors 
  

Targeted 
radio and 
magazine 

advertising 

Radio seems to be an effective 
advertising tool for ongoing messages to 

build awareness. SPOT should pursue 
trade or public service announcements 

(PSAs) on radio. Additionally, SPOT 
could look at ads in local magazines, 

although this is higher cost and harder 
to trade or get free submissions. SPOT 
has been in Sandpoint Magazine in the 

past and needs to evaluate the 
effectiveness of this ad and its cost 

relative to other marketing potentials. 
Cost dependent on trade or PSA. 

New riders, 
general 

community 
  

Special events 

SPOT could consider providing 
additional bus service for many special 
events throughout the year. This would 

introduce the bus to new riders and 
increase SPOT’s visibility in the 

community; however, special events can 
be challenging. SPOT will need a partner 

who will promote the extra event 
service and limit parking around the 

event venue, or the special event service 
can be underutilized and ineffective. 

New riders 

  

Links to local 
partners 

SPOT should work to integrate 
awareness into as many efforts of the 
cities and counties as possible. This 

could include SPOT on municipal 
websites or having SPOT at city or 

county sponsored events. SPOT should 
be integrated into the cities and the 
county, as the transportation arm. 

The 
community  

at-large 
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The Plan Year by Year 

For the coming three years, SPOT should begin to put into action some of the information, 
ideas, and tools presented. SPOT can take its limited budgeted and staff time and slowly 
and incrementally implement the Marketing and Outreach Plan. 
 

Year Goal and Theme Tools Resources* 

Year 1 

To improve the basic 
marketing and outreach 
building blocks, in order to 
setup SPOT for future success. 
SPOT must invest in basic 
customer information tools, 
rider amenities, PR strategies, 
and partnerships. 

 Bus stop signage and 
amenities 

 Website rebuild 
 Bus branding and ID 
 Driver training 
 Press releases 
 Update bus schedule 

format 
 Links to local partners 

$5,000-$10,000 in 
direct marketing 
spend plus in-kind 
partner support 
 
Staff, board, and in-
kind partners time 
total of 10-20 hours 
per month 

Year 2 

Continue work from Year 1 
and begin to leverage those 
efforts to: 
 
1. Get regular riders riding 
more 
2. Start attracting new 
markets. 
 
With basics in place, SPOT can 
now go to work on getting 
more people on board and 
building community 
awareness. 

 Employer outreach 
 School partnerships 
 Rider of the month spots 
 SPOT for better health 
 Flyers and posters 
 Facebook and social 

media 
 Quick reference guides 

$10,000-$15,000 in 
marketing plus in-
kind partner support 
 
Staff, board, 
contracted, and in-
kind time total of 20-
25 hours per month 

Year 3 

Years 1 and 2 create 
opportunity for Year 3 to be 
year of significant external 
marketing and ridership 
growth among new marketing. 
This is the year to make SPOT 
omnipresent in the 
community. 

 Business partner “I’m on 
the SPOT” 

 Presentations to the 
community 

 Phone app and other 
technology 

 Coffee sleeves and 
coasters 

 Targeted ads 
 Special events 

$20,000-$25,000 in 
marketing plus in-
kind 
 
Time of 25-30 hours 
per month 

 

*This is direct marketing and out expense. Capital and operating expenses that have marketing benefits, such as 
service improvements, bus stop amenities and new buses, are not included in Resources. 
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Each year builds on the next and efforts started in Year 1 must be continually developed 
through Years 2 and 3. Once an effort is started, it is recommended that it be continued 
going forward, unless it is thoroughly reviewed and there is an identified reason it is 
deemed ineffective (effectiveness often increases with time). Budgeting and staffing must 
grow to support increasing SPOT marketing and outreach efforts over the next three years. 
 

Getting This Work Done (Limitations and Need for Partnerships) 

The challenge to implementing this plan is figuring how to fund these efforts and how to 
improve marketing without impacting existing service. Every public transportation system 
faces the same challenge of finding enough funding for marketing and outreach when the 
direct costs of running bus service are a higher priority. But funding this marketing plan is 
critical to SPOT’s success; running SPOT buses without good marketing means the service 
will not reach its full potential. Acknowledging that SPOT has budget and staff limitations in 
implementing the ideas of this plan, SPOT must seek creative partnerships, cost share, 
schedule the work slowly, and use low-cost approaches. 
 
The budget constraint is one of the biggest challenges to plan implementation. SPOT should 
look to allocate more funding to marketing, but this approach will take time – SPOT has a 
fixed budget and service commitments that use almost all the current budget. It is 
recommended that SPOT also pursue a more immediate solution for accomplishing 
marketing goals – set-up an interior and exterior bus advertising program with the goal of 
trading ads on buses for SPOT ads in a variety of media. SPOT should trade bus ad space for 
radio spots, online advertising, putting the bus schedule in the newspaper, getting SPOT 
into businesses (like on coffee cups or coasters), or any other creative trades SPOT can 
establish. The goal of ads on SPOT buses wouldn’t be to generate direct revenue – the goal 
would be to generate trade dollars for SPOT marketing and outreach.  Bus ads could also be 
used as trade for staff time from partners who can help market and promote. 
 
The other biggest constraint is available staff time. Currently, SPOT is not staffed to carry 
out much of this plan. SPOT has one full-time employee whose time is consumed with day 
to day operations. Given this time constraint, SPOT must look to other ways to get this 
work completed and rely on its partners to help. 
 
Workhorse board of directors 

 The SPOT board has shown that it is willing to work and will need to give time to 
these marketing efforts 

Schweitzer Mountain Resort 
 With in-house marketing resources, Schweitzer could provide marketing staff time 

to help SPOT implement this plan, which could be done as part of a trade for bus ad 
space or as in-kind donation as part of a partnership for bus service to the mountain 
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Municipal partners 
 SPOT could reach out to its partner cities to ask for help with specific marketing and 

outreach initiatives from city staff or officials who may have expertise or access to 
helpful resources like existing city newsletters 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
SPOT has a strong, recognizable community brand with loyal and happy customers. 
Building upon this base of support, SPOT is ready to grow its awareness, usage, and 
community impact. By implementing this Marketing and Outreach Plan, SPOT will become 
a community institution that is positively viewed throughout the region. Many more 
opportunities and new ideas will result from starting down the path of better marketing 
and outreach – SPOT should plan to incorporate this evolution of marketing and outreach 
through periodic updates to this plan. 
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Rd 

 

 

OVERVIEW 
The goal of this SPOT Marketing and Public Outreach Plan is to provide a clear path 
towards continuing to grow ridership and build community support. SPOT has a solid 
foundation on which to build increased marketing and public outreach efforts. It has a 
strong brand, solid ridership, enthusiastic community support, and positive political 
momentum. This plan will leverage all of these assets in a thoughtful and strategic way.  
 
The Marketing and Public Outreach Plan addresses the following: 
 

• Current marketing efforts  
 

• Who is riding today, why they ride, and how to get them to ride more 
 

• Who isn’t riding much today and how to get them onboard 
 

• A toolkit of strategies, rated by cost and complexity, and mapped to target 
audiences 

 
• A three-year approach to implementation 

 
• Partnerships required to successfully implement this plan 

 

Informing this plan are stakeholder interviews, two community surveys – from riders and 
stakeholders, and market research performed by SHIFT. This plan uses industry best 
practices, opportunities unique to SPOT and the communities it serves, and successful 
efforts from other communities. 
 
Implementation of this plan will result in a stronger SPOT that continues to weave itself 
more tightly into the fabric of the community. In several of our community interviews, the 
idea of making SPOT “just the way you get around” and “what our community does” and “a 
community institution” were expressed and embody exactly what a good marketing and 
public outreach plan can do for SPOT, along with strategic implementation. 
 

 

 

 

See SPOT Engage 
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SPOT MARKETING EFFORTS TO DATE 
The SPOT brand is very strong for a small transit system. SPOT’s brand reflects the 
community and is easily identifiable. The logo, bus graphics and generally positive 
community perception of SPOT are tremendous assets that can be leveraged towards a new 
infusion of energy, excitement, and growth. 
 
As SPOT moves forward with 
the marketing and outreach 
efforts of this plan, the brand 
and what it represents should 
be infused into all the various 
outputs. The brand should 
remain the same and be 
adapted and leveraged to 
connect more people to the 
bus and get more people on 
board. The main goal of this 
plan is for the community to 
view the SPOT brand 
synonymously with economic 
vitality and development.  
 
SPOT has gone through a common cycle for new services in rural areas with a limited 
budget. Initially, SPOT had a lot of buzz, the awareness of SPOT grew quickly, there was 
initial money to market the service, and ridership grew quickly. Now, SPOT has hit a 5-year 
plateau where ridership is steady but not growing, awareness among non-riders has 
dropped, money for marketing is very limited, and customer information needs 
improvement. SPOT must invest more in marketing in order to reverse this trend. The 
baseline budget for marketing is very small: 
 

The current SPOT marketing and advertising budget  
is only $1500-$2000 per year. 

 

This current spend consists of limited print advertising, printed brochures, and website 
costs. Bus graphics and bus stop signage are not included in this total, but are included as 
part of the Capital Improvement Plan (bus graphics are included in the cost of a new bus 
and bus stop signage project already funded and slated for 2017). The advertising budget is 
so limited that SPOT is not able to build awareness or grow ridership through marketing or 
outreach. 
 
SPOT should start planning for how to grow funding for these marketing investments. This 
is a challenge that will be addressed later in this plan with ideas on how to partner and 
trade for market exposure. The good news is that SPOT has strong brand fundamentals and 
is ready to build on this foundation to renew itself and look for more support and use in the 
coming three years. 

The SPOT Brand = fun, interesting, community-oriented 
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COMMUNITY SURVEYS 
SHIFT conducted two similar surveys, from two distinct community groups – existing 
riders and community stakeholders. The goal of the surveys was to understand a variety of 
aspects including the markets and identify marketing opportunities, service improvement 
needs and perceptions of SPOT.  Only a portion of the questions from each survey were 
asked of both groups, the rest were tailored specifically to either existing riders or 
community stakeholders.  
 
This plan focuses only on the survey responses that inform the markets and marketing 
opportunities. The existing riders group responded to marketing questions about how they 
use SPOT and why, how they plan their trip, and where they get their SPOT and other 
community information. The stakeholder group represented key decision makers and 
responded to some rider questions, such as why they ride or don’t ride and what could get 
them to ride or ride more frequently, as well as marketing ideas for increasing ridership.  
 

Existing Riders Survey - Results 

SHIFT conducted a survey of existing riders to understand who is using SPOT, why they are 
riding, and how they use the bus. 45 riders responded to the survey, which represents 
approximately 3% of the average weekly ridership, and 21% of the average daily ridership. 
 
They survey shows 25% of respondents use SPOT 10 or more times a week, while 50% of  
respondents use it between 1-5 times a week. All respondents ride on weekdays and  
almost all ride on weekends too. The large majority live in Sandpoint, and most are 
employed, followed closely by retirees (retirees includes those no longer working, not 
necessarily retirement age). 
 

Rider Residency     Employment Status 
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In terms of age, SPOT riders tend be either younger riders, with 44% of riders aged 25 or 
younger, or older riders, with 28% of riders aged 56 or older. Middle-aged riders make up 
the smallest percentage of riders. 

 
Rider Age 

 
 

 
 

When asked about trip purpose, SHIFT found that most SPOT riders were using the bus for 
shopping, followed closely by work, but the results show that SPOT is being used for a wide 
variety of trip purposes. The data show that SPOT has a diverse ridership that counts on 
the service for all types of trips: 

 
Reason for Trip 
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Another goal of the survey was to find out how riders are doing their trip planning, how 
they originally found out about the bus, and why they ride: 

 
How Did You Plan Your Trip Today? 

 

 
The “other” responses were predominately that the rider knows the schedule and doesn’t need to pre-plan 
their trip. The two additional responses received as “other” are: 1) schedule on phone; 2) called paratransit. 

 
 

How Did You Hear about SPOT? 
 

 
 

Why Do You Ride SPOT? 
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Existing Riders Survey - Discussion 

SPOT is used by a diverse group of 
people, representing many age 
groups with varying reasons for 
using SPOT. There were a few 
patterns identified in the responses 
received that lead to assumptions 
regarding who the majority of 
riders are today and what groups 
of riders are not as prevalent.  The  
survey results highlight three 
target market opportunities: 
 

1) Youth/young adults 
 

2) Seniors 
 

3) Employees (middle ages) 

 
The youth/young adult segment of SPOT respondents can be summarized as follows: 
 

 They form the majority of riders responding to the survey 
 

 They don’t drive or have access to a vehicle  
 

 They are almost solely use SPOT for shopping and work trips 
 

 70% live in Sandpoint 
 

 They use both routes equally 
 

 They predominately get their information from the SPOT website   

The survey was conducted in August; therefore, youth respondents were not in school and 
no responses were collected reflecting that this age demographic is using SPOT for school 
transportation. Additional information or survey data would need to be collected to 
identify whether they are using SPOT for transportation to and from school. Without 
knowing the results, assumptions can be made that this is likely occurring during the 
school year. Gaining more youth ridership during the school year is certainly a marketing 
opportunity through outreach and promotion at the schools. 
 
Riders greater than 65 in age made up 16% of respondents. This group’s responses can be 
summarized as follows: 
 

 They use SPOT primarily for shopping and leisure trips 
 

 50% live in Ponderay 
 

 They get their SPOT information from a variety of places – website, brochures 
around town, newspaper, and at community centers 
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 Their trips tend to be longer in miles, which might be because 50% of the 
respondents from this demographic reported to live in Ponderay and are likely 
traveling to Sandpoint or another location outside of Ponderay for their 
shopping and leisure trips 

 

 They ride SPOT predominately because they would rather not drive and because 
it’s easy and convenient 

 
Almost 56% of all respondents heard about SPOT from someone (word of mouth), with 
about 30% finding out about SPOT by seeing the bus. This leaves about 14% of 
respondents learning about SPOT from other forms of marketing. This is an indicator that 
either SPOT has invested little in advertising or riders are not receptive to the types of 
advertising that SPOT has pursued. The former is likely the primary reason, but 
strategically selecting the type of advertising is also an important consideration.  

 

Stakeholder Survey (Riders and Non-Riders) – Results and Discussion 

SHIFT polled community stakeholders by designing an online survey and distributing it 
electronically through a variety of means including the Sandpoint Chamber, city and county 
electronic mailing lists, a link on the SPOT website, a feature in the Bonner County Bee, and 
a feature on Sandpoint Online.  Here are the results of 49 respondents who took the survey. 
 
Rider Residency 
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43.5% have never taken SPOT before. Of these respondents, the following reasons for not 
riding were received: 
 

 
 
When this group was asked what could get them to ride spot, they responded as follows: 
 

 
In addition to the choices provided above, the group was also given the option to write in 
their own ideas that might get them to ride SPOT. Their feedback was predominately split 
between two responses: 1) clearer information and route maps; 2) expanded service to 
Sagle, Baldy Road, and shuttle service between parking areas and City Beach/downtown 
during the weekends.  
 
56.5% of the stakeholder group has taken SPOT. When asked their reasons for riding, the 
top three responses among respondents were: 1) transportation while their car was 
repaired; 2) leisure or social activity; 3) shopping. These results are consistent with  
the results of the rider survey; few middle-age respondents are using SPOT for 
transportation to and from work. The stakeholder group likely uses SPOT for infrequent 
trips, on occasion, not for daily commuting. 
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The stakeholder group was asked to respond to what the perception of SPOT is and its role 
in the community. Here were the responses: 
 

 
These results indicate that stakeholders perceive SPOT as a necessary service for those that 
need it and as a benefit to residents to allow them more transportation options. They see 
SPOT less as helping the local economy and businesses and even less as giving visitors 
more transportation options. These are two areas where more targeted marketing can 
change the community’s perception of SPOT from offering limited, but necessary, 
transportation benefits to SPOT being “a community institution” and “just the way we get 
around,” as heard during several stakeholder interviews.  
 
The stakeholder group was asked what the most cost effective marking strategies/tools are 
to attract more riders and improve awareness of SPOT and the following responses were 
received: 
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Getting more information out about SPOT around town is a common theme in the results of 
both community surveys that could help increase ridership with the general community as 
well as visitors and establish SPOT as beneficial to the economy and businesses.   
 
There can be a relationship between increased ridership and economic and community  
vitality. SPOT riders walk or bike to and from each bus stop when they begin and end their 
trip. Walking by businesses creates opportunities for more economic activity around these 
bus stops. When parking is limited people may decide not to visit downtown areas at all, 
whereas SPOT could provide a hassle free and easy way to get people to a location without 
the stress and inconvenience of parking. 
 
 

Marketing for Boundary County, Paratransit, and Vanpool 
Much of the research, discussion, and tools in this plan are focused on riders of the fixed 
route system – Blue and Green Route riders. This market represents one of the largest 
opportunities for growth through marketing and outreach. Many of the marketing ideas in 
the toolkit section of the plan can be used for these services, but it is important to discuss 
specific marketing tactics for Boundary County, paratransit and vanpool and the 
communities they serve. These groups weren’t specifically surveyed, but SHIFT conducted 
many interviews and drew on best practices when marketing to these groups. 
 

Boundary County-Bonner’s Ferry Demand Response Service 

This service is still relatively new, running less than eighteen months, and has done a good 
job of attracting a base of riders that need the service. It routinely runs at better than two 
riders per hour, which is good for a demand response service.   
 
In a small community such as Bonner’s Ferry, word of mouth and grassroots marketing are 
the best approach. As a new service, SPOT needs to educate the community about what 
SPOT is, how it operates, and why it’s good for everyone.  
 
The first step is creating a 
simple marketing piece that can 
printed and distributed in 
several forms including as a 
rack card, a flyer, and 
electronically. The purpose of 
this would be two-fold: to 
promote the service itself and 
how to use it (hours of service, 
destinations, etc.), and to 
educate on what public 
transportation is.  
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The educational message should be: 
 

• Public transportation is a public service and is open to everyone 
 

• The city and county support and sponsor SPOT services 
 

• With more demand and use, SPOT could add more service to the Bonner’s Ferry 
area 

 

• Public transportation is good for the community – it provides vital mobility, saves 
riders money, and provides more independence to those who use SPOT 

 

 
Recommended distribution of this marketing 
piece is:  
 

 posting around town 
 city mailings 
 local businesses 
 hospital 
 assisted living facilities (e.g. Restorium) 
 visitor center 
 city hall 

 

SPOT should also consider being interviewed 
on the local radio show and presenting to as 
many community groups as possible. It should 
also be distributed electronically through 
Bonner’s Ferry online, Facebook groups, and 
city and county online resources. 

 

 

 

Bonner County Paratransit Service 

Paratransit service is a federal requirement of a fixed route service, when federally funded. 
SPOT should consider marketing this service in conjunction with marketing the fixed route 
service. There are numerous benefits to increased awareness of paratransit service:  
 

1) providing mobility to those that need it most 
 

2) increasing efficiency/productivity of paratransit service by linking multiple trips 
together instead of only single rider trips 
 

3) providing positive community perception 

 
 

SPOT strengthens the community by 
providing mobility and independence 

 

Credit: Bonner’s Ferry Herald 
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Currently, this service is marketed very little. There is a very small mention of it on the 
SPOT schedule, with no detailed information about the service, and the website doesn’t 
have any section about this service. SPOT should increase the information about 
paratransit on the SPOT printed schedule and website as a first step to better marketing 
this service. The next step would be to create a dedicated informational card on this 
service, much like the one suggested for the Bonner’s Ferry demand response service, that 
would describe hours of service, prequalification process, area of service, and other helpful 
information. This should be distributed to all social service organizations in the Sandpoint 
area, as well as at assisted living facilities, the hospital, disability organizations, and the 
senior center. 
 

Vanpool 

Based on the current lack of affordable housing and challenges that employers have in 
finding skilled workers, SHIFT anticipates that SPOT will see significant growth in this 
program. Employers will find 
that vanpool can provide 
them with skilled workers 
from outside the area, and 
employees will find that 
vanpool links affordable 
housing locations with high 
paying jobs in a cost-effective 
way.  
 
Vanpool marketing is 
straightforward: 
 
Put together an informational piece on how vanpool works 
 

 Include example pricing and commuter tax benefit information (vanpool qualifies 
for pre-tax consideration under the Commuter Benefits program) 

 Describe benefits of vanpool for employee and employer 
 Adapt for flyer/brochure and electronic dissemination  

Set-up meetings with owners and managers of local businesses and present vanpool basics 
 

 Find how vanpool can solve the employee challenges 
 Vanpool delivers happier, safer, better rested employees to the job 

Follow-up with interested employers to build interest among employees 
 

 Employee staff meetings, email communications, and drop-in coffee talks are all 
ways to build employee interest 
 

The Sandpoint area employers should be very receptive to vanpool, and SPOT could see 
this program grow quickly with some basic promotion and direct outreach. 
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Marketing to Those Who Will Never Ride 

Riders or non-rider aside, the public perception of SPOT is critical to ongoing partnerships  
and funding. SPOT is a public agency receiving local tax dollars that aren’t guaranteed year-
to-year; therefore, marketing to the community itself is a necessity. It’s not enough to have 
regular riders taking more trips, new demographics getting on the bus, and routes 
connecting to new destinations. Elected officials, business leaders, non-profit 
organizations, and the community at large must know about SPOT and understand why 
SPOT is important to the community, regardless of whether someone rides or not. SPOT 
needs the community to feel that public transportation is an important community asset 
and something worthy of supporting. 
 
SPOT can tailor the message for a particular group, but some of the resonating talking 
points that board and staff can use include: 
 

SPOT is good for quality of life 
 

 Communities with good public transportation are nicer, easier, more connected 
places to live and work 

 Public transportation makes the community more attractive – those living here 
are more likely to stay and those thinking of living here are more likely to relocate 

 Communities that rely less on single occupancy vehicles are more resilient  

SPOT is good for business 
 

 With a tight job market, employers are looking for ways to attract and retain 
employees – public transportation options make this easier 

 Consistent transportation means employees get to work safely and are often more 
rested and ready to work 

 Those people riding SPOT save money and can spend it on other things 
 Bus trips end and begin with walking or biking, which means bus riders are more 

likely to frequent businesses while enroute 

SPOT is good for housing 
 

 With limited affordable housing within walking distance to most amenities, SPOT 
can better link jobs and services with housing in outlying areas 

 Vanpool can be used as a tool to link areas of regional activity 

SPOT is good for biking and walking and community health 
 

 Public transportation can reduce depression and isolation among those who use it 
 Every bus trip on SPOT starts and end with a walk or a bike trip, which helps 

improve health 
 SPOT takes an average of 400 cars off the road per day, which improves the 

downtown experience for biking and walking 
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SPOT is good for the environment and congestion 
 

 With an average of 6 people an hour getting on the bus, that means the effective 
miles per gallon of the bus is 72MPG! 

 More people on the bus = less people in cars 
 SPOT must continually talk about the community benefits of public transportation 

and build specific outreach efforts towards building general awareness. By 
growing ridership and this community awareness, the political support and 
overall goodwill will happen naturally. 

SPOT must continually talk about the community benefits of public transportation and 
build specific outreach efforts towards building general awareness. By growing ridership 
and this community awareness, the political support and overall goodwill will happen 
naturally. 
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THE TOOLKIT 
 

TOOL DESCRIPTION 
TARGET 

AUDIENCE 
COST 

LEVEL OF 
DIFFICULTY 

Better bus 
stop 

amenities 

One of the top requests from the surveys 
was better bus stops with amenities like 

benches, shelters, and lighting. All of 
these improve the overall riding 

experience and make new riders more 
likely to ride again. Bus stops are also 
the most visible aspect of the service 

and impact the community perception. 

All current and 
potential 

riders; the 
community  

at-large   

Better bus 
stop signage 

Through its work on this plan, SHIFT 
heard that bus stop signage needs to 
improve to show the system map and 
the bus times at a particular stop. The 
signage should also identify the stop 

itself. In addition, larger and more 
visible signs can have an advertising 

benefit. 

Current 
riders and  

general  
community  
impression   

Invest in 
better buses 
that all have 

route 
identification 

Many of SPOT buses are in need of 
replacement and hurt the rider 

experience, especially for those buses 
that don’t have adequate air 

conditioning for cooling in the summer. 
Also, many riders requested desire to 

know what route a bus is running 
through bus identification. Although this 

is a capital improvement issue, it 
impacts marketing and ridership 

growth. Buses with better passenger 
amenities that are easier to board and 
are more comfortable will help market 

the service. 

Current riders, 
new riders, 
and general 
community 
impression   

Improve the 
service 

Although this is part of the transit 
service plan, improving the service is 

certainly a marketing tool. Especially for 
tourists who might use the service to get 

around and for skiers going to 
Schweitzer. And later night service 

might encourage 25-45 demographic 
ridership. 

New riders 
(millennials, 

young 
families), 

tourists, skiers, 
seniors, 

employees/ 
commuters 
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TOOL DESCRIPTION 
TARGET 

AUDIENCE 
COST 

LEVEL OF 
DIFFICULTY 

Invest in the 
drivers as 
marketers 

Drivers are SPOT’s ambassadors. By 
keeping drivers happy and informed, 

they can be effective marketing tools for 
growing the service. Training drivers in 

how to provide the highest quality 
customer service will pay dividends 
every time someone rides the bus. 

Current riders, 
first time 

riders 
  

New website 

Redesigning and updating the SPOT 
website is recommended and is a key 
customer information tool. This effort 
would include completely overhauling 
the existing site to create a much easier 

user experience; update website content 
with more complete SPOT information; 
include real-time bus information tools; 

and have better maps and timetables. 
Once the new site is built, SPOT should 
plan to use the site for timely news and 

rider alerts, as service changes. 

Youth, tourists, 
businesses, 

existing riders 
  

Press releases 

SPOT should celebrate its successes and 
regularly update the community on 

SPOT through periodic press releases. 
SPOT should have a standard press 

release template and list of press 
contacts for distribution of press 
releases. The Bonner County Bee, 

Sandpoint Reader, Sandpoint Online 
Town Crier, and KXLY should all receive 

SPOT press releases. 

Community at 
large; those 

who may 
never ride 

  

Business 
partner 

campaign 
 “I’m on the 

SPOT”  

This idea is to create a campaign where 
supporting businesses would display a 

“I’m on the SPOT – ask me about the free 
bus” window sticker to show support of 

SPOT. The business would also have 
SPOT schedules available, preferably in 
a holder on the counter, and know the 

basics about SPOT. Also promoting it to 
specific businesses with built-in 

ridership needs like auto repair shops. 

Visitors,  
new riders, 
businesses 
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TOOL DESCRIPTION 
TARGET 

AUDIENCE 
COST 

LEVEL OF 
DIFFICULTY 

School 
partnerships 
and outreach 

Since youth are such a big part of SPOT’s 
current ridership, SPOT should work to 

encourage more students to ride the bus 
by promoting SPOT at school events, in 
youth publications (like the high school 

newspaper), and by having SPOT bus 
information at all of the schools. SPOT 
should also look for opportunities to 

partner with schools on transportation 
needs – taking a SPOT route for a field 
trip is a great way to introduce SPOT. 

Youth,  
school staff 

  

Re-do printed 
schedule and 

distribute 
more widely 

Through surveys conducted for this 
project, we know that the SPOT bus 

schedule needs to be updated for easier 
comprehension and made more readily 

available throughout the community. 
The SPOT printed schedule needs a 

better map and easier to understand 
timetable for each route, and it needs to 
include information on paratransit and 
vanpool. A separate information rack 

card should be developed for Bonner’s 
Ferry service for distribution in that 
area. SPOT should consider paying to 
have the schedule distributed in local 

brochure racks. 

Community at 
large; those 

who may 
never ride 

  

Quick 
reference 

guides and 
training of 

staff near bus 
stops 

Businesses closest to the bus stops can 
be one of the best ambassadors for the 
service. This idea involves creating a 

simple quick reference card or handout 
that shows the nearest bus stop location 
in relation to the system map (“you are 
here”) and gives the schedule for just 

that bus stop location (northbound bus 
at :45 from 6:45 until 5:45). This allows 

local businesses to know and share 
information with their customers. 

All 
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TOOL DESCRIPTION 
TARGET 

AUDIENCE 
COST 

LEVEL OF 
DIFFICULTY 

Flyers and 
posters 

around town 

From market and community research, 
flyers and posters around town seem to 

be an effective communication tool. 
SPOT should develop flyers and posters 
that build awareness of the bus service, 
its benefits, and any new and interesting 
services. This tool could be particularly 
effective when SPOT grows or changes 

its service. Flyers could be placed at 
many locations around town – senior 

centers, social service offices, the 
library, non-profits, and community 
centers would all make good poster 

locations. 

Locals, seniors, 
youth, visitors,  

employees/ 
commuters 

  

SPOT as a 
vehicle for 

better health 

According to a study presented at the 
American Heart Association's Scientific 
Sessions 2015, riding the bus or train to 

work is associated with significant 
health improvements. Promoting this 
fact and partnering with public health 

organizations can be a great way to 
build ridership. The ParkRx program, a 
health initiative to get people healthier 
by exercising in parks, of the Kanisku 

Land Trust is a developing partnership 
for SPOT. By linking the SPOT bus into a 

trip to a park, SPOT can attract new 
riders. This tool is simply partnering 

with ParkRx and other healthcare 
organizations to cross-promote SPOT 

services. 

Those with 
physical or 

mental health 
problems 

  

Presentations 
to partners, 

especially city 
councils, 
business 
groups 

Making presentations is one of the most 
effective ways to educate the 

community about SPOT services and 
their importance. Although this is a time 
consuming effort, it is low cost and very 
effective. SPOT should work to develop a 

standard set of talking points, service 
highlights, and organizational statistics. 

Depending on the presentation, this 
might be a PowerPoint, a 1-2 page 

handout, or use the flyers. This tool will 
help build general community support 

for SPOT. 

Decision 
makers, 

community 
leadership 
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TOOL DESCRIPTION 
TARGET 

AUDIENCE 
COST 

LEVEL OF 
DIFFICULTY 

Rider of the 
month 

spotlight 
and/or bus 
schedule in 
newspaper 

Advertising in the newspaper isn’t 
something recommended for SPOT due 

to high costs; however, SPOT may be 
able to work with the Bee or Reader to 

get free or discounted placement of 
monthly rider profiles or perhaps 

having the bus schedule in the 
newspaper. The rider profile could be a 

recurring feature that would have a 
picture and quote from a SPOT rider in 

order to highlight why SPOT is awesome 
and showcase a daily rider who’s story 

helps illustrate the paradigm, that SPOT 
is “just the way we get around.” 

All 

  

“Get on the 
SPOT” 

campaign for 
coffee sleeves 
and coasters 

Having a simple message printed on 
coffee sleeves and coasters at local 

coffee shops and restaurants could be a 
low-cost way to create exposure to 
SPOT. This tool would hopefully be 
something that the local business 

partner (restaurant or coffee shop) 
would want to help underwrite. 

New riders, 
millennials, 

choice riders 
(those who 

drive but 
might choose 

to ride 
occasionally) 

  

Employer 
outreach 

Local businesses need to know about 
SPOT and how SPOT can help solve 

employee commuting challenges. SPOT 
should meet with and present to major 
employers and their employees details 
about SPOT services. This tool will be 

particularly helpful in building vanpools. 
Attending employee staff meetings, 

dropping by with donuts for a meet and 
greet, and working with HR staff on 

flyers and emails to employees are all 
ways to implement. 

Commuters 

  

Facebook 
page, social 

media 

Facebook and select regional Facebook 
groups could be effective ways to send 

periodic updates about SPOT with 
interesting and timely content. In order 

to be effective, the SPOT social media 
account must be regularly monitored 

and actively managed. 

Youth, 
millennials, 

community at 
large 
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TOOL DESCRIPTION 
TARGET 

AUDIENCE 
COST 

LEVEL OF 
DIFFICULTY 

Troubleshoot 
phone app 

and promote 
as part of all 

other 
campaigns, 
along with 

other 
technology 

SPOT has an app that shows customers 
where the bus is in real-time, but it isn’t 

working consistently and isn’t 
promoted. The DoubleMap app could be 

an excellent tool, especially for tech 
savvy riders, but it must be managed 

and promoted (i.e. included on all SPOT 
materials). This technology does take a 

lot of time to manage and keep up to 
date; SPOT doesn’t have this expertise 
or time today. If SPOT does have the 
capacity, integrating SPOT schedule 

information into Google Maps through 
the GTFS file spec could be another way 

to reach technology-savvy riders. 

Youth, 
millennials, 

visitors 
  

Targeted 
radio and 
magazine 

advertising 

Radio seems to be an effective 
advertising tool for ongoing messages to 

build awareness. SPOT should pursue 
trade or public service announcements 

(PSAs) on radio. Additionally, SPOT 
could look at ads in local magazines, 

although this is higher cost and harder 
to trade or get free submissions. SPOT 
has been in Sandpoint Magazine in the 

past and needs to evaluate the 
effectiveness of this ad and its cost 

relative to other marketing potentials. 
Cost dependent on trade or PSA. 

New riders, 
general 

community 
  

Special events 

SPOT could consider providing 
additional bus service for many special 
events throughout the year. This would 

introduce the bus to new riders and 
increase SPOT’s visibility in the 

community; however, special events can 
be challenging. SPOT will need a partner 

who will promote the extra event 
service and limit parking around the 

event venue, or the special event service 
can be underutilized and ineffective. 

New riders 

  

Links to local 
partners 

SPOT should work to integrate 
awareness into as many efforts of the 
cities and counties as possible. This 

could include SPOT on municipal 
websites or having SPOT at city or 

county sponsored events. SPOT should 
be integrated into the cities and the 
county, as the transportation arm. 

The 
community  

at-large 
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The Plan Year by Year 

For the coming three years, SPOT should begin to put into action some of the information, 
ideas, and tools presented. SPOT can take its limited budgeted and staff time and slowly 
and incrementally implement the Marketing and Outreach Plan. 
 

Year Goal and Theme Tools Resources* 

Year 1 

To improve the basic 
marketing and outreach 
building blocks, in order to 
setup SPOT for future success. 
SPOT must invest in basic 
customer information tools, 
rider amenities, PR strategies, 
and partnerships. 

 Bus stop signage and 
amenities 

 Website rebuild 
 Bus branding and ID 
 Driver training 
 Press releases 
 Update bus schedule 

format 
 Links to local partners 

$5,000-$10,000 in 
direct marketing 
spend plus in-kind 
partner support 
 
Staff, board, and in-
kind partners time 
total of 10-20 hours 
per month 

Year 2 

Continue work from Year 1 
and begin to leverage those 
efforts to: 
 
1. Get regular riders riding 
more 
2. Start attracting new 
markets. 
 
With basics in place, SPOT can 
now go to work on getting 
more people on board and 
building community 
awareness. 

 Employer outreach 
 School partnerships 
 Rider of the month spots 
 SPOT for better health 
 Flyers and posters 
 Facebook and social 

media 
 Quick reference guides 

$10,000-$15,000 in 
marketing plus in-
kind partner support 
 
Staff, board, 
contracted, and in-
kind time total of 20-
25 hours per month 

Year 3 

Years 1 and 2 create 
opportunity for Year 3 to be 
year of significant external 
marketing and ridership 
growth among new marketing. 
This is the year to make SPOT 
omnipresent in the 
community. 

 Business partner “I’m on 
the SPOT” 

 Presentations to the 
community 

 Phone app and other 
technology 

 Coffee sleeves and 
coasters 

 Targeted ads 
 Special events 

$20,000-$25,000 in 
marketing plus in-
kind 
 
Time of 25-30 hours 
per month 

 

*This is direct marketing and out expense. Capital and operating expenses that have marketing benefits, such as 
service improvements, bus stop amenities and new buses, are not included in Resources. 
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Each year builds on the next and efforts started in Year 1 must be continually developed 
through Years 2 and 3. Once an effort is started, it is recommended that it be continued 
going forward, unless it is thoroughly reviewed and there is an identified reason it is 
deemed ineffective (effectiveness often increases with time). Budgeting and staffing must 
grow to support increasing SPOT marketing and outreach efforts over the next three years. 
 

Getting This Work Done (Limitations and Need for Partnerships) 

The challenge to implementing this plan is figuring how to fund these efforts and how to 
improve marketing without impacting existing service. Every public transportation system 
faces the same challenge of finding enough funding for marketing and outreach when the 
direct costs of running bus service are a higher priority. But funding this marketing plan is 
critical to SPOT’s success; running SPOT buses without good marketing means the service 
will not reach its full potential. Acknowledging that SPOT has budget and staff limitations in 
implementing the ideas of this plan, SPOT must seek creative partnerships, cost share, 
schedule the work slowly, and use low-cost approaches. 
 
The budget constraint is one of the biggest challenges to plan implementation. SPOT should 
look to allocate more funding to marketing, but this approach will take time – SPOT has a 
fixed budget and service commitments that use almost all the current budget. It is 
recommended that SPOT also pursue a more immediate solution for accomplishing 
marketing goals – set-up an interior and exterior bus advertising program with the goal of 
trading ads on buses for SPOT ads in a variety of media. SPOT should trade bus ad space for 
radio spots, online advertising, putting the bus schedule in the newspaper, getting SPOT 
into businesses (like on coffee cups or coasters), or any other creative trades SPOT can 
establish. The goal of ads on SPOT buses wouldn’t be to generate direct revenue – the goal 
would be to generate trade dollars for SPOT marketing and outreach.  Bus ads could also be 
used as trade for staff time from partners who can help market and promote. 
 
The other biggest constraint is available staff time. Currently, SPOT is not staffed to carry 
out much of this plan. SPOT has one full-time employee whose time is consumed with day 
to day operations. Given this time constraint, SPOT must look to other ways to get this 
work completed and rely on its partners to help. 
 
Workhorse board of directors 

 The SPOT board has shown that it is willing to work and will need to give time to 
these marketing efforts 

Schweitzer Mountain Resort 
 With in-house marketing resources, Schweitzer could provide marketing staff time 

to help SPOT implement this plan, which could be done as part of a trade for bus ad 
space or as in-kind donation as part of a partnership for bus service to the mountain 
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Municipal partners 
 SPOT could reach out to its partner cities to ask for help with specific marketing and 

outreach initiatives from city staff or officials who may have expertise or access to 
helpful resources like existing city newsletters 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
SPOT has a strong, recognizable community brand with loyal and happy customers. 
Building upon this base of support, SPOT is ready to grow its awareness, usage, and 
community impact. By implementing this Marketing and Outreach Plan, SPOT will become 
a community institution that is positively viewed throughout the region. Many more 
opportunities and new ideas will result from starting down the path of better marketing 
and outreach – SPOT should plan to incorporate this evolution of marketing and outreach 
through periodic updates to this plan. 
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OVERVIEW 
A Transit Service Development Plan is an organizational planning tool that describes how 
existing transit routes and transportation services will be analyzed, developed, and 
operated, all of which is internally valuable to SPOT staff and board. This tool is also used to 
communicate externally with SPOT stakeholders and the community about transit service 
needs. 
 
This plan will define the planning process by which the Transit Service Development Plan 
is updated annually. Included in this process is a mechanism for soliciting public comment 
on planned transit service and vet new service requests. This will allow for a transparent 
process to create more buy-in from the community. Not all the needs can be met, but SPOT 
must give an opportunity to hear from riders, the communities SPOT serves, and the 
general public about how SPOT service should grow. 
 
The core of the Transit Service Development Plan is an evaluation of how to improve and 
grow services. Ideas in the plan are based upon several factors: 
 

• The existing service operated 
 

• Interviews with key stakeholders 
 

• Survey results from riders and non-riders 
 

• Analysis of the services operated and associated statistics 
 

• Funding available now and in the future 
 

• Industry best practices 
 

The plan attempts to reconcile needs with available resources, while protecting existing 
services that are succeeding. The goal is to give SPOT a context for considering how to 
improve existing services and how to evaluate new services. 
 
Finally, the plan will address existing services, ideas for improvement, new services, and 
make recommendations for the coming three years. Included will be route statistics, 
operating costs, trade-off analysis, and growth projections. 
 
 

 

See SPOT Grow 
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FIXED ROUTE SERVICE: THE FUNDAMENTALS 
When planning a fixed route bus system, there are two ends of the service spectrum to 
consider. On the one side of the spectrum are systems designed to cover the largest amount 
of geographic area with routes that offer a relatively low level of service. These routes run 
circuitously over longer distances to many different destinations that are geographically 
dispersed with frequencies often 60 minutes or longer. These routes are designed to 
provide equity and access. On the other side of the spectrum are bus routes that run more 
like rail service, with direct connections along an efficient, linear route, that are commonly 
referred to as high frequency service. Frequency routes run with buses departing every 30 
minutes or less and often connect major destinations. Frequency routes require people to 
walk more, but people will often walk further to get more frequent service than wait for an 
hour to catch a bus closer. 
 
SPOT’s current system has aspects of both a coverage and a frequency system. Service 
between the shopping areas of Ponderay and downtown Sandpoint are direct and more 
frequent with the combined effect of coupled service on both Blue and Green Routes, but 
other areas are served with lower frequency routes of 60 minutes or more, which often 
wind around to get passengers directly in front of where they want to go.  
 
SPOT should consider what model it prefers as it adapts and changes services. Many of the 
ideas in this plan are based around trying to grow ridership and develop more frequent 
service. The reason for this is that ridership growth is an expectation for most funding 
partners, and more frequent service is more productive, in terms of ridership per hour. In 
fact, ridership grows disproportionately higher with increased frequency. In other words, 
doubling frequency from 60 minutes to 30 minutes will often grow ridership by more than 
double.  
 
In addition to considering the directness and frequency of a route, SPOT needs to ensure 
that the service provided is high quality, convenient, and consistent. Ridership doesn’t 
happen overnight. You have to invest in a new service with the mindset that you will 
operate for at least a year, preferably two. Ridership is very hard to build and very easy to 
lose. You build ridership by developing services thoughtfully and run those new service 
with the long-term in mind. Unfortunately, ridership can easily be lost a lot, if service is 
inconsistent or unreliable.  
 
The other key aspects to making a service go are: 
 

Demand 
 

 Do you have enough confidence that a new service will be successful over the long-
term? Have there been a lot of consistent requests for the service? 
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Community-driven (political will) 
 

 This is often overlooked, but for a new route to be successful, there must be 
community interest and political will. Not necessarily from elected officials, 
political will can come from a new employer who is behind the start of a new 
vanpool, or a business like Schweitzer, helping to support the expansion of Blue 
Route to connect to the mountain base. 

Funding  
 

 This one is obvious, but a service must have funding to support it. The funding 
should be predictable and sustainable, as much as possible with public 
transportation funding. SPOT should also be looking at both the operating and 
capital needs of the service. A new bus may be required to start a new route and 
SPOT needs to include the capital equipment budget impacts, both upfront and 
ongoing, and plan accordingly.  

 

THE PLANNING PROCESS: HOW TO BUILD 

In order to have a well-functioning service, SPOT needs to establish a well-functioning 
process for service development. This process should be: 
 

 
  
The committee should be made up of 3-4 board members and other stakeholders that have 
an interest in SPOT services. The existing technical advisory committees could transition 
onto this SPOT Planning Committee alongside willing SPOT board members. The 
committee should be no more than 10 people in order to keep meetings efficient. Meetings 
would be noticed and open to the public, as the Planning Committee would be making 
recommendations to the full SPOT board.  
 

Step 1 
• Form a Service Planning Committee 

Step 2 
• Set performance standards for service evaluation 

Step 3 
• Establish a process for adopting an annual service plan 

Step 4 
• Meet periodically to evaluate service requests and make 

recommendations to full board 

Step 5 
• Adopt annual service for each fiscal year 
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The first task for the SPOT Planning Committee would be to develop a set of standards for 
evaluating current services and new services. The committee would use these standards as 
a reference point for making changes to existing routes, increasing frequency of service, 
and adding new routes or services. Suggested questions to ask are: 

 
For Existing Services: 
 

1) Is a given service meeting performance goals in terms of ridership and cost?  
 

 Even if a given service isn't meeting goals, is there a reason to keep operating 
it, regardless of performance? (e.g., "life-line" services that serve at-risk 
populations without other transportation options) 
 

2) Are there improvements to the service that, on-balance, could provide more upside 
vs. downside? 
 

3) Are bus stops getting too few or too many riders? Do stops need to be added or 
taken away? 
 

4) How can SPOT continuously improve these existing services while still responding 
to unmet needs? 
 

 Don't harm existing, base-level of service 
 

5) If a service needs to be cut or changed significantly, is there a way to still have 
another option for those impacted by any change? 
 

 Perhaps fixed route is replaced by demand response to retain basic mobility? 

 

 
For New Services: 
 

1) What are the biggest unmet needs in the community?  
 

 Basis could be a missing connection, an unserved constituency, a change in 
land use or new land development, economic needs of businesses, or an 
affordable housing link 
 

2) Does it complement existing SPOT services? 
 

 Is there a way to develop a new service such that it adds value to an existing 
service? 
 

3) Does SPOT have the capacity to operate the service? 
 

 Administrative staff requirements, vehicle needs, marketing/promotional 
materials, and partnerships needed for success should all be considered 
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4) What is the funding model? 
 

 Is it sustainable? Does it have both local matching funds and federal funds? 
 

 Does it qualify for new sources of funding? 
 

5) Does it meet the definition of public transportation? 
 

 Will it be open and accessible to the general public? 
 

Federally Mandated Guidelines: 

In addition to establishing service change questions/standards, SPOT is required to set 
service policies and standards for five specific items (requirement of all Federal Transit 
Administration funding recipients):  
 

1) Vehicle load – the maximum number of people per bus type (usually set by bus 
manufacturer but SPOT can choose to be more restrictive) 
 

2) Vehicle assignment – bus sizes for each type of route 
 

3) Vehicle headway – minimum service frequency for particular routes or route types 
 

4) Distribution of transit amenities – goals for establishing bus shelters, benches, etc. 
 

5) Transit access – the proximity of a route to existing population centers or other 
measure of service distribution like bus stop spacing 

 
Once service standards are in place, the Planning Committee should establish a process for 
updating and adopting the annual service plan. In terms of timing with a fiscal year start of 
October 1st, the timeline and process for adopting an annual service plan could be: 
 
January – March: collect service requests (use a standardized form); notify funding 
partners of the process 
 

May: hold a meeting of the Planning Committee to review current services and evaluate 
requests for service changes, improvements, or new services.  
 

June: put basic service concepts into a service outline that matches a draft budget 
 

July: hold another Planning Committee meeting to develop the draft service plan that 
defines services for coming fiscal year 
 

August: solicit public input on draft plan through surveys and community distribution of 
the plan 
 

September: SPOT board adopts service plan, based on available budget and 
recommendation from Planning Committee 
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The process needs to allow for input from the leaders of the communities SPOT serves, the 
riders themselves, general public, and stakeholder organizations. As SPOT is a regional 
provider of public transportation services, there will always be more service requests than 
available resources. This process and timeline will provide context and guidance for how to 
deal with these competing requests.  
 
 

CURRENT SPOT FIXED ROUTE SERVICES: WHAT WE HEARD  
SPOT today is characterized by strong public support, satisfied riders, and solid ridership. 
As SPOT considers how to develop transit services, the current services are the best place 
to start for transit service development.  
 
The easiest and simplest way to grow ridership is to get existing riders to ride more often. 
By understanding what the existing riders like about the current services, why they ride, 
what they would like to see in improvements, SPOT will be able to make better decisions 
with regards to improving the existing routes. The rider survey, which sampled 
approximately 21% of the daily ridership, provided the following insights. 
 
Current riders would most like to see: 
 

1) More frequent service 
2) Later evening service 
3) More stops along the routes 
4) Connections to unserved places 

like Sagle and Ponder Point 
5) Easier to read schedule 

 
Trip purposes: 
 

1) Shopping 
2) Work 
3) Leisure or social activity 
4) Medical 
5) School 

What current riders love about the 
service today: 
 

1) Free! 
2) Easy and convenient 
3) Friendly drivers 
4) Reliable service, that it is 

available 

 
Who’s riding: 
 

1) Those who can’t drive 
2) Young people 
3) Those who want to save money 
4) Retirees 

 
 
All of this rider feedback is crucial to 
remember when considering service changes – 
SPOT has been successful thanks to its current 
riders and changes to service must protect the 
majority of these existing customers to the 
extent possible.  
 
 Happy riders and friendly drivers define SPOT today 
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CURRENT SPOT BUS STOPS: STATS, CONSIDERATIONS, 
ADDITIONS 
Bus stops along the Blue and Green fixed routes are a good starting point to understanding 
the current service and where the riders are boarding the buses. By looking at bus stop 
usage, SPOT can start to see where opportunities for route improvement exist. For 2015, 
SPOT looked at rider concentrations per stop, based on recorded rider boardings. The 
bigger and more green the bubble, the higher the ride boardings; yellow, orange and red 
show lower rider concentrations.  
 

 
 

  
 

Heat map of rider totals at SPOT stop (Credit: Erik Brubaker, Ponderay City Planner) 
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From this data, the top stops in the system, along with average riders per day, are: 
 

 
 
 
The data show how riders are using the 
system today – downtown Sandpoint, the 
library, Walmart, and Bonner Mall are the 
trip generators of the SPOT system. These 
stops show solid use and most are planned 
for bus stop improvements, which will help 
grow ridership even more.  
  
Conversely, there are many stops with such 
limited use that SPOT must consider 
eliminating or moving some of these stops as 
part of the service plan.  
 
The lowest performing stops in the SPOT system are: 
 

 
 
 

The Bonner Mall, one of the high-use stops 
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Considering that these stops are served many times each day, these average rider numbers 
are extremely low. A suggested benchmark would be at least 2 riders per day for any stop, 
especially if the stop requires a route to travel out of its way to serve that stop. If an 
underperforming stop is an intermediate point between two higher use stops, it is less of a 
concern and could remain as a stop. SPOT also needs to consider how planned service 
changes or improvements might affect whether or not a stop is eliminated. For example, 
the potential for Schweitzer service may be a reason to keep the Sweet Lou’s stop due to 
potential growth in hotel guest ridership. 
 
SHIFT also analyzed the distance between SPOT bus stops for Blue and Green Routes. In 
several cases, SPOT bus stop spacing is farther apart than what is typical for fixed route 
service. Within the transit industry, standards for bus stop spacing vary but are generally 
500 to 1000 feet apart for downtown areas, higher density housing, or retail areas. In the 
SPOT service area, this would be downtown Sandpoint, the Bonner Mall, and Walmart 
areas. For more suburban housing areas or areas with dispersed retail or services, stops 
should generally be 1000 to 1500 feet apart (closer to ¼ mile spacing, or 1320 feet, which 
is the industry accepted maximum distance for how far someone will walk to a bus stop). In 
the SPOT service areas, this would be the areas along North Division, Chestnut, Michigan, 
City of Kootenai, Ponderay City Hall. More rural areas could see stop distances of ½ mile to 
2 miles, depending on trip demand and safe stop placement. For SPOT, this would be 
Highway 2 to Dover, and points along Blue Route towards Schweitzer, west of Highway 
95/2.  
 
The recommended areas for adding stops are: 
 

1) Along Main St., between downtown (3rd and Oak) and Division, 1 to 2 new stops  
 

2) Along Division St, between Larch and Ontario, 2 to 3 new stops, especially at the 
High School and Middle School area 
 

3) South downtown area, near Pine and 4th St., 1 new stop 

 
There may be other areas that warrant new bus stops or adjustments to current stops, as 
services grow or land use changes. One big opportunity for adding new stops, as well as 
thinking about how to reconfigure Blue and Green routing, is the City of Sandpoint’s 
planned change to downtown street configuration. This new layout will allow both Green 
and Blue Routes to provide more direct service in the downtown core, as shown. 
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City of Sandpoint downtown street reconfiguration (Courtesy: City of Sandpoint) 

 
 
This is just one example of how Blue and Green Routes might operate after the streets of 
Sandpoint are changed. Other options may exist to more efficiently connect downtown 
destinations, including City Beach and the Library, while still serving the majority of the 
current stops. SPOT needs to be ready to adjust bus routing once the street project is 
complete.  
 
 

CURRENT SPOT SERVICES: HOW TO IMPROVE  
Given the complexities of transit service planning, there is no holy grail or silver bullet that 
can meet all goals. As mentioned previously, there are inherent trade-offs between serving 
many communities and destinations versus providing high frequency service. Each route 
and service is a reflection of the community itself and usually develops from a community-
based service planning process. SPOT service has grown up around this concept, and the 
system is generally working well. The current SPOT system: 
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1) Connects four different communities with consistent fixed route service, operating 
seven days a week  
 

2) Serves major community destinations including the shopping areas of Ponderay, the 
downtown core of Sandpoint, the hospital, schools, grocery stores, the library, and 
town centers of Dover and Kootenai  
 

3) Provides a base level of service within the Bonner’s Ferry area with a growing 
demand response service 
 

4) Gives those how qualify under the Americans with Disabilities Act lifeline service 
that may not exist otherwise 
 

5) Is well-used by a variety of user demographics for a variety of trip purposes 
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In suggesting improvements to current services, this plan strives to respect the current 
system and the riders that depend on it. There are always a variety of ways to improve and 
change a service, but major changes to the existing routes could be detrimental and 
counterproductive. The following are two examples, illustrating the trade-offs between 
coverage versus frequency (SHIFT does not recommend these changes, they are only 
provided as an example):  
 

1) Just one route running between the library, downtown Sandpoint, and the shopping 
areas of Ponderay. This route could achieve 20-minute frequency with two buses 
but would leave many areas unserved. This approach would prioritize frequency 
above coverage area.  
 

2) Add a third route, running every 60 minutes, to connect to more destinations. This 
would prioritize coverage over frequency of service. 

Both of these examples run contrary to what has made SPOT successful to date. 
 
What SHIFT is recommending, after analyzing all of the current routes and services, is a 
strategic approach that takes the existing routes and services and improves them 
incrementally over time, making small changes to frequency and/or coverage, where it’s 
appropriate. By implementing small tweaks and adjustments, as opposed to fully 
rebuilding routes and services, SPOT can best leverage its current system to produce 
higher ridership and more efficient, effective service with the ideas herein. The added 
benefit to this approach is it will retain the existing ridership and get existing riders using 
SPOT more often. 
 
It is worth noting that SPOT operates in a very unique area that is constrained by many 
factors including: bodies of water that require indirect road routing, railroad tracks with 
intense train activity, one-way roads, and destinations that are not along direct routes. 
SPOT has done a commendable job designing a system that account for these many unique 
factors. The goal of this plan for improvements and service additions is to build on this 
solid foundation. 
 

Blue Route 

SHIFT believes that Blue Route has the most opportunity for long-term growth due to 
potential for new Schweitzer and City Beach connections, and the fact that all of the highest 
use stops are served by Blue Route. When analyzing the route configuration (where it goes 
and how it gets there), SHIFT determined that the routing of Blue Route for points north of 
the City of Sandpoint is working well. For Blue Route within Sandpoint, SHIFT has 
identified options for SPOT to consider: 
 

Option 1 – Keep route as is in Sandpoint 
 

 Blue Route doesn’t necessarily need any adjustments, and SPOT could 
determine that the existing routing is preferred (apart from potential 
connection to City Beach that is easily added to current routing) 
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Option 2 – Use Larch to Division as route into and out of Sandpoint 
 

 Keeps current routing for neighborhood area off of Michigan 
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Option 3 – Same as Option 2 with exception of how Michigan neighborhood is served 
 

 This option gets passengers straight to downtown first and then does a one-
way loop to serve Michigan via 4th and Boyer 
 

 
 
 
Routing options 2 and 3 make sense if SPOT felt more ridership could be gained from those 
in north Sandpoint who want a more direct connection to Ponderay, versus current routing 
that requires them to loop down to Michigan St. and into downtown before going to 
Ponderay and Kootenai. SPOT would also have to believe that those getting on in Kootenai 
and Ponderay are more interested in getting to destinations on the north side of Sandpoint, 
as well as the library, before going to downtown. The downside of both Option 2 and 3 is 
that the hospital isn’t served and that getting to and from downtown isn’t as direct. 
 
Apart from potential routing adjustments that could be considered, there are service 
improvements that SPOT should evaluate to incrementally improve the Blue Route: 
 

1) Make connection to City Beach in the summer 
 

2) Add a second bus to improve frequency to every 30-minutes during winter and 
potentially summer; could start as part of Schweitzer for winter service and 
should be evaluated for eventual year-round service 
 

3) Expand late night service to Wednesday through Saturday nights until 9:30p for 
both winter and summer to start and eventually provide late night Wed-Sat for 
entire year 
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Green Route 

The southern “tail” of Green Route currently alternates between two different destinations, 
resulting in a very low frequency (120 minutes) for the Sandpoint West Athletic Club and 
Dover. SHIFT recommends that the routing of Green Route be changed such that the 
connection to the SWAC is eliminated and Dover is served every trip. This will improve 
frequency for Dover to 60-minutes and will give the Dover ridership a chance to increase. It 
also provides for a more consistent and easier to understand schedule for the public. Here 
is the suggested routing change: 
 
 

 
 
 
SHIFT looked at alternatives for changing how Green Route serves the Ponderay area, but 
the railroad tracks, lack of pedestrian infrastructure along Route 200, and needed 
connections to both the retail area and downtown Ponderay caused SHIFT to conclude that 
the routing in Ponderay should remain the same.  Kootenai routing is recommended to 
remain largely the same as well. 
 
Other opportunities for Green Route improvements include: 
 

1) Reestablishing a bus stop at Kootenai City Hall 
 

2) Make small adjustments to route timing to give drivers a longer break either in 
downtown or at the SPOT office 
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Due to timing constraints, Ponder Point isn’t a recommendation for Green Route service, 
but SHIFT is recommending that this be included in a new demand response service for 
certain areas of Sandpoint (see separate section on “New Services”). 
 

Paratransit in Sandpoint Area 

SHIFT found that the paratransit service that operates within a ¾ mile of the fixed route 
service area for those who qualify under the Americans with Disabilities Act is well used, is 
compliant with regulations, and is providing important service. Apart from more marketing 
to increase awareness of this service, there are no improvement recommendations for the 
paratransit service; however, there is a suggestion for a new demand response service that 
would utilize the existing paratransit service as its basis. 
 

Demand Response in Bonner’s Ferry Area 

Started in April of 2015, this service is one of the newest for SPOT. Ridership has grown 
from 92 in the first full month to over 200 per month recently. The service is open to the 
public and requires passengers to request trips in advance. Current service operates three 
days a week from 9am until 3pm and includes two days in and around Bonner’s Ferry, and 
one day from Bonner’s Ferry to Bonner County. 
 
Given the population size of the area, SHIFT recommends that SPOT continue to improve 
demand response service for the next few years and not implement fixed route service. 
Demand response is much more flexible and appropriate for this service area. Demand 
response should be expanded from three days a week to four days a week with slightly 
longer hours and potential for larger service area to points: 

 

Bonner’s Ferry demand response goals (implemented over three years): 
 

 Demand response service 4 days a week 
 

 Monday through Thursday from 9a until 4p 
 

 Expanded service area 

Increasing service will take increased funding from partners in Boundary County and 
Bonner’s Ferry. SPOT needs to continue to communicate about the resources required to 
grow this service, so that funding partners can plan ahead. It should be noted that the 
growth of this service is a separate goal from the new regional connection between 
Bonner’s Ferry and Ponderay and Sandpoint, as detailed in the New Service section. 
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NEW SPOT SERVICES: HOW TO GROW 

Schweitzer Connection 

The extension of Blue Route to Schweitzer Mountain Resort in the winter is a new service 
that has been discussed by SPOT and Schweitzer in detail for more than a year. This new 
service idea seems to be viable – the community appears to support this new service, 
Schweitzer is willing to subsidize the operating and capital of this service, SPOT is willing 
to operate the service, and ridership should increase significantly. The proposed route, 
previously discussed by SPOT and Schweitzer, is an extension of Blue Route: 
 

 
 

 
Schweitzer service dovetails into the existing Blue Route timing, but requires additional 
buses to operate. This timetable shows how buses would be timed for both 60-minute 
frequency, which requires 2 buses to operate, and 30-minute frequency, which requires 4 
buses. (Frequency is calculated by using the time it takes 1 bus to make a full lap and 
dividing by the number of buses.) Bus times shown are suggested to create times that are 
easy for passengers to remember going to and from Schweitzer and match relatively close 
to existing Blue Route timing. Only show major time points, as shown in the table below 
(route would serve all existing intermediate stops).  
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BLUE ROUTE TIMING 
WITH SCHWEITZER 

60-minute frequency 
2 buses 

30-minute frequency 
4 buses 

TOWARDS SANDPOINT (bus times after the hour) 

Schweitzer :30 :30, :00 

Red Barn :00 :00, :30 

Walmart :10 :10, :40 

Sandpoint downtown :20 :20, :50 

Spruce @ Boyer :30 :30, :00 

TOWARDS SCHWEITZER (bus times after the hour) 

Spruce @ Boyer :30 :30, :00 

Sandpoint downtown :40 :40, :10 

Walmart :50 :50, :20 

Red Barn :00 :00, :30 

Schweitzer :30 :30, :00 

 
In both scenarios, northbound and southbound buses are crossing paths at the Red Barn. 
This is a big advantage – if the road were closed and a bus was unable to make it down the 
hill in time, the other bus would simply turn around at the Red Barn and start running the 
schedule of the stuck bus. 
 

Demand Response Addition for Sandpoint Area 

With a dedicated bus already operating complimentary paratransit service for ADA 
passengers in the Dover, Kootenai, Ponderay, and Sandpoint area, SHIFT believes that SPOT 
should consider using this service to also offer demand response service to specific areas 
and destinations not currently served. SPOT could offer a demand response service open to 
the public to connect to the following areas: 
 

West Sandpoint, including service to SWAC 
 

 Given recommendation for rerouting the Green Route and eliminating the 
SWAC stop, this would still give connectivity to this area 
 

North Sandpoint 
 

 Foodbank and airport area – demand response could work well to connect to 
these areas, especially since railroad tracks and deviation time make this 
area difficult to serve for existing fixed routes 
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Ponder Point 
 

 As mentioned, Green Route is very time constrained and cannot afford the 
time to go to Ponder Point. Demand service could fill this gap and provide 
service for this area  
 

Sagle 
 

 The bridge is a challenge for this connection, but demand response with 1-2 
standing trips (prescheduled trips that only operate if someone requests in 
advance) per day could be a place to start for serving Sagle 

 

Vanpool 

With the first route just getting started for Quest Aircraft employees, SPOT vanpool is a 
brand new expansion of service, and SPOT’s first foray into regional commuter 
transportation. SHIFT believes that vanpool will grow very quickly for SPOT over the 
coming years. As employers understand the benefits that vanpool offers in terms off 
employee retention and attraction, vanpool ridership will follow.  
 
SHIFT believes that SPOT should grow vanpool carefully, as resources allow. With the 
current cost structure of vanpool, some administration costs are built in and SPOT must 
put that funding first into increasing the hours of an office assistant, and ultimately funding 
a vanpool coordinator position that could also be responsible for demand response 
coordination. 

 
Vanpool should be a core part of SPOT’s growth over the coming three years  

with the goal of adding 1-2 vanpool routes per year 
 
 

Regional Connections 

As SPOT is about to expand its joint powers agreement regionally, SHIFT recommends that 
SPOT start planning for regional scheduled service. Two areas are recommended: 
 

Connection between Bonner’s Ferry and Ponderay/Sandpoint 
 

Plan: transition current demand response run to scheduled fixed route one day a 
week and add Saturday service for casino goers and general public – both of these 
could start in 2017 and be expanded as funding and ridership grow. 
 

Funding: existing demand response connection already funded; casino could fund 
weekend service 
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Connection between Sandpoint area and Coeur D’Alene (CDA) 
 

Plan: start conversation with regional partners in the CDA area and start planning 
route and funding. Apply for 5311(f) funding in 2017 and start service in 2018. 
 

Funding: 5311(f) intercity funding from the Federal Transit Administration with 
local match required. Kootenai County and Bonner County partners will have to 
participate. 
 

SHIFT believes SPOT’s role in regional transportation is going to grow in terms of 
importance and influence. By planning now, SPOT will be more successful in connecting a 
broader region and delivering economic benefits to all partners.  
 
 

SUMMARY OF IMPROVEMENTS 
In considering potential improvements to existing services or additional new services, 
SPOT should be aware of the pros, cons, relative costs, and relative ridership gains. 
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Improvement 
or service 
addition 

Analysis-Recommendation Expense 
Estimated  
Ridership 

Gain 

Later night 
service for Blue 

One of the top requests from riders, but this ridership 
potential may be limited. Recommended only if resources 

allow.   

30-minute 
frequency for 

Blue 

Getting Blue Route to every half-hour will significantly 
improve ridership, but it is expensive. If resources allow, 

this is recommended (implement slowly)   

City Beach 
summer 

connection for 
Blue 

This is an easy, low-cost change to Blue Route that should 
yield strong ridership gains and is recommended. 

  

Reconfigure 
Blue to operate 

along Larch 

These options could produce more ridership. Not enough 
data to make a recommendation. 

  

Reconfigure 
Green to serve 

Dover every trip 

Having a consistent route is important. This is low cost 
and is recommended, but ridership may take time to build. 

  

Demand 
response for 
specific areas 

around 
Sandpoint 

General public demand response could work well for 
areas that aren’t practical for fixed route service but are in 

need of service. Recommended if resources allow.   

Schweitzer 
service as Blue 

extension 

This service seems to have the most energy and interest. It 
is expensive but Schweitzer is willing funding partner. 

Ridership numbers will be high, based on Schweitzer data. 
Recommended.   

Regional fixed 
route w/ limited 

service from 
Sandpoint to 

Bonner’s Ferry 

Currently the demand response service comes into 
Ponderay/Sandpoint once a week from Bonner’s Ferry. This 
service is recommended to be transitioned to a fixed route. 
Saturday service is only recommended if the casino funds it.   

Regional 
intercity route 

to CDA 

This is longer term project that is recommended for planning 
only at this point. If funding develops and partners are in place, 

service could be started in three years.   

Vanpool 
Implementing vanpool is fairly low-cost with riders paying 

costs of the van. Given employer needs and housing, vanpool 
growth of 1-2 vans per year is recommended for SPOT.   
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THREE-YEAR SERVICE PLAN 
There are many opportunities for SPOT – this chart charts illustrates a course for 
implementation. SPOT will need to determine if all of these opportunities make sense and 
whether they should happen sooner or later than recommended. As SPOT implements 
some of these opportunities, this three-year plan will need to be updated to reflect new 
information resulting from service, land use, and other changes. 
 

EXISTING 
SERVICE 

2017 2018 2019 

Blue Route 
Connect to city beach, consider 

route configuration 
Increase night service. 

Increase to 30-minute for winter 
and potentially summer service. 

Green Route 
Realign route to serve Dover 

every run, add new stops along 
existing route 

Make time adjustment to Green 
to account for more Blue 

service 

Evaluate long-term potential in 
2020 and beyond of increasing 

to 30-min. freq. 

Paratransit in 
Bonner County 

Maintain as is Maintain as is Maintain as is 

Demand response 
Boundary County 

Maintain as is 
Expand hours of service and 

look at larger service area 

Add 4th day of service and keep 
Boundary bus in Bonner’s Ferry 

for all 4 days 

NEW SERVICE 2017 2018 2019 

Schweitzer 
service 

Plan ahead for winter 2017-
2018 start. Finalize service 

details. 

Start Schweitzer service with 
60- minute service 

Expand Schweitzer service to 30-
min., evaluate peak load needs in 

partnership w/Schweitzer 

Demand response 
in Bonner County 

Add limited service areas and 
days to existing paratransit bus 

Expand to other service areas 
Add another bus for 2 hours per 

weekday 

New regional 
service to 

Bonner’s Ferry 

Start with 1 day per week 
scheduled service with 1  

round-trip 
Expand to 2 days per week 

Expand to 3 days per week with 
multiple roundtrips 

New intercity 
service 

Begin regional discussions and 
apply for funding 

Start service with 1 day per 
week with 1 roundtrip 

Expand service to 2 days per 
week 

Vanpool 3 vanpool routes by end of 2017 5 vanpool routes by end of 2018 7 vanpool routes by end of 2019 

RESOURCES 
REQUIRED 

2017 2018 2019 

Estimated 
incremental 

operating costs 
$50,000 - $75,000 $140,000 - $180,000 $220,000-$270,000 

Increased 
administrative 

staff 
Add full-time office assistant 

Add part-time vanpool and 
demand response; add driver 

trainer position 

Make vanpool and demand 
response coord. full-time; 

transition management from 
Ops Manager to Exec Director 

RESOURCES 
AVAILABLE 

2017 2018 2019 

 
Schweitzer operating funding, 

vanpool fares, funding from 
casino 

Schweitzer, vanpool, casino, 
5311(f) for intercity, additional 

local JPA contributions 

Schweitzer, vanpool, casino, 
5311(f), additional local JPA 

contributions, additional 5311 
operating funding 
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CONCLUSION 
SPOT has tremendous opportunity over the next three years to strengthen and improve 
existing services. Improving existing services should be SPOT’s top priority. New services 
should be developed as resources allow and must be implemented carefully with a long-
term, incremental approach.   
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Rd 

 

 

OVERVIEW 
A performance dashboard is a monitoring and feedback tool for SPOT to use to evaluate its 
impact and performance over time. A performance dashboard tracks specific performance 
indicators and represents them in an easy to read and understand format, typically with 
graphical data, comparisons against benchmark goals, and historical trends. 

Three main performance areas of focus for this dashboard are ridership, financial, and 
safety. In these three areas, the dashboard gives 1-2 specific metrics for each that quantify 
SPOT’s performance (e.g., riders per hour). For each area an appropriate goal is suggested 
as the benchmark.  

The goal of this tool is to give SPOT insight into its performance on an ongoing basis. A 
performance dashboard is primarily used by staff and the board to understand the 
organization better, but it can be used to present information to specific stakeholders or 
the community at large. By creating a feedback loop of information, SPOT can determine if 
specific projects or initiatives are working and how they impact performance.  

It should be noted that a performance dashboard does have limitations; it cannot present 
the entire organizational performance. A dashboard can’t tell you, for example, that there 
was a big economic slowdown that impacted ridership, or that costs spiked one month due 
to a large unscheduled maintenance issue. There are so many variables in running a public 
transportation system that must be recognized. It may make sense for staff to provide 
descriptive context to the dashboard when it is presented. And there may be good reason 
to accept lower than desired benchmark performance – a new route may take longer to get 
established, SPOT’s cost structure, especially overhead, may have to increase to support 
more service growth, and a few back-to-back incidents or accidents may skew safety data 
temporarily. The key is to look at trends and patterns and use the dashboard data as 
potential indicators to help inform decisions or make adjustments appropriately. 

 

AGENCY SNAPSHOT 
In order to determine where SPOT should go, it’s important to understand where SPOT is 
today. The organization is in a great place with solid ridership, low cost structure, satisfied 
customers, and safe operations.  

 

 

 

See SPOT Know 
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A Typical Month for SPOT     

Riders boarding 6,408 

 Hours of service provided 1,074 

 Miles driven 14,526 

 Monthly expenses to run SPOT $38,790  

 Accidents and incidents Less than 1 per year 

 

12-month average for July 2015–July 2016 

 

Formed in 2011, SPOT is a relatively new organization that grew its ridership quickly from 
2012-2014. However, growth has stalled in recent years. Ridership numbers are relatively 
stable, but – in the past two years – the trend has been downward. Based on interviews 
that SHIFT conducted with SPOT board members, the goal is to reverse this trend and see 
SPOT ridership grow. 

 

Trends in Ridership for SPOT
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PERFORMANCE METRICS 
Developing performance metrics involves taking available data streams and combining 
them in ways that make sense for the organization. For SPOT, the data streams that are 
readily available and currently tracked by staff include: 

 

Use of service 

 Riders per route, riders per month 
 Riders per stop 

Quantity of service 

 Hours per route, hours per month 
 Mileage per route, mileage per month 

Costs of service      

 Expenses per month 

Safety of service  

 Number of incidents or accidents 

Historical trends 

 The data over a particular time frame 
 
 

Developing a performance metric takes combines these data streams to develop a ratio that 
can quantify performance. For example, to understand how productive a particular service 
is, you would take ridership and divide by hours of service to get ridership per hour: 

 

 

 

Riders for 
the 

month 

Hours 
operated 
for the 
month 

Riders/Hour 
aka 

Productivty 

CURRENT 
DATA 

STREAMS 
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With so much data and so many different ways to calculate and present the data in an 
understandable format, it is recommended that the SPOT dashboard track these metrics for 
each area of performance: 

 

SPOT Recommended Performance Metrics 

METRIC 
6 month average for 

SPOT actual 
performance 

Suggested SPOT 
benchmark goal for 

each metric 

    
  

Ri
de

rs
hi

p 

Riders per hour for fixed 
route service 

7.9 9 

Riders per hour for 
paratransit and demand 

response 
2.1 2.5 

        

Fin
an

ci
al

 

Cost per hour of                   
revenue service 

$38  < $45 

Cost per passenger (total 
with both paratransit and 

fixed route) 
$6.35  < $7 

      
 

Sa
fe

ty
 

Accident and incidents 
per year 

1 < 2 

  
    

 

These specific metrics were chosen because they give a picture of data driven performance 
of the organization in three key areas that are easy to calculate, readily available from 
existing data, and typical in the public transportation industry. 
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The suggested benchmarks were chosen as achievable goals for SPOT, which are applicable 
for a small rural transit agency operating a similar amount of service. Every transit agency 
is different when it comes to performance, and there is no industry standard benchmark 
for these metrics. Agency performance varies widely based on the type of service, the 
amount of service, the density of the areas served, incentives to take public transportation, 
disincentives to driving, and many other unique factors.  

Given that SPOT is serving small towns and rural areas, SPOT is performing well overall. In 
comparison to neighboring agencies, most of which are serving much larger areas with a 
much higher level of service, SPOT has a very low cost structure and has solid ridership per 
hour. 

Comparables: Ridership and Financial 

Community 
Ridership 

Total 

Hours 
of 

service 

Ridership 
per Hour  
Average 

Ridership per 
Hour  By 
Service 

Operating 
budget 

Cost       
per 

Hour 

Cost       
per 
Pass 

Spokane, WA 
(STA) 

11,811,344 580,892 20.3 
28.9 = Bus               

2.96= 
Demand 

$58,695,223  $101  $4.97  

Boise, ID 
(ValleyRide) 

1,466,139 121,563 12.1 
15.3 = Bus               

2.0 = 
Demand 

$9,624,981  $79  $6.52  

Missoula, MT 
(Mtn Line) 

922,768 54,624 16.9 
20.1 = Bus               

2.2 = 
Demand 

$5,031,414  $85  $5.02  

Billings, MT 
(MET) 

671,907 51,461 13.1 
16.1 = Bus               

4.0 = 
Demand 

$5,150,741  $100  $7.67  

SPOT              
(2015 data) 

79,170 12,931 6.2 
7.5 = Bus                

2.1 = 
Demand 

$438,601  $34.04  $5.54  

Idaho Falls, ID 
(TRPTA) 

38,660 32,114 1.2 
1.7 = Bus                

1.0 = 
Demand 

$1,118,204  $34.82  $28.92  

 

*2014 Data from the Federal Transit Administration National Transit Database.  
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THE DASHBOARD 
A good dashboard should include these metrics in an attractive presentation and be easy to 
understand at a glance. The dashboard developed for SPOT combines speedometers that 
show where SPOT is operating in the range for a particular month alongside graphs that 
show the trend over a longer period of time. The dashboard is shown in Appendix A for a 
recent month. This dashboard should be updated by staff on a monthly or quarterly basis 
and be shared with board members as part of the regular board meetings. 

 

OTHER METRICS TO CONSIDER 
The SPOT dashboard is a quantitative tool to give organizational feedback to staff and the 
board on an ongoing basis. SPOT should consider tracking other metrics on a less frequent 
basis. Other potential performance indicators could include: 

 

Customer satisfaction survey 
 The recent survey conducted by SHIFT sampling 45 riders showed that, on 

average, passengers were very happy with SPOT service, giving it an average 
of 4.7 out of 5 stars on overall experience 
 

Driver satisfaction survey 
 Happy drivers = happy customers = good community feelings about SPOT 

 

Ridership per stop 
 Looking at how many people are boarding at each stop will give SPOT an idea 

of which stops may not be effective 
 

Property values near popular bus stops 
 Are they increasing faster than other properties? 

 

These indicators could be looked at annually or as the resources allow. This could be part 
of a more in-depth annual performance report.  
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Rd 

 

 

OVERVIEW 
Capital planning is critical to the success of any public transportation provider. The SPOT 
Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) will be a valuable planning tool used to assess, predict, and 
develop capital needs of the organization over a specific time frame. This CIP uses a five-
year time horizon as its basis, planning out capital projects for fiscal years 2017-2021 
(FY2017 starts 10/1/16 and ends 9/30/17).  
 
SPOT is at a point in its evolution where there are numerous capital needs to maintain and 
grow the vehicle fleet, improve bus stops, and look to a future SPOT-owned facility. Having 
a CIP in place ensures that the SPOT board and staff will be proactive in planning for capital 
needs and investing in SPOT’s continued success. 
 
A CIP ensures that assets are always in a state of good repair, providing safe and reliable 
service to the community.  
 
 

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLANNING PROCESS 
Each year SPOT staff, board, and community stakeholders should work together to update 
this CIP, moving the plan forward one year so that the plan always looks forward to the 
next five years of capital projects. Capital needs and funding opportunities are always in 
flux. This plan must be adjusted to match capital needs with capital resources, according to 
the process below. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

See SPOT Build 
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SPOT Capital Project Planning Process 
 
 

 
 

In order to provide predictions about future capital needs, a CIP is formulaic. It assumes 
that capital assets - especially vehicles – depreciate incrementally and need to be replaced 
at a certain mileage or after a certain number of years, in accordance with industry 
standards and guidance. However, actual experience will be different and will have to be 
accounted for in the annual update.  
 
It is common for a bus expected to go 250,000 miles to need replacement much sooner 
than expected (the “lemon” effect) and for some buses to go much longer than expected. 
Staff and board must assess which vehicles, and other assets, are running ahead of or 
behind the originally planned life cycle and plan accordingly. 
 
By keeping the CIP current and adapting to opportunities and challenges, SPOT can be 
nimble and responsive in maintaining, replacing, and growing its assets. 
 
 

TYPES OF CAPITAL PROJECTS 
SPOT’s CIP projects fall into five basic categories:  

 bus replacements 
 bus expansion (for new service) 
 on-street assets like bus shelters 
 facilities 
 technology 

Assess 
existing 
capital 
assets 

Establish 
replacment 

cycles 

Assess need 
for new 
capital 
assets 

Estimate 
costs and 
revenue 
sources 

Develop CIP 
with 5 year 
project list 

Execute the 
plan for a 
given year 

Update 
annually 
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Vanpool vehicles are not included in this CIP, because the leasing model SPOT is using for 
vanpool should work well going forward. By leasing vehicles and including this in the cost 
to riders, SPOT doesn’t need to include vanpool vans as owned assets in the CIP. 

 
Bus Replacements 

Currently SPOT operates light duty and 
medium duty buses that have a minimum 
useful life of 5 years/150,000 miles or 7 
years/200,000 miles, as established by the 
Federal Transit Administration (FTA).  
 
These minimum useful life estimates help a 
transit agency understand what to expect 
for minimum life cycle performance of the 
bus. Many larger transit agencies view 
these minimums as the point at which a bus should be replaced, but smaller transit 
agencies like SPOT have to plan to use buses longer than these minimum life estimates. 

 
Minimum Service-Life Categories for Buses and Vans 

 

Category 
 

Typical Characteristics 
 

Minimum Life 

 Length 
Approx. 
GVW 

Seats 
Average 

Cost 
 

Whichever comes First 

  
Years Miles 

Heavy-Duty                
Large Bus  

35-48 ft;     
60 ft 
artic. 

33,000 to  
40,000 

27-40 
$325,000       

to 
>$600,000 

 
12 500,000 

Heavy-Duty                
Small Bus  

30 ft 
26,000 to  

33,000 
26-35 

$200,000     
to      

$325,000 
 

10 350,000 

Medium-Duty and 
Purpose-Built Bus  

30 ft 
16,000 to   

26,000 
22-30 

$75,000     
to      

$175,000 
 

7 200,000 

Light-Duty                   
Mid-Sized Bus  

25-35 ft 
10,000 to 

16,000 
16-25 

$50,000        
to         

$65,000 
 

5 150,000 

Light-Duty Small 
Bus, Cutaways, 

and Modified Van 
 

16-28 ft 
6,000 to   
14,000 

10-22 
$30,000        

to          
$40,000 

 
4 100,000 

 

Source: FTA Useful Life of Transit Buses and Vans Final Report, April 2007 
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To date, the light and medium-duty buses have served SPOT well, and this vehicle type 
should continue to do so in the future. The light and medium-duty buses do have 
limitations – SPOT should be aware of the limitations and how to plan around them.  
 
The current fixed route buses in the SPOT fleet are built on the Ford E450 chassis and can 
accommodate a maximum of 16-18 passengers without the wheelchair positions occupied. 
Base price for these buses is approximately $75,000, for current model year.  
 
The current demand response, paratransit buses are also built on the Ford E450 chassis 
and can accommodate a maximum of 8 passengers without the wheelchair positions 
occupied. Base price for these demand response vehicles is approximately $60,000. All 
buses have a wheelchair lift and standard safety equipment. 

 

PROS of current buses 
 

CONS of current buses 

Cost to purchase and maintain is 
lower than most other bus options  

Expected serviceable life is 
250,000 miles or less (engines and 

transmissions may need to be 
replaced at 150,000-200,000 

miles) 

Ford chassis means local dealer 
can provide maintenance and 

warranty support 
 

Passenger capacity of 16-18 
passengers means system growth 
could be limited by bus capacity 

Gas engine has less issues than 
modern diesel engine  in stop and 

go operations 
 

Buses have wheelchairs lifts, 
which require more time and 
training to operate safely, as 

opposed to a wheelchair ramp 

Sized right for the existing routes, 
services, and ridership   

Buses don’t have proper options to 
serve Schweitzer 

Flexible and interchangeable 
among existing routes and 

services 
 

Buses have steps which are 
challenging for some riders 
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As SPOT continues to evaluate bus needs for fixed route and demand response service, it 
should consider optional add-ons to the current vehicle chassis that improve carrying 
capacity and passenger accessibility: 
  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Low floor bus with ramp 
(Credit: Champion Bus) 

 
 
 
 
 
If SPOT wanted to purchase heavier duty buses with longer serviceable life, the cost goes 
up dramatically – as a point of reference, a 28-32 passenger heavy-duty (12 year rated) 
diesel bus with a low floor (wheelchair ramp) is $350,000-$400,000. A 10 year-rated bus 
with a capacity of 25-30 passengers is $200,000-$300,000. 
 

Bus Expansion for New Service 

In evaluating service expansion, SPOT should carefully consider how to grow the fleet. For 
a small transit system, it’s very helpful to have one vehicle platform that is easily 
interchangeable among different routes and service. Having vehicles that only work on one 
route is too limiting for a small transit provider like SPOT. By planning around the current 
Ford vehicle chassis with small adjustments to seating capacity, add-on packages, and 
potential low-floor option, SPOT will be able to keep a cost-effective fleet that can be used 
year-round on all routes and services. 
 
With fleet consistency in mind, the biggest challenge in the next 1-2 years will be what type 
of bus to get for a potential Schweitzer service. If SPOT moves forward with this service, it 
is recommended that SPOT consider purchasing a bus that has additional passenger 
capacity but built on a similar Ford chassis as the current SPOT buses. Using the same basic 

Improvements to current fixed route bus 
configuration package with stop requests, destination 
signage, rear bike racks, and rear cameras 

 

Adds $10,000 
to cost 

 
 

 
Increasing carrying capacity of fixed route bus by 
adding 5-8 passenger capacity  

 

Adds $30,000 
to cost 

 
 

 
Eliminate entry steps and wheelchair lift and replace 
with a low-floor option (no entry steps and flip-out 
wheelchair ramp instead of wheelchair lift)  

 

Adds $40,000 
to cost 
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bus chassis will allow for interchangeability with the current fleet, current routes, and 
current needs of the service. Especially if the existing Blue Route is lengthened to connect 
to Schweitzer, SPOT must have a bus that can maneuver easily in town and not be over-
sized to the year-round usage of the route. This approach will require that Schweitzer 
retain some of its current buses in order to deal with peak skier demands from the Red 
Barn parking lot up to the resort.  
 
The buses for Schweitzer are recommended to be built on a Ford E-450 or F-550, or 
equivalent, chassis and have capacity for 22-26 passengers. They will need to be 
wheelchair accessible. Additional add-on packages for this bus must include: 
 

 Heavier duty transmission and braking package with retarder system  

(used to help slow the bus) 
 

 Auto-chains for winter conditions 
 

 Exterior ski racks 
 

 Higher gross vehicle weight to accommodate the additional passenger load 
 

Estimated per bus cost with these options: $130,000-$140,000 
 

 

 
 

Auto chain system and driveline retarder system (Credit: left: ONSPOT; right: Telma) 
 

 
In addition to the fleet expansion for the Schweitzer service, SPOT will also need to plan for 
expansion of the bus fleet for potential new services like a scheduled route between the 
Sandpoint area and Bonner’s Ferry to serve commuters or casino goers and a regional 
intercity connection from the Sandpoint area to Coeur D’Alene. Both of these connections 
require an additional bus in the fleet and are included in the 5 year CIP. These buses are 
recommended to be built around a similar specification as the SPOT fixed route buses for 
Blue and Green Routes. 
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On-Street Infrastructure (Stops, Shelters, Park-and-Ride) 

SPOT has developed a well-functioning 
fixed route bus system with over 40 
established bus stops served by the 
Green and Blue Routes within the 
communities of Dover, Sandpoint, 
Ponderay, and Kootenai. Most of these 
stops have limited passenger amenities 
for safe and comfortable accessibility.  
SPOT is aware of this need and has 
already started the capital funding 
process by applying for and receiving a 
grant of $125,000 from the Federal 
Transit Authority (FTA) for improving 
bus stops that will become active in the 
fall of 2016.  With matching funds 
included, this project will result in over 
$150,000 in bus stop improvements.  
 

 
This project will likely not start until 2017 and includes: 
 

 New bus shelters at 10 different higher volume bus stops 
 

 4 in Sandpoint 
 

 4 in Ponderay 
 

 1 in Dover 
 

 1 in Kootenai 
 

 Bus stop benches at an additional 9 stops throughout the system. 
 

 Better bus stop signage that shows departure times. 

 
SPOT has built community partnerships for this project including a creative partnership 
with the Eureka Institute. The Eureka Institute has developed a modern, attractive bus 
shelter design that fits the community aesthetic.  This design will be built by youth, as part 
of Eureka’s Construction Basics Initiative. The partnership leverages the FTA funding that 
SPOT has secured with the community support for this youth construction program. SPOT 
has correctly recognized that this effort is only the beginning and needs to be continued in 
future years, beyond this federal grant. As a result, SPOT and Eureka have started the 
conversation on ways to keep this project self-funded by looking at bus shelter sponsorship 
opportunities. This could result in sustained funding for building more shelters and adding 
more benches.  

SPOT bus shelter concept 
(Credit: Steve Holt, Eureka Institute) 
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Potential Park and Ride lot in Dover 

Another project included in this CIP is the development of a park-and-ride lot in Dover. 
This lot would become the terminal point for the Green Route in Dover. The City of Dover is 
a willing partner for acquiring and entitling the land for the park-and-ride, and SPOT would 
seek grant funding for improvements including paving the lot and building a bus shelter. 
The project in the CIP Appendix A includes the cost of these improvements, but excludes 
the cost of acquiring the land. 
 
SPOT must also work in partnership 
with the cities in which it operates to 
help support development of 
continuously improving bicycle and 
pedestrian infrastructure. SPOT most 
likely won’t manage the development 
of better bike lanes, pathways, 
crosswalks and sidewalks, but SPOT 
should support and encourage these 
efforts within the communities that it 
operates. Every bus trip begins and 
ends with a walk or bike trip; safe and 
complete pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure compliments and promotes transit services. 
Across the nation, ridership numbers are higher in communities that have provided this 
type of infrastructure.   
 

Facilities 

SPOT currently rents a facility located in Sandpoint. This is its only facility.  It is used for 
office space and bus storage with outdoor parking. This space is meeting the current needs 
of the organization, but SPOT should be planning for long-term growth. As SPOT expands 
operations and levels of service, it will need more office space, better bus storage 
(preferably indoors), and space to perform bus maintenance in-house. Investing in a facility 
will eliminate rent payments, improve longevity of vehicle fleet, and provide more capacity 
to grow services.  
 
The CIP includes a facility project that begins with one year of design and planning, 
followed by a 1-2 year construction process. SPOT may be able to acquire land through one 
of its partner cities or by working with Schweitzer. The value of this land could be used as 
match toward the project. Alternatively, SPOT may find that it is able to acquire an existing 
building that meets the needs of a maintenance and administration facility. Acquiring an 
existing building would be a quicker process and less costly, avoiding the challenges of 
having to construct a new facility. 
 
It may seem premature to start planning for a facility, but these projects take years to plan 
and fund. It is likely that this project will extend beyond the term of this CIP, but SPOT will 
have a head start if planning and funding development starts now.  
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Technology 

SPOT currently operates a real-time customer information phone app called DoubleMap. 
This system utilizes tablets onboard the buses to track bus location and send that 
information to an app that customers can use to see the bus location. It is unclear how 
much this system is being used and how much it will cost to maintain the system going 
forward. The CIP includes funding to keep this program going into 2017, but SPOT should 
evaluate whether this tool is sustainable. It could be very useful for SPOT customers, but it 
requires staff time to keep it operating properly. 
 
Other technology projects include: 
 

 Ridership tracking system – this would allow 

drivers to put ridership directly into a tablet instead 

of doing this by hand. The data would be readily 

available to management staff and would eliminate 

time spent entering this data by hand into a 

spreadsheet 
 

 Scheduling software – as demand response and 

paratransit ridership increases, SPOT could benefit 

from software for entering and scheduling these 

rides. 

 
 Asset management/maintenance software – as the 

fleet grows, SPOT will need more sophistication in 

how it manages and tracks maintenance of its buses. 

 
 

BASE FUNDING FOR THIS PLAN 
Capital planning requires steady capital funding. Currently, SPOT doesn’t have a separate 
budget and account for capital funding. It is recommended that SPOT use its existing 
“excess funding” that is unallocated in order to establish a capital fund balance. Based on 
discussions with SPOT staff regarding available fund balances, SHIFT recommends that this 
starting fund balance be established at $100,000 for FY2017, beginning October 1st, 2016.  
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Capital Fund Establishment 
 

 
 
For each year going forward, it is recommended that SPOT allocate 10% of local 
contributions to the newly created capital fund for the purpose of creating a balance of 
matching funds. Currently SPOT receives approximately $166,000 of local funding each 
year. Starting in 2017, SPOT should allocate $16,000 of this local funding to the capital 
fund. This allocation creates stability to the capital fund with a growing fund balance that 
can be leveraged to get new federal funding. Almost all capital projects that SPOT would 
consider qualify for 80% federal funding from the FTA. Having 20% local funding available 
and “in the bank” means that SPOT can move forward with capital projects quickly and 
when needed. 
 
This could be established by creating a separate bank account and establishing a separate 
capital budget each year, based up the priorities in this plan. This capital budget should be 
adopted in conjunction with the adoption of the annual operating budget. SPOT’s total 
adopted budget should include operating and capital funds with estimated revenue and 
estimated expenses. This new process may require SPOT to ask for more funding from local 
funding partners to build these capital matching funds in excess of $166,000 a year.  
 
By establishing this standard of always allocating 10% of every local dollar received, SPOT 
will be able to show funding partners that there won’t be any surprises when it comes to 
capital needs. Having to make one-time funding request, outside of the annual budget 
request, of cities and counties for capital projects creates challenges for the city and county 
budgeting processes. If funding partners know that SPOT is proactively planning for both 
operations and capital, then there will be a higher degree of trust in SPOT’s ability to 
manage its finances. 
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FUNDING SOURCES 
CIP projects are expensive and require a variety of funding sources to complete. 
Fortunately, SPOT has been very adept, finding creative ways to make projects happen. 
SPOT has been successful in competing for federal capital project grants and is using many 
of the sources listed below to build more capacity for funding future projects. 
 

Funding from Municipalities and Counties 

As previously described, SPOT needs to establish a capital fund and start allocating a 
percentage of every local dollar received to building and maintaining a fund balance for the 
capital account. This fund balance can be used as match to federal funding or to complete a 
capital project in its entirety. SPOT should build this fund in anticipation of large capital 
projects. The more funding available from local funding sources, the better SPOT can 
compete for grants that often require or recommend local participation in project funding.  
 

5339 Program of the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) 

The FTA states that the Grants for Buses and Bus Facilities program (49 U.S.C. 5339) makes 
federal resources available to states and direct recipients to replace, rehabilitate and 
purchase buses and related equipment and to construct bus-related facilities including 
technological changes or innovations to modify low or no emission vehicles or facilities. 
Funding is provided through formula allocations and competitive grants. For most 5339 
projects, the funding from the FTA provides 80% of the cost with a 20% local match 
requirement. 
 
This 5339 program will fund most major SPOT capital projects, with the assumption that 
80% of the cost of a given project for bus replacement/acquisition or new bus facilities, 
including bus stop improvements, will be paid out of this program. The 5339 program is 
managed by the Idaho Transportation Department (ITD). ITD has an application cycle of 
every two years, but periodically ITD has released one-time funding.  
 

Other Federal Funding 

Opportunities for bus and bus facility projects outside of the 5339 program are limited for 
rural providers like SPOT, but there are still programs that SPOT should look at when 
considering larger capital projects, especially a new facility. SPOT may be able to access 
one-time programs like TIGER, 5311(f), and 5310. The SPOT Strategic Plan from 2015 has a 
list of potential federal sources in Appendix A. SPOT should continue to look for federal 
funding opportunities for capital projects. 
 

Creative Community Funding 

As a service uniquely positioned in the community, SPOT has the opportunity to continue 
to grow funding support from a variety of non-profit and business partnerships in order to 
funding capital projects: 
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 Eureka Institute and other community minded organizations interested in 

construction 
 

 Other non-profits like the food bank, the senior center, North Idaho College 

 
 Sponsorship of assets like benches and bus shelters that can be  

used to continue programs 

 
 Business partnerships 

 

These funding sources can bolster the capital fund balances, be used as matching funds for 
federal grants, or they could be used entirely to fund a smaller capital project, like bus stop 
amenities, benches or customer accessibility projects.  
 

Schweitzer Mountain Resort 

SPOT has already received commitment from Schweitzer Mountain Resort to provide the 
matching funds up to $170,000 for 4 additional buses to be used to connect Sandpoint and 
Ponderay with Schweitzer. These matching funds are critical to expanding SPOT’s service 
to Schweitzer. The CIP summary of projects includes two buses for winter 2017-2018 and 
two buses for winter 2018-2019, based on Schweitzer matching funds. 
 

Other Grant Opportunities 

In the SPOT strategic plan from 2015, many ideas for funding are provided and should be 
evaluated as opportunities present themselves. Smaller capital projects for bus stop 
improvements and passenger amenities can often be funded through smaller grant 
opportunities, as shown in the SPOT strategic plan. 

 
 

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT FLEET 
SHIFT analyzed the current bus fleet in order to determine necessary vehicle replacement 
needs to maintain the service. SPOT currently runs a fleet of gas powered light to mid-duty 
buses in fixed route and demand response service.  
 
Some stats to note: 
 

 Fixed route buses operate a total of 145,000 miles per year. 
 

 Demand response and paratransit buses operate a total of 30,000 miles per year. 

 
 Fleet mileage total of 175,000 miles per year. 
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This results in the need to replace one bus every other year or sooner, based on current 
usage. 
 

Bus Fleet Today 
 

SPOT 
ID # 

Model 
Model 
Year 

# of 
Passengers 

Service 
Mode 

 Current 
Mileage      
6/30/16 

 Typical 
Useful Life for 

Bus Type  
(Miles)  

 Estimated 
Replacement 

Cost  

106 
FORD           
E450 

cutaway 
2005 16 

Fixed 
Route                             
Spare 

298,301 200,000 $75,000  

107 
FORD         
E450 

cutaway 
2007 9 

Demand                
Response 

195,270 250,000 $80,000  

110 
FORD          
E450 

cutaway 
2010 16 

Demand                  
Response 

158,535 250,000 $78,000  

111 
FORD           
E450 

cutaway 
2011 16 

Fixed 
Route              
Spare 

270,844 250,000 $75,000  

114 
FORD            
E450 

cutaway 
2014 16 

Fixed 
Route              
Blue 

119,520 250,000 $82,000  

115 
FORD         
E450 

cutaway 
2015 16 

Fixed 
Route             
Green 

79,919 250,000 $84,000  

BFB#1 
FORD            
E450 

cutaway 
2011 8 

Demand                   
Response 
Boundary 

Co. 

36,031 200,000 $80,000  

 
 
The next step in understanding the fleet is to use mileage data to calculate when a 
particular bus will be at the end of its useable life, based on how many miles each bus is 
predicted to accumulate.  
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Mileage Analysis with Predicted Replacement Year  
Highlight indicates point of replacement 
 

SPOT 
ID# 

Avg 
miles 
per 
year 

Estimated 
Mileage 

End 2016 

Estimated 
Mileage 
End 2017 

Estimated 
Mileage 

End 2018 

Estimated 
Mileage 

End 2019 

Estimated 
Mileage 

End 2020 

Estimated 
Mileage 
End 2021 

Notes 

106 10,000 303,301 313,301 10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 

replace now 
no AC, 

original 
engine & 

transmission  

107 12,000 201,270 213,270 225,270 237,270 12,000 24,000 
 replace 

sooner due to 
age in 2019  

110 12,000 164,535 176,535 12,000 24,000 36,000 48,000 

 replace 
sooner due to 
age and rough 

condition  

111 10,000 275,844 285,844 295,844 10,000 20,000 30,000 

 run longer 
due to new 
engine in 

2016  

114 60,000 149,520 209,520 239,520 269,520 60,000 90,000 
 replace when 

>250k  

115 60,000 109,919 169,919 229,919 259,919 289,919 60,000 
 replace when 

>250k 

BFB#1 12,000 42,031 54,031 66,031 78,031 90,031 102,031 
 replace due         

to age  

 
 
This analysis is the best guess as to how buses will age and how services will grow. Most 
likely, the SPOT fleet replacement schedule will need to be adjusted to account for 
numerous unknown factors. The annual CIP update should include adjustments to fleet 
replacements opportunities.  
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CONCLUSION 
A CIP is a valuable tool that will allow SPOT to project local and federal funding 
requirements for achieving capital goals. Capital planning ensures that SPOT can maintain 
its capital assets in an ongoing state of good repair. Federal funding requires it, local 
funding partners will appreciate it, and customers will benefit from it. 
 
The CIP addresses acquisition and construction costs of capital projects, but maintaining 
assets over their lifetime is just as important to the capital asset process. Maintenance costs 
are not included in the CIP, as they should be included in SPOT’s annual operating budget 
as an ongoing expense. 
 
Given the 5-year timeframe and the many assumptions that have built into this plan, it is 
necessary that SPOT view the CIP as a living document that should always be as current as 
possible. 
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APPENDIX A – CIP SUMMARY AND SCHEDULE OF PROJECTS  
2017-2021 

 
 

NOTES 

1. As of 10/1/16 start of this plan, only funding secure through federal award is $125,000 of federal 
funding for bus stop improvements 

2. All other projects are contingent upon future federal awards 
3. Capital fund balance starts with $100k, as described in the CIP, and has 10% of local 

municipal/county funding added to it each year 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In 2011, the cities of Dover, Sandpoint, Ponderay and Kootenai 

launched a public transportation system offering fixed route service 

connecting each of the four cities.  The City of Dover assumed the 

role of operator for the community transit system, using Federal 

Transit Administration funding with matching funds provided by 

Sandpoint and Ponderay.   

The Selkirks-Pend Oreille Transit (SPOT) system was an immediate 

success, and ridership has grown steadily over the past four years.  

SPOT’s early achievements are a testament to the effectiveness of 

our collaborative approach.  SPOT successes and lessons learned 

offer a valuable statewide model for other transit systems in Idaho, 

demonstrating the power of partnerships in addressing critical 

community needs. 

Our transit system’s success has caught the attention of the Idaho 

Transportation Department and other organizations who are 

interested in seeing the system expand to serve new geographic 

areas.  Recently, SPOT was encouraged to initiate demand-response 

service to serve a critical transportation need in Boundary County.  

SPOT has stepped to the plate and is currently providing limited 

demand response service within Boundary County, with a weekly 

inter-city connection between Bonners Ferry and Sandpoint.   

Looking ahead, SPOT’s leadership team desires a deliberate, 

informed approach to future expansion opportunities, so that the 

system’s growth does not outpace available resources.   

PLANNING PROCESS 

In the summer of 2015, SPOT’s leadership team developed this 

strategic plan to set priorities, focus energy and resources, validate 

investment decisions, and enhance the organization’s legitimacy in 

the eyes of funders, customers and stakeholders.  

In discussing a vision for the organization, our team recognized that 

forward momentum would require sustained motivation and 

commitment by 

SPOT’s leaders and 

partners.  

Understanding that 

each person is 

motivated by his or 

her own values, 

identifying common 

values for our 

leadership team and 

the communities we 

serve was a critical 

first step.   

Values that could be 

positively influenced 

by SPOT led to the 

development of SPOT’s vision statement.  We then established a set 

of goals and objectives to be accomplished within the next five 

years to support the vision, and confirmed that SPOT’s current 

mission provides a solid footing on which to start.  
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2. CURRENT ORGANIZATION, MISSION AND SERVICE 

SPOT is a cooperative effort, formed through a memorandum of understanding 

between the cities of Dover, Sandpoint, Ponderay and Kootenai.  Our oversight 

board, which includes the mayors of each city and an ex-officio member at large, 

is supported by a technical committee of staff members from each city plus a 

representative from Schweitzer Mountain Resort.   

Our mission is to provide convenient, safe and reliable 

public transportation for residents and visitors to 

employment, recreation and service destinations in the 

area.   

Currently, fixed route service in the Sandpoint Area 

includes two routes connecting the four cities, with hourly 

service seven days per week.  SPOT also provides para-

transit service within the four city area.   

For residents of Boundary County, SPOT recently initiated 

essential demand-response service within Bonners Ferry 

two days per week.  We also offer a connection from 

Bonners Ferry to Sandpoint one day per week, which 

allows access to critical health care services, shopping and 

other basic needs.  

 

MISSION 
A COOPERATIVE EFFORT OF AREA MUNICIPALITIES 

TO PROVIDE CONVENIENT, SAFE AND RELIABLE 
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION FOR RESIDENTS AND 
VISITORS TO EMPLOYMENT, RECREATION AND 

SERVICE DESTINATIONS. 
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3. WHAT WE VALUE 

PEOPLE 

SPOT riders inspire us!  Coming from all walks of life, their appreciation for 

SPOT is a source of pride for us.  We work hard to earn their trust and to 

keep it through friendly, excellent service.  Hearing customers refer to 

SPOT as “my” bus, not just “the” bus, is music to our ears.   

 

PLACES 

From the Pend Oreille River to the scenic Selkirk Mountains, a ride with SPOT showcases magnificent natural beauty, clean air and water, and 

artistic, livable communities with a small-town feel.  SPOT is privileged to help preserve these advantages for future generations, by reducing 

traffic congestion and fossil fuel emissions. 
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PROSPERITY 

Prosperity has many faces.  SPOT fosters 

economic prosperity by providing businesses 

with access to the regional workforce, and 

helping to reduce employee commuting costs.   

Elderly, disabled, low income and other socio-

economically disadvantaged people depend on 

affordable, accessible transportation.  Without 

it, many could not access medical services, shop 

for necessities, or get to work, and may become 

isolated in their homes. SPOT provides essential 

travel options to reduce these serious health 

and safety risks. 

 

 

PASSION 

There is no better feeling than helping others.  We get a big charge out of solving problems for people, 

and sharing lessons learned so that other transit systems can also succeed. 
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4. OUR VISION 

 

 

 

 

Vision Statement 

 SPOT is the people’s choice for travel throughout North Idaho.  

 We will continue to help preserve North Idaho’s human and natural environments for generations to 

come.  

 We are innovative, taking advantage of new technology to stay cost-effective and affordable.   

 SPOT is recognized and leveraged as a valuable asset for economic development and community vitality.   

 Our strong partnerships and strategies for self-reliance are a national model.  
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5. STRATEGIC PLAN 

SPOT’s strategic plan covers goals and objectives for these five areas, to support SPOT’s ultimate vision: 

 Ridership   

 Rider Access and Convenience 

 Partnerships 

 Stability and Sustainability 

 Environmental Stewardship. 

The strategic planning team established long-range goals for each of these areas, and developed objectives to be accomplished over the next 

five years.  The “SMART” principle was used to make goals and objectives specific, measurable, achievable, realistic and time-bound.  Table 1 lists 

goals and objectives along with the anticipated year for action.  SPOT’s technical advisory committee will maintain an action plan (Appendix C) to 

monitor progress and accomplishments.  
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Table 1.  SPOT Strategic Plan 

SPOT STRATEGIC PLAN 

2
0

1
5

 

2
0

1
6

 

2
0

1
7

 

2
0

1
8

 

2
0

1
9

 

GOAL 1:  INCREASE RIDERSHIP  

1A 
Prepare and implement a marketing and public information plan by December, 2016, aimed 
at expanding SPOT's customer base, improving information on how to ride, and 
protecting/enhancing SPOT's brand. 

         

1B Get SPOT's routes and stops on Google Transit by December, 2015.          

1C Fully implement the Double Map app by December, 2015.          

1D 
Perform community and rider surveys in 2016 to identify barriers for current and potential 
customers, and to gauge the popularity of potential expansion options. 

         

1E Work to increase public awareness by issuing regular press releases about SPOT activities.      

GOAL 2:  IMPROVE RIDER ACCESS, CONVENIENCE AND AMENITIES 

2A Add third route to serve airport, food bank, residential and medical area.           

2B 
Perform an annual review of routes, stop frequencies, and operating hours; make 
adjustments if appropriate to improve convenience for riders. 

     

2C 
Add shelters and bicycle racks to 10% of stop locations by 2016 and an additional 10% by 
2018. 
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SPOT STRATEGIC PLAN 
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2D Expand on-board bicycle accommodation on all coaches by 2018.          

2E Work to increase frequency of fixed route services (ongoing).      

GOAL 3:  LEVERAGE PARTNERSHIPS TO EXPAND SERVICE AND IMPROVE THE SYSTEM 

3A 
Integrate SPOT with Schweitzer Mountain Resort's transportation needs and funding.  
Implement a new route serving the mountain beginning November 2016. 

         

3B 
Coordinate with Bonner County and/or other partners to become active participants in SPOT 
by 2017. 

         

3D 
As roadway projects are proposed, coordinate with BCATT, BATT, ITD, local cities and 
counties, to include stop furnishings, pedestrian access and safety features, and other transit 
infrastructure needs. 

         

3E Develop a sponsorship program for stop furnishings ("adopt a stop") by 2016.          

3F 
Coordinate with land use agencies to incorporate SPOT needs in development reviews by 
December 2015. 

         

3G 
Coordinate with social services agencies to implement Demand-Response service within in 
the Sandpoint area by 2016. 

         

3H Provide regular (annual) updates to local government agencies and civic groups.      
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GOAL 4:  INCREASE ORGANIZATIONAL AND FINANCIAL STABILITY  

4A Evaluate alternate governance structures and select desired approach by 2017.          

4B 
By 2017, revise current governance structure to reduce political risks and allow for easier 
service area expansion. 

         

4C 
On an ongoing basis, develop and expand SPOT's internal capacity and resources through 
training and grant opportunities. 

          

4D Update this list of objectives and action items quarterly.           

4E Identify and select performance measures for SPOT and report on them annually      

4F 
Create an endowment or other long-term donation opportunity for SPOT, after Objective 4B 
is complete. 

     

GOAL 5:  PROMOTE ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP            

5A 
Explore other public transportation services including park and ride, vanpool and rideshare, 
as program champions are found. 

         

5B 
Report annual emission reductions due to rides on SPOT on the SPOT website, beginning in 
2017. 

       

 5C Add a seat on the TAC for a designated environmental advocate.          
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5D Consider energy efficiency options with next bus purchase.      

5E 
Consider solar technology and other energy efficient options for shelters with next significant 
installation project. 
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STATE AND FEDERAL FUNDING SOURCES 

In 2012, Congress enacted new federal transportation funding 

legislation known as “MAP-21” (Moving Ahead for Progress in the 

21st Century.  The majority of funding for transit systems and 

services in the country comes from this federal transportation act.   

MAP-21 contains provisions for funding programs administered by 

the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), and the Federal Highway 

Administration (FHWA), which are found in Chapter 53 and 23 of 

the Code of Federal Regulations respectively.  While the lion’s share 

of transit funding is contained in Chapter 53, there are some transit 

funding opportunities within the Highway program in Chapter 23.   

Much of the federal transportation funding that is available to rural 

areas in Idaho State will flow through the Idaho Transportation 

Department (ITD), however there are several direct-federal 

programs that SPOT could explore; specifically direct-federal 

funding that is available to tribes and for projects that improve 

access to federal lands.  A summary of MAP-21 programs for which 

transit activities may be eligible follows. 

FEDERAL TRANSIT PROGRAMS ADMINISTERED BY ITD 
 

5310 Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities 

 Former New Freedom program has been rolled into the 5310 program 

 At least 55% of Idaho’s program funds must be spent on capital project planning, design and implementation specifically for seniors and 

individuals with disabilities when public transportation is insufficient, inappropriate or unavailable. 

 Remaining 45% can be used for projects that improve access to fixed route service and decrease reliance by individuals with disabilities 

on paratransit.   

 Capital 80% federal funding; 20% match 

 Operating 50% federal funding; 50% match 

 Projects must be identified within a Coordinated Public Transportation Human Services Transportation Plan 

 

5311 Rural Formula Funding   

 Eligible recipients are states and Indian tribes.  Subrecipients may be state or local governments, nonprofits, public transportation 

operators or intercity bus services. 

 Eligible activities are planning, capital, operating, JARC projects, and acquisition of public transportation services. 

 Amount that comes to Idaho is dependent on vehicle revenue miles.  SPOT can help increase Idaho’s share by increasing ridership. 
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 Low-income populations in rural areas is also a formula factor. 

 Data collection required 

o Annual revenue 

o Sources of revenue 

o Total annual operating costs 

o Total annual capital costs 

o Fleet size and type, related facilities 

o Vehicle revenue miles 

o Ridership 

 Capital 80% federal funding; 20% match 

 Operating 50% federal funding; 50% match 

 

5311(f) Intercity 

 15% of the state’s 5311 funds have to go to intercity service 

 Planning and marketing for intercity transportation 

 Capital 

 Operating through purchase of service agreements, etc 

 Coordinating rural connections between small public transportation operations and intercity bus carriers 

 

5319 Bicycle Facilities 

 Providing shelters and parking facilities for bikes near transit facilities 

 Installing equipment for bikes on buses 

 90% federal funding; 10% local match 

 

5324 Emergency Relief 

 Capital projects to protect, repair, reconstruct or replace equipment and facilities after a governor-declared disaster 

 Transit agency operating costs related to evacuation, rescue, temporary service or changing routes before, during or after an emergency 

in an a directly-affected area. 
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5326 Transit Asset Management 

 Will be a future requirement for recipients to manage capital assets and prioritize investments. 

 There will likely be a technical assistance program.   

 

5339 Bus and Bus Facilities Formula grants  

 Capital 80% federal funding; 20% local match 

 

RTAP 

 Supports a variety of technical services and training opportunities for transit operators in rural areas. 

 Includes scholarships to cover tuition and expenses for individuals to attend training courses, workshops and conferences.   

 

OTHER FEDERAL FUNDING  

 

5311(c) Tribal Transit Program ($25M for tribes by formula and $5M discretionary nationally) 

 This program is administered directly by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), not ITD. 

 $25 million annually is available nationally, and is allocated to tribes by formula.  There is no match required for the formula funds. 

 A recipient that is an Indian tribe may use funds apportioned under this subsection to finance public transportation services provided by 

a non-tribal provider of public transportation that connects residents of tribal lands with surrounding communities, improves access to 

employment or health care, or otherwise addresses the mobility needs of tribal members. 

 Award amounts are based on revenue miles and number of low-income individuals residing on tribal lands 

 There has been no formula allocation for the Kootenai Tribe in Idaho under this program, however other neighboring tribes do receive 

apportionments.  2015 apportionments included: 

o Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes (Montana) $473,565 

o Coeur d’Alene Tribe/Citylink (Idaho) $302,689 

o Kalispel Tribe (Washington) $40,998 

 An additional $5 million annually is available nationally for competitive application. (The Idaho Kootenais should be eligible applicants 

for this portion of the program.)   There is a 10% match required for the competitively awarded funds. 
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Tribal Transportation Program 

 Separate from the Tribal Transit Program 

 This program is jointly administered by the Federal Highway Administration and Bureau of Indian Affairs. 

 Historically used for roadways, but eligible activities include planning, design and construction of transit and non-motorized 
transportation projects.   

 

Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery (TIGER) 

 TIGER is a nationally competitive funding program for transportation projects that have a significant national or regional impact.  A 

broad array of projects are eligible for TIGER funding.   

 Competition is typically fierce, however, and projects must demonstrate significant benefits for safety, economic competitiveness, state 

of good repair, livability and/or environmental sustainability.   

 Most of SPOT’s smaller capital improvements and bus purchases would not have the broader regional or national significance to 

compete well in this program.  However, as the SPOT team continues to collaborate, the team may identify larger initiatives requiring 

the participation of multiple partners, for which the TIGER program could be considered. 

 This is a direct federal program that is not administered by ITD. 

 

Surface Transportation Program (STP) 

 $10 billion nationally in STP flexible funding.  Non-motorized transportation facilities, transit capital projects and public bus terminals 

and facilities are eligible. 

 In Idaho, STP funding for local agencies is administered by the Local Highway Technical Assistance Council (LHTAC).  Projects within 

Bonner County are prioritized by the Bonner County Area Transportation Team (BCATT) and within Boundary County by the Boundary 

Area Transportation Team (BATT). 

 

Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) 

 Construction, planning, and design of on-road and off-road trail facilities for pedestrians, bicyclists, and other non-motorized forms of 
transportation, including sidewalks, bicycle infrastructure, pedestrian and bicycle signals, traffic calming techniques, lighting and other 
safety-related infrastructure, and transportation projects to achieve compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. 

 Construction, planning, and design of infrastructure-related projects and systems that will provide safe routes for non-drivers, including 
children, older adults, and individuals with disabilities to access daily needs. 

 This program is administered by ITD. 
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Federal Lands Access Program  

 This program is administered by the Federal Highway Administration, although ITD participates in project selection. 

 Eligible recipients:  State, county, town, township, tribal, municipal, or local government 

 Eligible projects must address access to or within federal lands:   
o Preventive maintenance, rehabilitation, restoration, construction and reconstruction 
o Adjacent vehicular parking areas 
o Acquisition of necessary scenic easements and scenic or historic sites 
o Provisions for pedestrian and bicycles 
o Environmental mitigation in or adjacent to Federal land to improve public safety and reduce vehicle-wildlife mortality while 

maintaining habitat connectivity 
o Construction and reconstruction of roadside rest areas, including sanitary and water facilities. 
o Operation and maintenance of transit facilities 

 
Federal Lands Transportation Program 

 Only federal land management agencies are eligible for this program.  Includes National Parks, US Forest Service, US Fish and Wildlife 
Service, Bureau of Land Management and Corps of Engineers. 

 Operation and maintenance of transit programs are eligible. 
 
USDA Rural Development - Community Facilities Programs  

 Administered by the Idaho office of the US Department of Agriculture Rural Development Division 
 Provide low-interest loans, grants and loan guarantees for projects to develop essential community facilities for public use in rural areas. 

An essential community facility is defined as a facility that provides an essential service to the local community for the orderly 
development of the community in a primarily rural area, and does not include private, commercial or business undertakings. 

 Eligible borrowers include public bodies, community-based non-profit corporations, federally-recognized Tribes. 
 Rural areas including cities, villages, townships and towns including Federally Recognized Tribal Lands with no more than 20,000 

residents according to the latest U.S. Census Data are eligible for this program. 
 Funds can be used to purchase, construct, and / or improve essential community facilities, purchase equipment and pay related project 

expenses. 
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANTS 

CDBG Public Facilities and Downtown Revitalization Grants 

 Eligible agencies are incorporated cities with a population under 50,000, or counties.  Special service providers must be sponsored by a 
city or county. 

 Funds public utility systems, firs stations, removal of architectural barriers and other public infrastructure.   
 

CDBG Job Creation Grant 

 Eligible agencies are incorporated cities with a population under 50,000, or counties.  Special service providers must be sponsored by a 
city or county. 

 Funds public facility construction and improvements that support companies who are expanding, or new companies that will be creating 
jobs. 
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PRIVATE FUNDING SOURCES 

Most private sources of funds grant small amounts. As many federal funding sources require a local match amount, private funding can be 

important as a source for required match amounts. Many private foundation grants require a nonprofit (non-government) recipient. 

UNION PACIFIC FOUNDATION 

The UP Foundation provides grants to public charities or municipalities located in communities that are served by Union Pacific Railroad.  Grants 

are typically modest – in 2015 grants made in Idaho totaled $180,000, with an average individual award of roughly $5,000. 

 

STATE FARM COMMUNITY GRANTS 

Nationally, State Farm supports communities through social investments and countrywide relationships. At a local level, the company grants focus 

on two areas: safety and education. 

Safety Grants 

 Auto and roadway safety 

 Teen Driver Education 

 Home safety and fire prevention 

 Disaster preparedness 

 Disaster recovery 

Education Grants 

 Basic Economics 

 Budget Counseling 

 Employable Skills Training 

 First Time Homebuyers Workshop 

 Foreclosure Prevention Counseling

 

FORD FOUNDATION 

http://www.fordfoundation.org/grants/organizations-seeking-grants 

 

Each year the Ford Foundation receives about 40,000 proposals and makes about 1,400 grants. Requests range from a few thousand to millions 

of dollars and are accepted in categories such as project planning and support; general support; and endowments. Grant applications are 

reviewed at our New York headquarters and in our regional offices. 

Grant types include: 

 General/core support 

 Project 

 Planning 
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 Competition 

 Matching 

 Recoverable 

 Individual 

 Endowment 

 Foundation-administered project 

The foundation has numerous grant interest areas.  Those most applicable to SPOT will likely be found under the categories of Economic 

Fairness, Democratic and Accountable Government, and Sustainable Development.  Inquiries can be submitted on-line throughout the year. 

 

MJ MURDOCK CHARITABLE TRUST 

http://www.murdock-trust.org/grants/index.php 

 

Description and Eligible Activities 

The trust provides grants for a broad range of activities. These generally include education, culture and the arts, health and human services, 

scientific research, and youth leadership. The trust does not fund normal ongoing operations, including existing staff, or for the continuation of 

existing projects, or the continuation of programs previously financed from other external sources.  

 

Amount and Match Requirement 

Grant award size varies depending upon organization and project; however, past practices inform future decisions. Because the Trust's 

application and evaluation process is rigorous, thorough, and time intensive, requests for less than $50,000 are generally discouraged. 

 

Eligibility 

To be eligible to apply for a grant, organizations must: 

 Be a 501(c )(3) organization 

 Operate in the Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, or Washington 

Organizations must submit a letter of inquiry. 

 

THE ROBERT WOOD JOHNSON FOUNDATION:  MULTIPLE PROGRAMS 

http://www.rwjf.org/applications/solicited/cfp.jsp?ID=21390&cid=XEM_A5734 
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Description and Eligible Activities 

The Robert Wood Johnson foundation has multiple funding programs focusing on improving health and health care for Americans.  Specific 

programs and funding initiatives vary year to year.  Access to health care may be funded under various initiatives by this foundation.   

 

Amount and Match Requirement 

To be eligible for funding, applicants must typically secure 100 percent matching support. Matching funds may come from private organizations, 

or from city, county, state and federal funds. Usually, at least 50 percent of the match must be a cash match from one or more local, state, 

regional or national funding partners. The balance may be in-kind support provided by organizations other than the applicant organization. 

 

Timing 

Proposals are solicited at various time throughout the year.  Watch the website for applicable opportunities. 

 

Eligibility 

To be eligible, an applicant organization must be located in the United States or its territories and be a:  

 Nonprofit organization that is tax-exempt under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code;  

 Tribal group recognized by the U.S. federal government; or  

 State or local agency. 

In addition, grantees must be organizations that participate in established coalitions or networks that span multiple sectors and perspectives and 

may include representatives from business; education; public health; health care; community organizations; community members; policy 

advocates; foundations; and policy-makers. 

 

STATE FARM COMPANY GRANTS 

http://www.statefarm.com/aboutus/community/grants/company/company.asp 

 

Description and Eligible Activities 

The grants focus on three areas: safety, community development and education.  

 Safety Grants—Auto and Roadway Safety, Home Safety and Fire Prevention, Disaster Preparedness, Disaster Recovery, Personal 

Financial Safety/Security  

 Community Development Grants—Affordable Housing, 1st Time Homeowners, Community Revitalization, Economic Development 
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 Education—Grants for K-12 public schools 

 

Amount and Match Requirement 

N/A. 

 

Timing 

Applications for 2016 funding were available from Tuesday, September 1 through Friday, October 30, 2015.  Expect a similar timeframe for 2017. 

 

Eligibility 

The applicant must be an educational Institution, government entity, 501(c)(3) charitable nonprofit organizations, a 501(c)(4) volunteer fire 

companies, or a 501(c)(6) chambers of commerce. 

 

TOM’S OF MAINE 50 STATES FOR GOOD 

http://www.tomsofmaine.com/community-involvement/living-well/project-sponsorships 

 

Description and Eligible Activities 

Tom's of Maine 50 States for Good initiative supports grassroots organizations throughout the country working to do good in their communities. 

Eligible projects must have a positive impact on the community in one of the following areas:  

 Environmental Goodness 

 Healthy Goodness 

 Human Goodness 

An internal panel narrows applications down to the top 100.  An external panel narrows the 100 nominees down to 51 finalists (one from each 

state and the District of Columbia).  15 Final awards are made based on a consumer vote on Tom’s of Maine’s Facebook page. 

 

Amount and Match Requirement 

$150,000 is available nationally; individual grants are $10,000. 

 

Eligibility 

To be eligible to apply for a grant, organizations must: 

 Nonprofit 501(c)(3) organizations, in good standing, for funding requests related to community events, projects or program support 
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 Nonprofit must have an operating budget of less than $2 million 
 

 

WALMART FOUNDATION  

http://foundation.walmart.com/apply-for-grants/ 

 

Description and Eligible Activities 

Walmart has national, state and community grant programs.  Funding requests should align with the Foundation’s areas of focus.  Current focus 

areas are: 

 Hunger Relief and Healthy Eating 

 Sustainability 

 Women’s Economic Empowerment 

 Career Opportunity 

The Community Grant Program considers additional focus areas.   

 

Amount and Match Requirement 

The Community Grants Program awards grants of $250 to $2,500.   

Larger grants - $25,000 minimum -- are possible through Walmart’s National and State Giving Programs. 

 

 

Eligibility 

Organizations must be described as one of the following: 

 An organization holding a current tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(3), (4), (6) or (19) of the Internal Revenue Code; 

 A recognized government entity: state, county, or city agency, including law enforcement or fire departments, that are requesting funds 

exclusively for public purposes; 

 A K-12 public or private school, charter school, community/junior college, state/private college or university; or 

 A church or other faith-based organization with a proposed project that benefits the community at large. 
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US BANCORP FOUNDATION 

http://www.usbank.com/community/index.html 

 

Description and Eligible Activities 

The U.S. Bancorp Foundation offers grants for unrestricted general operating support, program support, capital support, and contributions of 

equipment and property.   

The Foundation has the following funding priorities: 

 Affordable Housing 

 Self-Sufficiency for low and moderate income populations 

 Economic Development 

 Education 

 Cultural and Artistic Enrichment 

 United Way 

 

Eligibility  

Only nonprofit organizations are funded. Organizations receiving primary funding support from a United Way organization are not eligible for a 

direct grant from the Foundation. 

 

BULLIT FOUNDATION 

http://www.bullitt.org/ 

 

Description and Eligible Activities 

The mission of the Bullitt Foundation is to safeguard the natural environment by promoting responsible human activities and sustainable 

communities in the Pacific Northwest. The Foundation supports nonprofit organizations that serve Idaho, Oregon, Washington, western 

Montana (including the Rocky Mountain range), coastal Alaska from Cook Inlet to the Canadian border, and British Columbia, Canada. 

 

The Foundation's current focus is on the following areas: 

 Urban Ecology 

 Ecosystem Services 
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 Energy, Industry, and Technology 

 Leadership and Civic Engagement 
 

The Foundation will consider special requests in response to unforeseen emergencies or time- sensitive needs. However, funds for such grants 
are limited, and approval standards are high. Interested applicants should contact a program officer to determine eligibility.  The Foundation 
does not fund capital projects or university overhead costs, nor does it fund candidates for political office or lobbying activities. 
 
Applicants must begin the application process by completing an online proposal inquiry form available on the Foundation's website. 
 

Amount and Match Requirement 

Total Annual Giving: $5,394,000;  Grant Range: $5,000 - $200,000;  Average Grant: $25,000 - $50,000 

 

Timing  

Proposal inquiry forms are available annually on March 15 and September 15, annually.  Invited proposals are solicited May 1 and November 1, 

annually 

 

Eligibility  

Applicants must have a 501(c)(3) determination letter, or identify themselves as a validly organized and operating municipal corporation, public 
agency, or Native American tribe. 
 

 

PEOPLE FOR BIKES GRANT PROGRAM  

http://www.peopleforbikes.org/pages/grant-guidelines 

Description and Eligible Activities 

Formerly the Bikes Belong Grant Program, People for Bikes is aimed at providing funding to those who strive to improve bicycling in America 

through efforts such as the building of trails and paths, or through promoting general bicycling advocacy and awareness. Fundable projects 

include paved bike paths, lanes, and rail-trails as well as mountain bike trails, bike parks, BMX facilities, and large-scale bicycle advocacy 

initiatives. A key goal of the Bikes Belong grants program is to support bicycling in as many places as possible. 
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Amount and Match Requirement 

People for Bikes will accept requests for funding of up to $10,000 for facility and advocacy projects. It does not require a specific percentage 

match, but prefers leverage and funding partnerships. The fund does not consider grant requests in which its funding would amount to 50 

percent or more of the project budget. 

 

Timing 

People for Bikes generally holds 1-2 open grant cycles every year, historically in the spring and fall.   

 

Eligibility 

While SPOT is not specifically eligible for this funding program, it is included here for informational purposes as the planning team looks to 

partner with bicycling groups in the future.  The program funds end-of-trip facilities for bicycles, such as bike racks, bike parking, and bike 

storage.  Applications are accepted from nonprofit organizations whose missions are bicycle and/or trail specific.  They also accept applications 

from public agencies and departments at the national, state, regional, and local levels; however, they encourage these municipalities to align 

with a local bicycle advocacy group that will help develop and advance the project or program.  Because of its limited funds, People for Bikes 

rarely awards grants to organizations and communities that have received People for Bikes funding within the past three years. 
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE, TRAINING AND OTHER RESOURCES 
 

Technical assistance grants can help SPOT to build their internal knowledge and capacity.   Grants are typically small, and usually in the form of 

time donated by technical experts rather than cash.  The following programs may be of interest. 

 

AMERICAN PLANNING ASSOCIATION'S COMMUNITY PLANNING ASSISTANCE TEAM PROGRAM—PLANNING ASSISTANCE 

http://www.planning.org/communityassistance/teams/ 
 

Description 

APA's Community Planning Assistance Team program considers applications from communities seeking pro bono planning assistance. If you live 

in or know of a community that lacks planning resources and could benefit from a team of planning experts, you're encouraged to apply. There is 

a $50 application fee. 

 

GOOGLE GRANTS—FREE ADVERTISING 

http://www.google.com/grants/ 

 

Description 

Google Grants provides $10,000 per month in in-kind AdWords™ advertising (Google’s online advertising tool), to nonprofit organizations to 

promote their missions and initiatives on Google.com. Grantees build and manage their own AdWords accounts just like paying advertisers, but 

participate with the following restrictions:  

 A daily budget set to $330, which is equivalent to about $10,000 per month  

 A maximum cost-per-click (CPC) limit of $1.00 USD  

 Only run keyword-targeted campaigns  

 Only appear on Google.com  

 Only run text ads  

 

Timing 

Google will run the ads run for as long as the organization remains actively engaged with their Grants AdWords account. 
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Eligibility 

Only registered 501(c )(3) nonprofit organizations are eligible.  Applicants must register on “Google for Nonprofits.”  

 

 

MJ MURDOCK CHARITABLE TRUST FUNDRAISING & CAPACITY BUILDING ESSENTIALS OF DEVELOPMENT SEMINAR—FUNDRAISING 

SEMINARS 
http://www.murdock-trust.org/enrichment-programs/essentials-development-seminar.php 

Description 

The Essentials of Development Seminar helps organizations create a diversified funding development structure. Designed for smaller or start-up 

organizations, the program’s goal is to help these groups sustain the long-term accomplishment of their mission. The seminar is a pair of two-

day workshops in Vancouver, Washington. 

Among the topics covered in the seminar are: 

 Principles of Fundraising  

 Development of a case for support  

 Donor list segmentation and management  

 Donor contact and care  

 Multiple approaches to fundraising  

Participants 

Each year, a group of about ten organizations is invited to participate in this program. Each organization brings its executive director, 

development personnel, and at least two board members 

 

BENEVON—FUNDRAISING FROM INDIVIDUALS 

http://www.benevon.com/welcome 

 

Description 

Benevon trains and coaches nonprofit organizations in its system for developing individual donor programs.  Benevon programs and services 

provide step-by-step process and the tools—training, templates, scripts, and rigorous coaching—to put non-profit organizations on the pathway 
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to financial sustainability.  Benevon offers free 17-minute and 55-minute video training sessions on its website. It also offers free seminars and 

conference calls. 

 

COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

The Community Transportation Association of America (CTAA) provides technical assistance for a wide variety of alternative transportation 

issues and activities.  www.ctaa.org 

 

THE CHRONICLE OF PHILANTHROPY 

http://philanthropy.com/section/Home/172/ 

 

ASSOCIATION OF FUNDRAISING PROFESSIONALS 

www.afpnet.org 
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The SPOT strategic planning team brainstormed potential stakeholders in order to identify potential partners, and also discuss key outreach tactics that 

may be useful to consider as a marketing plan is prepared.   

SPOT STRATEGIC PLAN:  STAKEHOLDER ASSESSMENT NOTES 

Stakeholder or 
Stakeholder Group 

Interests or “Stake” Outreach Tactics/Key Messages 

Possible Source of: 
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Tourists 

Ease of use 
Hassle factor 
Want to spend their time doing, 
not figuring out how to get around. 

Sightsee with SPOT 
PR Campaign 
Educational Materials 
Provide info at hotels, chamber of 
commerce/visitor center, Schweitzer, 
and on line travel sites 

X   X Devon 

Seniors 

Access to essential shopping and 
services 
Safety 
Independence 
Combat Social isolation 

Education 
Promote SPOT’s understanding of 
senior needs and issues 
Convenience 
Outreach through assisted living 
facilities, medical offices, and area 
aging agency 

X   X Susan 

ITD (Upper Levels) 
Funding levels 
Impacts on roads 

Economic benefits of transit 
Private/public partnerships 
Safety 

     

Anti-Government Cost/taxes 

Economic return to community and 
benefits of getting people to 
employment and medical care in a 
cost-effective way 
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SPOT STRATEGIC PLAN:  STAKEHOLDER ASSESSMENT NOTES 
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Rural Residents 
Cost of travel 
Commuting 

Drive in, park once and take SPOT 
Use mailers and advertising to reach 
this group 

     

Un-served Residents 

Funding (taxpayer dollars going to 
services that they do not benefit 
from) 
General lack of awareness about 
the service 

      

Private Transportation 
Providers (Taxi’s) 

Effects on their income 

Partner with taxis for off-hour service 
needs 
Consider SPOT as a complementary 
service 

 X X  Clif 

Taxpayers 
They pay the bill – can that be 
reduced by reduced costs for roads 

Need clear statement of benefits. X   X 
All Team 
Members 

Environmentalists/EPA Clean air and water Highlight SPOT’s environmental goals X  X X  

Government Agencies 
(All) 

Financial impacts 
Bring local elected officials into the 
“inner circle” – give them first-to-
know status on SPOT’s activities 

X   X 
Mayors on SPOT 
Board 

City Governments 

Service to citizens / public welfare 
Cost-effectiveness 
Increased visitors to cities for 
business, shopping, entertainment; 
school 

Keep them updated – presentations 
Encourage participation in SPOT 
advisory board 

X X X X  
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SPOT STRATEGIC PLAN:  STAKEHOLDER ASSESSMENT NOTES 
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Road Departments 
Road construction and 
maintenance 

Benefits of transit for helping to 
reduce traffic 
Teaming with SPOT on road projects 
helps make the multi-modal case – 
may help to increase competitive 
position for funding 

X   X  

SPOT Staff, Board and 
Committees 

Ability to operate the system well 
Sustainability of the system 
Providing quality service 

 X X X X  

Bus Riders 
Expanded travel options 
Get to work 
Get to recreation 

Use social media 
Provide info about SPOT at places of 
employment and recreational 
destinations  

X   X  

Retailers 
Impacts on business revenues; 
access to workforce; parking for 
customers 

Reach them through DBA.  
Communicate benefits of transit for 
recruiting/retaining employees. 
Be seen as an environmentally 
friendly/ socially responsible/ 
community caring business. 

X   X  

Cyclists 
Safe commuting 
Access to 
recreation/nature/outdoors 

Take the bus on days when you can’t 
have helmet hair. 
Reach them through cycle clubs  

X X  X  
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Pedestrians 
Aesthetics/pleasant walking 
environment 
Avoiding car trips 

SPOT is a great option for long 
distances or inclement weather 
Make buses, stops, signs easily 
identifiable 
Make schedule info available at stops 

X   X  

Children (and Parents) 
Independence 
Safety 

Provide info on SPOT to teachers, 
PTA’s, libraries, child care businesses, 
recreational/sports/after school 
programs 

     

Low Income 
Transportation affordability 
Access to jobs, medical and 
essential shopping 

Outreach through health and 
welfare/social services agencies 

 X  X  

Disabled 
Independence 
Transportation affordability 

Outreach through medical offices  X  X  

Public At-Large 

Traffic congestion 
Travel options/automobile 
dependence 
May not know much about SPOT 

Advertising/radio/TV 
Word of mouth 

X X X X  
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SPOT ACTION PLAN 2015-2017 

To be updated quarterly by the SPOT Technical Advisory Committee 

Date of Last Update:  _______________ 

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

2
0

1
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2
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1
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2
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1
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2
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1
8

 

2
0

1
9

 

ACTION ITEMS 

GOAL 1:  INCREASE RIDERSHIP             

1A 

Prepare and implement a marketing and public information plan 
by December, 2016, aimed at expanding SPOT's customer base, 
improving information on how to ride, and 
protecting/enhancing SPOT's brand. 

  X       

Marion - secure funding  
SPOT Board - work on increasing budget for 
marketing 
Jared and TAC – Develop and analyze market 
info using Census and other available 
demographic data 
Annie – look for a marketing coordinator 

1B 
Get SPOT's routes and stops on Google Transit by December, 
2015. 

X         Jared 

1C Fully implement the Double Map app by December, 2015. X         Jared 

1D 
Perform community and rider surveys in 2016 to identify 
barriers for current and potential customers, and to gauge the 
popularity of potential expansion options. 

  X       

Clif, Marion and Bill Wright - design survey 
questions 
Jared - provide online survey 
Marion and Bill - Administer on-board survey 
TAC - Synthesize results for Board 

1E 
Work to increase public awareness by issuing regular press 
releases about SPOT activities. 

X X X X X 
Annie – add standing item to Board agenda to 
decide whether to issue a press release each 
month and agree on key messages. 
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
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ACTION ITEMS 

GOAL 2:  IMPROVE RIDER ACCESS, CONVENIENCE AND AMENITIES  

2A 
Add third route to serve airport, food bank, residential and 
medical area. 

  X        
Marion - submit grant applications for 
operations funding and capital funding in 2015 

2B 
Perform an annual review of routes, stop frequencies, and 
operating hours; make adjustments if appropriate to improve 
convenience for riders. 

X X X X X Marion, Bill Wright and TAC 

2C 
Add shelters and bicycle racks to 10% of stop locations by 2016, 
and an additional 10% by 2018. 

   X   X   
Marion - submit grant application in 2015 and 
2017 

2D 
Expand on-board bicycle accommodation on all coaches by 
2018. 

      X   Marion - look for grant opportunity in 2016 

2E 
Work to increase frequency of fixed route services. (On-going 
objective.) 

X X X X X 
TAC – begin with peak hour frequencies in 
2016. 

GOAL 3:  LEVERAGE PARTNERSHIPS TO EXPAND SERVICE AND IMPROVE THE 
SYSTEM 

 

3A 
Integrate SPOT with Schweitzer Mountain Resort's 
transportation needs and funding.  Implement a new route 
serving the mountain beginning November 2016. 

  X       

Clif and Devon - negotiate service and 
payment schedule 
Clif - draft agreement for Board and 
Schweitzer approval. 

3B 
Coordinate with Bonner County and/or other partners to 
become active participants in SPOT by 2017. 

    X     
Saegen, Annie and George - begin dialogue 
with county commissioners after community 
survey (Objective 1D) is complete. 

3D 

As roadway projects are proposed, coordinate with BCATT, 
BATT, ITD, local cities and counties, to include stop furnishings, 
pedestrian access and safety features, and other transit 
infrastructure needs. 

X         
Susan - discuss with BCATT and BATT 
members; implement a transit checkoff 
process for LHTAC projects starting this fall. 
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ACTION ITEMS 

3E 
Develop a sponsorship program for stop furnishings ("adopt a 
stop") by 2016. 

   X      
 Erik – Develop the program and secure initial 
sponsors.  Consider a “top SPOT stop adopter” 
award. 

3F 
Coordinate with land use agencies to incorporate SPOT needs in 
development reviews by December 2015. 

X         

Implement a process for SPOT feedback prior 
to subdivision and commercial building permit 
approvals:  Carrie (Sandpoint), Carol K/Erik 
(Ponderay), Nancy (Kootenai), Annie (Dover), 
Saegen (County). 

3G 
Coordinate with social services agencies to implement Demand-
Response service within in the Sandpoint area by 2016. 

   X      TAC to make assignments for this task. 

3H 
Provide regular (annual) updates to local government agencies 
and civic groups. 

X X X X X 

Plangineering- prepare initial powerpoint for 
SPOT team's use 
Marion and Clif - update the powerpoint 
annually 
Carrie, Annie, Carol K, and Nancy – present 
the strategic plan to the Idaho Transportation 
Board 
TAC – schedule presentations to SURA, SDBA 
and PCDC 

GOAL 4:  INCREASE ORGANIZATIONAL AND FINANCIAL STABILITY   

4A 
Evaluate alternate governance structures and select desired 
approach by 2017. 

X   X X     

Clif and Annie - Compare pros and cons of:  
Joint Powers Agreement, 501(c)(3) or(4); 
Regional Public Transportation Authority; for-
profit structure; or refinements to current 
structure.  Provide information for Board 
discussion. 
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ACTION ITEMS 

4B 
By 2017, revise current governance structure to reduce political 
risks and allow for easier service area expansion. 

     X    
Lead person for this action item to be decided 
after Objective 3A is complete. 

4C 
On an ongoing basis, develop and expand SPOT's internal 
capacity and resources through training and grant opportunities. 

X   X X  X   X Marion - watch for RTAP training 

4D Update this list of objectives and action items quarterly. X   X  X  X  X Marion or designated TAC member 

4E 
Identify and select performance measures for SPOT and report 
on them annually 

 X    Clif and Erik 

4F 
Create an endowment or other long-term donation opportunity 
for SPOT after governance structure has been revised (see 
Objective 4B). 

   X  
Action items to be assigned after 4B is 
complete. 

GOAL 5:  PROMOTE ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP              

5A 
Explore other public transportation services including park and 
ride, vanpool and rideshare, as program champions are found. 

        X 

TAC – look for potential program 
champions/volunteer coordinators.  Action 
items to be assigned after coordinators are 
found. 

5B 
Report annual emission reductions due to rides on SPOT on the 
SPOT website, beginning in 2017. 

    X X X 
Plangineering - Provide simple spreadsheet 
tool for SPOT to estimate fossil fuel savings 
due to transit use. 

 5C Add a seat on the TAC for a designated environmental advocate X         
Erik – Recruit a person for this position in 
consultation with other TAC members and the 
Board. 

5D Consider energy efficiency options with next bus purchase     X Marion, Clif and TAC 

5E 
Consider solar technology and other energy efficient options for 
shelters with next significant installation project. 

   X  Marion, Clif and TAC 
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Selkirk Pend Oreille Transit 

VEHICLE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM  
 
A schedule for vehicle maintenance on all every transportation vehicle is kept to maintain all 
vehicles in good operating condition.  
 
Schedule -   
 
Daily – Pre trip and Post trip inspections will be performed on all vehicles that will be in service 
that day 
 
Monthly – Maintenance inspection and lubrication for wheelchair lifts, wheelchair ramps and all 
vehicles door tracts, hinges and latches. 
 
Quarterly – A vehicle inventory report is conducted. This report is done to check to see if 
equipment is missing or needs replace in each transit vehicle. 
 
Six Months – This includes but is not limited to: Change seasonal tires and replace as needed; 
Inspect Brake Pads; Inspect Shocks / Struts; Inspect Front and Back suspension; and inspect lug 
bolts. 
 
Annually – The following will be performed at least annually or every 35,000 – 45,000 miles, 
whichever comes first.  This includes but is not limited to: Inspect and/or replace Air filter; Flush 
radiator and replace anti-freeze; Inspect and/or replace battery and cables; replace Spark Plugs, 
spark plug wires, distributor cap / ignition rotor; inspect and/or replace power steering fluid, 
belts, fuel pressure regulator, hoses, and cabin air filter. 
 
As Needed – This will includes but is not limited to: oil changes (see requirements for services 
to be performed during an oil change) to be performed every 3,000 –5000 miles or sooner if 
needed; windshield repair; upholstery repair and chaise repairs.   
 
A Service record (Appendix6) is kept on an ongoing basis to record all services performed and 
vehicles. This report is kept by vehicle with the receipts following in the vehicle binder. 
 
DAILY MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE  
 
Prior to putting a vehicle into service each day a pre-inspection will be performed by the driver 
on the vehicle.  At the end of that vehicle’s service day the driver will perform a post-inspection 
on the vehicle. This inspection includes under the hood fuel levels and hoses and/or belts.  
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MONTHLY MAINTENANCE AND LUBRICATION INSPECTION 
 
This inspection is to check and lubricate wheelchair lifts, ramps, door tracts, hinges and latches. 
   
TWICE A YEAR MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE – Typically spring and fall 
 
Change and/or Replace Tires 
Inspect Brakes-Pads 
Inspect Shocks / Struts 
Inspect Front and Back suspension 
Inspect Lug bolts 
 
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE 
 
The following services will be performed on each vehicle annually or every 35,000 to 45,000 
miles, whichever comes first. 
 
Inspect and/or Replace Air filter 
Flush radiator and Replace Anti-freeze 
Inspect and/or Replace Battery and Cables 
Replace Spark plugs 
Replace Spark plug wires 
Replace Distributor cap / Ignition rotor 
Inspect and/or replace Power steering fluid 
Inspect CV boots/joints or Drive shaft/U-joints 
Inspect/Replace Belts 
Inspect/ Replace Fuel pressure regulator 
Inspect and/or Replace Hoses 
Inspect and/or Replace Cabin air filter 
 
AS NEEDED - OIL CHANGE will be performed on each vehicle every 3,000-5,000 miles or 
sooner if needed.  The following will be included during each oil change. 
 

Check Coolant fluid & level 
Inspect Lug bolt 
Top off Washer fluid 
Check/Top off Power steering fluid & level 
Check/ Top off Brake fluid & level 
Check differential fluids & level 
Check Transmission fluids & level 
Check transfer case fluids & levels 
Replace Oil filter 
Change engine oil 
Perform a 14 Point inspection 
Test Drive 
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 Lube Chassis fittings  
Wash Windows inside & out      
Dust interior 
Vacuum interior 
Check/ Replace Wiper blades  
Check? Replace Air filter 
Check/ Replace Battery 
Check Exhaust system 
Check Tires 
Check Air Pressure in tires 
Lube Fittings on Steering linkages 
Lube Ball joints 
Lube Drive shaft 
Check all Gas filters 
Install next Oil change sticker 
Lube Drive shaft 
Check all Gas filters 
Install next Oil change sticker 
 

EVERY SPRING AND FALL 
 
Change and/or Replace Tires 
Inspect Brakes-Pads 
Inspect Shocks / Struts 
Inspect Front and Back suspension 
Inspect Lug bolts 
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Section 1: Project Description  
 
Concise Project Description  
 
For this project we request funding for communication equipment for each bus and for our base 
station (SPOT office). SPOT requests grant funding of $23,080.16. We will provide match = 
$5,770.04. Money will fund the purchase of UHF non display mobile radios and equipment for 
each bus, space for placement of equipment - a Mountain Top UHF Repeater, a Mountain Top 
Duplexer, and a Mountain Top Antenna with connectors. We currently use cell phones to 
communicate. This equipment will greatly enhance safety and our ability to communicate 
between buses, base station, and if needed, emergency personnel and road crews.  The total 
estimated cost for this purchase = $28,850.20. 
  
a. FTA Program Eligibility  

According to the FFY 2024 5339 Rural One-Time Capital Application: Relevant Information - 
Federal Program details and related Federal Circulars (https://www.transit.dot.gov/bus-program), 
Selkirks Pend Oreille Transit Authority (SPOT) is eligible to apply for The Grants for Buses and 
Bus Facilities Competitive Program (49 U.S.C. 5339(b)) which makes federal resources 
available to states and direct recipients to replace, rehabilitate and purchase buses and related 
equipment, and to construct bus-related facilities, including technological changes or innovations 
to modify low or no emission vehicles or facilities. SPOT qualifies as a public transportation 
service and is a sub-jurisdiction of six Idaho government entities. 
 
This project provides equipment that will improve driver and guest safety as we continue 
operations that support the FTA Goals listed below with additional information about SPOT’s 
efforts to meet each goal. This response is built directly off the program goals as printed in the 
FTA Circular C 9040.IG. PROGRAM GOALS. Pursuant to 49 U.S.C. 5311, FTA apportions or 
awards funds to states, Indian tribes, or other eligible recipients located in rural areas for 
planning, public transportation capital projects, operating costs, job access reverse commute 
projects, and the acquisition of public transportation service. 
 
The Section 5311 Program supports both the maintenance of existing public transportation 
services and the expansion of those services through the following program goals:  
 
a. Enhancing access in rural areas to health care, shopping, education, employment, public 
services, and recreation: SPOT has fixed and demand routes servicing all the above categories 
 
b. Assisting in the maintenance, development, improvement, and use of public transportation 
systems in rural areas: SPOT uses the FTA funding for these exact purposes. In addition to the 
work of the Board and Executive Director, SPOT utilizes service development committees to 
help assess transportation needs in the area and recommend service changes and improvements 
to the SPOT Board. 
 
c. Encouraging and facilitating the most efficient use of all transportation funds used to provide 
passenger transportation in rural areas through the coordination of programs and services: 
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SPOT diligently looks for ways to increase ridership and increase our operational efficiencies. 
SPOT is a member of the Bonner County Area Transportation Team (BCATT) and participated 
in the development of a Multi-Modal Transportation Plan for the city of Sandpoint, which 
included public transit elements. 
 
d. Providing financial assistance to help carry out national goals related to mobility for all, 
including seniors, individuals with disabilities, and low-income individuals: SPOT has taken 
steps to serve the above categories of riders. The Idaho Area Agency on Aging approves and 
financially supports SPOT’s services in both Bonner and Boundary Counties. In December 2022, 
SPOT buses provided 5,516 rides for seniors and 369 rides for riders with disabilities.  
 
e. Increasing availability of transportation options through investments in intercity bus services: 
SPOT does not provide service in this area. However, Intercity Service is in our Master Plan. 
SPOT has met with Citylink and Spokane Transit to discuss the future connectivity. All three 
agencies support the concept. SPOT does provide transportation between Boundary 
County/Bonners Ferry and Sandpoint with its demand service. 
 
f. Assisting in the development and support of intercity bus transportation: Same response at 
given to item e above. SPOT continues working with Kootenai County Public Transportation 
gaining information with our involvement in the regional mobility platform. 
 
g. Encourage mobility management, employment-related transportation alternatives, joint 
development practices, and transit-oriented development: We are currently partners with 
Schweitzer Mountain Resort in providing public transportation from the local communities to the 
base of the mountain and service from the base to the village, serving both customers of the ski 
resort and their employees. SPOT is a member of the Bonner County Area Transportation Team 
(BCATT). Agencies involved in transportation at all levels meet monthly to provide updates 
about area transportation projects. SPOT participated in the development of a Multi-Modal 
Transportation Plan for the city of Sandpoint, which included public transit elements. SPOT 
works with the City of Ponderay to include transit facilities in new developments in Ponderay. 
SPOT has worked with the cities of Dover and Kootenai to install bus shelters in their cities. 
Property developers now use the availability of our services in the traffic impact analyses as 
required when new developments are planned and permitted, demonstrating the positive impact 
of our services to the overall transportation system. 
 
h. Providing for the participation of private transportation providers in rural public 
transportation: We are currently partners with Schweitzer Mountain Resort in providing public 
transportation. SPOT contracts with Schweitzer Mountain Resort to provide mountain route 
services. SPOT buses provide service from the communities to the base of the mountain and the 
bulk of service from the base to the village. 
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b. ITD Call for Project Priorities 
 
This project meets the ITD-PT call for project priorities. Program Priorities:  
1. Existing 5339 Services (Capital, Preventative Maintenance)  
 
With this application, SPOT is applying for funds in ITD’s number 1 priority.  The funds will be 
used to purchase radios and necessary equipment that will allow better communication during 
our daily transit operations. We expect to place an antenna and repeater in the months ahead 
when access to mountain tops allows, May – September. We expect completion and operation no 
later than September 2024. Equipping our buses with radios will enhance communication and 
increase safety as we continue operations that support the ITD priorities. 

 
SPOT is an eligible recipient. SPOT is created and operated under a Joint Powers Agreement of 
six local government authorities. SPOT serves both Bonner and Boundary Counties with transit 
service. 
 
SPOT has strong support in raising the required match from the six partner municipalities. 
 
SPOT endeavors to comply with all required regulations: SPOT gathers community input with 
appointed Board Members from each joint powers partner; SPOT has a Service Development 
Committee in each county with members from social service agencies, economic development 
corporations, municipalities, businesses and the general public; SPOT adheres to all 
administration requirements; SPOT applies for NEPA determination when required; SPOT 
follows ADA regulations.                                                                                                                                                       
 

c. Application Scope of Work  

The scope of work entails purchasing UHF non display mobile radios and equipment for eight 
fixed route buses, five demand/paratransit  buses, and five mountain buses. Money will also fund 
the purchase of equipment and space for placement of the equipment - a Mountain Top UHF 
Repeater, a Mountain Top Duplexer, and a Mountain Top Antenna with connectors as detailed in 
the attached Itemized Project Budget.  We are seeking permission to place our equipment on 
Schweitzer Mountain since it is the highest peak and already used by many parties. We are also 
working with EMS, local highway districts and ITD to finalize and pool efforts to enhance 
communication.  
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d. Contractor Information  

Schweitzer said they may be able to place our equipment in Spring 2023 after snow clears and 
the ski season wraps up.  

• Name of Third-Party Contractor  - Schweitzer Mountain Resort 

• Physical Address – 10,000 Schweitzer Mountain Road, Sandpoint, ID 83864 

• Contact Information  - Rob Batchelder, Director, Mountain Operations 208-263-9555 
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Section 2: Demonstration of Need  
 
a. Service Area Level of Need:  
 
SPOT is unaware of any official situations in its service area that would put the public in danger 
or violate any local or federal health and safety regulations. SPOT does have agreements in place 
with local municipalities to provide service in the times of emergencies. There has only been one 
occasion where emergency service was provided to protect the public. 
 
Fortunately for the communities we serve, the Area Service Level of the SPOT must be 
classified as General. However, this includes the potential loss of service due to the lack of 
drivers caused by low pay. Many riders use SPOT for all of their transportation needs including 
access to employment and health care.   
 
b. Sustaining existing services or expansion need:  
 
This application is for sustaining the existing demand service in Boundary County and for 
sustaining fixed routes in Bonner County (including the mountain route) and paratransit services 
in Bonner County. Safety is at the forefront. Communication in daily transit operations is key to 
providing great service and enhancing communications during operations.  
 
Our vehicles and facilities meet or exceed ADA requirements. All our buses are equipped with 
lifts. Our shelters provide protection from the elements and are ADA accessible.  A staff member 
cleans shelters and clears snow around shelters and bus stops to allow all guests safe ingress and 
egress to shelters, benches and buses. 
 
SPOT keeps in touch with the needs of the communities through our Service Development 
Committees and through the Bonner County Area Transit Team (BCATT).  We are constantly 
asked for service by the public and elected officials to expand service to other cities such as 
Clark Fork, Priest River, Sagle, Coeur d’Alene, and the Spokane Airport. Current financial 
restrictions prohibit the additional of new service areas. However, we are currently focusing on 
improving timeliness on existing routes (considering increased traffic and crowding due to 
growth) and making adjustments in service to allow for driver’s comfort (namely bathroom and 
water breaks). We also are addressing vehicle maintenance and cleanliness at a high level for 
driver and passenger comfort and for view in the communities we serve. We have picked up our 
public outreach and started on a marketing campaign with a recent grant. Please see our 
Marketing and Public Outreach Plan attached. This will pick up more when we institute 
adjustments to our fixed routes. We have shifted service days. We are providing service for high 
demand events based on business and community requests.  The Festival at Sandpoint and the 
Fall Fest service changes have produced 5,800 rides for only a combined total of 12 days of 
service. In December 2022 fixed route buses in Bonner County drove 12,349 miles. Paratransit 
buses drove 2,180 miles and the Boundary County Demand bus drove 1,190 miles for a total  of 
15,719 miles. Almost every Wednesday, we add an additional Paratransit bus to satisfy the 
increasing demand.The mountain route (fixed) drove 13,080 miles. We serve a large 
geographical area.  
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c. Ridership:  
 
SPOT ridership continues to increase.  Please see the attached ridership report.  Our numbers 
surpassed 2019 (pre-covid) by more than 36,000 rides in 2022. With area growth and knowledge 
of the SPOT service, we expect SPOT ridership to increase in 2023. We provided 136,0253 rides 
in calendar year 2022.  In December 2022 alone, SPOT buses provided 5,516 rides for seniors 
and 369 rides for riders with disabilities, and 19,815 rides for youth and the general public. 
Please see the attached SPOT Ridership document. We will reach a milestone of providing one 
million rides, probably in February 2023. We currently utilize TRANSLOC which allows 
patrons to track locations of the  fixed routes in Bonner County. This allows them to schedule 
their time and meet the bus as it arrives. This proves very helpful during inclement weather. 
They can track the bus location on their phone in the event of traffic delays and poor road 
conditions.  
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d. If applying for a vehicle:  
 
We are simply providing equipment on existing buses to improve our service. We are not 
applying for a vehicle purchase for this request. With this new radio equipment drivers can 
communicate among each other and with base that will allow us to confidently continue to 
provide Service for Bonner County and Boundary County residents. We provide service for 
Boundary County residents transporting them to Sandpoint two days each week and service to 
Bonners Ferry two days each week. We may add service on Mondays (starting April 15) to 
Bonners Ferry. SPOT also provides service on three fixed routes and two to three paratransit 
routes. This varies daily due to demand.  
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Section 3: Project Planning 
 
a. Ties to Specific Goals in the ITD Statewide Transportation Plan 
 
Goal: Ensure the Safety and Security of Public Transportation  
1. SPOT strives to ensure the safety and security of the public.  
2. SPOT holds regular training meetings with the staff to review procedures and policies. Guest 
speakers are sometimes brought in. The police have spoken to review the gun policies and give 
the drivers direction on how to handle situations involving guns.  
3. SPOT now orders all buses with multiple cameras on both the inside and outside.  
4. SPOT is up to date in training drivers on the safe operation of the lifts.  
5.Placing radios in buses for will add convenience and a one touch button for drivers when 
communicating with SPOT base. 
 
Goal: Encourage Public Transportation as an Important Element of an Effective Multi-Modal 
Transportation System in Idaho  
1. SPOT equips all our buses with bike racks and posts training videos on the website instructing 
on their use.  
2. SPOT participated in the development of Sandpoint’s Multi Modal Transportation 
Plan in 2020-2021.  
3. SPOT is installing bike racks at bus stops to encourage bicycle riding to the 
stops.  
4. Property developers use the availability of our services in the traffic impact analyses as 
required when new developments are planned and permitted, demonstrating the positive impact 
of our services to the overall transportation system. 
 
Goal: Preserve the Existing Public Transportation Network  
1. SPOT continues to look to the future. Growth is our goal. SPOT has no intention of 
maintaining the status quo.  
2. SPOT plans on being in operation for the benefit of the public indefinitely. 
 
Goal: Provide a Transportation System that Drives Economic Opportunity  
1. The economy of the service area of SPOT is largely based on tourism. SPOT has a financial 
partnership with Schweitzer Mountain Resort driven by the desire to move both locals and tourist 
between the resort and the communities below. The hotels, restaurants, and shops are major 
benefactors of this partnership.  
2. SPOT is the sole transportation for many riders, providing them daily access to employment. 
City planning departments repot that developers have chosen to invest in the Sandpoint area 
because it has public transportation. The Chamber of Commerce reports people visit our area 
because there is public Transportation. 
3. Project planning and coordination is a continuous ongoing effort. SPOT provides public 
transportation services in two counties and is a sub-jurisdiction of six Idaho government entities. 
In addition to the work of the Board and Executive Director, SPOT utilizes service development 
committees to help assess transportation needs in the area and recommend service changes and 
improvements to the SPOT Board. Vehicles and communication are tools of the operating 
program.  SPOT requires vehicles to achieve our operational benefits stated below: 
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Improve Efficiency and Increase Ridership 
We expect this grant to accomplish both improved efficiency and increases in ridership.   The 
continuation of reliable fixed route and demand route service will continue to increase SPOT’s 
ridership and lower our overall cost per ride. Using radios as our key source of communication 
will cut down on the number of times drivers will need to pull over to acquire up to minute 
information on their routes. 
 
Improve Safety 
As with any public transportation system, the roads are always safer with less vehicles on them. 
More so when those vehicles are reliable and easy to operate.  Installing radios will let drivers 
focus on their driving task instead of having the distraction of a ringing phone.  
 
Improve Mobility 
SPOT continues to explore new avenues of service to the communities in which we operate.    
We always have the attitude of “come join us”.  Whenever someone suggests new service 
options, the response of SPOT to have them help us work out how that idea can become a reality.   
Growth does not happen by just responding “We can’t do that”. There are a lot of creative people 
that can help SPOT provide new and better service to Bonner and Boundary Counties. 
 
b. Project Development Process 
 
1) Describe coordination with local stakeholders 
A primary source of our project development process is relying on our Strategic Plan. The 
Strategic Plan was developed with a broad range of community input. The Strategic Plan outlines 
the goals of SPOT. Our Strategic Plan is included as an attachment.   
 

SPOT Mission Statement 
 

A COOPERATIVE EFFORT OF AREA MUNICIPALITIES TO PROVIDE 
CONVENIENT, SAFE AND RELIABLE PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION FOR RESIDENTS 
AND VISITORS TO EMPLOYMENT, RECREATION AND SERVICE DESTINATIONS. 

 
This mission statement is the result of a community visioning process which resulted in the 
following vision statement:  

 
SPOT Vision Statement 

 
SPOT is the people’s choice for travel throughout North Idaho. 

We will continue to help preserve North Idaho’s human and natural environments 
for generations to come. 

We are innovative, taking advantage of new technology to stay cost effective and 
affordable. 

SPOT is recognized and leveraged as a valuable asset for economic development 
and community vitality. 

Our partnerships and strategies for self-reliance are a national model. 
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Our Marketing and Public Outreach Plan outlines a clear path towards growing ridership and 
building community support.  SPOT continues to grow its awareness, usage, and impact Bonner 
and Boundary Counties in a positive manner. We included our Marketing and Public Outreach 
Plan as an attachment.    
 
SPOT also commissioned Shift Community Solutions to produce “See SPOT Run, A 
Comprehensive Success Guide”. This guide included a survey of riders to help guide route 
development, service improvements, and marketing efforts. “See SPOT Run, A Comprehensive 
Success Guide” is included as an attachment. 
 
The SPOT board is made up of representatives from the cities of Dover, Sandpoint, Kootenai, 
Ponderay, Bonners Ferry, and Boundary County. This ensures that the needs of each community 
are represented in the decision-making process. SPOT also utilizes local service development 
advisory committees that include a range of community stakeholders. Based on input from our 
Boundary County service development committee and the Boundary County Commissioners, 
SPOT has expanded its service area in Boundary County over the last three years to include the 
City of Moyie Springs, the Three Mile area and the Paradise Valley area. 
 
SPOT enjoys enormous and continued support in the communities that we serve. Due to the 
support, we secured the match required to uphold our end of the deal. Our drivers eagerly await 
the arrival and installation of improved communication systems in our buses. This project  and 
equipment purchase is ready to implement if funded.  
 
2) Describe efforts undertaken to coordinate and include minority and low-income 
populations 
 
North Idaho is an area of the state with very few minorities. There is minority representation on 
the Service Development Committees. 
 
There is representation from social service agencies that work with low-income populations on 
the community development committees. Input on service needs have been given by the Bonner 
Community Food Bank, the Sandpoint Senior Center, the Bonners Ferry Senior Center, the 
Bonners Ferry Food Bank, riders from low-income housing, and local elected officials regarding 
their constituents. This input represents the low-income population. 
 
3) What is your plan to include Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (DBS’s) in this 
project?  
SPOT utilizes ITD’s DBE program and submits reports to ITD as requested. 
 
4) Identify any local Labor Unions (if applicable) as identified by the Department of Labor 
There are no local labor unions covering workers employed under this grant application. 
 
SPOT Authority does not discriminate in anyway and provides transportation services to all of 
those who need it. We provide transportation to various stops that allow riders to access many 
businesses for personal care, shopping, and work.  
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c. Public Participation Efforts 
 
This project is supported by the governmental entities included in our Joint Powers Agreement, 
including the Cities of Dover, Sandpoint, Ponderay, Kootenai, Bonners Ferry, and Boundary 
County. The SPOT Director periodically presents information about SPOT at local public 
governing board meetings. This grant application process has been discussed at past SPOT board 
meetings and SPOT Finance Committee meetings. Our SPOT Board with support of  the 
Boundary County SPOT Advisory Committee and the SPOT Finance Committee unanimously 
approved the purchase of radios to ease communication for drivers.  
 
d. Provide Attachment B: Milestone Reporting 
Attachment B is attached. 
 
e. Provide Attachment C (if applicable): NEPA Worksheet if applying for a project 
that moves dirt.  
 
We will not be moving dirt for this particular acquisition. Space is already cleared due to other 
users. We did attach a NEPA Worksheet. 
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Section 4: Project Benefits/Evaluation 
 
Vehicles are tools of the operating program. SPOT requires vehicles to achieve our operational 
benefits as stated below: 
 
 
a. Improve safety 
During daily operations we use cell phones to communicate between SPOT base and drivers, 
driver to driver, and passenger to driver. Drivers are told that they shall not answer or talk on the 
phone while driving SPOT buses. They sign a sheet that attests to their knowledge of the cell 
phone /texting ban. We ask them to pull over and recommend they get out of their seat while on 
the phone. Installing radios on buses will improve safety by eliminating the distraction to look, 
answer, and the need to pull over. This will also help them stay on time because they can hear 
quick updates immediately and will not need to stop.  
 
SPOT consciously included safety considerations in all our decisions, including operations and 
vehicle procurement. This project budget includes funds for driver safety training. SPOT utilizes 
RTAP funding for first aid and CPR training for the drivers. Many of our buses include on-
demand chains to increase safety in the winter. We also have included funds in the budget to 
remove snow at bus stops to increase safety. SPOT also includes instructional videos on our 
website to increase rider safety. 
 
 
b. Improve mobility 
SPOT continues to explore new avenues of service to the community. We always have the 
attitude of “come join us”.  Whenever someone suggests new service options, the response of 
SPOT to have them help us work out how that idea can become a reality. Growth does not 
happen with a response of  “We can’t do that”. There are a lot of creative people that help SPOT 
provide new and better service to Bonner and Boundary County. SPOT participated in 
Sandpoint’s Multi-modal Transportation Plan in 2020-2021. As a member of the Bonner County 
Area Transit Team (BCATT), we receive the first word on all area transportation projects. We 
have the opportunity to share our perspective and request inclusion - that they accommodate 
public transit in the projects. 
 
We also expect this grant to accomplish both improved efficiency and increases in ridership to 
increase mobility. The continuation of reliable fixed route and demand route service will 
continue to increase SPOT’s ridership and lower our overall cost per ride. Using radios to 
communicate will allow drivers to stay on the road and tuned in to their passengers. 
 
 
c. Support local economic development and expand economic opportunity 
SPOT strives to increase economic opportunity in its service area. First, we shop locally and 
employ local citizens. We buy our supplies and parts from local vendors as practical. We utilize 
local services such as local repair shops, our attorney, and our CPA. Routes such as the Festival 
at Sandpoint service and the Schweitzer service support tourism and recreation in our area. These 
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services have had high ridership counts and a very positive effect on our local economy while 
increasing convenience for riders and reducing vehicle and parking congestion.  
 
In Bonner County, both our fixed route service and our paratransit service are used by employees 
to get to work. Riders of all our services use the service to get to shopping and medical 
appointments. Property developers are now using the availability of our services in the traffic  
impact analyses that are required when new developments are planned and permitted, 
demonstrating the positive impact of our services to the overall transportation system.  
 
Project Evaluation: 
 
a. SPOT bus will continually evaluate success of the project.   
The following data will be collected and evaluated specifically for the equipment included in this 
project: 
 

SPOT will maintain and sustain the radios and equipment through our high 
standard of upkeep and maintenance. Our buses and equipment continuously 
have a long productive life. Maintenance costs are evaluated monthly. Changes 
to the maintenance program will occur based on evaluations to ensure the safety 
of staff and the vehicles, and to extend the life of the equipment. We also receive 
daily reports if something malfunctions on each vehicle. This allows us to 
address concerns and fix problems immediately. Please see our Vehicle 
Inspection Form. Please note we will add a radio check to this inspection sheet. 

 
b. The following data will be also collected and evaluated: 
 Ridership is collected and tabulated weekly and evaluated monthly by our Board and 

Committees. Ridership data includes general boardings, youth, senior and disabled. Stop 
utilization is also recorded and regularly evaluated. In calendar year 2022, SPOT’s total 
ridership was 136,253. The pandemic reduced ridership in 2020 to 90,609. 

 Ridership by Youth and Young Adults. SPOT has identified these two groups of riders as 
having large growth potential. We have targeted a 20% growth in this ridership. Many of 
our riders on the Mountain Route, up and down Schweitzer Mountain Road fall in these 
categories. 

 Vehicle mileage and tire wear/replacement. 
 

c. The following data will also be collected and evaluated regularly as follows: 
 

 Cost “Dashboard”. SPOT has developed a cost “dashboard” to monitor the cost per ride 
and cost per mile for our fixed route and paratransit routes. This enables us to monitor 
and increase our operating efficiencies monthly. 

 Website and Social Media Use. SPOT monitors its website traffic and social media reach. 
 We collect and tabulate mileage sheets weekly. 
 Budgets are evaluated weekly or more by staff and monthly by the Finance Committee 

and the SPOT Board.  
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SPOT will sustain  and maintain the equipment after the end of the grant period 
The maintenance of the asset purchased under this grant will be covered by the operating budget, 
and the equipment will have a useful life beyond the end of the grant period. Future 5311 grants 
will fund continued maintenance and operation costs for the bus. 
 

SPOT has the capacity to carry out the project as proposed 
The reorganization of the SPOT administration team has brought a higher level of management 
capability to the organization. The creation of a Finance Committee provides excellent financial 
oversight. The SPOT CPA provides detailed monthly financial statements. Copies of the latest 
income statement and balance statement are attached. 
 
SPOT has demonstrated its ability to manage the grant funding by having a technical rating of 
“Low” by ITD’s Public Transportation Division. 
 
While the governmental agencies that provide match cannot commit to match amounts beyond 
the current fiscal year, all are strongly supportive of the system and are expected to continue to 
financially support SPOT. The match money for this project will come from the SPOT Capital 
Purchase Match Fund. 
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Section 5: Project Budget 

a.  Budget Narrative: 

The amount of $28,850.20 will fund cost of all components and installation. We are requesting 
grant funding in the amount of $23,080.16 and we have secured local match in the amount of  
$5,770.04. Site charge is estimated at $5,000.  Please see the quote from Big Sky 
Communications attached. 
 
1. We can scale down the project by eliminating radios on the 5 Mountain Route buses. ($801.80 
each) This will decrease the total project cost by $4.009.00. The total project cost will decrease 
to $24,841.00. The grant amount will be $19,872.00. The match amount will equal $4,969.00.   

2. This is not a construction project. Davis Bacon wages will not apply to our portion of the 
purchase.  

3. SPOT has the financial capability to make the purchases on a reimbursement basis with 
careful planning on the delivery and reimbursement schedule. See the Balance Sheet in the 
attached current financial statement.  
 
b. Itemized Project Budget Communication Equipment (Radios) 

This purchase has an overall cost of $28,850.20  Please see the invoice attached.  

Description Quantity Grant amount 
requested 

SPOT Match Total Price 

Secure Space  1 $4,000.00 $1,000.00 $5,000.00 
-Mountain Duplexer ($2000) 
-Mountain Antenna with connectors 
($2,000) 
-Mountain Top Repeater ($3,000) 
-Install at Schweitzer ($2,500) 

1 each $7,600.00 $1,900.00 $9,500.00 

-Mobile Radio (Icom F6011 UHF Non 
Display)   $372.00 
-UHF Gain Antenna   $58.95 
-Coax Cable Kit,   $29.95             
Program and Set Up on Schweitzer 
Channel       $124.00 
- Pl259 UHF Crimp Connector      
$6.95 
 

17 $10,904.48 $2,726.12 $13,630.60 

Travel to Install on buses and Base 4 days $575.68 $143.92 $ 719.60 
Total  $23,080.16 $5,770.04 $28,850.20 
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ATTACHMENTS 

 Attachment A: Project Budget Request Form 
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Attachment B: Milestone Reporting 

 FFY 2022 One-Time Capital Application 
Attachment B:  Milestone Reporting 

 

Agency Name Selkirks Pend Oreille Transit Authority 
Agency Contact Donna Griffin 
Phone # 208-263-3774 Email dgriffin@spotbus.org 
Grant Program 5339 Rural One Time 
Federal Award 
Amount 

$23,080.16 

Scope of Work: Purchase UHF non display mobile radios and equipment for eight fixed route buses, five 
demand/paratransit  buses, and five mountain buses. Money will also fund the purchase of equipment 
and space for placement of the equipment - a Mountain Top UHF Repeater, a Mountain Top Duplexer, 
and a Mountain Top Antenna with connectors. 
 
Milestone Progress Report: Target of major tasks to be achieved by specific dates.  
The report should include information such as: data for each activity line item within the approved project; a 
discussion of all  

 budget or schedule changes; original, estimated and actual estimated completion date 

 description of projects, status, specification preparation, bid solicitation, resolution of protests, and contract 
awards;  

 breakout of the costs incurred and those costs required to complete the project; reasons why any scheduled 
milestone or completion dates were not met, identifying problem areas and discussing how the problems will be 
solved; and discuss the expected impacts of delays and the steps planned to minimize these impacts. 
Add additional milestones to the table below as needed. 

 

Name 
Estimated 

Completion Date 
Description 

Bids for Radios and 
equipment 

Complete October 2022 Evaluated and weighed two proposals  

Additional Specifications 
considered 

November 2022  Selected radios and equipment most recently 
manufactured and not made in China.  

Start date for negotiating 
space for repeater and 
antenna. 

October 2022 – August 
2023 

Working with County EMS, Schweitzer 
Mountain, and area providers to secure a site 
Expense for securement = $ 5,000 

Order mountain top 
equipment and install 

Summer 2023 Purchase = $ 9,500.00 Place duplexer, 
antenna with connectors, and repeater on site 

Completion Date  - Order 
radios and base station, 
Install radios.  

Fall 2023 – Spring 2024 Purchase = $ 14,350.20. Receive 17 radios 
for buses and install.  

Contract Completion Date September  2024 Close out grant 
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Attachment C: NEPA Worksheet 

Please see separate attachment. I completed it to the best of my ability considering this 
project, but it does not apply to this project. Thank you for your consideration.  
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Attachment D: Demonstration of Need
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Back-Up Documentation 

A. SPOT Strategic Plan, SHIFT Marketing and Outreach Plan for SPOT and See SPOT 
Run Guide documents are separate attachments in the email.  
 

B. Board Meeting Minutes from October 20, 2022. Communications and Radios Discussed. 
Please see item/letter G. 
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C. Price Quote for Communication Equipment (Radios) purchase from Big Country.  
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D. Latest Income and Balance Sheet 
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E. Vehicle Inspection form 
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Letters of Support
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Rd 

 

 

OVERVIEW 
The goal of this SPOT Marketing and Public Outreach Plan is to provide a clear path 
towards continuing to grow ridership and build community support. SPOT has a solid 
foundation on which to build increased marketing and public outreach efforts. It has a 
strong brand, solid ridership, enthusiastic community support, and positive political 
momentum. This plan will leverage all of these assets in a thoughtful and strategic way.  
 
The Marketing and Public Outreach Plan addresses the following: 
 

• Current marketing efforts  
 

• Who is riding today, why they ride, and how to get them to ride more 
 

• Who isn’t riding much today and how to get them onboard 
 

• A toolkit of strategies, rated by cost and complexity, and mapped to target 
audiences 

 
• A three-year approach to implementation 

 
• Partnerships required to successfully implement this plan 

 

Informing this plan are stakeholder interviews, two community surveys – from riders and 
stakeholders, and market research performed by SHIFT. This plan uses industry best 
practices, opportunities unique to SPOT and the communities it serves, and successful 
efforts from other communities. 
 
Implementation of this plan will result in a stronger SPOT that continues to weave itself 
more tightly into the fabric of the community. In several of our community interviews, the 
idea of making SPOT “just the way you get around” and “what our community does” and “a 
community institution” were expressed and embody exactly what a good marketing and 
public outreach plan can do for SPOT, along with strategic implementation. 
 

 

 

 

See SPOT Engage 
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SPOT MARKETING EFFORTS TO DATE 
The SPOT brand is very strong for a small transit system. SPOT’s brand reflects the 
community and is easily identifiable. The logo, bus graphics and generally positive 
community perception of SPOT are tremendous assets that can be leveraged towards a new 
infusion of energy, excitement, and growth. 
 
As SPOT moves forward with 
the marketing and outreach 
efforts of this plan, the brand 
and what it represents should 
be infused into all the various 
outputs. The brand should 
remain the same and be 
adapted and leveraged to 
connect more people to the 
bus and get more people on 
board. The main goal of this 
plan is for the community to 
view the SPOT brand 
synonymously with economic 
vitality and development.  
 
SPOT has gone through a common cycle for new services in rural areas with a limited 
budget. Initially, SPOT had a lot of buzz, the awareness of SPOT grew quickly, there was 
initial money to market the service, and ridership grew quickly. Now, SPOT has hit a 5-year 
plateau where ridership is steady but not growing, awareness among non-riders has 
dropped, money for marketing is very limited, and customer information needs 
improvement. SPOT must invest more in marketing in order to reverse this trend. The 
baseline budget for marketing is very small: 
 

The current SPOT marketing and advertising budget  
is only $1500-$2000 per year. 

 

This current spend consists of limited print advertising, printed brochures, and website 
costs. Bus graphics and bus stop signage are not included in this total, but are included as 
part of the Capital Improvement Plan (bus graphics are included in the cost of a new bus 
and bus stop signage project already funded and slated for 2017). The advertising budget is 
so limited that SPOT is not able to build awareness or grow ridership through marketing or 
outreach. 
 
SPOT should start planning for how to grow funding for these marketing investments. This 
is a challenge that will be addressed later in this plan with ideas on how to partner and 
trade for market exposure. The good news is that SPOT has strong brand fundamentals and 
is ready to build on this foundation to renew itself and look for more support and use in the 
coming three years. 

The SPOT Brand = fun, interesting, community-oriented 
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COMMUNITY SURVEYS 
SHIFT conducted two similar surveys, from two distinct community groups – existing 
riders and community stakeholders. The goal of the surveys was to understand a variety of 
aspects including the markets and identify marketing opportunities, service improvement 
needs and perceptions of SPOT.  Only a portion of the questions from each survey were 
asked of both groups, the rest were tailored specifically to either existing riders or 
community stakeholders.  
 
This plan focuses only on the survey responses that inform the markets and marketing 
opportunities. The existing riders group responded to marketing questions about how they 
use SPOT and why, how they plan their trip, and where they get their SPOT and other 
community information. The stakeholder group represented key decision makers and 
responded to some rider questions, such as why they ride or don’t ride and what could get 
them to ride or ride more frequently, as well as marketing ideas for increasing ridership.  
 

Existing Riders Survey - Results 

SHIFT conducted a survey of existing riders to understand who is using SPOT, why they are 
riding, and how they use the bus. 45 riders responded to the survey, which represents 
approximately 3% of the average weekly ridership, and 21% of the average daily ridership. 
 
They survey shows 25% of respondents use SPOT 10 or more times a week, while 50% of  
respondents use it between 1-5 times a week. All respondents ride on weekdays and  
almost all ride on weekends too. The large majority live in Sandpoint, and most are 
employed, followed closely by retirees (retirees includes those no longer working, not 
necessarily retirement age). 
 

Rider Residency     Employment Status 
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In terms of age, SPOT riders tend be either younger riders, with 44% of riders aged 25 or 
younger, or older riders, with 28% of riders aged 56 or older. Middle-aged riders make up 
the smallest percentage of riders. 

 
Rider Age 

 
 

 
 

When asked about trip purpose, SHIFT found that most SPOT riders were using the bus for 
shopping, followed closely by work, but the results show that SPOT is being used for a wide 
variety of trip purposes. The data show that SPOT has a diverse ridership that counts on 
the service for all types of trips: 

 
Reason for Trip 
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Another goal of the survey was to find out how riders are doing their trip planning, how 
they originally found out about the bus, and why they ride: 

 
How Did You Plan Your Trip Today? 

 

 
The “other” responses were predominately that the rider knows the schedule and doesn’t need to pre-plan 
their trip. The two additional responses received as “other” are: 1) schedule on phone; 2) called paratransit. 

 
 

How Did You Hear about SPOT? 
 

 
 

Why Do You Ride SPOT? 
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Existing Riders Survey - Discussion 

SPOT is used by a diverse group of 
people, representing many age 
groups with varying reasons for 
using SPOT. There were a few 
patterns identified in the responses 
received that lead to assumptions 
regarding who the majority of 
riders are today and what groups 
of riders are not as prevalent.  The  
survey results highlight three 
target market opportunities: 
 

1) Youth/young adults 
 

2) Seniors 
 

3) Employees (middle ages) 

 
The youth/young adult segment of SPOT respondents can be summarized as follows: 
 

 They form the majority of riders responding to the survey 
 

 They don’t drive or have access to a vehicle  
 

 They are almost solely use SPOT for shopping and work trips 
 

 70% live in Sandpoint 
 

 They use both routes equally 
 

 They predominately get their information from the SPOT website   

The survey was conducted in August; therefore, youth respondents were not in school and 
no responses were collected reflecting that this age demographic is using SPOT for school 
transportation. Additional information or survey data would need to be collected to 
identify whether they are using SPOT for transportation to and from school. Without 
knowing the results, assumptions can be made that this is likely occurring during the 
school year. Gaining more youth ridership during the school year is certainly a marketing 
opportunity through outreach and promotion at the schools. 
 
Riders greater than 65 in age made up 16% of respondents. This group’s responses can be 
summarized as follows: 
 

 They use SPOT primarily for shopping and leisure trips 
 

 50% live in Ponderay 
 

 They get their SPOT information from a variety of places – website, brochures 
around town, newspaper, and at community centers 
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 Their trips tend to be longer in miles, which might be because 50% of the 
respondents from this demographic reported to live in Ponderay and are likely 
traveling to Sandpoint or another location outside of Ponderay for their 
shopping and leisure trips 

 

 They ride SPOT predominately because they would rather not drive and because 
it’s easy and convenient 

 
Almost 56% of all respondents heard about SPOT from someone (word of mouth), with 
about 30% finding out about SPOT by seeing the bus. This leaves about 14% of 
respondents learning about SPOT from other forms of marketing. This is an indicator that 
either SPOT has invested little in advertising or riders are not receptive to the types of 
advertising that SPOT has pursued. The former is likely the primary reason, but 
strategically selecting the type of advertising is also an important consideration.  

 

Stakeholder Survey (Riders and Non-Riders) – Results and Discussion 

SHIFT polled community stakeholders by designing an online survey and distributing it 
electronically through a variety of means including the Sandpoint Chamber, city and county 
electronic mailing lists, a link on the SPOT website, a feature in the Bonner County Bee, and 
a feature on Sandpoint Online.  Here are the results of 49 respondents who took the survey. 
 
Rider Residency 
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43.5% have never taken SPOT before. Of these respondents, the following reasons for not 
riding were received: 
 

 
 
When this group was asked what could get them to ride spot, they responded as follows: 
 

 
In addition to the choices provided above, the group was also given the option to write in 
their own ideas that might get them to ride SPOT. Their feedback was predominately split 
between two responses: 1) clearer information and route maps; 2) expanded service to 
Sagle, Baldy Road, and shuttle service between parking areas and City Beach/downtown 
during the weekends.  
 
56.5% of the stakeholder group has taken SPOT. When asked their reasons for riding, the 
top three responses among respondents were: 1) transportation while their car was 
repaired; 2) leisure or social activity; 3) shopping. These results are consistent with  
the results of the rider survey; few middle-age respondents are using SPOT for 
transportation to and from work. The stakeholder group likely uses SPOT for infrequent 
trips, on occasion, not for daily commuting. 
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The stakeholder group was asked to respond to what the perception of SPOT is and its role 
in the community. Here were the responses: 
 

 
These results indicate that stakeholders perceive SPOT as a necessary service for those that 
need it and as a benefit to residents to allow them more transportation options. They see 
SPOT less as helping the local economy and businesses and even less as giving visitors 
more transportation options. These are two areas where more targeted marketing can 
change the community’s perception of SPOT from offering limited, but necessary, 
transportation benefits to SPOT being “a community institution” and “just the way we get 
around,” as heard during several stakeholder interviews.  
 
The stakeholder group was asked what the most cost effective marking strategies/tools are 
to attract more riders and improve awareness of SPOT and the following responses were 
received: 
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Getting more information out about SPOT around town is a common theme in the results of 
both community surveys that could help increase ridership with the general community as 
well as visitors and establish SPOT as beneficial to the economy and businesses.   
 
There can be a relationship between increased ridership and economic and community  
vitality. SPOT riders walk or bike to and from each bus stop when they begin and end their 
trip. Walking by businesses creates opportunities for more economic activity around these 
bus stops. When parking is limited people may decide not to visit downtown areas at all, 
whereas SPOT could provide a hassle free and easy way to get people to a location without 
the stress and inconvenience of parking. 
 
 

Marketing for Boundary County, Paratransit, and Vanpool 
Much of the research, discussion, and tools in this plan are focused on riders of the fixed 
route system – Blue and Green Route riders. This market represents one of the largest 
opportunities for growth through marketing and outreach. Many of the marketing ideas in 
the toolkit section of the plan can be used for these services, but it is important to discuss 
specific marketing tactics for Boundary County, paratransit and vanpool and the 
communities they serve. These groups weren’t specifically surveyed, but SHIFT conducted 
many interviews and drew on best practices when marketing to these groups. 
 

Boundary County-Bonner’s Ferry Demand Response Service 

This service is still relatively new, running less than eighteen months, and has done a good 
job of attracting a base of riders that need the service. It routinely runs at better than two 
riders per hour, which is good for a demand response service.   
 
In a small community such as Bonner’s Ferry, word of mouth and grassroots marketing are 
the best approach. As a new service, SPOT needs to educate the community about what 
SPOT is, how it operates, and why it’s good for everyone.  
 
The first step is creating a 
simple marketing piece that can 
printed and distributed in 
several forms including as a 
rack card, a flyer, and 
electronically. The purpose of 
this would be two-fold: to 
promote the service itself and 
how to use it (hours of service, 
destinations, etc.), and to 
educate on what public 
transportation is.  
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The educational message should be: 
 

• Public transportation is a public service and is open to everyone 
 

• The city and county support and sponsor SPOT services 
 

• With more demand and use, SPOT could add more service to the Bonner’s Ferry 
area 

 

• Public transportation is good for the community – it provides vital mobility, saves 
riders money, and provides more independence to those who use SPOT 

 

 
Recommended distribution of this marketing 
piece is:  
 

 posting around town 
 city mailings 
 local businesses 
 hospital 
 assisted living facilities (e.g. Restorium) 
 visitor center 
 city hall 

 

SPOT should also consider being interviewed 
on the local radio show and presenting to as 
many community groups as possible. It should 
also be distributed electronically through 
Bonner’s Ferry online, Facebook groups, and 
city and county online resources. 

 

 

 

Bonner County Paratransit Service 

Paratransit service is a federal requirement of a fixed route service, when federally funded. 
SPOT should consider marketing this service in conjunction with marketing the fixed route 
service. There are numerous benefits to increased awareness of paratransit service:  
 

1) providing mobility to those that need it most 
 

2) increasing efficiency/productivity of paratransit service by linking multiple trips 
together instead of only single rider trips 
 

3) providing positive community perception 

 
 

SPOT strengthens the community by 
providing mobility and independence 

 

Credit: Bonner’s Ferry Herald 
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Currently, this service is marketed very little. There is a very small mention of it on the 
SPOT schedule, with no detailed information about the service, and the website doesn’t 
have any section about this service. SPOT should increase the information about 
paratransit on the SPOT printed schedule and website as a first step to better marketing 
this service. The next step would be to create a dedicated informational card on this 
service, much like the one suggested for the Bonner’s Ferry demand response service, that 
would describe hours of service, prequalification process, area of service, and other helpful 
information. This should be distributed to all social service organizations in the Sandpoint 
area, as well as at assisted living facilities, the hospital, disability organizations, and the 
senior center. 
 

Vanpool 

Based on the current lack of affordable housing and challenges that employers have in 
finding skilled workers, SHIFT anticipates that SPOT will see significant growth in this 
program. Employers will find 
that vanpool can provide 
them with skilled workers 
from outside the area, and 
employees will find that 
vanpool links affordable 
housing locations with high 
paying jobs in a cost-effective 
way.  
 
Vanpool marketing is 
straightforward: 
 
Put together an informational piece on how vanpool works 
 

 Include example pricing and commuter tax benefit information (vanpool qualifies 
for pre-tax consideration under the Commuter Benefits program) 

 Describe benefits of vanpool for employee and employer 
 Adapt for flyer/brochure and electronic dissemination  

Set-up meetings with owners and managers of local businesses and present vanpool basics 
 

 Find how vanpool can solve the employee challenges 
 Vanpool delivers happier, safer, better rested employees to the job 

Follow-up with interested employers to build interest among employees 
 

 Employee staff meetings, email communications, and drop-in coffee talks are all 
ways to build employee interest 
 

The Sandpoint area employers should be very receptive to vanpool, and SPOT could see 
this program grow quickly with some basic promotion and direct outreach. 
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Marketing to Those Who Will Never Ride 

Riders or non-rider aside, the public perception of SPOT is critical to ongoing partnerships  
and funding. SPOT is a public agency receiving local tax dollars that aren’t guaranteed year-
to-year; therefore, marketing to the community itself is a necessity. It’s not enough to have 
regular riders taking more trips, new demographics getting on the bus, and routes 
connecting to new destinations. Elected officials, business leaders, non-profit 
organizations, and the community at large must know about SPOT and understand why 
SPOT is important to the community, regardless of whether someone rides or not. SPOT 
needs the community to feel that public transportation is an important community asset 
and something worthy of supporting. 
 
SPOT can tailor the message for a particular group, but some of the resonating talking 
points that board and staff can use include: 
 

SPOT is good for quality of life 
 

 Communities with good public transportation are nicer, easier, more connected 
places to live and work 

 Public transportation makes the community more attractive – those living here 
are more likely to stay and those thinking of living here are more likely to relocate 

 Communities that rely less on single occupancy vehicles are more resilient  

SPOT is good for business 
 

 With a tight job market, employers are looking for ways to attract and retain 
employees – public transportation options make this easier 

 Consistent transportation means employees get to work safely and are often more 
rested and ready to work 

 Those people riding SPOT save money and can spend it on other things 
 Bus trips end and begin with walking or biking, which means bus riders are more 

likely to frequent businesses while enroute 

SPOT is good for housing 
 

 With limited affordable housing within walking distance to most amenities, SPOT 
can better link jobs and services with housing in outlying areas 

 Vanpool can be used as a tool to link areas of regional activity 

SPOT is good for biking and walking and community health 
 

 Public transportation can reduce depression and isolation among those who use it 
 Every bus trip on SPOT starts and end with a walk or a bike trip, which helps 

improve health 
 SPOT takes an average of 400 cars off the road per day, which improves the 

downtown experience for biking and walking 
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SPOT is good for the environment and congestion 
 

 With an average of 6 people an hour getting on the bus, that means the effective 
miles per gallon of the bus is 72MPG! 

 More people on the bus = less people in cars 
 SPOT must continually talk about the community benefits of public transportation 

and build specific outreach efforts towards building general awareness. By 
growing ridership and this community awareness, the political support and 
overall goodwill will happen naturally. 

SPOT must continually talk about the community benefits of public transportation and 
build specific outreach efforts towards building general awareness. By growing ridership 
and this community awareness, the political support and overall goodwill will happen 
naturally. 
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THE TOOLKIT 
 

TOOL DESCRIPTION 
TARGET 

AUDIENCE 
COST 

LEVEL OF 
DIFFICULTY 

Better bus 
stop 

amenities 

One of the top requests from the surveys 
was better bus stops with amenities like 

benches, shelters, and lighting. All of 
these improve the overall riding 

experience and make new riders more 
likely to ride again. Bus stops are also 
the most visible aspect of the service 

and impact the community perception. 

All current and 
potential 

riders; the 
community  

at-large   

Better bus 
stop signage 

Through its work on this plan, SHIFT 
heard that bus stop signage needs to 
improve to show the system map and 
the bus times at a particular stop. The 
signage should also identify the stop 

itself. In addition, larger and more 
visible signs can have an advertising 

benefit. 

Current 
riders and  

general  
community  
impression   

Invest in 
better buses 
that all have 

route 
identification 

Many of SPOT buses are in need of 
replacement and hurt the rider 

experience, especially for those buses 
that don’t have adequate air 

conditioning for cooling in the summer. 
Also, many riders requested desire to 

know what route a bus is running 
through bus identification. Although this 

is a capital improvement issue, it 
impacts marketing and ridership 

growth. Buses with better passenger 
amenities that are easier to board and 
are more comfortable will help market 

the service. 

Current riders, 
new riders, 
and general 
community 
impression   

Improve the 
service 

Although this is part of the transit 
service plan, improving the service is 

certainly a marketing tool. Especially for 
tourists who might use the service to get 

around and for skiers going to 
Schweitzer. And later night service 

might encourage 25-45 demographic 
ridership. 

New riders 
(millennials, 

young 
families), 

tourists, skiers, 
seniors, 

employees/ 
commuters 
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TOOL DESCRIPTION 
TARGET 

AUDIENCE 
COST 

LEVEL OF 
DIFFICULTY 

Invest in the 
drivers as 
marketers 

Drivers are SPOT’s ambassadors. By 
keeping drivers happy and informed, 

they can be effective marketing tools for 
growing the service. Training drivers in 

how to provide the highest quality 
customer service will pay dividends 
every time someone rides the bus. 

Current riders, 
first time 

riders 
  

New website 

Redesigning and updating the SPOT 
website is recommended and is a key 
customer information tool. This effort 
would include completely overhauling 
the existing site to create a much easier 

user experience; update website content 
with more complete SPOT information; 
include real-time bus information tools; 

and have better maps and timetables. 
Once the new site is built, SPOT should 
plan to use the site for timely news and 

rider alerts, as service changes. 

Youth, tourists, 
businesses, 

existing riders 
  

Press releases 

SPOT should celebrate its successes and 
regularly update the community on 

SPOT through periodic press releases. 
SPOT should have a standard press 

release template and list of press 
contacts for distribution of press 
releases. The Bonner County Bee, 

Sandpoint Reader, Sandpoint Online 
Town Crier, and KXLY should all receive 

SPOT press releases. 

Community at 
large; those 

who may 
never ride 

  

Business 
partner 

campaign 
 “I’m on the 

SPOT”  

This idea is to create a campaign where 
supporting businesses would display a 

“I’m on the SPOT – ask me about the free 
bus” window sticker to show support of 

SPOT. The business would also have 
SPOT schedules available, preferably in 
a holder on the counter, and know the 

basics about SPOT. Also promoting it to 
specific businesses with built-in 

ridership needs like auto repair shops. 

Visitors,  
new riders, 
businesses 
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TOOL DESCRIPTION 
TARGET 

AUDIENCE 
COST 

LEVEL OF 
DIFFICULTY 

School 
partnerships 
and outreach 

Since youth are such a big part of SPOT’s 
current ridership, SPOT should work to 

encourage more students to ride the bus 
by promoting SPOT at school events, in 
youth publications (like the high school 

newspaper), and by having SPOT bus 
information at all of the schools. SPOT 
should also look for opportunities to 

partner with schools on transportation 
needs – taking a SPOT route for a field 
trip is a great way to introduce SPOT. 

Youth,  
school staff 

  

Re-do printed 
schedule and 

distribute 
more widely 

Through surveys conducted for this 
project, we know that the SPOT bus 

schedule needs to be updated for easier 
comprehension and made more readily 

available throughout the community. 
The SPOT printed schedule needs a 

better map and easier to understand 
timetable for each route, and it needs to 
include information on paratransit and 
vanpool. A separate information rack 

card should be developed for Bonner’s 
Ferry service for distribution in that 
area. SPOT should consider paying to 
have the schedule distributed in local 

brochure racks. 

Community at 
large; those 

who may 
never ride 

  

Quick 
reference 

guides and 
training of 

staff near bus 
stops 

Businesses closest to the bus stops can 
be one of the best ambassadors for the 
service. This idea involves creating a 

simple quick reference card or handout 
that shows the nearest bus stop location 
in relation to the system map (“you are 
here”) and gives the schedule for just 

that bus stop location (northbound bus 
at :45 from 6:45 until 5:45). This allows 

local businesses to know and share 
information with their customers. 

All 
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TOOL DESCRIPTION 
TARGET 

AUDIENCE 
COST 

LEVEL OF 
DIFFICULTY 

Flyers and 
posters 

around town 

From market and community research, 
flyers and posters around town seem to 

be an effective communication tool. 
SPOT should develop flyers and posters 
that build awareness of the bus service, 
its benefits, and any new and interesting 
services. This tool could be particularly 
effective when SPOT grows or changes 

its service. Flyers could be placed at 
many locations around town – senior 

centers, social service offices, the 
library, non-profits, and community 
centers would all make good poster 

locations. 

Locals, seniors, 
youth, visitors,  

employees/ 
commuters 

  

SPOT as a 
vehicle for 

better health 

According to a study presented at the 
American Heart Association's Scientific 
Sessions 2015, riding the bus or train to 

work is associated with significant 
health improvements. Promoting this 
fact and partnering with public health 

organizations can be a great way to 
build ridership. The ParkRx program, a 
health initiative to get people healthier 
by exercising in parks, of the Kanisku 

Land Trust is a developing partnership 
for SPOT. By linking the SPOT bus into a 

trip to a park, SPOT can attract new 
riders. This tool is simply partnering 

with ParkRx and other healthcare 
organizations to cross-promote SPOT 

services. 

Those with 
physical or 

mental health 
problems 

  

Presentations 
to partners, 

especially city 
councils, 
business 
groups 

Making presentations is one of the most 
effective ways to educate the 

community about SPOT services and 
their importance. Although this is a time 
consuming effort, it is low cost and very 
effective. SPOT should work to develop a 

standard set of talking points, service 
highlights, and organizational statistics. 

Depending on the presentation, this 
might be a PowerPoint, a 1-2 page 

handout, or use the flyers. This tool will 
help build general community support 

for SPOT. 

Decision 
makers, 

community 
leadership 
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TOOL DESCRIPTION 
TARGET 

AUDIENCE 
COST 

LEVEL OF 
DIFFICULTY 

Rider of the 
month 

spotlight 
and/or bus 
schedule in 
newspaper 

Advertising in the newspaper isn’t 
something recommended for SPOT due 

to high costs; however, SPOT may be 
able to work with the Bee or Reader to 

get free or discounted placement of 
monthly rider profiles or perhaps 

having the bus schedule in the 
newspaper. The rider profile could be a 

recurring feature that would have a 
picture and quote from a SPOT rider in 

order to highlight why SPOT is awesome 
and showcase a daily rider who’s story 

helps illustrate the paradigm, that SPOT 
is “just the way we get around.” 

All 

  

“Get on the 
SPOT” 

campaign for 
coffee sleeves 
and coasters 

Having a simple message printed on 
coffee sleeves and coasters at local 

coffee shops and restaurants could be a 
low-cost way to create exposure to 
SPOT. This tool would hopefully be 
something that the local business 

partner (restaurant or coffee shop) 
would want to help underwrite. 

New riders, 
millennials, 

choice riders 
(those who 

drive but 
might choose 

to ride 
occasionally) 

  

Employer 
outreach 

Local businesses need to know about 
SPOT and how SPOT can help solve 

employee commuting challenges. SPOT 
should meet with and present to major 
employers and their employees details 
about SPOT services. This tool will be 

particularly helpful in building vanpools. 
Attending employee staff meetings, 

dropping by with donuts for a meet and 
greet, and working with HR staff on 

flyers and emails to employees are all 
ways to implement. 

Commuters 

  

Facebook 
page, social 

media 

Facebook and select regional Facebook 
groups could be effective ways to send 

periodic updates about SPOT with 
interesting and timely content. In order 

to be effective, the SPOT social media 
account must be regularly monitored 

and actively managed. 

Youth, 
millennials, 

community at 
large 
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TOOL DESCRIPTION 
TARGET 

AUDIENCE 
COST 

LEVEL OF 
DIFFICULTY 

Troubleshoot 
phone app 

and promote 
as part of all 

other 
campaigns, 
along with 

other 
technology 

SPOT has an app that shows customers 
where the bus is in real-time, but it isn’t 

working consistently and isn’t 
promoted. The DoubleMap app could be 

an excellent tool, especially for tech 
savvy riders, but it must be managed 

and promoted (i.e. included on all SPOT 
materials). This technology does take a 

lot of time to manage and keep up to 
date; SPOT doesn’t have this expertise 
or time today. If SPOT does have the 
capacity, integrating SPOT schedule 

information into Google Maps through 
the GTFS file spec could be another way 

to reach technology-savvy riders. 

Youth, 
millennials, 

visitors 
  

Targeted 
radio and 
magazine 

advertising 

Radio seems to be an effective 
advertising tool for ongoing messages to 

build awareness. SPOT should pursue 
trade or public service announcements 

(PSAs) on radio. Additionally, SPOT 
could look at ads in local magazines, 

although this is higher cost and harder 
to trade or get free submissions. SPOT 
has been in Sandpoint Magazine in the 

past and needs to evaluate the 
effectiveness of this ad and its cost 

relative to other marketing potentials. 
Cost dependent on trade or PSA. 

New riders, 
general 

community 
  

Special events 

SPOT could consider providing 
additional bus service for many special 
events throughout the year. This would 

introduce the bus to new riders and 
increase SPOT’s visibility in the 

community; however, special events can 
be challenging. SPOT will need a partner 

who will promote the extra event 
service and limit parking around the 

event venue, or the special event service 
can be underutilized and ineffective. 

New riders 

  

Links to local 
partners 

SPOT should work to integrate 
awareness into as many efforts of the 
cities and counties as possible. This 

could include SPOT on municipal 
websites or having SPOT at city or 

county sponsored events. SPOT should 
be integrated into the cities and the 
county, as the transportation arm. 

The 
community  

at-large 
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The Plan Year by Year 

For the coming three years, SPOT should begin to put into action some of the information, 
ideas, and tools presented. SPOT can take its limited budgeted and staff time and slowly 
and incrementally implement the Marketing and Outreach Plan. 
 

Year Goal and Theme Tools Resources* 

Year 1 

To improve the basic 
marketing and outreach 
building blocks, in order to 
setup SPOT for future success. 
SPOT must invest in basic 
customer information tools, 
rider amenities, PR strategies, 
and partnerships. 

 Bus stop signage and 
amenities 

 Website rebuild 
 Bus branding and ID 
 Driver training 
 Press releases 
 Update bus schedule 

format 
 Links to local partners 

$5,000-$10,000 in 
direct marketing 
spend plus in-kind 
partner support 
 
Staff, board, and in-
kind partners time 
total of 10-20 hours 
per month 

Year 2 

Continue work from Year 1 
and begin to leverage those 
efforts to: 
 
1. Get regular riders riding 
more 
2. Start attracting new 
markets. 
 
With basics in place, SPOT can 
now go to work on getting 
more people on board and 
building community 
awareness. 

 Employer outreach 
 School partnerships 
 Rider of the month spots 
 SPOT for better health 
 Flyers and posters 
 Facebook and social 

media 
 Quick reference guides 

$10,000-$15,000 in 
marketing plus in-
kind partner support 
 
Staff, board, 
contracted, and in-
kind time total of 20-
25 hours per month 

Year 3 

Years 1 and 2 create 
opportunity for Year 3 to be 
year of significant external 
marketing and ridership 
growth among new marketing. 
This is the year to make SPOT 
omnipresent in the 
community. 

 Business partner “I’m on 
the SPOT” 

 Presentations to the 
community 

 Phone app and other 
technology 

 Coffee sleeves and 
coasters 

 Targeted ads 
 Special events 

$20,000-$25,000 in 
marketing plus in-
kind 
 
Time of 25-30 hours 
per month 

 

*This is direct marketing and out expense. Capital and operating expenses that have marketing benefits, such as 
service improvements, bus stop amenities and new buses, are not included in Resources. 
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Each year builds on the next and efforts started in Year 1 must be continually developed 
through Years 2 and 3. Once an effort is started, it is recommended that it be continued 
going forward, unless it is thoroughly reviewed and there is an identified reason it is 
deemed ineffective (effectiveness often increases with time). Budgeting and staffing must 
grow to support increasing SPOT marketing and outreach efforts over the next three years. 
 

Getting This Work Done (Limitations and Need for Partnerships) 

The challenge to implementing this plan is figuring how to fund these efforts and how to 
improve marketing without impacting existing service. Every public transportation system 
faces the same challenge of finding enough funding for marketing and outreach when the 
direct costs of running bus service are a higher priority. But funding this marketing plan is 
critical to SPOT’s success; running SPOT buses without good marketing means the service 
will not reach its full potential. Acknowledging that SPOT has budget and staff limitations in 
implementing the ideas of this plan, SPOT must seek creative partnerships, cost share, 
schedule the work slowly, and use low-cost approaches. 
 
The budget constraint is one of the biggest challenges to plan implementation. SPOT should 
look to allocate more funding to marketing, but this approach will take time – SPOT has a 
fixed budget and service commitments that use almost all the current budget. It is 
recommended that SPOT also pursue a more immediate solution for accomplishing 
marketing goals – set-up an interior and exterior bus advertising program with the goal of 
trading ads on buses for SPOT ads in a variety of media. SPOT should trade bus ad space for 
radio spots, online advertising, putting the bus schedule in the newspaper, getting SPOT 
into businesses (like on coffee cups or coasters), or any other creative trades SPOT can 
establish. The goal of ads on SPOT buses wouldn’t be to generate direct revenue – the goal 
would be to generate trade dollars for SPOT marketing and outreach.  Bus ads could also be 
used as trade for staff time from partners who can help market and promote. 
 
The other biggest constraint is available staff time. Currently, SPOT is not staffed to carry 
out much of this plan. SPOT has one full-time employee whose time is consumed with day 
to day operations. Given this time constraint, SPOT must look to other ways to get this 
work completed and rely on its partners to help. 
 
Workhorse board of directors 

 The SPOT board has shown that it is willing to work and will need to give time to 
these marketing efforts 

Schweitzer Mountain Resort 
 With in-house marketing resources, Schweitzer could provide marketing staff time 

to help SPOT implement this plan, which could be done as part of a trade for bus ad 
space or as in-kind donation as part of a partnership for bus service to the mountain 
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Municipal partners 
 SPOT could reach out to its partner cities to ask for help with specific marketing and 

outreach initiatives from city staff or officials who may have expertise or access to 
helpful resources like existing city newsletters 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
SPOT has a strong, recognizable community brand with loyal and happy customers. 
Building upon this base of support, SPOT is ready to grow its awareness, usage, and 
community impact. By implementing this Marketing and Outreach Plan, SPOT will become 
a community institution that is positively viewed throughout the region. Many more 
opportunities and new ideas will result from starting down the path of better marketing 
and outreach – SPOT should plan to incorporate this evolution of marketing and outreach 
through periodic updates to this plan. 
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Rd 

 

 

OVERVIEW 
The goal of this SPOT Marketing and Public Outreach Plan is to provide a clear path 
towards continuing to grow ridership and build community support. SPOT has a solid 
foundation on which to build increased marketing and public outreach efforts. It has a 
strong brand, solid ridership, enthusiastic community support, and positive political 
momentum. This plan will leverage all of these assets in a thoughtful and strategic way.  
 
The Marketing and Public Outreach Plan addresses the following: 
 

• Current marketing efforts  
 

• Who is riding today, why they ride, and how to get them to ride more 
 

• Who isn’t riding much today and how to get them onboard 
 

• A toolkit of strategies, rated by cost and complexity, and mapped to target 
audiences 

 
• A three-year approach to implementation 

 
• Partnerships required to successfully implement this plan 

 

Informing this plan are stakeholder interviews, two community surveys – from riders and 
stakeholders, and market research performed by SHIFT. This plan uses industry best 
practices, opportunities unique to SPOT and the communities it serves, and successful 
efforts from other communities. 
 
Implementation of this plan will result in a stronger SPOT that continues to weave itself 
more tightly into the fabric of the community. In several of our community interviews, the 
idea of making SPOT “just the way you get around” and “what our community does” and “a 
community institution” were expressed and embody exactly what a good marketing and 
public outreach plan can do for SPOT, along with strategic implementation. 
 

 

 

 

See SPOT Engage 
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SPOT MARKETING EFFORTS TO DATE 
The SPOT brand is very strong for a small transit system. SPOT’s brand reflects the 
community and is easily identifiable. The logo, bus graphics and generally positive 
community perception of SPOT are tremendous assets that can be leveraged towards a new 
infusion of energy, excitement, and growth. 
 
As SPOT moves forward with 
the marketing and outreach 
efforts of this plan, the brand 
and what it represents should 
be infused into all the various 
outputs. The brand should 
remain the same and be 
adapted and leveraged to 
connect more people to the 
bus and get more people on 
board. The main goal of this 
plan is for the community to 
view the SPOT brand 
synonymously with economic 
vitality and development.  
 
SPOT has gone through a common cycle for new services in rural areas with a limited 
budget. Initially, SPOT had a lot of buzz, the awareness of SPOT grew quickly, there was 
initial money to market the service, and ridership grew quickly. Now, SPOT has hit a 5-year 
plateau where ridership is steady but not growing, awareness among non-riders has 
dropped, money for marketing is very limited, and customer information needs 
improvement. SPOT must invest more in marketing in order to reverse this trend. The 
baseline budget for marketing is very small: 
 

The current SPOT marketing and advertising budget  
is only $1500-$2000 per year. 

 

This current spend consists of limited print advertising, printed brochures, and website 
costs. Bus graphics and bus stop signage are not included in this total, but are included as 
part of the Capital Improvement Plan (bus graphics are included in the cost of a new bus 
and bus stop signage project already funded and slated for 2017). The advertising budget is 
so limited that SPOT is not able to build awareness or grow ridership through marketing or 
outreach. 
 
SPOT should start planning for how to grow funding for these marketing investments. This 
is a challenge that will be addressed later in this plan with ideas on how to partner and 
trade for market exposure. The good news is that SPOT has strong brand fundamentals and 
is ready to build on this foundation to renew itself and look for more support and use in the 
coming three years. 

The SPOT Brand = fun, interesting, community-oriented 
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COMMUNITY SURVEYS 
SHIFT conducted two similar surveys, from two distinct community groups – existing 
riders and community stakeholders. The goal of the surveys was to understand a variety of 
aspects including the markets and identify marketing opportunities, service improvement 
needs and perceptions of SPOT.  Only a portion of the questions from each survey were 
asked of both groups, the rest were tailored specifically to either existing riders or 
community stakeholders.  
 
This plan focuses only on the survey responses that inform the markets and marketing 
opportunities. The existing riders group responded to marketing questions about how they 
use SPOT and why, how they plan their trip, and where they get their SPOT and other 
community information. The stakeholder group represented key decision makers and 
responded to some rider questions, such as why they ride or don’t ride and what could get 
them to ride or ride more frequently, as well as marketing ideas for increasing ridership.  
 

Existing Riders Survey - Results 

SHIFT conducted a survey of existing riders to understand who is using SPOT, why they are 
riding, and how they use the bus. 45 riders responded to the survey, which represents 
approximately 3% of the average weekly ridership, and 21% of the average daily ridership. 
 
They survey shows 25% of respondents use SPOT 10 or more times a week, while 50% of  
respondents use it between 1-5 times a week. All respondents ride on weekdays and  
almost all ride on weekends too. The large majority live in Sandpoint, and most are 
employed, followed closely by retirees (retirees includes those no longer working, not 
necessarily retirement age). 
 

Rider Residency     Employment Status 
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In terms of age, SPOT riders tend be either younger riders, with 44% of riders aged 25 or 
younger, or older riders, with 28% of riders aged 56 or older. Middle-aged riders make up 
the smallest percentage of riders. 

 
Rider Age 

 
 

 
 

When asked about trip purpose, SHIFT found that most SPOT riders were using the bus for 
shopping, followed closely by work, but the results show that SPOT is being used for a wide 
variety of trip purposes. The data show that SPOT has a diverse ridership that counts on 
the service for all types of trips: 

 
Reason for Trip 
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Another goal of the survey was to find out how riders are doing their trip planning, how 
they originally found out about the bus, and why they ride: 

 
How Did You Plan Your Trip Today? 

 

 
The “other” responses were predominately that the rider knows the schedule and doesn’t need to pre-plan 
their trip. The two additional responses received as “other” are: 1) schedule on phone; 2) called paratransit. 

 
 

How Did You Hear about SPOT? 
 

 
 

Why Do You Ride SPOT? 
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Existing Riders Survey - Discussion 

SPOT is used by a diverse group of 
people, representing many age 
groups with varying reasons for 
using SPOT. There were a few 
patterns identified in the responses 
received that lead to assumptions 
regarding who the majority of 
riders are today and what groups 
of riders are not as prevalent.  The  
survey results highlight three 
target market opportunities: 
 

1) Youth/young adults 
 

2) Seniors 
 

3) Employees (middle ages) 

 
The youth/young adult segment of SPOT respondents can be summarized as follows: 
 

 They form the majority of riders responding to the survey 
 

 They don’t drive or have access to a vehicle  
 

 They are almost solely use SPOT for shopping and work trips 
 

 70% live in Sandpoint 
 

 They use both routes equally 
 

 They predominately get their information from the SPOT website   

The survey was conducted in August; therefore, youth respondents were not in school and 
no responses were collected reflecting that this age demographic is using SPOT for school 
transportation. Additional information or survey data would need to be collected to 
identify whether they are using SPOT for transportation to and from school. Without 
knowing the results, assumptions can be made that this is likely occurring during the 
school year. Gaining more youth ridership during the school year is certainly a marketing 
opportunity through outreach and promotion at the schools. 
 
Riders greater than 65 in age made up 16% of respondents. This group’s responses can be 
summarized as follows: 
 

 They use SPOT primarily for shopping and leisure trips 
 

 50% live in Ponderay 
 

 They get their SPOT information from a variety of places – website, brochures 
around town, newspaper, and at community centers 
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 Their trips tend to be longer in miles, which might be because 50% of the 
respondents from this demographic reported to live in Ponderay and are likely 
traveling to Sandpoint or another location outside of Ponderay for their 
shopping and leisure trips 

 

 They ride SPOT predominately because they would rather not drive and because 
it’s easy and convenient 

 
Almost 56% of all respondents heard about SPOT from someone (word of mouth), with 
about 30% finding out about SPOT by seeing the bus. This leaves about 14% of 
respondents learning about SPOT from other forms of marketing. This is an indicator that 
either SPOT has invested little in advertising or riders are not receptive to the types of 
advertising that SPOT has pursued. The former is likely the primary reason, but 
strategically selecting the type of advertising is also an important consideration.  

 

Stakeholder Survey (Riders and Non-Riders) – Results and Discussion 

SHIFT polled community stakeholders by designing an online survey and distributing it 
electronically through a variety of means including the Sandpoint Chamber, city and county 
electronic mailing lists, a link on the SPOT website, a feature in the Bonner County Bee, and 
a feature on Sandpoint Online.  Here are the results of 49 respondents who took the survey. 
 
Rider Residency 
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43.5% have never taken SPOT before. Of these respondents, the following reasons for not 
riding were received: 
 

 
 
When this group was asked what could get them to ride spot, they responded as follows: 
 

 
In addition to the choices provided above, the group was also given the option to write in 
their own ideas that might get them to ride SPOT. Their feedback was predominately split 
between two responses: 1) clearer information and route maps; 2) expanded service to 
Sagle, Baldy Road, and shuttle service between parking areas and City Beach/downtown 
during the weekends.  
 
56.5% of the stakeholder group has taken SPOT. When asked their reasons for riding, the 
top three responses among respondents were: 1) transportation while their car was 
repaired; 2) leisure or social activity; 3) shopping. These results are consistent with  
the results of the rider survey; few middle-age respondents are using SPOT for 
transportation to and from work. The stakeholder group likely uses SPOT for infrequent 
trips, on occasion, not for daily commuting. 
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The stakeholder group was asked to respond to what the perception of SPOT is and its role 
in the community. Here were the responses: 
 

 
These results indicate that stakeholders perceive SPOT as a necessary service for those that 
need it and as a benefit to residents to allow them more transportation options. They see 
SPOT less as helping the local economy and businesses and even less as giving visitors 
more transportation options. These are two areas where more targeted marketing can 
change the community’s perception of SPOT from offering limited, but necessary, 
transportation benefits to SPOT being “a community institution” and “just the way we get 
around,” as heard during several stakeholder interviews.  
 
The stakeholder group was asked what the most cost effective marking strategies/tools are 
to attract more riders and improve awareness of SPOT and the following responses were 
received: 
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Getting more information out about SPOT around town is a common theme in the results of 
both community surveys that could help increase ridership with the general community as 
well as visitors and establish SPOT as beneficial to the economy and businesses.   
 
There can be a relationship between increased ridership and economic and community  
vitality. SPOT riders walk or bike to and from each bus stop when they begin and end their 
trip. Walking by businesses creates opportunities for more economic activity around these 
bus stops. When parking is limited people may decide not to visit downtown areas at all, 
whereas SPOT could provide a hassle free and easy way to get people to a location without 
the stress and inconvenience of parking. 
 
 

Marketing for Boundary County, Paratransit, and Vanpool 
Much of the research, discussion, and tools in this plan are focused on riders of the fixed 
route system – Blue and Green Route riders. This market represents one of the largest 
opportunities for growth through marketing and outreach. Many of the marketing ideas in 
the toolkit section of the plan can be used for these services, but it is important to discuss 
specific marketing tactics for Boundary County, paratransit and vanpool and the 
communities they serve. These groups weren’t specifically surveyed, but SHIFT conducted 
many interviews and drew on best practices when marketing to these groups. 
 

Boundary County-Bonner’s Ferry Demand Response Service 

This service is still relatively new, running less than eighteen months, and has done a good 
job of attracting a base of riders that need the service. It routinely runs at better than two 
riders per hour, which is good for a demand response service.   
 
In a small community such as Bonner’s Ferry, word of mouth and grassroots marketing are 
the best approach. As a new service, SPOT needs to educate the community about what 
SPOT is, how it operates, and why it’s good for everyone.  
 
The first step is creating a 
simple marketing piece that can 
printed and distributed in 
several forms including as a 
rack card, a flyer, and 
electronically. The purpose of 
this would be two-fold: to 
promote the service itself and 
how to use it (hours of service, 
destinations, etc.), and to 
educate on what public 
transportation is.  
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The educational message should be: 
 

• Public transportation is a public service and is open to everyone 
 

• The city and county support and sponsor SPOT services 
 

• With more demand and use, SPOT could add more service to the Bonner’s Ferry 
area 

 

• Public transportation is good for the community – it provides vital mobility, saves 
riders money, and provides more independence to those who use SPOT 

 

 
Recommended distribution of this marketing 
piece is:  
 

 posting around town 
 city mailings 
 local businesses 
 hospital 
 assisted living facilities (e.g. Restorium) 
 visitor center 
 city hall 

 

SPOT should also consider being interviewed 
on the local radio show and presenting to as 
many community groups as possible. It should 
also be distributed electronically through 
Bonner’s Ferry online, Facebook groups, and 
city and county online resources. 

 

 

 

Bonner County Paratransit Service 

Paratransit service is a federal requirement of a fixed route service, when federally funded. 
SPOT should consider marketing this service in conjunction with marketing the fixed route 
service. There are numerous benefits to increased awareness of paratransit service:  
 

1) providing mobility to those that need it most 
 

2) increasing efficiency/productivity of paratransit service by linking multiple trips 
together instead of only single rider trips 
 

3) providing positive community perception 

 
 

SPOT strengthens the community by 
providing mobility and independence 

 

Credit: Bonner’s Ferry Herald 
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Currently, this service is marketed very little. There is a very small mention of it on the 
SPOT schedule, with no detailed information about the service, and the website doesn’t 
have any section about this service. SPOT should increase the information about 
paratransit on the SPOT printed schedule and website as a first step to better marketing 
this service. The next step would be to create a dedicated informational card on this 
service, much like the one suggested for the Bonner’s Ferry demand response service, that 
would describe hours of service, prequalification process, area of service, and other helpful 
information. This should be distributed to all social service organizations in the Sandpoint 
area, as well as at assisted living facilities, the hospital, disability organizations, and the 
senior center. 
 

Vanpool 

Based on the current lack of affordable housing and challenges that employers have in 
finding skilled workers, SHIFT anticipates that SPOT will see significant growth in this 
program. Employers will find 
that vanpool can provide 
them with skilled workers 
from outside the area, and 
employees will find that 
vanpool links affordable 
housing locations with high 
paying jobs in a cost-effective 
way.  
 
Vanpool marketing is 
straightforward: 
 
Put together an informational piece on how vanpool works 
 

 Include example pricing and commuter tax benefit information (vanpool qualifies 
for pre-tax consideration under the Commuter Benefits program) 

 Describe benefits of vanpool for employee and employer 
 Adapt for flyer/brochure and electronic dissemination  

Set-up meetings with owners and managers of local businesses and present vanpool basics 
 

 Find how vanpool can solve the employee challenges 
 Vanpool delivers happier, safer, better rested employees to the job 

Follow-up with interested employers to build interest among employees 
 

 Employee staff meetings, email communications, and drop-in coffee talks are all 
ways to build employee interest 
 

The Sandpoint area employers should be very receptive to vanpool, and SPOT could see 
this program grow quickly with some basic promotion and direct outreach. 
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Marketing to Those Who Will Never Ride 

Riders or non-rider aside, the public perception of SPOT is critical to ongoing partnerships  
and funding. SPOT is a public agency receiving local tax dollars that aren’t guaranteed year-
to-year; therefore, marketing to the community itself is a necessity. It’s not enough to have 
regular riders taking more trips, new demographics getting on the bus, and routes 
connecting to new destinations. Elected officials, business leaders, non-profit 
organizations, and the community at large must know about SPOT and understand why 
SPOT is important to the community, regardless of whether someone rides or not. SPOT 
needs the community to feel that public transportation is an important community asset 
and something worthy of supporting. 
 
SPOT can tailor the message for a particular group, but some of the resonating talking 
points that board and staff can use include: 
 

SPOT is good for quality of life 
 

 Communities with good public transportation are nicer, easier, more connected 
places to live and work 

 Public transportation makes the community more attractive – those living here 
are more likely to stay and those thinking of living here are more likely to relocate 

 Communities that rely less on single occupancy vehicles are more resilient  

SPOT is good for business 
 

 With a tight job market, employers are looking for ways to attract and retain 
employees – public transportation options make this easier 

 Consistent transportation means employees get to work safely and are often more 
rested and ready to work 

 Those people riding SPOT save money and can spend it on other things 
 Bus trips end and begin with walking or biking, which means bus riders are more 

likely to frequent businesses while enroute 

SPOT is good for housing 
 

 With limited affordable housing within walking distance to most amenities, SPOT 
can better link jobs and services with housing in outlying areas 

 Vanpool can be used as a tool to link areas of regional activity 

SPOT is good for biking and walking and community health 
 

 Public transportation can reduce depression and isolation among those who use it 
 Every bus trip on SPOT starts and end with a walk or a bike trip, which helps 

improve health 
 SPOT takes an average of 400 cars off the road per day, which improves the 

downtown experience for biking and walking 
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SPOT is good for the environment and congestion 
 

 With an average of 6 people an hour getting on the bus, that means the effective 
miles per gallon of the bus is 72MPG! 

 More people on the bus = less people in cars 
 SPOT must continually talk about the community benefits of public transportation 

and build specific outreach efforts towards building general awareness. By 
growing ridership and this community awareness, the political support and 
overall goodwill will happen naturally. 

SPOT must continually talk about the community benefits of public transportation and 
build specific outreach efforts towards building general awareness. By growing ridership 
and this community awareness, the political support and overall goodwill will happen 
naturally. 
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THE TOOLKIT 
 

TOOL DESCRIPTION 
TARGET 

AUDIENCE 
COST 

LEVEL OF 
DIFFICULTY 

Better bus 
stop 

amenities 

One of the top requests from the surveys 
was better bus stops with amenities like 

benches, shelters, and lighting. All of 
these improve the overall riding 

experience and make new riders more 
likely to ride again. Bus stops are also 
the most visible aspect of the service 

and impact the community perception. 

All current and 
potential 

riders; the 
community  

at-large   

Better bus 
stop signage 

Through its work on this plan, SHIFT 
heard that bus stop signage needs to 
improve to show the system map and 
the bus times at a particular stop. The 
signage should also identify the stop 

itself. In addition, larger and more 
visible signs can have an advertising 

benefit. 

Current 
riders and  

general  
community  
impression   

Invest in 
better buses 
that all have 

route 
identification 

Many of SPOT buses are in need of 
replacement and hurt the rider 

experience, especially for those buses 
that don’t have adequate air 

conditioning for cooling in the summer. 
Also, many riders requested desire to 

know what route a bus is running 
through bus identification. Although this 

is a capital improvement issue, it 
impacts marketing and ridership 

growth. Buses with better passenger 
amenities that are easier to board and 
are more comfortable will help market 

the service. 

Current riders, 
new riders, 
and general 
community 
impression   

Improve the 
service 

Although this is part of the transit 
service plan, improving the service is 

certainly a marketing tool. Especially for 
tourists who might use the service to get 

around and for skiers going to 
Schweitzer. And later night service 

might encourage 25-45 demographic 
ridership. 

New riders 
(millennials, 

young 
families), 

tourists, skiers, 
seniors, 

employees/ 
commuters 
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TOOL DESCRIPTION 
TARGET 

AUDIENCE 
COST 

LEVEL OF 
DIFFICULTY 

Invest in the 
drivers as 
marketers 

Drivers are SPOT’s ambassadors. By 
keeping drivers happy and informed, 

they can be effective marketing tools for 
growing the service. Training drivers in 

how to provide the highest quality 
customer service will pay dividends 
every time someone rides the bus. 

Current riders, 
first time 

riders 
  

New website 

Redesigning and updating the SPOT 
website is recommended and is a key 
customer information tool. This effort 
would include completely overhauling 
the existing site to create a much easier 

user experience; update website content 
with more complete SPOT information; 
include real-time bus information tools; 

and have better maps and timetables. 
Once the new site is built, SPOT should 
plan to use the site for timely news and 

rider alerts, as service changes. 

Youth, tourists, 
businesses, 

existing riders 
  

Press releases 

SPOT should celebrate its successes and 
regularly update the community on 

SPOT through periodic press releases. 
SPOT should have a standard press 

release template and list of press 
contacts for distribution of press 
releases. The Bonner County Bee, 

Sandpoint Reader, Sandpoint Online 
Town Crier, and KXLY should all receive 

SPOT press releases. 

Community at 
large; those 

who may 
never ride 

  

Business 
partner 

campaign 
 “I’m on the 

SPOT”  

This idea is to create a campaign where 
supporting businesses would display a 

“I’m on the SPOT – ask me about the free 
bus” window sticker to show support of 

SPOT. The business would also have 
SPOT schedules available, preferably in 
a holder on the counter, and know the 

basics about SPOT. Also promoting it to 
specific businesses with built-in 

ridership needs like auto repair shops. 

Visitors,  
new riders, 
businesses 
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TOOL DESCRIPTION 
TARGET 

AUDIENCE 
COST 

LEVEL OF 
DIFFICULTY 

School 
partnerships 
and outreach 

Since youth are such a big part of SPOT’s 
current ridership, SPOT should work to 

encourage more students to ride the bus 
by promoting SPOT at school events, in 
youth publications (like the high school 

newspaper), and by having SPOT bus 
information at all of the schools. SPOT 
should also look for opportunities to 

partner with schools on transportation 
needs – taking a SPOT route for a field 
trip is a great way to introduce SPOT. 

Youth,  
school staff 

  

Re-do printed 
schedule and 

distribute 
more widely 

Through surveys conducted for this 
project, we know that the SPOT bus 

schedule needs to be updated for easier 
comprehension and made more readily 

available throughout the community. 
The SPOT printed schedule needs a 

better map and easier to understand 
timetable for each route, and it needs to 
include information on paratransit and 
vanpool. A separate information rack 

card should be developed for Bonner’s 
Ferry service for distribution in that 
area. SPOT should consider paying to 
have the schedule distributed in local 

brochure racks. 

Community at 
large; those 

who may 
never ride 

  

Quick 
reference 

guides and 
training of 

staff near bus 
stops 

Businesses closest to the bus stops can 
be one of the best ambassadors for the 
service. This idea involves creating a 

simple quick reference card or handout 
that shows the nearest bus stop location 
in relation to the system map (“you are 
here”) and gives the schedule for just 

that bus stop location (northbound bus 
at :45 from 6:45 until 5:45). This allows 

local businesses to know and share 
information with their customers. 

All 
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TOOL DESCRIPTION 
TARGET 

AUDIENCE 
COST 

LEVEL OF 
DIFFICULTY 

Flyers and 
posters 

around town 

From market and community research, 
flyers and posters around town seem to 

be an effective communication tool. 
SPOT should develop flyers and posters 
that build awareness of the bus service, 
its benefits, and any new and interesting 
services. This tool could be particularly 
effective when SPOT grows or changes 

its service. Flyers could be placed at 
many locations around town – senior 

centers, social service offices, the 
library, non-profits, and community 
centers would all make good poster 

locations. 

Locals, seniors, 
youth, visitors,  

employees/ 
commuters 

  

SPOT as a 
vehicle for 

better health 

According to a study presented at the 
American Heart Association's Scientific 
Sessions 2015, riding the bus or train to 

work is associated with significant 
health improvements. Promoting this 
fact and partnering with public health 

organizations can be a great way to 
build ridership. The ParkRx program, a 
health initiative to get people healthier 
by exercising in parks, of the Kanisku 

Land Trust is a developing partnership 
for SPOT. By linking the SPOT bus into a 

trip to a park, SPOT can attract new 
riders. This tool is simply partnering 

with ParkRx and other healthcare 
organizations to cross-promote SPOT 

services. 

Those with 
physical or 

mental health 
problems 

  

Presentations 
to partners, 

especially city 
councils, 
business 
groups 

Making presentations is one of the most 
effective ways to educate the 

community about SPOT services and 
their importance. Although this is a time 
consuming effort, it is low cost and very 
effective. SPOT should work to develop a 

standard set of talking points, service 
highlights, and organizational statistics. 

Depending on the presentation, this 
might be a PowerPoint, a 1-2 page 

handout, or use the flyers. This tool will 
help build general community support 

for SPOT. 

Decision 
makers, 

community 
leadership 
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TOOL DESCRIPTION 
TARGET 

AUDIENCE 
COST 

LEVEL OF 
DIFFICULTY 

Rider of the 
month 

spotlight 
and/or bus 
schedule in 
newspaper 

Advertising in the newspaper isn’t 
something recommended for SPOT due 

to high costs; however, SPOT may be 
able to work with the Bee or Reader to 

get free or discounted placement of 
monthly rider profiles or perhaps 

having the bus schedule in the 
newspaper. The rider profile could be a 

recurring feature that would have a 
picture and quote from a SPOT rider in 

order to highlight why SPOT is awesome 
and showcase a daily rider who’s story 

helps illustrate the paradigm, that SPOT 
is “just the way we get around.” 

All 

  

“Get on the 
SPOT” 

campaign for 
coffee sleeves 
and coasters 

Having a simple message printed on 
coffee sleeves and coasters at local 

coffee shops and restaurants could be a 
low-cost way to create exposure to 
SPOT. This tool would hopefully be 
something that the local business 

partner (restaurant or coffee shop) 
would want to help underwrite. 

New riders, 
millennials, 

choice riders 
(those who 

drive but 
might choose 

to ride 
occasionally) 

  

Employer 
outreach 

Local businesses need to know about 
SPOT and how SPOT can help solve 

employee commuting challenges. SPOT 
should meet with and present to major 
employers and their employees details 
about SPOT services. This tool will be 

particularly helpful in building vanpools. 
Attending employee staff meetings, 

dropping by with donuts for a meet and 
greet, and working with HR staff on 

flyers and emails to employees are all 
ways to implement. 

Commuters 

  

Facebook 
page, social 

media 

Facebook and select regional Facebook 
groups could be effective ways to send 

periodic updates about SPOT with 
interesting and timely content. In order 

to be effective, the SPOT social media 
account must be regularly monitored 

and actively managed. 

Youth, 
millennials, 

community at 
large 
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TOOL DESCRIPTION 
TARGET 

AUDIENCE 
COST 

LEVEL OF 
DIFFICULTY 

Troubleshoot 
phone app 

and promote 
as part of all 

other 
campaigns, 
along with 

other 
technology 

SPOT has an app that shows customers 
where the bus is in real-time, but it isn’t 

working consistently and isn’t 
promoted. The DoubleMap app could be 

an excellent tool, especially for tech 
savvy riders, but it must be managed 

and promoted (i.e. included on all SPOT 
materials). This technology does take a 

lot of time to manage and keep up to 
date; SPOT doesn’t have this expertise 
or time today. If SPOT does have the 
capacity, integrating SPOT schedule 

information into Google Maps through 
the GTFS file spec could be another way 

to reach technology-savvy riders. 

Youth, 
millennials, 

visitors 
  

Targeted 
radio and 
magazine 

advertising 

Radio seems to be an effective 
advertising tool for ongoing messages to 

build awareness. SPOT should pursue 
trade or public service announcements 

(PSAs) on radio. Additionally, SPOT 
could look at ads in local magazines, 

although this is higher cost and harder 
to trade or get free submissions. SPOT 
has been in Sandpoint Magazine in the 

past and needs to evaluate the 
effectiveness of this ad and its cost 

relative to other marketing potentials. 
Cost dependent on trade or PSA. 

New riders, 
general 

community 
  

Special events 

SPOT could consider providing 
additional bus service for many special 
events throughout the year. This would 

introduce the bus to new riders and 
increase SPOT’s visibility in the 

community; however, special events can 
be challenging. SPOT will need a partner 

who will promote the extra event 
service and limit parking around the 

event venue, or the special event service 
can be underutilized and ineffective. 

New riders 

  

Links to local 
partners 

SPOT should work to integrate 
awareness into as many efforts of the 
cities and counties as possible. This 

could include SPOT on municipal 
websites or having SPOT at city or 

county sponsored events. SPOT should 
be integrated into the cities and the 
county, as the transportation arm. 

The 
community  

at-large 
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The Plan Year by Year 

For the coming three years, SPOT should begin to put into action some of the information, 
ideas, and tools presented. SPOT can take its limited budgeted and staff time and slowly 
and incrementally implement the Marketing and Outreach Plan. 
 

Year Goal and Theme Tools Resources* 

Year 1 

To improve the basic 
marketing and outreach 
building blocks, in order to 
setup SPOT for future success. 
SPOT must invest in basic 
customer information tools, 
rider amenities, PR strategies, 
and partnerships. 

 Bus stop signage and 
amenities 

 Website rebuild 
 Bus branding and ID 
 Driver training 
 Press releases 
 Update bus schedule 

format 
 Links to local partners 

$5,000-$10,000 in 
direct marketing 
spend plus in-kind 
partner support 
 
Staff, board, and in-
kind partners time 
total of 10-20 hours 
per month 

Year 2 

Continue work from Year 1 
and begin to leverage those 
efforts to: 
 
1. Get regular riders riding 
more 
2. Start attracting new 
markets. 
 
With basics in place, SPOT can 
now go to work on getting 
more people on board and 
building community 
awareness. 

 Employer outreach 
 School partnerships 
 Rider of the month spots 
 SPOT for better health 
 Flyers and posters 
 Facebook and social 

media 
 Quick reference guides 

$10,000-$15,000 in 
marketing plus in-
kind partner support 
 
Staff, board, 
contracted, and in-
kind time total of 20-
25 hours per month 

Year 3 

Years 1 and 2 create 
opportunity for Year 3 to be 
year of significant external 
marketing and ridership 
growth among new marketing. 
This is the year to make SPOT 
omnipresent in the 
community. 

 Business partner “I’m on 
the SPOT” 

 Presentations to the 
community 

 Phone app and other 
technology 

 Coffee sleeves and 
coasters 

 Targeted ads 
 Special events 

$20,000-$25,000 in 
marketing plus in-
kind 
 
Time of 25-30 hours 
per month 

 

*This is direct marketing and out expense. Capital and operating expenses that have marketing benefits, such as 
service improvements, bus stop amenities and new buses, are not included in Resources. 
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Each year builds on the next and efforts started in Year 1 must be continually developed 
through Years 2 and 3. Once an effort is started, it is recommended that it be continued 
going forward, unless it is thoroughly reviewed and there is an identified reason it is 
deemed ineffective (effectiveness often increases with time). Budgeting and staffing must 
grow to support increasing SPOT marketing and outreach efforts over the next three years. 
 

Getting This Work Done (Limitations and Need for Partnerships) 

The challenge to implementing this plan is figuring how to fund these efforts and how to 
improve marketing without impacting existing service. Every public transportation system 
faces the same challenge of finding enough funding for marketing and outreach when the 
direct costs of running bus service are a higher priority. But funding this marketing plan is 
critical to SPOT’s success; running SPOT buses without good marketing means the service 
will not reach its full potential. Acknowledging that SPOT has budget and staff limitations in 
implementing the ideas of this plan, SPOT must seek creative partnerships, cost share, 
schedule the work slowly, and use low-cost approaches. 
 
The budget constraint is one of the biggest challenges to plan implementation. SPOT should 
look to allocate more funding to marketing, but this approach will take time – SPOT has a 
fixed budget and service commitments that use almost all the current budget. It is 
recommended that SPOT also pursue a more immediate solution for accomplishing 
marketing goals – set-up an interior and exterior bus advertising program with the goal of 
trading ads on buses for SPOT ads in a variety of media. SPOT should trade bus ad space for 
radio spots, online advertising, putting the bus schedule in the newspaper, getting SPOT 
into businesses (like on coffee cups or coasters), or any other creative trades SPOT can 
establish. The goal of ads on SPOT buses wouldn’t be to generate direct revenue – the goal 
would be to generate trade dollars for SPOT marketing and outreach.  Bus ads could also be 
used as trade for staff time from partners who can help market and promote. 
 
The other biggest constraint is available staff time. Currently, SPOT is not staffed to carry 
out much of this plan. SPOT has one full-time employee whose time is consumed with day 
to day operations. Given this time constraint, SPOT must look to other ways to get this 
work completed and rely on its partners to help. 
 
Workhorse board of directors 

 The SPOT board has shown that it is willing to work and will need to give time to 
these marketing efforts 

Schweitzer Mountain Resort 
 With in-house marketing resources, Schweitzer could provide marketing staff time 

to help SPOT implement this plan, which could be done as part of a trade for bus ad 
space or as in-kind donation as part of a partnership for bus service to the mountain 
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Municipal partners 
 SPOT could reach out to its partner cities to ask for help with specific marketing and 

outreach initiatives from city staff or officials who may have expertise or access to 
helpful resources like existing city newsletters 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
SPOT has a strong, recognizable community brand with loyal and happy customers. 
Building upon this base of support, SPOT is ready to grow its awareness, usage, and 
community impact. By implementing this Marketing and Outreach Plan, SPOT will become 
a community institution that is positively viewed throughout the region. Many more 
opportunities and new ideas will result from starting down the path of better marketing 
and outreach – SPOT should plan to incorporate this evolution of marketing and outreach 
through periodic updates to this plan. 
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OVERVIEW 
A Transit Service Development Plan is an organizational planning tool that describes how 
existing transit routes and transportation services will be analyzed, developed, and 
operated, all of which is internally valuable to SPOT staff and board. This tool is also used to 
communicate externally with SPOT stakeholders and the community about transit service 
needs. 
 
This plan will define the planning process by which the Transit Service Development Plan 
is updated annually. Included in this process is a mechanism for soliciting public comment 
on planned transit service and vet new service requests. This will allow for a transparent 
process to create more buy-in from the community. Not all the needs can be met, but SPOT 
must give an opportunity to hear from riders, the communities SPOT serves, and the 
general public about how SPOT service should grow. 
 
The core of the Transit Service Development Plan is an evaluation of how to improve and 
grow services. Ideas in the plan are based upon several factors: 
 

• The existing service operated 
 

• Interviews with key stakeholders 
 

• Survey results from riders and non-riders 
 

• Analysis of the services operated and associated statistics 
 

• Funding available now and in the future 
 

• Industry best practices 
 

The plan attempts to reconcile needs with available resources, while protecting existing 
services that are succeeding. The goal is to give SPOT a context for considering how to 
improve existing services and how to evaluate new services. 
 
Finally, the plan will address existing services, ideas for improvement, new services, and 
make recommendations for the coming three years. Included will be route statistics, 
operating costs, trade-off analysis, and growth projections. 
 
 

 

See SPOT Grow 
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FIXED ROUTE SERVICE: THE FUNDAMENTALS 
When planning a fixed route bus system, there are two ends of the service spectrum to 
consider. On the one side of the spectrum are systems designed to cover the largest amount 
of geographic area with routes that offer a relatively low level of service. These routes run 
circuitously over longer distances to many different destinations that are geographically 
dispersed with frequencies often 60 minutes or longer. These routes are designed to 
provide equity and access. On the other side of the spectrum are bus routes that run more 
like rail service, with direct connections along an efficient, linear route, that are commonly 
referred to as high frequency service. Frequency routes run with buses departing every 30 
minutes or less and often connect major destinations. Frequency routes require people to 
walk more, but people will often walk further to get more frequent service than wait for an 
hour to catch a bus closer. 
 
SPOT’s current system has aspects of both a coverage and a frequency system. Service 
between the shopping areas of Ponderay and downtown Sandpoint are direct and more 
frequent with the combined effect of coupled service on both Blue and Green Routes, but 
other areas are served with lower frequency routes of 60 minutes or more, which often 
wind around to get passengers directly in front of where they want to go.  
 
SPOT should consider what model it prefers as it adapts and changes services. Many of the 
ideas in this plan are based around trying to grow ridership and develop more frequent 
service. The reason for this is that ridership growth is an expectation for most funding 
partners, and more frequent service is more productive, in terms of ridership per hour. In 
fact, ridership grows disproportionately higher with increased frequency. In other words, 
doubling frequency from 60 minutes to 30 minutes will often grow ridership by more than 
double.  
 
In addition to considering the directness and frequency of a route, SPOT needs to ensure 
that the service provided is high quality, convenient, and consistent. Ridership doesn’t 
happen overnight. You have to invest in a new service with the mindset that you will 
operate for at least a year, preferably two. Ridership is very hard to build and very easy to 
lose. You build ridership by developing services thoughtfully and run those new service 
with the long-term in mind. Unfortunately, ridership can easily be lost a lot, if service is 
inconsistent or unreliable.  
 
The other key aspects to making a service go are: 
 

Demand 
 

 Do you have enough confidence that a new service will be successful over the long-
term? Have there been a lot of consistent requests for the service? 
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Community-driven (political will) 
 

 This is often overlooked, but for a new route to be successful, there must be 
community interest and political will. Not necessarily from elected officials, 
political will can come from a new employer who is behind the start of a new 
vanpool, or a business like Schweitzer, helping to support the expansion of Blue 
Route to connect to the mountain base. 

Funding  
 

 This one is obvious, but a service must have funding to support it. The funding 
should be predictable and sustainable, as much as possible with public 
transportation funding. SPOT should also be looking at both the operating and 
capital needs of the service. A new bus may be required to start a new route and 
SPOT needs to include the capital equipment budget impacts, both upfront and 
ongoing, and plan accordingly.  

 

THE PLANNING PROCESS: HOW TO BUILD 

In order to have a well-functioning service, SPOT needs to establish a well-functioning 
process for service development. This process should be: 
 

 
  
The committee should be made up of 3-4 board members and other stakeholders that have 
an interest in SPOT services. The existing technical advisory committees could transition 
onto this SPOT Planning Committee alongside willing SPOT board members. The 
committee should be no more than 10 people in order to keep meetings efficient. Meetings 
would be noticed and open to the public, as the Planning Committee would be making 
recommendations to the full SPOT board.  
 

Step 1 
• Form a Service Planning Committee 

Step 2 
• Set performance standards for service evaluation 

Step 3 
• Establish a process for adopting an annual service plan 

Step 4 
• Meet periodically to evaluate service requests and make 

recommendations to full board 

Step 5 
• Adopt annual service for each fiscal year 
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The first task for the SPOT Planning Committee would be to develop a set of standards for 
evaluating current services and new services. The committee would use these standards as 
a reference point for making changes to existing routes, increasing frequency of service, 
and adding new routes or services. Suggested questions to ask are: 

 
For Existing Services: 
 

1) Is a given service meeting performance goals in terms of ridership and cost?  
 

 Even if a given service isn't meeting goals, is there a reason to keep operating 
it, regardless of performance? (e.g., "life-line" services that serve at-risk 
populations without other transportation options) 
 

2) Are there improvements to the service that, on-balance, could provide more upside 
vs. downside? 
 

3) Are bus stops getting too few or too many riders? Do stops need to be added or 
taken away? 
 

4) How can SPOT continuously improve these existing services while still responding 
to unmet needs? 
 

 Don't harm existing, base-level of service 
 

5) If a service needs to be cut or changed significantly, is there a way to still have 
another option for those impacted by any change? 
 

 Perhaps fixed route is replaced by demand response to retain basic mobility? 

 

 
For New Services: 
 

1) What are the biggest unmet needs in the community?  
 

 Basis could be a missing connection, an unserved constituency, a change in 
land use or new land development, economic needs of businesses, or an 
affordable housing link 
 

2) Does it complement existing SPOT services? 
 

 Is there a way to develop a new service such that it adds value to an existing 
service? 
 

3) Does SPOT have the capacity to operate the service? 
 

 Administrative staff requirements, vehicle needs, marketing/promotional 
materials, and partnerships needed for success should all be considered 
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4) What is the funding model? 
 

 Is it sustainable? Does it have both local matching funds and federal funds? 
 

 Does it qualify for new sources of funding? 
 

5) Does it meet the definition of public transportation? 
 

 Will it be open and accessible to the general public? 
 

Federally Mandated Guidelines: 

In addition to establishing service change questions/standards, SPOT is required to set 
service policies and standards for five specific items (requirement of all Federal Transit 
Administration funding recipients):  
 

1) Vehicle load – the maximum number of people per bus type (usually set by bus 
manufacturer but SPOT can choose to be more restrictive) 
 

2) Vehicle assignment – bus sizes for each type of route 
 

3) Vehicle headway – minimum service frequency for particular routes or route types 
 

4) Distribution of transit amenities – goals for establishing bus shelters, benches, etc. 
 

5) Transit access – the proximity of a route to existing population centers or other 
measure of service distribution like bus stop spacing 

 
Once service standards are in place, the Planning Committee should establish a process for 
updating and adopting the annual service plan. In terms of timing with a fiscal year start of 
October 1st, the timeline and process for adopting an annual service plan could be: 
 
January – March: collect service requests (use a standardized form); notify funding 
partners of the process 
 

May: hold a meeting of the Planning Committee to review current services and evaluate 
requests for service changes, improvements, or new services.  
 

June: put basic service concepts into a service outline that matches a draft budget 
 

July: hold another Planning Committee meeting to develop the draft service plan that 
defines services for coming fiscal year 
 

August: solicit public input on draft plan through surveys and community distribution of 
the plan 
 

September: SPOT board adopts service plan, based on available budget and 
recommendation from Planning Committee 
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The process needs to allow for input from the leaders of the communities SPOT serves, the 
riders themselves, general public, and stakeholder organizations. As SPOT is a regional 
provider of public transportation services, there will always be more service requests than 
available resources. This process and timeline will provide context and guidance for how to 
deal with these competing requests.  
 
 

CURRENT SPOT FIXED ROUTE SERVICES: WHAT WE HEARD  
SPOT today is characterized by strong public support, satisfied riders, and solid ridership. 
As SPOT considers how to develop transit services, the current services are the best place 
to start for transit service development.  
 
The easiest and simplest way to grow ridership is to get existing riders to ride more often. 
By understanding what the existing riders like about the current services, why they ride, 
what they would like to see in improvements, SPOT will be able to make better decisions 
with regards to improving the existing routes. The rider survey, which sampled 
approximately 21% of the daily ridership, provided the following insights. 
 
Current riders would most like to see: 
 

1) More frequent service 
2) Later evening service 
3) More stops along the routes 
4) Connections to unserved places 

like Sagle and Ponder Point 
5) Easier to read schedule 

 
Trip purposes: 
 

1) Shopping 
2) Work 
3) Leisure or social activity 
4) Medical 
5) School 

What current riders love about the 
service today: 
 

1) Free! 
2) Easy and convenient 
3) Friendly drivers 
4) Reliable service, that it is 

available 

 
Who’s riding: 
 

1) Those who can’t drive 
2) Young people 
3) Those who want to save money 
4) Retirees 

 
 
All of this rider feedback is crucial to 
remember when considering service changes – 
SPOT has been successful thanks to its current 
riders and changes to service must protect the 
majority of these existing customers to the 
extent possible.  
 
 Happy riders and friendly drivers define SPOT today 
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CURRENT SPOT BUS STOPS: STATS, CONSIDERATIONS, 
ADDITIONS 
Bus stops along the Blue and Green fixed routes are a good starting point to understanding 
the current service and where the riders are boarding the buses. By looking at bus stop 
usage, SPOT can start to see where opportunities for route improvement exist. For 2015, 
SPOT looked at rider concentrations per stop, based on recorded rider boardings. The 
bigger and more green the bubble, the higher the ride boardings; yellow, orange and red 
show lower rider concentrations.  
 

 
 

  
 

Heat map of rider totals at SPOT stop (Credit: Erik Brubaker, Ponderay City Planner) 
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From this data, the top stops in the system, along with average riders per day, are: 
 

 
 
 
The data show how riders are using the 
system today – downtown Sandpoint, the 
library, Walmart, and Bonner Mall are the 
trip generators of the SPOT system. These 
stops show solid use and most are planned 
for bus stop improvements, which will help 
grow ridership even more.  
  
Conversely, there are many stops with such 
limited use that SPOT must consider 
eliminating or moving some of these stops as 
part of the service plan.  
 
The lowest performing stops in the SPOT system are: 
 

 
 
 

The Bonner Mall, one of the high-use stops 
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Considering that these stops are served many times each day, these average rider numbers 
are extremely low. A suggested benchmark would be at least 2 riders per day for any stop, 
especially if the stop requires a route to travel out of its way to serve that stop. If an 
underperforming stop is an intermediate point between two higher use stops, it is less of a 
concern and could remain as a stop. SPOT also needs to consider how planned service 
changes or improvements might affect whether or not a stop is eliminated. For example, 
the potential for Schweitzer service may be a reason to keep the Sweet Lou’s stop due to 
potential growth in hotel guest ridership. 
 
SHIFT also analyzed the distance between SPOT bus stops for Blue and Green Routes. In 
several cases, SPOT bus stop spacing is farther apart than what is typical for fixed route 
service. Within the transit industry, standards for bus stop spacing vary but are generally 
500 to 1000 feet apart for downtown areas, higher density housing, or retail areas. In the 
SPOT service area, this would be downtown Sandpoint, the Bonner Mall, and Walmart 
areas. For more suburban housing areas or areas with dispersed retail or services, stops 
should generally be 1000 to 1500 feet apart (closer to ¼ mile spacing, or 1320 feet, which 
is the industry accepted maximum distance for how far someone will walk to a bus stop). In 
the SPOT service areas, this would be the areas along North Division, Chestnut, Michigan, 
City of Kootenai, Ponderay City Hall. More rural areas could see stop distances of ½ mile to 
2 miles, depending on trip demand and safe stop placement. For SPOT, this would be 
Highway 2 to Dover, and points along Blue Route towards Schweitzer, west of Highway 
95/2.  
 
The recommended areas for adding stops are: 
 

1) Along Main St., between downtown (3rd and Oak) and Division, 1 to 2 new stops  
 

2) Along Division St, between Larch and Ontario, 2 to 3 new stops, especially at the 
High School and Middle School area 
 

3) South downtown area, near Pine and 4th St., 1 new stop 

 
There may be other areas that warrant new bus stops or adjustments to current stops, as 
services grow or land use changes. One big opportunity for adding new stops, as well as 
thinking about how to reconfigure Blue and Green routing, is the City of Sandpoint’s 
planned change to downtown street configuration. This new layout will allow both Green 
and Blue Routes to provide more direct service in the downtown core, as shown. 
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City of Sandpoint downtown street reconfiguration (Courtesy: City of Sandpoint) 

 
 
This is just one example of how Blue and Green Routes might operate after the streets of 
Sandpoint are changed. Other options may exist to more efficiently connect downtown 
destinations, including City Beach and the Library, while still serving the majority of the 
current stops. SPOT needs to be ready to adjust bus routing once the street project is 
complete.  
 
 

CURRENT SPOT SERVICES: HOW TO IMPROVE  
Given the complexities of transit service planning, there is no holy grail or silver bullet that 
can meet all goals. As mentioned previously, there are inherent trade-offs between serving 
many communities and destinations versus providing high frequency service. Each route 
and service is a reflection of the community itself and usually develops from a community-
based service planning process. SPOT service has grown up around this concept, and the 
system is generally working well. The current SPOT system: 
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1) Connects four different communities with consistent fixed route service, operating 
seven days a week  
 

2) Serves major community destinations including the shopping areas of Ponderay, the 
downtown core of Sandpoint, the hospital, schools, grocery stores, the library, and 
town centers of Dover and Kootenai  
 

3) Provides a base level of service within the Bonner’s Ferry area with a growing 
demand response service 
 

4) Gives those how qualify under the Americans with Disabilities Act lifeline service 
that may not exist otherwise 
 

5) Is well-used by a variety of user demographics for a variety of trip purposes 
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In suggesting improvements to current services, this plan strives to respect the current 
system and the riders that depend on it. There are always a variety of ways to improve and 
change a service, but major changes to the existing routes could be detrimental and 
counterproductive. The following are two examples, illustrating the trade-offs between 
coverage versus frequency (SHIFT does not recommend these changes, they are only 
provided as an example):  
 

1) Just one route running between the library, downtown Sandpoint, and the shopping 
areas of Ponderay. This route could achieve 20-minute frequency with two buses 
but would leave many areas unserved. This approach would prioritize frequency 
above coverage area.  
 

2) Add a third route, running every 60 minutes, to connect to more destinations. This 
would prioritize coverage over frequency of service. 

Both of these examples run contrary to what has made SPOT successful to date. 
 
What SHIFT is recommending, after analyzing all of the current routes and services, is a 
strategic approach that takes the existing routes and services and improves them 
incrementally over time, making small changes to frequency and/or coverage, where it’s 
appropriate. By implementing small tweaks and adjustments, as opposed to fully 
rebuilding routes and services, SPOT can best leverage its current system to produce 
higher ridership and more efficient, effective service with the ideas herein. The added 
benefit to this approach is it will retain the existing ridership and get existing riders using 
SPOT more often. 
 
It is worth noting that SPOT operates in a very unique area that is constrained by many 
factors including: bodies of water that require indirect road routing, railroad tracks with 
intense train activity, one-way roads, and destinations that are not along direct routes. 
SPOT has done a commendable job designing a system that account for these many unique 
factors. The goal of this plan for improvements and service additions is to build on this 
solid foundation. 
 

Blue Route 

SHIFT believes that Blue Route has the most opportunity for long-term growth due to 
potential for new Schweitzer and City Beach connections, and the fact that all of the highest 
use stops are served by Blue Route. When analyzing the route configuration (where it goes 
and how it gets there), SHIFT determined that the routing of Blue Route for points north of 
the City of Sandpoint is working well. For Blue Route within Sandpoint, SHIFT has 
identified options for SPOT to consider: 
 

Option 1 – Keep route as is in Sandpoint 
 

 Blue Route doesn’t necessarily need any adjustments, and SPOT could 
determine that the existing routing is preferred (apart from potential 
connection to City Beach that is easily added to current routing) 
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Option 2 – Use Larch to Division as route into and out of Sandpoint 
 

 Keeps current routing for neighborhood area off of Michigan 
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Option 3 – Same as Option 2 with exception of how Michigan neighborhood is served 
 

 This option gets passengers straight to downtown first and then does a one-
way loop to serve Michigan via 4th and Boyer 
 

 
 
 
Routing options 2 and 3 make sense if SPOT felt more ridership could be gained from those 
in north Sandpoint who want a more direct connection to Ponderay, versus current routing 
that requires them to loop down to Michigan St. and into downtown before going to 
Ponderay and Kootenai. SPOT would also have to believe that those getting on in Kootenai 
and Ponderay are more interested in getting to destinations on the north side of Sandpoint, 
as well as the library, before going to downtown. The downside of both Option 2 and 3 is 
that the hospital isn’t served and that getting to and from downtown isn’t as direct. 
 
Apart from potential routing adjustments that could be considered, there are service 
improvements that SPOT should evaluate to incrementally improve the Blue Route: 
 

1) Make connection to City Beach in the summer 
 

2) Add a second bus to improve frequency to every 30-minutes during winter and 
potentially summer; could start as part of Schweitzer for winter service and 
should be evaluated for eventual year-round service 
 

3) Expand late night service to Wednesday through Saturday nights until 9:30p for 
both winter and summer to start and eventually provide late night Wed-Sat for 
entire year 
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Green Route 

The southern “tail” of Green Route currently alternates between two different destinations, 
resulting in a very low frequency (120 minutes) for the Sandpoint West Athletic Club and 
Dover. SHIFT recommends that the routing of Green Route be changed such that the 
connection to the SWAC is eliminated and Dover is served every trip. This will improve 
frequency for Dover to 60-minutes and will give the Dover ridership a chance to increase. It 
also provides for a more consistent and easier to understand schedule for the public. Here 
is the suggested routing change: 
 
 

 
 
 
SHIFT looked at alternatives for changing how Green Route serves the Ponderay area, but 
the railroad tracks, lack of pedestrian infrastructure along Route 200, and needed 
connections to both the retail area and downtown Ponderay caused SHIFT to conclude that 
the routing in Ponderay should remain the same.  Kootenai routing is recommended to 
remain largely the same as well. 
 
Other opportunities for Green Route improvements include: 
 

1) Reestablishing a bus stop at Kootenai City Hall 
 

2) Make small adjustments to route timing to give drivers a longer break either in 
downtown or at the SPOT office 
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Due to timing constraints, Ponder Point isn’t a recommendation for Green Route service, 
but SHIFT is recommending that this be included in a new demand response service for 
certain areas of Sandpoint (see separate section on “New Services”). 
 

Paratransit in Sandpoint Area 

SHIFT found that the paratransit service that operates within a ¾ mile of the fixed route 
service area for those who qualify under the Americans with Disabilities Act is well used, is 
compliant with regulations, and is providing important service. Apart from more marketing 
to increase awareness of this service, there are no improvement recommendations for the 
paratransit service; however, there is a suggestion for a new demand response service that 
would utilize the existing paratransit service as its basis. 
 

Demand Response in Bonner’s Ferry Area 

Started in April of 2015, this service is one of the newest for SPOT. Ridership has grown 
from 92 in the first full month to over 200 per month recently. The service is open to the 
public and requires passengers to request trips in advance. Current service operates three 
days a week from 9am until 3pm and includes two days in and around Bonner’s Ferry, and 
one day from Bonner’s Ferry to Bonner County. 
 
Given the population size of the area, SHIFT recommends that SPOT continue to improve 
demand response service for the next few years and not implement fixed route service. 
Demand response is much more flexible and appropriate for this service area. Demand 
response should be expanded from three days a week to four days a week with slightly 
longer hours and potential for larger service area to points: 

 

Bonner’s Ferry demand response goals (implemented over three years): 
 

 Demand response service 4 days a week 
 

 Monday through Thursday from 9a until 4p 
 

 Expanded service area 

Increasing service will take increased funding from partners in Boundary County and 
Bonner’s Ferry. SPOT needs to continue to communicate about the resources required to 
grow this service, so that funding partners can plan ahead. It should be noted that the 
growth of this service is a separate goal from the new regional connection between 
Bonner’s Ferry and Ponderay and Sandpoint, as detailed in the New Service section. 
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NEW SPOT SERVICES: HOW TO GROW 

Schweitzer Connection 

The extension of Blue Route to Schweitzer Mountain Resort in the winter is a new service 
that has been discussed by SPOT and Schweitzer in detail for more than a year. This new 
service idea seems to be viable – the community appears to support this new service, 
Schweitzer is willing to subsidize the operating and capital of this service, SPOT is willing 
to operate the service, and ridership should increase significantly. The proposed route, 
previously discussed by SPOT and Schweitzer, is an extension of Blue Route: 
 

 
 

 
Schweitzer service dovetails into the existing Blue Route timing, but requires additional 
buses to operate. This timetable shows how buses would be timed for both 60-minute 
frequency, which requires 2 buses to operate, and 30-minute frequency, which requires 4 
buses. (Frequency is calculated by using the time it takes 1 bus to make a full lap and 
dividing by the number of buses.) Bus times shown are suggested to create times that are 
easy for passengers to remember going to and from Schweitzer and match relatively close 
to existing Blue Route timing. Only show major time points, as shown in the table below 
(route would serve all existing intermediate stops).  
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BLUE ROUTE TIMING 
WITH SCHWEITZER 

60-minute frequency 
2 buses 

30-minute frequency 
4 buses 

TOWARDS SANDPOINT (bus times after the hour) 

Schweitzer :30 :30, :00 

Red Barn :00 :00, :30 

Walmart :10 :10, :40 

Sandpoint downtown :20 :20, :50 

Spruce @ Boyer :30 :30, :00 

TOWARDS SCHWEITZER (bus times after the hour) 

Spruce @ Boyer :30 :30, :00 

Sandpoint downtown :40 :40, :10 

Walmart :50 :50, :20 

Red Barn :00 :00, :30 

Schweitzer :30 :30, :00 

 
In both scenarios, northbound and southbound buses are crossing paths at the Red Barn. 
This is a big advantage – if the road were closed and a bus was unable to make it down the 
hill in time, the other bus would simply turn around at the Red Barn and start running the 
schedule of the stuck bus. 
 

Demand Response Addition for Sandpoint Area 

With a dedicated bus already operating complimentary paratransit service for ADA 
passengers in the Dover, Kootenai, Ponderay, and Sandpoint area, SHIFT believes that SPOT 
should consider using this service to also offer demand response service to specific areas 
and destinations not currently served. SPOT could offer a demand response service open to 
the public to connect to the following areas: 
 

West Sandpoint, including service to SWAC 
 

 Given recommendation for rerouting the Green Route and eliminating the 
SWAC stop, this would still give connectivity to this area 
 

North Sandpoint 
 

 Foodbank and airport area – demand response could work well to connect to 
these areas, especially since railroad tracks and deviation time make this 
area difficult to serve for existing fixed routes 
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Ponder Point 
 

 As mentioned, Green Route is very time constrained and cannot afford the 
time to go to Ponder Point. Demand service could fill this gap and provide 
service for this area  
 

Sagle 
 

 The bridge is a challenge for this connection, but demand response with 1-2 
standing trips (prescheduled trips that only operate if someone requests in 
advance) per day could be a place to start for serving Sagle 

 

Vanpool 

With the first route just getting started for Quest Aircraft employees, SPOT vanpool is a 
brand new expansion of service, and SPOT’s first foray into regional commuter 
transportation. SHIFT believes that vanpool will grow very quickly for SPOT over the 
coming years. As employers understand the benefits that vanpool offers in terms off 
employee retention and attraction, vanpool ridership will follow.  
 
SHIFT believes that SPOT should grow vanpool carefully, as resources allow. With the 
current cost structure of vanpool, some administration costs are built in and SPOT must 
put that funding first into increasing the hours of an office assistant, and ultimately funding 
a vanpool coordinator position that could also be responsible for demand response 
coordination. 

 
Vanpool should be a core part of SPOT’s growth over the coming three years  

with the goal of adding 1-2 vanpool routes per year 
 
 

Regional Connections 

As SPOT is about to expand its joint powers agreement regionally, SHIFT recommends that 
SPOT start planning for regional scheduled service. Two areas are recommended: 
 

Connection between Bonner’s Ferry and Ponderay/Sandpoint 
 

Plan: transition current demand response run to scheduled fixed route one day a 
week and add Saturday service for casino goers and general public – both of these 
could start in 2017 and be expanded as funding and ridership grow. 
 

Funding: existing demand response connection already funded; casino could fund 
weekend service 
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Connection between Sandpoint area and Coeur D’Alene (CDA) 
 

Plan: start conversation with regional partners in the CDA area and start planning 
route and funding. Apply for 5311(f) funding in 2017 and start service in 2018. 
 

Funding: 5311(f) intercity funding from the Federal Transit Administration with 
local match required. Kootenai County and Bonner County partners will have to 
participate. 
 

SHIFT believes SPOT’s role in regional transportation is going to grow in terms of 
importance and influence. By planning now, SPOT will be more successful in connecting a 
broader region and delivering economic benefits to all partners.  
 
 

SUMMARY OF IMPROVEMENTS 
In considering potential improvements to existing services or additional new services, 
SPOT should be aware of the pros, cons, relative costs, and relative ridership gains. 
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Improvement 
or service 
addition 

Analysis-Recommendation Expense 
Estimated  
Ridership 

Gain 

Later night 
service for Blue 

One of the top requests from riders, but this ridership 
potential may be limited. Recommended only if resources 

allow.   

30-minute 
frequency for 

Blue 

Getting Blue Route to every half-hour will significantly 
improve ridership, but it is expensive. If resources allow, 

this is recommended (implement slowly)   

City Beach 
summer 

connection for 
Blue 

This is an easy, low-cost change to Blue Route that should 
yield strong ridership gains and is recommended. 

  

Reconfigure 
Blue to operate 

along Larch 

These options could produce more ridership. Not enough 
data to make a recommendation. 

  

Reconfigure 
Green to serve 

Dover every trip 

Having a consistent route is important. This is low cost 
and is recommended, but ridership may take time to build. 

  

Demand 
response for 
specific areas 

around 
Sandpoint 

General public demand response could work well for 
areas that aren’t practical for fixed route service but are in 

need of service. Recommended if resources allow.   

Schweitzer 
service as Blue 

extension 

This service seems to have the most energy and interest. It 
is expensive but Schweitzer is willing funding partner. 

Ridership numbers will be high, based on Schweitzer data. 
Recommended.   

Regional fixed 
route w/ limited 

service from 
Sandpoint to 

Bonner’s Ferry 

Currently the demand response service comes into 
Ponderay/Sandpoint once a week from Bonner’s Ferry. This 
service is recommended to be transitioned to a fixed route. 
Saturday service is only recommended if the casino funds it.   

Regional 
intercity route 

to CDA 

This is longer term project that is recommended for planning 
only at this point. If funding develops and partners are in place, 

service could be started in three years.   

Vanpool 
Implementing vanpool is fairly low-cost with riders paying 

costs of the van. Given employer needs and housing, vanpool 
growth of 1-2 vans per year is recommended for SPOT.   
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THREE-YEAR SERVICE PLAN 
There are many opportunities for SPOT – this chart charts illustrates a course for 
implementation. SPOT will need to determine if all of these opportunities make sense and 
whether they should happen sooner or later than recommended. As SPOT implements 
some of these opportunities, this three-year plan will need to be updated to reflect new 
information resulting from service, land use, and other changes. 
 

EXISTING 
SERVICE 

2017 2018 2019 

Blue Route 
Connect to city beach, consider 

route configuration 
Increase night service. 

Increase to 30-minute for winter 
and potentially summer service. 

Green Route 
Realign route to serve Dover 

every run, add new stops along 
existing route 

Make time adjustment to Green 
to account for more Blue 

service 

Evaluate long-term potential in 
2020 and beyond of increasing 

to 30-min. freq. 

Paratransit in 
Bonner County 

Maintain as is Maintain as is Maintain as is 

Demand response 
Boundary County 

Maintain as is 
Expand hours of service and 

look at larger service area 

Add 4th day of service and keep 
Boundary bus in Bonner’s Ferry 

for all 4 days 

NEW SERVICE 2017 2018 2019 

Schweitzer 
service 

Plan ahead for winter 2017-
2018 start. Finalize service 

details. 

Start Schweitzer service with 
60- minute service 

Expand Schweitzer service to 30-
min., evaluate peak load needs in 

partnership w/Schweitzer 

Demand response 
in Bonner County 

Add limited service areas and 
days to existing paratransit bus 

Expand to other service areas 
Add another bus for 2 hours per 

weekday 

New regional 
service to 

Bonner’s Ferry 

Start with 1 day per week 
scheduled service with 1  

round-trip 
Expand to 2 days per week 

Expand to 3 days per week with 
multiple roundtrips 

New intercity 
service 

Begin regional discussions and 
apply for funding 

Start service with 1 day per 
week with 1 roundtrip 

Expand service to 2 days per 
week 

Vanpool 3 vanpool routes by end of 2017 5 vanpool routes by end of 2018 7 vanpool routes by end of 2019 

RESOURCES 
REQUIRED 

2017 2018 2019 

Estimated 
incremental 

operating costs 
$50,000 - $75,000 $140,000 - $180,000 $220,000-$270,000 

Increased 
administrative 

staff 
Add full-time office assistant 

Add part-time vanpool and 
demand response; add driver 

trainer position 

Make vanpool and demand 
response coord. full-time; 

transition management from 
Ops Manager to Exec Director 

RESOURCES 
AVAILABLE 

2017 2018 2019 

 
Schweitzer operating funding, 

vanpool fares, funding from 
casino 

Schweitzer, vanpool, casino, 
5311(f) for intercity, additional 

local JPA contributions 

Schweitzer, vanpool, casino, 
5311(f), additional local JPA 

contributions, additional 5311 
operating funding 
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CONCLUSION 
SPOT has tremendous opportunity over the next three years to strengthen and improve 
existing services. Improving existing services should be SPOT’s top priority. New services 
should be developed as resources allow and must be implemented carefully with a long-
term, incremental approach.   
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Rd 

 

 

OVERVIEW 
A performance dashboard is a monitoring and feedback tool for SPOT to use to evaluate its 
impact and performance over time. A performance dashboard tracks specific performance 
indicators and represents them in an easy to read and understand format, typically with 
graphical data, comparisons against benchmark goals, and historical trends. 

Three main performance areas of focus for this dashboard are ridership, financial, and 
safety. In these three areas, the dashboard gives 1-2 specific metrics for each that quantify 
SPOT’s performance (e.g., riders per hour). For each area an appropriate goal is suggested 
as the benchmark.  

The goal of this tool is to give SPOT insight into its performance on an ongoing basis. A 
performance dashboard is primarily used by staff and the board to understand the 
organization better, but it can be used to present information to specific stakeholders or 
the community at large. By creating a feedback loop of information, SPOT can determine if 
specific projects or initiatives are working and how they impact performance.  

It should be noted that a performance dashboard does have limitations; it cannot present 
the entire organizational performance. A dashboard can’t tell you, for example, that there 
was a big economic slowdown that impacted ridership, or that costs spiked one month due 
to a large unscheduled maintenance issue. There are so many variables in running a public 
transportation system that must be recognized. It may make sense for staff to provide 
descriptive context to the dashboard when it is presented. And there may be good reason 
to accept lower than desired benchmark performance – a new route may take longer to get 
established, SPOT’s cost structure, especially overhead, may have to increase to support 
more service growth, and a few back-to-back incidents or accidents may skew safety data 
temporarily. The key is to look at trends and patterns and use the dashboard data as 
potential indicators to help inform decisions or make adjustments appropriately. 

 

AGENCY SNAPSHOT 
In order to determine where SPOT should go, it’s important to understand where SPOT is 
today. The organization is in a great place with solid ridership, low cost structure, satisfied 
customers, and safe operations.  

 

 

 

See SPOT Know 
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A Typical Month for SPOT     

Riders boarding 6,408 

 Hours of service provided 1,074 

 Miles driven 14,526 

 Monthly expenses to run SPOT $38,790  

 Accidents and incidents Less than 1 per year 

 

12-month average for July 2015–July 2016 

 

Formed in 2011, SPOT is a relatively new organization that grew its ridership quickly from 
2012-2014. However, growth has stalled in recent years. Ridership numbers are relatively 
stable, but – in the past two years – the trend has been downward. Based on interviews 
that SHIFT conducted with SPOT board members, the goal is to reverse this trend and see 
SPOT ridership grow. 

 

Trends in Ridership for SPOT
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PERFORMANCE METRICS 
Developing performance metrics involves taking available data streams and combining 
them in ways that make sense for the organization. For SPOT, the data streams that are 
readily available and currently tracked by staff include: 

 

Use of service 

 Riders per route, riders per month 
 Riders per stop 

Quantity of service 

 Hours per route, hours per month 
 Mileage per route, mileage per month 

Costs of service      

 Expenses per month 

Safety of service  

 Number of incidents or accidents 

Historical trends 

 The data over a particular time frame 
 
 

Developing a performance metric takes combines these data streams to develop a ratio that 
can quantify performance. For example, to understand how productive a particular service 
is, you would take ridership and divide by hours of service to get ridership per hour: 

 

 

 

Riders for 
the 

month 

Hours 
operated 
for the 
month 

Riders/Hour 
aka 

Productivty 

CURRENT 
DATA 

STREAMS 
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With so much data and so many different ways to calculate and present the data in an 
understandable format, it is recommended that the SPOT dashboard track these metrics for 
each area of performance: 

 

SPOT Recommended Performance Metrics 

METRIC 
6 month average for 

SPOT actual 
performance 

Suggested SPOT 
benchmark goal for 

each metric 

    
  

Ri
de

rs
hi

p 

Riders per hour for fixed 
route service 

7.9 9 

Riders per hour for 
paratransit and demand 

response 
2.1 2.5 

        

Fin
an

ci
al

 

Cost per hour of                   
revenue service 

$38  < $45 

Cost per passenger (total 
with both paratransit and 

fixed route) 
$6.35  < $7 

      
 

Sa
fe

ty
 

Accident and incidents 
per year 

1 < 2 

  
    

 

These specific metrics were chosen because they give a picture of data driven performance 
of the organization in three key areas that are easy to calculate, readily available from 
existing data, and typical in the public transportation industry. 
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The suggested benchmarks were chosen as achievable goals for SPOT, which are applicable 
for a small rural transit agency operating a similar amount of service. Every transit agency 
is different when it comes to performance, and there is no industry standard benchmark 
for these metrics. Agency performance varies widely based on the type of service, the 
amount of service, the density of the areas served, incentives to take public transportation, 
disincentives to driving, and many other unique factors.  

Given that SPOT is serving small towns and rural areas, SPOT is performing well overall. In 
comparison to neighboring agencies, most of which are serving much larger areas with a 
much higher level of service, SPOT has a very low cost structure and has solid ridership per 
hour. 

Comparables: Ridership and Financial 

Community 
Ridership 

Total 

Hours 
of 

service 

Ridership 
per Hour  
Average 

Ridership per 
Hour  By 
Service 

Operating 
budget 

Cost       
per 

Hour 

Cost       
per 
Pass 

Spokane, WA 
(STA) 

11,811,344 580,892 20.3 
28.9 = Bus               

2.96= 
Demand 

$58,695,223  $101  $4.97  

Boise, ID 
(ValleyRide) 

1,466,139 121,563 12.1 
15.3 = Bus               

2.0 = 
Demand 

$9,624,981  $79  $6.52  

Missoula, MT 
(Mtn Line) 

922,768 54,624 16.9 
20.1 = Bus               

2.2 = 
Demand 

$5,031,414  $85  $5.02  

Billings, MT 
(MET) 

671,907 51,461 13.1 
16.1 = Bus               

4.0 = 
Demand 

$5,150,741  $100  $7.67  

SPOT              
(2015 data) 

79,170 12,931 6.2 
7.5 = Bus                

2.1 = 
Demand 

$438,601  $34.04  $5.54  

Idaho Falls, ID 
(TRPTA) 

38,660 32,114 1.2 
1.7 = Bus                

1.0 = 
Demand 

$1,118,204  $34.82  $28.92  

 

*2014 Data from the Federal Transit Administration National Transit Database.  
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THE DASHBOARD 
A good dashboard should include these metrics in an attractive presentation and be easy to 
understand at a glance. The dashboard developed for SPOT combines speedometers that 
show where SPOT is operating in the range for a particular month alongside graphs that 
show the trend over a longer period of time. The dashboard is shown in Appendix A for a 
recent month. This dashboard should be updated by staff on a monthly or quarterly basis 
and be shared with board members as part of the regular board meetings. 

 

OTHER METRICS TO CONSIDER 
The SPOT dashboard is a quantitative tool to give organizational feedback to staff and the 
board on an ongoing basis. SPOT should consider tracking other metrics on a less frequent 
basis. Other potential performance indicators could include: 

 

Customer satisfaction survey 
 The recent survey conducted by SHIFT sampling 45 riders showed that, on 

average, passengers were very happy with SPOT service, giving it an average 
of 4.7 out of 5 stars on overall experience 
 

Driver satisfaction survey 
 Happy drivers = happy customers = good community feelings about SPOT 

 

Ridership per stop 
 Looking at how many people are boarding at each stop will give SPOT an idea 

of which stops may not be effective 
 

Property values near popular bus stops 
 Are they increasing faster than other properties? 

 

These indicators could be looked at annually or as the resources allow. This could be part 
of a more in-depth annual performance report.  
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Rd 

 

 

OVERVIEW 
Capital planning is critical to the success of any public transportation provider. The SPOT 
Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) will be a valuable planning tool used to assess, predict, and 
develop capital needs of the organization over a specific time frame. This CIP uses a five-
year time horizon as its basis, planning out capital projects for fiscal years 2017-2021 
(FY2017 starts 10/1/16 and ends 9/30/17).  
 
SPOT is at a point in its evolution where there are numerous capital needs to maintain and 
grow the vehicle fleet, improve bus stops, and look to a future SPOT-owned facility. Having 
a CIP in place ensures that the SPOT board and staff will be proactive in planning for capital 
needs and investing in SPOT’s continued success. 
 
A CIP ensures that assets are always in a state of good repair, providing safe and reliable 
service to the community.  
 
 

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLANNING PROCESS 
Each year SPOT staff, board, and community stakeholders should work together to update 
this CIP, moving the plan forward one year so that the plan always looks forward to the 
next five years of capital projects. Capital needs and funding opportunities are always in 
flux. This plan must be adjusted to match capital needs with capital resources, according to 
the process below. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

See SPOT Build 
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SPOT Capital Project Planning Process 
 
 

 
 

In order to provide predictions about future capital needs, a CIP is formulaic. It assumes 
that capital assets - especially vehicles – depreciate incrementally and need to be replaced 
at a certain mileage or after a certain number of years, in accordance with industry 
standards and guidance. However, actual experience will be different and will have to be 
accounted for in the annual update.  
 
It is common for a bus expected to go 250,000 miles to need replacement much sooner 
than expected (the “lemon” effect) and for some buses to go much longer than expected. 
Staff and board must assess which vehicles, and other assets, are running ahead of or 
behind the originally planned life cycle and plan accordingly. 
 
By keeping the CIP current and adapting to opportunities and challenges, SPOT can be 
nimble and responsive in maintaining, replacing, and growing its assets. 
 
 

TYPES OF CAPITAL PROJECTS 
SPOT’s CIP projects fall into five basic categories:  

 bus replacements 
 bus expansion (for new service) 
 on-street assets like bus shelters 
 facilities 
 technology 

Assess 
existing 
capital 
assets 

Establish 
replacment 

cycles 

Assess need 
for new 
capital 
assets 

Estimate 
costs and 
revenue 
sources 

Develop CIP 
with 5 year 
project list 

Execute the 
plan for a 
given year 

Update 
annually 
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Vanpool vehicles are not included in this CIP, because the leasing model SPOT is using for 
vanpool should work well going forward. By leasing vehicles and including this in the cost 
to riders, SPOT doesn’t need to include vanpool vans as owned assets in the CIP. 

 
Bus Replacements 

Currently SPOT operates light duty and 
medium duty buses that have a minimum 
useful life of 5 years/150,000 miles or 7 
years/200,000 miles, as established by the 
Federal Transit Administration (FTA).  
 
These minimum useful life estimates help a 
transit agency understand what to expect 
for minimum life cycle performance of the 
bus. Many larger transit agencies view 
these minimums as the point at which a bus should be replaced, but smaller transit 
agencies like SPOT have to plan to use buses longer than these minimum life estimates. 

 
Minimum Service-Life Categories for Buses and Vans 

 

Category 
 

Typical Characteristics 
 

Minimum Life 

 Length 
Approx. 
GVW 

Seats 
Average 

Cost 
 

Whichever comes First 

  
Years Miles 

Heavy-Duty                
Large Bus  

35-48 ft;     
60 ft 
artic. 

33,000 to  
40,000 

27-40 
$325,000       

to 
>$600,000 

 
12 500,000 

Heavy-Duty                
Small Bus  

30 ft 
26,000 to  

33,000 
26-35 

$200,000     
to      

$325,000 
 

10 350,000 

Medium-Duty and 
Purpose-Built Bus  

30 ft 
16,000 to   

26,000 
22-30 

$75,000     
to      

$175,000 
 

7 200,000 

Light-Duty                   
Mid-Sized Bus  

25-35 ft 
10,000 to 

16,000 
16-25 

$50,000        
to         

$65,000 
 

5 150,000 

Light-Duty Small 
Bus, Cutaways, 

and Modified Van 
 

16-28 ft 
6,000 to   
14,000 

10-22 
$30,000        

to          
$40,000 

 
4 100,000 

 

Source: FTA Useful Life of Transit Buses and Vans Final Report, April 2007 
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To date, the light and medium-duty buses have served SPOT well, and this vehicle type 
should continue to do so in the future. The light and medium-duty buses do have 
limitations – SPOT should be aware of the limitations and how to plan around them.  
 
The current fixed route buses in the SPOT fleet are built on the Ford E450 chassis and can 
accommodate a maximum of 16-18 passengers without the wheelchair positions occupied. 
Base price for these buses is approximately $75,000, for current model year.  
 
The current demand response, paratransit buses are also built on the Ford E450 chassis 
and can accommodate a maximum of 8 passengers without the wheelchair positions 
occupied. Base price for these demand response vehicles is approximately $60,000. All 
buses have a wheelchair lift and standard safety equipment. 

 

PROS of current buses 
 

CONS of current buses 

Cost to purchase and maintain is 
lower than most other bus options  

Expected serviceable life is 
250,000 miles or less (engines and 

transmissions may need to be 
replaced at 150,000-200,000 

miles) 

Ford chassis means local dealer 
can provide maintenance and 

warranty support 
 

Passenger capacity of 16-18 
passengers means system growth 
could be limited by bus capacity 

Gas engine has less issues than 
modern diesel engine  in stop and 

go operations 
 

Buses have wheelchairs lifts, 
which require more time and 
training to operate safely, as 

opposed to a wheelchair ramp 

Sized right for the existing routes, 
services, and ridership   

Buses don’t have proper options to 
serve Schweitzer 

Flexible and interchangeable 
among existing routes and 

services 
 

Buses have steps which are 
challenging for some riders 
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As SPOT continues to evaluate bus needs for fixed route and demand response service, it 
should consider optional add-ons to the current vehicle chassis that improve carrying 
capacity and passenger accessibility: 
  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Low floor bus with ramp 
(Credit: Champion Bus) 

 
 
 
 
 
If SPOT wanted to purchase heavier duty buses with longer serviceable life, the cost goes 
up dramatically – as a point of reference, a 28-32 passenger heavy-duty (12 year rated) 
diesel bus with a low floor (wheelchair ramp) is $350,000-$400,000. A 10 year-rated bus 
with a capacity of 25-30 passengers is $200,000-$300,000. 
 

Bus Expansion for New Service 

In evaluating service expansion, SPOT should carefully consider how to grow the fleet. For 
a small transit system, it’s very helpful to have one vehicle platform that is easily 
interchangeable among different routes and service. Having vehicles that only work on one 
route is too limiting for a small transit provider like SPOT. By planning around the current 
Ford vehicle chassis with small adjustments to seating capacity, add-on packages, and 
potential low-floor option, SPOT will be able to keep a cost-effective fleet that can be used 
year-round on all routes and services. 
 
With fleet consistency in mind, the biggest challenge in the next 1-2 years will be what type 
of bus to get for a potential Schweitzer service. If SPOT moves forward with this service, it 
is recommended that SPOT consider purchasing a bus that has additional passenger 
capacity but built on a similar Ford chassis as the current SPOT buses. Using the same basic 

Improvements to current fixed route bus 
configuration package with stop requests, destination 
signage, rear bike racks, and rear cameras 

 

Adds $10,000 
to cost 

 
 

 
Increasing carrying capacity of fixed route bus by 
adding 5-8 passenger capacity  

 

Adds $30,000 
to cost 

 
 

 
Eliminate entry steps and wheelchair lift and replace 
with a low-floor option (no entry steps and flip-out 
wheelchair ramp instead of wheelchair lift)  

 

Adds $40,000 
to cost 
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bus chassis will allow for interchangeability with the current fleet, current routes, and 
current needs of the service. Especially if the existing Blue Route is lengthened to connect 
to Schweitzer, SPOT must have a bus that can maneuver easily in town and not be over-
sized to the year-round usage of the route. This approach will require that Schweitzer 
retain some of its current buses in order to deal with peak skier demands from the Red 
Barn parking lot up to the resort.  
 
The buses for Schweitzer are recommended to be built on a Ford E-450 or F-550, or 
equivalent, chassis and have capacity for 22-26 passengers. They will need to be 
wheelchair accessible. Additional add-on packages for this bus must include: 
 

 Heavier duty transmission and braking package with retarder system  

(used to help slow the bus) 
 

 Auto-chains for winter conditions 
 

 Exterior ski racks 
 

 Higher gross vehicle weight to accommodate the additional passenger load 
 

Estimated per bus cost with these options: $130,000-$140,000 
 

 

 
 

Auto chain system and driveline retarder system (Credit: left: ONSPOT; right: Telma) 
 

 
In addition to the fleet expansion for the Schweitzer service, SPOT will also need to plan for 
expansion of the bus fleet for potential new services like a scheduled route between the 
Sandpoint area and Bonner’s Ferry to serve commuters or casino goers and a regional 
intercity connection from the Sandpoint area to Coeur D’Alene. Both of these connections 
require an additional bus in the fleet and are included in the 5 year CIP. These buses are 
recommended to be built around a similar specification as the SPOT fixed route buses for 
Blue and Green Routes. 
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On-Street Infrastructure (Stops, Shelters, Park-and-Ride) 

SPOT has developed a well-functioning 
fixed route bus system with over 40 
established bus stops served by the 
Green and Blue Routes within the 
communities of Dover, Sandpoint, 
Ponderay, and Kootenai. Most of these 
stops have limited passenger amenities 
for safe and comfortable accessibility.  
SPOT is aware of this need and has 
already started the capital funding 
process by applying for and receiving a 
grant of $125,000 from the Federal 
Transit Authority (FTA) for improving 
bus stops that will become active in the 
fall of 2016.  With matching funds 
included, this project will result in over 
$150,000 in bus stop improvements.  
 

 
This project will likely not start until 2017 and includes: 
 

 New bus shelters at 10 different higher volume bus stops 
 

 4 in Sandpoint 
 

 4 in Ponderay 
 

 1 in Dover 
 

 1 in Kootenai 
 

 Bus stop benches at an additional 9 stops throughout the system. 
 

 Better bus stop signage that shows departure times. 

 
SPOT has built community partnerships for this project including a creative partnership 
with the Eureka Institute. The Eureka Institute has developed a modern, attractive bus 
shelter design that fits the community aesthetic.  This design will be built by youth, as part 
of Eureka’s Construction Basics Initiative. The partnership leverages the FTA funding that 
SPOT has secured with the community support for this youth construction program. SPOT 
has correctly recognized that this effort is only the beginning and needs to be continued in 
future years, beyond this federal grant. As a result, SPOT and Eureka have started the 
conversation on ways to keep this project self-funded by looking at bus shelter sponsorship 
opportunities. This could result in sustained funding for building more shelters and adding 
more benches.  

SPOT bus shelter concept 
(Credit: Steve Holt, Eureka Institute) 
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Potential Park and Ride lot in Dover 

Another project included in this CIP is the development of a park-and-ride lot in Dover. 
This lot would become the terminal point for the Green Route in Dover. The City of Dover is 
a willing partner for acquiring and entitling the land for the park-and-ride, and SPOT would 
seek grant funding for improvements including paving the lot and building a bus shelter. 
The project in the CIP Appendix A includes the cost of these improvements, but excludes 
the cost of acquiring the land. 
 
SPOT must also work in partnership 
with the cities in which it operates to 
help support development of 
continuously improving bicycle and 
pedestrian infrastructure. SPOT most 
likely won’t manage the development 
of better bike lanes, pathways, 
crosswalks and sidewalks, but SPOT 
should support and encourage these 
efforts within the communities that it 
operates. Every bus trip begins and 
ends with a walk or bike trip; safe and 
complete pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure compliments and promotes transit services. 
Across the nation, ridership numbers are higher in communities that have provided this 
type of infrastructure.   
 

Facilities 

SPOT currently rents a facility located in Sandpoint. This is its only facility.  It is used for 
office space and bus storage with outdoor parking. This space is meeting the current needs 
of the organization, but SPOT should be planning for long-term growth. As SPOT expands 
operations and levels of service, it will need more office space, better bus storage 
(preferably indoors), and space to perform bus maintenance in-house. Investing in a facility 
will eliminate rent payments, improve longevity of vehicle fleet, and provide more capacity 
to grow services.  
 
The CIP includes a facility project that begins with one year of design and planning, 
followed by a 1-2 year construction process. SPOT may be able to acquire land through one 
of its partner cities or by working with Schweitzer. The value of this land could be used as 
match toward the project. Alternatively, SPOT may find that it is able to acquire an existing 
building that meets the needs of a maintenance and administration facility. Acquiring an 
existing building would be a quicker process and less costly, avoiding the challenges of 
having to construct a new facility. 
 
It may seem premature to start planning for a facility, but these projects take years to plan 
and fund. It is likely that this project will extend beyond the term of this CIP, but SPOT will 
have a head start if planning and funding development starts now.  
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Technology 

SPOT currently operates a real-time customer information phone app called DoubleMap. 
This system utilizes tablets onboard the buses to track bus location and send that 
information to an app that customers can use to see the bus location. It is unclear how 
much this system is being used and how much it will cost to maintain the system going 
forward. The CIP includes funding to keep this program going into 2017, but SPOT should 
evaluate whether this tool is sustainable. It could be very useful for SPOT customers, but it 
requires staff time to keep it operating properly. 
 
Other technology projects include: 
 

 Ridership tracking system – this would allow 

drivers to put ridership directly into a tablet instead 

of doing this by hand. The data would be readily 

available to management staff and would eliminate 

time spent entering this data by hand into a 

spreadsheet 
 

 Scheduling software – as demand response and 

paratransit ridership increases, SPOT could benefit 

from software for entering and scheduling these 

rides. 

 
 Asset management/maintenance software – as the 

fleet grows, SPOT will need more sophistication in 

how it manages and tracks maintenance of its buses. 

 
 

BASE FUNDING FOR THIS PLAN 
Capital planning requires steady capital funding. Currently, SPOT doesn’t have a separate 
budget and account for capital funding. It is recommended that SPOT use its existing 
“excess funding” that is unallocated in order to establish a capital fund balance. Based on 
discussions with SPOT staff regarding available fund balances, SHIFT recommends that this 
starting fund balance be established at $100,000 for FY2017, beginning October 1st, 2016.  
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Capital Fund Establishment 
 

 
 
For each year going forward, it is recommended that SPOT allocate 10% of local 
contributions to the newly created capital fund for the purpose of creating a balance of 
matching funds. Currently SPOT receives approximately $166,000 of local funding each 
year. Starting in 2017, SPOT should allocate $16,000 of this local funding to the capital 
fund. This allocation creates stability to the capital fund with a growing fund balance that 
can be leveraged to get new federal funding. Almost all capital projects that SPOT would 
consider qualify for 80% federal funding from the FTA. Having 20% local funding available 
and “in the bank” means that SPOT can move forward with capital projects quickly and 
when needed. 
 
This could be established by creating a separate bank account and establishing a separate 
capital budget each year, based up the priorities in this plan. This capital budget should be 
adopted in conjunction with the adoption of the annual operating budget. SPOT’s total 
adopted budget should include operating and capital funds with estimated revenue and 
estimated expenses. This new process may require SPOT to ask for more funding from local 
funding partners to build these capital matching funds in excess of $166,000 a year.  
 
By establishing this standard of always allocating 10% of every local dollar received, SPOT 
will be able to show funding partners that there won’t be any surprises when it comes to 
capital needs. Having to make one-time funding request, outside of the annual budget 
request, of cities and counties for capital projects creates challenges for the city and county 
budgeting processes. If funding partners know that SPOT is proactively planning for both 
operations and capital, then there will be a higher degree of trust in SPOT’s ability to 
manage its finances. 
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FUNDING SOURCES 
CIP projects are expensive and require a variety of funding sources to complete. 
Fortunately, SPOT has been very adept, finding creative ways to make projects happen. 
SPOT has been successful in competing for federal capital project grants and is using many 
of the sources listed below to build more capacity for funding future projects. 
 

Funding from Municipalities and Counties 

As previously described, SPOT needs to establish a capital fund and start allocating a 
percentage of every local dollar received to building and maintaining a fund balance for the 
capital account. This fund balance can be used as match to federal funding or to complete a 
capital project in its entirety. SPOT should build this fund in anticipation of large capital 
projects. The more funding available from local funding sources, the better SPOT can 
compete for grants that often require or recommend local participation in project funding.  
 

5339 Program of the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) 

The FTA states that the Grants for Buses and Bus Facilities program (49 U.S.C. 5339) makes 
federal resources available to states and direct recipients to replace, rehabilitate and 
purchase buses and related equipment and to construct bus-related facilities including 
technological changes or innovations to modify low or no emission vehicles or facilities. 
Funding is provided through formula allocations and competitive grants. For most 5339 
projects, the funding from the FTA provides 80% of the cost with a 20% local match 
requirement. 
 
This 5339 program will fund most major SPOT capital projects, with the assumption that 
80% of the cost of a given project for bus replacement/acquisition or new bus facilities, 
including bus stop improvements, will be paid out of this program. The 5339 program is 
managed by the Idaho Transportation Department (ITD). ITD has an application cycle of 
every two years, but periodically ITD has released one-time funding.  
 

Other Federal Funding 

Opportunities for bus and bus facility projects outside of the 5339 program are limited for 
rural providers like SPOT, but there are still programs that SPOT should look at when 
considering larger capital projects, especially a new facility. SPOT may be able to access 
one-time programs like TIGER, 5311(f), and 5310. The SPOT Strategic Plan from 2015 has a 
list of potential federal sources in Appendix A. SPOT should continue to look for federal 
funding opportunities for capital projects. 
 

Creative Community Funding 

As a service uniquely positioned in the community, SPOT has the opportunity to continue 
to grow funding support from a variety of non-profit and business partnerships in order to 
funding capital projects: 
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 Eureka Institute and other community minded organizations interested in 

construction 
 

 Other non-profits like the food bank, the senior center, North Idaho College 

 
 Sponsorship of assets like benches and bus shelters that can be  

used to continue programs 

 
 Business partnerships 

 

These funding sources can bolster the capital fund balances, be used as matching funds for 
federal grants, or they could be used entirely to fund a smaller capital project, like bus stop 
amenities, benches or customer accessibility projects.  
 

Schweitzer Mountain Resort 

SPOT has already received commitment from Schweitzer Mountain Resort to provide the 
matching funds up to $170,000 for 4 additional buses to be used to connect Sandpoint and 
Ponderay with Schweitzer. These matching funds are critical to expanding SPOT’s service 
to Schweitzer. The CIP summary of projects includes two buses for winter 2017-2018 and 
two buses for winter 2018-2019, based on Schweitzer matching funds. 
 

Other Grant Opportunities 

In the SPOT strategic plan from 2015, many ideas for funding are provided and should be 
evaluated as opportunities present themselves. Smaller capital projects for bus stop 
improvements and passenger amenities can often be funded through smaller grant 
opportunities, as shown in the SPOT strategic plan. 

 
 

ANALYSIS OF CURRENT FLEET 
SHIFT analyzed the current bus fleet in order to determine necessary vehicle replacement 
needs to maintain the service. SPOT currently runs a fleet of gas powered light to mid-duty 
buses in fixed route and demand response service.  
 
Some stats to note: 
 

 Fixed route buses operate a total of 145,000 miles per year. 
 

 Demand response and paratransit buses operate a total of 30,000 miles per year. 

 
 Fleet mileage total of 175,000 miles per year. 
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This results in the need to replace one bus every other year or sooner, based on current 
usage. 
 

Bus Fleet Today 
 

SPOT 
ID # 

Model 
Model 
Year 

# of 
Passengers 

Service 
Mode 

 Current 
Mileage      
6/30/16 

 Typical 
Useful Life for 

Bus Type  
(Miles)  

 Estimated 
Replacement 

Cost  

106 
FORD           
E450 

cutaway 
2005 16 

Fixed 
Route                             
Spare 

298,301 200,000 $75,000  

107 
FORD         
E450 

cutaway 
2007 9 

Demand                
Response 

195,270 250,000 $80,000  

110 
FORD          
E450 

cutaway 
2010 16 

Demand                  
Response 

158,535 250,000 $78,000  

111 
FORD           
E450 

cutaway 
2011 16 

Fixed 
Route              
Spare 

270,844 250,000 $75,000  

114 
FORD            
E450 

cutaway 
2014 16 

Fixed 
Route              
Blue 

119,520 250,000 $82,000  

115 
FORD         
E450 

cutaway 
2015 16 

Fixed 
Route             
Green 

79,919 250,000 $84,000  

BFB#1 
FORD            
E450 

cutaway 
2011 8 

Demand                   
Response 
Boundary 

Co. 

36,031 200,000 $80,000  

 
 
The next step in understanding the fleet is to use mileage data to calculate when a 
particular bus will be at the end of its useable life, based on how many miles each bus is 
predicted to accumulate.  
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Mileage Analysis with Predicted Replacement Year  
Highlight indicates point of replacement 
 

SPOT 
ID# 

Avg 
miles 
per 
year 

Estimated 
Mileage 

End 2016 

Estimated 
Mileage 
End 2017 

Estimated 
Mileage 

End 2018 

Estimated 
Mileage 

End 2019 

Estimated 
Mileage 

End 2020 

Estimated 
Mileage 
End 2021 

Notes 

106 10,000 303,301 313,301 10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 

replace now 
no AC, 

original 
engine & 

transmission  

107 12,000 201,270 213,270 225,270 237,270 12,000 24,000 
 replace 

sooner due to 
age in 2019  

110 12,000 164,535 176,535 12,000 24,000 36,000 48,000 

 replace 
sooner due to 
age and rough 

condition  

111 10,000 275,844 285,844 295,844 10,000 20,000 30,000 

 run longer 
due to new 
engine in 

2016  

114 60,000 149,520 209,520 239,520 269,520 60,000 90,000 
 replace when 

>250k  

115 60,000 109,919 169,919 229,919 259,919 289,919 60,000 
 replace when 

>250k 

BFB#1 12,000 42,031 54,031 66,031 78,031 90,031 102,031 
 replace due         

to age  

 
 
This analysis is the best guess as to how buses will age and how services will grow. Most 
likely, the SPOT fleet replacement schedule will need to be adjusted to account for 
numerous unknown factors. The annual CIP update should include adjustments to fleet 
replacements opportunities.  
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CONCLUSION 
A CIP is a valuable tool that will allow SPOT to project local and federal funding 
requirements for achieving capital goals. Capital planning ensures that SPOT can maintain 
its capital assets in an ongoing state of good repair. Federal funding requires it, local 
funding partners will appreciate it, and customers will benefit from it. 
 
The CIP addresses acquisition and construction costs of capital projects, but maintaining 
assets over their lifetime is just as important to the capital asset process. Maintenance costs 
are not included in the CIP, as they should be included in SPOT’s annual operating budget 
as an ongoing expense. 
 
Given the 5-year timeframe and the many assumptions that have built into this plan, it is 
necessary that SPOT view the CIP as a living document that should always be as current as 
possible. 
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APPENDIX A – CIP SUMMARY AND SCHEDULE OF PROJECTS  
2017-2021 

 
 

NOTES 

1. As of 10/1/16 start of this plan, only funding secure through federal award is $125,000 of federal 
funding for bus stop improvements 

2. All other projects are contingent upon future federal awards 
3. Capital fund balance starts with $100k, as described in the CIP, and has 10% of local 

municipal/county funding added to it each year 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In 2011, the cities of Dover, Sandpoint, Ponderay and Kootenai 

launched a public transportation system offering fixed route service 

connecting each of the four cities.  The City of Dover assumed the 

role of operator for the community transit system, using Federal 

Transit Administration funding with matching funds provided by 

Sandpoint and Ponderay.   

The Selkirks-Pend Oreille Transit (SPOT) system was an immediate 

success, and ridership has grown steadily over the past four years.  

SPOT’s early achievements are a testament to the effectiveness of 

our collaborative approach.  SPOT successes and lessons learned 

offer a valuable statewide model for other transit systems in Idaho, 

demonstrating the power of partnerships in addressing critical 

community needs. 

Our transit system’s success has caught the attention of the Idaho 

Transportation Department and other organizations who are 

interested in seeing the system expand to serve new geographic 

areas.  Recently, SPOT was encouraged to initiate demand-response 

service to serve a critical transportation need in Boundary County.  

SPOT has stepped to the plate and is currently providing limited 

demand response service within Boundary County, with a weekly 

inter-city connection between Bonners Ferry and Sandpoint.   

Looking ahead, SPOT’s leadership team desires a deliberate, 

informed approach to future expansion opportunities, so that the 

system’s growth does not outpace available resources.   

PLANNING PROCESS 

In the summer of 2015, SPOT’s leadership team developed this 

strategic plan to set priorities, focus energy and resources, validate 

investment decisions, and enhance the organization’s legitimacy in 

the eyes of funders, customers and stakeholders.  

In discussing a vision for the organization, our team recognized that 

forward momentum would require sustained motivation and 

commitment by 

SPOT’s leaders and 

partners.  

Understanding that 

each person is 

motivated by his or 

her own values, 

identifying common 

values for our 

leadership team and 

the communities we 

serve was a critical 

first step.   

Values that could be 

positively influenced 

by SPOT led to the 

development of SPOT’s vision statement.  We then established a set 

of goals and objectives to be accomplished within the next five 

years to support the vision, and confirmed that SPOT’s current 

mission provides a solid footing on which to start.  
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2. CURRENT ORGANIZATION, MISSION AND SERVICE 

SPOT is a cooperative effort, formed through a memorandum of understanding 

between the cities of Dover, Sandpoint, Ponderay and Kootenai.  Our oversight 

board, which includes the mayors of each city and an ex-officio member at large, 

is supported by a technical committee of staff members from each city plus a 

representative from Schweitzer Mountain Resort.   

Our mission is to provide convenient, safe and reliable 

public transportation for residents and visitors to 

employment, recreation and service destinations in the 

area.   

Currently, fixed route service in the Sandpoint Area 

includes two routes connecting the four cities, with hourly 

service seven days per week.  SPOT also provides para-

transit service within the four city area.   

For residents of Boundary County, SPOT recently initiated 

essential demand-response service within Bonners Ferry 

two days per week.  We also offer a connection from 

Bonners Ferry to Sandpoint one day per week, which 

allows access to critical health care services, shopping and 

other basic needs.  

 

MISSION 
A COOPERATIVE EFFORT OF AREA MUNICIPALITIES 

TO PROVIDE CONVENIENT, SAFE AND RELIABLE 
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION FOR RESIDENTS AND 
VISITORS TO EMPLOYMENT, RECREATION AND 

SERVICE DESTINATIONS. 
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3. WHAT WE VALUE 

PEOPLE 

SPOT riders inspire us!  Coming from all walks of life, their appreciation for 

SPOT is a source of pride for us.  We work hard to earn their trust and to 

keep it through friendly, excellent service.  Hearing customers refer to 

SPOT as “my” bus, not just “the” bus, is music to our ears.   

 

PLACES 

From the Pend Oreille River to the scenic Selkirk Mountains, a ride with SPOT showcases magnificent natural beauty, clean air and water, and 

artistic, livable communities with a small-town feel.  SPOT is privileged to help preserve these advantages for future generations, by reducing 

traffic congestion and fossil fuel emissions. 
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PROSPERITY 

Prosperity has many faces.  SPOT fosters 

economic prosperity by providing businesses 

with access to the regional workforce, and 

helping to reduce employee commuting costs.   

Elderly, disabled, low income and other socio-

economically disadvantaged people depend on 

affordable, accessible transportation.  Without 

it, many could not access medical services, shop 

for necessities, or get to work, and may become 

isolated in their homes. SPOT provides essential 

travel options to reduce these serious health 

and safety risks. 

 

 

PASSION 

There is no better feeling than helping others.  We get a big charge out of solving problems for people, 

and sharing lessons learned so that other transit systems can also succeed. 
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4. OUR VISION 

 

 

 

 

Vision Statement 

 SPOT is the people’s choice for travel throughout North Idaho.  

 We will continue to help preserve North Idaho’s human and natural environments for generations to 

come.  

 We are innovative, taking advantage of new technology to stay cost-effective and affordable.   

 SPOT is recognized and leveraged as a valuable asset for economic development and community vitality.   

 Our strong partnerships and strategies for self-reliance are a national model.  
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5. STRATEGIC PLAN 

SPOT’s strategic plan covers goals and objectives for these five areas, to support SPOT’s ultimate vision: 

 Ridership   

 Rider Access and Convenience 

 Partnerships 

 Stability and Sustainability 

 Environmental Stewardship. 

The strategic planning team established long-range goals for each of these areas, and developed objectives to be accomplished over the next 

five years.  The “SMART” principle was used to make goals and objectives specific, measurable, achievable, realistic and time-bound.  Table 1 lists 

goals and objectives along with the anticipated year for action.  SPOT’s technical advisory committee will maintain an action plan (Appendix C) to 

monitor progress and accomplishments.  
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Table 1.  SPOT Strategic Plan 

SPOT STRATEGIC PLAN 

2
0

1
5

 

2
0

1
6

 

2
0

1
7

 

2
0

1
8

 

2
0

1
9

 

GOAL 1:  INCREASE RIDERSHIP  

1A 
Prepare and implement a marketing and public information plan by December, 2016, aimed 
at expanding SPOT's customer base, improving information on how to ride, and 
protecting/enhancing SPOT's brand. 

         

1B Get SPOT's routes and stops on Google Transit by December, 2015.          

1C Fully implement the Double Map app by December, 2015.          

1D 
Perform community and rider surveys in 2016 to identify barriers for current and potential 
customers, and to gauge the popularity of potential expansion options. 

         

1E Work to increase public awareness by issuing regular press releases about SPOT activities.      

GOAL 2:  IMPROVE RIDER ACCESS, CONVENIENCE AND AMENITIES 

2A Add third route to serve airport, food bank, residential and medical area.           

2B 
Perform an annual review of routes, stop frequencies, and operating hours; make 
adjustments if appropriate to improve convenience for riders. 

     

2C 
Add shelters and bicycle racks to 10% of stop locations by 2016 and an additional 10% by 
2018. 
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SPOT STRATEGIC PLAN 
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2D Expand on-board bicycle accommodation on all coaches by 2018.          

2E Work to increase frequency of fixed route services (ongoing).      

GOAL 3:  LEVERAGE PARTNERSHIPS TO EXPAND SERVICE AND IMPROVE THE SYSTEM 

3A 
Integrate SPOT with Schweitzer Mountain Resort's transportation needs and funding.  
Implement a new route serving the mountain beginning November 2016. 

         

3B 
Coordinate with Bonner County and/or other partners to become active participants in SPOT 
by 2017. 

         

3D 
As roadway projects are proposed, coordinate with BCATT, BATT, ITD, local cities and 
counties, to include stop furnishings, pedestrian access and safety features, and other transit 
infrastructure needs. 

         

3E Develop a sponsorship program for stop furnishings ("adopt a stop") by 2016.          

3F 
Coordinate with land use agencies to incorporate SPOT needs in development reviews by 
December 2015. 

         

3G 
Coordinate with social services agencies to implement Demand-Response service within in 
the Sandpoint area by 2016. 

         

3H Provide regular (annual) updates to local government agencies and civic groups.      
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SPOT STRATEGIC PLAN 
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GOAL 4:  INCREASE ORGANIZATIONAL AND FINANCIAL STABILITY  

4A Evaluate alternate governance structures and select desired approach by 2017.          

4B 
By 2017, revise current governance structure to reduce political risks and allow for easier 
service area expansion. 

         

4C 
On an ongoing basis, develop and expand SPOT's internal capacity and resources through 
training and grant opportunities. 

          

4D Update this list of objectives and action items quarterly.           

4E Identify and select performance measures for SPOT and report on them annually      

4F 
Create an endowment or other long-term donation opportunity for SPOT, after Objective 4B 
is complete. 

     

GOAL 5:  PROMOTE ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP            

5A 
Explore other public transportation services including park and ride, vanpool and rideshare, 
as program champions are found. 

         

5B 
Report annual emission reductions due to rides on SPOT on the SPOT website, beginning in 
2017. 

       

 5C Add a seat on the TAC for a designated environmental advocate.          
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5D Consider energy efficiency options with next bus purchase.      

5E 
Consider solar technology and other energy efficient options for shelters with next significant 
installation project. 
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STATE AND FEDERAL FUNDING SOURCES 

In 2012, Congress enacted new federal transportation funding 

legislation known as “MAP-21” (Moving Ahead for Progress in the 

21st Century.  The majority of funding for transit systems and 

services in the country comes from this federal transportation act.   

MAP-21 contains provisions for funding programs administered by 

the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), and the Federal Highway 

Administration (FHWA), which are found in Chapter 53 and 23 of 

the Code of Federal Regulations respectively.  While the lion’s share 

of transit funding is contained in Chapter 53, there are some transit 

funding opportunities within the Highway program in Chapter 23.   

Much of the federal transportation funding that is available to rural 

areas in Idaho State will flow through the Idaho Transportation 

Department (ITD), however there are several direct-federal 

programs that SPOT could explore; specifically direct-federal 

funding that is available to tribes and for projects that improve 

access to federal lands.  A summary of MAP-21 programs for which 

transit activities may be eligible follows. 

FEDERAL TRANSIT PROGRAMS ADMINISTERED BY ITD 
 

5310 Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities 

 Former New Freedom program has been rolled into the 5310 program 

 At least 55% of Idaho’s program funds must be spent on capital project planning, design and implementation specifically for seniors and 

individuals with disabilities when public transportation is insufficient, inappropriate or unavailable. 

 Remaining 45% can be used for projects that improve access to fixed route service and decrease reliance by individuals with disabilities 

on paratransit.   

 Capital 80% federal funding; 20% match 

 Operating 50% federal funding; 50% match 

 Projects must be identified within a Coordinated Public Transportation Human Services Transportation Plan 

 

5311 Rural Formula Funding   

 Eligible recipients are states and Indian tribes.  Subrecipients may be state or local governments, nonprofits, public transportation 

operators or intercity bus services. 

 Eligible activities are planning, capital, operating, JARC projects, and acquisition of public transportation services. 

 Amount that comes to Idaho is dependent on vehicle revenue miles.  SPOT can help increase Idaho’s share by increasing ridership. 
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 Low-income populations in rural areas is also a formula factor. 

 Data collection required 

o Annual revenue 

o Sources of revenue 

o Total annual operating costs 

o Total annual capital costs 

o Fleet size and type, related facilities 

o Vehicle revenue miles 

o Ridership 

 Capital 80% federal funding; 20% match 

 Operating 50% federal funding; 50% match 

 

5311(f) Intercity 

 15% of the state’s 5311 funds have to go to intercity service 

 Planning and marketing for intercity transportation 

 Capital 

 Operating through purchase of service agreements, etc 

 Coordinating rural connections between small public transportation operations and intercity bus carriers 

 

5319 Bicycle Facilities 

 Providing shelters and parking facilities for bikes near transit facilities 

 Installing equipment for bikes on buses 

 90% federal funding; 10% local match 

 

5324 Emergency Relief 

 Capital projects to protect, repair, reconstruct or replace equipment and facilities after a governor-declared disaster 

 Transit agency operating costs related to evacuation, rescue, temporary service or changing routes before, during or after an emergency 

in an a directly-affected area. 
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5326 Transit Asset Management 

 Will be a future requirement for recipients to manage capital assets and prioritize investments. 

 There will likely be a technical assistance program.   

 

5339 Bus and Bus Facilities Formula grants  

 Capital 80% federal funding; 20% local match 

 

RTAP 

 Supports a variety of technical services and training opportunities for transit operators in rural areas. 

 Includes scholarships to cover tuition and expenses for individuals to attend training courses, workshops and conferences.   

 

OTHER FEDERAL FUNDING  

 

5311(c) Tribal Transit Program ($25M for tribes by formula and $5M discretionary nationally) 

 This program is administered directly by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), not ITD. 

 $25 million annually is available nationally, and is allocated to tribes by formula.  There is no match required for the formula funds. 

 A recipient that is an Indian tribe may use funds apportioned under this subsection to finance public transportation services provided by 

a non-tribal provider of public transportation that connects residents of tribal lands with surrounding communities, improves access to 

employment or health care, or otherwise addresses the mobility needs of tribal members. 

 Award amounts are based on revenue miles and number of low-income individuals residing on tribal lands 

 There has been no formula allocation for the Kootenai Tribe in Idaho under this program, however other neighboring tribes do receive 

apportionments.  2015 apportionments included: 

o Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes (Montana) $473,565 

o Coeur d’Alene Tribe/Citylink (Idaho) $302,689 

o Kalispel Tribe (Washington) $40,998 

 An additional $5 million annually is available nationally for competitive application. (The Idaho Kootenais should be eligible applicants 

for this portion of the program.)   There is a 10% match required for the competitively awarded funds. 
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Tribal Transportation Program 

 Separate from the Tribal Transit Program 

 This program is jointly administered by the Federal Highway Administration and Bureau of Indian Affairs. 

 Historically used for roadways, but eligible activities include planning, design and construction of transit and non-motorized 
transportation projects.   

 

Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery (TIGER) 

 TIGER is a nationally competitive funding program for transportation projects that have a significant national or regional impact.  A 

broad array of projects are eligible for TIGER funding.   

 Competition is typically fierce, however, and projects must demonstrate significant benefits for safety, economic competitiveness, state 

of good repair, livability and/or environmental sustainability.   

 Most of SPOT’s smaller capital improvements and bus purchases would not have the broader regional or national significance to 

compete well in this program.  However, as the SPOT team continues to collaborate, the team may identify larger initiatives requiring 

the participation of multiple partners, for which the TIGER program could be considered. 

 This is a direct federal program that is not administered by ITD. 

 

Surface Transportation Program (STP) 

 $10 billion nationally in STP flexible funding.  Non-motorized transportation facilities, transit capital projects and public bus terminals 

and facilities are eligible. 

 In Idaho, STP funding for local agencies is administered by the Local Highway Technical Assistance Council (LHTAC).  Projects within 

Bonner County are prioritized by the Bonner County Area Transportation Team (BCATT) and within Boundary County by the Boundary 

Area Transportation Team (BATT). 

 

Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) 

 Construction, planning, and design of on-road and off-road trail facilities for pedestrians, bicyclists, and other non-motorized forms of 
transportation, including sidewalks, bicycle infrastructure, pedestrian and bicycle signals, traffic calming techniques, lighting and other 
safety-related infrastructure, and transportation projects to achieve compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. 

 Construction, planning, and design of infrastructure-related projects and systems that will provide safe routes for non-drivers, including 
children, older adults, and individuals with disabilities to access daily needs. 

 This program is administered by ITD. 
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Federal Lands Access Program  

 This program is administered by the Federal Highway Administration, although ITD participates in project selection. 

 Eligible recipients:  State, county, town, township, tribal, municipal, or local government 

 Eligible projects must address access to or within federal lands:   
o Preventive maintenance, rehabilitation, restoration, construction and reconstruction 
o Adjacent vehicular parking areas 
o Acquisition of necessary scenic easements and scenic or historic sites 
o Provisions for pedestrian and bicycles 
o Environmental mitigation in or adjacent to Federal land to improve public safety and reduce vehicle-wildlife mortality while 

maintaining habitat connectivity 
o Construction and reconstruction of roadside rest areas, including sanitary and water facilities. 
o Operation and maintenance of transit facilities 

 
Federal Lands Transportation Program 

 Only federal land management agencies are eligible for this program.  Includes National Parks, US Forest Service, US Fish and Wildlife 
Service, Bureau of Land Management and Corps of Engineers. 

 Operation and maintenance of transit programs are eligible. 
 
USDA Rural Development - Community Facilities Programs  

 Administered by the Idaho office of the US Department of Agriculture Rural Development Division 
 Provide low-interest loans, grants and loan guarantees for projects to develop essential community facilities for public use in rural areas. 

An essential community facility is defined as a facility that provides an essential service to the local community for the orderly 
development of the community in a primarily rural area, and does not include private, commercial or business undertakings. 

 Eligible borrowers include public bodies, community-based non-profit corporations, federally-recognized Tribes. 
 Rural areas including cities, villages, townships and towns including Federally Recognized Tribal Lands with no more than 20,000 

residents according to the latest U.S. Census Data are eligible for this program. 
 Funds can be used to purchase, construct, and / or improve essential community facilities, purchase equipment and pay related project 

expenses. 
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANTS 

CDBG Public Facilities and Downtown Revitalization Grants 

 Eligible agencies are incorporated cities with a population under 50,000, or counties.  Special service providers must be sponsored by a 
city or county. 

 Funds public utility systems, firs stations, removal of architectural barriers and other public infrastructure.   
 

CDBG Job Creation Grant 

 Eligible agencies are incorporated cities with a population under 50,000, or counties.  Special service providers must be sponsored by a 
city or county. 

 Funds public facility construction and improvements that support companies who are expanding, or new companies that will be creating 
jobs. 
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PRIVATE FUNDING SOURCES 

Most private sources of funds grant small amounts. As many federal funding sources require a local match amount, private funding can be 

important as a source for required match amounts. Many private foundation grants require a nonprofit (non-government) recipient. 

UNION PACIFIC FOUNDATION 

The UP Foundation provides grants to public charities or municipalities located in communities that are served by Union Pacific Railroad.  Grants 

are typically modest – in 2015 grants made in Idaho totaled $180,000, with an average individual award of roughly $5,000. 

 

STATE FARM COMMUNITY GRANTS 

Nationally, State Farm supports communities through social investments and countrywide relationships. At a local level, the company grants focus 

on two areas: safety and education. 

Safety Grants 

 Auto and roadway safety 

 Teen Driver Education 

 Home safety and fire prevention 

 Disaster preparedness 

 Disaster recovery 

Education Grants 

 Basic Economics 

 Budget Counseling 

 Employable Skills Training 

 First Time Homebuyers Workshop 

 Foreclosure Prevention Counseling

 

FORD FOUNDATION 

http://www.fordfoundation.org/grants/organizations-seeking-grants 

 

Each year the Ford Foundation receives about 40,000 proposals and makes about 1,400 grants. Requests range from a few thousand to millions 

of dollars and are accepted in categories such as project planning and support; general support; and endowments. Grant applications are 

reviewed at our New York headquarters and in our regional offices. 

Grant types include: 

 General/core support 

 Project 

 Planning 
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 Competition 

 Matching 

 Recoverable 

 Individual 

 Endowment 

 Foundation-administered project 

The foundation has numerous grant interest areas.  Those most applicable to SPOT will likely be found under the categories of Economic 

Fairness, Democratic and Accountable Government, and Sustainable Development.  Inquiries can be submitted on-line throughout the year. 

 

MJ MURDOCK CHARITABLE TRUST 

http://www.murdock-trust.org/grants/index.php 

 

Description and Eligible Activities 

The trust provides grants for a broad range of activities. These generally include education, culture and the arts, health and human services, 

scientific research, and youth leadership. The trust does not fund normal ongoing operations, including existing staff, or for the continuation of 

existing projects, or the continuation of programs previously financed from other external sources.  

 

Amount and Match Requirement 

Grant award size varies depending upon organization and project; however, past practices inform future decisions. Because the Trust's 

application and evaluation process is rigorous, thorough, and time intensive, requests for less than $50,000 are generally discouraged. 

 

Eligibility 

To be eligible to apply for a grant, organizations must: 

 Be a 501(c )(3) organization 

 Operate in the Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, or Washington 

Organizations must submit a letter of inquiry. 

 

THE ROBERT WOOD JOHNSON FOUNDATION:  MULTIPLE PROGRAMS 

http://www.rwjf.org/applications/solicited/cfp.jsp?ID=21390&cid=XEM_A5734 
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Description and Eligible Activities 

The Robert Wood Johnson foundation has multiple funding programs focusing on improving health and health care for Americans.  Specific 

programs and funding initiatives vary year to year.  Access to health care may be funded under various initiatives by this foundation.   

 

Amount and Match Requirement 

To be eligible for funding, applicants must typically secure 100 percent matching support. Matching funds may come from private organizations, 

or from city, county, state and federal funds. Usually, at least 50 percent of the match must be a cash match from one or more local, state, 

regional or national funding partners. The balance may be in-kind support provided by organizations other than the applicant organization. 

 

Timing 

Proposals are solicited at various time throughout the year.  Watch the website for applicable opportunities. 

 

Eligibility 

To be eligible, an applicant organization must be located in the United States or its territories and be a:  

 Nonprofit organization that is tax-exempt under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code;  

 Tribal group recognized by the U.S. federal government; or  

 State or local agency. 

In addition, grantees must be organizations that participate in established coalitions or networks that span multiple sectors and perspectives and 

may include representatives from business; education; public health; health care; community organizations; community members; policy 

advocates; foundations; and policy-makers. 

 

STATE FARM COMPANY GRANTS 

http://www.statefarm.com/aboutus/community/grants/company/company.asp 

 

Description and Eligible Activities 

The grants focus on three areas: safety, community development and education.  

 Safety Grants—Auto and Roadway Safety, Home Safety and Fire Prevention, Disaster Preparedness, Disaster Recovery, Personal 

Financial Safety/Security  

 Community Development Grants—Affordable Housing, 1st Time Homeowners, Community Revitalization, Economic Development 
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 Education—Grants for K-12 public schools 

 

Amount and Match Requirement 

N/A. 

 

Timing 

Applications for 2016 funding were available from Tuesday, September 1 through Friday, October 30, 2015.  Expect a similar timeframe for 2017. 

 

Eligibility 

The applicant must be an educational Institution, government entity, 501(c)(3) charitable nonprofit organizations, a 501(c)(4) volunteer fire 

companies, or a 501(c)(6) chambers of commerce. 

 

TOM’S OF MAINE 50 STATES FOR GOOD 

http://www.tomsofmaine.com/community-involvement/living-well/project-sponsorships 

 

Description and Eligible Activities 

Tom's of Maine 50 States for Good initiative supports grassroots organizations throughout the country working to do good in their communities. 

Eligible projects must have a positive impact on the community in one of the following areas:  

 Environmental Goodness 

 Healthy Goodness 

 Human Goodness 

An internal panel narrows applications down to the top 100.  An external panel narrows the 100 nominees down to 51 finalists (one from each 

state and the District of Columbia).  15 Final awards are made based on a consumer vote on Tom’s of Maine’s Facebook page. 

 

Amount and Match Requirement 

$150,000 is available nationally; individual grants are $10,000. 

 

Eligibility 

To be eligible to apply for a grant, organizations must: 

 Nonprofit 501(c)(3) organizations, in good standing, for funding requests related to community events, projects or program support 
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 Nonprofit must have an operating budget of less than $2 million 
 

 

WALMART FOUNDATION  

http://foundation.walmart.com/apply-for-grants/ 

 

Description and Eligible Activities 

Walmart has national, state and community grant programs.  Funding requests should align with the Foundation’s areas of focus.  Current focus 

areas are: 

 Hunger Relief and Healthy Eating 

 Sustainability 

 Women’s Economic Empowerment 

 Career Opportunity 

The Community Grant Program considers additional focus areas.   

 

Amount and Match Requirement 

The Community Grants Program awards grants of $250 to $2,500.   

Larger grants - $25,000 minimum -- are possible through Walmart’s National and State Giving Programs. 

 

 

Eligibility 

Organizations must be described as one of the following: 

 An organization holding a current tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(3), (4), (6) or (19) of the Internal Revenue Code; 

 A recognized government entity: state, county, or city agency, including law enforcement or fire departments, that are requesting funds 

exclusively for public purposes; 

 A K-12 public or private school, charter school, community/junior college, state/private college or university; or 

 A church or other faith-based organization with a proposed project that benefits the community at large. 
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US BANCORP FOUNDATION 

http://www.usbank.com/community/index.html 

 

Description and Eligible Activities 

The U.S. Bancorp Foundation offers grants for unrestricted general operating support, program support, capital support, and contributions of 

equipment and property.   

The Foundation has the following funding priorities: 

 Affordable Housing 

 Self-Sufficiency for low and moderate income populations 

 Economic Development 

 Education 

 Cultural and Artistic Enrichment 

 United Way 

 

Eligibility  

Only nonprofit organizations are funded. Organizations receiving primary funding support from a United Way organization are not eligible for a 

direct grant from the Foundation. 

 

BULLIT FOUNDATION 

http://www.bullitt.org/ 

 

Description and Eligible Activities 

The mission of the Bullitt Foundation is to safeguard the natural environment by promoting responsible human activities and sustainable 

communities in the Pacific Northwest. The Foundation supports nonprofit organizations that serve Idaho, Oregon, Washington, western 

Montana (including the Rocky Mountain range), coastal Alaska from Cook Inlet to the Canadian border, and British Columbia, Canada. 

 

The Foundation's current focus is on the following areas: 

 Urban Ecology 

 Ecosystem Services 
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 Energy, Industry, and Technology 

 Leadership and Civic Engagement 
 

The Foundation will consider special requests in response to unforeseen emergencies or time- sensitive needs. However, funds for such grants 
are limited, and approval standards are high. Interested applicants should contact a program officer to determine eligibility.  The Foundation 
does not fund capital projects or university overhead costs, nor does it fund candidates for political office or lobbying activities. 
 
Applicants must begin the application process by completing an online proposal inquiry form available on the Foundation's website. 
 

Amount and Match Requirement 

Total Annual Giving: $5,394,000;  Grant Range: $5,000 - $200,000;  Average Grant: $25,000 - $50,000 

 

Timing  

Proposal inquiry forms are available annually on March 15 and September 15, annually.  Invited proposals are solicited May 1 and November 1, 

annually 

 

Eligibility  

Applicants must have a 501(c)(3) determination letter, or identify themselves as a validly organized and operating municipal corporation, public 
agency, or Native American tribe. 
 

 

PEOPLE FOR BIKES GRANT PROGRAM  

http://www.peopleforbikes.org/pages/grant-guidelines 

Description and Eligible Activities 

Formerly the Bikes Belong Grant Program, People for Bikes is aimed at providing funding to those who strive to improve bicycling in America 

through efforts such as the building of trails and paths, or through promoting general bicycling advocacy and awareness. Fundable projects 

include paved bike paths, lanes, and rail-trails as well as mountain bike trails, bike parks, BMX facilities, and large-scale bicycle advocacy 

initiatives. A key goal of the Bikes Belong grants program is to support bicycling in as many places as possible. 
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Amount and Match Requirement 

People for Bikes will accept requests for funding of up to $10,000 for facility and advocacy projects. It does not require a specific percentage 

match, but prefers leverage and funding partnerships. The fund does not consider grant requests in which its funding would amount to 50 

percent or more of the project budget. 

 

Timing 

People for Bikes generally holds 1-2 open grant cycles every year, historically in the spring and fall.   

 

Eligibility 

While SPOT is not specifically eligible for this funding program, it is included here for informational purposes as the planning team looks to 

partner with bicycling groups in the future.  The program funds end-of-trip facilities for bicycles, such as bike racks, bike parking, and bike 

storage.  Applications are accepted from nonprofit organizations whose missions are bicycle and/or trail specific.  They also accept applications 

from public agencies and departments at the national, state, regional, and local levels; however, they encourage these municipalities to align 

with a local bicycle advocacy group that will help develop and advance the project or program.  Because of its limited funds, People for Bikes 

rarely awards grants to organizations and communities that have received People for Bikes funding within the past three years. 
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE, TRAINING AND OTHER RESOURCES 
 

Technical assistance grants can help SPOT to build their internal knowledge and capacity.   Grants are typically small, and usually in the form of 

time donated by technical experts rather than cash.  The following programs may be of interest. 

 

AMERICAN PLANNING ASSOCIATION'S COMMUNITY PLANNING ASSISTANCE TEAM PROGRAM—PLANNING ASSISTANCE 

http://www.planning.org/communityassistance/teams/ 
 

Description 

APA's Community Planning Assistance Team program considers applications from communities seeking pro bono planning assistance. If you live 

in or know of a community that lacks planning resources and could benefit from a team of planning experts, you're encouraged to apply. There is 

a $50 application fee. 

 

GOOGLE GRANTS—FREE ADVERTISING 

http://www.google.com/grants/ 

 

Description 

Google Grants provides $10,000 per month in in-kind AdWords™ advertising (Google’s online advertising tool), to nonprofit organizations to 

promote their missions and initiatives on Google.com. Grantees build and manage their own AdWords accounts just like paying advertisers, but 

participate with the following restrictions:  

 A daily budget set to $330, which is equivalent to about $10,000 per month  

 A maximum cost-per-click (CPC) limit of $1.00 USD  

 Only run keyword-targeted campaigns  

 Only appear on Google.com  

 Only run text ads  

 

Timing 

Google will run the ads run for as long as the organization remains actively engaged with their Grants AdWords account. 
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Eligibility 

Only registered 501(c )(3) nonprofit organizations are eligible.  Applicants must register on “Google for Nonprofits.”  

 

 

MJ MURDOCK CHARITABLE TRUST FUNDRAISING & CAPACITY BUILDING ESSENTIALS OF DEVELOPMENT SEMINAR—FUNDRAISING 

SEMINARS 
http://www.murdock-trust.org/enrichment-programs/essentials-development-seminar.php 

Description 

The Essentials of Development Seminar helps organizations create a diversified funding development structure. Designed for smaller or start-up 

organizations, the program’s goal is to help these groups sustain the long-term accomplishment of their mission. The seminar is a pair of two-

day workshops in Vancouver, Washington. 

Among the topics covered in the seminar are: 

 Principles of Fundraising  

 Development of a case for support  

 Donor list segmentation and management  

 Donor contact and care  

 Multiple approaches to fundraising  

Participants 

Each year, a group of about ten organizations is invited to participate in this program. Each organization brings its executive director, 

development personnel, and at least two board members 

 

BENEVON—FUNDRAISING FROM INDIVIDUALS 

http://www.benevon.com/welcome 

 

Description 

Benevon trains and coaches nonprofit organizations in its system for developing individual donor programs.  Benevon programs and services 

provide step-by-step process and the tools—training, templates, scripts, and rigorous coaching—to put non-profit organizations on the pathway 
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to financial sustainability.  Benevon offers free 17-minute and 55-minute video training sessions on its website. It also offers free seminars and 

conference calls. 

 

COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

The Community Transportation Association of America (CTAA) provides technical assistance for a wide variety of alternative transportation 

issues and activities.  www.ctaa.org 

 

THE CHRONICLE OF PHILANTHROPY 

http://philanthropy.com/section/Home/172/ 

 

ASSOCIATION OF FUNDRAISING PROFESSIONALS 

www.afpnet.org 
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The SPOT strategic planning team brainstormed potential stakeholders in order to identify potential partners, and also discuss key outreach tactics that 

may be useful to consider as a marketing plan is prepared.   

SPOT STRATEGIC PLAN:  STAKEHOLDER ASSESSMENT NOTES 

Stakeholder or 
Stakeholder Group 

Interests or “Stake” Outreach Tactics/Key Messages 

Possible Source of: 
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Tourists 

Ease of use 
Hassle factor 
Want to spend their time doing, 
not figuring out how to get around. 

Sightsee with SPOT 
PR Campaign 
Educational Materials 
Provide info at hotels, chamber of 
commerce/visitor center, Schweitzer, 
and on line travel sites 

X   X Devon 

Seniors 

Access to essential shopping and 
services 
Safety 
Independence 
Combat Social isolation 

Education 
Promote SPOT’s understanding of 
senior needs and issues 
Convenience 
Outreach through assisted living 
facilities, medical offices, and area 
aging agency 

X   X Susan 

ITD (Upper Levels) 
Funding levels 
Impacts on roads 

Economic benefits of transit 
Private/public partnerships 
Safety 

     

Anti-Government Cost/taxes 

Economic return to community and 
benefits of getting people to 
employment and medical care in a 
cost-effective way 
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Rural Residents 
Cost of travel 
Commuting 

Drive in, park once and take SPOT 
Use mailers and advertising to reach 
this group 

     

Un-served Residents 

Funding (taxpayer dollars going to 
services that they do not benefit 
from) 
General lack of awareness about 
the service 

      

Private Transportation 
Providers (Taxi’s) 

Effects on their income 

Partner with taxis for off-hour service 
needs 
Consider SPOT as a complementary 
service 

 X X  Clif 

Taxpayers 
They pay the bill – can that be 
reduced by reduced costs for roads 

Need clear statement of benefits. X   X 
All Team 
Members 

Environmentalists/EPA Clean air and water Highlight SPOT’s environmental goals X  X X  

Government Agencies 
(All) 

Financial impacts 
Bring local elected officials into the 
“inner circle” – give them first-to-
know status on SPOT’s activities 

X   X 
Mayors on SPOT 
Board 

City Governments 

Service to citizens / public welfare 
Cost-effectiveness 
Increased visitors to cities for 
business, shopping, entertainment; 
school 

Keep them updated – presentations 
Encourage participation in SPOT 
advisory board 

X X X X  
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SPOT STRATEGIC PLAN:  STAKEHOLDER ASSESSMENT NOTES 
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Road Departments 
Road construction and 
maintenance 

Benefits of transit for helping to 
reduce traffic 
Teaming with SPOT on road projects 
helps make the multi-modal case – 
may help to increase competitive 
position for funding 

X   X  

SPOT Staff, Board and 
Committees 

Ability to operate the system well 
Sustainability of the system 
Providing quality service 

 X X X X  

Bus Riders 
Expanded travel options 
Get to work 
Get to recreation 

Use social media 
Provide info about SPOT at places of 
employment and recreational 
destinations  

X   X  

Retailers 
Impacts on business revenues; 
access to workforce; parking for 
customers 

Reach them through DBA.  
Communicate benefits of transit for 
recruiting/retaining employees. 
Be seen as an environmentally 
friendly/ socially responsible/ 
community caring business. 

X   X  

Cyclists 
Safe commuting 
Access to 
recreation/nature/outdoors 

Take the bus on days when you can’t 
have helmet hair. 
Reach them through cycle clubs  

X X  X  
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Pedestrians 
Aesthetics/pleasant walking 
environment 
Avoiding car trips 

SPOT is a great option for long 
distances or inclement weather 
Make buses, stops, signs easily 
identifiable 
Make schedule info available at stops 

X   X  

Children (and Parents) 
Independence 
Safety 

Provide info on SPOT to teachers, 
PTA’s, libraries, child care businesses, 
recreational/sports/after school 
programs 

     

Low Income 
Transportation affordability 
Access to jobs, medical and 
essential shopping 

Outreach through health and 
welfare/social services agencies 

 X  X  

Disabled 
Independence 
Transportation affordability 

Outreach through medical offices  X  X  

Public At-Large 

Traffic congestion 
Travel options/automobile 
dependence 
May not know much about SPOT 

Advertising/radio/TV 
Word of mouth 

X X X X  
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SPOT ACTION PLAN 2015-2017 

To be updated quarterly by the SPOT Technical Advisory Committee 

Date of Last Update:  _______________ 

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

2
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ACTION ITEMS 

GOAL 1:  INCREASE RIDERSHIP             

1A 

Prepare and implement a marketing and public information plan 
by December, 2016, aimed at expanding SPOT's customer base, 
improving information on how to ride, and 
protecting/enhancing SPOT's brand. 

  X       

Marion - secure funding  
SPOT Board - work on increasing budget for 
marketing 
Jared and TAC – Develop and analyze market 
info using Census and other available 
demographic data 
Annie – look for a marketing coordinator 

1B 
Get SPOT's routes and stops on Google Transit by December, 
2015. 

X         Jared 

1C Fully implement the Double Map app by December, 2015. X         Jared 

1D 
Perform community and rider surveys in 2016 to identify 
barriers for current and potential customers, and to gauge the 
popularity of potential expansion options. 

  X       

Clif, Marion and Bill Wright - design survey 
questions 
Jared - provide online survey 
Marion and Bill - Administer on-board survey 
TAC - Synthesize results for Board 

1E 
Work to increase public awareness by issuing regular press 
releases about SPOT activities. 

X X X X X 
Annie – add standing item to Board agenda to 
decide whether to issue a press release each 
month and agree on key messages. 
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ACTION ITEMS 

GOAL 2:  IMPROVE RIDER ACCESS, CONVENIENCE AND AMENITIES  

2A 
Add third route to serve airport, food bank, residential and 
medical area. 

  X        
Marion - submit grant applications for 
operations funding and capital funding in 2015 

2B 
Perform an annual review of routes, stop frequencies, and 
operating hours; make adjustments if appropriate to improve 
convenience for riders. 

X X X X X Marion, Bill Wright and TAC 

2C 
Add shelters and bicycle racks to 10% of stop locations by 2016, 
and an additional 10% by 2018. 

   X   X   
Marion - submit grant application in 2015 and 
2017 

2D 
Expand on-board bicycle accommodation on all coaches by 
2018. 

      X   Marion - look for grant opportunity in 2016 

2E 
Work to increase frequency of fixed route services. (On-going 
objective.) 

X X X X X 
TAC – begin with peak hour frequencies in 
2016. 

GOAL 3:  LEVERAGE PARTNERSHIPS TO EXPAND SERVICE AND IMPROVE THE 
SYSTEM 

 

3A 
Integrate SPOT with Schweitzer Mountain Resort's 
transportation needs and funding.  Implement a new route 
serving the mountain beginning November 2016. 

  X       

Clif and Devon - negotiate service and 
payment schedule 
Clif - draft agreement for Board and 
Schweitzer approval. 

3B 
Coordinate with Bonner County and/or other partners to 
become active participants in SPOT by 2017. 

    X     
Saegen, Annie and George - begin dialogue 
with county commissioners after community 
survey (Objective 1D) is complete. 

3D 

As roadway projects are proposed, coordinate with BCATT, 
BATT, ITD, local cities and counties, to include stop furnishings, 
pedestrian access and safety features, and other transit 
infrastructure needs. 

X         
Susan - discuss with BCATT and BATT 
members; implement a transit checkoff 
process for LHTAC projects starting this fall. 
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ACTION ITEMS 

3E 
Develop a sponsorship program for stop furnishings ("adopt a 
stop") by 2016. 

   X      
 Erik – Develop the program and secure initial 
sponsors.  Consider a “top SPOT stop adopter” 
award. 

3F 
Coordinate with land use agencies to incorporate SPOT needs in 
development reviews by December 2015. 

X         

Implement a process for SPOT feedback prior 
to subdivision and commercial building permit 
approvals:  Carrie (Sandpoint), Carol K/Erik 
(Ponderay), Nancy (Kootenai), Annie (Dover), 
Saegen (County). 

3G 
Coordinate with social services agencies to implement Demand-
Response service within in the Sandpoint area by 2016. 

   X      TAC to make assignments for this task. 

3H 
Provide regular (annual) updates to local government agencies 
and civic groups. 

X X X X X 

Plangineering- prepare initial powerpoint for 
SPOT team's use 
Marion and Clif - update the powerpoint 
annually 
Carrie, Annie, Carol K, and Nancy – present 
the strategic plan to the Idaho Transportation 
Board 
TAC – schedule presentations to SURA, SDBA 
and PCDC 

GOAL 4:  INCREASE ORGANIZATIONAL AND FINANCIAL STABILITY   

4A 
Evaluate alternate governance structures and select desired 
approach by 2017. 

X   X X     

Clif and Annie - Compare pros and cons of:  
Joint Powers Agreement, 501(c)(3) or(4); 
Regional Public Transportation Authority; for-
profit structure; or refinements to current 
structure.  Provide information for Board 
discussion. 
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ACTION ITEMS 

4B 
By 2017, revise current governance structure to reduce political 
risks and allow for easier service area expansion. 

     X    
Lead person for this action item to be decided 
after Objective 3A is complete. 

4C 
On an ongoing basis, develop and expand SPOT's internal 
capacity and resources through training and grant opportunities. 

X   X X  X   X Marion - watch for RTAP training 

4D Update this list of objectives and action items quarterly. X   X  X  X  X Marion or designated TAC member 

4E 
Identify and select performance measures for SPOT and report 
on them annually 

 X    Clif and Erik 

4F 
Create an endowment or other long-term donation opportunity 
for SPOT after governance structure has been revised (see 
Objective 4B). 

   X  
Action items to be assigned after 4B is 
complete. 

GOAL 5:  PROMOTE ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP              

5A 
Explore other public transportation services including park and 
ride, vanpool and rideshare, as program champions are found. 

        X 

TAC – look for potential program 
champions/volunteer coordinators.  Action 
items to be assigned after coordinators are 
found. 

5B 
Report annual emission reductions due to rides on SPOT on the 
SPOT website, beginning in 2017. 

    X X X 
Plangineering - Provide simple spreadsheet 
tool for SPOT to estimate fossil fuel savings 
due to transit use. 

 5C Add a seat on the TAC for a designated environmental advocate X         
Erik – Recruit a person for this position in 
consultation with other TAC members and the 
Board. 

5D Consider energy efficiency options with next bus purchase     X Marion, Clif and TAC 

5E 
Consider solar technology and other energy efficient options for 
shelters with next significant installation project. 

   X  Marion, Clif and TAC 
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